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ABSTRACT: The Final EIS describes NSP's proposed project, eleven
alternatives and the impacts associated with the proposed project and
the alternatives. The proposed dry metal cask design has been chosen
by NSP on the basis of operational, environmental and economic
considerations. The proposed project and alternatives described are
feasible, and can be implemented within the bounds of federal
regulatory authority, though with varying implications for operation
of the Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant, environmental impacts
and costs to NSP customers. Comments on the Draft EIS and responses
to those comments are incorporated.
CLOSE OF COMMENT PERIOD: May 6, 1991
Interested persons may submit written comments on the adequacy of
the Final EIS until the date shown above. written comments
should be submitted to Bob cupit at the EQB address shown above.
The EQB will determine the adequacy of the Final EIS' at its May
16, 1991 me~ting, in accordance with Minn. Rule 4410.2800.
PREPARERS: Gretchen Sabel, Coordinator, High Level Radioactive
Waste Program, State Planning Agency
Bob Cupit, senior Technic~l Analyst, MEQB Power Plant
Siting program
Rita Messing, Research scientist, Minnesota Departl;!t~i1t: of
Health .
.

This document has been prepared under Minnesota
In December, 1989, the MEQB ordered preparation
provisions of 4410.2000, sUbp. 3 (Discretionary
those provisions, Northern states Power Company
should be prepared.

Rules, Chapter 4410.
of an EIS under the
EIS). Pursuant to
agreed that an EIS

•

After review of a draft document and pUblic meetings in April, 1990,
the EQB approved a scoping Decision Document in May, 1990, which
identified alternatives and impacts which would be addressed in the
EIS. The Draft EIS was released in November, 1990, pUblic meetings
were again held in December, and comments were received until
January, 1991. EQB staff revised the Draft EIS in response to
substantive comments. After 'a ten day comment period, the EQB is
expected to consider adequacy of the Final EIS at its May 16, 1991
meeting. Minnesota Rules 4410.2800, sUbp. 4 provides that the Final
EIS shall be determined adequate it it:
A. addresses the issues raised in scoping so that all issues for
whichinf-ormation 'can be reasonably obtained have been analyzed;
B. provides responses to the substantive comments receivedduring the Draft EISreview concerning issues raised in scoping;
~ C.
was prepared in- compliance with the procedures of the act and
-parts 4410. 0200 to 44~10.6500.
C.

If the EQB determines that the Final EIS is inadequate, it shall have
60 days in which to prepare an adequate EIS and the revised EIS must
be distributed to all persons who received the 'Final EIS.
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The following documents:' which have been incorporated by reference and
is available for public review at the Red wing, MN and Minneapolis,
MN central pUblic libraries and at the EQB offices:
License application and Safety Analysis Report submitted by NSP
to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on August 31, 1991.
Probable Maximum Flood study, Mississippi River at Prairie
Island, Minnesota, in Updated Safety Analysis Report, December,
1985.
Revisions to the Draft EIS'are'shown as underlined in the Final EIS.
Entire new sections are notunderiined, but are noted as new
material.
Common acronyms used in this document are:
ISFSI - Independent Spent Fuel storage Installation
PI
- Prairie Island
EQB
- Minnesota Environmenfal Quality Board
NSP
- Northern States Power -Co.
NRC
- u.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
DOE
- U.S. Department of Energy
PUC
- Minnesota Public Uttlities Commission
DOH
- Minnesota Department'~f Health
DPS
- Minnesota Departmentdf Public Service
DEIS - Draft Environmental Impact Statement
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CHAPTER 1
SUMMARY

(Revised)
Northern States Power Company (NSP) owns and operates the Prairie
Island Nuclear Power Generating Plant. The Prairie Island Nuclear
Gen~rating Plant is located within the city limits of the City of Red
Wing, Minnesota, on the west bank of the Mississippi River, about 6
miles northwest of downtown Red Wing. The Prairie Island Indian
Reservation abuts NSP property on the north and west sides. As the
generating capability of the nuclear fuel assemblies used to operate
this plant is exhausted, it is necessary to remove the fuel
assemblies from the reactors and provide interim storage for thbse
fuel assemblies. Currently, these assemblies are stored under water
in a spent fuel pool at the Prairie Island plant until the u.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) develops either a storage or disposal
facility. DOE is under contract to begin accepting the spent fuel
from this plant and all commercial power reactors beginning in 1998,
but it is not certain that DOE will be able to fulfill their part of
the contract since there is currently no federal storage or disposal
facility. NSP's current interim storage capacity is not sufficient
to allow continued fUll-capacity operation of the Prairie Island
plant beyond 1994.

•

To meet Prairie Island's spent fuel storage needs, NSP proposes to
build an Independent Spent Fuel storage Installation (ISFSI) within
.. the fenced Prairie Island plant site. For this project, NSP is
proposing to use metal casks s~pplied by the Transnuclear corporation
which hold 40 spent fuel assemblies of the type used at Prairie
Island. These casks are large, heavy containers, equipped with an
internal basket for holding the spent fuel assemblies and external
radiation shielding, each about 16.5 feet tall and 8.5 feet in
diameter. Fully loaded, each cask weighs about 120 tons. NSP's
current proposal is for an ISFSI large enough to accommodate 48
casks. Only spent fuel which has been stored in the pool 10 years or
more would be transferred to the ISFSI.
The following approvals of this project will be necessary:
1. Federal License: A Part 72 license must be issued by the u.s.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). NSP filed its application
in August, 1990, and anticipates completion of the review process
in late 1991.
2. certificate of Need: A certificate of Need from the Minnesota
Public utilities Commission is required pursuant to Minnesota
Rules, Chapter 7855. NSP intends to apply for PUC certification
in spring, 1991. This Environmental Impact Statement will be
part of the record in this filing.

•

3.

A local building permit will also be required .

1.1

Findings and Issues:
Construction of the proposed ISFSI will not cause significant impacts
to the natural and human environment in the vicinity of the Prairie
Island Nuclear Generating Plant. The area proposed for the ISFSI is
now extensively disturbed, being used for the storage/disposal of
primarily earthen fill and dredged material. NSP states that
construction dust and noise as well as run-off water will be
controlled, mitigating any off-site impacts. Off-site land use will
not be impacted.

•

As presently designed, operation of NSP's proposed Independent Spent
Fuel storage Installation (ISFSI) at full capacity (48 casks) will
deliver a dose of gamma radiation to off-site residents resulting in
a cancer risk above the acceptable or tolerable risk limit
established by the Minnesota Department of Health (MDH). The
acceptable level for incremental lifetime carcinogenic risk from any
sing~e source of envi~gnmental p~llution, is a lifetime ~isk level of
one 1n 100,000, or 10 • MDH est~mates that the cancer r1sk to
nearby residents from the proposed facility may be as much as 6 per
100,000.
Moving the facility two hundred yards or more to an
alternative site to the south would enable the rSFSI to be built and
still achieve the Minnesota criterion for acceptable risk for
involuntary exposure to environmental pollutants.
A lifetime cancer risk of 6 in 100,000 is a small risk, well within
the range of risks that people voluntarily accept. It is about the
risk incurred from 3 to 4 chest x-rays over a lifetime. Further,
because of the uncertainties in risk assessment, MDH uses
conservative risk estimates; the true risk from the proposed ISFSI is
most likely smaller than 6 in 100,000. The criterion of 1 in 100,000
was established in order to ensure that involuntary environmental
exposures, such as radiation exposures from the ISFSI, will not
produce significant health risks for any individual.

•

A key issue is the length of time storage will be required. Many of
the comments received on the DEIS focused on the uncertainties in the
federal process for waste acceptance. As previously stated, the DOE
is under contract with NSP to begin accepting spent fuel in 1998. It
is not clear that DOE can meet this date, and longer-term storage
could result. The length of the license currently applied for is 20
years, and any license renewals or modifications would be sUbject to
additional review.
continued operation of the Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant
has also been raised as a concern and appears to be an area of
controversy. The Minnesota Public utilities Commission will consider
the need for the proposed ISFSI and the feasibility of alternatives
in the certificate of Need process. The PUC does not have authority
under its rules to take actions which will result in plant closure
during the NRC-licensed period of operation.
A number of possible alternatives to the proposed project exist.
following alternatives are examined in the EIS:
1.2

The.

Alternative site: The use of an alternative site within the
existing plant property boundary would enable the ISFSI to be
built and still achieve the Minnesota criterion for acceptable
risk for involuntary exposure to environmental pollutants.
No action: This alternative would result in NSP filling the
existing spent fuel storage capacity at the Prairie Island plant
by January, 1994, thereby forcing shutdown of the plant. The
plant would then be mothballed or decommissioned. Shutdown of
Prairie Island would create the need for NSP to acquire 1000-1100
megawatts of baseload-type generating capacity by January, 199~ ..
Reduced operation of the Prairie Island plant: NSP may be able
to reduce operation at the Prairie Island plant in order to
reduce fuel consumption and thereby conserve storage capacity for
spent fuel at the plant. This could potentially delay the date
when Prairie Island expects to run out of storage capacity. This
is a variation of the no action alternative, which could permit
phasing out operation of the generating plant as energy
replacement options are implemented.
Increased customer conservation: This alternative assumes that
by significantly increasing its customer conservation programs,
NSP can eliminate some or all of the need for operating the
Prairie Island plant. This alternative received considerable
emphasis in comment letters.
other dry spent fuel storage technologies: Alternate dry spent
fuel· storage technologies examined include; other metal casks,
modular concrete storage systems, concrete casks, a vault, and
dual-purpose storage/transport casks. Each of these technologies
must meet the same technical performance criteria for safety and
radiation exposure minimization.
Increased in-pool spent fuel storage: Several options for
expanding the in-pool storage capacity at Prairie Island are
examined.
Shipment to another spent fuel storage facility: Options for
shipping spent fuel from Prairie Island to other storage
facilities are examined.
Shipment to a federal storage or disposal facility: The U.S.
Department of Energy is under contract with NSP to accept NSP's
spent nuclear fuel beginning in 1998. The feasibility and
impacts of this alternative are analyzed, and issues relating to
timing discussed.

••

Reprocessing (recycling) of spent fuel: Reprocessing is the
chemical process of dissolving spent fuel in order to extract the
residual uranium and plutonium for recycle into new fuel
assemblies. The remaining fission products are high level
radioactive waste and are concentrated and solidified into a
stable form, SUch as glass, for storage and permanent disposal.
There is no reprocessing plant in the united States for
1.3

1 spent nuclear fuel, so the spent fuel would need to be
to Europe for reprocessing.

~

of higher burnup fuel: Burnup is a measure of how much
energy a fuel assembly produced during the time it was in the
reactor. For a given amount of energy production by the reactor,
the number of spent fuel assemblies generated will be less if
each assembly can provide more energy; that is, if fuel can
achieve a higher burnup.
Combinations of alternatives: By combining alternatives which"
extend the capacity of the existing pool with the alternative of
shipping spent fuel to a federal facility, it is possible that
NSP could avoid the necessity of building the ISFSI. All of the
combinations assume continued operation of the generating plant,
but at reduced levels. Some possible combinations include:
1) No increase in storage capacity, but reduce operation of
the plant until the DOE begins to accept spent fuel. If
acceptance begins in 1998 as required by contract, Prairie
Island could operate at 46% of full operation until 1998,
and resume full operation thereafter. If acceptance does
not begin until 2010 (a date chosen for illustrative
purposes only) the plant could only operate at 15% of full
capacity until that time.
2) Implement an increased pool capacity option through
reracking, two-tiered racks, or consolidation (maximum
increase in space of 33% or 480 spaces), and reduce
operation to 43% of full capacity through the remaining
license period.
3) Increase pool capacity as above, and then ship spent fuel
to the DOE when they begin accepting. If they begin
accepting spent fuel in 1998 Prairie Island could operate at
full capacity through the license period. If spent fuel is
not accepted until 2010, Prairie Island would need to reduce
operation to 52% of full capacity until that time.
4) Use of higher burnup fuel, if allowed by NRC in license
modification, would result in up to 6% less spent fuel being
generated. This could be used in conjunction with the above
combinations to recover that portion of the lost production.
5) Conservation would have system-wide effects, and could be
used to offset the loss of production in the scenarios
described above.
Environmental impacts, including human health and safety, have been
analyzed for each of the alternatives. Feasibility and cost
comparisons are also included to the extent data was available.

1.4
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CHAPTER 2
PERMITS REQUIRED FOR THE PROPOSED PROJECT
STATE OF MINNESOTA
A certificate of Need from the Minnesota Public utilites Commission
is required pursuant to Minnesota Rules, chapter 7855. NSP int.ends
to apply for PUC certification in early 1991. The Final EIS will be
incorporated into that proceeding.
A local building permit will be required.
FEDERAL
A Part 72 license must be issued by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. NSP filed its application in August, 1990, and
anticipates completion of the review process in late 1991. MEOB
sought intervenor status in this proceeding, with results as
described below.
State and Tribal Participation in the Federal License Process
The Nuclear RegUlatory commission process for licensing nuclear
facilities is formal, long and complex. NSP filed their ISFSI .
license application on August 31, 1990. The application was reviewed
by the NRC for completeness, and then notice of the application was
pUblished in the Federal Register. Anyone who wished to be a party
to the proceedings was directed to seek intervenor status by November
19, 1990.
(Short of this, there is no public process involved in
granting these licenses.) MEOB staff (on behalf of the Board),
jointly with the Deparment of Public Service, sought intervenor
status, basically to hold open all options should major issues arise
during the pUblic process review of the pElS. The Prairie Island
Indian Tribe filed a late intervention request in February, 1991.
The next step in the process was the filing of "contentions", or
issues which the intervenors believe will not be addressed adequately
o~satisfactorily in the federal license.
MEOB staff worked with
staff from the Department of Public services and the Attorney
General's Office to identify issues, work with a technical
consultant, and develop the contentions. These contentions would
then be rebutted by both NSP and NRC staff, and their strength
weighed at a pre-hearing conference. At this point, a three-menber
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board established by the Nuclear
RegUlatory Commisssion would decide upon the need for a pUblic
hearing on the license.
An alternate course of action is to develop agreements between the
parties to address the concerns identified. This was the course
finally chosen here. Agreements were developed to address specific
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technical issues relating to cask decontamination and monitoring, an~0• .
to provide a framework to further define potential health impacts
from the radiation which would be emited.
Discussion of the health
impacts is provided in chapter 6 of this Ers. Once the agreements
were finalized the request to intervene was withdrawn, but the right
to intervene again was reserved.
contentions were not filed.
As a
condition of the agreements, the state agencies and Tribe now receive
all correspondance which goes between the NRC and NSP. Thus, MEQB
staff will be aware of any issue which surfaces in the federal
license proceeding and could impact the analysis provided in this
Ers.
significant modification of the project as proposed could
result in development of a supplemental Ers. All parties now on the
mailing list for the Ers would be notified of this development should
it occur.

•
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CHAPTER 3
DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED PROJECT
A.

Introduction

Northern States Power Company (NSP) owns and operates the Prairie
Island Nuclear Power Generating Plant. As the generating capability
of the nuclear fuel assemblies used to operate this plant is
exhausted, it is necessary to remove the fuel assemblies from the'
reactors and provide interim storage for those fuel assemblies.
Currently, these assemblies are stored under water in a spent fuel
pool at the Prairie Island plant until the u.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) develops either a storage or disposal facility. NSP's current
interim storage capacity is not sUfficient to allow continued
fUll-capacity operation of the Prairie Island plant beyond 1994.
All nuclear utilities, NSP included, have signed contracts with the
DOE which require DOE to begin accepting spent nuclear fuel in 1998.
However, since there are no federal facilities for storing or
disposing of the waste, the likelihood of DOE being able to take the
spent fuel on schedule is far from certain. The DOE is now searching
for a volunteer site for a storage facility, but no site has yet been
found. The DOE disposal facility is not expected to be available
until the year 2010 at the earliest and further delays beyond that
date are quite possible.
To meet Prairie Island's spent fuel storage needs, NSP proposes to
build an Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) on the
Prairie Island plant site. The Prairie Island ISFSI would use a dry,
metal storage,cask technology. Although pool storage will continue
to be necessary for recently discharged fuel, dry storage is an
option for fuel which has been discharged from the core and has
cooled for at least five years.
(NSP is proposing to store only fuel
cooled ten years or more.) NSP states that dry storage can be used
without significant changes in Prairie Island's existing plant
facilities; can be accomplished without affecting power generation;
can be operationally efficient; and can be installed incrementally,
on an as-needed basis.
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Prairie Island is one of several nuclear plants in the u.S. which
faces shutdown in the early to mid 1990's because their spent fuel
pools will be full. Monticello will have the same problem in 2005 if
the DOE is not able to begin taking utilities' spent fuel for
disposal by that time. Each of the plants which has taken action to
address this problem has chosen to develop an on-site Independent
Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI), using a dry storage
technology. Currently ISFSI's are in place at virginia Power's Surry
Plant, Carolina Power and Light's H.B. Robinson Plant, and Duke
Power's Oconee Plant; and more are planned for Baltimore Gas and
Electric's Calvert Cliffs Plant, Consumers Power's Palisades Plant,
and Wisconsin Electric Power's Point Beach Plant. None of these
plants are using or plan to use the Transnuclear casks proposed in
the NSP project.
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Dry storage of spent fuel in metal casks has been tested and
demonstrated in the united states since 1984. The DOE cooperative
program to demonstrate dry cask storage was initiated in 1984.
Virginia Power Company, the Electric Power Research Institute, and
cask manufacturers GNSI, Westinghouse and Transnuclear, Inc. were the
other partners in this program. For this project, NSP is proposing
to use metal casks supplied by the Transnuclear, Inc. which hold 40
spent fuel assemblies of the type used at Prairie Island, These
casks are large, heavy containers, equipped with an internal basket
for holding the spent fuel assemblies and external radiation
shielding, each about 16.5 feet tall and 8.5 feet in diameter. Fully
loaded, each cask weighs about 122 tons.
The number of casks which will be required at Prairie Island is
dependent on the progress made by the DOE in moving toward spent fuel
acceptance. The numbers projected range from 12 casks if the DOE
begins accepting fuel at a possible interim storage facility in 1998
to a maximum of about 75 casks if the DOE does not accept spent fuel
before the plant, including the spent fuel pool, is decommissioned
(retired) at some point following closure. This maximum figure is
based on the life of the current operating license for the Prairie
Island plant. NSP's current proposal is for an ISFSI large enough to
accommodate 48 casks. If the Nuclear Regulatory Commission grants a
license extension for the plant to .operate beyond their current
2013-2014 expiration dates, more spent fuel storage would be needed.
B.

General site Description

The Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant is located within the
city limits of the City of Red Wing, Minnesota. The plant is· located
on the west bank of the Mississippi River, about 6 miles northwest of
downtown Red Wing. Highway access is available to U.s. Highway 61
via Goodhue County Road 18. Railroad access is available via a spur
from the main line, which runs along the southwest boundary of the
plant. Goodhue County, in which the site is located, and adjacent
Pierce county in Wisconsin, are predominantly rural. Land use within
a radius of five miles of the plant is primarily agricultural. The
closest residence is about six-tenths of a mile south-south-east of
the reactor buildings. Estimated population figures from 1985/1986
show 174 residents within one mile of the plant, and 290 people
within two miles. A total of 1,222 people live within five miles of
the plant, primarily in the Red Wing area. Figures 3-1 and 3-2 show
the area surrounding the Prairie Island plant.
The proposed ISFSI would be located within the plant boundary, on
about seven acres of land located northwest of the reactor
buildings. This area of the plant site is now used for storage of
earthen materials and demolition debris. Due to proximity of the
plant to the Mississippi River, flood impacts on the ISFSI have been
raised as a concern by several commenters. Flood potential, impacts
and mitigation are discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. Figure 3-3
shows the layout of the major features of the Prairie Island plant.
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Four alternative sites for the ISFSI were considered on the prairie
Island plant property. These are shown in Figure 3-4. Area II was
not chosen because the area is constricted by the presence of the
plant access road and the microwave and meteorological towers. Area
IV was not chosen because it h~s less useful area, and because of the
presence of a resin disposal site and monitoring wells. Area III was
not chosen because it lies closest to the plant site boundary, and
would require substantial earth fill to bring it up to the desired
elevation.
Area I was chosen for the following reasons:
-site grading cost will be low since the area is fairly level.
-There is no heavy vegetation growth and no foreign material
deposits as compared to site IV.
-Existing road is available almost up to the ISFSI installation.
-Land is available for expansion to the east and north side of
the site.
-The cost of providing electricity will be minimized since the
site is close to the existing substation.

.'

An off-site location for the ISFSI was also considered. Use of a
site other than Prairie Island could require land acquisition, unless
land already owned by NSP was chosen. A greater effort would be
necessary to qualify and license a remote site, since the Prairie
Island plant site is already covered by an NRC license. Spent fuel
would have to be transported from the Prairie Island plant to the
storage site. The transportation mode, whether rail, road, or barge,
would depend on the location of the storage site, availability of
transport equipment, cost, etc. A'fuel handling and cask loading
facility would be required at the storage site to transfer spent fuel
from transport casks to storage casks. The storage facility would
look and function the same as if it were located at the Prairie
Island site. Personnel and facility resources would be required to
operate, monitor and provide security for the storage facility. For
these reasons, and because a suitable area was readily available on
the plant site, the remote-site option was not considered further.
C.

Characteristics of the Spent Fuel to be Stored in the Dry Casks

The radiological and thermal characteristics of the spent fuel to be
'stored in dry casks constitute the major source of potential risks
associated with the proposed Prairie Island Independent Spent Fuel
storage Installation (ISFSI). After spent fuel assemblies are
removed from the reactor core and placed in the spent fuel pool,
their radioactivity and thermal output decrease rapidly during the
first year following discharge. However, even after 10 years cooling
time in the pool, the spent fuel remains highly radioactive and
thermally hot. Figures 3-5 and 3-6, respectively, show the decay
curves for radioactivity and heat associated with the fuel following
its removal from the reactor.
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The ISFSI is designed to accommodate a total of 48 storage casks .
Each of the casks is capable of accommodating 40 spent fuel
assemblies. The total capacity of the fuel to be stored at the
facility is 715.29 metric tons of uranium. This is based on storage
3.3

of 482 Westinghouse standard assemblies (400 kilograms of uranium
(kgU) each), 481 Exxon's standard and TOPROD assemblies (370 kgU
each) and 957 westinghouse optimized design assemblies (360 kgU) .
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The following fuel assemb~y characteristics constitute limiting
parameters for storage of specific assemblies at the lSFSl. only
spent fuel assemblies which meet these criteria will be stored at the
ISFSI.
- Initial fuel enrichment: 3.85 percent uranium-235 by weight,
- Fuel burnup: maximum burnup of 45,000 megawatt days per metric
ton uranium,
- Decay time: minimum of 10 years after removal from the
reactor, and
- Physical configuration/condition: fuel assemblies shall be
intact, shall have no known cladding defects and shall not
have physical damage which would inhibit insertion or
removal from the cask fuel basket.
(See additional fuel specifications on page 3.10. For an explanation
of the terms used here, and of the nuclear fuel cycle in general,
please refer to Appendices A and B of this ElS.)
.
The thermal and radiological characteristics for the spent fuel were
generated using the ORIGEN2 computer code (cited in the Safety
Analysis Report (SAR) ·filed by NSP as part of the lSFSl license
application to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission). These
characteristics for the Westinghouse 14x14 assembly are shown in
Table 3-1. For the thermal and radiological characteristics, the
Westinghouse 14X14 OFA assembly with an enrichment of 3.85% U-235 was
assumed. This fuel will bound all other fuel types t~ be stored in
the TN-40 casks with respect to thermal and radiological
Characteristics. The specific analyses are available in section
3.3.4 of the SAR, and radiological results summarized in Tables 3-2
and 3-3 of this EIS.

Table 3-1
Thermal, gamma and neutron sources for the design basis fuel
U-235 Enrichment

3.85% by weight

Burnup (megawatt days per metric ton uranium)

45,000

Specific power (megawatts per metric ton

37.5

U)

Cooling time (years from reactor discharge)

10

Decay heat (kilowatts)

0.675

Gamma source (photons/second)

2.44E+15

Neutron source (neutrons/second)

2.10E+8
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Table 3-2
Gamma and neutron radiation sources
Data presented is for the reference Westinghouse14x14 array, 3.8S%
U-23S enrichment, 4S,000 megawatt days/metric ton uranium burnup,
10-year cooled fuel assembly, assumed to the bounding condition for
ISFSI storage.
Fission product activity (curies/assembly)

1.SSE+S

Neutron source (neutrons/second/assembly)

2.l9E+8

Fuel zone gamma source '*
(gamma radiation/second/assembly)

2.44E+1S

Plenum zone gamma source '*
(gamma radiation/second/assembly)

8.10E+9

'If

End zone gamma source
(gamma radiation/second/assembly)

2.06E+ll

'* These zones are the three longitudinal parts of the fuel
assembly.
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Table 3-3
Fission product activities for the reference fuel assembly
Values are shown at the time of discharge from reactor, 10 years
after discharge and 20 years after discharge. All values expressed
in curies per metric ton uranium.

.

Nuclide

Discharge

10-years later

20-years later

H-3
Kr-8S
Sr-90
Y-90
Y-9l
Zr-9S
Nb-9S
Ru-l06
Rh-l06
Ag-110
Sb-125
Cs-134
Cs-l37
Ba-l37
Ce-l44
Pr-l44
Pm-147
Sm-lSl
Eu-lS4
EU-lS5

7.44E+02
1.2lE+04
9.S2E+04
l.OlE+OS
l.07E+06
l.60E+06
l.6lE+06
7.l2E+OS
7.90E+OS
2.44E+OS
1.84E+04
2.S7E+OS
1. 4lE+OS
1. 33E+05
1. 27E+06
l.29E+06
1.29E+05
4.79E+02
1. 72E+04
1.l0E+04

4.2SE+02
6.26E+03
7. SlE+04 .
7.SlE+04
1. 74E-l3
1. OSE-ll
2.32E-ll
7.84E+02
7.84E+02
3.67E-03
1.S2E+03
8.90E+03
1.l2E+OS
1. 06E+OS
1. 73E+02
1. 73E+02
9.57E+03
4.SlE+02
7.70E+03
2.73E+03

2.42E+02
3.33E+03
S.92E+04
S.92E+04
4.80E-3l
6.l0E-29
l.2lE-30
8.09E-Ol
8.09E-Ol
1. 46E-07
1.23E+02
3.08E+02
8.86E+04
8.38E+04
2.34E-02
2.34E-02
6.94E+02
4.l7E+02
3.44E+03
6.74E+02

Total

1.77E+08

4.07E+OS

3.00E+OS
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Fuel with various combinations of burnup, specific power, enrichment
and cooling time can be stored in the TN-40 cask as long as values
for decay heat and gamma and neutron sources, including spectra, fall
within the design limits specified in Table 3-1. Figures 3-7 and 3-8
show the total gamma and neutron sources, respectively, as a function
of cooling time for the design basis 14x14 fuel assembly.
D.

•

storage Cask Description

Casks are large, heavy containers, equipped with an internal bask~t
for holding the spent fuel assemblies. Dry storage of spent fuel in
metal casks has been tested and demonstrated in the u.s. since 1984.
Virginia Power uses metal casks at the Surry ISFSI which were
supplied by General Nuclear Systems, Inc. The casks NSP proposes to
use at Prairie Island are designed by Transnuclear, Inc. The maximum
capacity of this cask is 40 spent fuel assemblies of the type used at
Prairie Island, so it is called a TN-40 cask. Each cask is about
16.5 feet tall and 8.5 feet in diameter, and weighs about 120 tons
when fully loaded. The casks are designed to perform the following
functions: contain the spent fuel and provide structural protection;
control fuel temperature through conduction, convection and thermal
radiation; maintain an inert, non-oxidizing atmosphere for the fuel;
contain radionuclides; and provide shielding of radiation.
Monitoring systems are also included on the casks to ensure that the
required conditions for containment are met.
-The fuel that will be placed into the TN-40 casks will have been
discharged from the core at least ten years earlier. After this long
of a cooling period, the level of heat generated by spent fuel is
lower and is conducted through the walls of the cask and to the
cask's outer surface, where it then dissipates to the atmosphere.
Discussion of the nuclear fuel cycle is presented in more detail in
Appendix B.
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The cask is designed to withstand severe environmental conditions and
natural phenomena such as earthquakes, tornados and tornado missiles,
lightning, hurricanes and floods. The casks, seals, and pads must
also be capable of withstanding prolonged periods of extremely cold
temperatures and prolonged periods of contact with ice and snow.
Additionally, the casks are designed to maintain safe storage and
containment of the spent fuel during design basis loading, handling,
storage or accident conditions.
Comments 11A and 13M questioned the design of the crane and its
lifting ability. NRC regulations found in NUREG-06l2 "Control of
Heayy Loads at Nuclear Power Plants" and NUREG-0554 "Single Failure
Proof Cranes" identify the acceptable designs for cranes, lifting
yokes an cask handling trunnions in order to essentially eliminate
the probability of a cask drop. The cask will be handled with the
125 ton auxiliary building crane. This crane will be modified to a
singl,:-failure-proof configuration before any cask handling takes
place. The design of the cask lifting yoke and handling trunnions
will also be in accordance with these regulations.
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NSF has not analyzed the effects of dropping a cask in the Auxiliary
Building because such a failure is not considered credible by the
NRC.
The crane used to move the cask will be a single failure proof
design as defined in NUREG 0612, "Control of Heayy Loads at Nuclear
Power Plants." The upper lifting trunnions on the cask are also
designed according to NUREG 0612. A load of six times the weight of
the cask does not produce stresses exceeding the yield strength of
the trunnions. Also, a load of ten times the weight does not exceed
the ultimate strength of the trunnions.
Nonetheless, if an accident such as a cask dropping 50 to 60 feet
from the crane in the Auxiliary Building did occur, the cask would
suffer some minor damage, and could possibly become imbedded in the
concrete floor.
The fuel basket would shift but the fuel would
reamin within the compartments.
It is most likely that the cask seal
would remain intact, though perhaps with a measurably increased
leakage rate.
However, even if the seal were fully breached and all
of the fuel rods released their available inventories, the
consequences of such a release are within acceptable occupational and
off-site exposures (for an accident) as discussed in the ISFSI SAR.
0.1
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Development of the TN-40 Cask desiqn:

NSF has selected Transnuclear, Incorporated of Hawthorne, New York,
as cask vendor for the proposed project.
Incorporated in 1965,
Transnuclear has a long history of involvement in nuclear fuel cask
development both in the United States and in Europe. six
Transnuclear cask designs have been approved for use by the NRC for
either storage or transport of spent nuclear fuel, and more than 100
Transnuclear Group casks are in use today world-wide.
Transnuclear's TN-24 cask is the cask most closely resembling the
TN-40 proposed for use in this project.
(The TN-24 holds 24 larger
fuel assemblies, the TN-40 holds 40 of the smaller type fuel
assemblies used at Prairie Island.) The TN-24 is NRC-approved for
storage of spent nuclear fuel.
It has been tested in demonstration
projects at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory and as part of
the Virginia Electric Power Company's cooperative program with the
DOE.
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In designing the TN-40 the following development objectives were
used:
reduce emphasis on transportability, select materials which
can be fabricated in the united states, separate the containment and
shielding functions, reduce basket material costs, increase storage
capacity, and maintain the operating characteristics of the TN-24.
The TN-40 meets these objectives through use of a multi-shell body,
and a lighter and more efficient basket design. The TN-40 was
designed specifically for NSP's Prairie Island plant, and has not yet
been approved by the NRC. This approval process will be part of
NSP's federal license application and approval for the ISFSI, and is
discussed in more detail later in this chapter.
Comments 4A, 13H, 13J, 19R, and 19S asked why NSP chose metal casks
as a storage media, why Transnuclear was chosen as a cask supplier,
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why the TN-40 cask was chosen rather than a cask already in use
elsewhere and what the safety record of the TN-24 casks reveals.
The first guestion is answered in NSP's comment letter on the DEIS
(comment letter #10) on page 6: Why NSP Chose Large capacity Metal
Cask Design. Transnuclear, Inc. was chosen by NSP as cask supplier
through a competitive bid process, and is now working with NSP under
a fixed-cost contract. The third question. why TN-40?j is also
answered in the reference for the first guestion. The safety record
of the dry storage in general is also discussed in NSP's comment
letter on page 6: Experience Base for Cask Use and Environmental
Effects. The TN-24 cask was successfully demonstrated at the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory in a joint Department of
Energy/Electric Power Research Institute program, and the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission approved the TN-24 Technical Safety Analysis
Report in July of 1989. There are no TN-24's in commercial use at
this time.
Cask design and testing are also discussed in NSP's
comment letter on page 7: Cask Design and Testing.

•

Cask design and fabrication:
Table 3-4 shows the general design parameters of the TN-40 cask. The
cask is constructed of several components, shown in Figure 3-9. The
fuel assemblies are placed into an interior fuel basket. The basket
structure consists of an array of rectangular cells, or boxes,
constructed of stainless steel. Sandwiched between the walls of the
cells are plates of aluminum and boral. The boral plates contribute
to criticality control, and the aluminum plates provide a conduction
path to transfer heat from the inside of the cask to the cask walls ..
The strength of the basket meets applicable NRC requirements.

•

Surrounding the fuel basket is the two-layer cask body, consisting of
the containment vessel (innermost) and the gamma shield. The
containment vessel is designed to meet the requirements of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers' (ASME) Code section III
Class 1 design.
It will be constructed of SA203 ferritic steel and
SA350 forged steel and welded using fUll-penetration welds, each of
which will be inspected by both dye-penetrant and radiographic
methods. This welding and inspection procedure will insure that the
welds have at least the same level of integrity as the steel in the
containment vessel. The lid will be bolted on using 48 bolts, with
double metallic seal rings to provide secure, redundant containment
and isolation of the spent fuel.
Following fabrication, the
containment vessel is hydrostatically tested by filling it with water
and pressurizing it to a level of 125% of the design pressure to
assure there are no l£aks in the vessel itself.
The outer layer of the cask body is the gamma shield.
Designed to
meet NRC shielding requirements, it will be constructed of SA105
forged steel in several sections and have backing rings and
through-wall welds at axial joints. It will then be welded to a
bottom plate and to the closure flange.
The gamma shield helps to
support the containment vessel, and is the part of the cask which
provides protection from tornado missiles.
3.8
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TABLE 3-4:

TN-40 GENERAL DESIGN PARAMETERS

PARAMETER

VALUE

Design life

At least 25 years

Maximum weight

120 tons

Max. gross weight on
125 tons
crane (with lift beams)
Number and type
of fuel assemblies

40 westinghouse or Exxon 14x14 assembiies

Spent fuel characteristics:
-Initial enrichment
3.85% uranium-235
-Maximum burnup
45,000 megawatt days per metric ton uranium
-Burnup credit
1.8% effective enrichment
-Min. decay time
10 years
-Decay heat
27 kilowatts (total)
Maximum fuel
340 0 centigrade
cladding temperature

* ~nc.
.
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·
k eff'
Max~mum

~0.95

bias and uncertainties

Normal
<0.98 Accident

External dose rate

125 mrem/hour contact (maximum)

Internal cask
atmosphere

Helium

Max. internal pressure

100 psig

Ambient temperature

-40 0 Fahrenheit to +120 0 Fahrenheit

Solar heat load (max)

135 BTU/hour per square foot

Tornado wind velocity

300 miles per hour (rotational)

T orna d 0

•

,.

'

'1 es

m~ss~

**

4"x12"x144" plank at 300 miles per hour
4000 pound automobile at 50 miles per hour

Snow and ice

50 pounds per square foot

Seismic

3.86 feet/second 2 horizontal acceleration
2.57 feet/second 2 vertical acceleration

Cask drop

18" bottom drop onto storage pad

Cask tip

Tip onto ISFSI pad

* k
is a measure of how close the stored fuel would come to
reacefit~ng cr i ticality, which occurs when k eff reaches 1.0.
**

A tornado missile' is an object propelled by tornado-force
winds.
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outside the cask body a neutron shield is fitted. It will consist of
an array of long, rectangular, aluminum elements filled with a
neutron-absorbing resin, surrounded by an outer shell of SA516 carbon
steel. The aluminum elements will be tightly fitted between the
gamma shield and the outer shell for effective transfer of heat from
the cask body to the outer shell. A disk of polypropylene is
attached to the cask lid to provide neutron shielding during
storage.

•

completing the cask will be a protective cover which fits over the
lid and is fastened to the cask body. Monitoring devices are placed
inside this cover, and provide the means to monitor cask seal
integrity throughout the storage period. Lifting trunnions are also
provided at the top and bottom of the cask body (two on each side) to
facilitate safe cask handling.
Comments 11B, 19B and 19V reguested additional discussion of cask
testing. Pressurizing the cask interior to 125% of its design
pressure is done to verify the strength of the welds, not to
determine whether helium or water can diffuse through the weld.
Properly executed welds are as impermeable as the surrounding
material. Using water to pressurize the cask interior rather than a
gas is the safest, most reliable method to verify weld strength, and
is the standard method used for pressure vessels. Radiographs and
dye-penetrant. tests of the cask welds will also be performed to
verify weld integrity. For further discussion of cask testing, see
NSP comment A.2 (NSF comment letter, #10), for a response to 19B, and
NSF comment A.9 (same submittal) for a response to 19V.
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Operating controls and limits:

1. Specifications: The spent nuclear fuel to be stored at the
Prairie Island ISFSI shall meet the following requirements:
- Only fuel irradiated at the Prairie Island plant may be used.
- Maximum initial enrichment shall not exceed 3.85% U-235 by
weight.
- Maximum assembly average burnup shall not exceed 45,000
megawatt days per metric ton uranium.
- Fuel shall have cooled a minimum of 10 years after reactor
discharge and prior to storage in the ISFSI.
- Fuel shall be intact, unconsolidated fuel. Partial fuel
assemblies, that is, fuel assemblies from which some
individual fuel rods are missing, must not be stored unless
dummy fuel rods are used to displace an amount of water
equal to that of the displaced rods.
- Fuel assemblies known or suspected to have structural defects
SUfficiently severe as to adversely affect fuel handling
shall not be loaded into a cask for storage, unless canned.
In response to comment 11C,"canning" refers to placing a
fuel assembly into a container so that the container can
then be handled and moved without directly handling the
3.10
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assembly. A fuel assembly with structural damage that
precludes normal handling procedures may be canned to allow
use of existing handling tools.
Canning would be done in
the pool. Of all the Prairie Island spent fuel assemblies
generated to date, none of those which will be placed into
dry storage will require canning.
2. Applicability: These specifications are applicable to all fuel
to be stored in the TN-40 casks at the Prairie Island ISFSI.
3.
Objective: The specifications were derived to ensure that the
peak fuel rod temperature, surface doses, and nuclear sUbcriticality
are below design values.

4. Action:
If these specifications are not met, additional analysis
and/or data must be presented demonstrating that the nonconformance
does not exceed safe operating limits before the spent fuel can be
placed in the cask for storage.
5.
Surveillance: Prior to cask loading, the fuel selected to be
loaded shall have been reviewed to ensure that it is within the
cask-specific functional and operating limits. This information
shall be documented for each assembly to be loaded into the cask.

•

6.
Basis: The design criteria and subsequent safety analyses of the
ISFSI and storage casks assumed certain characteristics and
limitations for the fuel that is to be stored.

Comments 110 and 13G questioned reference to nonconforming fuel
rods. Table ·3-4 shows the requirements, or "specifications", which
must be met by fuel stored in the TN-40, including maximum fuel
enrichment, maximum burnup, and minimum cooling time. There are no
Prairie Island spent fuel assemblies with broken fuel rods, and even
if there were, no such fuel would be placed into dry storage. Fuel
assemblies known or suspected to have structural defects SUfficiently
severe as to adversely impact fuel handling will not be placed into
dry storage, unless such assemblies are canned to provide a safe
handling configuration. Of all the Prairie Island spent fuel
assemblies generated to date, none of those which will be placed into
dry storage will require canning.
When spent fuel is eventually shipped offsite to an MRS or
repository, assemblies with damaged fuel rods may require canning or
further containment before being placed into the shipping cask. The
specific reguirements will depend on the shipping cask design and
then-current NRC regulations.
Casks:

•

1. Specifications: The spent fuel storage casks used at the ISFSI
shall meet the following requirements:
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- Cask surface temperature shall be less than 250 0 Fahrenheit.
- The cask surface dose rate shall be less than 125 mrem per
hour.
- Removable surface contamination levels on the cask shall be
less than 1000 disintegrat~ons per minute per 100 square
centimeters (dis/min/l00cm ) from beta and gamma emitting
sources and 20 dis/min/100cm 2 from alpha emitting sources.
- Maximum lifting height of a cask by a non-redundant lifting
device shall be less than 18 inches.
2. Applicability:
casks.

•

These specifications are applicable to the TN-40

Objective: The objective is to ensure that the casks have been
loaded and handled in accordance with design basis criteria.

3.

Action: If temperature, surface dose rates, or contamination
levels exceed limits, the cask shall not be transported to the
ISFSI. If maximum lift height is exceeded, the transport activities
shall be stopped and the cask lowered to within the acceptable limit.
4.

5.
Surveillance: The following surveillance measures will be taken
to ensure that the specifications are met:

- A minimum of 24 hours after cask loading and prior to moving
the cask to the storage pad, the surface temperature of the
cask shall be measured to ensure that it is within the
functional and operating limit.
- Prior to moving a loaded cask to the storage pad, gamma and
neutron measurements shall be taken on the outside surface
of the cask surface. These dose rates shall be less than
the surface dose rate limit.
- Prior to moving a loaded cask to the storage pad, the cask
removable surface contamination levels shall be measured to
ensure they are less than the contamination limits.

.)

6.
Basis:' The design criteria and subsequent safety analysis of the
TN-40 cask assumed certain characteristics and operating limits for
the size of the casks. This specification assures that those design
criteria are not exceeded.

Confirmation that the cask surface temperature is within the
prescribed limit will ensure that the cladding temperature of the
fuel assemblies is less than the maximum design basis temperature of
340 0 Centigrade. This will protect the integrity of the spent fuel
stored in the ISFSI by ensuring that the thermal analyses are valid
for the fuel stored in the ISFSI.
Confirmation that cask surface dose and surface contamination levels
are below prescribed limits will protect employees against
occupational exposures by ensuring compliance with occupational dose
limits and ALARA principles.
(ALARA principles are described in more
detail in Appendix G of this document.)
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Confirmation that cask lifting heights are within the prescribed
limit will protect the cask integrity and guard against uncontrolled
release of radioactive material by ensuring the thermal, criticality,
and radiological analyses remain valid following and accidental cask
drop.
Comment 5D raised several guestions about heat generation and heat
flow calculations. Spent fuel heat generation is not related to the
criticality of the array of spent fuel assemblies. The thermal
analysis of the cask design is done to show that the rate of heat
transfer from the spent fuel to the cask exterior will keep the fuel
rod cladding temperature below a maximum value of 340°C (644°F).
As given in Table 3.3-1 of the SAR, the maximum cladding temperature
under average storage conditions is 3140C (598°F), and a maximum
cladding temperature for very hot and sunny conditions is 336o~
~oF). The heat generated by spent fuel is a conseguence of the
radioactivity of the spent fuel. As the spent fuel becomes less
radioactive during its time in storage, its heat generation rate also
decreases. As the spent fuel heat generation rate decreases,
cladding and cask surface temperatures decrease.

•

•

Cask Internal Temperatures During Loading: The thermal analysis of
the TN-40 cask shows that it will reach thermal eguilibrium within 24
hours after it is sealed. During the vacuum drying step of the cask
preparation procedure, the cask internal temperature would be higher
than the eguilibrium temperature reached after sealing. This is
because there is no helium in the cask during vacuum drying, and the
helium contributes to the heat transfer from the fuel to the cask
walls.
The effect of helium is to lower the fuel cladding
temperature by about 70°C. Therefore, the maximum fuel cladding
temgerature expected to be reached during vacuum drying is about
384 C (314, from preceding paragraph, + 70). This maximum
temperature would persist only until the subsequent step of the cask
preparation procedure, when the cask is backfilled with helium.
A
fuel clad temperature of 384°C is not a concern for the brief
period in guestion; for comparison, the maximum allowable fuel
cladding temperature for transportation casks is about 500o~
criticality Design criteria: When an array of nuclear fuel
assemblies goes critical, a self sustaining chain reaction is
achieved. The parameter called k-eff must be egual to 1.0 before an
array of fuel assemblies could go critical. It is impossible for PWR
or BWR nuclear fuel assemblies to go critical without water.
Because
the cask is sealed, and because the cask seal is above the highest
flood level, there is no credible event which would allow water
inside the cask. Nonetheless. the TN-40 cask is designed so that the
array of spent fuel assemblies in the cask would be subcritical
(i.e., k-eff less than 1.0) even if the cask interior were to become
filled with water,' The NRC requires spent fuel storage
configurations be designed so that k-eff does not exceed 0.95 under
normal storage conditions. The NRC has previously licensed storage
configurations for which k-eff does not exceed 0.98 under certain
off-normal and improbable circumstances.
For comparison, reactor
cores must be designed so that insertion of all the control rods will
stop the nuclear reaction, and keff will be no greater than 0.98.
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The calculation of k-eff is performed using input data and computer
codes which have been benchmarked against measured data. and methods
which incorporate additional margin to address calculational and
statistical uncertainties.
In reviewing the cask design and
analysis. the NRC verifies that criticality calculations are
performed using approved methods and codes. Reactor core design and
criticality analysis are performed using essentially the same method
as is used for cask criticality analysis.

•

Cask Internal Helium Pressure:
1. Specification: The cask shall be backfilled with a helium cover
gas to a pressure of 20 ± 1 psia (5.3 ± 1 psig) at 77 0 Fahrenheit.
2. Applicability:
casks.

This specification is applicable to the TN-40

3. Objective: The objective is to ensure that the cask is
backfilled with helium in accordance with design basis criteria.
4. Action:
If internal pressure is not within specified limits, the
cask shall not be transported to the ISFSI.
5. Surveillance: Prior to moving a loaded cask "to the storage pad,
the helium pressure shall be measured to ensure it is within the
pressure limit.

'" •

6. Basis: The thermal and pressure analyses performed for the cask
assume use of a cover gas. Compliance with this limiting condition
will ensure long term maintenance of fuel clad integrity. Periodic
testing is not required due to the reliability of the redundant
monitoring system.
Cask Leakage:
1. Specification: The cask leakage rate shall be less than 10- 4
atmosphere per cubic centimeter per second.
2. Applicability:
cask.

The specification is applicable to the TN-40

3. Objective: The objective is to ensure that cask leakage is
within limits assumed in the radiological dose calculations.
4. Action:
If leakage is above the specified limit, the cask shall
not be transported to the ISFSI.
5. Surveillance: Prior to moving the cask to the storage pad, the
cask seal shall be tested using a helium leak detector to ensure that
the seal leak tightness is within the leakage limit.
6. Basis: Compliance with this limiting condition will ensure
long-term maintenance of cask integrity. Periodic testing is not
required due to the reliability of the redundant monitoring system.
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Additional surveillance and control measures:
ISFSI Safety Status: A visual surveillance of the ISFSI shall be
performed on a quarterly basis to determine that no significant
damage or deterioration of the exterior of the emplaced casks has
occurred. Surveillance shall also include observation to determine
that no significant accumulation of debris on cask surfaces has
occurred.
ISFSI Area Dose Rate: Thermoluminescent dose monitors located on the
ISFSI site fence shall be read quarterly.
Design Features: The ISFSI cask storage pads will be constructed of
reinforced concrete, with nominal dimensions of 36 feet by 216 feet
by three feet thick. The top of the concrete pad is at elevation
697.0 feet minimum, in order to ensure that non-borated water could
not get into the cask in the event of the maximum hypothetical flood.
Administrative Controls: The ISFSI will be located on the Prairie
Island plant site and will be managed and operated by NSP/Prairie
Island staff. The administrative controls shall be in accordance
with the requirements of the station Facility operating License and
associated Technical specification.

•

D.2

Long-term performance of the cask and its components:

The design of'the TN-40 cask is based on Transnuclear's experience in
the'design, development, testing, licensing, manufacture and
operation of dry storage and transport casks. Over ninety large
spent fuel transport casks, the predecessors to the TN-40, are
currently in use throughout the world. Transnuclear asserts that the
functional performance of these casks has been excellent and the
experience gained over the years has been incorporated into the TN-40
design.
Generally, the two largest factors in the corrosion of metallic
systems exposed to the environment are high temperatures and oxygen.
Industrial pollutants such as acid rain or atmospherically dispersed
chemicals (e.g., accidental releases of chlorine) have little short
term impact, and as a result, their effects, if any, are detected
over time, which allows inspections and preventive maintenance to
accommodate any impact they may have. In general, ~uch contaminants
have extremely low concentrations compared to threshold values for
damage over a period of 25 years.
Spent fuel storage casks are not made of delicate architectural or
SCUlptural materials. such materials can have chemical reactions
with industrial pollutants that, over prolonged periods, can cause
cracking and spalling. The metals 1n spent fuel storage casks do not
react in such a fashion with these pollutants.

•

since exposure to high temperatures and oxygen are the major threats
to metallic systems which are stored in the open, the design of the
TN-40 cask has been based upon protecting all metal surfaces from the
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oxidation that can result from such exposure. In addition, the
neutron shield, which is made of a polyester resin, must also be
evaluated for its long term performance. The major cask system
components that could be sUbjected to environmental threats are the
cask body material, the cask internals, the cask sealing system, and
the neutron shield.

•

The design and analysis of the TN-40 cask are in accordance with the
American Society of Mechanical Engineer's (ASME) Boiler and Pressure
Vessel (B&PV) Code requirements for Class I components, such as
nuclear power plant reactor pressure vessels, which are expected to
operate under much more severe conditions during normal operation
than the TN-40 storage cask. The transient conditions to which a
reactor vessel is SUbjected are also much more severe than the
transient or off-normal conditions the storage cask will experience.
The cask, under normal conditions, experiences low loading conditions
(i.e., comparatively low pressure, low temperature and low thermal
gradients) over its lifetime which have an insignificant effect on
cask performance. Although the probability that a cask would
experience an accident, e.g., tornado missile, is low, it would
survive and remain functional because it is designed for accidents
with significant safety margins.
The design incorporates standard materials which have been used in
the nuclear industry for many years. The cask body and basket
materials are ASME B&PV Code materials. The basket poison (neutron
. abSOrb~ngd) mtaterhi~lh{hBOrabl) is a dst~ndard mat er1'al in the nukclear
power 1n us ry w 1C
as een use 1n spen t f ue 1 s t orage rac s 0 f
many nuclear power plants, as well as in other cask designs. Cask
internals are basically comprised of materials that are highly
resistant to oxidation. Additionally, even though the cask internals
are exposed to high temperature, the cask design incorporates a
method to preclude oxygen entry into the cask. The cask containment
vessel and the basket materials are made of high quality steels with
high alloy content (e.g., the basket has a large quantity of
stainless steel which is the main basket structural material). While
the containment vessel is a high alloy steel, over a long period of
exposure to oxygen under ideal conditions, it would still have a
tendency to form very thin layers of ferrous and ferric oxide. Even
though such oxide layers tend to be self-limiting (i.e., the
formation of the layer tends to retard further oxidation of the base
metal) and would have no material impact on the effectiveness on the
containment structure, it is always a design objective to take active
steps to control corrosion. Therefore, to prevent oxidation of the
containment vessel, it is clad with a non-oxidizing, metallic spray
(Zinc/Aluminum), which has a similar effect as galvanizing of metal
surfaces. The metallic spray, however, is a more stable and durable
coating than galvanization.
The defense-in-depth approach comes from the internal atmosphere that
is maintained within the cask which surrounds the non-oxidizing
cofathin g and conta~nment vessel •. Tlhle only t~me the,internal,surfa 7es
o t e cask exper1ence a potent 1a y corrOS1ve env1ronment 1S dur1ng
loading in the spent fuel pool. This exposure lasts for only a few
hours and the pool water chemistry is very closely controlled to
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minimize impurities. After the cask is loaded with fuel and removed
from the pool, it is drained. Before the cask is sealed, moisture is
removed through the use of a vacuum drying system to insure that
radiolysis of water that could occur in the high radiation fields
within the cask (e.g., the separation of water into its constituent
parts, hydrogen and oxygen) is held to minimal values. As a further
backup in the defense-in-depth, the cask is then backfilled with an
inert gas (helium) at a higher pressure than atmospheric to assure
that outside air cannot leak into the cask.
The cask sealing system is comprised of metallic seals which are
highly resistant to corrosion. Since the seals are non-ferrous,
their oxidation characteristics are even better than those of the
containment vessel. As with the containment vessel, the cask seals
are dried after the cask is loaded and are surrounded by the helium
atmosphere from both the backfilling of the cask and from the
monitoring system. The stability and performance of the metallic
seals have been demonstrated in both the laboratory and in actual
operation with a variety of applications.
The seal for the weather protective cover is made of an elastomeric
(non-metallic) material, with excellent corrosion and temperature
properties. This seal is not critical to the functioning of the cask
sealing system, but has been designed for both long life and easy
replacement.
The cask body is a~so a high quality steel which meets the
requirements for pressure vessel materials of the ASME code. The
cask body is sealed by structural welds around the containment vessel
so that air and water cannot come in contact with the outer wall of
the containment vessel or inner wall of the cask body. The external
surfaces of the cask body are also given a defense-in-depth treatment
to insure that oxidation of the cask body is minimized. This is
accomplished by coating the cask body with the same metal spray used
within the cask for the containment vessel. For added protection, a
rugged epoxy paint is applied on all body surfaces that are exposed
to the elements. The epoxy paint is routinely inspected for damage
and, where necessary, is repaired and repainted.
However, even without protective coatings, corrosion would not be a
problem in this environment and for this design. First, the outer
cask surface exposed to the environment is the gamma shielding, not
the fuel containment boundary. Secondly, the lid and top of the cask
are covered by the protective cover which could be replaced if
required. Third, the corrosion rate in air at the low temperature of
storage is insignificant. The depth of corrosion would be less than
2 mils in 100,000 hours at a temperature of 850 0 F, or less that 5
mils in 25 years.
(One mil is equal to one-thousandth of an inch.)
Environmental conditions due to sun, rain, snow or sleet will have
little or no effect on the cask. The sun will cause temperature
changes, but because of its large mass and thermal inertia, the cask
response is very slow, resulting in small thermal gradients. The
effect of solar insolation, which is included in the thermal
evaluation, is not significant. Snow and sleet will melt due to the
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decay heat from the contained spent fuel assemblies. The cask has
been evaluated to determine the effects of rain at 32 0 F on a hot
cask. The cask could sustain 22,000 such cycles (i.e., rain showers
twice a day for 25 years) without exceeding the design requirements.

•

The neutron shield is a non-metallic material and is, therefore, not
very sensitive to oxidation. Such material has been used as an
exposed, external surface on a number of Transnuclear transport cask
systems, and its performance, even in the presence of air, boric
acid, and much higher temperatures than in the TN-40, has been
excellent throughout two decades of service. The material is
sensitive to temperatures above 300 o F, and, therefore, the design
of the cask must insure that the peak temperature of the shield is
less than this temperature. In the TN-40 design, the neutron shield
is sealed within compartments to assure that it is never exposed to
the environment. A significant ameliorating effect that is
conservatively omitted from consideration in the design of the
storage cask is that the cask temperatures (as well as radiation
levels) decrease over time as the spent fuel decays. consequently,
the neutron shield is realistically exposed to its highest
temperature only for a short time at the beginning of its storage
life.
The TN-40 storage cask and its components have been designed to
minimize the effect of environmental factors during prolonged storage
that could contribute to material degradation. The only components
-which have some degree of vulnerability (seals, bolts, overpressure
system, etc.) can be replaced, if required, on the pad,or by moving
the cask into the spent fuel building. These components are
monitored constantly to ensure their continued effectiveness.

•
i

Through the selection of appropriate materials which have been tested
and proven in operation, the use of mUltiple layers of protection,
and the performance of regular inspection and maintenance, the TN-40
cask will not experience reduced safety margins as the result of
exposure to environmental factors.

E.

Storage Installation CISFSIl Description
1.

Physical Description

The Independent Spent Fuel Storage Facility (ISFSI) proposed for the
Prairie Island plant would be located within the fenced plant
boundary, approximately 1500 feet northwest of the reactor
buildings. The ISFSI would cover about seven acres of land, in a
disturbed area now used for storage of earthen materials and
demolition debris. The functional part would consist of two concrete
pads (each 36 feet wide by 216 feet long, and 3 feet thick) upon
which the casks would be placed (up to 24 casks per pad, maximum
capacity). The two pads would be 100 feet apart. The casks
themselves do not require any sort of enclosure.
An eight foot high security fence would surround the pads at a

distance of 100 feet.

The security fence would be ringed by a 20
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foot wide "isolation zone", which would be enclosed within an eight
foot nuisance fence.
Double swing gates would provide access at only
one point in the containment.
10 feet beyond the outer fence, a 20
foot gravel road would be placed around the perimeter of the site so
it could be patrolled regularly. An earthen berm would' also be
constructed along the north and west sides of the ISFSI, to aid in
reducing the amount of off-site radiation which would be generated.
This berm would be approximately 70 feet wide at its base, 10 feet
wide at its crest, and approximately 16 feet tall. All these details
are shown in Figure 3-10, which is a schematic of the Prairie Island
ISFSI. The area would be well lit at all times. A 30 foot by 50
foot storage building is also planned for inside the security fence,
where the cask moving equipment would be stored, along with four
slightly contaminated intact spent fuel storage racks from the spent
fuel pool.
Comment 19T guestioned the integrity of the earthen berm. The
earthen berm will be formed of ordinary earth available on site or
from local suppliers. Grasses and landscaping will be planted on and
around the berm to resist erosion. NSP states that if any
significant erosion does occur, the berm will be restored by plant
staff.
Even if a large section. or all, of the berm is washed away
from heavy rains or flooding, it could be restored in a matter of
days. Additional discussion is provided in NSP comment letter (10),
p. 4 •

•
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Comment 13K sought more 'discussion on the concrete pad design and
integrity. The concrete pads are designed to be stable for the
lifetime of the storage installation. The earthen berm will be
formed of ordinary earth available on site or from local suppliers.
Grasses and landscaping will be planted on and around the berm to
resist erosion. The fill under the concrete pads will be the same as
is typically used for concrete foundations, and will consist of
sound, durable, granUlar material. Culverts and drainage pipes will
be located in the fill to provide the necessary drainage. An
earthguake or flood will not affect the functionality of the ISFSI
site or concrete pads. Refer to NSP's comment A.3, (Comment letter
#10), for discussion of flood effect on the earthen berm.
Comments 11E, 13G and 17B requested more information about the four
slightly contaminated spent fuel racks to be stored in the storage
building. The SUbject racks were last used in the Prairie Island
pool about 10 years ago. These racks are completely functional, and
have been stored on site for the last 10 years. The racks were
cleaned when they were removed from the pool, leaving them with low
levels of fixed contamination. When within the ISFSI, they would be
SUbject to a level of control and surveillance equivalent to that
applied to slightly contaminated items within the plant. The total
calculated dose due to ISFSI operations includes the contribution
from the racks, which is much smaller than from any single cask. NSP
does not believe there is any additional risk to storing these racks
in the ISFSI as compared to their current storage conditions in the
plant.
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2.

security and monitoring of the ISFSI and casks:

security coverage for the ISFSI will be provided by the plant
security force. Access to the ISFSI will be very l~mited, and will
be controlled by the plant security force. The ISFSI will be
surrounded by with a security fence equipped with an intrusion
detection system wired to Plant Security's alarm stations. This
system wouid alert the plant security force in the event of an
unauthorized attempt to enter the cask storage area. Lighting and
video cameras installed along each side of the ISFSI fence will
assist the security force in monitoring the area surrounding the
ISFSI. The ISFSI perimeter will be patrolled by plant personnel at
least once per shift.

•

Monitoring of the casks themselves would be done at several levels.
The cask exteriors would be visually inspected periodically for signs
of weathering of the cask shell. Additionally, each cask is equipped
with a pressure monitoring system which will indicate a loss of
seal. It is important to ensure that air doesn't leak into the
cask. Air is not a desirable environment for spent fuel storage,
because of the potential for oxidation of the fuel cladding. Each
'cask monitoring system feeds into an alarm panel located outside the
ISFSI fence. This panel will indicate whenever any cask monitoring
system detects a loss of cask seal or the monitoring system itself
malfunctions.
The TN-40 monitoring system functions as follows:
Prior to placing the TN-40 cask on the storage pad, the pressure
inside the cask cavity is raised to about 2.0 atmospheres by
pressurizing it with helium. This assures that cask cavity
pressure is always above atmospheric during the storage period to
prevent the in-leakage of air which could be harmful to the fuel.
After the cavity is pressurized, an overpressure tank is
installed QD top of the lid. The tank is connected to the gaps
between the two metallic seals on the lid and lid penetrations.
The tank and the inter-seal gap are pressurized to about 6
atmospheres. This pressure is monitored by a transducer which
sends an electrical signal to the ISFSI monitoring panel. A
decrease in the pressure of the monitoring system would be
signalled by this pressure transducer. Since the helium in the
monitoring system is at a much higher pressure than that of the
cavity, any seal leakage would result in helium from the
monitoring system (non-radioactive) leaking either into the
cavity through the inner seal (if it has failed) or into the
space between the lid and the protective cover through the outer
seal (if it has failed). In either case, no leakage of
radioactive material from the cask to the environment would
occur.
For protection of the monitoring system from the environment, the
protective cover is fitted over the lid and monitoring system and
equipped with an elastomer (i.e., rUbber) seal. In the unlikely
event that unacceptable leakage were detected in the monitoring
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system and the leak occurred in an outer seal, the space between
this protective cover and the lid would trap the escaping
monitoring system helium, thereby retarding the drop in the
monitoring system pressure. This space between the protective
cover and the lid would also act to retain any material from
within the cask and retard cask depressurization in the highly
unlikely event that an inner seal, as well as an outer seal, were
to fail.
Comment 5C guestioned whether backup monitoring systems were needed
for the casks. The pressure monitoring systems on the casks are
designed in such a way that if they fail, they will fail showing that
a problem exists with the cask. This will trigger a response by
plant personnel, who will determine whether the problem is in the
cask or in the monitoring system, and then take appropriate measures
to correct the problem. The environmental monitoring of the ISFSI
will also serve to backup the casks' monitoring systems.

•

Comment 7B suggested that "Chapter 3. Section E. 2 . . . . should
include a description of the existing radiological monitoring
systems." NSP conducts a monitoring program at prairie Island as
reguired by the U.S. Nuclear RegUlatory Commission (NRC). The
results of the program are reported both to the NRC and to the
Minnesota Department of Health (MDH). The MDH conducts verification
monitoring for the NRC, and generally finds agreement between NSP's
reported results and their own findings. Appended to this response
document as Appendix U is Part 4.0 Results and Discussion, taken from
NSP's April 27, 1990 report to the NRC of their 1989 data from the
program.
In addition, NSP states in the SAR that 16 additional
thermo luminescent dosimeters will be place around the ISFSI to
monitor that facility specifically. The results of this monitoring
will be folded into the annual radiological monitoring report.
F.

Cask Loading and Movement to ISFSI

Receiving:

1.

Unload empty cask and separately packaged seals at plant site.

2.
Inspect the following for shipping damage: exterior surfaces,
sealing surfaces, trunnions, seals, accessible interior surfaces and
basket assembly, bolts, bolt holes and threads, neutron shield vents.
3.
Install plug in neutron shield vent hole (threaded hole in the
top of the steel shell surrounding the resin which contains a
pressure relief valve during storage).

•

Comment 11F inquired about the purpose of the neutron shield vent
hole.
The neutron shield material is a polyester resin, enclosed
in aluminum boxes and encased by the thin outer shell of the
cask. The cask surface temperatures will range between about 100
and 200°F.
In this temperature range. the resin material
undergoes a small amount of off-gassing over the lifetime of the
cask. releasing minute guantities of helium, hydrogen and various
hydrocarbons. None of these gases are radioactive.
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4.

Remove lid bolts and lid.

5.

Install protective plate over cask body sealing area.

6.

Attach lid seal to lid by means of six retaining screws.

•

Spent Fuel Pool Area:
1.

Lower cask into cask loading pool.

2. Load preselected spent fuel assemblies into the 40 basket
compartments.
3.

Verify identity of the fuel assemblies loaded into the cask.

4.

Remove protective plate from cask body flange.

5. Lower lid and place on cask body flange over the two alignment
pins.
6.

Lift cask to surface of pool and install lid bolts.

7. Connect drain line to quick-disconnect coupling in the drain
port.
8. Bolt special
port bolt holes.

adapte~,

with quick-disconnect coupling, to vent

9. Connect plant compressed air line to special adapter '
quick-disconnect coupling.
10. Pressurize cavity to force water from cavity through drain port
to the spent fuel pool.
11. Disconnect plant compressed air line and drain line from their
quick-disconnect couplings.
12.

Move cask to the decontamination area.

Decontamination Area (Rail Bay):
1. Decontaminate cask until acceptable surface dose levels are
obtained.
2.

Torque lid bolts using the prescribed procedure.

3. Remove plug from neutron shield vent and install pressure relief
valve.
4.

Connect Vacuum Drying System (VDS) to vent port.

5. Evacuate cavity to remove remaining moisture using prescribed
procedure.
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6. Break vacuum by closing vacuum valve and opening air valve to
admit dry air into the cavity.
7. Disconnect VDS at vent port and install vent port cover with seal
and bolts.
8. Connect Vacuum Backfill System (VBS) to quick-disconnect coupling
in the drain port.
9.
10.

Evacuate cavity to.10 millibar and backfill with dry helium

ga~.

Pressurize cavity to about 2 atmospheres with helium.

11. Disconnect VBS at the drain port quick-disconnect coupling and
install drain port with seal and bolts.

•

12.

Perform helium leak test of lid seals.

13.

Remove overpressure port cover.

14.

Install top neutron shield drum.

15.

Install leak detection system with pressure transducers.

16.

Torque the bolts using prescribed procedure .

17.

Connect pressure transducers to pressure recorder.

18. Pressurize overpressure system (seal interspaces) with helium to
a pressure of about 5.5 atmospheres.
19.

Perform leak test on overpressure system.

20.

Check external surface temperatures using an optical pyrometer.

21.

Check surface radiation levels.

22.

Install protective cover with seal and bolts.

23.

Load cask on transport vehicle.

24.

Move cask to storage area.

Storage Area (ISFSI):

•

1-

Unload cask from transport vehicle.

2.

Position cask in preselected location on storage pad.

3.

Check for surface defects.

4.

Connect pressure instrumentation to monitoring panel.

5.

Check that pressure instrumentation is functioning.
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6.

Check surface radiation levels.

It will take about one week to complete the loading and installation
of a cask at an ISFSI. NSP proposes to place about seven casks into
service in the first two to three years of operation of the Prairie
Island ISFSI. Thereafter, casks will be placed into service only as
needed, at an anticipated rate of two per year.

•

Once in place at the ISFSI, the cask requires minimal surveillance
and maintenance. When the time for off-site shipment of spent fuel
approaches, NSP will investigate the possibility of obtaining NRC
approval to use these casks for transportation. If the storage casks
cannot be used for transport, spent fuel will be removed from the
storage cask using a reverse of the loading procedure. A cask would
be taken back to the plant, placed into the pool and the lid would
then be removed. The spent fuel assemblies would be taken out of the
storage cask and placed back into pool racks, and the storage cask
would be removed from the pool. The assemblies would then be
available to be loaded into a transportation cask.
G.

Dry storage capacity Requirements

The dry storage capacity required at Prairie Island will depend on
several factors: the spent fuel generation rate, how long the plant
operates, when NSP can begin shipping spent fuel off-site to the u.s.
Department of Energy (DOE), and the rate of off-site shipment.
According to the current schedule for the DOE's spent fuel and high
level waste disposal program, the earliest a permanent repository
could be operational is 2010. The DOE could take spent fuel from
utilities before repository operation, if it receives congressional
authorization to build a Monitored Retrievable storage (MRS)
facility. Significant delays in this schedule may yet occur, further
slowing the federal project.
Four scenarios were developed for projecting the amount of additional
storage which would be needed. The following assumptions were used
to develop the first three scenarios:
1.

Prairie Island spent fuel generation rate for 1994 and later.
is 72 assemblies per year.

2.

Rate of spent fuel shipment to the DOE for the first 10
years of MRS or repository operation will follow the
schedule in the DOE Annual Capacity report.

3.

Rate of shipment for the eleventh and later years of MRS or
repository operation is at least equal to the generation
rate.

The fourth scenario uses the first assumption, but does not take into
account any spent fuel acceptance by the federal government.
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•

The scenarios examined were as follows:
(A)

Assumptions: MRS operational in 1998, repository in 2010.
Prairie Island unit 1 shutdown in 2013, unit 2 in 2014 (40
year life).
Results: Additional storage for 480 spent fuel assemblies
is needed, and can be met with 12 TN-40 casks. Dry storage
would only be needed through 2005.

(B)

Assumptions:
plant life.

MRS or repository operational in 2010, 40 year

Results: Additional storage for 1280 spent fuel assemblies
is needed, and can be met with 32 TN-40 casks. Dry storage
would be needed for about 3 years after plant shutdown.
(C)

Assumptions: MRS or repository operational in 2025, 50 year
plant life (assumes a 10 year plant life extension granted
by the NRC).
Results: Additional storage for 2160 spent·fuel assemblies
is needed, and can be met with 54 TN-40 casks. Dry storage
would be needed for about 6 years after plant shutdown.

(D)

•

Assumptions: No federal acceptance of spent fuel before the
plant is to be decommissioned, 50 year plant life .
Results: storage for 3546 spent fuel assemblies is needed,
and would require a total of about 90 casks. This number
cannot be specifically projected, due to the presence of
non-standard (either previously consolidated or damaged)
fuel currently in pool storage. Storage would be needed
until all fuel is accepted by the DOE.

Since the cost of acquiring the storage casks is expected to be the
major cost component of the ISFSI, the overall cost of the
installation will be determined largely by the number of casks
required.
.

H.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission License Process and Issues

NSP submitted in August, 1990, an application to the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) for a license to build and operate the
Prairie Island ISFSI. This application contains information on cask
design and handling procedures, storage facility design, security
system design, a security plan, and plans for radiation protection,
surveillance and maintenance activities.

•

The NRC has been asked by NSP to approve the TN-40 cask as being
environmentally safe, based upon a determination that it meets the
requirements of Chapter 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10
CFR) , Part 72, with respect to design, operation and
decommissioning. The NRC must also approve the specific design of
3.25

the proposed Prairie Island storage facility, which will use the
TN-40, based upon a determination that the proposed facility is in
compliance with 10 CFR Part 72.

•

NRC licensing reguirements:
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission's requirements for the licensing of
independent storage facilities are covered under 10 CFR Part 72. In
the application NSP will be required to submit the information below.
a.

A description and safety assessment of the site, to include
assessment of potential interactions between the ISFSI and the
nuclear power plant with which it shares the site.

b.

A description and discussion of the ISFSI with special attention
to design and operating characteristics, unusual or novel design
features, and principal safety considerations.

c.

The design of the ISFSI in sufficient detail to support the
findings in the license to be granted, including:
1.
2.
3•

d.

design criteria for the ISFSI,
design bases and their relationship to the design
criteria,
information relative to materials of construction,
general arrangement, and dimensions of principal
structures and descriptions of all structures, systems
and components important to safety.

An analysis and evaluation of the design and performance of
structures, systems and components important to safety, with the
objective of assessing the impact on the pUblic health and safety
reSUlting from operation of the ISFSI, including:
1.
2.

margins of safety during normal operations, and
adequacy of structures, systems and components provided
for the prevention of accidents and the mitigation of
their consequences, inclUding natural and man-made
phenomena and events.

e.

The means for contrOlling and limiting occupational radiation
exposures and for maintaining exposures as low as is reasonably
achievable.

f.

ISFSI features for design and operation which reduce to the
extent practicable radioactive waste volumes.

g.

Identification and justification for the selection of those
SUbjects that will be probable license conditions and technical
specifications.

h.

An operational plan for the ISFSI, including planned managerial
and administrative controls, the applicant's organization, and
program for training of personnel.
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•

ei.

If the proposed ISFSI design incorporates safety features not
previously demonstrated effective by prior use or widely accepted
engineering principles, a schedule must be submitted for
resolving any remaining safety issues prior to initial receipt of
spent fuel.

j .

The technical qualifications of the applicant to engage in the
proposed activities.

k.

Plans for dealing with emergencies.

1.

A description of the equipment to be installed to maintain
control over radioactive materials in gaseous and liquid
effluents produced during normal operations and expected
operational occurrences, including:
1.
2.
3.

. • m.

an estimate of the quantity of each of the principal
radionuclides expected to be released annually during
normal ISFSI operations,
a description of the equipment and processes used in
radioactive waste systems, and
a general description of the provisions for packaging,
storage and disposal of solid wastes containing
radioactive materials.
.

Analysis of the potential dose equivalent or committed dose
equivalent to an individual outside the controlled area from
accidents or natural phenomena events that result in the
releaseof radioactive material to the environment or from direct
radiation from the ISFSI.

n.

A description of the quality assurance program for all ISFSI
components relating to safety.

o.

A description of the detailed security measures for physical
protection.

p.

A description of the program covering preoperational testing and
initial operations.

q.

A description of the decommissioning plan, including financing
and record-keeping.

An environmental report must also be filed which meets the
requirements of SUbpart A of 10 CFR Part 51. That environmental
report will cover environmental interfaces and impacts.

•

Comment 11K asks what are the state and federal administrative steps
necessary to switch from one (spent fuel storage) design to another.
This switch would come in response to NRC's non-approval of the TN-40
cask as proposed. At the federal level. minor modifications to the
cask design may be made as part of the approval process, with no
resulting changes in administrative procedures. The final approval
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would cover the final design.
Should the TN-40 prove to be unable to
be approved, NSP would have to withdraw their current application and
start over.

•

There are two options here. First, NSP could opt to submit an ISFSI
application which would include use of a cask which has already been
approved by the NRC, such as the TN-24.
In this case, the plants'
operating license under 10 CFR Part 51 would be amended to include an
ISFSI, and a Part 72 license would not be needed.
The ISFSI would
still be reguired to meet the same license requirements for sa.fety,
emission levels, etc.
The second option would be for NSP to submit
another new cask design, which would mean that the process which is
now going on would be repeated.
At the state level, the Environmental Quality Board would need to
determine whether the change in casks creates a "significant
modification" to the project, in which case a Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement would be prepared.
If the project
were to change in a more radical way, such as shifting from dry
storage to enlarging the pool. it is likely that the environmental
review would be more extensive.
Comments 11M and 19Y urged continued state involvement in the federal
license process. This is now occurring through the state's
intervention in that process. An updated discussion of the
intervention is presented on page 2.1.
Anticipated schedule for license processing:
Application filed with NRC:

August, 1990.

Initial cursory review by NRC staff. Notice of the application
pUblished in the Federal Register: October 19, 1990.
NRC will pUblish an Environmental Report on the proposed project six
to eight months after application: February-April, 1991.
License would be issued about 18 months after application:
1992.

February,

Review of the license application will be handled by two groups.
Staff of the NRC will be responsible for procedural review.
Technical review of the cask and the environmental report will be
done by Lawrence Livermore Laboratories under contract to the NRC.
TN-40 licensing issues:
It is not likely that these will be known during the timeframe in
which this EIS is developing. Transnuclear, Inc. has postulated that
the following areas may be issues in TN-40 licensing: Properties of
selected materialS, containment material fracture toughness,
boron/burnup credit, conservative assumptions/initial conditions, and
conservative analysis methodology (e.g. approved codes, quality
assurance, elastic stress limits).
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•

Comment 13BB guestioned the procedure for and wisdom behind
recertification of the casks if they are still to be used beyond
their initial 20 year license. The DEIS states that the design life
of the TN-40 cask is 25 years, and the comrnenter states that this
should be a deciding factor in recertification. Recertification of
the casks would be decided by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and
NSP would need to show that the casks could continue to meet the
reguired storage conditions throughout the extended license period.
In the December 17 pUblic meeting on the DEIS in Red Wing, Laura
McCarten of NSP stated that the 25-year life is for the cask
monitoring system, which is designed to operate 25 years without
reguired maintenance.
She noted that after that time, the monitoring
systems would need to be recharged or replaced. other casks
components would not be sUbject to similar aging.
Potential for licensing the TN-40 as a dual-purpose cask:

•

The NRC has established specific design criteria for casks used to
transport spent fuel; these criteria are found in 10 CFR Part 71.
Many of the transport cask design criteria are essentially the same
as storage criteria, but there are also significant differences.
The
TN-40 cask design does not meet all the transport criteria, and so
could not get a normal transport license. However, Part 71 does give
the NRC the authority to allow limited use of such a cask with a
normal transport license. The NRC would select the special transport
measures it jUdges are necessary to provide an adequate margin of
safety. Also see discussion of dual purpose cask as an alternative
in Chapter 5.
References: Chapter 3
1. License application and supplemental information submitted by NSP
to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on August 31, 1990.
2. Meeting notes and prepared material from Prairie Island EIS
workgroup meeting dated 4/3/90. Included a presentation by
NSP/Transnuclear on ISFSI operation and cask design.
3. Meeting notes from meeting with Laura McCarten and Donn Eiden
(both of NSP) on 5/30/90. Included discussion of NRC licensing
process.
4. Material provided by NSP in preliminary draft version of Scoping
Decision Document prepared as part of the EIS development effort,
dated 2/13/90.
5. Material provided by NSP in development of the final version of
the Scoping Decision Document as part of the EIS development effort,
dated 5/17/90.

•

6. Memo from Scot Johnson, Minnesota Department of Natural Resources
hydrologist on the Mississippi River System Team, to Gretchen Sabel,
Environmental Quality Board, dated 6/4/90, discussing flood potential
at proposed Prairie Island ISFSI.
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7.
"Probable Maximum Flood study, Mississippi River at Prairie
Island, Minnesota", 4/12/85, which was incorporated into the Updated
Safety Analysis Report as Appendix F.

•

8. Notes from June 26, 1990 Meeting of the Prairie Island EIS
Interagency workgroup.
9.

Supplemental material provided by NSP. in 8/15/90 transmittal.

10. 10 CFR Part 72. Licensing Requirements for the Independent .
Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel and High-Level Radioactive Waste.
11. Letter from Transnuclear, Inc, to Laura McCarten, NSP, dated
September 14, 1990.
12. Letter from Laura McCarten, NSP, to Robert cupit, EQB, dated
September 25, 1990.
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CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED PROJECT
A.

Wastes and emissions

Operation of the ISFSI will not result in the generation of gaseous,
liquid, or solid radioactive wastes other than those resulting from
the decontamination of the outside surface of the casks.
Decontamination of the casks will take place in the Auxiliary
Building prior to transfer of the casks to the ISFSI. These
radioactive wastes will be treated using existing Prairie Island
radioactive waste control systems.
Contaminated pool water removed from the loaded storage casks will
normally be drained back into the spent fuel pool with no additional
processing. A small amount of liquid waste will result from storage
cask decontamination. The decontamination procedure will result in a
small amount of a detergent/demineralized water mixture being
collected in the cask decontamination area. Liquid wastes collected
in the cask decontamination area are directed to the aerated waste
sump tank, where it will be mixed with other plant liquid wastes,
treated or held up for decay, and released.

•

Potentially contaminated air and helium purged from the storage casks
following spent fuel loading will be handled by the spent fuel pool
ventilation systems, or by the gaseous radwaste system. Air in the
spent fuel pool area is normally exhausted through filters which
decontaminate the air -before it is discharged. In the event of a
high radiation signal, ventilation is performed by the spent fuel
pool special ventilation system, which has additional activated
charcoal filters.
A small quantity of low level solid waste will be generated as a
result of storage cask loading operations and transfer cask
decontamination. The solid waste generated will consist of
disposable anti-contamination garments, tape, blotter paper, rags,
etc. It will be handled as a part of Prairie Island's low-level
waste stream, and will not create any additional impacts.
B.

Construction impacts

Land use and vegetation:

•

Construction of the ISFSI, inclUding the ISFSI site area, berms and
access road, will affect approximately 10 acres of the 560 acre
Prairie Island Plant site area. Most of the construction area is
covered with prairie grass and weeds. Portions of the ISFSI site and
adjacent areas have been used for the disposal of dredged material
taken periodically from the station intake channel. Trees will need
to be removed from an area approximately 250 feet wide by 1000 feet
long. The tree types found in this area are 70% cottonwood, 20%
willow, and 10% a combination of box elder, Siberian elm and sumac.
six oak trees will also be removed.
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Timber resulting from the clearing operation will be collected for
appropriate disposal.

•

The area to be occupied by each concrete storage pad will be
excavated separately. Approximately 4,000 cubic yards of material
will be removed per slab, replaced with more suitable fill and then
compacted. A spoil area, located near the excavation site, will be
graded and used for storage during construction. Explosives will not
be used in any of these construction activities.
Following
excavation and compaction, each concrete slab will be formed using
ready-mixed concrete transported to the site by truck. The
approximate dimensions of each slab will be 36 feet wide by 216 feet
long and three feet thick, thus requiring approximately 863 cubic
yards of concrete. At 10 yards per truck, approximately 87 truck
loads of concrete will be required for completion of the two ISFSI
pads. More would be needed for the equipment building also to be
built in the ISFSI area, which would bring the total number of
truckloads of concrete to around 100.
Temporary buildings at the site will be erected for use during the
construction period. These buildings will be removed upon completion
of the facility.
The principal terrain
clearing, excavation,
After construction of
surrounding the slabs
disturbed area around

alterations to the site area will come from
and grading of the approximately 10 acre site.
the facility is complete, the area immediately
will be covered with crushed rock. The
the ISFSI will be reseeded with grasses.

•
I

The construction of the ISFSI will 'not impact off-site land use.
wildlife:
The ISFSI will displace approximately 10 acres of habitat consisting
primarily of prairie grasses and weeds. The habitat is used by
common small mammals, insects and birds. The habitat is not unique
or critical to wildlife. The ISFSI site area is not used for nesting
or feeding by bald eagles or migratory birds.
Disruption of wildlife
activities is expected to be minimal.
Several comments were received on the impacts of the proposed project
on wildlife, specifically birds. Comments 12C and 13U asked whether
the effects of radiation on birds could be greater than its impact on
humans, and raised particular concern about possible effects on the
fertility of herons and the survival rates of inf~nt birds.
Comments
12B and 13T asked about harmful effects on endangered bald eagles
either nesting or fishing in the area near Prairie Island.
Research indicates that wild birds are less sensitive to gamma
radiation than humans. Two Canadian wildlife biologists, Reto Zach
and Keith Mayoh, have experimented in the wild with swallow embryos
and recently-hatched swallows and wrens.
No bird embryos or
nestlings died from doses of up to 600,000 millirad. A dose this
high would have been fatal to more than half of a group of humans
4.2
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•

•

•

exposed to the same amount of gamma radiation. Thev conclude "our
results suggest that radiation protection for man . . . is more than
adeguate for wild birds such as Tree Swallows and House Wrens. There
is no need for separate limits (on maximum permissible doses of
radiation)." Doses of 100,000 to 450,000 millirad had no effect on
hatching or fledging success rates, but were found to cause retarded
growth in young birds.
Embryos and newly-hatched birds exposed to
doses of 40,000 to 80,000 millirad showed no effects on growth
(millirad, a measure of energy, are on a similar scale to millirem, a
measure of effect on human tissue; for a fuller discussion of
measurement of radiation, see Appendix G.
There is a pair of nesting bald eagles on the Wisconsin side of the
river approximately one mile from the proposed ISFSI location. At
about the same distance as the residence 1540 meters SSE of the
ISFSI, the maximum dose would be less than 4 millirem from a year of
continuous exposure, as compared to 100-125 millirem per year from
natural background radiation outdoors in Minnesota (radon can only
become a significant source of radiation in enclosed areas). The
largest concentrations of bald eagles in the vicinity of Prairie
Island are over the Mississippi near Prescott, Wisconsin (about 20
miles upstream), and the next most important area for wintering bald
eagles is -near Trenton and Bay Point Park (below Lock & Darn No.3,
about four miles SE from the ISFSI). Bald eagles have been observed
in the winter over the portion of the river below the power plant
(half a mile or more SE of the ISFSI site), but only briefly and in
small numbers.
David F. DeSante has performed research on the relationship between
dramatically reduced reproductive success of birds in 1986 and
fallout from the Chernobyl accident. His article in The Condor does
not discuss radiation, but only points to it as a possible
explanation for the drop in the numbers of young birds in that year.
He hypothesizes that radioactive iodine-131 fell on vegetation and
was eaten by caterpillars and other grazing insects, which in turn
were fed to young birds, with the result that the radioactive iodine
concentrated in the growing birds' thyroids and eventually caused
many of them to die. He has done further research comparing fallout
patterns with mortality of young birds, but because it is still
unpublished, he was unwilling to share the results of this research
with the preparers of the EIS.
This research is not directly relevant to the ISFSI, which would
emit very low levels of direct radiation (less than 4 millrem per
year at the plant boundaries)« but would not release any radioactive
materials into the environment. Radioactive materials with long
half-lives continue to irradiate organisms from within long after
they are ingested, and may concentrate as they move up the food
chain.
Direct radiation, on the other hand, does not make insects,
vegetation, or other food radioactive; irradiation occurs only as
long as a person or animal is directly exposed to the source of
radiation, and the radiation comes from outside rather than from
inside of the organism.
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Sources:
DeSante, David F. and Geoffrey R. Geupel,
1987, "Landbird
Productivity in Central Coastal California: The Relationship to
Annual Rainfall and a Reproductive Failure in 1986" The Condor,
Vol 89:636-653.
Guthrie, John E. and Janet R. Dugle, 1983, "Gamma-Ray Irradiation of
a Boreal Forest Ecosystem: The Field Irradiator - Gamma (FIG)
Facility and Research Programs," The Canadian Field-Naturalist, Vol.
97:120-128.
sturges, F.W., 1968, "Radiosensitivity of Sona Sparrows and
Slate-colored Juncos," Wilson Bulletin Vol. 80:108-109.
Zach, Reto and Keith R. Mayoh, 1982, "Breeding Biology of Swallows
and House Wrens in a Gradient of Gamma Radiation," Ecology,
63(6):1720-1728.
Zach, Reto and Keith R. Mayoh, 1984, "Gamma Radiation Effects on
Nestling Tree Swallows," Ecology, 65(5) :1641-1647.
Zach, Reto and Keith R. Mayoh, 1986, "Gamma Irradiation of Tree
Swallow Embryos and Subseguent Growth and Survival," The Condor
Vol. 88 (1) : 1-10.
Comments 11G and 11H pointed out that it is likely that migratory
birds, most notably songbirds, do presently use the 10 acres of
grassland and woods, and that the figures on the heron rookery could
be out-of-date.
The DNR reports that the Great Blue Heron rookery located three miles
southeast of Prairie Island in the Cannon River Bottoms was reported
active as of May, 1990. At this time it contained at least 230
nests.
No egrets were reported present.
A list of rare natural features within two miles of the Mississippi
River in the vicinity of the Prairie Island facility from the
Minnesota Natural Heritage Database indicated no reports of such
features within a mile of the proposed ISFSI site. The nearest
reported occurrence was a gopher snake (a species of special concern,
not considered threatened or endangered) seen a mile-and-a-half west
of the ISFSI site in 1984. Two sitings of bald eagles had been
reported to the Natural Heritage Foundation. one near the Lock and
Dam No. 3 in 1988 (two miles from the ISFSI site) and one near Round
Lake (a little more than four miles distant). All other reports of
rare features have been three miles away or more, most of these along
the Cannon River (predominantly wood turtles and red-shouldered
hawks). While not all observances are reported to the Natural
Heritage Database, and rare species may be present but not be
observed, more detailed studies conducted in the vicinity of the
plant in earlier years did not indicate any species which would be
threatened by the construction of the ISFSI.
Plant and wildlife
populations within 1.5 miles of the Prairie Island plant were studied
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during 1972-1979, with particular studies carried out on
Herons/Egrets, Doves/Grackles, and Bald Eagles within a much larger
area from 1974 to 1981.
Sources:
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, wildlife section "Natural
Heritage Database Print-out: Rare Natural Features within Two Miles
of Mississippi River in the Vicinity of Prairie Island Nuclear
.Facility", February, 1991.
Memorandum from Bonnie Brooks, Nongame wildlife, Rochester Region,
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, January 1991.
Water Bodies and Aguatic Resources:
Water Bodies and Aquatic Resources

•

Construction of the ISFSI will not impact local water supplies.
Concrete for the slab will arrive on the site ready-mixed.
Drinking
water and water for the cleaning operations and fugitive dust control
(spraying) will be. transported to the site by truck. The portable
rest rooms provided during construction require no on-site source of
water.
During clearing and excavation operations a temporary
drainage system may be constructed to collect the runoff into
temporary settling ponds. More permanent drainage will be installed
as soon as area excavations and backfill allow. This system will be
maintained to handle surface'drainage through the construction period
to minimize erosion.
The runoff will be directed to a natural swale which eventually leads
to the low marshland north o'f the plant property. The drainage
system will not alter the natural drainage patterns. Excavated
material and/or fill will not be dumped into existing water bodies.
other activities such as dredging, construction of shore-side
facilities (jetties, piers, etc.) or construction of cooling ponds
will not be done as part of the proposed project. As the
construction of the ISFSI involves no use or degradation of the
regional water, its impact on navigation, fish and wildlife
resources, water quality, water supply, and aesthetics should be
negligible.
socioeconomics:

•

A peak construction force of about 20 workers, including all
employees of contractors and their subcontractors working at the
site, is anticipated.
Since local construction forces will be
utilized whenever possible, relocation of construction personnel
families and provisions for housing, transportation, and educational
facilities are not anticipated .
site preparation is scheduled to commence in October, 1991 and should
be completed by the end of· the year. Construction of the ISFSI,
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including concrete pouring, building erection and other related
activities, is scheduled to begin in the spring of 1992. The ISFSI
is scheduled to be operational by February, 1993.

•

Fugitive Dust:
The fugitive dust emission associated with the construction of the
ISFSI would likely come from clearing, excavation, hauling of fill,
traffic on unpaved roads, grading, open burning of brush and timber,
and wind erosion of excavated materials. Fugitive dust control .
measures, such as watering of unpaved roads, will be implemented to
limit impacts on air quality to acceptable levels.
Noise:
Construction activities associated with the ISFSI, in particular
clearing, hauling of fill, compaction, and concrete pouring, will
generate noise. Noise produced during construction can potentially
impact construction workers, the surrounding community and the
surrounding wildlife.
By complying with all applicable OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health
Administration) noise regulations, the impact of noise on the
construction workers will be limited to acceptable levels. In the
surrounding community, the closest'residence is over 1000 feet from
the ISFSI site~ This di~tance will provide some attenuation of noise
levels resulting from construction. In addition, construction
activities will be limited to normal working hours. Accordingly"
construction noise impacts are expected to be minimal.

•
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Displacement of resident fauna within the proposed ISFSI is likely to
occur due to construction activities which produce noise. Since
wildlife egress from the area immediately surrounding the
construction site is unrestricted, the construction noise impact on
wildlife is expected to be minimal.
Cultural Resources:
The area where the Prairie Island Plant is located is one of past
Indian and early French trader activity. Therefore, NSP commissioned
a thorough archaeological survey of the entire Prairie Island Plant
site area in the summer of 1967 prior to plant construction
activities. This survey, under the direction of Dr. Elden Johnson,
then Minnesota state Archaeologist, was conducted to assure that
construction activities would not destroy evidence of Indian and the
early French trader's activities. The. report from this study is
summarized below.
The 1967 survey found nothing significant in the immediate power
plant or ISFSI area. However, at the south edge of the plant site,
the excavation team located eight Indian burial mounds of which they
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excavated five.
The acid soil has apparently destroyed most of the
bones that might otherwise have been found.
The mounds were
estimated to have been made between 500 BC and 800 AD.
The archaeological team also found signs of an Indian village (about
1000 feet by 400 feet in oval shape) at the south boundary of the
plant site. This Indian village, called the Bartron Archaeological
Site, is located partially on NSP property. NSP has designated that
portion of its plant site in which the Bartron village is located to
archaeological interests, both to preserve the Bartron site and to
make it available for future intensive field research.
In February,
1971, the Bartron Archaeological site was added to the National
Register of Historic Places.
A number of other archeological and historic sites were found within
a five mile radius of the Prairie Island plant, but no more were
located within the plant boundary and so are not discussed herein.
Of special recreational interest is the Mississippi River Valley in
the vicinity of Red Wing and the Prairie Island Plant. This section
of the valley is about three miles wide and 340 feet deep.
Typical
of old river systems, steep wooded bluffs rim the valley floor.
The
main channel of the Mississippi River is a popular recreational spot
for sport fishing, boating, and water skiing.

•

Some picnicking occurs in the area as well. Picnic facilities have
been established by the Red Wing wildlife Protective League in a
region east of Diamond Island. In Wisconsin, two parks are presently
proposed to be developed, one on the Trimbelle River and one in the
Morgan Coulee region.
Camping now occurs at commissary Point
campground, located directly southeast of the Prairie Island Plant.
The valley area' is also part of the Mississippi Flyway, used by
migratory birds. Through this area migrate large numbers of
waterfowl. The Gantenbein/Sturgeon Lake area seems to receive the
heaviest use.
Extensive hunting of waterfowl does occur. The study
area also contains deer and upland game. Some hunting of this type
also occurs.
Two other areas of particular scientific significance are nearby.
Three miles downstream from the Prairie Island Plant there is a heron
rookery.
In 1976 this rookery covered approximately 50 acres and
contained 154 nests. Most birds were great blue herons. Some
American egrets were also present.
In addition, bald eagle
concentrations can be found within a five mile radius of the plant in
the winter months.
None of the historic, recreational or scientific areas noted will be
significantly impacted by the proposed project .

•

C.

operation impacts

Land use and vegetation: Refer to discussion under "Construction
Impacts" .
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Wildlife:
operation of the ISFSI will have a minimal impact on the local
wildlife.
Birds are not expected to roost directly on the casks due
to their high surface temperature. The fence which surrounds the
ISFSI will prevent access by larger mammals.

•

Water bodies and aquatic resources:
operation of the ISFSI will not require use of any water or aquatic
resources. Runoff from the site will be generated following
precipitation events. This runoff will not be contaminated with
radiaoactivity since the exterior of the casks will be decontaminated
prior to cask transfer to the ISFSI and the spent fuel pool racks
will be stored in the Equipment Storage Building where precipitation
will not fall upon them.
The radiological quality of the ground water on Prairie Island was
brought up in comments 3B and 8A. As a part of the Radiological
Environmental Monitoring Program at the Prairie Island plant, local
ground water samples are collected and analyzed for tritium. Tritium
is a radioactive form of the element hydrogen.
It occurs in very
small amounts in nature. and is formed in nuclear power plants as a
by-product of power production. Tritium is also produced when
nuclear weapons are exploded.
For this reason. tritium is present in
ground water supplies which were recharged from the 1940's through
1970. For more information, see Alexander and Alexander, "Residence
Times of Minnesota Groundwater", Journal of the Minnesota Academy of
Sciences, 1989.

•
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The Prairie Island plant is allowed to discharge small amounts of
tritium to the Mississippi River, within guidelines established by
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Environmental Protection
Agency. Wastewater flows into the discharge canal, and from there
into the main channel of the Mississippi River. Ground water flow on
Prairie Island appears to be generally from northeast to southwest,
or from the Mississippi River to the Vermillion River.
During routine monitoring, tritium has been detected in Prairie
Island ground water. The highest level found was 1870 pico-curies
per liter (pCi/l).
This was in a residential well south of the
plant. between the discharge canal and the Vermillibn River. Lower
levels of tritium have been detected in other drinking water wells
and ground water seeps. The intial observation was made in November,
1989, and has been confirmed in subsequent sampling. The U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency allows drinking water to be consumed
which contains up to 20,000 pCil1 of tritium.

•
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The following discussion of the problem and remediation is taken from
an internal NSP memo from Fred Fey to Laura McCarten, dated January
31, 1991.
"While not certain that the Prairie Island Plant is the source of
the tritium found in ground water, NSP has identified a possible
pathway. The discharge canal where tritium is released 1S
located at a higher elevation than the nearby Vermillion River.
The wells found to contain low levels of tritium are located
between the discharge canal and the Vermillion River.
It is
possible that water containing tritium is traveling through
ground water from the discharge canal to the Vermillion River.
In orger to minimize this potential source of tritium, NSP is
extending its discharge pipe to the end of the discharge canal.
When this project is completed, only a short portion of the
discharge canal would contain tritium during a release, thus
reducing the potential for any tritium from this source reaching
the ground water.
The discharge pipe extension project is expected to be completed
before spring of 1991. If this is the source of tritium in the
ground water, the tritium concentrations are expected to
gradually go down. NSP will continue sampling well water in the
vicinity to monitor ground water tritium concentrations. Results
of the sampling are included in an annual Radiological
Environmental Monitoring Program report."

•

sampling will also be conducted by the Minnesota Department of Health .
on a continuing basis.
Sources:
1989 Annual Radiological Environmental Monitoring Report; NSP report
to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Cover letter dated April 27,
1990.
January 11, 1990 letter from Donn Eiden, NSP to Jack Ditmore, Chair,
Minnesota Environmental Quality Board, discussing tritium found in a
residential well near the Prairie Island plant.
January 31, 1991 internal NSP memo from Fred Fev to Laura McCarten,
with updated information on the tritium in Prairie Island ground
water .

•
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Socioeconomic:
Operation of the ISFSI will require no additional personnel at the
Prairie Island plant, so there will be no employment impacts
associated with operation of the ISFSI.

•

A number of comments criticized the OEIS for failure to specifically
address impacts on the adjacent Prairie Island Mdewakanton Sioux
Indian Reservation (several oral comments and Comment 16A). There
was no willful intent to omit impacts on the Indian community. No
issues relative to the reservation were raised during the scopingprocess in early 1990, either through written comments or at the
pUblic meetings. The purpose of the scoping process is to identify
through pUblic participation the alternatives and impacts to be
included in the EIS. The Tribal Council received all mailings since
the beginning of the environmental review process, and proper notices
were provided in the media and by mail.
Nevertheless, concerns about the proposed project were voiced by
several members of the community and others outside of the
community.
Comment letters were received from one resident of the
reservation (1) and from the attorney for the Tribal Council (lS).
Comment lSA refers to "technical and legal assistance", which, upon
reguest, can be provided by the EQB to Indian tribes pursuant to
Minnesota Statutes, section 1160.722. However, that statute was
designed to provide assistance in the event that a high level
radioactive waste repository was being sited in Minnesota. The
statute specifically excludes the on-site storage of spent fuel from
consideration. While it may be argued that some issues relevant to
the proposed ISFSI are not dissimilar from a repository, the intent
of the statute is clear.

•

Comment lSB reflects the opinion of the Tribal Council that the
proposed facility will cause certain diminishment of the Community
environment and culture, and is duly noted. Quantification of such
impacts is difficult at best, and necessarily relates to the
historical association of NSP and the reservation as neighbors since
the late 1960's. The reservation is immediately adjacent to the
plant and all traffic to the plant passes through the reservation.
While direct, adverse impacts are not anticipated by NSP, any
unanticipated offsite impacts could affect reservation resources
and/or residents because of its proximity.
The potential of a major accident reSUlting in large radioactive
releases from the casks was a concern in cOmments 1B, lSB, and 16B.
The primary concern is that the reseryation could become
uninhabitable and that the Indian community would bear a major
burden. While NSP and the NRC does not consider such a large release
from the dry cask facility to be credible, if the technology and
handling procedures are SUbject to massive failure for whatever
reason, the reservation could be affected.
The issue of compensation by NSP to the Indian community, raised in
comment lSJ, is inappropriate in an EIS. There are other means to
resolve this guestion.
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There is no available information to suggest that there will be
significant impacts on population levels and socioeconomics of the
reservation, as raised in Comment 19C and 19D. As noted in the DEIS,
the relatively small scale of facility construction may have minimnum
effects on adjacent residents. There is also no information basis to
estimate long term impacts resulting from residents or visitors to
the reservation being uncomfortable with the dry cask facility.
While it is suggested that business of the reservation's casino and
bingo may be diminished by public fear of the dry cask facility, it
would be speculation at this time to assume that.
The NRC standards
are designed to protect the nearest individual (at the site
boundary), regardless of popUlation size of a nearby community.
Aesthetic imoacts were a concern of Comment 19E. The berm is
proposed to be as high as the casks, and when seeded and landscaped,
may be offensive to some residents, but will likely serve to screen
both the casks and other existing parts of the generating plant which
are presently unscreened. The additional security lighting required
for the dry cask facitlity will create additional illumination at
night.
other comments made bv parties interested in the Indian community are
found elsewhere in this FEIS under separate topics.
Comment 9C emphasized the impact of closing the Prairie Island olant
on the Red Wing community. Additional information was provided by
NSP in its comment letter (10), p. 3. Premature shutdown of the
plant would appear to have a significant adverse economic impact on
the Red Wing community.
Comment 13V emphasized the imoact on the area of building the ISFSI.
There is no information basis to assume there will be adverse
socioeconomic impacts on the area if the facility is built and
operated as proposed and regulated by the NRC.
Studies would be
inconclusive and speCUlative.
Comment 13X raised the question of oossible negative effects on
property values due to the ISFSI, which would continue after the
plant would be dismantled. This commenter also urqed that the effect
on property values for miles around and downstream of Prairie Island
should be considered and accounted for.

-.

None of the studies of house selling prices near nuclear power plants
have found any negative effects on property values.
One such study
conducted in the area around Three-Mile Island reported a
gonsiderable drop in the number of house sales which lasted four to
eight weeks after the accident, but still found no negative effect on
prices near the plant. Studies using the same methods have found
negative effects on prices of property near airports, highways,
fossil-fuel burning power plants, landfills, and polluted bays.
Given the lack of evidence correlating negative property values with
nuclear power plants, there is little or no reason to expect that the
ISFSI would have negative effects on the value of properties
nearby.
(For additional background, see Appendix K: Research on
Property Values)
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Sources:
Bjornstad, David J, and David P. Vogt, "Some Comments Relating to
Model Specification on "Effects of Nuclear Power Plants on
Residential Property Values" Journal of Regional Science
24(1) :135-136, 1984.
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Galster, George C.. "Nuclear Power Plants and Residential Property
Values: A Comment on Short-Run vs. Long-Run Considerations" Journal
of Regional Science 26(4) :803-805, 1986.
Gamble, Hays B., R.H. Downing and O.H. Sauerlender, Effects of
Nuclear Power Plants on Community Growth and Residential Property
Values, Final Report NUREG/CR-0454, Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
1979.
Gamble, Havs B. and Roger H. Downing, Effects of the Accident at
Three Mile Island on Residential Property Values and Sales, Final
Report NUREG/CR-2063, Nuclear RegUlatory commission, 1981.
Gamble, Hays B. and Roger H. Downing, "Effects of Nuclear Power
Plants on Residential Property Values" Journal of Regional Science
22(4) :457-478, 1982.
Nelson, Jon P., "Three Mile Island and Residential Property Values:
Empirical Analysis and Policy Implications" Land Economics
57 (3) : 363-372, August 1981.
Payne, B.A., S. Jay Olshansky and T.E. Segel, "The Effects on
Property Values of Proximity to a site Contaminated with Radioactive
Waste" Natural Resources Journal 27:579-590, S 1987.
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Webb, James R., "Nuclear Power Plants: Effects on Property Value" The
Appraisal Journal, April 1980, pp. 230-235.
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Fugitive dust:
Dust will be generated only when vehicles operate along the gravel
road surrounding the ISFSI. This dust will be mitigated by
surrounding vegetation, and will not create any environmental
impacts.
Noise:
The only operational noise associated with the proposed action will
result from the transfer of spent fuel from the spent fuel pool
facility to the dry cask storage facility. This will only occur 48
times during the 20+ year life of the ISFSI with normal operations.
since the noise associated with this operation is expected to be
minimal, and the frequency of its occurrence quite low, no adverse
impacts are expected.
Cultural Resources:
Refer to discussion under "Construction Impacts".

•

Climatological Impacts:
operation of the ISFSI is not expected to affect the climate of the
region. As the cask surface temperature may approach 240 0
Fahrenheit, the air temperature. in the immediate vicinity of the
casks will be higher than the ambient temperature. The affected area
will be relatively small and localized. During rainy days,
precipitation may vaporize at the cask surface because of the
relatively high cask surface temperature.
In order to determine whether a cask-generated water vapor plume
would produce fogging, water vapor concentrations were calculated by
using the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Industrial Source
Complex Dispersion Model. This analysis is presented in the
Environmental Report which was submitted to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission as part of the ISFSI license application.
It was concluded that the fogging impacts due to the ISFSI casks at
the county road and location of the nearest residence would occur
less than one percent of all hours during both the May-October and
November-April periods. These results are conservative since the
analysis does not account for the relatively low probability of
simultaneous occurrence of the proper wind direction, ambient
temperature and precipitation conditions needed for cask induced fog
formation at the county road or the residence north of the site.

•

D.

Protection from natural calamity

The storage casks must meet the same standards of protection from
natural calamity as the plant itself. The standards applied to the
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Prairie Island plant have therefore become the design basis for the
casks. A detailed analysis showing how the casks would perform under
the design basis conditions is presented in the Safety Analysis
Report (SAR) which was submitted to the Nuclear Regulatory commission
as part of the ISFSI license application. The results of the
analysis are discussed below.

•

Tornado and wind loading:
The SAR presents calculations which show the wind speed needed to .
either move or tip the cask. The results show that a wind velocity
of 407 miles per hour would be needed to cause the cask to slide on
the ISFSI pad, and that a wind velocity of 549 miles per hour would
be needed to cause the cask to tip over. The maximum wind speed
recorded in Minnesota is 92 miles per hour and straight line winds
and tornados are estimated to reach 160 and 350 miles per hour,
respectively, which shows that the casks are adequately protected
from mishap from tornado and wind loading.
Tornado missiles:
The potential impact of two different tornado missiles was calculated
in the SAR. The first missile modeled was a 4000 pound automobile
which impacts the cask at 50 miles per hour, and the second was a
four inch by 12 inch by 12 foot hickory plank. The analysis in the
SAR shows that the impact of either of these missiles would not be
sufficient to tip the cask over, even if accompanied by tornado-force
winds.
In both cases, some local damage to the neutron shield may
result, but containment of the fuel would remain secure."
Comment 11I reguested more information on missile impact. The outer
layer of the cask is comprised of a thin outer shell which encases
the aluminum cans containing neutron shield material (polyester
resin). The outer shell would be punctured if the cask were struck by
a tornado missile, resulting in some damage to the resin material at
the impact location. The damaged resin could be replaced, and the
puncture in the outer shell repaired. The steel containment layers
of the cask could not be penetrated by the tornado missile.
Flood impacts:
Due to the proximity of the plant to the Mississippi River, flood
potential and possible impacts must be taken into account in design
of the ISFSI as well as all structures at the Prairie Island plant.
Figures developed by the U.S. Azmy Corps of Engineers predict a 500
year flood elevation of approximately 690 feet. The ISFSI is
proposed to be built at an elevation of 693 or greater, and so
impacts from a 500 year flood event should be minimal.
Additional analysis done by NSP as part of their plant safety
analysis report describe the probable maximum flood which could ev~r
be experienced at Prairie Island. This is the hypothetical flood
that would result if all the factors that contribute to the
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generation of the flood were to reach their most critical values that
could occur concurrently. The probable maximum flood is derived from
hydrometeorological and hydrological studies and is independent of
historical flood frequencies.
It is the estimate of the boundary
between possible floods and impossible floods.
Therefore, it would
have a return period approaching infinity and a probability of
occurrence, in any particular year, approaching zero. The probable
maximum flood projected for the Prairie Island plant was determined
to have a flow rate of 910,300 cubic feet per second and to have a
corresponding peak stage of 704.1 feet.
If a flood of this magnitude were to occur, the lower half of the
casks would be standing in the flood waters.
The lids and seals
would not be sUbmerged. Calculations of force upon the casks at this
point have shown that the casks would not tip over at the expected
flood veiocities, and so the containment and isolation of the spent
nuclear fuel would not be jeopardized. The drag force from the
probable maximum flood was calculated to be less than 20% of that
needed to cause the cask to slide or tip.
The probable maximum flood level used in the SAR was an elevation of
706.7 feet above mean sea level, with a water velocity of 6.2 feet
per second. This includes wave run-up The ISFSI would be sited and
designed such that the lowest point of potential leakage into the
cask is above the level of the probable maximum flood.
For this
reason, no inleakage of water can occur. Also, the interspace
between the containment seals and the containment vessel cavity are
pressurized to approximately 6 atmospheres and 2 atmospheres,
respectively, to further preclude any possibility of water inleakage.
(The above referenced NSP analysis, "Probable Maximum Flood study,
Mississippi River at Prairie Island, Minnesota, Appendix F in Updated
Safety Analysis Report, December, 1985", is available upon request
from the EQB or for review at the Red Wing Public Library, the
Minneapolis Public Library or the EQB offices.)
seismic forces:
The analysis in the SAR shows that the design-basis earthquake would
not create sufficient forces to cause the casks to slide or tip.
Snow and ice loading:
The decay heat of the contained fuel will maintain the storage cask
outer surface well above 32 0 Fahrenheit throughout the cask service
life, including the end of life, even with an ambient outside
temperature of -20 0 Fahrenheit. Therefore, snow or ice will melt
when it comes in contact with the cask so that snow and ice loadings
need not be considered for the storage cask.
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The temperature of the protective cover attached to the top of the
cask above the lid could fall below 32 0 Fahrenheit under certain
conditions and a layer of snow or ice might build up. A snow or ice
load of 0.35 pounds per square inch (corresponding to approximately
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six feet of snow or one foot of ice) could develop. However this
load is insignificant to the TN-40 cask since the cover is a 0.38
inch thick toruspherical steel head which can withstand an external
pressure over 20 pounds per square inch. Therefore, the cover will
maintain its intended protective function under these snow or ice
loading conditions.

•

Lightning strike:
Lightning would not cause a significant thermal effect. If struck by
lightning on the lid, the electrical charge will be conducted by
paths provided by the lid bolts to the body. The lid metallic a-ring
seals can withstand temperatures of up to 600 0 Fahrenheit without
loss of sealing capability. It is not anticipated that lightning
could result in the seals reaching temperatures above these values.
Comment IlJ reguested additional discussion of a lightning strike.
The current from a lightning strike would be conducted along the
outside surface of the cask to the ground, because the cask would act
as a "Faraday Cage" just as cars or other structures with interior
volumes and external surfaces do. This is why no significant effect
on the metallic seals is expected, If a lightning strike did damage
either seal, the pressure monitoring system would detect and indicate
a loss of cask seal. In the event the cask seals are damaged. the
cask would be taken back to the plant to replace the seals. Ten
metal light standards, taller than the casks, are proposed to be
installed around the periphery of the ISFSI. These would be more
likely to be struck by lightning than would the casks, and thus would
serve as lightning rods.
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Thermal loading from temperature extremes:
In the SAR, the thermal analysis for normal storage concludes that
the TN-40 cask design meets all applicable standards. The maximum
temperatures calculated using conservative assumptions are low.
The
maximum temperature of any containment structural component is less
than 303 0 F (151 0 C) which has an insignificant effect of the
mechanical properties of the containment materials used. The maximum
seal temperature (242 o F, 117 o C) during normal storage is well
below the 570 0 F long term limit specified for continued seal
function.
The minimum assumed temperature of -40 0 F is also
inconsequential.to the packaging function.
The thermal analysis also considered accidental burial of the cask in
a medium that will not provide the equivalent cooling of na~ural
convection. The evaluation concluded that under the assumed
conditions cask seal failure would occur 60 hours after burial. The
SAR states that the ISFSI operating and emergency procedures will
consider this time frame in planning for recovery from an accidental
cask burial.
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E.

Radiological impacts during loading and storage

Refer to Chapter 6 for a discussion of radiological impacts, which
has been significantly expanded from that in the Draft EIS.
Comment 4B reguested an explanation of how the surface dose rate of
each cask can be up to 125 mrem/hr and yet the use of the casks will
only increase the net radiation output from the plant to 4-6
mrem/year.
The radiation emitted by the casks drops off rapidly with
distance. Table 7A-4 of the SAR shows this by giving calculated dose
rates radially around the cask; 57.5 mrmem/hr at contact, 30,0
mrem/hr at 1 meter's distance, 19.7 mrem/hr at 2 meters and 13.8
mrem/hr at 3 meters. At longer distances, the dose rate continues to
drop as distance increases.
(The 125 mrem/hr figure guoted in the
comment comes from page 3.10 of the DEIS, which states, "the cask
surface dose rate shall be less than 125 mrem/hr." This is an
upper-bounding condition, and not the calculated dose rate.
See
Chapter 6 for revised calulations.
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Comment 7A suggested that a discussion of plant worker radiation
exposure be included. This can be found on pages 7.4-1 through
7.4-2, Tables 7.4-1 through 7.4-6 and Figure 7.4-1 of the SAR. Also
refer to Chapter 6 of this EIS. O'ff-site exposure would not be
affected by loading or decontamination procedures, since these all
occur within the Auxiliary Building. Transport of the loaded cask to
the ISFSI is about a one-hour operation, over approximately 2400 feet
of roadway entirely within the Prairie Island plant site boundary .
Since the cask will not be taken off site, no Part 71 approvals are
necessary. Off-site e~'posure during this period is included in the
analysis of total off-site exposure.
It is not calculated separately
because it is not significant.
Comment 130 noted that the DEIS was inconsistent in the discussion of
radiation levels to be emitted by the ISFSI, citing discussions
provided on pages 4.9 and 4.14. This is clarified in the new Chapter

h
Comments 11L, 13L, and 4D related to "activation" of materials used
in construction of the ISFSI, or radiation-induced deterioration of
those materials.
(Activation is the term applied to the process by
which initially non-radioactive materials are made radioactive by
prolonged exposure to neutron flux.)
The following response was
provided by Northern States Power on January 31, 1991:
Cask materials do become slightly activated by the neutron
radiation emitted by spent fuel contained within. However,
because the level of neutron radiation emitted by spent fuel is
so low, there is essentially no effect on the structural
integrity of the cask materials.
significant changes in the cask
material properties begin to occur after the material is exposed
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to a cumulative neutron exposure of 10 19 neutrons per square
centimeter (n/cm 2 ). The highest neutron level in the cask body
occu5s at the beginning of storage and is about 4x10
n/cm -sec. Assuming the neutron radiation level remains
constant instead of decreasing, the maximum 40tal neutron
exposure after 40 years would be about 5X10 1 n/cm 2 . Thus,
after 40 years, the cask only experiences .005% of the threshold
value of significant material changes. Because of the shielding
provided by the cask, the neutron radiation experienced by the
rebar (reinforcing bars or rods) in the concrete pad supporting
the casks is less than that experienced by the cask materials, .
and there is no effect on the structural guality of the rebar.
The level of neutron flux outside the cask would not be great enough
to cause activation of any materials besides the cask itself. This
includes ISFSI construction materials and soils under the pads and in
the berm. The casks will be decontaminated to the greatest extent
possible at decommissioning (once unloaded), and then radiologically
assessed as to whether they can be sold as scrap or must be disposed
at a low-level radioactive waste landfill.

Comment 9H states that the ErS should mention the concept of
radiation hormesis.
It is true that a number of scientists offer the
hypothesis that very low doses of radiation may actually be
beneficial, or hormetic. There are also a few scientists, such as
John Gofman of Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, who believe
that low doses produce more cancer per unit of radiation than high
doses (thus exposing a million people to 5,000 millirem would still
cause fewer additional cancers deaths than exposing each of them to
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10,000 millirem, but the number of additional cancer deaths would be
reduced by less than half). Both are minority views among health
physicists.
It is impossible to prove hormesis either true or false,
since there is no group of people in the world not exposed to natural
background radiation who could serve as a control in an experiment.
F.

Accident impacts

The casks have been designed for safe storage of spent nuclear fuel
under a series of severe natural conditions described in part D of
this chapter. Since no release of radioactivity would De expected
under these conditions, no resultant doses would occur.
A munition barge explosion has been postUlated to occur at a location
on the river approximately 2600 feet from the ISFSI. This would
result in a pressure wave of 2.25 pounds per square inch at the
ISFSI, which would have no effect on the storage casks or spent fuel
contained within.
The Safety Analysis Report (SAR) which accompanied NSP's license
application to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission examined the
potential impact of several type of accidents which could result from
human error or mechanical failure.
One accident which was examined
was the inadvertent loading of a newly discharge fuel assembly into a
cask designed for ten-year cooled fuel. To prevent this accident
from occurring, a final verification of the assemblies loaded into
the casks and a comparison with fuel management records will be
performed to ensure that the loaded assemblies do not exceed any of
the specified limits. Through this, appropriate and sufficient
actions will be taken to ensure that an erroneously loaded fuel
assembly does not remain undetected.
In partiCUlar, the storage of a'
fuel assembly with a heat generation in excess of 0.675 kilowatts is
not considered credible in view of the mUltiple administrative
controls which will be enacted.
For this reason, this was not
considered a credible accident and resultant doses were not
calculated.
The SAR states that there are no credible circumstances under which a
cask tip accident could be postulated to occur.
It does, however,
also provide an analysis which examines the performance of various
casks feature should a cask tip accident occur. Th~se calculations
show that even if the cask were to tip over and crash onto the ISFSI
pad the cask confinement barrier would not be breached. Therefore,
no radioactivity would be released and no resultant doses would
occur.
The final accident scenario examined in the SAR is also not
considered credible. In this accident, a simultaneous failure of all
protective layers of confinement is postulated to occur by some
unspecified nonmechanistic means in the cask. An example of this
type of failure could result from an incident such as a cask dropping
50-60 feet during movement on the crane into the spent fuel pool area
of the Auxilliary Building. To prevent this type of accident
occurring, NSP is now modifying the Auxilliary Building crane to make
it single failure proof.
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Should this occur, only those radionuclides which occur in the
gaseous state would escape from the cask.
In the case of the fuel
which would be stored, Krypton-85 is the only element which would
escape.
For the analysis, all of the Kr-85 gas is conservatively
assumed to be instantaneously released from the TN-40 cask. There is
no additional decay of Kr-85 in transit from the spent fuel storage
cask to the receptor and no credit is taken for personnel protection
due to any structure or system.
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The maximum individual dose is assumed to be located at' the site
boundary where the least amount of atmospheric dispersion takes .
place. The dose results for this location are conservative for any
individual and may be reported as dose to an individual at the
nearest site boundary.
In this calculation, the nearest site
boundary or maximum individual whole body dose for the loss of spent
fuel cask confinement is determined to be 0.07 rem. This dose is
well within the 5 rem criteria given in 10 CFR 72. 106(b).
Accidents during transportation of spent fuel were a concern for
several commenters. Comments 1B and 19F refer to the eventual
removal of spent fuel from the plant site, and comment 18C speaks to
the need to analyze possible transportation accidents involving the
TN-40 cask.
Transportation of the spent fuel from Prairie Island will not begin
until the federal government (Department of Energy, DOE) begins
accepting spent fuel either for storage at a Monitored Retreivable
storage (MRS) facility or at a repository. The earliest this could
occur is in 1998, and it could be significantly delayed from that
point. The terms of the DOE contract which were negotiated with all
nuclear utilities reguire the DOE to provide transportation casks for
the spent fuel and to take title to the fuel at the plant gate,
assuming all liability for transportation of the fuel.
There is no
transportation of spent fuel off site proposed as part of this
project. The fuel will only be moved within the plant site boundary
in sealed casks from the Auxiliary Building to the ISFSI, a distance
of approximately 2400 feet over haul roads engineered for handling
heavy eguipment like the cask transporter.
The DEIS discusses the possibility of using the TN-40 casks for
transportation of spent fuel off-site at some point in the future.
For this to occur, the TN-40 casks would need to be separately
approved by the Nuclear Regulatory commission (NRC) for
transportation of spent nuclear fuel, either by granting of a
transportation license or by special approval.
In either case the
casks must meet both NRC and Department of Transportation standards
for safe transportation of high-level radioactive materials. This is
why an analysis of the use of the TN-40 casks for transportation
off-site was not included in the DEIS,
In their comment letter on
the DEIS (letter #10. page 2), NSP states, "Before any Shipments are
made. NSP and the DOE will work closely with all plant neighbors, as
well as other affected communities and agencies. to involve them in
the planning and preparations."
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Comment 80 asked about the what damage an airplane could cause if it
crashed into the ISFSI. This was seen by the commenter as an
increasingly probable event, especially if a second major Twin cities
airport is built in the south-Metro area. The following response was
prepared by Transnuclear, Inc., and submitted by Donn Eiden of NSP in
a February 4, 1991, transmittal.
'IAn airplane crash directly onto a TN-40 cask is an extremely
unlikely event, and so is not directly analyzed in the Safety
Analysis Report (SAR). The effect of a crash on the cask can be
assessed on the context of the analyses that have been performed
and of impact testing on similar large casks.
The actual effects on the TN-40 cask from the direct impact of an
aircraft would depend on two factors:
the size of the aircraft
and its velocity on impact. Because a relatively light material,
aluminum, is used extensively in airplane construction, and
because airplanes have a small weight-to-volume ratio, their
impact effects on massive steel structures tends to be minimal.
This is because the kinetic energy of the crash is absorbed by
the body of the aircraft as it crushes during the impact.
Additionally, energy would be absorbed by the aircraft as a
result of tumbling and sliding during the impact.
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For aircraft similar to small jets, the effects of the impact on
the TN-40 cask would likely be bounded by the effects of the
impact of an airborne automobile or hickory plank during a
tornado.
These scenarios are discussed in sections 3.2.1.2 and
3.2.1.3 of the SAR. For larger aircraft, as are used for
commercial flights, the direct impact of the body of the aircraft
would likely cause the TN-40 to tip over, absorbing some of the
kinetic energy, but with most of the energy still being absorbed
by the aircraft. The only credible scenario for significant
damage to the cask is if a large jet engine and its turbine rotor
were to directly impact the cask. In such a case, the cask might
tip and the turbine rotor would likely penetrate the outer shell
and neutron shield, and perhaps even dent the gamma shield cask
layer. However, there would certainly be no penetration of the
innermost cask layer, which is the fuel containment shell.
G.

Safeguards from theft, diversion or sabotage

The purpose of the security program for the ISFSI is to establish and
maintain a physical security program that has the capabilities for
the protection of spent fuel stored in the cask system. Since all
ISFSI procedures are performed within the plant site boundary of the
Prairie Island plant, security will be a less serious concern than it
would be for other alternatives which involve transporting the spent
fuel and casks off-site.
Additional information regarding the security program for the ISFSI
is contained in a separate document which is withheld from pUblic
disclosure in accordance with 10 CFR 2.790(d) and 10 CFR 73.21. This
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document addresses the Physical Security Plan, Safeguards contingency
Plan, and Training and Qualification Plan. It must be considered by
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in making the license decision on
the ISFSI, and changes deemed necessary by that body to ensure
adequate protection from theft, diversion or sabotage will be made.
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Spent fuei removed from light water reactors contains low enriched
uranium, fission products, plutonium, and other transuranium elements
(transuranics). owing to the special nuclear material in spent fuel,
safeguards for an independent spent fuel storage installation must
..
protect against theft and radiological sabotage and must provide for
material accountability.
The theft issue arises mainly from the plutonium component of the
spent fuel. Plutonium, when separated from other sUbstances, can be
used in the construction of nuclear explosive devices and therefore
must be provided with a high level of physical protection. However,
the plutonium contained in spent fuel is not readily separable from
the highly radioactive fission products and other transuranics and
for that reason is not considered a highly attractive material for
theft. Moreover, the massive construction of casks significantly
complicates theft scenarios. For these reasons no specific
safeguards measures to protect against theft are proposed other than
maintaining accounting records and conducting periodic inventories of
the special nuclear material contained in the spent fuel.
The NRC has carried out studies to develop information about possible
adversary groups which might pose a threat to licensed nuclear
facilities. The results of these studies are published in
NUREG-0459, "Generic Adversary Characteristics--Sununary Report"
(March 1979) and NUREG-0703, "Potential Threat to Licensed Nuclear
Activities from Insiders" (July 1980). Actions against facilities
were found to be limited to a number of low consequence activities
and harassments, such as hoax bomb threats, vandalism,
radiopharmaceutical thefts, and firearms discharges. The list of
actions is updated annually in a NUREG-0525, "Safeguards Summary
Event List" (July 1987). None of the actions have affected spent
fuel containment and, thUS, have not caused any radiological health
hazards.
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Despite the absence of an identified domestic threat, the NRC has
considered it prudent to study the response of loaded casks to a
range of sabotage scenarios. The study is classified. However, an
overview of the study is provided in the following paragraphs.
Being highly radioactive, spent fuel requires heavy shielding for
safe storage. Typical movable storage casks are of metal or
concrete, weigh 100 tons, and have wall thickness from 10 to 16
inches of metal or 30 inches of concrete. The structural materials
and dimensions enable the casks and vaults to withstand attack by
small arms fire, pyroteChnics, mechanical aids, high velocity
objects, and most forms of explosives without release of spent fuel.
After considering various technical approaches to radiological
sabotage, the NRC concluded that radiological sabotage, to be
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successful, would have to be carried out with the aid of a large
quantity of explosives.
The consequences to the pUblic health and safety would stem almost
exclusively from the fraction of the release that is composed of
respirable particles.
In an NRC ~tudy, an experiment was carried out
to evaluate the effects of a very severe, perfectly executed
explosive sabotage scenario against a simulated storage cask
containing spent fuel assemblies. The amount of fuel disrupted was
measured. The fraction of disrupted material of respirable
dimensions (0.005%) had been determined in a previous experiment.
From this information, an estimate of the airborne, respirable
release was made, and the dose as a function of range and other
variables was calculated.
In a typical situation, for an individual
at the boundary of the reactor site (taken as 100 meters from the
location of the release) and in the center of the airborne plume, the
whole-body dose was calculated to be 1 rem and the 50-year dose
commitment (to the lung, which is the most sensitive organ) was
calculated to be 2 rem.
H.
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Decommissioning

The storage cask design concept to be utilized at the ISFSI features
inherent ease and simplicity of decommissioning. At the end of its
service lifetime, cask decommissioning could be accomplished by one
of the following options:
1. The intact TN-40 cask, including the spent fuel stored inside,
could be shipped to a suitable fuel repository for permanent
storage. Depending on licensing requirements existing at the time of
Shipment, placement of the entire cask inside a supplemental shipping
container or overpack would be considered.
2. The spent fuel could be removed from the storage cask and shipped
in a licensed shipping container to a temporary or permanent fuel
repository.
If desirable, decontamination of the now-empty cask
could be accomplished through the use of conventional high pressure
water sprays to further reduce contamination on the cask interior.
The sources of contamination on the interior of the cask would be
crud from the outside of the fuel rods and the crud left by the spent
fuel pool water. The expected low levels of contamination from these
sources could be easily removed with a high pressure water spray.
After decontamination, the ISFSI cask could either be cut up for
scrap or partially scrapped and any remaining contaminated portions
shipped as radioactive waste to a disposal facility.
3.
For surface decontamination of the storage cask, chemical etching
using hydrochloric acid or nitric acid can be applied to remove the
contaminated surface of the cask. Alternatively, electropolishing
can also be used to achieve the same result.
A cask activation analysis has been performed to quantify specific
activity levels of cask materials after years of storage.
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(Activation is the term applied to the process by which formerly
non-radioactive materials are made radioactive by prolonged exposure
to neutron flux.)
Based on the results of the analysis, the cask
materials will be only slightly activated by the low level neutron
flux emanating from the stored spent fuel.
Consequently, it is
expected that after application of the surface decontamination
process as described above, the radiation level due to activation
products will be negligible and the cask could be scrapped. A
detailed evaluation will be performed at the time of decommissioning
to determine the appropriate mode of disposal.
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Due to the leak tight design of the casks, no residual contamination
is expected to be left behind on the concrete base pad. The base
pad, fence, and peripheral utility structures are de facto
decommissioned when the last cask is removed.
The spent fuel pool at the Prairie Island plant will remain
functional until the ISFSI is decommissioned. This will allow the
pool to be utilized to transfer fuel from the storage casks to
licensed shipping containers for shipment off-site if this
decommissioning option is chosen.
Concern that the storage facility would become permanent was the
SUbject of Comments 8C, 13R, 15D, and 19X. NSP's proposal intends
that PI spent fuel will remain at the PI dry cask storage facility
until the DOE is ready to accept it, which is highly uncertain as
noted in the comments. NRC regulations mandate that all the support
resources reguired for an ISFSI be maintained as a condition of the
license. The reguired support resources include staff and facilities
to provide security, radiation protection and maintenance services,
and a facility to allow removal of spent fuel from storage casks, and
loading of shipping casks. This facility could be the existing pool,
a new pool, or a new, dry, fuel handling facility.
ISFSI licenses
are granted for a period of 20 years. If the need for dry cask
storage at PI continues beyond 2013, NSP would have to request a
license renewal from the NRC. Because this EIS and the PUC's
Certificate of Need decision will be based on a capacity of 48 casks,
any storage of casks beyond 48 would require additional state review
and approval. However, there are no specific state limitations on
how long the 48 casks (full facility) could be stored.
Prairie Island's current plant operating licenses expire in 2013 and
2014, but NSP may seek to renew the plant's operating licenses.
Decommissioning will commence after the plant is permanently shut
down.
Spent fuel will continue to be stored in the spent fuel
storage pool for a period of a least five years after shutdown, to
allow an adequate cooling time before shipment of the assemblies
discharged from both reactor cores at shutdown. While the plant is
being decommissioned and while the pool is functional, the pool and
all the support resources required by the ISFSI will be available.
If, for example, NSP secures approval to extend plant operation to
2020, a total of about 3200 spent fuel assemblies will have been
generated. About 1900 assemblies will be in dry storage, and the
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rest in the pool.
If the DOE begins taking PI spent fuel in 2020,
NSP may elect to delay the completion of decommissioning for the
years necessary so that the pool can be used to transfer fuel into
shipping casks, rather than building a new facility to perform this
transfer.
.
If the plant is shut down well before DOE fuel acceptance begins, NSP
would continue to maintain a Part 72 license for ISFSI operation, and
continue to provide all the necessary support resources. At that
time, NSP might elect to completely decommission the plant and build
a stand-alone facility for future cask and fuel handling.
It is this
storage scenario which clearly goes beyond a "temporary"
characterization. This situation raises numerous questions about
life of the cask and its performance. The NRC would continue to
regulate operation of the ISFSI through its license and would be
responsible for assuring safe storage. Costs would be
proportionately greater over time: how the costs would be paid is as
uncertain as other elements of this scenario.
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Comment 3A suggested that it was so unlikely that the DOE would ever
develop a repository that the ISFSI should be designed as a permanent
facilitv.
While this may prove to be prudent in the future, current
contractural, regUlatory and political arrangements (and
uncertainties) are driving utilities' spent nuclear fuel'storage
decisions at this time. A rational for longer-term storage is
presented in the following excerpt from a journal paper entitled
"Disposal of High-Level Nuclear Waste: Is It Possible?", by Konrad B.
Krauskopf, a geologist at stanford University:
"Faced with this seemingly hopeless situation (development of a
federal repository), one is tempted to ask: Why is building a
repository so urgent? As long as the waste is not harming its
surroundings, why not for a time just leave it where it is? In
answer to this query, efforts to dispose of HLW in a hurry are
commonly justified on three grounds.
First, waste kept in
containers near the earth's surface is always subject to massive
release by acts of nature--violent storms or earthquakes--or by
sabotage, or by carelessness on the part of those supposedly
watching over it. Second, if a method of disposal cannot be
demonstrated soon the nuclear energy industry is in deep
trouble:
opponents can claim that waste is an insoluble problem,
hence that production of more should be stopped at once.
And
third, in a more philosophical vein, the waste that we do not
dispose of now will remain as an unjustified burden for our
children and grandchildren to cope with. These arguments have
seemed convincing to the U·. S. pUblic but less so abroad.
The
drive to get repository construction under way soon is stronger
in the United states than in most other countries.
The other side of the guestion, putting off disposal to an
indefinite future, can be defended with arguments that seem
equally good.
For one thing, waste becomes easier to handle on
standing because its radioactivity steadily decreases. Also,
with the rapid progress of technology, we can expect that a
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half-century hence we will know more about the optimum design of
repositories and about finding the best geologic locations. And
finally, leaving waste in storage near the surface keeps it
readily accessible, an advantage if sometime later a use is found
for some of its constituents. Considerations of this sort have
led most European countries to adopt a deliberate policy of
postponing final disposal of HLW for at least several decades.
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In the United states it looks increasingly as if a choice between
these alternatives will be made for us automatically. At present
schedules no HLW will be put underground until 2010 and most
likely not until much later.
By the time actual burial begins,
much of the waste will be more than 50 years old, as old as the
waste that is planned for later disposal in Europe.
Despite
pushes by Congress to speed up the program and well-meant efforts
by DOE and other federal agencies to play their assigned roles, a
combination of pUblic dread of all things radioactive, of
technical disagreements about the safety of long-term burial. and
of disputes among the many federal and state agencies involved
has made it impossible to accomplish waste disposal quickly.
Perhaps this is not to be deplored.
If indefinite postponement
is accepted as a necessary evil. the pace of the disposal program
can be made less frantic. and its continued delays will seem less
frustrating.
The long and expensive effort to find a suitable
site and to ensure compliance with accepted standards of
radioactive release, discouragingly unproductive as it now
appears. will not have been in vain. The years of research have
taught us a great deal about repository construction and about
the behavior of radioactive elements in natural environments.
perhaps even about handling federal-state opposition. When a
decision is finally reached for us or our children to get
disposal started, this background of knowledge and experience
should make it possible to complete the job in short order,"
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Comment 5A suggested that the facility be designed to accommodate
more than 48 casks. NSP has indicated that a life extension of the
plant and failure of the DOE to develop a repository would result in
a need for additional casks, and that many other uncertainties limits
planning beyond 48 casks. The key point is that the facility can be
expanded incrementally as needed, and within the standards and
regulatory perview of the NRC. The EQB has no authority to reguire
this design modification. The Public utilities Commission can
consider this option in the certificate of Need process.
I.

Estimates of induced development

No significant induced development is expected to be associated with
the proposed project.
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The possibility that spent fuel from other nuclear plants would be
stored at the PI facility was raised in Comments lA, 13Y, 1300, and
190. NSP can only assure that it has no plans to store any spent
fuel at the ISFSI other than that from PI. The storage of only PI
spent fuel is the subject of this EIS and will be basis on which the
Minnesota PUC will be asked to issue a Certificate of Need and the
U.S. NRC to issue an operating license. Any future intent of NSP to
do otherwise will reguire additional approvals at the state and
federal level.
The suggestion in Comment 13EE that NSP will accept spent fuel from
other plants and also build a reprocessing plant is speculation.
This conjecture is beyond the scope of the EIS as an action that has
not been proposed, and, if proposed in the future, would be reviewed
in separate proceedings.
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Comment 13FF makes a connection between increasing the amount of
spent nuclear fuel stored in Minnesota, and the state being drafted
to "host" a nuclear waste repository.
It is possible that the fact
that Minnesota does have two nuclear generating plants, each with
spent nuclear fuel stored on-site (whether in pools or dry casks)
could make the state more attractive for such a facility.
As the
commenter points out, Minnesota was considered as a host state for a
second repository until the Nuclear Waste Act Amendments were passed
by the U.S. Congress in 1987. This act dropped the second repository
program, and named Nevada as the host state for the first
repository.
Nevada has no nuclear power plants.
Nuclear power
plants across the nation are experiencing similar storage capacity
prohlems. and many of these as well are developing ISFSI's.
Because
of these factors, the EIS will not address environmental impacts of
siting a nuclear waste repository in Minnesota.

J.

Feasibility analysis

This is a feasible technology, in use at several nuclear power plants
in this country. The TN-40 cask has not yet been approved by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. If that body fails to approve the
cask, the project could still proceed by switching to another cask or
dry storage technology which is already approved.
K.

Cost of project

NSP has estimated the cost of the proposed ISFSI project to be
between $35 and $40 million. This estimate includes costs of design,
licensing and review, facility construction, 36 casks, cask handling
equipment, and personnel through 2015 (Refer to Table 5-1).
Comment 13S raised questions about decommissioning costs. The cost
figure of $35 to $45 million does not include decommissioning costs.
NSP estimates these costs to be approximately $3.1 million in their
license application. These funds would be collected as part of the
plant decommissioning fund.
Under the agreeement with the U.S.
Department of Energy, the DOE is required to provide the transport
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casks once they begin accepting spent fuel. therefore there will not
be added cost if the TN-40 casks proposed to be used for storing the
spent fuel cannot be used to transport the fuel.
The costs of the
project under several storage need scenarios are given in Chapter 5.
Considerations and data sources used in developing cost figures are
provided in Appendix F.
L.

~

Mitigation of identified impacts

The only impacts identified to be associated with the proposed
project are construction impacts. Following are the measures which
NSP proposes to employ to mitigate those impacts which were
identified.
Off-site radiation exposure reduction:
Refer to Chapter 6
Construction traffic control: Areas where construction traffic may
cause damage, such as undisturbed open spaces, will be avoided by
construction vehicle traffic. For woodland areas, vehicular traffic
will remain within the roadway, access corridor, or utility
rights-of-way. crossing stabilized drainage ways except at approved
stabilized crossing locations will be avoided.
Dust and particulate emission control: Dry weather wetting and/or
paving (graveling) of the heavily traveled construction roads will be
performed to reduce dust generated by vehicular traffic when
necessary. Also, any fill hauled to the site will be wetted when
necessary •. Cleared areas will be seeded to provide a ground cover or
otherwise stabilized where necessary.
Fuel burning equipment will be
maintained in good mechanical order to reduce excessive emissions.
Open burning of tree wastes resulting from site preparation will be
done in a manner to reduce the quantity of ash produced and to
minimize particulate emissions.

~
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Noise control: NSP intends to minimize noise impact by providing
trucks and other equipment with standard noise control devices and
limiting construction activities to normal working hours.
Chemical waste management: During construction, chemical liquid
wastes will be deposited or discharged into tanks for salvage or
SUbsequent removal to appropriate off-site locations. Adequate care
will be taken to avoid handling or storing liquids in close proximity
to major drainage areas, thereby avoiding impact to surface waters.
Solid waste management: Construction scrap and debris will be
collected in designated on-site areas for salvage, incineration, or
burial.
site clearing: The site within the ISFSI fence will be cleared and
gravel placed in the area immediately surrounding the storage slabs.
Unmarketable timber and timber wastes may be burned.
If so, bur~ing
will be done in accordance with state regulations. Brush and tree
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limbs can be shredded and used as mulch for erosion control on spoil
disposal.
Erosion in the construction area will be controlled by
providing drainage, intercept the berm ditches, controlling slope
angle, seeding, and use of mats and straw.
Excavation and soil deposition: The construction site will be
stabilized during construction. The spoil areas, used for storage
during excavation, will require particular attention. During and
immediately following the filling of each spoil area, the fill will
be graded to acceptable slopes to minimize potential erosion problems
before turf cover is established. until the turf has stabilized, the
disposal area maintenance will be performed to correct local areas of
excessive erosion or inadequate turf cover. The drainage from the
proposed spoil areas during and after construction will be designed
to follow natural drainage patterns.
REFERENCES (all new material: was inadvertently omitted from DEIS)
1. License application and supplemental information submitted by NSP
to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on August 31, 1990.
2.
Discussion with Laura McCarten, NSP, by phone on August 28 1990,
regarding number and types of trees proposed to be removed to
construct the storage facility.
3. Personal communication with Bruce Watson, former State
Climatologist, regarding wind speeds; September 1990.
4. Memo from Scot Johnson, Minnesota Department of Natural Resources
hydrologist on the Mississippi River Team, to Gretchen Sabel,
Environmental Quality Board, dated June 4, 1990, discussing flood
potential at the proposed Prairie Island ISFSI.
5.
"Probable Maximum Flood study, Mississippi River at Prairie
Island, Minnesota," 4/12/85, which was incorporated into the Updated
Safety Analysis Report as Appendix F.
6. Notes from meetings of the Interagency Work Group for the Prairie
Island Dry Cask Storage EIS, held January through May of 1990.
7.
"The TN-24 PWR Spent-fuel Storage Cask. Testing and Analysis",
EPRI. April, 1987.
8.
"Technical Safety Analysis Report for TN-24 Casks", approved by
the NRC July, 1989.
9. Krauskopf, Konrad B., "Disposal of High-Level Nuclear Waste: Is
It Possible?" science, Vol. 249;1231, September 14, 1990 .
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CHAPTER 5
ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES
Summary of Alternatives
A number of possible alternatives to the proposed project exist. The
most significant of these are examined in this chapter. Following is
a brief overview description of each alternative, which precedes the
more detailed analysis.
No action: This alternative would result in NSP filling the
existing spent fuel storage capacity at the Prairie Island plant
by January, 1994, thereby forcing shutdown of the plant. The
plant would then be mothballed or decommissioned.
Shutdown of
Prairie Island would create the need for NSP to acquire 1000-1100
megawatts of base load type generating capacity by January, 1994.
Reduced operation of the Prairie Island plant: NSP may be able
to reduce operation at the Prairie Island plant in order to
reduce fuel consumption and thereby conserve storage capacity for
spent fuel at the plant. This could potentially delay the date
when Prairie Island expects to run out of storage capacity.

•

Increased customer conservation: This alternative assumes that
by significantly increasing its customer conservat~on programs,
NSP can eliminate some or all of the need for operating the
Prairie Island plant.
Other dry spent fuel storage technologies: Alternate dry spent
fuel storage technologies examined include; other metal casks,
modular concrete storage systems, concrete casks, a vault, and
dual-purpose storage/transport casks. Each of these technologies
must meet the same technical performance criteria for safety and
radiation exposure minimization.
Increased in-pool spent fuel storage: Several options for
expanding the in-pool storage capacity at Prairie Island are
examined.
Shipment to another spent fuel storage facility:
Options for
shipping spent fuel from Prairie Island to other storage
facilities are examined.
Shipment to a federal storage or disposal facility:
The U.S.
Department of Energy is under contract with NSP to accept NSP's
spent nuclear fuel beginning in 1998. The feasibility and
impacts of this alternative are analyzed, and issues relating to
timing discussed.

5.1

Reprocessing (recycling) of spent fuel: Reprocessing is the
chemical process of dissolving spent fuel in order to extract the
residual uranium and plutonium for recycle into new fuel
assemblies. The remaining fission products are high level
radioactive waste and are concentrated and solidified into a
stable form, such as glass, for storage and permanent disposal.
There is no reprocessing plant in the united states for
commercial spent nuclear fuel, so the spent fuel would need to be
shipped to Europe for reprocessing.

•
..

Use of higher burnup fuel: Burnup is a measure of how much
energy a fuel assembly produced during the time it was in the
reactor. For a given amount of energy production by the reactor,
the number of spent fuel assemblies generated will be less if
each assembly can provide more energy; that is, if fuel can
achieve a higher burnup.
Combinations of alternatives: By combining alternatives which
extend the capacity of the existing pool with the alternative of
shipping spent fuel to a federal facility, it is possible that
NSP could avoid the necessity of building the ISFSI.
Discussion of Alternatives
No Action
A.

Description of alternative

The alternative of no action results in NSP filling the existing
spent fuel pool capacity at the Prairie Island plant by January,
1994, thereby forcing shutdown of the plant in January, 1995. At
shutdown, the pool would contain 1386 spent fuel assemblies, the
maximum allowed under Prairie Island's current licence, and each
reactor unit would contain 121 assemblies. Though the plant would
not be operating, the assemblies in the reactor would remain in the
reactor under storage conditions until eventual shipment to a federal
storage facility.

•

For this alternative, a distinction must be made that the intent of
this EIS is to evaluate alternative methods of spent fuel storage
rather than alternative ways to replace the capacity of Prairie
Island. Under the EQB's Environmental Review RUl~s, an assessment of
whether continued operation of the Prairie Island Nuclear Generating
Plant is prudent or needed is beyond the scope of this EIS. However,
pUblic interest in nuclear issues suggests some background on this
issue would benefit the general pUblic reading this document.
Detailed cost and impact studies have not been conducted: information
presented here is drawn from available literature and data provided
by NSP.
The. analysis required by rule for this alternative involves simply
operating the Prairie Island plant until the existing storage pool is
full and shutting down the reactors. NSP would then maintain
continued storage of accumulated spent fuel until the federal
government begins accepting it. NSP would have to determine whether
5.2
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to decommission the two generating units or to continue maintenance
with the intent of again operating the plants in the future when
spent fuel storage capacity becomes available.
B.

Wastes and emissions

Shutdown of the Pr~irie Island plant in 1995 would not generate
additional spent fuel until the plant is reactivated. Existing
systems to control radioactive emissions below NRC standards would be
maintained.
New replacement generation capacity, depending on the fuel used,
would involve incremental increases in wastes and emissions, probably
at another site in NSP's system.
The question was raised in the EIS scoping process regarding the need
to continue operating the PI plant, or any commercial nuclear
generator in the U.S., when waste storage continues to be uncertain
and non-nuclear options are available.
This issue is discussed in the following conclusion (in part) from a
1989 report, "Nuclear Legacy, An Overview of the Places, Problems,
and Politics of· Radioactive Waste in the U.S.", by Public Citizen:
"In the absence of a proven, safe solution to the disposal of
nuclear wastes, it is irresponsible to continue generating them.
Therefore, all the major activities which. generate nuclear wastes
should be rapidly phased out.
The use of commercial nuclear reactors for power production is
unneeded. Future energy needs can be met more reliably,
economically, and in a more environmentally sound and socially
acceptable manner through a combination of investments in energy
efficiency and renewable energy technologies. Other energy
technologies, such as combined cycle natural gas turbines and
cogeneration systems, offer better alternatives to nuclear power.
However, even if future waste production is reduced virtually to
zero, the U.S. must still contend with the existing problem of
managing the radioactive waste it has already generated".
The report then makes the following recommendations, again in part:
"Congress should implement a (revised) program to thoroughly
review and reassess the technical options for nuclear waste
disposal, including options other than disposal in a geologic
repository.
All proposals for a Monitored Retrievable Storage (MRS) should be
abandoned ..• (because) ... it is unnecessary, costly, .•. and may
reduce the incentives for the development of a permanent
solution.

5.3

The NRC should not license any further utility proposals to
re-rack irradiated fuel pools because reracking increases the
probability of a major irradiated fuel accident. Nor should a
utility be allowed to endanger members of the surrounding
community by transporting its irradiated fuel off-site to another
's fuel pool. If existing on-site irradiated fuel storage
is insufficient, the reactor should be shut down, or
storage should be implemented.

•

permanent solution to irradia~ed fuel
,'.
of all evils is probably the ~mplementat~on
storage with dry-cask technologies."

have no discussion for this
, operation, natural calamity, radiological,
decommissioning). current systems, plans
are designed to support continued operation
of induced development
(no expansion) would not require any significant
elopment at the Prairie Island Plant. The d~sign capacity of the
pool would be reached and the spent fuel stored under
exi~ting operations until transfer to a federal MRS or repository.
If decommissioning of the plant was initiated after early shutdown of
the plant, decommissioning activities would not likely be different
than what is anticipated for full-life operation. Decommissioning
will be affected by the timing of federal facilities to which spent
fuel can be shipped.

.'

Under this alternative, NSP would retire 1000-1100 megawatts of
base load capacity. This situation would require NSP to make major
decisions about how to supply the lost capacity by January, 1995.
NSP estimates large baseload facilities on the order of 400 megawatts
cannot be brought into service by 1995, but rather the late 1990's at
the earliest. NSP could build gas-fueled peaking plants for
additional generating capacity by 1995. Reliance on peaking plants
until coal-fired baseload capacity could be brought on line would
have substantial cost penalities to NSP customers, as is the case
with purchased power. To avoid long-term cost penalties, NSP would
likely be forced to build 'new coal-fired capacity sooner than its
forecast anticipates. NSP's 1990 Advance Forecast identifies several
coal-fired base load alternatives between 200 and 400 megawatts. NSP
has not netermined where in its system new base load plants would be
constructed. Potential locations could be in Minnesota, North
Dakota, South Dakota or Wisconsin. Associated transmission lines may
also be required.
The no action alternative was evaluated in detail in a generic EIS on
handling and storage of spent fuel prepared by the NRC in 1979.
5.4
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Though it is an older document, the NRC continues to rely on its
general assumptions relating to the no-build alternative. The report
concludes that coal-fired generation would likely replace early
shutdown of nuclear plants due to spent fuel storage problems.
It
further concludes that other alternatives for spent fuel storage
would be economically and environmentally preferable to replacing
nuclear generated power with coal-fired power plants.
K.

Feasibility analysis

As previously noted, it is feasible for NSP to continue operating.the
spent fuel pool until it is reaches its design capacity without
substantial modification of the pool or operations.
It is also feasible, with cost penalties, to replace the lost
capacity of the plant with a range of options, including purchased
power; new peaking plants; increased operation of existing, less
cost-efficient plants; and new, coal-fired, base load plants.
Replacement with a new coal-fired plant would require use of other
interim options until the late 1990's. The feasibility of
instituting conservation as a replacement option is discussed in
another alternatives section. The replacement option of construction
of another nuclear, base-load plant or conversion of the Prairie
Island plant to burn natural gas has not been considered.

L.

Cost comparison

NSP estimates that its cost to operate and maintain the spent fuel
storage pool after shutdown and before decommissioning to be about 10
percent of current levels. On the assumption that decommissioning
and capital cost investment will be recovered from its customers, NSP
estimates the cost of this alternative to be $1.03 to $1.18 billion
in 1990 dollars. This includes the cost for replacement capacity,
assumed in this case to be a new coal-fired plant •

..
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Reduce operation
A. Description of alternative
under this alternative, NSP would reduce operation at the Prairie
Island plant in order to reduce fuel consumption and thereby conserve
storage capacity for spent fuel at the plant beyond 1994. Whether
the reduction would be accomplished by continuing to operate both
units at a lower generating level or by temporarily shutting down one
unit has not been analyzed in detail. NSP's cost estimate for this
alternative assumes shutdown of one of the two units until 1999. The
objective of extending available storage capacity could possibly be
met by several operational modes.

•

This alternative assumes that the DOE would begin accepting spent
fuel in 1998, which is still an uncertain date, and the two units
would resume full operation when space was once again available.
Because the date for DOE acceptance of spent fuel is uncertain, there
is the potential that this alternative could result in forced
shutdown of both units if the pool capacity is filled and the DOE has
not yet begun acceptance. This situation then becomes similar to the
no action alternative. A key difference is that NSP would have
several additional years to determine appropriate supply- or
demand-side options for replacement power. A key similarity is the
added cost to NSP customers for supply-side replacement power.
B.

Wastes and emissions

Reduced operation would reduce radioactive emissions and the
generation of spent fuel until the time when the DOE begins accepting
spent fuel and full operation of the plant is resumed. If the total
shutdown scenario 'occurs, additional increments of radioactivity and
spent fuel are not generated.

•

The next seven impact categories have no discussion for this
alternative (construction, operation, natural calamity, radiological,
accidents, safeguards, and decommissioning). Current systems, plans
and regulatory controls are designed to support continued operation
of the spent fuel pool.
J.

Estimates of induced development

Any level of reduced operation of Prairie Island would require NSP to
evaluate system needs and resources and determine an appropriate
response. The uncertainty of DOE acceptance of spent fuel would make
a committment to new generation capacity questionable. The
construction of gas peaking plants, perhaps in combination with other
options such as conservation and purchased power may be considered,
dependent on overall system needs and costs. If the assumption is
that Prairie Island's full capacity would again become available
after a period of five years, interim system needs woula likely rely
less on a committment to a new, large coal plant and more on new or
existing peaking plants and other short-term options.
5.6
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K.

Feasibility analysis

The reduced operation alternative is operationally feasible and
without extraordinary technical limitations.

L.

Cost comparison

Based on the assumptions that one unit is shutdown between 1991 and
1998 and that the DOE begins removing spent fuel from Prairie Island
in 1999, NSP estimates that the cost would be $168 to $324 million,
including cost of replacement capacity in the form of purchased power
and some small generation additions.
Conservation
A.

•

Description of alternative

The conservation alternative to construction of the proposed ISFSI
assumes that end-use reductions in NSP's electrical system demand,
probably in conjunction with a combination of other power supply
options, would reduce or eliminate the need to expand spent fuel
storage capacity at Prairie Island. This is the most difficult of
the various alternatives to analyze, and requires a unique approach
in this specific case. There are widely divergent opinions on what
level of conservation is attainable and how effective various
strategies a~e. This EIS will not attempt to present a
comprehensive, technical analysis of this alternative. As discussed
under the no action alternative, the issue of whether or not to
continue operation of Prairie Island is not the sUbject of this EIS.
A permit to continue operation of the plant is not under review.
conservation, however, is the focus of significant pUblic interest in
reducing the depletion of nonrenewable fossil fuels and the resultant
environmental impacts of their combustion in power plants.
It is the
policy of the state of Minnesota to "practice thrift in the use of
energy and maximize the use of energy efficient systems for the
utilization of energy, and minimize the environmental impact from
energy production and use" (Minnesota Environmental Policy Act,
Minnesota statutes, section 1160.02, subd. 2i). While it appears
infeasible to offset the capacity of Prairie Island with conservation
by 1994, the pUblic concern and management dilemmas associated with
high-level radioactive wastes emphasize the need to avoid waste
management problems and uncertainties by instituting appropriate
conservation programs before power plant commitments are made. The
Prairie Island plant was under construction before the state began
requiring environmental review and permits for power plants. The
capital investment in the plant was "sunk" even before the first
energy crisis of 1973.
(It was also assumed that utilities would
never be faced with a storage problem.)
NSP's 1990 Advance Forecast reports an expanded goal of 1000
megawatts of new demand size management by 1995. Its ambitious
strategy primarily relies on conservation and load management.
5.7

However, this saving is presummed to be shaved from electricity
demand peaks, with the intent of postponing major base load additions
rather than replacing the Prairie Island capacity.

•

It is important to consider where the benefits of conservation should
be applied. Assuming conservation can reduce electrical demand on
NSP's system, while allowing for growth and reliability, and that
some existing generation could be retired, it may be more appropriate
to look at existing fossil-fuel plants that are large emitters of
pollutants. Early retirement of dirty, less-efficient plants wo~ld
have significant environmental benefits.
Impact categories B through L are not included for this alternative.
Of the various alternatives included in the DEIS, the conservation
alternative received the most comments. Comments 6A, 8F. 13B, 13II.
14A and 19H generally recommended more information on the
conservation alternative should be included.
This section responds
to those comments. More specific comments are referenced in the
following discussion.
The comments and attachments to comment letters provide information
on several means to reduce electric energy demand. The perceived
objectives of a reduction included shutting the PI plant down (the no
action alternative), reducing operation so that the ISFSI would not
be built. and permitting continued operation of PI and construction
of the ISFSI but reduce generation of spent fuel and avoid
construction of new generation plants.

•

NSP's assssessment of the conservation alternative is included in its
comment letter (#10, page 3). NSP believes that given the relative
magnitude of achievable energy efficiency to base load needs,
conservation is not expected to be a practical solution to waste
minimization at Prairie Island. The figures on the following two
pages shows PI's baseload relationship to other resources and
obligations and a comparison of costs to operate other generating
plants relative to PI.
Financial Incentives
The need for financial incentives for utilities to reduce electrical
demand is noted in comments 6E, 6E and 19J. Demand-side management
and least cost planning was emphasized in comments 6D, 6F, 19I, and
19K.
In its 1988 report to the Legislature, the Minnesota Department
of Public Service noted:
The loss of profits to utilities from areater investment in
efficiency resources is a serious barrier to the implementation
of least cost planning in Minnesota and elsewhere. A number of
mechanisms to address the incentive problem are now being
reviewed by regulators across the country. These include
adjustment of overall rate of return based on containment of the
average total utility bill, adjustment based on the difference
~etween actual sales and sales volume used in establishing
previous rates, and sharing the benefits of utility sponsored
5.8
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efficiency programs with shareholders and ratepayers based on the
actual performance of the efficiency measures."
since the DEIS was released (and separate from the EIS process), the
Minnesota Public utilities Commission has completed a review of
financial incentives and on February 28, 1991, issued an order
reguiring electric utilities to file financial incentive proposals in
1991. The PUC concluded that financial incentives for demand-side
management would SUbstantially enhance the Commission's ability to
implement its statutory directives to encourage conservation and
efficency in the production and distribution of electricity. It
further found:
"Notwithstanding the need for and desirability of demand-side
management, the current ratemaking process tends to discourage
it. Utility profits are tied directly to energy sales.
Simply
put, a utility does not make a profit on an unsold
kilowatt-hour. Therefore, measures that reduce demand generally
reduce utility profits, at least in the short run.
specific
conservation reguirements are helpful, but their impact is
limited. They tend to reguire substantial regUlatory oversight
and often result in performance at only the minimum level
reguired by law. Financial incentives are likely to encourage
utilities to pursue demand-side opportunities aggressively. This
agressive involvement in demand-side management is apt to result
in innovation and success beyond specific statutory mandates.
Generally; this will only occur when a company's efforts to
reduce demand are in its financial self-interest."
Prior to the Commission's order discussed above, NSP filed a
financial incentive plan. The plan was approved by the Commission on
February 21, 1991, and will be reviewed in PUC docket number
E-002/M-90-1159. The Commission will likely consider the potential
for financial incentives to impact the need for NSP's proposed ISFSI
when it makes a decision on a Certificate of Need for the project.
Comments 2B, 2C, and 19L recommended that additional cost analysis be
included. The following discussion is in response.
A 1988 stUdy of the electric conservation potential in Minnesota,
performed by PLC Incorporated for the Department of Public Service,
found that a substantial percentage of the electricity currently
consumed could be saved without any reduction in convenience or
standard of living. The potential savings amounts to over half of
the electric energy used in Minnesota. The total energy savings
could not be acheived overnight and would reguire some investment.
However, the investment would be paid off with lower energy bills.

•

In evaluating the cost-effectiveness of a conservation measure, the
impact of not saving electricity must be considered.
In the absence
of energy conservation, electric consumption will increase, thereby
causing greater environmental impact and economic costs. The cost of
electricity, therefore, must include not only the direct costs of
generating electricity (fuel, operation, and maintenance) but also
the costs of future capacity additions and the indirect environmental
costs.
5.11

The PLC report estimates a cost that'includes the direct costs and
the costs of future capacity additions to determine which
conservation measures should be incorporated in the total savings
estimates. The estimate does not include the indirect environmental
costs. The types of conservation that were very cost effective
include residential refrigeration, lighting, and air conditioning,
commercial lighting and refrigeration, and industrial cooling,
lighting heating and refrigeration.

•

The first figure below shows the percent of electric energy which
could be conserved in Minnesota at various conservation costs in 1988
cents per kilowatt-hour. The second figure applies this to the NSP
system and shows the gigawatt-hours that might be saved for various
levels of expenditures. The numbers in the second figure indicate
that NSP would need to spend approximately $150 million to reduce
energy demand equal to that generated by the PI plant in 1989 (8,279
gigawatt-hours).
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other Dry storage Technologies
A.

Description of alternative

The NRC has approved dry storage of spent fuel, pursuant to Part 72
of Chapter 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR Part 72).
Dry storage technologies include metal and concrete casks, concrete
modules, vaults, and dual-purpose (storage/transport) casks. Each of
these technologies must meet the same technical performance criteria
for safety and radiation exposure minimization.
Federal standards
and policies are described in"Appendix G of this EIS.
A brief
description of each of the dry storage technologies follows:
1.

Other Metal storage Cask Designs

Dry metal storage casks have been developed by several companies
in addition to Transnuclear, including General Nuclear Systems,
Inc., Nuclear Assurance corporation, and Westinghouse.
Metal
cask designs differ with respect to capacity, weight, handling
features, and the materials used in fabricating the body and the
internal basket which holds the assemblies. However, once a cask
is loaded and sitting on a concrete pad there is very little
difference between cask types. All metal storage casks are
designed to the same NRC criteria and requirements.
2.

~

~

Modular Concrete Storage

NUTECH is a company which has developed a horizontal modular
storage system, referred to as NUHOMS (an acronym for NuTech
Horizontal Modular Storage). The NUHOMS system has two main
components - a dry storage canister which contains the spent
fuel, and a horizontal storage module within which the canister
is placed.
Figure 5-1 "depicts this storage system. The storage
module is constructed of reinforced concrete, and provides
radiological shielding and physical protection for the storage
canister against natural hazards. The storage module has
internal air flow passages to provide natural convection cooling
for decay heat removal from the storage canister. The storage
canister is welded closed to ensure the spent fuel is contained
and isolated from the environment.
All canister loading and storage preparation activities take
place inside the plant. A transfer cask is required to take the
loaded canister from the plant out to the ISFSI site. There, the
loaded canister is transferred from the cask into a storage
module. Maintenance and surveillance for a NUHOMS facility are
similar to that required for the metal cask facility proposed.
Carolina Power and Light has a NUHOMS storage facility installed
and storing spent fuel at its H.B. Robinson plant.
Duke Power is
completing construction of a NUHOMS facility at its Oconee plant,
and expects to load it with spent fuel in a few months.
Baltimore Gas and Electric plans to install a NUHOMS facility at
its Calvert Cliffs plant.
5.13

3.

Concrete Casks

A concrete cask storage system is similar to NUHOMS, except it is
stored vertically rather than horizontally. There are two major
components - a metal dry storage canister and a concrete
ventilated storage cask. These components perform the same
functions as the dry storage canister and horizontal storage
module of the NUHOMS system, respectively. A transfer cask which
encloses the storage canister is required to load the storage
canister with spent fuel, and to transfer the storage canister
from the pool to the concrete cask. The transfer cask fits onto
the top of the concrete cask, and the storage cask is then loaded
into the concrete storage cask. Placing a loaded storage
canister into a concrete cask occurs inside the plant. The
concrete cask is then moved from the plant to the storage site,
and placed on a concrete storage pad.

•

This storage system is being considered for use at the Point
Beach nuclear Plant in Wisconsin, and is currently being reviewed
by the NRC. A program to build and demonstrate concrete cask
storage is underway.
4.

Vault.

A vault is a fixed, concrete building designed for dry storage of
a large number of spent fuel assemblies. The basic building

consists of a transfer cask receipt room, storage modules, and a
fuel transfer machine to take the fuel assemblies from the cask
and place them into the storage module. Within the storage
module, the spent fuel assemblies are stored in individual,
sealed storage containers arranged in a regular array. The spent
fuel is cooled by air-flow around the outside of the storage
container which circulates by natural convection. A fuel
handling system would also be required within the vault, in
addition to the fuel handling system currently in the plant.
Figure 5-2 shows a generic vault facility.

•

Vault storage has been used for over 18 years in Great Britain to
store spent fuel from gas-cooled reactors. The NRC has approved
a Topical Safety Analysis Report for a vault designed to store
u.S. type spent fuel, i.e. from water-cooled reactors. An added
benefit is that vault storage can be readily modified to
accomodate storage of other radioactive materials which would be
generated when a nuclear reactor is decommissioned. This would
not be as simple in the case of cask storage.
5.

Dual-purpose Storage/Transportation Casks

NSP and Transnuclear Corp. believe that the TN-40 cask is
certifiable for transport as well as storage, but do not plan to
seek NRC transportation certific~tion at this time for the
TN-40. None of the currently approved storage casks are also
approved for transport, but this situation is likely to change
within the next 12 to 24 months.
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The TN-24 was originally designed as a dual purpose cask, and has
been successfully deployed in a storage demonstration project at
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory. A similar design, the
TN-BRP, was recently certified for transport of spent fuel, and
will be used in an upcoming storage demonstration project.
10
CFR Part 71 does give the NRC the authority to allow limited use
of a cask for transportation as well.
It is unknown at this time
whether or not the TN-40 would qualify for this type of
exemption.
other cask vendors are also seeking dual certification for their
casks.
Nuclear Assurance Corporation (NAC) is currently seeking
NRC approval of a dual purpose cask design similar to its
already-approved storage cask, the NAC/ST, except for a new
double lid designed to facilitate seal installation prior to
off-site shipment. NAC expects to receive NRC approval be
November, 1991. The Electric Power Research Institute, Virginia
Power Company, Sacramento Municipal utility District and other
utilities are supporting development and demonstration of dual
purpose casks.
Compared to storage-only casks, the potential disadvantage of
dual purpose casks at the present time are the higher initial
cost and regulatory uncertainty. The difference in initial cost
may narrow with increased production (more than 10 casks) and
life-cycle cost comparisons may be more favorable to dual purpose
casks, since once loaded these can be shipped off-site without
returning to the ~torage pool.
.
The cost of loading or unloading a cask is about $20,000. Use of
a dual purpose cask avoids the cost of unloading a storage cask
and loading a transport cask at some time 10 to 20 years after
the storage cask went into service.
Its also possible, but not
certain, that there may be a net cost for the final disposition
of the storage casks, again 10 to 20 years after the cask went
into service. The current value of these costs associated with
storage-only casks is about $30,000, which represents an increase
of less than 5% to the cask cost.
In comparison, a dual purpose
cask is currently estimated to cost approximately 40% more than a
storage-only cask. Thus, even when life cycle costs are
included, a storage cask still costs less than a dual purpose
cask.
Use of dual purpose casks could result in lower personnel
radiation exposures, fewer chances for accidents during handling
operations, and greater flexibility in responding to changes in
DOE's national nuclear waste management program.
Comment 13N raised several guestions about transoortation.
There is
currently no spent fuel storage cask that is licensed by the NRC for
both transport and storage. Some vendors state their storage casks
are designed to meet transport criteria, i.e. they are dual purpose
casks; however, NSP could not be certain unless the NRC actually
conducted a review and granted a transortation certificate.
NSP
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decided against selecting a storage cask designed to transport
standards for the following reasons:
i) They cost more than a cask designed for storage alone (between
50% and 100% more);
ii) There is a potential for transport licensing standards to
change.
NRC transortation licensing standards have become more
strict over the last 20 years, and it is likely this trend will
continue. Thus, storage cask designs which meet transport
standard today might not meet meet future standards; and
iii) The Department of Energy's (DOE) program for spent fuel.
transportation to a repository or Monitored Retrievable storage
(MRS) facility is uncertain. The DOE is responsible for the
shipment of all spent fuel in the U.S. to an MRS, if one is
licensed and built, and eventually to a permanent repository.
The DOE will build a fleet of casks, whose designs will be
optimized to interface with the MRS or repository as well as with
with utilities. The design of these facilities has not been
fixed, nor has the design of the overall waste management
configuration been completed. For these reasons, NSP cannot be
certain the DOE will choose to use storage casks to trnasport the
spent fuel .
... As the time for offsite shipping [of spent fuel] nears, NSP may
explore with the NRC the possibility of using the TN-4.0 storage casks
for transport. The NRC might permit limited use, by imposing
additional protective eguipment and restricted transport conditions.
The following topics are addressed in Table 5-1 for each of the
technologies listed above.
B.
C.
D.
E.

F.
G.

H.
I.
J.
K.
L.

•

-.

Wastes and emissions, pollution control equipment
Construction impacts
Operation impacts
Protection from natural calamity
Radiological impacts during loading and storage
Accident impacts
Safeguards from theft, diversion or sabotage
Decommissioning
Estimates of induced development
Feasibility analysis
Cost comparison

This information is presented in table format since the individual
technologies are similar in many ways and must meet the same set of
federal standards laid out in 10 CFR Part 71.
Considerations and data sources used in developing cost figures are
provided in Appendix F.
REFERENCES:
1. Material supplied by NSP in preparation of the Scoping Document
for this EIS.
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2. Supplemental material supplied by NSP in 7/22/90 and 7/23/90
transmittals.
3.
"Fuelstor: The spent Fuel Storage option for the 1990's" by M.K.
Valentine, J. Banck, R.F. Bokelmann, H. Gunther.
Presented at the
INMM Spent Fuel Management Seminar VII, Washington D.C., January
17-19, 1990.
4.
"Status of NuHOMS Fuel Storage Projects" by W. McConaghy at the
INMM Spent Fuel Management Seminar VII, Washington D.C., January
17-19, 1990.

5.

Supplemental material supplied by NSP in 8/21/90 transmittal.
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Increased Capacity In Existing Pool
Description of options
Each of the options in this section involves increasing the capacity
for pool storage of spent nuclear fuel at Prairie Island. Options 1
and 2 involve constructing new pool capacity, and 3, 4 and 5 involve
modification of storage structures or fuel assemblies themselves to
allow more to be stored. The current pool construction can only
accommodate a 35% increase by weight of spent fuel and racks, and. so
options 3, 4 and 5 are limited in the amount of increased capacity
which they can provide.
1.

•

Modification of pool (expand pool 1)

In this option, the new-fuel pit adjoining spent fuel pool #1
would be reconstructed for use as spent fuel pool space. The
new-fuel pit would bere-Iocated within the plant.
2.

Construct new pool (pool 3)

Here, an entirely new pool would be built in a separate building
on the plant site.
3.

Reracking existing pool for more capacity

For this option, existing spent fuel racks would be replaced with
more compact· racks, thus expanding the current pools' capacity
for spent fuel storage.
4.

•

Two-tiered racks

Here, an extra tier of spent fuel racks would be installed in the
pool above the existing racks.
5.

Spent fuel rod consolidation

In this option, the individual fuel rods would be removed from
the fuel assemblies and packed into a separate fuel canister at
twice the current density.
Description of Existing Pool Construction and operation
The spent fuel pool is located within the plant's Auxiliary Building,
with the top of pool elevation about 60 feet above ground level. The
pool is enclosed within a reinforced concrete ~uilding having 12 to
18 inch thick walls and roof. The pool is constructed of reinforced
concrete, and all inside surfaces are lined with stainless steel. A
leakage detection and collection system is also provided. The pool
walls vary in thickness from 3 to 6 feet, and the pool bottom is 5
feet 11 inches thick. The pool and enclosure are designed to
withstand the effect~ of an earthquake, flood, or tornado, and still
maintain safe storage of the spent fuel.
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Figure 5-3 shows the spent fuel pool area.
New fuel is stored dry in
the new-fuel pit, at the west end of the area. The spent fuel
storage pool consists of two connected compartments. The smaller
compartment, adjacent to the new-fuel pit, is called pool 1, and the
larger compartment is called pool 2. As shown in Figure 5-3, spent
fuel assemblies are handled by a long-handled tool suspended from an
overhead monorail electric hoist and manipulated by an operator
standing on a moveable bridge over the pool.
Each pool is filled
with 40 feet of water. The water in the pools provides shielding for
the radiation emitted by spent fuel, and provides cooling of the
spent fuel assemblies. The pool water is continuously circulated-for
cooling and filtration.
Levels of boron in the pool water are
maintained where necessary to prevent criticality.
Spent fuel storage racks sit at the bottom of the pools. The racks
are either a 7x7 or 7x8 vertical array of tubes, or cells, with each
cell designed to hold one fuel assembly. Figure 5-4 shows the type
of rack used at Prairie Island. Figure 5-5 is an overhead view of
pools 1 and 2, showing the current configuration of racks. A total
of 26 racks provide 1386 potential storage locations.
Prairie
Island's current license allows a maximum of 1386 spent fuel
assemblies to be stored in the pool. The southeast corner of pool 1
serves as a cask set-down area, and so cannot be used for long term
spent fuel storage. Figure 5-6 shows how a spent fuel cask would be
removed from the pool area, using the Auxiliary Building crane. This
crane has a capacity of 125 tons.
Analysis of options 1 & 2
Alternatives in this category involve enlarging the existing pool to
accommodate the additional spent nuclear fuel generated, or building
a new storage pool on the Prairie Island site.
1.

Description of each option
a.

option 1 - Expansion of Existing Pool

Modifying the existing new-fuel pit to combine it with spent
fuel pool 1 would result in an enlarged pool 1, and an
increase in total pool storage capacity. The modification
would entail removing the four foot thick concrete wall
between the new-fuel pit and pool 1, removing the new-fuel
pit floor, and relocating equipment which is presently in
the area below the new-fuel pit. Structural reinforcement
of the walls of the enlarged pool would probably be
required.
Federal and State approval of the design would
have to be obtained before the modification is begun. Pool
1 could not be'used for spent fuel storage during
construction and until this modification is completed.
Pool
2 will be at full capacity in June, 1991, and storage in
Pool 1 will be necessary then. This modification would
result in a storage capacity increase of about 500
assemblies.
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b.

option 2 - Construction of a New Pool

This option entails construction of a building, containing a
new spent fuel storage pool. The new building would need to
be reinforced in a manner similar to the existing auxiliary
building. The capacity of the pool would be fixed at the
time of construction. Spent fuel would need to be loaded
into a transfer cask to move spent fuel from the existing
pool to the new pool. A new storage pool would require
duplicating the same support facilities as the existing.
pool, i.e. fuel handling crane, large capacity overhead
crane, and systems for pool cooling, clean up and
ventilation. A new pool could be designed for older, cooler
spent fuel, thus somewhat simplifying design and
construction. This alternative would require about 5 years
to design, obtain State and Federal reviews and approvals,
and construct.
2.

Wastes and emissions

Operation of a spent fuel pool results in generation of some
radioactive wastes, the majority of which are used resins from
the spent fuel pool demineralizer, and used filters from the pool
filtration system. with the heavy shielding of the pool and the
surrounding building, off-site radiation exposures are kept
within licensed levels.
3.

Construction impacts

Construction of either of these options would occur within the
existing plant area, and result in little environmental
disturbance, if any. option 1, since it involves modification to
both the existing pool 1 and the new-fuel pit, will cause some
re-working of plant operating procedures during the construction
period.
4.

•

•

Operation impacts

Operation of either a larger pool 1 or new pool 3 would not
result in environmental impacts over and above those currently in
place.
5.

Protection from natural calamity

Any increased pool capacity would need to be designed and built
in such a way that all structures could withstand flood,
earthquake or tornado. The design basis for these structures is
the same as is applied to the plant as a whole, and would have to
be approved by the NRC on that basis.
6.

Radiological impacts during loading and storage

Increasing the amount of spent nuclear fuel stored on the plant
site will incrementally increase the radiation exposure both of
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plant personnel and off-site residents.
This increased exposure
must fall within the total limits for the entire plant set by the
NRC in the plant's operating license. These limits have been
established in rule (10 CFR Part 20 and 72), and are deemed to be
"acceptably safe by the NRC. No additional exposure beyond those
limits would be allowed due to the increased amount of fuel in
storage.
Construction of an enlarged pool 1 would result in greater
radiation exposure to the construction workers than would
"
construction of a new pool 3. This is because the construction
would take place in relatively close proximity to the existing
spent fuel pool and the reactors, and thus in a radiation field
of 1-2 millirem per hour.
7.

Accident impacts

A spent fuel pool relies on active systems in conjunction with
physical construction to maintain competent isolation of the
spent fuel from the environment. For this reason, any accident
which would interrupt the operation of the active systems or
damage the physical structure of the pool could result in
problems which may be minor or severe. The likelihood and
severity of potential accidents are investigated in the document
"Severe Accidents in spent Fuel Pools in Support of Generic
Safety Issue 82", published by the NRC in 1987 (NUREG/CR-4982).
This document assesses the probability of various types of severe
(beyond design basis) accidents occurring, and then assesses the
risk of releases of radiation due to those accidents. The types
of accidents investigated were:
loss of pool cooling capacity,
seismic structural failure of pool, structural failure of pool
from tornado missiles, structural failure from turbine missile,
loss of pool water due to pneumatic seal failure, structural
failure from drop of a storage cask into pool, and structural
failure from drop of a storage cask after addition of safety
features.
The greatest probability of severe accident was found to be for
structural failure due to drop of a storage cask, such as that
being proposed. The additional safety features assessed in the
final scenario decreased ~he probability of a cask droR accident
from a probability of 10- for the basic system to 10- for
the improved system.
For the proposed project or any of the
alternatives which use casks, the Auxilliary Building crane and
cask handling procedures would be assessed to ensure they meet
the safety requirements of the NRC.
If structural failure of the pool were to occur, the greatest
risk of radiation release would result from a fuel cladding fire
which would subsequently discharge substantial releases of long
lived isotopes. The findings in the document show that the
greatest likelihood of a fuel cladding fire is for those pools
where spent fuel has been stored in the newer-design high density
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racks, as is the case at Prairie Island. This is due to reduced
air circulation around the fuel rods in the higher density
racks. Although the document does not deal with consolidated
fuel, it seems reasonable to assume that this would also pose
increased risk of fire, if the water were removed. The pools at
Prairie Island currently contain 18 consolidated fuel cannisters
from a 1987 consolidation demonstration.
If the pool were
drained by accident, th likeli~~od of a fuel cladding fire was
found to range from 10- to 10- • The risk was dependent on
the age of the spent fuel in storage and the density at which. it
was stored.

•

s

The document also lists ways in which the risks due to storage of
spent fuel in pools may be reduced. These include:
-reduction of stored radioactive inventory in the pool,
-improved air circulation in case of pool water loss,
especially around freshly-discharged fuel,
-additional (backup) cooling systems,
-improved procedures and equipment, and
-post-accident sprays.
A potential loss of pool water event is addressed by Prairie
Island plant operating procedures. There is a specific procedure
which identifies each of the several possible sources of make-up
water for the pool.
The NRC has concluded that the risk from a Zircaloy cladding fire
in the spent fuel pool is no greater than the risk from core
damage accidents due to worse-than-postulated earthquakes. The
NRC found that it was not necessary for plant operators to take
any action on this issue, given the large inherent safety margins
in the design and construction of spent fuel pools.
8.

•

Safeguards from theft, diversion or sabotage

Any increase in pool storage would occur within the secured plant
perimeter, and be handled as part of the routine plant security
measures.
9.

Decommissioning

Exposure of certain types of metal, such as stainless steel, to
neutron radiation can cause the initially. non-radioactive
materials to become radioactive. Also, radioactive crud
(corrosion products in the reactor's primary coolant system which
depo~it on fuel assembly surfaces) loosened from the surface of
fuel rods can become fixed to the .surface of racks, piping, and
other fixtures in the spent fuel pool.
For these reasons, the
building of additional structures to contain spent nuclear fuel
will increase the amount of materials which will require special
handling when decommissioned.
It would probably be more
.
difficult to decommission a spent fuel pool than it would be for
•
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the spent fuel casks proposed to be used, due to the difficulties
presented in demolition of such a large and reinforced structure.
10.

For a limited amount of time, additional construction workers
would be needed.
It is likely that these could be supplied from
the Red Wing/Twin cities work force, with no need for long-term
resettlement of people. Most materials would be supplied by
vendors qualified to supply nuclear grade materials, and most
such vendors would not be in the local area.
Limited amounts'of
standard construction materials, such as concrete, could be drawn
from existing area material pools with little long-lasting
impacts.
11.

•

Estimates of induced development

Feasibility analysis

Pool 2 will be full by June, 1991. option 1, although less
expensive to construct, would not be ready at this time and so
plant operation would need to be curtailed until the
newly-expanded pool 1 was ready.
In the interim, NSP would need
to run peaking plants and purchase power from other sources .to
make up for the missing Prairie Island capacity. since Prairie
Island is less costly to operate than these alternate sources of
power, implementation of option 1 would end up being more costly
than it appears •
option 2 would not interfere with the storage of spent fuel in
pool 1 as well as pool 2, stretching the existing pool capacity
out to 1994. It is not likely that NSP could perform the
engineering work needed and obtain the necessary federal and
state approvals before that date, so again Prairie Island plant
operation would be curtailed and alternate power sources located,
and the previous analysis would apply.
12.

Cost comparison

A new pool is estimated to cost $24.2 million (in 1990 dollars)
to construct, and another $0.5 million annually for operation.
Expanding pool one into the new-fuel pit area would cost an
estimated $13 million dollars, and would have annual operation
costs approximately equivalent to current costs for the current
pool configuration.
Analysis of options 3,4,& 5
1.

Description of each option

options in this category involve modifying the spent fuel storage
configuration to increase the capacity of the existing pools.
This set of options is limited in the amount of additional
storage which can be developed.
structural analysis of the
existing pools show that they cannot accommodate increases of
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more than 30-35% in weight. A 35% storage capacity increase
(about 480 assemblies) would provide storage until 2001 at full
plant operation.
a.

•

option 3 - Reracking

Spent fuel is stored in the pool in racks. The racks are
either 7X7 or 7X8 vertical arrays of square boxes about 14
feet tall, each box designed to ,hold one fuel assembly.
Reracking means changing to racks designed with a more
compact array of boxes (or cells). Prairie Island's current
racks were installed in 1981, and have a much more compact
design than the previous racks. Current generation rack
designs are even more compact, and it may be possible to
increase the Prairie Island pool capacity up to the 20%
increase limit by reracking a third time.
The reracking process entails the following general sequence
of installation:
1. Remove empty racks from pool 1, and install new,
more compact racks in pool 1.
2. Transfer spent fuel from pool 2 to pool 1.
3. Remove empty racks from pool 2, and install new,
more compact racks in pool 2.
4. Transfer the remaining spent fuel from the old racks of
pool 2 to the new racks of pool 2. Remove the
remaining old racks and complete the installation of
new racks in pool 2. The old racks would be disposed
of as low level radioactive waste.
b.

•

option 4 - Two-tiered Racks

This option entails placing a second tier of filled storage
racks on top of the existing configuration of storage
racks. The use of two-tier racks would require the addition
of supports to the fuel pool walls. The existing racks are
not designed for a two-tier configuration, and so would have
to be replaced and disposed as low level radioactive waste.
In order to have sufficient maneuvering room to install the
new racks, the installation must be completed by summer of
1992.
c.

Option 5 - Spent Fuel Rod Consolidation

The consolidation process entails removing all the fuel rods
from two spent fuel assembli~s, reconfiguring them into a
close-packed triangular array, and then placing them into a
canister of about the same outside dimensions as a fuel
assembly. The canister is then stored in a rack cell
formerly occupied by a single spent fuel assembly.
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Figure 5-7 shows a Prairie Island-type 14x14 array fuel
assembly before and after consolidation. The fuel rods are
packed into a much tighter array after consolidation, with
an effective doubling of the fuel rod density.
The
consolidation operation is conducted underwater in the spent
fuel pool.
2.

Wastes and emissions, pollution control equipment

Reracking the existing pool would result in the old racks
becoming waste and needing disposal in a low-level radioactive
waste landfill. The installation of two-tier racks would
generate significantly less waste.
Consolidating spent fuel
means removing the fuel rods from the assemblies and repacking
them in a denser array. The assembly hardware components would
remain as waste, and because the long exposure to radiation would
be highly radioactive. These would require special handling.
Since there is currently no disposal place for waste of this
type, the hardware would also have to be stored in the spent fuel
pool or in dry casks on site at Prairie Island.
As for the previously-discussed options, the heavy shielding of
.the pool and the surrounding building will keep off-site
radiation exposures within licensed levels.
3.

Construction impacts

Environmental impacts resulting from implementation any of these
options would be minimal, since all construction would occur
within existing structures.
4.

Operation impacts

Environmental impacts from operation of any of these options are
also expected to be minimal, due to the enclosed nature of the
operation. Like for options 1 and 2, the timing of the
implementation of these alternatives would be dependent on the
time involved to design the option and obtain the necessary
approvals. This could impact the operation of the plant.
5.

Protection from natural calamity

The existing structures would provide the necessary degree of
protection.
6.

Radiological impacts during loading and storage

Implementation of any of these options would entail a substantial
amount of work in close proximity to the stored spent fuel and
the reactors. This would result in some increased exposures for
plant personnel and others involved in implementation. The
levels of exposure allowed for nuclear workers are specified by
the NRC, and would have to be met by NSP.
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Off-site radiation impacts would be minimal from normal operation
of any of these options. Again, any incremental increase would
have to fall within the NRC guidelines and license limits.
7.

•

Accident impacts

As for options 1 and 2, impacts from accidents could be severe.
Although spent fuel casks will not be used in options 3, 4 and 5,
minor likelihoods of other potential accidents exist. Examples
of these types of accidents are loss of water due to failure .of
the pneumatic seals which separate the pool water from the
transfer canals or loss of pool cooling capgcity. Probabilities
for these types of accidents are in the 10- range.
Alternatives which increase the amount of spent fuel stored in
the existing pool by increasing the density at which the fuel is
packed increase the heat load in the pool and decrease the
efficiency of natural cooling processes which could help
alleviate the chance of fire. This is true for options 3, 4 and
5.

In addition to these general concerns, there are specific
concerns for one of the options as well. The two-tier rack
option would greatly diminish the available reservoir of water
covering the spent fuel in the pool. Thus, if an accident were
to occur which would lower the water level, the fuel in the upper
tier may be exposed to the air. This would result in higher
radiation exposure, particularly to plant workers, and could
.•
possibly result in a fuel cladding fire. The margin of safety
offered by the very deep pool storage would be lost. There is
also a chance that an upper tier rack could fall onto a lower
tier rack, damaging it, contaminating the pool, and possibly
releasing.radiation.
8.

Safeguards from theft, diversion or sabotage

As with the other options in this category, security would be
handled as part of routine plant security. No greater security
risks would be posed by implementing any of these options.
9.

Decommissioning

Use of these options would make decommissioning the plant
somewhat more difficult, by virtue of adding to the amount of
spent fuel which must be stored until accepted by the federal
government.
10.

Estimates of induced development

Impacts of induced development would be minimal.
11.

Feasibility analysis

options in this category involve modifying the spent fuel storage •
configuration to increase the capacity of the existing pool.
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structural analysis of the existing pool shows that it cannot
accommodate increases of more than 30-35% in weight. A 35%
storage capacity increase (about 480 assemblies) would provide
storage until 2001. Therefore, none of these options alone are
adequate to meet Prairie Island's expected future storage needs.
NSP conducted a spent fuel consolidation demonstration in the
fall of 1987. They found that the process was much slower than
previously expected, and determined that this was an infeasible
alternative because work would have to be conducted in the pool
for six months out of the year. This could lead to conflicts
with the plant's operating plan.
12.

•

Cost comparison

Based on engineering jUdgement, reracking the pool to a more
compact rack design would gain only 200-250 more spaces. At a
spent fuel assembly generation rate of 72 per year, this would
provide storage capacity for about three years at full plant
operation. Reracking is estimated to cost $8-10 million.
Two-tiered racks would cost more than reracking, because of the
need for a special crane to lift the full racks and because of
the need for additional reinforcing of the pool walls. This
option is estimated to post $12-14 million, and could result in a
capacity increase of up to 480 assemblies which would provide
less than seven years storage. Spent fuel rod consolidation
would also cost around $12 million, and increase capacity by 480
assemblies •
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Shipment To other Fuel Storage Facility
A.

Description of options

This category covers shipping Prairie Island spent fuel to other
storage facilities, such as NSP facilities (Monticello, Pathfinder),
and to commercial facilities, such as GE Morris or the spent fuel
storage facilities of other nuclear plants.
1.

•

Transhipment to Monticello Pool

This alternative entails shipping Prairie Island spent fuel to
Monticello, and storing it in Monticello's spent fuel pool.
Monticello is the other operating nuclear power plant owned by
NSP. It is a different type of plant than Prairie Island, in
that it is a "Boiling Water Reactor" and not a "Pressurized Water
Reactor". For this reason, Monticello's fuel assemblies are
smaller than Prairie Island's and the handling tool is
different. Therefore, Monticello's spent fuel pool racks and
handling equipment would require modification and/or replacement
in order to store Prairie Island spent fuel in Monticello's pool.
Monticello's current pool capacity will be exhausted in 2005. If
Prairie Island spent fuel is stored at Monticello, NSP would need
additional storage capacity at both plants by about 1998 to keep
both plants operating at full capacity.
2.

Transhipment to Pathfinder

Pathfinder, located near Sioux Falls, South Dakota, and owned by
NSP, was originally built as a nuclear power plant but was
converted to a fossil fuel plant in 1967. The conversion
included dismantling all reactor storage support systems. Thus,
the spent fuel storage system no longer exists at Pathfinder.
Final decommissioning of Pathfinder is currently underway to
remove the reactor vessel and spent fuel storage buildings.
Transhipment to this facility is no longer an option.
3.

•

Shipment to a Commercial Storage Facility

This alternative entails shipping Prairie Island spent fuel to a
spent fuel storage facility at another site. NSP was able to
ship Monticello spent fuel to a General Electric (GE) storage
facility in Morris, Illinois,in a campaign which ran from 1984 to
1987. The GE Morris facility is now full, and there are no other
commercial spent fuel storage facilities in the u.S. The only
other choice is storage at a nuclear plant site owned by another
utility. This alternative requires one or more utilities to
. agree to ,store Prairie Island spent fuel in their pools (or dry
storage facility) until the DOE begins taking spent fuel for
disposal, and to obtain required state and federal approvals.
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B.

wastes and emissions, pollution control equipment

None of these options would generate significant amounts of wastes or
emissions. The major potential impacts would occur during
transportation of the spent nuclear fuel, which is covered in the
federal Environmental Impact statement on the Management of
Commercially Generated Radioactive waste, October 1980. The
transportation casks themselves constitute the pollution control
equipment used in implementing these options.
C.

Construction impacts

No construction would be needed to implement these options. option
number 1 would require modification of equipment at Monticello, which
would occur within the plant and have minimal environmental impacts.

D.

Operation impacts

There would be very little environmental impacts due to
implementation of these alternatives either on or in the surrounding
vicinity of Prairie Island. similarly, impacts at the receiving site
would occur within the plant or controlled stQrage area and result in
little increase in environmental impacts over the current level. In
the case of shipping to Monticello, the increased inventory of spent
fuel on site would add incrementally to the exposure of nuclear
workers at Monticello, as well as to the off-site neighbors of that
facility.
This increased exposure would have to fall within the NRC'
requirements for that plant. If the spent fuel were shipped to a
commercial facility or another utility, the impacts of operation
would have to be assessed.
To maintain full production at Prairie Island, approximately three
shipments per' year of spent fuel (assuming 24 assemblies per
transportation cask) would be necessary, starting in 1993.
E.

Protection from natural calamity

Protection of the fuel during shipment is handled in accordance with
10CFR71.
If the Prairie Island fuel were shipped to Monticello, the
structures there would provide adequate protection from natural
calamity, since that plant was built to the same standards as Prairie
Island. If the spent fuel were shipped to a commercial facility or
another utility, the protection measures necessary would have to be
assessed.
F.

Radiological impacts

Transportation cask designs must meet NRC standards of radiation
protection before they are licensed. For that reason, radiological
impacts of shipment are expected to be minimal for the amount of
shipments which would take place. There would be some increase in
nuclear worker exposure, due to the fuel handling operations which
would occur. Off-site exposures for Prairie Island, Monticello or
any ,other facility to which the fuel was shipped would be required to
stay within NRC-established limits.
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G.

Accident impacts

Transportation accidents could impact human health or the environment
to varying degrees depending on the location and severity of the
accident. This has been discussed in detail in the "Final
Environmental Impact statement on the Management of Commercially
Generated Radioactive Waste" (DOE/EIS-0046F, October 1980). This EIS
found that the risk of severe impacts from accidents could be reduced
to negligible by transporting only fuel which had been stored at
least four years. Transportation casks are designed to provide
additional protection in most credible accidents.

•

There is also a small risk of accident during storage of spent fuel
in pools.
H.

Safeguards from theft, diversion or sabotage

Shipments of spent nuclear fuel have occurred throughout the country
on a continuing basis since the nuclear power industry was formed in
the 1950's. NSP and the State of Minnesota has experience in
shipping spent nuclear fuel from the Monticello shipping campaign in
the mid 1980's. From this body of experience, safeguards have been
developed and employed which have, thus far, been effective at
preventing theft, diversion or sabotage of any spent fuel shipments.
Transportation of spent fuel from Prairie Island would be required to
be conducted under the same conditions of security as previous
shipments. Examples of some conditions which may be imposed
include: varying shipment rout~s when possible, not pUblicizing
shipment times, and notifying police and emergency personnel along
the shipment route so that preparations can be made for emergency
response if necessary.

•

Once at the new storage site, the spent fuel would be kept secure
within the secured perimeters of the plant or storage facility,
following NRC-approved procedures for security.
I.

Decommissioning

Implementation of these options would have little impact on
decommissioning at Prairie Island, but would result in more
diffiCUlty at location stored. Environmental impacts of this
increased burden would have to be assessed at the time if one of
these options were chosen.
J.

Estimates of induced development

There would be no induced development associated with this
alternative.
K.

Feasibility analysis

Transhipment to the Monticello pool, while feasible, would do little
to solve NSP's long-term spent fuel storage problems. This is
because the pool at Monticello currently has capacity for Monticello
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fuel which will be filled in 2005. Addition of Prairie Island fuel
would result in filling of the Monticello pool by 1998.
If the
federal program for managing spent nuclear is successful in siting an
MRS, this could be an alternative which would allow NSP to maintain
full levels of power production at both plants.
If the federal
process stalls or fails, NSP would be forced to either close both
plants or initiate another alternative.
Transhipment to Pathfinder is not feasible, since this plant no
longer has any structures capable of spent fuel storage.
Shipment to a commercial facility would be a feasible option if one
existed. This was the case when the Monticello fuel was shipped to
Morris, Illinois, but Morris is no longer accepting spent fuel for
storage. The possibility does exist that another utility with
additional on-site storage capacity could provide storage space for
spent Prairie Island fuel. There are several impediments which make
this option unlikely, if not infeasible:
- The failure of the federal program to date has made all nuclear
utilities carefully assess their life-of-plant storage needs for
spent nuclear fuel. Most have found that some alternate form of
storage will be needed if the federal government does not begin
accepting spent fuel according to the agreed-upon schedule.
- For this reason, operating nuclear plants are trying to
conserve and fully utilize existing storage space, not fill it up
with other utilities' spent fuel.
- Prairie Island fuel is smaller than that used at most other
plants, so special adaptations would need to be made to handle
this fuel at another. location.
NSP has not, to date, fully explored this option, jUdging it to be
infeasible.
L.

Cost comparison

Based on the cost of the last rerack at PI, NSP estimates the cost to
equip the Monticello pool with racks and equipment to store Prairie
Island fuel is estimated to be $3,000,000. The cost to transport 254
spent fuel assemblies from PI to Monticello is estimated to be about
$2,000,000. Transferring this much fuel to Monticello would extend
the Prairie Island pool capacity into 1995.
Storage costs which could be charged by another utility which may
agree to host Prairie Island fuel cannot be postulated.
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Shipment To Federal Facility
A.

Description of alternative

In this alternative, spent fuel from Prairie Island would be
the federal government. NSP would give title to the fuel to
federal government at the plant gate. Transportation of the
interim storage if necessary, and ultimate disposal would be
responsibility of the federal government.

given to
the
fuel,
the

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, and its 1987 amendments,.
assigned to the u.s •. Department of Energy (DOE) the responsibility
for a spent fuel and high level radioactive waste management and
disposal program. Under this program, the DOE is to take title to
all the spent fuel generated at u.s. commercial nuclear power plants
and eventually dispose of it permanently in an underground
repository. Impacts from the federal nuclear waste management
program (inclUding transportation, interim away-from-reactor storage,
and a geologic repository) are discussed in the U.s. DOE document
"Final Environmental Impact statement, Management of Commercially
Generated Radioactive Waste", dated October 1980. For this reason,
only the on-site impacts which would result from implementation of
this alternative are discussed in this Environmental Impact
statement.

•

The DOE has signed contracts with each of the nation's nuclear
utilities, formalizing the fuel acceptance agreement. The contracts
state that DOE will begin to take title, arrange for transportation
and dispose of the spent fuel starting in 1998. The annual
acceptance ranking for each uitility is set forth in the DOE's Annual
Capacity Report, most recently issued in 1988. In this schedule, the
metric tons of uranium to be accepted from each reactor per year is
set. utilities may opt to use the acceptance capacity as their needs
dictate. The acceptance schedule for NSP has been laid out as
follows:
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Year

•

1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

Metric Tons Uranium
41.81
83.86
65.16
75.74
113.81
82.65
98.96
48.77
51.79
62.86

The Annual capacity Report lists acceptance schedule for ten years in
advance only. Additional acceptance beyond that time will be
negotiated separately.
The ability of DOE to accept the spent fuel according to this or any
other schedule is dependent on their success at siting and initiating
timely operation of either the planned repository or some type of a
storage facility.
Implementation of both these options is not
proceeding smoothly, and is discussed in more detail below.
1.

Shipment to a DOE Repository

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act Amendments of 1987 direct the DOE to
characterize a site at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, to determine if it
is a suitable location for a high level radioactive waste
repository.
Investigation of all other sites was stopped.
If
the Yucca Mountain site is determined to be suitable, the
earliest a repository could be operational is 2010, according to
a November, 1989, DOE report on the waste management program.
The State of Nevada is not amenable to siting the repository at
Yucca Mountain, and has refused to issue to DOE the necessary
permits to allow them to fully investigate the site. The DOE has
sued Nevada, and Nevada has sued the DOE. Given the amount of
legal wrangling which must be resolved, it is doubtful that 2010
is a realistic date.
If the Yucca Mountain site is not found to be permittable for a
nuclear waste repository, the DOE must return to the US Congress
with an alternative plan.
In this case, the repository opening
date would be moved back further still.
2.

Shipment to a Monitored Retrievable storage (MRS) Facility

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act Amendments of 1987 define certain
conditions under which the DOE may be authorized to build and
operate an interim away-from-reactor storage facility (known as a
Monitored Retrievable Storage facility or 'MRS') in addition to a
repository. These conditions place strict linkages between the
MRS and repository development, prohibiting start of construction
of an MRS until the NRC has issued a construction license for the
repository. Given current DOE schedules, the earliest an MRS
could be operational is 2007.
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Earlier availability of an MRS would require action of the U.S.
Congress to delink the two siting processes. DOE is currently
preparing a new plan for MRS development as part of the Draft
Mission Plan Amendment scheduled for pUblication by the end of
1990. The earliest date of MRS availability, assuming favorable
congressional action and a volunteer site, appears to be 1998.
This is also the date when DOE is required by its contracts with
the utilities to begin accepting the spent fuel.
B.

~

Wastes and emissions

The option of shipping spent nuclear fuel off-site to a federal
facility of either sort reduces the on-site impacts of spent fuel
storage significantly. The spent fuel would be loaded into
transportation casks for shipment to the facility •. Small amounts of
low-level radioactive wastes would be generated in decontaminating
the casks once they are filled, likely in quantities similar to those
generated in decontaminating the storage casks proposed for use in
NSF's proposed project. The transportation casks themselves are the
pollution control equipment, with shielding to control radioactive
emissions through the cask walls and other construction features that
would minimize radiation hazards in case of accident.
C.

Construction impacts

No construction would be necessary on-site to implement this option.
Existing facilities would be used to load the spent nuclear fuel into
transportation casks and ready them for acceptance by the DOE.
D.

~

Operation impacts

operational impacts from this alternative are minimal at the reactor
site.
E.

Protection from natural calamity

Plant features which were designed to protect the reactors, spent
fuel pool and other plant components will also serve to protect the
spent fuel during loading and cask preparation.
F.

Radiological impacts

Implementation of this alternative instead of the proposed project
would result in lower radiation exposure both to plant personnel and
off-site residents since less spent fuel would be retained at the
plant site.
G.

Accident impacts

Potential accident impacts are the same for this alternative as for
the loading phase of the proposed project.

~
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H.

Safeguards from theft, diversion or sabotage

Within the plant area, security would be handled according to the
normal security measures employed at the plant. Once outside the
gates, security would be handled by the federal government.
I.

Decommissioning

Since no additional facilities would need to be built,
decommissioning would be the most simple if this alternative· were
implemented.

J.

Estimates of induced development

There would be no induced development in the Prairie Island vicinity
if this alternative were adopted.
K.

-.

Feasibility analysis

This alternative will not be feasible until the federal government is
able to initiate operation of either an MRS or a repository. The
earliest this may be available is currently projected to be 1998.
The DOE is now proceeding on the assumption that they will begin
acceptance in 1998, and is developing the needed transportation
infrastructure accordingly.
Assuming that DOE is successful in meeting its 1998 date, it would be
possible for NSP to use the total DOE acceptance until 2004 for
Prairie Island fuel.
This would be a prudent option, since NSP's
Monticello plant has storage capacity available for full operation to
the year 2005. The schedule for acceptance could then be:
Year

# of Prairie Island assemblies

1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004

104
209
162
189
284
206
247

Total

1401

Because the Prairie Island pool will be at full capacity by 1994,
this alone is not a feasible option unless employed in conjunction
with another alternative which would slow the rate of spent fuel
generation.
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L.

Cost comparison

Funding for the DOE's nuclear waste management program comes from the
Nuclear Waste Fund, into which each nuclear utility makes quarterly
contributions. The amount contriputed is based on a unit charge per
kilowatt of power produced. NSP has been paying into this fund since
July, 1983. If this alternative were implementable before prairie
Island used up all the available fuel storage capacity, this would be
the least-cost alternative.

•
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Reprocessing
A.

Description of alternative

Unlike fuel from fossil plants that discharge ash with no further
fuel content, fuels discharged from nuclear reactors contain
appreciable quantities of "unburned" fissile uranium and plutonium
fuel. Fuel elements must be removed from a reactor before they have
been completely consumed, primarily because of fission product
buildup. These fission products have a high affinity for parasitic
capture of neutrons, free flow of which is necessary to sustain the
chain reaction. In the interest of economic utilization of nuclear
fuels and the conservation of resources, residual uranium and
plutonium contained in spent fuel elements may be recovered at a fuel
reprocessing plant.
In general, reprocessing of fuels entails shipping irradiated fuel
elements from the reactor to a reprocessing plant, removing as much
extraneous material from the fuel as possible by a variety of
mechanical means, preparing the fuel for dissolution in nitric acid
solutions, dissolving the prepared fuel, separating and purifying the
uranium and plutonium by solvent extraction, treating the radioactive
wastes, and shipping the recovered uranium to an enrichment plant to
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be used in nuclear fuel fabrication.
Plutonium is also recovered,
and may be stored for strategic purposes (nuclear weapon manufacture)
or blended with uranium for production of mixed-oxide fuel, which is
beginning to be used now in some European reactors in place of the
more traditional uranium fuel.
Reprocessing was the spent fuel management strategy envisioned by the
nuclear utilities in the 1960's and 1970's. The U.S. reprocessing
industry was developing, with plants built to handle commercial spent
fuel to be located in West Valley, New York; Morris, Illinois; and
Barnwell, South Carolina. This did not come to fruition, however~
Reprocessing was banned as a U.S. national pOlicy by President Carter
in 1977 because it makes plutonium for nuclear weapons more readily
accessible.
It was hoped that countries not yet having nuclear
weapons would thus be discouraged from developing reprocessing
facilities to obtain plutonium. In 1981 President Reagan rescinded
this ban, and urged the nuclear industry to resume commercial
reprocessing.
Financial problems and uncertainty about future
government policy, however, have discouraged U.S. industry from
acting to reinitiate reprocessing here.

•

other countries have proceeded with development of a viable
reprocessing industry. There is currently about 1500 metric tons of
annual reprocessing capacity in the world (Great Britain and France),
with a significant increase expected in the next ten years as plants
come into service as follows:
1200 metric tons

1992

France

400 metric tons

1992

Japan

800 metric tons

1995

Great Britain

utilities in the following countries are now sending their spent
nuclear fuel, either wholly or in part, to the existing facilities:
Great Britain, Japan, France, Belgium, Italy, Switzerland, Holland,
Spain, Finland and the Soviet Union. International transportation
programs and cask fleets currently move about 4500 Mt/U (Metric
metric tons of uranium) by road, rail, and sea; and international
standards for the vitrified waste remaining after reprocessing are
being developed. Spent fuel would be shipped from Prairie Island to
either the Atlantic or Gulf Coast. Transportation within the United
States could be by barge along a waterway, by rail or by road. All
of these transportation options currently exist at Prairie Island.
From the coast, the spent fuel would be shipped by sea to the
destination country.
The reprocessing fuel management plan employed by a utility would be
similar to the following:
1. As the fuel is routinely transported to the reprocessory for
storage, the utility would receive a bill for transport and
storage.
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2. When the fuel is reprocessed (about 10 to 15 years from now
for new customers) the utility would receive a reprocessing and
waste management bill.
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3. The utility would have the option of having its recovered
uranium re=enriched and manufactured into new fuel, or selling
the recovered uranium to others.
4. High=level radioactive waste in the form of a vitrified glass
log in a stainless steel container would be returned for eventual
repository disposal. The glass log would represent the
high-level waste from five fuel assemblies, an 80% reduction in
volume. Low-level wastes could be disposed in the country where
the fuel was reprocessed for a fee, or returned as well.
Depending on timing, utilities may have to take back the glass
logs before the DOE has an MRS or repository operating.
Part of the institutional ground-work has been developed which would
allow u.S. utilities to send their spent fuel to Europe for
reprocessing. The U.S. has in place a treaty with Euratom (the
European nuclear agency) which allows the movement of fuel between
the u.S. and Europe. There is routine movement of u.S. origin fuel
to and within Europe with all the various European and u.S.
governmental approvals in place and understood. International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards are in place for the control and
accountability.of the fuel, plutonium and uranium; and a set of u.S.
Codes exist to define the licensing steps to export spent fuel. What
remains is for a u.S. utility to declare an interest in the
reprocessing option and to apply for an export license under 10 CFR
part 110, which governs the export and import of nuclear equipment
and materials.
B.

•

Wastes and emissions, pollution control equipment

The wastes and emissions produced at the Prairie Island plant would
be minimal. From reprocessing spent fuel, the following high-level
radioactive wastes would be produced at the reprocessing plant for
each metric tonne (1000 kilograms) of spent fuel:
Residue from Reprocessing

Weight,kg.

Fission Products
Fuel
Uranium
Plutonium
Tranuranics
Neptunium
Americium
curium
Reprocessing Chemicals

28.8
4.8

0.04
0.48

0.14
0.04
68.5

Total

102.8
5.40
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This waste represents about 10% of the original weight of the spent
fuel. This is the portion which would be returned to the utility for
eventual repository disposal. In addition, low-level radioactive
wastes would be produced, which could be handled in the reprocessing
country for a fee or returned to the country of origination.
Some
authors, cited in "understanding Nuclear Waste" by Raymond Murray, .
have postUlated that other elements could also be economically
recovered from the spent fuel, including cesium and strontium which
are used in the food irradiation industry, as well as extremely
scarce minerals such as ruthenium, rhodium and palladium. In 1981,
the value of these scarce minerals was estimated to be about $30,000
per metric ton of spent fuel.
The disposition of the recovered plutonium is problematic at this
point, since the use of mixed-oxide fuel (uranium and plutonium) is
not yet very common. Plutonium is used to fuel the Fast Breeder
Reactors such as the French Super-Phenix reactors, one of which is
now on line. This could be another possible outlet for the recovered
plutonium.
c.

construction impacts

There would be no construction required at the Prairie Island plant
site for this alternative, so there would be no environmental impacts
associated with construction.
D.

operation impacts

Impacts of operation at Prairie Island would be minimal. Once the
transport casks are loaded and shipped, there would be no further
impact at Prairie Island. Transportation of the spent fuel for such
a long distance would raise public concern, and would need to be
carefully assessed for potential impacts and mitigation measures
before implementation.
Impacts of operation of the reprocessing facility would be assessed
in the country chosen for reprocessing. Any incremental impacts
(over and above the existing level) would not be great, since the
Prairie Island fuel would only represent a small fraction of the
total fuel handled at the site.
E.

•
}

Protection from natural calamity

Transportation ot the spent fuel, and return of the vitrified waste,
is the major impact area where protection from natural calamity would
be needed. Transportation of nuclear fuels has been occurring
globally on a routine basis and is expected to grow in years to
come. IAEA standards for safety have been developed, and are
enforced in international shipments. The portion of the shipping
route within the U.S. would be covered by NRC and U.S. Department of
Transportation standards, which would need to be met. In addition,
some states have further requirements which must be met for nuclear
waste shipments. Through this network of safety precautions,
protection from natural calamity would be afforded.
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F.

Radiological impacts

since spent fuel would be removed from the Prairie Island plant site,
the radiologic impacts would be lessened in that area. Radiological
impacts during transportation would need to meet the standards
described in part E. Radiological impacts at the reprocessing
facility are governed by that country's standards, and the
incremental impact of adding the Prairie Island .fuel to that already
being processed would be minimal.
G.

Accident impacts

Impacts from accidents could occur during cask loading (see
discussion of cask drop incidents, page 5.23) or transport.
the discussion of transport accidents on page 4.19.
H.

Refer to

safeguards from theft, diversion or sabotage

Given the distances to be traversed, precautions to be taken to
prevent theft, diversion or sabotage must be sure and effective. As
discussed in part E. of this section, standards are in place to
safeguard the fuel during shipment. These standards have proven to
be effective to date in the ongoing programs, and would be adhered to
in future shipments as well. Again, the reader should bear in mind
that shipments of nuclear materials occur routinely, and the
incremental added opportunity for theft, diversion or sabotage of
adding Prairie Island spent fuel would not be great.
I.

•

Decommissioning

•

Removal of the spent fuel from Prairie Island would facilitate'
decommissioning of the plant, and the incremental impact of adding
the Prairie Island spent fuel to that already being reprocessed would
not make decommissioning of those facilities any more difficult.
This alternative may facilitate decommissioning, in that when the
plant is shut down, less fuel on site means fewer shipments and hence
less time to empty the pool, and hence, less likelihood there will be
a delay in beginning the decommissioning of those areas and plant
systems which tie into the pool. Even with maximum reprocessing, at
shut down there will be several years worth of spent fuel in the pool
in addition to the 242 assemblies in the reactor core.

J.

Estimates of induced development

None are expected in the Prairie Island vicinity.
K.

Feasibility analysis

This is a feasible alternative, currently in use in other countries
and available for use in the united states. At least one other u.s.
utility has been considering reprocessing, although no license
applications have been filed to date.
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L.

Cost comparison

simon Rippon, in a column in the December, 1989, issue of Nuclear
News stated that the costs of international transport of spent
nuclear fuel is currently running at about $30jkilogram of uranium.
For Prairie Island, this would cost about $12,000 (1989 $'s) per fuel
assembly.
(Each fuel assembly has approximately 0.4 metric tons, or
400 kilograms, of uranium.)
Current contracts for reprocessing are
charging $500-600jkilogram of uranium, which would come to $200,000
to $300,000 per assembly. There would also be costs associated with
disposal of the low-level radioactive wastes which remain, storage of
the solidified waste at the reprocessor's facility and return
transportation. As pointed out in part A of this section, the
transportation costs would be assessed when the spent fuel is shipped
and payment of the reprocessing costs deferred until the spent fuel
is reprocessed in about 10-15 years. The 1989 cost figures provided
would be higher at that time.
These costs may come down as the additional reprocessing capacity
comes on line worldwide.
It would be reasonable for utilities which
are using reprocessing as a fuel management strategy to go to the
U.S. Congress and seek a change in the Waste Fund legislation, to
allow them to either pay in less to the fund or draw on the fund to
help cover the costs of reprocessing, since the volume of waste
remaining for management by the DOE is reduced by 80%. NSP comments
that although the volume of reprocessed waste is much less than spent
fuel, the heat content is not significantly less, and because heat
concentration is a more important restriction on the repository
design, there would not likely be a refund from the DOE
Costs to NSP could also be recovered, at least in part, by use of the
recovered uranium in the Louisiana Energy Services fuel enrichment
plant in which NSP has become a partner recently. The use of
recovered uranium reduces new uranium usage by 30-40%. Other
materials recovered during reprocessing could also be sold to offset
reprocessing costs.
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Murray, Battelle Press, Columbus Ohio.
1989.
2.
"Reprocessing: Another Waste Management strategy" Presented by
David Snedeker at the INMM Annual Meeting, July 15-18, 1990.
3.
"The European Reprocessing option for U.S. utilities", testimony
before the MRS COMMISSION, given Friday, December 2, 1988 by David
Snedeker.
4.
"NSP Involved in Nuclear Fuel Plant", byline Lucy Hood, published
in the April 25, 1990 edition of the Minneapolis Star-Tribune.
5.

Telephone conversation with David Snedeker, May 3, 1990.
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6.
"Reprocessing as an Irradiated Fuel Management strategy"
Presented by David Snedeker at the INMM Spent Fuel Management Seminar
VII, January 17-19, 1990.
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7.
"The Best Place for Plutonium is in a Reactor", Simon Rippon's
"Comment from Europe" column in Nuclear News, Dec. 1989, page 68.
Use Of Higher Burnup Fuel
A.

Description of alternative

This alternative essentially stretches the existing capacity for
spent fuel storage at Prairie Island by more fully utilizing the fuel
and therefore generating less spent fuel.
Burnup is a measure of how
much energy a fuel assembly produced during the time it was in the
reactor.
For a given amount of energy production by the reactor, the
number of spent fuel assemblies generated will be less if each
assembly can provide more energy; that is, if fuel can achieve a
higher burnup.
Many interrelated factors affect discharge burnup, including fuel
enrichment, core design, fuel design, and reload size. The NRC has
determined an acceptable limit for fuel burnup. The combination of
fuel and core design currently being used at Prairie Island is
aChieving the maximum burnup allowed today.
It is possible that the NRC could raise the burnup limit, and higher
burnup fuel could be used. The maximum fuel burnup likely to be
permitted by the NRC for the forseeable future is about 48,000
MWDjMTU (megawatt days per metric ton uranium). The maximum burnup
currently allowed for the fuel used at PI is about 45,000 MWDjMTU.
This value was determined by the fuel vendor (i.e. the company that
designs and builds PI's fuel assemblies), using NRC-approved
methods. Higher burnup may be achieved in the future if the PI fuel
vendor modifies the fuel design or its analytical methods, but will
always be constrained by the NRC's ultimate limit. An increase in
burnup of 3,000 MWDjMTU, or 6%, would decrease PI's average spent
fuel generation rate from 72 to 68 assemblies per year. Because the
savings in fuel costs achieved from higher burnup is generally more
than the cost of a change to fuel design or analytical method, NSP
has sought to achieve maximum burnups.
B.

•

Wastes and emissions, pollution control equipment

Spent fuel with higher burnup is thermally hotter, and emits more
radiation.
It remains so for a significant period of time. However,
it does follow a similar decay curve to that seen for spent fuel with
lower burnup. There is no real difference in the handling and
storage of assemblies with higher burnup. This is because fuel
handling and storage takes place under about 25 feet of water, which
provides enough shielding that there is no significant increase in
ambient radiation fields in the pool enclosure. Also, the additional
thermal output of higher burnup fuel will not exceed the heat removal
5.44
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capacity of the pool water cooling system It is likely that although
hotter, the higher burnup fuel could be safely handled with existing
equipment in the plant.
c.

Construction impacts

There would be no construction associated with this alternative.
D.

operation impacts

There would be no environmental impacts associated with operation' of
this alternative since it would be fully implemented within the
existing plant structure and would not result in increased radiation
emissions.
E.

Protection from natural calamity

The use of higher burnup fuel can be accomplished with no change in
the plant's physical structure. Therefore, it would require no
additional protection from natural calamity besides that which is now
afforded by the plant to meet federal requirements.
F.

Radiological impacts

There would be no increase in personnel exposure associated with
higher burnup fuel.
This exposure would have to fall within the
limits allowed by the NRC.
G.

Accident impacts

since the fuel is incrementally hotter a~d more radioactive, the
potential consequences of any accident would be incrementally
greater. The' additional impact of this increment would not be
major. Any accident involving spent nuclear fuel would be dangerous.
H.

Safeguards from theft, diversion or sabotage

This alternative would entail storage of the spent fuel within the
existing pools, which are maintained with the same degree of security
as the reactors themselves. The likelihood of theft, diversion or
sabotage is less, therefore, than for the proposed project where the
spent fuel would be stored in a separate facility and new security
measures implemented.
I.

•
j

Decommissioning

Decommissioning of the plant would be made incrementally more
difficult by the addition of.hotter and more radioactive fuel to the
fuel already in storage.
It is likely, however, that this
incremental difference could be adequately handled by use of existing
techniques and would not pose any obstacles which would need to be
overcome before the plant could be decommissioned.
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J.

Estimates of induced development

There would be no induced development associated with implementation
of this alternative.
K.

•

Feasibility analysis

This alternative will not be feasible unless the NRC changes the
burnup which it allows.
It would also not add significantly to. the
storage capacity of the plant (in terms of years), and so would not
allow NSP to meet their objective of full operation of the Prairie
Island plant through its license period.

L.

Cost comparison

Reducing the number of fuel assemblies which NSP must purchase for PI
by four would result in a net savings of between $1,000,000 and
$1,500,000 per year.
REFERENCES:
1. Material supplied by NSP in preparation of the scoping Document
for this EIS, February 1990.

2.
"Higher Burnup Offers Attractive P6ssibilities", Nuclear
Engineering International, pages 24-28. March, 1990.
3.
"Integrated Data Base for 1989: Spent Fuel and Radioactive Waste
Inventories, Projections and Characteristics." DOE/RW-0006, Rev. 5.
November, 1989.
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Combinations of Alternatives
A number of combinations of several of the alternatives previously
discussed would "buy time" and delay the need for the proposed dry
cask storage project. However, the uncertainty of timetables
associated with the DOE program for siting an MRS facility and a
permanent repository limits development of a reliable strategy which
would avoid NSP proposed dry cask storage proposal. Assuming full
operation of the plant through its licensed life (2013-2014) and
failure of the DOE to begin accepting spent fuel before 2010, there
is no combination of alternatives which will likely be available to
NSP and which would avoid the need for additional onsite storage
capacity as proposed.
However, assuming DOE acceptance of spent fuel in 1998, the following
combination scenario may be feasible.
As discussed in the
alternative section on increasing the· existing pool capacity,
specifically the options of reracking, two tiered racks, and rod
consolidation, if 20 % additional capacity could be attained with
either of those three options, the existing pool, if modified, could
possibly provide storage until 1998. Then, as discussed in the
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alternative section on shipment to federal facility, NSP could, in
1998, shift its DOE spent fuel acceptance capacity for Monticello to
Prairie Island. This would permit shipment of up to 1401 assemblies
through 2004 from Prairie Island to the federal MRS, effectively
creating enough capacity in the Prairie Island pool to continue
operation through its licensed life. The capacity needs at
Monticello would then have to be provided through some similar
combination of options.
This scenario could also be considered with combinations of reduced
operation, conservation, higher burnup fuel, and new coal-fired base
load capacity. The possible combinations require complex analyses.
The uncertainties of the federal acceptance plans limit meaningful
assessments of feasibility, system operation, costs and environmental
impacts for combinations of alternatives.
Comments 8F, 13D, 13E, 13GG-13JJ, 14A, and 19M suggested that more
discussion of alternatives be included. Additional analysis of
single alternatives and combinations of alternatives indicate that
the following scenarios may be feasible.
Assumptions used in the
analysis are (1) options exercised starting in January, 1992; (2) 72
fuel assemblies generated per year; (3) linear relationship between
percent operation and number of fuel assemblies generated; and (4)
200 fuel assembly capacity remaining in pool in January, 1992.

••

-No increase in storage capacity, but reduce operation of the
plant until the DOE begins to accept spent fuel.
If acceptance
begins in 1998 as required by contract, Prairie Island could
operate at 46% of fUll operation until 1998, and resume full
operation thereafter.
If acceptance does not begin until 2010 (a
date chosen for illustrative purposes only) the plant could only
operate at 15% of full capacity until that time.
-Implement an increased pool capacity option through reracking,
two-tiered racks, or consolidation (maximum increase in space of
33% or 480 spaces), and reduce operation to 43% of full capacity
through the remaining license period.
-Increase pool capacity as above, and then ship spent fuel to the
DOE when they begin accepting.
If they begin accepting spent
fuel in 1998 Prairie Island could operate at full capacity
·through the license period.
If spent fuel is not accepted until
2010, Prairie Island would need to reduce operation to 52% of
full capacity until that time.
-Use of higher burnup fuel, if allowed by NRC in license
modification, would result in up to 6% less spent fuel being
generated. This could be used in conjunction with the above
combinations to recover that portion of the lost production.

,

•

}

-Conservation would have system-wide effects, and could be used
to offset the loss of production from Prairie Island but with
economic penalties. The conservation alternative is discussed in
a separate section beginning on page 5.7.
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Alternative Energy Resources
Renewable Energy Resources
Comments 2A, 13CC, lSI, 19P, 8B' (Also see NSP comment letter, p.4)
The state Energy Policy and Conservation Report to the Legislature,
prepared by the Minnesota Department of Public Service and titled,
Energy, Minnesota's options for the 1990's, (December, 1988),
summarizes the potential for alternative resources to replace
conventional energy sources. The discussion is relative to all types
of energy.

•

Alternative sources in Minnesota produced 5.1 percent of the energy
used in the state in 1986, up from 3.7 percent produced in 1980. The
largest portion of this production comes from wood. The two
historically significant sources of renewable energy have grown
dramatically since 1980: hydropower has increased by SO percent, wood
by 38 percent. Other sources, although they continue to provide
small percentages of total energy use, have increased significantly.
See attached tables.
Finding replacements for established sources of energy is a goal that
holds several attractive prospects or possibilities:

o

Producing replacement or alternative energy from local and
national resources would lessen our nations'S dependence on
foreign oil and the accompanying vulnerability to sudden
disruptions and economic shocks;

o

Developing alternatives from renewable resources would
ensure a continuing energy source, with all the stability
and security that implies;

o

Developing alternative enerqy from Minnesota resources would
strengthen our state's economy; and

o

Using alternative resources would enable us to reduce the
environmental problems associated with some of the
established fuels.

•

When these prosoects will be attainable is a matter of speCUlation.
A number of cost-effective applications of alternative fuels are
available, but no alternative fuel has yet developed to the point
where it can significantly replace conventional fuels.
In most
cases, this lack of development is due to lack of economic
incentive. The cost of conventional fuels has remained too low for a
developing source to be competive. Without the promise of a near
term economic reward, research lags on all the various aspects of
production, distribution, and use.
The prospects held out by alternative fuels are, nevertheless, too
important to ignore. Continued development of these sources is
necessary for the long range security and health of our state and
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nation.
Minnesota can make its own contribution to this search for
alternative energy sources, especially in developing energy from
biomass, a resource with which our state is richly endowed.

Estimated Alternati...e Energy Consumption
From ~tinnesota Sources (Trillion BtU)1
19110

Biomass Resource Potential. Heat Energ"... L'ses
1986

8.157 11.393

I. Hydro~
., Biomass
Wood (Gross Resource Consumption)

~1illion

Btu
Per Acre'

ESERGY CROPS

Ac~

10....

10

Suppl~

oJ State

Energ,' L se:

Crop Residues. Average

13

12.000

Corn Stover

43

2.700

A. Residential J
B. Commercial
C. Industrial

16.650 34.151
0.181 0.770
8.551 13.800

Corn. Grain and Residue

75

1.600

154

300

Total Wood

35.383 48.821

Hybrid Popla~

68

1.700

0.016 0.110

Biomass Ethanol

Sweet Sorghum. Entire Plant

SURPLUS WOOD AVAILABLE FOR ESERGY

0.020

Biomass Gas Methane

Trillion Btu

35.541 48.952

Total Biomass

10

Limited Value limber

3. Municipal Waste
N/A
N/A
N/A

Solid Waste
Sludge
Total Municipal Waste

0.701

Forest Product Industry Residue

1.330

Logging Residue

2.031

14

Other Forest Fiber~

0.016 0.025

4. Wind Energy~

50

TOTAL

5. Solar (Gross Output)

0.120 0.367
0.001 0.006

A. Residential
B. Commercial
Total Allernati"e Energy Consumption

43.936 63.774

I. Ooc~ nol mdude: Import~ fn'm aIIC~II\'e eMl)' MlUn:e~ ouI~1dc of
Minl'lC$Ola. Ho.....evcr. an) oct Import~ of lItood from Wi~Oft~m arc IlOI
ucludcd.
,

Hydro and Wind etcl:t",:
CQul\'alent Btul>.

prodUl.11OO

.1. Bcl:au~ of dlfferenl:e~ in

m.:a)' no( be dm:ctly

'OUfen.

comp.:ll"lb~ 10

CloUm.:ales an ,i\'C1'l in c:oal

lhe 19~ ~KIential wood esumatc
the 19l1O NII'l\lIk.

I,

A~~umed

drymh!
,

Siale

I:ombusllon eflk,,:nclcs of cal:h
mOIMurc ~ontenl.

bloma~~

fuel .:Ire ba,cd ,'n ",r

10 ~o~

ener~y

us<: of 1.177 : Inillon BIU In 19K6.

.I, A\era~c aIInWlI enerllY produl:llon bas<:d on a gn,wmlll:yde of -<'er~l
)'ear\,
-4, "'ilOd from land

I:leann~.

naturdllrec mortOllity. ell:.

'n

Sourl:c: S"I/IIJ 1Ij' Fil><-, Fur' U,r
MiRRr""m. Minocsota DepOll'tment III
Saturnl Res"ufl:e~. MtnneMlla Department of Ener~y anll El:llnnmll:
De\tlllpment. Fibtr Fuel In~lItute. I~. MlnocMlla Departmenl III Put'l',
SC,...·I.:e. Ener.y Di\lMon.

Sourl:c: ',fInRr.'/l1II ERr"" DulubfJOli. IWW-Xfl. Mtnner.ot.l Dep;utment of
Public Scr\'lce,
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In a recent analysis prepared for a presentation to the Minnesota
state Senate, titled Minnesota: Energy Self-Sufficiency (February,
1991), Dean Abrahamson of the U of M's Humphrey Institute of PUblic
Affairs considered the potential of hydropower, photovoltaics,
windpower and biomass as alternative sources of energy.
His
conclusions relative to these Minnesota options are:
o

There is modest potential for increased use of hydropower in
Minnesota;

o

The future holds great promise for photovoltaic cells but at
present photovoltaic power is practical for only specia!
purposes;

o

The Minnesota windpower potential is very large; and

o

(relative to electricity) There is a very large potential
for electricity production using Minnesota hardwoods as
fuel.

•

The analysis included the following two tables which include
comparisons of pollutants and costs between conventional electric
power sources, inclUding nuclear, and renewable alternatives.

•

POLLUTANTS FROM ELECTRIC POWER
GENERATION
Emi.uiom 01 PollUUznlf from Electric Power Glneration: Th, TotJJl FII«l Cycle

Energy Source
ConventiorW Coal
Finidtred Bed Coal
Nawrnl Gas IGCe
Nu:lt:ar
Phorovoltaic:
Bio~
GeoU1cmml
Wmd
SolarThemm.l
H

I

CO2

I NO x

rrons Der Gieawatr Hour)
SOy
TSP I CO I

He I Nuclear

I 1058.191 I 2.986 I 2.971 I 1.626 I 0.267 I 0.102 I
2.968
1.624 I 0.267
0.336
1.176 I NA I
0.034 I 0.029 I 0.003 I 0.018
I 0.008 0.023 0.017 I 0.003
()III
I 0.614 I 0.154 I 0.512 I 11.3611
TR I TR
TR I TR I
56.8
7.4 I TR I TR
TR I TR I
TR
TR I TR
3.6
TR
'I'R I TR
6.55
TR I TR

1057.090
823.993
8.590
5.890

I
I

1.551

I 0.25 1

NA

NA
NA

0.102

NA
0.001
0.002
0.768
TR
TR
TR
TR

Waste

I
I

3.641
NA

I

NA

I

NA
NA
NA
NA

I

I Total
I 1.066.143
1063.602
825.756
I 12.316
5.943
I 13.409
56.8
I
7.4
3.6
6.55·

III With B iDl'fW.: F u..d Regrowth Program
TSP: ToUJi. S~Panic"'are:
NA: Not AppiU:lzbu
TR.· Trace EurneJllS
Note: Tht tollJifiJ,d cyc~ include: rt::lOUTcdfu..d azraaion.fadJiry con.rrn.t.Crion. cwi.piam operatimL

SoIU"r%: Anw1'iazn Wuul EMT'f! A.s:sociation, March 1990
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TOTAL COST OF VARIOUS POWER ALTERNATIVES
CENTS PER KILOWATT-HOUR

OPTION

•

CONVENTIONAL

PHOTOVOL TAlC

20+

NAT GAS PEAKING

10+

NUCLEAR POWER

8-13

ENVTRONMENTAL CARBON
LOW

1

NONE

1

TOTAL

20+
12+

HIGH

LOW

8-13++

NONE

7-9

WINDPOWER

.7.9

LOW

COAL

5-6

3-7

WHOLE TREE BURNER

4-5

LOW

2
NONE

10-15
4-5+

NUCLEAR POWER COSTS ARE VERY DIFFICULT TO ESTIMATE AS THEY INVOLVE
SUCH UNRESOLVED ISSUES AS: mE FINAL ISOLATION OF HIGH-LEVEL
RADIOACTIVE WASTES, REACTOR ACCIDENT CONSIDERATIONS, AND MEANS, NOT
YET ESTABUSHED, TO DEAL WITH THE mREAT OF mE DWERSION OF NUCLEAR
FUELS FROM mE CIVILIAN NUCLEAR POWER FUEL CYCLE.
THE ENVTRONMENTAL COST FOR COAL POWER VARIATION IS LARGELY DUE TO
DIFFERING SULFUR CONTENT OF THE COAL.
.

SOUl'Ctt: Pmtious t4h1es.

*
•

Noles: Tht! Conventional costs an for a new generating planL Tht! Enyiro1ll1lmlal costs an those estim.a.led by
Ottinger, et aL Tht! carbon tar vcz.Jues an those for a S100 per ton carbon reduced by the S50 per ton carbon inelLl/Jed
in the Ottinger, et aL enYiro~ CtJSt daJa. All sourr:t!S an those of prwious tn.bks.
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Impacts of Fossil-fueled Generation
Comment 90 noted that the alternative of coal-fired power plants also
have significant impacts. The impacts of coal generation are well
documented in the literature and, relative to pollutants, are
generally reflected in the preceeding two tables. An article in the
4-26-1990 Nuclear Waste News the following relative numbers:

•

A 1000 megawatt nuclear reactor uses 25 tons of fuel/year and
produces 25 tons of rad waste. A similar coal station burns 2.5
million tons of fuel and produces the following wastes: 6.5
million tons of C02, 9000 tons of 802, 4500 tons of NOX, and
1,500 tons of ash.
It is not useful in this EI8 process to calculate specific coal
extraction and transportation impacts. The commenter's observations
are noted.

•
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CHAPTER 6
HEALTH RISK ASSESSMENT
A.

Summary

As presently designed, NSP's proposed Independent Spent Fuel Storage
Installation (ISFSI) will deliver a dose of gamma radiation to
offsite residents resulting in a cancer risk above the acceptable or
tolerable risk limit established by the Minnesota Department of
Health (MDH). The acceptable level for incremental lifetime
carcinogenic risk from any single source of envirogmental pollution,
is a lifetime risk level of one in 100,000, or 10- • MDH
.
estimates that the cancer risk to nearby residents from the proposed
facility may be as much as 6 per 100,000. Moving the facility two
hundred yards or more to an alternative site to the south would
enable the ISFSI to be built and still achieve the Minnesota
criterion for aCgeptable risk for involuntary exposure to
environmental pollutants.
A lifetime cancer risk of 6 in 100,000 is a small risk, well within
the range of risks that people voluntarily accept. It is about the
risk incurred from 3 to 4 chest x-rays over a lifetime. Further,
because of the uncertainties in risk assessment, MDH uses
conservative risk estimates; the true risk from the proposed ISFSI is
most likely smaller than 6 in 100,000. The criterion of 1 in 100,000
was established in order to ensure that involuntary environmental
exposures, such as radiation exposures from the ISFSI, will not
produce significant health risks for any individual.
B.

Minnesota Policy concerning Tolerable Risk

For over a decade the MDH in concert with other state agencies, most
notably the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) , has
implemented a policy such that carcinogenic risk from any single
source of environmental pollution should be insignificant. Based on
studies of "tolerable" or "acceptable" risk, which are described in
two appended documents written by the MDH Section of Health Risk
Assessment, Appendix L, Tolerable Risk (1985) and Appendix M,
carcinogen Lifetime Risk (1991), MDH uses a lifetime risk level of 1
per 100,000, or 10- 5 , as a definition of insignificant risk.
Cancer risk at this low level cannot be directly measured, and must
be estimated by a process of downward extrapolation from actual
measurements at high levels of exposure to pollutants. In order to
ensure that the lifetime risk is in reality not higher than 1 per
100,000, conservative estimates are used. This means that the upper
95% confidence limit for the estimated incremental incidence of
cancer risk caused by pollutants from anyone source or project
should not exceed 1 per 100,000 over a 70 year lifetime.
This policy is in general agreement with policies of the united
States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and with policies of
other states. There is no one acceptable or tolerable risk value
used by the EPA or by the states. However, regulatory levels used by
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federal and st~4e governments are almost ~~ways es~abl~shed between 1
per 10,000 (10 ) and 1 per 1~000,000 (10 ) for l1fet1me
cancer risk. Thus, Minnesota policy is not extreme. Furthermore, it •
is consistent with what is known and documented about willingness tc
accept involuntary risks with little or no benefit, or about
acceptance of risk where benefits and risks do not accrue to the same
set of individuals. These points are discussed in greater detail in
the appended documents.
The Minnesota policy has been non-controversial. For instance, the
advisory committee which is assisting MDH in writing rules for Health
Risk Limits for groundwater, pursuant to the Minnesota Groundwater
Protection Act of 1989, accepted a lifetime cancer risk level of 1
per 100,000 with no debate. The advisory committee includes
representatives from the regulated community, from environmental
groups and from government agencies. Thus, this lifetime cancer risk
level will be used for rUlemaking setting health risk limits for
groundwater. A lifetime cancer risk level of 1 per 100,000 has been
used for ten years in issuing advisories for contaminated private
wells.
MDH is also represented on the Air Toxics Advisory committee which is
assisting MPCA in writing an Air Toxics Rule. Again, it is assumed
by the committee, which represents the regulated community,
environmental groups and state agencies, that Acceptable Ambient
Limits for toxic air pollutants will be calculated using the
criterion for acceptable lifetime cancer risk of 1 per 100,000.
These are only the latest uses of the 1 per 100,000 level for
•
acceptable risk in Minnesota rules. This risk number occurs in the
Solid Waste Rule. A copy of the relevant portion of this rule
(7035.2815, Subpart 4G) is Appendix N. The 1 per 100,000 level for
acceptable risk also occurs in MN Rules, chapter 7050, Standards for
the Protection of the Quality and Purity of the waters of the State.
This rule was adopted on November 12, 1990. A copy of the relevant
portion of the draft rule as proposed April 10, 1990 (7050.0127,
SUbpart 2 and 7050.0128 SUbpart 2) is Appendix O. The final rule is
currently being printed •. This rule specifically mentions that risk
shall be calculated from a linear non-threshold dose-response model
used by the EPA to provide the upper 95% confidence limit of the
acceptable cancer risk.
The 1 per 100,000 level of acceptable incremental lifetime cancer
risk is also used in environmental review of proposals for new
facilities, and in making permitting decisions for facilities. Most
recently, the 1 per 100,000 level of acceptable lifetime cancer risk
was used in the environmental review for the proposed municipal solid
waste incinerator in Dakota county, and for permitting of the
Hennepin County incinerator. Policy decisions regarding solid waste
incinerators are based on a conservative estimate of lifetime cancer
risk from incinerator emissions, including all routes of exposure
(for example inhalation of gases and particUlates, dermal contact
with soil contamin~ted with particUlate emissions, food chain
exposure via contamination of soil used for crops and livestock,
exposure to contaminated drinking water), of less than 1 per
•
100,000.
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In recent years, several
have been designed using
result in an incremental
These projects
100,000.

facilities, including those proposed by NSP,
assumptions about emissions that would
lifetime cancer risk of less than 1 per
include:

1. NSP Minnesota Valley PCB/Oil Incineration Project, in
Granite Falls Minnesota.
2. NSP wilmarth Refuse Derived Fuel Municipal Waste Combustor
in Mankato, Minnesota.
3.

NSP Ash storage Facility near Becker, Minnesota.

It is important to note that many of the carcinogenic agents
associated with various facilities and sites and evaluated by MDH are
presumed to be, but have not been established as carcinogenic in
humans.
In contrast, there is abundant epidemiologic evidence that
gamma radiation is a human carcinogen (see below). Thus, the cancer
risk to humans from gamma radiation is a more certain risk (i.e.,
better known, although not necessarily larger) than the cancer risk
from many other environmental carcinogens.
C. Federal Regulatory Policies
Radiological impacts from the proposed dry cask storage facility will
meet the annual dose exposure standards of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC). This standard is 25 millirem (mrem) annually (see
Appendix G).
Clearly, the radiation dose to the residents in close
proximity to the proposed facility is far below this standard, under
any of the proposed alternatives.
The International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP), and
the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP)
provide guidance to the NRC. The rationale for NRC policies, and how
NRC policies differ from those of Minnesota, are explained below.
Not all of the pOlicies discussed are directly relevant to the ISFSI,
but discussion of them is important for an understanding of the
regulatory philosophy.
Appendix G. Federal Radiation Protection standards, Appendix P,
NRC's Policy statement on Below Regulatory Concern, and Appendix R,
letter from Jacob L. Fabrikant to Ms. Laura McCarten, Nuclear
Projects Department. Northern states Power Company, provide
statements of NRC policy. Dr. Fabrikant has served on all of the
National Academy of Sciences committees on Biological Effects of
Ionizing Radiation (BEIR I through BEIR V), as well as on the ICRP
and the NCRP.
The purpose of the NRC pOlicy on Below Regulatory Concern (BRC)
(Appendix P) is to guide decisions on which radioactive materials are
"below regulatory concern" because of the low levels of risk they
pose. The "policy translates the Commission's judgement on
acceptable risk into explicit and practical criteria on which to base
decisions to exempt practices from the full scope of NRC's regulatory
program. The BRC criteria are necessary to ensure adequate and
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consistent decisions on acceptable risks posed by decontaminated and
decommissioned nuclear facilities, consumer products containing
radioactive materials, and very low activity radioactive wastes."

~

The NRC (Appendix P) proposes a dose to risk conversion factor of 5
per 10,000 fatal cancers per rem of radiation dose. This translates
into a lifetime risk of 350 per 100,000 fatalities for a lifetime
exposure to 100 mrem per year (for an accumulated dose of 7 rem).
This is in reasonable agreement with the dose to risk conversion
factor for fatal cancers computed by MOH, as discussed in Section F
below. MOH has used conservative assumptions, and calculated that a
lifetime exposure to 100 mrem per year would result in a lifetime
cancer mortality risk of 1030 per 100,000, or 3 times the estimate
of the NRC. Also, MDH calculates cancer risk based on incidence, not
mortality. MDH estimates that lifetime exposure to 100 mrem per year
would result in a cancer incidence risk of 1840 per 100,000 (see
Section F and Table 6-2, page 6.19).

NRC policy (Appendix P) is based on a concept of collective dose: the
sum of individual doses received in a given period by a specified
popUlation. NRC states. that "the calculated collective dose used to
determine compliance with the criterion of this pOlicy need not
include individual dose contributions received at a rate of less than
0.1 mremper year." It might be inferred that NRC considers this to
be a negligible dose. Again, this is in .reasonable agreement with
the MDH calculation of the negligible dose of 0.054 mrem per year.
(This is a dose at which MDH calculates the expected incremental
cancer risk to be less than 1 per 100,000; see Table 6-2, page
6.19). This inference is suppor~ed by NRC discussion of EPA
~
risk-based guidelines: " ..• a 10- iifetime risk of cancer has been
..,
used as a quantitative crittrion of insignificance. Using an innua~
risk coefficient of 5 x 10- health effects per rem •.• the 10lifetime risk value would approximate the calculated risk that an
individual would incur from a continuous lifetime dose rate in the
range of 0.01 to 0.1 mrem (0.0001 to 0.001 mSv) per year." (Note: a
Sievert (Sv) is equal to 100 rem, and a mil1iSievert (mSv) is equal
to 100 mrem.)
ThUS, NRC and MDH (and EPA) appear to agree about the concept of
negligible or insignificant risk, and they agree about the
approximate radiation dose which is considered to be negligible. This
point is underscored by the Fabrikant letter (Appendix R), numbers 4.
and 12.iv.
The NRC (Appendix P) acknowledges "that although there is significant
uncertainty in calculations of risks from low-level radiation, in
general these risks are better understood than risks from other
hazards such as toxic chemicals." The NRC then analyzes natural
environmental radiation risks to individuals. These include
involuntary risks (e.g., background radiation from cosmic rays, rocks
and soil, radon and internal body elements, (Appendix S) and risks
over which individuals have control: airplane flights (5 mrem for a
roundtrip coast-to-coast flight), living in Denver versus Washington,
D.C. (60-70 mrem/year), living in a brick versus a frame house. The
NRC "believes that if the risk from doses to individuals from a
. ~
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practice under consideration for exemption is comparable to other
voluntary and involuntary risks which are commonly accepted by those
same individuals without significant efforts to reduce them, then the
level of protection from that practice should be adequate."
The NRC
further notes that a lifetime radiation doses of 5-10 mrem per year
"are well within the range of doses that are commonly accepted by
members'of the pUblic." Thus, this policy stands in contrast to the
EPA and MDH policy for chemical risks, which set standards and make
recommendations based on acceptance by individuals of involuntary
risks (see Appendices Land M).
Thus, NRC's criterion for exemption from regulatory control is an
"average dose to individuals in the critical group" of 10 mrem'per
year. However, for certain "practices involving widespread
distribution of radioactive material in such items as consumer
products or recycled material and equipment," there is an interim
average dose criterion of 1 mrem per year.
The NRC further states "that exposures to individual members of the
public from all licensed activities and exempted practices will not
exceed 100 mrem per year" (Appendix Pl. This limit is based on NCRP
recommendations made in 1987. According to NCRP, continuous exposure
to 100 mrem per year will entail a lifetime risk of developing cancer
of about one in one thousand (see EPA, 1989, pp. 2-1 to 2-10 for
discussion of NCRP and ICRP guidance to federal agencies). These
risk estimates are now outmoded, with the appearance of BEIR V'
(1990). According to the most recent dosimetry, these risk estimates
should be adjusted upward by a factor of about 5 (see BEIR V, Table
4-4 for a comparison of lifetime excess cancer risk estimates from
BEIR V and BEIR III). MOH, using conservative assumptions, resulting
in an additional factor of 3, estimates the risk of a 100 mrem per
year lifetime dose to be about 18 per thousand (see Table 6-2). What
is perhaps most important is that the criteria risk of 1 per 1,000 is
above agreed upon levels for acceptance of involuntary risk, and is
different from criteria used for chemical carcinogens (see above) .
NRC therefore has three different dose criteria for individuals: 1 or
10 mrem per year for exempted practices, and 100 mrem per year for
licensed activities.
(The ISFSI is a licensed activity. Only 25% of
the 100 mrem maximum may originate from a single site; hence a 25
mrem limit for the ISFSI.) The Fabrikant letter to NSP (Appendix R)
further discusses these standards in numbers 7 and 11. Fabrikant
then goes on to say (12. ii) "The dose limits are intentionally set
high, so that exceeding them would be considered intolerable and
unacceptable. It is on this basis that they provide adequate
radiation protection to the worker population and the pUblic for
radiation practices that are controlled."
However, NRC also regulates on the basis of a collective or
population risk, in conjunction with an "ALARA" policy (see
Appendices G and P). This policy is that the collective dose to a
population should be As Low As Reasonably Achievable, "economic and
social factors being taken into account." The NRC collective dose,
criterion is 1000 person-rem per year. Combined with an individual
criterion of 10 mrem, a maximum of 100,000 people could be exposed.
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I~ the affected population is larger, then the average individual'
dose must be smaller in order to stay within the 1000 person-rem per
year criterion. since NRC has calculated the annual mortality risk •
at 10 mrem to be 5 per one million, "the number of hypothetical
health effects calculated for an exempted practice on an annual bas~
would be less than one," (i.e., where the population is 100,000 or
less). 'The NRC has determined that a risk of this magnitude is below
regulatory concern. ThUS, NRC policy is based on ensuring that
expected cancer mortalities to a popUlation are less than one per
year, provided that average individual doses are no more than 10 mrem
per year.
(For licensed activities, such as the ISFSI, the average
dose to individuals could be as high as 100 mrem per year.) Again,
this policy is in conflict with EPA and Minnesota policies regulating
risks from chemical exposures: chemical risks are calculated only
for individuals, and never for popUlations. The number of people
affected by an exposure is not an issue for risk assessment of
chemical carcinogens (see Appendices L through 0).

As already noted, NRC estimates annual cancer mortality risk from a
10 mrem dose to be 5 per 1,000,000. MOH risk estimates are based on
cancer incidence, not mortality. At 10 mrem per year, MOH's
conservative estimate of annual cancer incidence is about 5 times
higher than NRC's estimate of mortality risk (26 per 1,000,000; see
Table 6-2). These risks are significant. The annual risk from 10
mrem of excess radiation exposure is about an order of magnitude less
than hazardous occupational risks (see Wilson & Crouch, 19~8). The
annual risk from the 100 mrem dose permitted to the general pUblic
from licensed. facilities is approximately equal to the annual risk of
being in a hazardous occupation. In fact, most workers at the ISFSI.
will experience annual doses below 100 mrem, and all will experiencl
doses below 500 mrem (see Section H.).
(Additionally, the dose to
risk conversion factor is smaller for occupational exposures; Section
H.) .
Excess cancer risk is masked by high background levels of cancer.
This is implicit in NRC's argument in AppendixP that lifetime
radiation dose of 10 mrem per year will result in a "hypothetical
increase of about 0.25% in an individual's lifetime risk of fatal
cancer." Related to this is the relatively high ambient level of
natural radiation, which most likely contributes significantly to
background cancer rates. (At the request of NSP, portions of a
report by the National Academy of Sciences committee on Biological
Effects of Ionizing Radiation, Health Effects of Exposure to Low
Levels of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR V, 1990) are contained in Appendix
~.
Included in Appendix S are BEIR V pages 17-20, detailing
population exposure to background and manmade ionizing radiation.)
Average naturally-occurring levels of radiation are about 300 mrem.
A large part of this (200 mrem, effective whole body dose equivalent)
is radon gas Which is inhaled and is toxic mostly to the lungs. The
background level of external penetrating gamma radiation from cosmic
rays, rocks and soil, which is more comparable to radiation
originating from the ISFSI, is about 50 to 100 mrem. The remainder of
natural ionizing radiation is from natural isotopes of elements
existing within our own bodies (40 mrem) •
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D.

Radiation-Induced carcinogenesis

Major sources for this section are BEIR V and EPA (1989). At the
request of NSP, a portion of the BEIR V discussion of carcinogenesis
is included in Appendix S (pp. 4-6).
Atomic radioactive emissions occur when unstable nuclei of atoms
decay to more stable forms. In the process of atomic decay, energy
is lost from atomic nuclei, and energetic particles and/or
electromagnetic radiation (photons) are emitted. A gamma ray is a
photon emitted by an atomic nucleus.
Ionizing radiation is radiation of nuclear or non-nuclear origin
which is capable of breaking molecules into electrically charged,
chemically reactive fragments called ions. Examples of ionizing
radiation of non-nuclear origin are cosmic rays and x-rays, both of
which are similar to gamma radiation. Biological effects of ionizing
radiation occur when body molecules are fragmented (ionized), causing
further chemical effects, resulting in damage to body cells.
Some forms of radioactivity, such as neutrons emitted from atomic
nuclei, induce very concentrated regions of ionized fragments, and
are called high linear energy transfer (high-LET) particles. Photons
(x-rays, gamma rays) are low-LET radiation. Biological effects of
high-LET radiation are more severe than effects of low-LET
radiation.. G~mma radiation can exert effects at a distance, and can
damage body cells even when the source of the radiation is external.
It is this type of radiation which is the major health hazard
associated with th~' ISFSI.
Ultimately, ionizing radiation causes genetic mutations in somatic
(body) cells and germ. (egg and sperm) cells, cancer and birth
defects. The lifetime risk of reproductive effects and birth defects
from a low dose of radiation continuing over many years is lower than
the risk of cancer. Thus, when cancer risk is negligible, these
risks will be, too. Hence, reproductive effects and birth defects
will not be considered. Nevertheless, these risks may be significant
at relatively high radiation doses.
Many environmental pollutants which are regulated as carcinogens have
demonstrated carcinogenic effects only in animals. Evidence for
carcinogenic effects in humans may be equivocal or even
non-existent. This is due to the difficulty in measuring low-level
cancer risks in human populations. In contrast; there is abundant
epidemiological evidence for radiation-induced cancer in humans.
One difficulty in estimating cancer risk to humans arises from the
necessity to extrapolate cancer risk from high doses given for
relatively short time periods, to low doses over extended time
periods. Another difficulty is that many carcinogens, inclUding
radiation, produce cancer only at long delays after termination of
exposure. Both of these problems are true for radiation-induced
carcinogenesis. The most important sources of human data are the
survivors of the atomic bomb blasts at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, which
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produced single large doses of ionizing radiation. Even now,
insufficient time has passed for all of the effects to be manifest.
Nevertheless, uncertainty about the radiation dose to cancer risk
•
conversion factor is small compared to almost all environmental
pollutants. liThe human epidemiological data regarding
radiation-induced cancer are extensive. As a result, the risk can be
estimated to within an order of magnitude with a high degree of
confidence. Perhaps for only one other carcinogen--tobacco smoke--is
it possible to estimate risk more reliably" (EPA, 1989). Furthermore,
while most carcinogens are organ- or tissuespecific, radiation-induced cancers can occur in any tissue •
. An important concept for cancer induction by radiation and by known
chemical carcinogens is the concept of a stochastic or probabilistic
effect: the risk or probability of an effect (cancer) increases with
increasing dose, but the severity of the effect is independent of the
dose. Further, cancer induction by radiation, or by known chemical
carcinogens, is generally assumed to be a non-threshold phenomenon:
there is no dose below which the risk is zero.
still, there is considerable uncertainty about whether or not the
necessary extrapolations to low dose effects are linear: i.e.,
whether risk at low doses is directly proportional to risk at high
doses. There is some evidence from animal experiments that low doses
of ionizing radiation may cause less cancer than would be expected
from a linear extrapolation from high doses.
It is known that cells
have some capacity to repair genetic damage. However, at high doses
repair mechanisms may become exhausted. Therefore, protective
•
mechanisms may be effective at low doses, but not at higher doses.
As the dose increases, the carcinogenic effect could be amplified.
Therefore, the carcinogenic effect of low doses of radiation would be
less than expected from downward extrapolations from high doses.
This has· led to the employment of dose rate effectiveness factors
(DREFs) to estimate effects of low levels of radiation. However,
these repair mechanisms most likely vary with animal species and
tissue type. Therefore, use of DREFs to estimate risks from low
doses of radiation may not always be prudent. The Fabrikant letter
Appendix R, point 8) further discusses the imprecision of the
extrapolation process.
E.

Exposure Assessment

Four hundred sixty-four residents live within two miles of the
Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant. NSP originally estimated
that the highest offsite dose to a permanent resident of Prairie
Island from the ISFSI as proposed would be 3.74 mrem per year (NSP,
1990). This was a dose rate to the nearest permanent resident living
1540 meters south southeast of the ISFSI, in a direction unshielded
by the berm which lies to the west and north. NSP (1991) also
calculated a maximum annual dose to the nearest resident of the
Mdewakanton Sioux Community, of 0.07 mrem per year, using the
original assumptions. The nearest permanent resident actually lives
388 meters to the north northwest. Because of the berming in that
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direction, the offsite dose to that resident was originally
calculated to be smaller than 3.74 mrem per year.
Several unrealistic assumptions were made by NSP which caused the
calculated dose to be too high, and MDH requested that NSP
re-calculate the dose based on expected conditions. When this was
done, it was determined that the highest average annual dose was to
the nearest resident to the north northwest. This dose was
calculated to be 0.34 mrem per year (and the highest annual dose was
calculated to be 0.42 mrem per year). However, this assumes that
100% of the time is spent indoors, within 4" of wood shielding.
Outdoors, without wood shielding, the dose is estimated to be ~9%
higher.
EPA (1988) has estimated that we spend, on average, 90% of
our time indoors. Thus, MDH has made a slight upward adjustment in
the calculated dose, to 0.35 mrem. The changes in assumptions which
were used for the new calculations are described below (NSP, 1991):
1. The annual dose was originally calculated based on the highest
annual dose. This will occur only in the year that all 48 casks were
first in place. In reality, the offsite dose will increase as casks
placement proceeds, until placement is completed. After placement of
all 48 casks the dose will decrease as radioactive decay proceeds.
without consideration of more accurate modelling assumptions
described below, the average annual dose was calculated to be 1.8
mrem per year, or less .than half of the maximum dose. The average
annual dose to the Mdewakanton sioux community would decrease by the
same factor, and fall to about 0.03 mrem/year. (Note: using the more
accurate dosimetry described below, the maximum annual dose to
average annual dose rat~o is changed.)2. NSP also recalculated to better reflect expected characteristics
of the spent fuel (decreased burn-up and increased cooling time)
which will be placed in the casks. A further downward adjustment was
made to reflect the actual shape of the cask, and the shielding .
effect of the steel weather cover which will be attached to the casks
at the ISFSI.
In the original analysis the casks were assumed, for
simplicity, to be spherical, and not cylinders, and the weather cover
was omitted from consideration.
3. Finally, recalculations were also done to incorporate shielding
effects of trees and housing materials.
At the request of MDH, NSP also calculated the effect of attenuating
the radiation further by increasing the height of the berm from 16 to
20 feet.
This was determined to have a small effect, attenuating the
radiation dose by 10%.
MDH also requested that NSP calculate the offsite dose at alternative
locations. This information is in Table 6-1 (page 6.18), taken from
NSP (1991).
It can be seen from the table that moving the ISFSI
about 200 meters further away from the nearest resident will reduce
the dose by a factor of 8.
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F.

Calculation of Cancer Risk to Offsite Residents

MDH has conservatively estimated cancer incidence risk for continuous.
lifetime exposure to gamma radiation for males and females. For ea
100 mrem per year, these estimated lifetime risks are 1840 per
100,000 exposed persons for females, and 1520 per 100,000 for males.
Using the higher value for females, and extrapolating downward to the
maximum dose to the pUblic from the ISFSI, MDH has determined that
the cancer incidence risk from the ISFSI is 6 per 100,000. The basis
for these calculations is explained below.
1.

Rationale

Cancer mortality risks are based on BEIR V. The main data set used
by BEIR V to calculate cancer risk at low doses of radiation is a
cohort of 75,991 survivors of the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki for whom their are radiation dose estimates. Recent
dosimetry for these survivors has determined that neutrons are an
insignificant component of the dose, and that significant radiation
consisted of gamma rays. Mortality data for this cohort is complete
for 1950 to 1985, and includes 5,936 cancer deaths.
As with the A-bomb blasts, the offsite radiation dose from the ISFSI
is almost all gamma radiation; the neutron component is less than 1%
and can be ignored.
Referring to Table 4-2 of the BEIR V report, excess cancer
mortalities can be obtained based on annual doses of 0.1 rem (100
mrem) over a lifetime. According to the table, the 90% confidence
interval is 410 to 980 excess cancer mortalities per 100,000 in
males and 500 to 930 per 100,000 in females.· The upper end of the
90% confidence interval corresponds to the upper 95% confidence
limit.

•

As explained above, MDH policy is that an acceptable cancer risk to
the general public from any single source of environmental pollution
is no more than one excess cancer per 100,00 popUlation. This means
that if the upper 95% confidence limit for the estimated incremental
incidence does not exceed one per 100,000 over a 70-year lifetime,
MDH policy is that the cancer risk is negligible. The acceptable
risk (one in 100,000 lifetime cancer risk) is based on cancer
occurrence (not mortality). BEIR V estimates are based on cancer
mortalities, so it is necessary to mUltiply these figures by an
incidence to mortality ratio.
MDH pas used incidence to mortality ratios calculated by the EPA
(1989, Tables 6-6 and 6-7). As with the BEIR V, the main data set
used by EPA is the cohort of survivors of the A-bomb blasts at
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The EPA then used a modified version of a
previous study done by the National Academy of Sciences (BEIR III,
1980) to estimate incidence to mortality risk ratios. EPA calculated
that the incidence for males is 1.35 times mortality, yielding 1320
per 100,000 at 100 mrem per year, and the female incidence is 1.78
times mortality, yielding 1660 per 100,000.
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Because the NSP proposed dose rate is lower than the pattern of
exposure used in Table 4-2 of BEIR V, a dose rate effectiveness
factor (DREF) was considered by MOH. A DREF might be indicated if
radiation is mostly low linear energy transfer (low-LET) gamma.
(Less than 1% is high LET neutron radiation, for which a DREF is not
justified.) Page 23 of BEIR V suggests a conservative DREF of 2 for
hard tumors, based on studies of laboratory animals. A DREF of 2.1,
based on examination of human leukemias from the A-bomb blasts is
already factored into Table 4-2 for leukemia.
However, human data can be used to argue against using a DREF for
hard tumors, and indeed, BEIR V does not use a DREF in Table 4-2.
The EPA (1989) notes that human data indicate a DREF is inappropriate
for breast cancer, since breast cancer is proportional to the dose,
regardless of fractionation (i.e., proportional to the dose, even if
it is accumulated over an extended period of time) (see pages 6-5 and
6-28). They further note that a DREF appears inappropriate for
radiation-induced thyroid cancer. There are no positive human data
indicating a DREF for radiation-induced cancers. Additionally, the
mechanism of radiation-induced carcinogenesis is fairly well
understood (see section D.), and there is no a priori mechanistic
reason to assume a DREF, or tissue repair mechanisms. That is to
say, it is theoretically possible for one ionizing event to initiate
carcinogenesis. Thus, MDH has determined that a DREF for hard tumors
is not indicated.
A recent study (Wing et aI, 1991) suggests that a DREF for leukemia
may also be contraindicated. This was an investigation of mortality
through 1984 of white male workers hired between 1943 and 1972, and
exposed to low level radiation at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
Out of 8,318 workers stUdied, there were 1,524 deaths from all
causes, inclUding 346 from cancer. The median cumulative dose of
radiation was 1.4 mSv (140 mrem, or about twice background levels of
penetrating gamma radiation). The most salient result of this stUdy
was a 63% elevation in leukemia mortality (28 deaths, or 11 more than
expected). Furthermore, the data indicate an increased cancer
mortality risk of 5% for each 10 mSv (1 rem) of accumulated radiation
dose. This figure is in substantial agreement with a previous stUdy
of occupational radiation exposure (Beral et al., 1988). While the
Wing et al. investigation is not adequate for quantitative risk
assessment (see also BEIR V, pp. 46-49 for a discussion of problems
with low dose stUdies), the data certainly argue against a DREF for
low radiation doses for cancer in general, and for leukemia in
particular. Additionally, the EPA (1989) points out that the
rationale for a DREF is not compelling, and that data from survivors
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki are not definitive with respect to use of a
DREF for either leukemia or hard cancers.
Thus, MDH has determined not to apply a DREF for leukemia. Therefor.e,
an upward adjustment in risk estimates is necessary. Table 4-4 in the
BIER V report estimates lifetime cancer risks for exposure to 100
mrem per year. For females every 600 cancer mortalities includes 60
leukemia mortalities. MUltiplying 60 by 2.1 (the leukemia DREF,
which is factored into the table) yields 126, or 66 more cancers than
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previously estimated. This results in an upward adjustment of the
risk by a factor of 666/600 or 1.11. MUltiplying the previously
calculated upper bound risk estimate of cancer incidence in females
for exposure to 100 mrem/year (1660 per 100,000) by 1.11, gives a
•
risk estimate of 1840 per 100,000. For males, every 520 cancer
mortalities includes 70 leukemia mortalities. Multiplying 70 by 2.1
yields 147, or 77 more cancers than previously estimated. This
results in an upward adjustment of the risk by a factor of 597/520 or
1.15. Multiplying the previously calculated upper bound risk
estimate of cancer incidence in males for exposure to 100 mrem per
year (1320 per 100,000) by 1.15, yields a risk estimate of 1520 per
100,000.
2.

Cancer Risk

The estimated risk to the most exposed individual from the ISFSI is
found by mUltiplying 1840 (using the higher female risk estimate) by
the ratio of NSP proposed dose to the 100 mrem yearly dose in Table
4-2 of BEIR V. This ratio is 0.35:100 (0.0035) and the resulting
risk is 6 per 100,000. The average annual dose to the Mdewakanton
sioux Community, even using simplified assumptions, is .below the MDH
criterion of 0.054 mrem/year (see Table 6-2).
The health risk to the most exposed individual is higher than the
Minnesota criterion for acceptable risk from involuntary exposure to
environmental pollutants of 1 per 100,000. Three alternative sites
for the ISFSI are discussed in Chapter 3, and mapped in Figure 3-4.
Two of these alternatives are due south of the proposed site. Use of
either of these sites would attenuate the maximum offsite dose. by
more than the amount necessary to achieve the Minnesota criterion.
•
If one of these sites were used, it might be necessary to add berming
to the south and east of the ISFSI to shield workers at the site and
residents to the south.
G.

Uncertainty in the Estimate of Offsite Cancer Incidence Risk

It is impossible to directly measure health risks on the order of one
in one hundred thousand. Such risks are undetectable, because any
adverse health effects caused by small exposures are a very small
proportion of the total incidence. Therefore, we cannot know the
true value of the health risk from most environmentally relevant
exposures to pollutants (BEIR V, pp. 46-50 and 161-163). In order to
ensure that the public is not exposed to larger than acceptable
risks, the policy is to be conservative: when the value of a
variable is uncertain, an upper bound estimate is used. Thus, the
true value of the risk is almost certainly not higher than the
criterion.
For example, there is no evidence that populations living in counties
containing nuclear power plants have higher cancer rates as a result
of increased radiation exposure (Jablon et al., 1991). Data for
Goodhue County (Prairie Island) (Jablon et al., 1990) are consistent
with national data. Among tens of comparisons, a significantly high
risk ratio was found for leukemia in the 40-59 age group, but
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digestive cancer was significantly lower than expected in the 60+
population, and in the total for all ages.
Because of the large
number of statistical tests, some will be significant by chance.
Thus, it is not surprising that some "significant" results were
obtained. Nor is it surprising that control and exposed populations
would sometimes differ from each other, in either direction (higher
or lower cancer rates). These results are altogether expected, since
cancer rates would have to be intolerably elevated to be
detectable.
Nevertheless, it is to be expected that the prec1s1on of risk
estimation will be enhanced with increasing scientific knowledge.
BEIR V (pp. 7-8, see Appendix s) points out that risk estimation will
be improved as the mechanisms of radiation-induced cancers become
better understood, as more studies are done on possible reduced
effectiveness of radiation-induced carcinogenesis when doses are
fractionated or when exposure is protracted, and as more
epidemiological data become available. For instance, even data for
the A-bomb survivors will not be complete for about 20 years.
BEIR V (pp. 176-181, Appendix S) discusses three sources of
uncertainty in the estimates of lifetime cancer risk:
1) random
error, which is expressed in terms of the confidence intervals
discussed above; 2) uncertainty about the correct form of the
exposure-time-response model (i.e., use of" a dose rate effectiveness
factor or DREF); 3) potential biases in the data themselves.
The first of these sources of error is the easiest to deal with. MDH
has used the upper 95% confidence limit for cancer mortality. For
females (the population at greater risk of cancer incidence), this is
930 deaths per 100,000. However, the best estimate of cancer
mortality rates (Table 4-2, BEIR V) is 600 deaths per 100,000, or
0.645 times the upper confidence limit.
The second of these sources of error is more difficult. MDH has
decided it would be imprudent to use a DREF. However, it is highly
unlikely that many human tissues lack the capacity for genetic
repair. The existence of these mechanisms has been too well
documented in numerous animal studies. Nevertheless, the evidence
suggests that some human tissues (thyroid, female breast, and blood)
may have limited capacity for genetic repair. Thus, the best
estimate, i.e., the one that would produce the smallest error in
either a positive or negative direction, is to assume that a DREF
should be applied to one half of the expected cancers. Table 1-4 of
BEIR V contains a summary of data related to DREFs. From this table
it appears that a DREF of 4 is the best estimate value. Thus,
overall, a DREF of 2 (0.5 x 4) appears at present to provide the best
estimate of cancer incidence for low dose, prolonged radiation
exposures. Thus, the best estimate of cancer incidence would be
obtained by dividing by 2 (or multiplying by 0.5).
The third source of error occurs when extrapolating from the Japanese
survivors of the A-bomb blasts to the present day U.S. population.
While organ-specific cancer incidence is very different in the
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Japanese population, overall cancer incidence appears to be very
similar and there does not appear to be any reason to adjust
predicted cancer rates because of the necessity to extrapolate
between populations (EPA, 1989; BEIR V). However, the uncertainty
inherent in this extrapolation remains.

•

MDH therefore estimates that cancer incidence due to low dose
prolonged radiation exposure is most likely about 1/3 of the
predicted incidence based on conservative assumptions. This is
obtained by multiplying the upper limit of cancer incidence by 0.645
x 0.5 or by 0.325. Additionally, the risk to anyone individual is
likely to be less than MDH estimates, because these are based on the
assumption that all of the maximally exposed person's life is spent
in the same location.
These estimates generally agree with those presented by EPA (1989).
EPA estimated the cancer incidence risk to females at 743 per
1,000,000 people exposed to 1 rad (equivalent to 1 rem of gamma
radiation). This translates to an incidence of 520 cancers per
100,000 people exposed to 100 mrem per year for 70 years. EPA then
estimated that the upper bound cancer incidence is about 3 times this
best estimate, or 1560 per 100,000. This is within 20% of the
estimate made by MOH.
H.

other carcinogenic Risks
1.

Occupational Risks

The NSP (1990.) Technical Specifications and Safety Analysis Report
for the ISFSI contains data on occupational radiation exposures.
•
These occupational risks are significant. They are nevertheless wel~
within NRC guidelines for occupational exposures. MDH believes that
the occupational risks which will be sustained, if the ISFSI is built
as proposed, are comparable to risks encountered in other hazardous
occupations. MDH also believes that a significant portion of the
onsite occupational radiation dose can be attenuated by additional
berming a~ong the east and south sides of the ISFSI.
The dose to risk conversion factor for lifetime occupational risks is
smaller than the dose to risk conversion factor for risks to the
general pUblic, because occupational risks are incurred for about
half of a 70 year lifetime, and because cancer risks from a given
radiation dose are relatively higher when radiation is experienced
early in life. Table 4-2 of BEIR V contains mortality estimates for
a yearly radiation dose of 1 rem (1000 mrem) from age 18 to age 65.
MDH made upward adjustments in these mortality risks to remove the
DREF from the leukemia mortality rate (see F. above), and mUltiplied
the reSUlting upper bound risks by 35/47 to obtain a 35 year
occupational risk. The reSUlting mortality risks were then
m~ltiplied by incidence to mortality ratios, as described in Section
F. The cancer incidence risk to dose conversion factor was
determined to be 6310 per 100,000 for males and 6740 per 100,000 for
females, for exposures of 1 rem per year. The higher risk rate for
females was used in the occupational risk estimates.
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Table 7.4-4 of NSP (1990) contains dose rates at onsite locations
due to cask storage. with one exception, these dose rates range
between 6 and 11.25 mrem per year for full time workers. The dose
rate for the substation is 33 mrem per year. Two of 631 full time
employees work at the substation (Table 7.4-3). Therefore, the
excess lifetime cancer risk for employees at all but one site is
between 4 and 8 per 10,000. The lifetime excess cancer risk for
workers at the substation is about 2 per 1,000. This assumes that
all workers spend all of their working lives at one site. The
calculation also makes no allowance for the shielding effect of
buildings. In reality, the occupational lifetime risk will be lower
than 2 per 1,000.
There are additional radiation doses that will be experienced by
workers for cask loading, transportation and emplacement. NSP used
conservative assumptions in calculating the radiation doses which
will be experienced in the performance of each operation performed in
proximity to the casks. Various operations associated with cask
loading, transport and emplacement will entail exposures of
individual workers to between 10 and 195 mrem per cask (NSP, 1990,
Table 7~4-1). These are described as one time exposures.
It is
unclear how many casks a given worker will actually load, transport
and emplace in an occupational lifetime. It is also unclear whether a
single worker will perform more than one task connected with cask
loading, transport and emplacement. MUltiplying the maximum dose per
single cask operation (195 mrem) by 48 casks yields a maximum
lifetime dose of 9.36 rem, or 267 mrem per year' for 35 years. This
would entail a cancer incidence risk of 18 per 1,000 if the same
person actually performed the task incurring the maximum radiation
dose for each of the 48 casks. This is a relatively high risk.
It
also does not take into account the possibility that this same person
might perform other operations associated with cask loading,
transport and emplacement.
NSP (1990) has stated (p. 7.3-1 of the
Technical Specifications and Safety Analysis Report) that the
anticipated annual whole body dose to any individual will be well
below 500 mrem in anyone year. This would preclude participation by
the same worker in some combinations of cask operations. MDH
believes that the actual upper bound for occupational lifetime risk
will be lower than 18 per 1,000.
Finally, the maximum annual radiation exposure for cask maintenance
operations is 118 mrem (Table 7.4-2). The time period over which
casks will need to be maintained is unclear, because it depends upon
future availability of a permanent waste storage site. The lifetime
cancer risk of an occupational dose of 118 mrem per year for 35 years
is about 8 in 1,000. This is a relatively high risk. Again,
however, it is unlikely that any single worker will encounter this
risk.
These risk calculations for occupational exposures are conservative
estimates, as they are for off-site exposures. The most likely
values for lifetime cancer risks are about 3 times smaller, based on
the uncertainty analysis (Section G). Actual radiation doses which
will be experienced by individual workers will depend upon where on
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the site they spend the bulk of their time, and how much time during
the course of their employment at Prairie Island they participate in
operations requiring close proximity to the casks.
2.

Accidents

The dose to an individual at the nearest site boundary in the event
of an accident entailing a loss of the cask confinement barrier is
0.07 rem (Chapter 1). Table 4-2 of BEIR V contains excess cancer
mortality estimates for a single exposure to 10 rem. Based on the
upper 95% confidence limit, and an incidence to mortality ratio of
1.78 for females (see above), the dose to risk conversion factor is
2060 per 100,000 for a 10 rem dose. Therefore, at 0.07 rem, the
cancer risk is 14 per 100,000.

•

However, the likelihood of an event in which cask integrity is
breached such that this dose is actually delivered is extremely small
(see Chapter 4). Therefore, MDH does not consider this to be a
significant risk.
I.

Conclusions

The ISFSI will deliver an annual average offsite radiation dose to
the most exposed residents of Prairie Island of 0.35 mrem. This level
of offsite radiation is well below the NRC limit of 25 mrem.
However, gamma radiation from the ISFSI will produce a lifetime risk
of cancer incidence to the most exposed res.idents of 6 per 100,000.
This risk is higher than the MDH criterion of
1 per 100,000 for carcinogenic risk from any single source of
'exposure to an environmental carcinogen. The radiation dose rate t •
members of the Mdewakanton Sioux community is below the Minnesota
criterion of 0.054 mrem .per year. Cancer risk below this dose is
less than 1 per 100,000.
Alternative sites for the ISFSI were presented in Chapter 3. The
most exposed residents live to the north northwest of the proposed
facility. If the site were moved to either of the two alternatives
to the south, it would be possible to build the ISFSI as proposed,
while reducing the radiation dose to the most exposed residents
sUfficiently to achieve the Minnesota criterion for acceptable risk
of 1 per 100,000. Use of an alternative site might require
additional berming to the south and east of the ISFSI, in addition to
the berming already contemplated to the north and west.
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'Table 6-1-

Distance
(meters)

PRAIRIE ISLAND ISFSI
BEST ESTIMATE DOSE RATES
MAXIKIDl ANNUAL DOSE VS. DISTANCE l
Annual Dose (millirem/yr)
without wood
with wood
attenuation
attenuation

30

77.5

99.7

50

48.5

62.4

75

29.6

38.1

100

19.1

24.6

•

11.3

150

8.79

180

5.81

7.48

250

2.27

2.92

300

1.21

1.55

350

0.657

0.845

400

0.364

0.468

500

0.128

0.165

600

0.0443

0.0570

800

0.00601

0.00774

•

Table is from a letter to Mary J. O'Brien, Acting
Commissioner, Minnesota Department of Health, from
Laura McCarten of NSP, April 1, 1991.
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Table 6-2.

•

MDH Proposed Dose to Risk cogversion Factors
per 100,000 People (x 10- )

1. Upper bound lifetime cancer incidence risk (exposure
for 70 years) to a yearly dose of 100 mrem:
1840
2.
Lifetime risk for exposure to a yearly dose of n
mrem:
1840(n)/100
3.

Annual risk for exposure to 100 mrem/year for 70 years:
1840/70

4.

=

26

Annual risk for exposure to n mrem/year for 70 years:
26(n)/100

5.
Upper limit for an an insignificant lifetime radiation
dose (d) in mrem/year:,

1840(d)/100

."

d

=

1

100/1840

d = 0.054

e)
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CHAPTER 6A
ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATE SITES
The following analysis of alternative ISFSI sites has been added to
address concerns raised in the Health Risk Assessment, Chapter 6. ~It
is all new material. Note that on page 6A.4, NSP has stated that it
will berm all sides of the proposed ISFSI location. This is a change
from the original proposed project, and is not reflected in earlier
sections of the EIS.
Page 3.3 of this document identifies four alternate sites for the
ISFSI on Prairie Island plant property. The four alternate sites are
shown on Figure 3-4, page 3.34. NSP has proposed site I for the
ISFSI.
In response to the statement of the Minnesota Department of
Health in Chapter 6 that relocating the ISFSI from the proposed site
approximately 250 yards to the south would reduce the radiological
dose to the nearest permanent resident below "acceptable risk"
levels. This section analyses the impacts from locating the ISFSI at
alternate sites II and IV.
(Alternative site III is not analyzed
because it is approximately the same distance from the nearest
permanent resident as the proposed site).

The locations of the alternate ISFSI sites are shown on the attached
'figures. Alternate site II- is located immediately adjacent to the
plant access road, about 200 yards from the proposed ISFSI location,
80 yards from the plant boundary and 200 yards from the
~)Administration building.
The meteorological. tower would have to be
~relocated because the heat given off by the casks could distort the
readings at the tower. NSP does not prefer Alternate Site II because
of. its close proximity to the normal plant access route and because
it offers less useful area for an ISFSI layout. Alternate site IV is
located near the cooling towers, about 560 yards from the proposed
ISFSI site, 130 yards from the plant boundary and 280 yards from the
Administration building. NSP does not prefer this area because it
offers less useful area for an ISFSI layout, entails greater
construction difficulties, and because it may have greater value for
some future activity due to its position relative to the plant and
cooling towers.
A.

Wastes and Emissions

The wastes and emissions from the ISFSI are identical whether the
proposed site or alternate site II or IV is used. As a result, the
analysis presented in Chapter 4 at page 4.1 applies to all three
sites.
B.

Construction Impacts

Land use and vegetation:

•

)construction of an ISFSI at any of the alternate sites, including
berms and access roads, will affect approximately 10 acres of the
6A.1

560 acre Prairie Island plant property. Use of alternate sites II or
IV, however, would likely result in a different configuration of the
concrete pads and casks. Figures 6A-l and 6A-2, page 6A.7, show
possible layouts of alternate sites II and IV.

•

Wildlife:
The habitat and wildlife at alternate sites II and IV are similar to
that of the proposed site. As a result, the analysis presented at
page 4.2 applies to the alternate sites.
Water Bodies and Aqualic Resources:
The water bodies and aquatic resources impacted at alternate Sites II
and IV are similar to those at that proposed site. As a result the
analysis presented at page 4.5 applies.
Runoff:
Only a small volume of runoff will occur during the construction
period. Due to the small volume of runoff and the sandy nature of
the soil, runoff is expected to dissipate into the soil prior to
reaching any river or wetland. Neither-drainage system will alter
natural drainage patterns. Excavated material and/or fill will not
be dumped into existing water bodies.
socioeconomics:
The socioeconomic impacts for alternate sites II and IV are also
similar to those for the proposed site. Any additional fill or
construction at sites II or IV will not be of a magnitUde to increase
worker requirements significantly. As a result the analysis
presented at page 4.5 applies.
Fugitive Dust:
Fugitive dust emissions associated with construction at alternate
sites II and IV are similar to those of the proposed site. Fugitive
dust control measures will be implemented at the site to keep
fugitive dust within acceptable levels. As a result the analysis
presented at page 4.6 applies.
Noise:
Noise resulting from construction at alternate sites II and IV is
similar to that of the proposed site. Noise will be kept within OSHA
levels at the site used. As a result the analysis presented at page
4.6 applies.
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Cultural Resources:

The analysis presented at page 4.6 applies to all sites on Prairie
Island plant property. As discussed on page 4.6, an archeological
survey of the entire Prairie Island plant site area conducted in 1967
found nothing significant in the immediate area of the power plant.
The vicinities of the proposed ISFSI site and alternate site IV have
been disturbed in the period since NSP began operating the plant, but
no evidence of archeological significance has been discovered.
Therefore, it is unlikely there are significant archeological sites
that would be disturbed by ISFSI construction at the proposed site or
either of the alternate sites. NSP states that it will cooperate
with the MN Historical Society if it decides additional surveys of .
the ISFSI site are required before construction begins.
Furthermore,
if such surveys uncover evidence of archeological significance, NSP
will work with the Historical Society to define and implement
appropriate mitigating actions.
C. Operation Impacts
Once the ISFSI is constructed the operational impacts (land use and
vegetation, wildlife, water bodies and aquatic resources,
socioeconomic, fugitive dust, noise, cultural resources and
climatological) at either alternate site II or IV will be identical
to those at the proposed site. As a result, the analysis at pages
4.7 through 4.13 applies.

D.'

Protection from Natural calamity

The ISFSI offers the same protection from natural calamities (tornado
and wind loading, loading missiles, flood impacts, seismic loading,
snow and ice loading,. lighting strike and thermal loading) at
alternate site II and IV as at the proposed site. with regard to
f~ooding, in particular, fill will be added at either site II and IV
to conform pad height to that for the proposed site. As a result,
the analysis at pages 4.13 through 4.16 applies.
E.

Radiological impacts during loading and storage

The radiological impacts during loading at alternate sites II and IV
are the same as for the proposed ISFSI location.

e

The radiological impacts during storage are of two types, dose to
offsite persons and dose to onsite persons. For purposes of
comparison, the onsite dose for the proposed and alternate ISFSI
sites is calculated assuming the ISFSI is bermed on all sides. This
would have to be done for alternate sites II and IV because they are
closer to site personnel than the proposed ISFSI site and so would
result in significant personnel dose if they weren't bermed on all
sides. NSP will berm all sides of the proposed ISFSI location, which
, will increase the proposed ISFSI construction cost by an estimated
J
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$300,000. Both the offsite and onsite dose provided here are for the
maximum year (i.e. when the 48th cask is installed) and are based on
best estimate does-versus-distance calculations.

Proposed ISFSI
location

Maximum Offsite
Dose

Maximum Onsite

0.42 mrem/yr

270 man-mrem/yr
2.5 mrem/yr to
maximum exposed

•

person
Alternate ISFSI
site II

< .054 mrem/yr

1100 man-mrem/yr
8.3 mrem/yr to
maximum exposed
person

Alternate ISFSI
site IV

< .054 mrem/yr

1110 man-mrem/yr
5.4 mrem/yr to
maximum exposed
person.

The attached figures show the proposed ISFSI location and alternate
sites II and IV. The figures also show a radius of 580 meters
(approx 1750 ft) from each ISFSI location, at which distance a person
present 100% of the time would receive less than .054 mrem/yr from
ISFSI operation. 0.054 mrem/year is the value calculated by MDH (see
page 6.19) for the upper limit for an insignificant lifetime
radiation dose.
..
For the following impacts, the analysis in pages 4.19 through 4.28
for the proposed site applies to the ISFSI at alternate sites II or
IV.
F.
G.
H.

I.
J.

•

Accident Impacts
Safeguards from theft, diversion, and sabotage
Decommissioning
Estimates of induced development
Feasibility Analysis
K.

Cost of Project

Alternate site II:
The major cost impact of locating the ISFSI at site II is the
cost to relocate the meteorological tower. Because the casks
are a heat source, their presence would distort the readings at
the current tower location. Not all, but some en~ineering
design would have to be redone. Construction at this alternate
site would present no difficulties beyond what are anticipated
for the proposed site. ISFSI construction costs would be less
because this site would require less effort to clear and a
shorter access road.
6A.4
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The net cost impact to locate the ISFSI at site II is expected
to be an increase on the order of $500,000 +/- 30%.

~

!Alternate Site IV:
The major cost impact of locating the ISFSI at Site IV is that
associated with raising the site to an elevation above the 500
year flood level. The grade would have to be brought up four
feet. The amount of fill required, including the berm, is about
95,000 yards; all this material would have to be brought to the
plant and would cost on the order of $1,000,000. other than the
cost for filling, no other significant differences in ISFSI
construction costs have been identified. A large portion of
engineering design would have to be redone. Also, a small
amount of nonradioactive resin was buried in that area and would
probably have to be removed.
No groundwater impact is qnticipated if the spent resins are
excavated and relocated into another qualified landfill. No
radioactive release is possible since a criteria for the
original disposal was nonradioactive. Prior to any excavation a
work plan outlining the excavation must be approved by the MPCA
Div. of Solid Waste. The PCA has confirmed the status of this
spent resin site. It must issue a letter of approval before it
can be excavated.
The net cost impact to locate the ISFSI at site IV is estimated
ot be an increase on the order of $1,500,000 +/- 30%.
L.

Mitigation of identified impacts

Most of the identified impacts relate to construction of the ISFSI.
Of these, only the following two would differ from the proposed
project (refer to pages 4.28 to 4.29):
site clearing - Alternative site II would not require as much
engineering work to develop as an ISFSI site, and so the
identified impacts here would require less mitigation.
Alternative site IV would require significant excavation and
filling, and would result in more disruption. The mitigative
measures described on page 4.28 would be followed for this
alternative site as well.
Excavation and soil deposition - Measures to mitigate the
identified impacts are described at page 4.29. These same
mitigation measures will apply if either site II or IV are
used. Due to the more intensive soils work needed for site IV,
the mitigation would need to be scaled to fit the increased
magnitude of the disruption.
Use of either of these alternative locations would mitigate the
off-site radiation impacts discussed earlier in Chapter 6.
Worker on-site exposure, however, would increase with either
alternative location.
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(1.00 MILE RADIUS)

Alternate ISFSI Site II
OFF-SITE RADIATION DOSE

Persons located outside of inner circle receive average
radiation dose < 0.054 mrem/yr from ISFSI operation
(assumes 100% occupancy: 24 hrs/day, 365 days/yr)
Note: Meteorological tower relocated, to as yet undetermined location.
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Alternate ISFSI Site IV
OFF-SITE RADIATION DOSE

J

Persons located outside of inner circle receive average
radiation dose < 0.054 mrem/yr from ISFSI operation
(assumes 100% occupancy: 24 hrs/day, 365 days/yr)
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Proposed ISFSI Site
OFF-SITE RADIATION DOSE

Persons located outside of inner circle receive average
radiation dose < 0.054 mrem/yr from ISFSI operation
(assumes 100% occupancy: 24 hrs/day, 365 days/yr)
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Mr. Bob Cupit
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"

Fern Kraushner
Vine Wells, Tribal Council Representative
prairie island tribal council
Prairie Island Spent Fuel Project
RE:
FROM:

lA

'.
IB

Ie

We feel that the Prairie Island Site will become a dumping ground
for spent nuclear fuel in years to come because the United State
government has not found a depository for nuclear waste. We
want asssurances that only Prairie Island nuclear waste will
be stored at the proposed site and no waste from other nuclear
energy plants or other nuclear waste materials will be
transported in. Therefore, because of the above concerns, we
believe that the proposed storage capacity should be limited
to the Prairie Island Nuclear Plant's needs which are contingent
upon the plants operating license.
Another concern is transportation. If, and when a depository
is found, the casks will have to be transported through the
reservation. If an accident occurrs in the transportation of
the spent fuel from the Prairie Island Nuclear Plant, the Indian
people on Prairie Island will have the most to loose. One of
the many losses would be our soul source of income, the Bingo
and Casino Hall. But, our major loss would be the loss of our
status as a soveriegn nation and our federally designated
reservation land. It would take a special act of congress to
establish new reservation land for our tribe. As it stands
now, we do not have a guarantee from the United States government
or Northern States Power to establish a new reservation in the
event of an accident.
A third concern is the health impact on the 160 people who live
within a quarter mile radius of the plant. We feel a health
study should be made by the Minnesota Health Department and
the Indian Health Service on Prairie Island. In recent years,
more and more individuals have died of cancer and more people
are being diagnosed with some form of cancer. A study needs
to be done to determine if there is indeed dangerous levels
of radiation contaminating the people of Prairie Island. Special
attention should be given to the residents who live within a
few feet of the Northern States Power plant lines.
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COM:MENT LETTER 3

•

Janulllf"y 3, 1991

Bob Cupit, Senior Environmental Analyst
Minnesota Environmental Qual ity Board
300 Centennial Bui Iding
658 Cedar Street
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155

,

... , : l

."

'-

Dear Mr. Cupit,

r wish to submit the fol lowing eomments in regard to the draft Environmental
Impaet Statement (EIS) prepared for the proposed on-site radioaetive waste
storage faei I ity, and assoeiated I ieense appl ieation to the Nuelear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) fi led by Northern States Power (NSP), for the Prairie Island
Nuclear Power Plant located in Red Wing, Minn~sota. I write as a concerned
citizen with personal ties and fami Iy the Red Wing area.
I.

•
3A

As stated in the EIS, despite signed contracts that several nuclear uti I ity
companies have with the Departm,nt of Energy (DOE) to receive civi liannuclear
waste, eurrently "there are no federal faci I ities for the storage of disposal
of (high-level radioactive] wasteR. In fact, the false hope of counting on a
federal facil ity to accept nuclear waste is exactly what has led to the present
waste storage problem at the Prairie Island Plant. Although a date of 2010 has
been envisioned by DOE for the possible Ivai lability of a permanent nuclear
waste repository, Rsignificant delays· in this antieipated schedule are
expected. A realistic look at the history of nuclear waste management in the
the nation strongly suggests that the availability of federal repository for
nuclear waste in the in the foreseeable future is sl im, at best. Prudence
dietates that on-site storage be conceptual ized on a de facto Rpermanent"
basis. Therefore, the design standards for the anticipated I ifetime of any
storage container It the Prairie Island Plant should be engineered and bui It for
long-term storage.
II.

3B

REQUIRE DESIGN STANDARDS THAT REFLECT THE LIKEIHOOD FOR LONG-TERM STORAGE.

PROVIDE AN UP-TO-DATE ANALYSIS OF THE RADIOLOGICAL QUALITY OF THE LOCAL
GROUND WATER RESOURCE.
.

One of the NRC lieensing requirements is to provide an estimate of the quantity
of the radionuclides and dose equivalents that May be rele.sed to the
environment in gaseous and liquid states. Foeusing on rad!onuclides in liquid
effluent and leakage, it would SeeM iMportant to aceess nambient B radioactivity
in ground water in the vicinity of the Prairie Island Plant, as wei I as the
potential impact from plant operations. If such a ground water monitoring
system currently exits, what are the present day findings as based on current
data? If there is no sueh monitoring systeM, how does NSP intend to adequately
fulfi I I this requirement of NRC licensing?
continued-

III.

3C

USE THE STATE ENERGY POLICY TO REQUIRE ADDITIONAL ENERGY CONSERVATION AS
A MEANS TO LOWER CONSUMER ELECTRICAL DEMAND AND THEREBY REDUCE THE VOLUME
OF HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE PRODUCED.

•

As stated in the EIS, the Minnesota Environmental Pol icy Act endorses energy
conservation as III means to "minimize the environmental impact from energy
production and use". Although the EIS acknowledges the State energy pol icy,
there does not appear to be any specific requirement for NSP to advance
consumer conservat·i on as part of the proposed act i vity. Perhaps the most
optimistic use of conservation would not al low closure of the Prairie Island
Plant. Nonetheless, any additional gains in consumer conservation can be
appl ied to decrease energy and waste production of the Prairie Island Plant (or
another power plant), and yield real environmental benefits. A specific
consumer energy conservation program should be recommended by the EIS for the
pr~Dosed project as a means to mitigate overal I environmental impacts.
IV.

VERIFY THE ACCURACY OF INFORMATION SUPPLIED DIRECTLY BY NSP.

There does not appear to be credibi lity assurance for much of the data and
information submitted by NSP, e·:g. the analysis of alternatives. Thus, the
3D draft EIS appears biased by the opinions and assumptions directly suppl ied by
source with obvious vested interests. This concern should be fully addressed
by the fiRal EIS.
Thank you for the opportunity to register these concerns on this proposal.

III

•

Sincerely,

s~r±~

2077 Selby Avenue
St. Paul, Minnesota

55104

•
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January 7, 1991
G~etchen

TO:
fROM:
R!:

Sable-MN. Environmental

Q~ality

Board

70dd & Jane Theissen-Red Wing
Comments on E!S for Prairie Island Spent ruel

S~or~ge Prc~e~t

Dear Gretchen:
:~e

following are a series of questions/comments we are conGerr.ed
about and think need further investigation in the EIS process.
I am cer:ain, given sufficient supporting documentation, these
could develop into stron~ contentions in the next stage of the
?rocess. Call with any questions. '
1)

Why have no other plants, currently uaing ISFSI's, or those
who plan on putting them to use in the near future, chosen
the ISFSI design, from Transnuc.lear, Inc., for the Prairie
Island project? '
a. Because there has not been enough testing on the Transnuclear cask?
b. Design flaws or inadequate specs to ~eet atrict US
guidelines?
c. Becsuse of the Transnuclear deSign's "reduced' emphasis
on transportability"?

2)

If the surface dose rate. of each cask, can be up to 125
mrem/hr, according to the EIS, how is that the use of the
casks, according to NSP, will only increase the net radiaticn
output from the plant to 4-6 mrem/yr?

4B

3) "Earthen Berm" questionsis tbe earthen berm, as stated in the EIS, only
being constructed around two side$ of the ISFSI fac.ility
and not all four?
My 1m~ression of the function of the earthen berm is to
ebeorb/deflect radiation/mrem output given off by the casks.
If this is true. does the soil in the berm actually absorb
the radiation and thus become contaminated? Further, if
that soil 1s contaminated, how will erosion of the
contaminated 8011 effect ground water, surrounding soi~,
run off into the river ..• ?
~hy

4D

•

4)

4E

An in depth, MN. State Health Deptartmant, survey should be
conducted on the Indian population at Prairie Island to
ascertain effects on the peoples overall health, to include
instance of cancer and cancer related deathS, frequency of
birth defects, average life expectancy and others. All of
these factors should be compared to a population group
that is not near a nuclear facility. It is deplorable to
think that NSP has not fo~nd it necessary to conduct such
a study.

4F

Gretchen, I ~ope thac these issues, if not ap?roached by u~her
concerned citiz~ns, can ~e addr~ssed d~rl~R this ~:a~e of the
approval proces9.
I don't know what it is goi~g to take to ge:
t~e ?eop~e of Red Wing to ~AK! UP, but, we are got~g to ~o our
best to ma~e sure everyone is aware of the in~erent ~nd poten:~al
da~gers cf this project.
How much can one small cow: take?
'
we h~ve two solid waste incinerators, a landfill that is now
going to be enlarged and ~ow a proposed ~ucle~r was:e si:e.
~e ~hank you for all of your organizatio~'$ hel? i:. rai~i~g
the public's awareness.

•

Sincerely,
Todd, Jane, Erik and
Red Wing, MN.

~egan

Theissen

(612) 388-1890

•
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M.r:. Bob CUplt

Senlor Technlcal Analyst
Mlnnesota Envlronmental Quallty Board
300 Centennlal Bulldlng
658 Cedar Street
St Paul, Minnesota 55155
RE.

OEIS.Pralrle Island ISFPI

Dear Mr
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January 7, 1991

CUplt,

This memo contains written comments on the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement (OEIS) for the Pralrie Island Independent Spent
Fuel Storage Installatlon (ISFSI) proposed by the Northern States
Power Company (NSP). The OEIS is well-written and generally
informative. I commend the Minnesota Environmental Quality Board
(MEQB) staff and others associated with the OEIS for maklng highly
technical material accessible to the public.. M others are likely
to comment on the discussion of alternatives, I restrict my comments
to the analysis of the proposed project. I urge the MIQB to correct
four omisslons that reduce the credibility of the proposed proJect.

•

1)

SA
2)

SB

)
e sc

3)

Why only 48 ca.t.? The OEIS needs to state the rationale
that led NSf to this number. Statements in the OElS suggest
that 96 might be a more realistic planning criterion.
The OEIS makes it appear that the proposed ISFSI is likely to t:.
~ 50 tiJH. JIOre oatpat to the environment than current
power generation operations at Prairie Island (3.74 VB 0.0768
mrem) . Is this true? When framed as a multiple of existing
hazards. the risks associated with the proposed project appear
substantial,
The OEIS proposes safeguards that lean heaVily on automated
JIIOllitoriDCj 8ylllltcnu. Why so fn provisions for mechanical
backup system8 and human observation? Has NSP oonsidered the
possibility that the ?Ower might go out?

.'

Mr

CUPlt

4)

S[)

Comments on DEIS for Pralrle Island ISFSI

The OEIS should document and present graphlcally the tlmedependent heat-generation and heat-flov oalaulations
that lead to three unsupported estimates. The most crit~cal
relates to the small margln of error assoclated Ylth 98% of
crltlcallty The second calculatlon should reveal the shortterm lncrease in temperature assoclated Ylth loading the
casks. The third should support the 240 • F estlmate for longterm equll1brium temperature

•

The four points are discussed in turn.
1)

Why !a casks?

Sect10n 3A, page 3.2, d1scusses the proposed number of casks
The
d1Scuss1on lS all too brief. It makes clear that the number lS
dependent on DOE progress. The inertia of the Federal system
coupled with the stridency of anti-nuclear activists make plann1ng
for max~ expected capacity the only appropriate action. Given
the lack of DOE progress to date, it Yould appear prudent for the
OEIS to reflect. planning that assumes no DOE progress prior to the
2014 shutdown date. If contlnuation of licensing to 2024 lS
expected, the OEIS should plan for no DOE progress prior to 2024.

•

The OEIS indicates that 75 casks Yould be required for storage of
all spent fuel yere the facility to shut down in 2014. If a licence
extenslon yere granted. 'more spent fuel storage Yould be neededHoy many more? Why not plan for 75 and more? Doubling the current
proposal to 96 casks strikes me as an appropriate and conservative
deslgn criterion.
The need for possible expansion of the proposed site is noted on
page 3.3. The acknovledqement of the potential need for land for
expansion undersoores my yorry that the design oriterion of 48 is ~
3top-gap measure. Were NSP to need 72 or 96 casks in the future,
would NSP have to go through this entire prooess again? A prudent
approach might be to plan for 96 casks noY and limit immediate pad
constructlon to accommodate 48.

•

·Mr.

Cupit

Comment. on DtIS for PrAir~. I.land Isrsr

The MEOB should lnslst that NSP deslgn the ISFSI to accommodate the
maxlmum number of casks that the Prairie Island plant will produce
The DEIS estimates of thermal and radioactlve outputs should,
accordingly, reflect both expected (48) and yorst-case (967)
scenarlOS. As It stands, the DEIS design crlterlon is based upon
unrealistic expectations of DOE action.

2)

•

Framing Effect in Presentation of Output

People often change their minds a~out a situation or an action when
lnformation is presented in different ways. Different frames of
reference produce a phenomenon is known as a 'framing effect', The
DEIS skillfully introduces such an effect on page 1.1 in the
introduction and in section 4E, page 4.9, in its discussion of the
radiological impacts during loading and storage:
The annual dose ... due to ISFSI operations has been
conservatlvely calculated to be 3.74 millirem (mrem)per
year. The maxi.mum annual dose ... from the Prairie Is land
plant has been calculated to be 0,0013 mrem ... and 0.075
mrem ... The maximum total annual dose ... therefore would be
less than 3.7S mrem. (page 4.9)
The dose ... will not exoeed the 25 mrem per year limit'
speaified by NRC' requatiotl8. (page 1.1)
When the fraBe of referenoe i8 the 25 mrem oriteria, the ISFSIU
appears 'sat.'. How.ver, the ISFSI dosage of 3.74 mrem appears to
be nearly 50 times that of the Prairie Island plant (0.0013 + 0.075
mrem). When the frame of referenoe i. the current output of the
power generatinq station, the ISFSI appears far from safe.

4IIW

This i8 a ola••io framing effeat. The OEIS ohoo.e. a frame of
reference advantageous to development. The alternative frame
prompts reconsideration of the project. Were yord to get out that

HI

Comments on DEIS for Prair10 Island ISFSI

Cup~t

NSP proposes to lncrease rad~oactlve output at Prairle Island by a
factor of 50. the publlC would llkely become alarmed. The DEIS
should address more thoroughly publ1C reactlon to the alternatlve
frame of reference

•

The same paragraph on page 4.9 makes alluslon to another document
that contalns the calculatlons supportlng these estimates. It
states that -Chapter 7 of the Safety Analysis Report which was
submitted to the NRC as part of the ISFSI license applicationcontalns these calculat10ns
Why not 1nclude that chapter as an
appendix to the DEIS?
Were the capaclty expanded from 48 to 96 casks. would the
calcrulatlons indicate a doubling of radioactive output? Are the
effects geometric rather than additive? What are the outputs that
would result from 96 casks?

3)

•

Monitorlng Systems

Page 3.12 contains two chilling statements:
Periodic testing is not required due to the reliabillty
of the redundant monitoring system.
Thermoluminescent dose monitors located on the ISFSI' site
fence shall be read quarterly.
It appears that NSP believes that the automatic monitoring system is
failsafe. So failsafe that human observers need check radioactive
output only four times a year. This position is incredibly na~ve.
It 1S not difficult to construct scenarios that would lead the
automatlc monitoring system to fail. For instance. while it may be
inconceivable to NSP, it is quite likely that the power might go
out. A combination of events make this situation plausible.
Prairie Island may have to shut down for retrofittlng.
It would
then produce no power to support the monitoring equipment. Add a

•

Comments on

D~IS

tor Prairio I.land ISrsI

tornado or flood that knocks out incoming power llnes
Monltorlng
durlng thlS crlS1S would stop. Mooitorlng may fail precisely when
lt is needed the most. Built-in mechanlcal backup systems and/or
dally human observations would go a long way to prevent overrellance 00 an automatic monitoring system
Why lS there no plan for routine human observation? Since 'the
ISrsI per~eter will be patrolled by plant personnel at least once
per shift- (page 3,17). daily observation should be easy to
lmplement. Surely security patrol could be taught how to read the
thermoluminesoent dose monitors looated on the ISFSI site fenoe,
Where lS the alarm panel? Page 3.17 vaguely places it somewhere
outside the ISFSI fenoe. Is there a baokup meohanioal system in
case the alarm panel fails?

•

The design of the monitoring system can easily be peroeived to be
inadequate,

4)

Heat Generation and Heat Flow Calculations

Table 3-4, page 3.8, indicates that OEIS proposes to allow the
stored fuel within a oask to reaoh 98% of oriticality, An atomio
•
explosion results at 100% oritioality (AppendiX B. page 2). This
strikes me as a rather fine margin for error.
Suoh a fine margin oan be Itatistically supported if the standard
error of the estimate were quite small. say 0.2%. Unfortunately,
the OEIS does not present formulae. calculatiOns. and graphical
displays that support suoh a s_11 margin for errOr. The MEOB must
insist that tbi. over.ig~t he addre••ed. The inolusion of beatgeneration and heat-floY formulae would allow reviewers to assess
sources of uncertainty in the estimates, Graphical displays that
include the estimated standard errOr might support the claim that
98% of eritioality is tolerable.

Mr

Cupit

I suspect that few c1t1zens of Red
that the threshold for error 1S so
an est1mate of the (extremely low)
explos1on What 1S the worst-case
~hat reaches crltlcallty?

Comments on DtIS for Prairie Island ISFSI

W1ng would be comfortable knowlng
small. The DEIS should 1nclude
probab1lity of an atomlC
scenar10 assoclated w1th a cask

Two related lssues beg for inclusion of heat-generatlon and heatflow formulae. calculations. and graphs. On page 3.11 the OEIS
states that surface-temperature measurements of a cask ~ght be made
only 24 hours after loading. The mean time-dependent thermal
effects of loading fuel rod assemblies 1nto a cask can be modeled as
a step functlon. The tlme lag before the new equllibrlum
temperature 18 reached is likely to be a complicated functlon of the
materials in the cask. Do calculatlons of heat-generation and heatflow lndicate that 24 hours is sufficient time for thermal
equlllbrium? It might be more prudent to walt a significantly
longer tlme to insure that a newly-loaded cask does not become too
hot. This need for prudence is exacerbated by the minimal margin
for catastrophlc error.

•

•

The OEIS often implies that the casks will be hot as they sit on the
pad. For instance. ~birds are not expected to roost directly on the
casks due to their high surface temperature.- (page 4.5) However •
the actual expected temperature (240 • F) is hidden deep in the OEIS
on page 4.6. Put this estimate up front. Include the calculations
that support this estimate. Show the time decay of temperature as
the heat-generation capability of the stored fuel decreases.
The MIOS should insist that the OEIS makes it clear that these casks
are going to be hot. very hot. So hot that show and rain will
vap=rlze. shrouding them in fog during a heavy storm.
The fog will
.
cl~arly hinder emerqency monitorinq activity durinq a crisis that
dlsables the automatic system.
The designers of the casks must have made each of these
calculations. They should all be included in the DEIS.

•

!llnor pOlnts
a)

5E

Data are plural

b)
Please lnclude a definition of 'crud- ln Appendix A. Not
knowing the technical meaning of this slang term, I laughed aloud at
the following line:
The sources of contamination on the interior of the cask
would be crud from the outside of the tuel rods and the
crud left by the spent fuel pool water. (page 4.13)

•

c)
Is the hickory tornado missile 6 teet long (page 4.7) or 12
feet long (Table 3-4, page 3.8)?

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the DEIS.

Sincerely,
~

/

/
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Kip Smith
548 Frontenao P1Aoe
St. Paul, MN 55104
(612) 644-8984
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ML'lNESOTANS FOR ~'l ENERGY EFFICIENT ECdNOt\fY

. ' PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE USE
OF NATURAL RESOURCES

NORTH. SUIT;:;
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 53403
PHO~E: 6l2/:3"S-6829

S 10 FtRST AYEl'tJE
January 7, 1991

FA.'<: 612/348-9335

Mr. Bob Cupit
Minnesota Environmental Quality Board
300 Centennial Building
658 Cedar Street
St. Paul, Minnesota
55155
RE:

Adequacy of the Environmental Impact Statement
Prairie Island Spent Fuel Storage Project

Dear Mr. cupit:
These comments on the adequacy of the Environmental Impact
statement (ElS) for the Prairie' Island spent Fuel Storage Project come
to the MEQB from Minnesotans For An Energy Efficient Economy (MEJ).
ME3 is a recently established coalition dedicate~ to promoting the
benefits of energy efficiency and renewable energy. Our focus this
year is on electric utilities and the essential role they can play ~n
energy efficiency, if their financial incentives can be restructured
so that utility interests are served when consumers use electricity
more efficiently. Enclosed is a MEJ Policy statement (Attachment 11),
and membership list (Attachment #2).
Extremely minute quantities of the materials to be contained in
the proposed spent fuel storage installation are capable of causing
major environmental damage for geological periods of time. Ye~, this
temporary spent fuel storage option must be considered because.
permanent storage technology does not exist. The idea thar. permanent
spent fuel storage technology vill exist in 20 years is s~culation.
With blind faith, the public BUSt accept that the proposed
temporary facility vill not be n.eded 20 years from nov, that
technology and perpetual aanaqe.ent vill effectively isolate the spent
fuel from the enviromMnt for the required eons, and that during all .
this time, unprecedented l.vels of ecolO9ical and political stability
will be maintained. Blind faith needs to be buttressed by 'IIlOre than
the deslgn features ~f TN-40 casks, the qood intentions of NSP and its
regulators, and the various possibilities consid.red by the EIS.
Even if the lIS answ.red ev.ry possible qu.stion perfectly,
increasinq volum.s of spent fu.l would still increase spent fuel
management probl.... Prud.nt spent fuel manag•••nt therefore must
seek to minimize the production of spent fuel, and a thorough
discussion of hov to do so should be included in every spent fuel ElS.
Th. lIS recognizes this need in theory, and as a matter of state
policy, by discussing the conservation alternative on p. 5.7,8. We
agree that continued Prairie Island operation is not under review, and
that this EIS should not attempt to present a comprehensive, technical
1

analy~is of, the cost-effective conservation alternative.
EI~ dlSCUSS10X: of th~ conservation alternative, and the

HoWever, the
ability> of
thlS alternatlve to lmpact NSP's spent fuel managemeftt program is
misleading and inadequate for several reasons.

••

parties·representing each of the ".. . . idely divergent opinions"
about "what level of conservation is attainable" agree that a massive
potential exists. NSP, Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), MN
Dept. of Public Service (MOPS), Rocky Mountain Institute (RMI), and
many others all agree that cost-effective commercially available enduse efficiency improvements could reduce electrical energy
.
requirements by 50%, or more. (See Attachments J-7A). There is also
agreement among knOWledgeable persons that the primary reason for such
a massive efficiency improvement potential is that when consumers use
electricity more efficiently, power company revenues go down.
Conversely, when consumers use more electricity, power company
revenues go up. (See Attachment 76).
Utility financial incentives reward electrical consumption and
punish end-use efficiency. In other words, the faster the power
company produces spent fuel while generating electricity to sell to
consumers, the more money the power company makes. This situation is
antithetical to rational spent fuel management, but unexamined by the
ElS.

6B

To be adequate, the EIS must recognize the need to change
electric utility financial incentive structures so that maximum
production of spent fuel is not financially rewarded. To be adequate,
the EIS must identify financial incentive structures capable of
rewarding the efficient use of electricity, such as the Energy
Intensity Model. (See Attachment 7A-H. Attachment 8A-E is included
to provide perspective on the Energy Intensity Model. Attachment 9 ,
lists five characteristics that every incentive structure must
contain, if it is to reward the efficient use of electricity.) To be
adequate, the EIS must then discuss how restructuring financial
incentives will impact spent fuel management.

•

Questions about the ability of existing or proposed NSP
conservation prograa. to offset Prairie Island capacity (p. 5.7) miss
the point. The EIS should instead exaaine hov energy savings produced
by financial incentive re.tructuring, combined with the other
components of the "reduced operation" alternative, would impact the
$168 to $324 8illion option pre.ented on p. 5.7 of the EIS.

6C

Comment. about perMit conditions when the Prairie Island capital
investment va. -sUnk" (p. 5.1) aay help to explain why electric
utilities are .uch aajor contributors to environmental degradation,
but they are .eaningle.s in teras of providing decision-Bakers with
information needed for rational spent fuel manage.ent.

The discussion of NSP's 1990 Advance Forecast (p. 5.7) clearly
illustrates the nature of the EIS's inadequacy regarding the
6D conservation alternative. NSP's demand-side prograa is almost
entirely capacity driven. There is no quantification in the EIS of
NSP's energy reductions because they are so insignificant, accounting
2

•

•

for about 50 gigawatthours per year out of total energy sales rising
Upward to 25,500 gigawatthours in 1994 (see Attachment 7E). Yet
energy generation, not capacity, produces spent fuel.
NSP's demand-side program is so dominated by programs that
control capacity because NSP's financial incentives already reward
well-run load management programs. On the other hand, NSP's
conservation programs capture such small amounts of energy because
reduced energy sales reduces NSP earnings. Considering this misdirected incentive structure, and the direct relationship between
electrical generation (as opposed to megawatts of capacity) and spent
fuel production, it is not surprising that NSP's projected demand-side
programs are incapable of having a significant impact on spent fuel
management.

Restructured financial incentives, however, would produce
legitimate conservation programs and significant energy savings.
These savings, coupled with the other elements of the reduced
6E operation alternative, could significantly alter the cost/benefit
analysis used to justify the proposed TN-40 cask alternative. This
analysis must be conducted in order for the EIS to be adequate.
Finally, the EIS discussion on where to apply the benefits of
conservation (p. 5.8) puts the cart before the horse. Conservation
programs must produce significant energy savings in order to create
significant environmental benefits, but NSP's conservation programs
are not capable of producing significant energy savings •. Regardless
of where environmental benefits should be applied, financial
incentiyes must reward end-use efficiency improvements. otherwise,
there simply are no benefits to apply anywhere. Before substance can
be injected into this discussion, NSP must be financially motivated to
capture conservation potential whenever doing so is cheaper than
providing energy from the supply-side.
To be adequate, the EIS must first come to a conclusion about the
need for restructuring financial incentives. It will then be possible
evaluate how much energy could be saved if financial incentive
60 to
s~ructures such as the Enerqy Intens i ty Model were implemented.
Then,
and only then, will it be possible to rationally evaluate how to most
appropriately apply actual benefits of conservation.
It is pos.ible to correct the inadequacy in the EIS regarding the
conservation/reduced operation alternative without placing continUed
operation of Prairie Island under review, and without attempting to
present a coaprehensive, technical analysis of the cost-effective
efficiency ixprovement potential. To do so, the EIS must:
1. acknowledge the thoroughly documented and overvhelnng fact
that inefficient end-use teehnoloqies waste 50', or acre, of
6H
all the electricity CONlUJIed;
2. recognize that electric utility financial incentives Bust be
restructured before the inefficiencies can be siqnificantly
reduced, .aDd that such reductions can be accomplished by
incentive structures such as the Energy Intensity Model;
3. assume a cost range for purchasing and installing more
efficient end-use technologies, say $20 to $80 per KWh:
3

assume that NSP's annual conservation investment under
restructured financial incentives will be within a certain
range, say 5% to 25% of total NSP revenues: and finally,
5. present decision-makers with a cost/benefit analysis comparing
the TN-40 cask option with the conservation/reduced
operation alternatives resulting from the above assumptions,
recognitions, and acknowledgments. This analysis must
identify the level of conservation expenditure, at given
ranges of cost-effectiveness, that will enable
conservation/reduced operations alternatives to displace the
TN-40 cask option, considering the need to appropriately
apply conservation benefits.
4.

•

Sincerely,
,/

_,'

............... """-,~

(--: .:./,::/C~

George Crocker
Administrative Procedures Coordinator
Minnesotans For An Energy Efficient Economy

Executive Director
North American Water
Office
P.O. Box 174
Lake Elmo, MN 55042
(612) 770-3861

SEE APPENDIX M FOR ATTACHMENTS
List of Attachments
For MEJ Comments Regarding Adequacy of EIS:
Prairie. Island Spent Fuel Storage project.
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2.
3•

4.
5.
6.
71..

B.
C.

D.
E.
F.
G.

H.

81..

B.

c.
D.

E.
9.

ME3 policy Statement.
MEJ Membership List.
Cost-Effective End-Use Efficiency Improvement Potential--RKI
..
Ie
"
..
"
--MDPS
..
Ie
..
--NSP
. " "
." .
II
"
"
--EPRI
Draft Presentation, Energy Intensity Model.
Utility Rates , Earnings.
Energy Intensity Index.
Impacts of Conservation.
Electric Sales Scenarios (with spread sheets).
Earnings' Bills, MSP SCenario (with spread sheets).
Earnings' Bills, MANa scenario (with spread sheets).
Energy Intenaity Model Equation••
Description of Alternative Rate-Making Options.
Making Conservation Profitable: An Assessment of Alternative
Demand Side Management Incentives.
Financial Incentives For DSM Programs: A Review and Analysis of
Three Mechani....
Effect Of The !RAM Mechani.. on utility Incentives.
Balancing Shareholder and Consumer Interests in Incentive
Ratemaking.
Characteristics of Appropriate Financial Incentive Structuress.
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Minnesota Pollution Control Agency

,\

---

520 Lafayette Road. Saint Paul. Minnesota 55155-3898
Telephone (612) 296·6300

January 7, 1991

Mr. Bob Cupit
Minnesota Environmental Quality Board
300 Centennial Building
658 Cedar Street
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155
Dear Mr. Cupi t:
RE:

Prairie Island Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage Project Draft Environmental
Impact Statement

The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) staff has completed a review of
the above referenced document. Relative to those areas for which the MPCA has
jurisdiction, the staff believes that the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) has adequately identified and mitigated potential environmental impacts
that the project may generate. However, we have the following minor comments:

. 1 7A

11.

A discussion of the radiation exposure to workers on-site should be
included in the document.

2.

7B

Chapter 3, Section E. 2., Security and Monitoring of the ISFSI and Casks,
should include a description of the existing radiological monitoring
systems.

7C \3.

A list of references was omitted from chapter 4.

Thank you for the opportunity to review this document. If you have any
questions or concerns please contact Meri K. Nielsen of my staff at
6121297-1766.
Sincerely,

Barbara Lindsey Sims
Acting Commissioner
\

BLS:pnk

Regional Offices: Duluth' Brainerd • Detroit Lakes • Marshall • Rochester
Equal Opportunity Employer • Printed on Recycled Paper
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8A

8B

~v~n :hough the EQB may feel tha: no ~xcessive ~e~l~~ :~~~~:
fe: the residents of the Prairie Island ?dservati~~ i3 crea:~~ ~~
the pr~posed pro~ectJ t~e mere presen;e J: zu~~ a stcrage Z/~:~~
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anct~er insult to these people.
Again even if no can~er ~ea:~z
result from this project.
there will te ~arm done to t~e :~jia~'
ccmmunity of Prairie Island.

The EIS assumes replaoement for lost generating capacity
must oome from ooal fired plants. This assumption follows from
the standard or~ani%ation of the electric generation industry,
where base load oapaoity is hydro. coal or nuclear. This does
not mean that base load capaoity must come from one of t~~se
sources.
One
of
the
most
promising
fossil-fuel
generating
technologies comin~ on line is the aero-derivative gas turbine.
Robert William and Erio Larson state.

•

)

In a wide range of circumstances. new, highly efficient. gas
turbine based power plants
will be
able to ~rovide
eleotricity at lower cost with less adverse environmental
impaots or safety problems than coal or nuclear steam
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Th':'s EIS unfourtunatly does not ~Jncern itDe~~ ~i~~ ~~~
general apprJpriateness of nuclear power ~= eve~ th~ ?:3iri:
Island power plant, and thus the EIS does not ade~uate~y ::~~~:
the "do nothing" option. The scope of the EIS ltiJS: be e-r.:::trge:
to inc ludee- cu 1tural impacts on the ne ighbor ing reserv:3. ~ i'J:: .
alternative power generation, and conservation.
The pcssib:~
events of the federal government failing to accept ~u~h ~:3.st= ir.
a timely fashion and the event of an aircraft ~ra$h en t~e 3it~
are merely negligence of the the EQB. and must be rect::i~d,
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Robert Williams and Eric Larson. "Expanding Rol~s f:.>r
Gas Turbines in Power Generation" in Electricity: E~ficieD~ ;n;
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RE~'

~

\;:;, ENVIRONMENTAL'
Bo b Cupit
~ ~ ,~UAlJTY BOARD ~
Minnesota Envirowaental Quali t'Y:.Boud
".'<S
".
~').
JOO :entennial Building
..',:' ..~ L. ~ .. <":,\.
6)8 Cedar Street
... - ~.St. Paul, MN 55155
Dear Mr. Cupit;

Donald C. Kosloff

930 Burtom Street

5.5066-)829
5, 1991

Red Will€, MN

January

....

9A

9B

9C

.'
9D

9E

9F

Listed below are my coaments on the Draft EIS for the Prairie Island I5F81,
Page 4.1: Operation of ISFI will generate no radioactive waste. The waste
discussed on this page are merely a diluted form of radioactive material that
already exists. As the ISFSI operates the amount of radioactive material
'dll decrease as shown on Table J-J.
P~e ,.J:
Public Citizen's biased political conclusion on continued operation
of cOBAercial nuclear generators saould be replaced with an objective
scientific conclusion. If Public Citizea material 111 iacluded an objective
evaluation of a few of its docWllents llhould be included. S"ch an evalua.tion
was done by an independent citizens pa.nal appointed to review tbe restart of
the Sacramento (CA) Municipal Utility District nuclear plaat (1986-1988).
Public Citizen should al80 be idemtif1ed as an anti-nuclear organization
~hich derives sign1figant income from its anti-nuclear activities.
Page ,.8: Replacin~ Frairie Island should. includ.e an a.n.a.lysls of the
socioecenome iapact oa Bed Wing. Pollutants eRitted &nd isolated as a
resul t of operation of a 1000 Mil coal power plant shdDuld be a.n&l1zed..
Pollutants a.na.lyzed should include lead (12 tons/yr)' arsenic (24 tons/:rr) ,
u.:ra.n.1Wll (4 tons/yr), mercury, a.M nd.1ua. The aaount of tue these
pollutan'ts remain lethal should 'be disclosed us well as the aethods used
to insure that U~1 re:u.in cen!i.ed. whUe they reaain lethal. If it is
conSidered acceptable:allow such pollutants to be rele&&ed or isolated
without pe!I".IiW1ent .emtorlnc the rationale for this _thad should. be
sta.ted including the nobel' ot deaths conSidered a.cceptable. Since large
a.IIlounts of coal would be tJ:'aJ1Sported. for this option, estimate. ot the nWllber
of people to be killed by coal trains shoud be includ.ed us well as tile
amount of procious oil that the trains would consuae. In 1984 the World
Health ~mzation published. .. study that showed that the disposal of
coal wute is 10,000 tins mon hua.:rdous to buu.n he&lth than the
disposal of nuclear wash. This study should be sWl.llLllriM4. The
coal Rinen expected to die u a. nsult of the coal RiDing should be
stated. The 18-watt tlllOreseelilt 'bW.d &lid. adpater that delivers as lIuch
light u a. ?5-Watt incaa1e8cent bulb 8hould be evaluated. If it is so
good why d1d. I haYe to look fOr it in ihrM states for" yea:r before I found
one. Why did OM ot the throe I bought 'burnout a resistor and fail a.fter one
year of u.w1 Could such a failun "us. a £1re? What do 11'u u.w to replace
250-nti bulbs? 'hat do JIOu 111M ill enclosed f1xtuns. I have 40 l1~ht fixturelll
in ay hoUM, the. . bulbs an only uaable in 5 ef thea. Is this t;rpica.l?
:Do the l:,qJ. 'b8 contain M%"C1lI'1 and it so, what i8 its iapact Oil thllt environHnt?
Pa.s;e 13 of Appendix Gs Whore did. 5 rea (line 2) cOIle froa? The EIS should
state that BEIR : states (Page 181) that NAt such low doses and dose rates, 1t
Bust be aclmowledssed that .the lower URit of the ra.nge of uncertainty 1n the
risk esUate. exteDds to zero". Therefon the ns should state that WR '{

I

bz

90
9H

concluded tha.t the risk. froll doses to the public &Saoc1at.c. nth norMl operation
of plants like Prairie Isla.nd By beZ8.ro.. Also the exposure to low level
radiation which leads to incnaaed risk. eat1u.tes should be quantified to show
where the risk is ape culati ve (less thana 10 rell acute dose) and were it has
'oeen demonstrated with some certainty (10 rell and above acute dose). The concept
of radiation homesis should also be discussed. This is particularly illlportant
in view of the emerging controversy concerning the effects of low levels of
ca.rcino~en1c substances.
Please see the a.tta.ched a.rticles.

•

l

Sincerely;

SEE APPENDIX M FOR ATTACHMENTS

C-~~ifI-

Donald

c.

Kosloff

•
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414 Nicollet Mall
MinneaPOlis. Minnesota 55401.' 927
Telepnone (612) 330·5500

January 9, 1991

Mr. Bob Cupit
Minnesota Environmental Quality Board
300 Centennial Building
658 Cedar Street
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155

< "

Prairie Island Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation
Comments relating to Draft EnvironmentaJ Impact Statement

Attached are written COII1.IIlents relating to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement.
Specifically, there are two general sections. The fl1'St, Section A, a.dd.resses the comments
received at the two Public Meetings held in St. Paul and Red Wing, Minnesota on December
17 and 18, 1990; the second., Section B, is a page by page compilation of comments relating
directly to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement document.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at 33Q..6391.

~G~~~~:'---Manager, Regulatory Services

sw

Draft Environmental Impact Statament
Prairie Island Spent Fuel Storage Expansion
Comments of Northern States Power

A.

•

Preliminary response to comments received at Public Meetings

1. Site geologic Characteristics.
The soil in the area where the ISFSI will be located was tested and
analyzed to determine its properties, and how it would respond in
the event of a flood or earthquake.
This data, along with the
weight and dimensions of the casks sitting on the pad, was then
used to generate a concrete pad design that would not be damaged in
such events. The soil boring data and a discussion of the design
and analysis of the pads are in the Safety Analysis Repor~
submitted to the NRC.
2. Increased pressure for cask testing.
In actual use, the internal pressure will be about 30 psig. There
is no mechanism that can cause a significant increase in internal
pressure once the cask is placed at the storage facility.
The
casks are, nonetheless, conservatively designed for an internal
pressure of 100 psig.
ASME standards require the cask be
hydrostatically tested at 125 % of design pressure, or 125 psig.
This test pressure is 4 times greater than the cask internal
pressure when it is loaded with spent fuel, and so is an adequately
severe standard.
3. Impacts on adjacent Indian community.
Radiation Dose : The Prairie Island Indian Reservation is located
east of the plant site. NSP Company property extends about 2000
feet east from the position of the storage casks.
At this
distance, a resident would receive less than 1 millirem per year
from the casks. A person located at the plant site boundary (about
1000 feet from the casks) for 24 hours a day, 365 days a year,
would receive a maximum of 4 millirem a year from the casks. To put
this in perspective, the average dose received by people from
background radiation, including radon gas, is about 360 millirem
each year.

1
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3. Impacts on adjacent Indian community.

(Continued)

Earthen Berm : The earthen berm which will extend along the wes:
and north sides of the ISFSI will be landscaped.
Trees will be
l:cated between the berm and the west and north plant si:e
boundaries, so the berm will scarcely be visible to persons 0::site.
Grasses growing on the surface of the berm will resist
er~sion. If any significant erosion does oc=ur, the berm will be
restored by plant staff. Even if a large section, or all, of t~e
berm is washed away from heavy rains or flooding, it could be
restored in a matter of days. During that time, there would be a
small increase in off-site radiation doses. In this scenario, the
maximum annual radiation dose received by a person located at the
plant site boundary would increase from 4 millirem to S millirem,
still well below the NRC limit of 2S millirem.

'.

Transportation: The dry cask storage facility will not result in
an increase in the amount of spent fuel generated at the plant over
that anticipated when the plant originally received its 40 year
operating license. Thus, there will be no increase in the amount
of spent fuel removed from the site and transported through the
adjacent community .. The environmental impacts and risks of spent
fuel transportation have received a great deal of analysis.
A
comprehensive regulatory framework exists which governs all aspects
of spent fuel transportation, from design of the casks to the
safeguard procedures employed. The transportation safety record
for spent fuel and other radioactive material is far superior to
that of any other hazardous material. Eventual removal of spent
fuel from Prairie Island will be performed by the DOE, in
accordance with the appropriate regulations. Before any shipments
are made, NSP and the DOE will work closely with all plant
neighbors, as well as other affected communities and agencies, to
involve them in the planning and preparations.
4.

Conservation Instead of Continued Plant Operation.

Underlying the conservation commentary of some individuals seems to
be the assumption that the dry spent fuel storage proposal is so
dangerous that any sacrifices should be made to avoid its
operation. That is not the case. The nuclear power industry has
for years routinely handled, stored and shipped spent reactor fuel.
Examining the environmental and safety records of these activities
shows they represent virtually no risk when compared to many everyday industrial activities.
There has never been a death or
radiation related injury to a member of the pUblic as a result of
handling, storage or shipment of spent nuclear fuel.
In
particular, Prairie Island is recognized by the NRC, the Institute
for Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) and the nuclear industry as one
of the best operated, cleanest nuclear plants in the world. The
NRC has performed detailed review of dry storage of spent fuel, and
has concluded that it does not present a threat to the health and
safety of the public or environment. While the, cask storage
facility will have virtually no environmental impact on the
surrounding area and its people, closing the plant would have
severe financial and social impacts.
2

Socioeconomic Consequences of Plant Shutdown:
In addition to the added costs of replacing Prairie Island and
pur::hasing or generating replacement power until a new facili:y
could be built, a plant shutdown would have o:her impacts. NS?
currently pays about S17 million annually in property taxes for the
Prairie Island facility. These funds are used to provide various
public services by the city, county and local school district. ::
the plant were shut down, its assessed value and tax obligation
would essentially disappear. Without these funds from the Prair~e
Island plant, funds would either have to be raised from other
sources, or services would have to be curtailed. For example, 65%
of the local school budget is provided from Prairie Island tax
revenue.

•

Plant shutdown would also have an immediate impact on :he
approximately 390 people who are employed at the plant, at a loaded
labor race of upwards of $26 million a year.
Many of these
employees reside in the Red W~ng area and support local businesses
and services. The loss of 390 jobs at Prairie Island would have an
impact on the overall economy of the community.
Conservation to Reduce Waste Generation
NSP believes that future growth in electric demand can be
significantly reduced through conservation. However, the existing
core of base load requirements will still need to be met with
generating plants.
NSP's Demand Side Management (DSM) goal is 1,000 mw of impact
system-wide by 1995. through 1990, NSP achieved approximately 500
mw of impact on system peak using the complementary strategies of
Conservation and Load Management.
The Minnesota state portion
comprises approximately 75% of the total.
NSP projects an
additional 400 mw of energy efficiency between 1995 and the end of
the decade. The company is continually refining this figure and it
may change as we approach 1995. The company regards this goal as
extremely aggressive.
Given the relative magnitude of achievable energy efficiency to
base load needs, conservation is not expected to be a practical
solution to waste minimization at Prairie Island. The figure at
th.e end of this section shows NSP's obligations and resour::es.
Prairie Island is NSP's lowest cost base load unit. NSP's existing
base
load generation theoretically <":ould be affected by
conservation, but conservation's full technical potential (as
opposed to realistically achievable cons'ervation levels) would have
to be realized and then some before affecting Prairie Island
operations. Most coal-fired base load supplies would be removed
before Prairie Island due to their higher incremental operating
costs. Hence the potential of conservation to reduce waste from
Prairie Island is virtually non-existent.

3
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More Sophisticated Approaches to Energy Ef:iciency :
NSl? is a leader in ener~y efficiency improvements.
A ::ecer.t.
survey, conducted by Ontar~o Hydro, placed NSP thi::d in the nat.ion
in t~e percentage of system demand reduction due to Demand Side
Manage~ent (DSM) efforts.
Currently NSP has nine DSM Research &
Development projects under way with a budget. of over Sl millio~
do1.lars.
:n addition, NSl? is a member of t~e Electric ?o·.4e::
Research Insticuce (EPR!) and so has access co and l;ses on a
regular basis chis basic research into sophisticated approaches :0
energy efficiency improvements. As noted above, however, NSl? does
not agree that sufficient conservacion could be achieved, even with
more sophisticated approaches, to reduce waste at Prairie Island.
Rate-Based Financial
Utilities :

Incentives

to

Encourage

Conservation

by

NSP has recently filed a plan that would increase its financial
incentive for conservation with the Public Utilities COl'nmission
(PUC) .
Information on

•

Specif~c

Energy-Efficient Technologies :

There is an enormous amount of information along these lines and
NSP endeavors to keep abreast of it (note comments on EPR! and in
house research above).
Unfortunately much of the published
information in unreliable, not applicable or redundant. However,
making credible information available is only a small, first seep
in understanding the achievable impacts possible in actual market.
applications.
Cost Effectiveness of Conservation :
There is continuing debate in Minnesota over how to properly
determine cost-effectiveness of conservation. NSP has analyzed the
cost effectiveness of a wide variety of conservation measures using
state-of-the-art benefit-cost modeling techniques and has found
that substantial amounts of conservation are not cost effective
when compared to generation alternatives such as Prairie Island.
NSP is actively marketing the· types of conservation which are
relatively cost effective.
Renewable Resources as an Alternative to Prairie Island :
Renewable energy resources, such as wind and biomass, are not a
practical alternative to operation of the Prairie Island plant.
Biomass resources are available on a dispersed basis which does not
lend itself to development of large central electric generating
facilities. Development of such resources in smaller increments by
non-utility generators in NSP's service territory has not been
found to be economical, although a few projects have been proposed
and studied by others.
4

NSP has recently completed a research project studyi~g wi~d
generation in Minnesota, and plans to conduc~ a thorough assessme~~
of wind energy potential during 1991. Although wind generators are
commercially available, past studies have found wind generation is
not
economically
competitive
with
conventional
generati~g
technologies.
NS? believes the potential for future development of t::'ese ar.d
other renewable resources in its service territory is much less
than its future need for additional generating resources.
If
development of renewable energy technologies is found to be
economical, it will defer or replace fossil fuel-fired generating
additions needed because of load growth of NSP's system. Adding
renewable energy resources will not affect the continued need :~
maintain NSP's existing generating resources.
5. Cask Design.
Operating Lifetime : The quoted cask lifetime of 25 years does not
refer to the length of time the cask is expected to be capable of
safely performing its functions of shielding, cooling and
containment. Rather, the pressure monitoring system was designed
to function for 25 years, based on conservative assumptions on the
rate of helium loss and air temperature fluctuations in our region.
The NRC. will only license casks for a 20 year period of use. To
use the casks for more than 20 years, NSP would have to reapply to
the NRC for a new license. The cask manufacturer expects the casks
will remain useful for 40 or more years, because of their passive
design and because the ongoing radioactive decay of the spen~ fuel
means that internal heat and radiation levels will only decrease
over time.
Protection of Pressure Monitoring System: If necessary, recharging
or replacing the pressure monitoring system of a cask would be a
fairly simple and quick task, and would not require opening the
cask itself.
Because the cask's integrity and performance
capability functions do not require the pressure monitoring system,
it is not necessary to protect the pressure monltoring equipment
from damage from infrequent events, such as lightning or tornados.
The monitoring equipment is covered by a cover which will protect
it from common things, like rain, snow or hail.
6. Potential To Store Fuel From Other Reactors.
NSP currently has no plans to store fuel from other sites at the
Prairie Island ISFSI, and the NRC license application explicitly
covers only Prairie Island fuel. To ~tore fuel from other sites at
the PI ISFSI would require State and NRC review and approval.

5
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7. Why NSP Chose Large Capacity Metal Cask Design.
NS? chose large capacity metal casks for dry storage of spent f~el
because they are safe and cost effective, and allow us to instal:
addit:onal storage capacity incrementally, cn an as-needed basis.
Also, a larger capacity cask results in ~ore efficient operations
because fewer casks need be loaded for a given amount of f~el.
One of the major requirements of al: dry storage designs is t~
remove the heat generated by spent fuel at a rate suff:cient :~
keep the fuel rod cladding at or below a specific temperat~::e
limit.
The limit is set well below the temperatures at which
degradation of the cladding metal over a long period of storage is
of concern. The TN-40 cask design meets this requirement with 40
spent assemblies, generating a total maximum heat load of 27
kilowatts. The design basis spent fuel assemblies must cool for :0
years before their heat generation rates are low enough to total
less than 27 kilowatts. Other metal cask designs are designed fo::
fuel that has cooled only 5 years, which reduces the number of
assemblies that can be store.d in a cask without exceeding clad
temperature limits.
8. Experience Base For Cask Use and

•

Envir~nmental

Effects.

Dry storage of spent fuel in metal casks has an operating history
in the U.S. of about 5 years. Other dry storage technologies have
been used in Great Britain and Canada for 10 to 15 years, and the
U.S. government has conducted research on dry spent fuel storage
for almost 20 years. Additionally, spent f~el has been transported
in dry metal casks for almost 25 years. The spent fuel management
plans of countries such as France and Germany include the use of
dry metal casks for storage in the future, as well as reprocessing.
The only emissions from a dry spent fuel storage facility are
radiation and heat. Radiation levels and temperatures on the cask
exterior surface are measured and verified to be within the license
limits before the cask is moved to the storage facility. While in
storage, spent fuel continues to undergo radioactive decay,
reSUlting in ever decreasing levels of radioactivity.
The heat
generated by spent fuel is proportional to the level of
radioactivity, so heat generation, and hence cask surface
temperature, also decreases over the storage period.
Thus, the
only emissions from a dry metal storage cask are at their greatest
when the cask is first put into service. Experience with longer
operating periods would not yield any new information on the
environmental effects of dry cask storage.

6

9. Cask Design and Teseing.
The NRC has established specific design requirements for storage
casks. The TN-40 cask is designed co withseand a seraighe drop 0:
18 inche~ withoue suffering significant damage to the fuel, basket
struct~re or cask seal.
When the cask is in the plant, it will be
handled using a single failure proof crane, so it is very unlikely
any cask drop would occur in the plant. Cask handling procedures
and the design of the cask transporter will ensure that when ehe
caskiabeing moved from the plane to the storage facility, it will
noe be raised more than 18 inches above the ground. The dimensions
and weight of the cask are such that floods, tornados or
earthquakes would not cause it to tip over. Even so, a cask tipover outside the plant was analyzed and the results show there
would not be significant damage to the cask or fuel, and cask seal
would not be lost.
The analytical methods used in cask design have been verified and
benchmarked against test data. A variety of small scale (1/4 to
1/10 of full size) and full scale drop tests have been performed on
transportation and storage casks over the last 30 years, and the
results have been used to validate structural analysis methods.
Other test data has been gathered and used to validate the analysis
of heat transfer, radiation shielding, and fuel criticality~ The
NRC reviews the analytical methods, assumptions and calculational
methods used to design the cask in order to ensure they are
appropriate and conservative.
10. Loss of Cask Seal and Cask Handling Procedures.
The cask will be sealed using two metallic gaskets seals, only one
of which is necessary to prevent air in-leakage to the cask. Loss
of seal does not result in the release of any radioactive material
to the environment - the spent fuel itself is solid, and there is
no liquid in the cask.
Metallic gaskets are a very reliable
sealing method, and are expected to last the lifetime of the cask.
The space between the two seals is pressurized with helium and
monitored by equipment installed on top of the cask.
The cask
interior is also pressurized with helium.
A weather cover is
installed on top of the cask to protect the pressure monitoring
equipment from the elements and to keep the top surface of the cask
clean. A rubber-type gasket seals the interface between the cask
body and the weather cover.
Failure of either of the redundant
cask seals would be detected by the pressure monitoring equipment
anc would register on the indicator panel located outside the ISFSI
fence.
The helium in the cask is nontoxic, nonradioactive and
chemically inert, Le. it doesn't react chemically with other
elements. I~ addition to being inert, helium aids in transferring
heat from the spent fuel to the cask walls.
If both gaskets were to fail at the same time, the higher pressure
helium in the cask and in the overpressure tank on the cask lid
would fill the space under the weather cover.
If the sealing
gasket of the weather cover also fails, helium would escape until
the cask interior, overpressure tank and area under the weather
7
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cover all equalized to atmospheric pressure.
Once there is no
pressure difference between the cask i~terior and the atmosphere,
the only mechanism to displace the helium inside the cask is
gaseous diffusion.
Due to the extremely small size of any
diffusion pathway created by a loss of either the weather cover
seal or the cask lid seals, the diffusion process would be very
slow. It would require a period of several months after seal loss
before there would be any noticeable in-leakage of air to the cask
interior. Surveillance proced.ures for the storage facility will
ensure that the loss of a cask seal will be detected wi thin 8'
hours, and the proper cask storage conditions can be restored
within several days. In this time period, changes, if any, in the
storage conditions (internal pressure, heat transfer rate, cask
internal atmosphere) would be minute and would not present any
safety concerns.
If an indication is noted on the pressure monitoring panel, the
most likely cause is a malfunction of a pressure monitoring system
component.
In most cases, the component could be repaired or
replaced in the field and so it wouldn't be necessary to move the
cask. If the pressure monitoring system is not malfunctioning, the
indication means there is a failure of one or both of the lid
seals.
If a seal has failed, the cask would be taken into the
plant within 24 hours.
The same equipment and procedures for
placing the cask into storage would be used to remove the cask from
the storage facility and return it to the plant. The cask would be
placed into the spent fuel storag'e pool to remove the lid and
replace the seals; this would happen within 2 to 4 days, depending
on what other plant operation activities or pool use is taking
place at the time. Prairie Island will maintain spare cask lid
seals on hand at the plant site. From that point on, preparation
of the cask for storage woula proceed just as when the cask was
initially loaded. Thus, it will take 7 to 10 days before the cask
is ready to be returned to the dry storage facility.
It is
conceivable that other circumstances might prevent immediate return
to the plant of a cask whose seal has failed. It 'is important to
emphasize that even though repairs can be made within several days
under normal circumstances, there is no safety threat to the public
or damage to the fuel even if the cask was not resealed for many
months.

8
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B.

NSP's Comments on the Prairie Island Dry Cask Storage racility
Draft mnvironmental Impact Statement (EIS) Document

1.

page 1.1 first paragraph: the DOE may begin accepting spent
fuel from utilities at either an MRS or a repository.

2.

page 1.1 first paragraph : the spent fuel storage pool is
located in the plant auxiliary building.

3.

page 1.1 last paragraph: the postulated accident is loss of
cask confinement barrier AND breach of the cladding of all fuel
rods within the cask.

4.

page 1.2 first subparagraph: the pool will be full after the
outage scheduled to begin April, 1994.

5.

page 3.2 first paragraph: the company name is Transnuclear,
Inc. , not Transnuclear Corporation.

6.

page 3.2 first paragraph: when fully loaded, the TN-40 cask
will weigh about 122 tons.

7.

page 3.2 second paragraph
48 casks would provide adequate
storage capacity for about 6 years beyond the current license
expiration dates of 2013 and 2014.

8.

page 3.4 second paragraph : 3.85 % is the MAXIMUM allowed
initial enrichment, and damaged assemblies which are canned may
be stored in the cask. These qualifiers are stated on pages
3.9 and 3.10.

9.

page 3.4 third paragraph: the term orA is used before it is
defined.

lOA

•

:~

lOB 110 • page 3.6 Table 3-3

: does the data in the
correspond to 20 or 30 years after discharge ?

last

column

11. page 3.1t Casks, "Basis" : "sue" should be "size".

lOA

12. page 3.12 Cask Leakage, Specification: units of leakage rate
should be "per cubic centimeter per second" ..
13. page 3.13 fourth paragraph: replace the word "concretes" with
"metals".
14. page 3.17 third paragraph,
second subparagraph
overpressure tank is installed OM. top of the cask lid.

the

15. page 3.22 section H : both future and present tense are used in
discussing NSP's license application to the NRC, so it is not
clear that the application has been submitted.
16. page 4.7 paragraph on Tornado Missiles: the plank missile is
assumed to be 12 feet long.
9

page 4.9 section E : the doses from ISFSI and plant operation
add up to 3.82, not 3.75.
18. page 4.10 second paragraph: NRC regulat:ons require NSP t:
report. the dose received by the maximum exposed off-site
10C
person, due to gaseous and liquid effluents.
There are no
requirements to report any off-site dose due to direct gamma
radiation unless the effluent dose exceeds a particular limit.
Because Prairie Island has always had very low effluent doses.,
off-site gamma dose have never been report.ed.
We do not
anticipate or plan any change in reporting when the ISFSI
begins operating.

lOA

19. page 4.13 section H. 2 : the casks may be shipped to an
instead of the repository.

•

~s

20. page 4.14 section L, second paragraph
replace the word
"total: with "maximum".
Also, this maximum dose is for a
(hypothetical) person who is at the site boundary 24 hours a
day and 365 days of the year.
21. page 5.4 section J : use of the term "high-level waste" rather
than "spent fuel" may be confusing.
22. page 5.5 section L: replace "including" with "includes the" .
23. page 5.17 first paragraph: exposure limits are set by 10 CFR
Parts 20 and 72.
24. pages 5.17 and 5.22 : this is~ue was covered in depth in t.he
CON hearings for the last pool rerack. The health and safety
issue
of the increased severity of a loss-of-pool-water
100
accident, if such an accident occurred with increased amounts
of spent fuel stored in the pool, was discussed by experts of
NSP, the intervenor group Prairie Island Project, Inc. (PIP)
and MEA staff. The Findings of Fact, Conclusions and Decision
issued by the Director of the MEA states, in item t 96, "NSP
presented substantial and uncontroverted evidence by two panels
of witnesses that the types of events postulated by the PIP
wi tnesses are so improbable and remote that they pose a
miniscule risk." For further details, please see pages 35 to
42 of the MEA director's decision. S~~ Ap~d;~ M

•

5.22 section 9, Decommissioning: all options which allow
lOA 25. page
continued, full capacity operation of the plant result in more
fuel on site. Any additional decommissioning considerations
due to more fuel on site would be very minor.
page 5.2- third paragraph: PI fuel is smaller than that used
at moat ot.her plants.

10
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27. page 5.28 section A, third paragraph : suggest a di fferent
wording for the second sentence "The contracts state that t.he
DOE will begin to take title, arrange transportation for, and
dispose of the spent fuel starting in 1998.
The annual
acceptance ranking for each utility is set forth in the DOE's
Annual Capacity Report (ACR) , most recently issued in 1988."
28. page 5.29 first two sentences : suggest these sentences be
replaced with the sentence " The Annual Capacity Report
provides a rolling 10 year schedule, based on the Oldest Fuel
First criteria".
29. page 5.29 section 2 : suggest changing first paragraph to read
" The Nuclear Waste Policy Act Amendments of 1987 define
certain conditions under which the DOE may be authorized to
build and operate an interim away-from-reactor storage facility
(known as a Monitored Retrievable Storage facility, or MRS) in
addition to a repository.
These conditions place strict
linkages
between the
MRS
and
repository development,
prohibiting start of construction of an MRS until the NRC has
issued a construction license for the repository .
Given
current DOE schedules, this means that the earliest an MRS
could be operational is 2007."
30. page 5.31 last sentence

•

change "April" to "July".

31. page 5.34 first paragraph: utilities may have to take back the
glass logs before the DOE has an MRS or repository operating.
32. page 5.34 : 10 CFR Part 110 governs the export and import of
nuclear equipment and materials.
33. page 5.35 first paragraph: One of the Super-Phoenix reactors
is now on line.
34. page 5.36 section L : costs to store the solidified waste at
the reprocessors facility and return transportat~on costs are
not included in the costs identified in this section. Thus,
the total of all Costs associated with reprocessing would be
greater than that given in this section.
35. page 5.36 section G
changed.

references

to

pages

xxx should be

36. page 5.37 first paragraph: although payment for reprocessing
services may not occur until 10 or 15 years from now, the cost
would be escalated in order to equal the 1990 cost figures.
37. page 5.37 second paragraph: although the volume of reprocessed
waste is much less than spent fuel, the heat content is not
significantly less.
Because heat concentration is a more
important restriction on the repository design, there would not
likely be a refund from the DOE.
38. Appendix page 2, second paragraph, last sentence : suggest
change to ending " .•• so that a nuclear explosion is physically
impossible."
11

Appendix page 3, first paragraph,
"turbine" to "generator".

last

sentence

change

•

•
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(e12) 296·6157

January 8, 1991

Mr. Bob Cupit
Minnesota Environmental Quality Board
300 Centennial Building
6S 8 Cedar Screet
St Paul, MN 55 ISS
RE:

Prairie Island Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation
Draft Environmentlll Impa.ct Statement (DEIS)

Dear Mr. Cupit:
The Department of NaturlU Resources has reviewed tbe above-referenced document; we offer the
following comments for your consideration.

Speclnc Comments
Page 3.6 Storage Cask Description: The weight of a fully londed cask is c:ltima.ted to be 120 tons. Table
3·4 puts the maximum iTOSS weight on the aultiliary building crane (with lift beams) to be 125 tons. It is
our understanding the crane to be used to lower the loaded casks from the poob down 60 feet to the
ground elevation ill rated at 125 tons and that NSP is developing a sinile failure proof crane design. The
SAR (page 2.2 of intTO) states that if the casks are lifted greater than the design height of 18 inches then
a redundant lifting device should be used. Is a sinstle failure proof crane design the same as a redundant
device? The possibilirr of dropping I cask from 60 feet above the ground is probably the most
llA lifting
serious accident possible dunng the handling of the loaded casks and every effort should be made to
prevent this from occurring.

11

Page 3.9. paragraph 1. Would pressurlzina the cask with helium instead of water be a better test of the
B intepity of the cask? HeUum is the gu that will be used in the cask. Since helium is lias it may be able
to permeate the cask welch more easily than liquid water and it may be a. more accurate reflection of

whether the cask wDl perform u planned.

11 C IPage 3.10, fourth bullet down. It is unclear what "unless canned" means.

I

Page 3.10.4. Action: It may be prudent not to allow nonconforming fuel rods to be placed in the casks
11 D rather than allowing NSP and Trnnsnuclear an opportunity to chanie specifications as they go along.
Page 3.16. last sentence. "...along with fUlir slightly conta.min3ted intact spent fuel storage racb from
the spent fuel pool.lI This is the first we h.lve heard that· anything besides spent fuel in dty casks were to
lIE be stored at the ISFSI. EQB shoUld provi~le rpore infonnation on these contaminated spent fuel storage
racks. The facility is designed for spent fllel storage in casks and we do not believe that contaminated
materials should be stored in any thin I bill caW.
•
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Page 2

11F t Page 3.18. FJ. What is th~ purpose of the neutron shield vent hole?

I

11G Page 4,2 Wildlife: Contrary to the statement in r.he document, it likely that
primarily songbirds, do utilize the ifUsland a.nd wooded areas.

SOme

migratory birds
I

Inot up to date. The Safety Analysis Report (SAR) includes much more detail but may not be

11H Page 4.5 second paragraph. The discussion of the heron rookery and other natural n:sources is scant and
C~nL

111

IPaie 4.7, Tornado missiles: What is the sii~cance of "...some local damage to the neutron shield..... ?

llJ

Page 4.9, Lightning strike: The discussion in the draft EIS and SAR dismlsses the possibili~ that
lightning could cause seal failure without providing any scientific Justification. If the metallk a-ring
seals can only withstand conditions below 600 degrees, then addinonal calculations and discussion
should be provided that show why the seals would not be impacted by a lightning strike.
Page 4.14. ]. Feasibility lUlalysis: "If that body (NRC) fails

to

approve the cask. the proj~t could still

11K proceed by switching to another cask or dry storage technology which is already approved." 'N'hat are
the state and federal administrative Steps necessary to switch from one storage deSlgn

to

another?

Page 4.13, H. Decommissioning, paragraph S. The casks were evaluated for possible ilCtivation activity,
due to low level neutron flux but the concrete, fence and auxilIary buildings were not evaluated. The
IlL decommissioning plans call for disposal of these materials at a regular everyday solid waste facility. Do
these materials need to ~ evaluated for activation due to the low le vel neutron flux. associated with the
spent fuel in the casks in order to determine where they should be properly disposed?
General Comments

'.

The DElS relies rather heavily on the SAR and Environmental Report (ER) for teChnical
information and environmental impact analysis. Neither report has been formally reviewed by
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). Review of th~se documents by the NRC could
11M result in some substantial chanies in the information presented in the DEIS. We request that the
EQB follow the federallicensina procedure, and i..oform the DNR of any significant
developments. We would be available to participate in the preparation of a. supplemental IDS if
necessary.

We question the wisdom of contin~ to issue new permits and extensiolU to existing permits
for nuclear power planu when the federalgovemment cannot predict with any certai.nty when
lIN ~ will be able to accept spent nuclear waste in a permanent repository. The generation of
tional wute only compounds the unresolved problems the nation i~ faced with.
You are undoubtedly aware of the November 27, 1990 memo that our MusissiPPl River Team
sent
Sabel. In the future, the Department would appreciate the EQB not try1.ni to
110 hurrytoaGretchen
document through the 'process at the expense of the public review ti.me. We also
acknowledie that the review t1l1:U: was extended one week. which wa;, helpful in our timing
process.
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Mr. Bob Cupit

January 8, 1991
Paso 3

Thank you for the opportunity to review this draft. If you have My questions, please Cuntact
Molly Shodeen of my staff al (612)297-3355.

Sincerely,

..-:::7.:Z--..-v Y

e~7

Thomas W. Balcom., Supervisor
Natural Resources Planning & Review Services
Office of Planning
·t
c:
Bill Johnson
Steve Colvin
Tom Lutgen
Gregg Downing, EQB
Robert Welford, USF\VS
Steve Johnson
Gary Anderson, NSP
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Mar 11 yn StrClsst!'r
'204 Dolph ROcl\d
M~n~CltOt MN
56001

Minnesotcl\ Environmental Quality Bo~rd
Attn: Bob Cupid
300 Centennial Bld9.
658 Cedcl\r Stret!'t
St. Pcl\ul, MN 55155
Dear 5i# r:

As ~ resident of the st,",te I w~uld llke to comment on
the appllcatic~ (rom NOrthern States Power Company for a
perml t to cc:mstf"l.lc.t eo dry casl' radioC'.cti ve we5te sto:"'eoge
f~cility on t~e Prairie Isl~nd power pl~nt slte. Of the f~w
options avail~ble for storlng spent fuel rods, I do believe
12A the most respon~ible one at thiS time is on-slte, cl\bove
grol.lnd stc-rage, provided every ;:Jossible step is t,",I.e-n to
ensure th.t it hcl\~ caus~s no further degredation of the
enVI ronment.
In the impeo·::t 5teterlient section er,tltled, "Culh(ral
Fesol.wces", nc·tes that there 15 C\ heror, roolery w1thin thr~e
mlle~ of the proposed s1te, and a150tha~ e- ... ales etnd oth~r
(I',igrCltory
birdS .:.re pr':5e:rlt 1n tt-IE'- area at differe-nt ~s,
12B
for e:'~:C\mple-~erl tto::- ~leCll 0'; t!"H:' ;:lclnt I e€:ps wate-,· ope!"1 In
cold mc,nths.
'~hel-' 100l,1ng ... t tl'''Il5 f",~tt"l1:lg l"!: S":1C:! Co", to
vlh.a,. w:;~: co::·r'Slc=,..~,j-· t'ld t",t:· r'::po.-t'c,:e'_, "11th tl,e
~~sccr51n t~~t. e' Natural R~:ovrce~ ~~OU~ e-.gle nests en
tn ... t Sl'.Je ot n"'e r\v~"":" ~]s:" ~,I".':-":. :C',_II·C;~=: I.le"-:- ,:or:,.'l'.F-J
a::'c'h.t. I.. he SI')f'":.TI':Clroc:c of tl"'-:- 9-=:-,erC'I I:-.:,"ea::- c:.f th~ ::',el
Ot r,;ld.c,act1v:~~ 1n ttle are-", c·n tt-,e tE-~t111ty e.f the herC:"Is
~nd the survlval rate of intan~ blrdsDaVid DeSant~
12C observed at POlnte R~yes, CA, ~ s1gn1flcant dec11ne 1n the
reprc·ljl.lctlon of certaln bird specie'S t;',e Sl.lr.'l/ll'iH" of 1986. He
i\ tr i bl.lt e-s tr,;:. dec 1 i f",e to ar, e I e'~~ted e;; pOSI.\r? to
rCldioClct:vity d~e to the- fa:lout from th~ Chernob.l
aCCldent. H1S re~earcl"i If''ld.':iote~ trl .. t £oven,," slT•.;.ll 1r,:t.~='~f
has a negatlve impact on the environment, espec~illy ~erta1r
spec1es of birds.
Enclosed is a copy of ~ summary of DeSante's testimony

regardin~ the Nuclear Regulartory Commission's plan to

deregulate low-level radioative waste. The increase of
fro~ that plan is comparable, I believe, to
the increase ( from one millirem to four millirem) that is
predicted by the dry c~sk environmental impact statement, 50
DeSante's research and comments should be relevant to the
dry cask proposal.

12D exposure levels

1.

12E

The best solution to the radio~ctive w~ste man~gement
'problem is to stop producing it; therefore, as ~ concerned
cltl:en I object to the construction of any facl1ity that
will lncrease w~ste storage capacity beyond the minimum
needed for that one plant's current operating license. Any
request which anticipates an extension of the operaling
license, or a shi~ting of waste from pools to dry casks that
allows the holder of the license to bring waste from another
reactor to the Prairie Island site should be denied.

•

Slncerely,

1lf~~
Marilyn

Stras~er

s.,.

F',
~'l ~C\se add ff"~ nalll\? to YOI.\f" fTI-all ing 1 i :~:. Co.: 1 t"':'ve eo.
lon'~-=tar,dlng lr.terest in e.i'oi1rC'~'.t\ent.;.l '=l\.lalit,. ~SSI.I~S.
~~pec,~ll~ lhc~e regc?~dlng

.xposur& to ioni:lng radlatjon.
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THE INSTITUTE FOR BIRD POPULATIONS
P.O. Bol SS4
Inverness, CA 94931
(415) 669"1663

Statement. of
David F. LJeSante, Ph.U.
Executive Director and Chief Scientist
prE'sented to the
Nuclear Pegulatory Commission
at the scheduled public hearing on
"Selow P.egulatory Concern"
September 27, 1990

•

Il'anl. yOLI for this opportunity to speak to the "Selow Regulatory
Concern" policy proposed by t.he Nuclear Regulatory Commission to
deregulate low-level nuclear waste and other radioactive materials.
lhi~ nroposal repr"esents an lJnprp.cedented rp.versal of cUr"r"ent policy
that IJllll inevitably r"p.sLllt i.n increased e:-:nosur"e to lOl'J-level
radiation, and that has tre Dotential to endanger both the public
h~alt.1l and thp. t,ealth of natur"al oopulations of animals, including
pooulations of soncbirds.
I base this statement upon the results of
over four years of" r",,",search t:hrlt 1 havp. completed on the effects of
low-level radiation released from the Apt"il 26, 1986, Ci,ernoby1
I1UClp.ar pOl1ler plant accident 011 North American bird oaoulations.
1 ore~/iously documented n drastic, unprecedented and highly
significant 62.3\ decrease ~11 the number of young birds fledged for
most. soecies of .small landbit'ds in northern and cent.ral California
dUl'lny the s'.Jmmer of 1986 I.O~SC1nte, 0, F. anu G. R. Geuoe!. 198i,
Landbir"d productivity in cen:ral coastal California: the
reiatiollsl,io t.o annual rainf!ll and 8 reprodLlctive failLIr"e in 1986,
Co~d~ 89:636-653).
Several char"acteristics of this 1986
t'"~l'Jf"IJductive fai lure strong 1'.:1 suggested that it may have been caused
by ['ac.iioactive fallout, particularly of lodine-l31, fr"om Chernobyl.
ltte!';p, c:118r"ac.:ter"istics includgd its timing I,the t"ept"oductive fallut"e
diu \lot accur throughout. the entire 1986 breec1ing season, but only
aftee the passage of the Chernobyl cloud in early to mid-flay), its
geo~raphical extent in Callf':Jrnia (incidences of significantly
reduced reoroductilJe success l1lere recorded only in areas luhere
rAinfall 'llA5 coincident 1111<;11 the oas58ge of tile Chernob':J1 clOUd.',
811n tt,P. r:omocsltion of the soecies most affected (they were small
arbo~eal insectivores that feed large numbers of grazing insects to
the i r Llnung,.l,

l'h!"sp. charar:te!'istics orompted the hunathesis that radioactive
fallout of 10dirie-13i f~om Cherncby1 was adsorbed on the surfaces of
Im\',1gs. "!l'!S eaten by Qrazing insects, suet' as caterpillars, that fed
on the 1ea . . . es. al1d vias transferred to nestl ing birds by theit"
l)ar~nt:~ IIlho f~r\ the grazing insects to their young.
The lodine-131
thP.ll conc.entr atect in the tt"yroids of the nestl ing birds and
CH.1·':et'~~ly affnctetl their development. eventualLy causing their
death.
lhF.!se results and tris hycothesis IJler"e oublished in August
l:1~F in ;:\ leading scientific ornitholoqical ,\ol.lrnal ID.e~ondoc..

In o~der to test this hypothesis, I mo~e recently examined
changes in the Breeding Bird Survey population indices between 1986
and 1987 for all 289 species of North American landbirds. These
population indices are de~ived from data taken on over 2,000
standardized ~oadside counts conducted across t~e United States by
the U.S. fish and Wildlife Service. I first cs.=ulated the % change
in the population indices between 1986 and 1987 for each of eight
regions of the United States, and then examined the correlation
between these % changes and the mean peak concentrations of Iodine131 from Chernobyl in pasteu~ized milk (as reported by the EPA) ro~
each of those eight regions. I used this measure of ~adiation as an
index of the dose potentially ingested by nestling birds, because it
is measured at the same level in the food chain as the grazing
insects fed to nestling birds.

~

As predicted, small arboreal insectivo~es, the group of species
that feed their young large numbers of graZing insects, showed a
highly significant correlation between changes in their population
indices and radiation such that birds exposed to higher levels of
Iodine-13l showed greater population dec~eases between 1986 and
1987. The probability of this correlation occurring by chance alone
was less than one.in a thousand. These data prOVide strong evidence
that the extremely low levels of radiation from Chernobyl that fell
out over North America (only 10-100 times backg~ound levels) caused
the deaths of many thousands (if not millions) of baby songbirds in
tt,e United States. These last results are cur'r:-ently. unpublished but
were pr~sented at the June 1990 Joint meeting of the American
Ornithologists' Union and the Cooper Ornithological Society.

..
..,

A similar correlation, that was also highly significant, was
reported by other researchers between the drastic and unprecedented
increase in human mortality in the United States during May to
August of 1986 and the amount of lodine-131 in pasteurized milk
(Gould, J. M. and E. J. Sternglass, 1989, Low-level radiation and
mortality, Chemtech 19:18-21). This increase in human mortality,
which involved about 35,000 excess human deaths in the United
States, was also attributed to fallout from Chernobyl.
These extremely low levels of radiation are what the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission now proposes to classify as "Below Regulatory
Concern." In doing so they propose to allow the unregulated and
routine dumping of nuclear wastes into our environment -- into our
landfills, our water supplies. and even into consumer goods that may
be made from recycled radioactive materials. It seems incredible
that such a proposal should appear now. now when the weight of
scientific evidence. as recently summ&rized by the National Academy
of Sciences, strongly points to the conclusion that low-level
radiation, especially low-level radiation given at low dose-rates,
is much more hazardous than was previously believed, and that there
seems to exist no threshold level below which radiation is safe and
of no concern (Committee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing
Radiation, 19S0, Health Effects of Exposure to Low Levels of
IoniZing Radiation: BEIR V, National Academy Press, Wash., DC).
In the name of science and common sense, I most strongly urge
you to revoke the proposed "Below Regulatory Concern" policy. Thank
you very much.

.

~
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I. Sufficiency of the Environmental Impact
Cnder the State Environmental
Policy Act, Minn. Stat. ch, 116D
Purpose
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The DEIS for the proposed ISFSI fails to pursue the purpose and policies
underlying the State Environmental Policy Act. Minn. Stat. ch, 1160. One of the
purposes on the Act is "to promote efforts that will prevent or eliritinate damage
to the environment and stimulate the health and welfare of human beings." Y1inn.
Stat. sec. 1160.01.
The DEIS fails to consider fully numerous policy objectives of the Act, Y1inn. Stat.
sec. 1160.02. subd. 2. including the state's responsibility to:
(a) Fulfill the responsibilities of each generation as trustee of the
environment for succeeding generations;
(c) Discourage ecologically unsound aspects of ... technological
growth ... ;
(d) Preserve important historic, cultural. and natural aspects. of our
national heritage, and maintain. wherever practicable, an
environment that supports diversity, and variety of individual choice:

•

. (i) Practice thrift in the use of energy and maximize the use of energy
efficient systems for the utilization of energy, and minimize the
environmental impact from energy production and use;
(j) Preserve important existing natural habitats of rare and
endangered species of plants, wildlife, and fish, and provide for the
wise use of our remaining areas of natural habitation. including
necessary protective measures where appropriate;

(p) Reduce the deleterious impact on air and water quality from all
sources. . .

13B

The most egregious shortcoming of the DEIS is its failure to pursue "thrift in the
use of energy and maximize the use of energy efficient systems." Conservation,
Le.• energy efficiency, is not given serious consideration in the DEIS's analysis of
alternatives and their environmental and economic impacts.

•

•

Environmental

Impact

Statements.

.'vtinn.

Stat.

sec. 116D.04

An environmental impact statement must be prepared whenever "there is
potential for significant environmental effects resulting from any major
governmental action," Minn. Stat. sec. 116D.04. subd. 2a. The DEIS arbitrarilyconcludes that the proposed ISFSI "will not cause significant impacts to the
natural and human environment," DEIS. 1.1. even though there is a potential for
significant environmental effects (see. e.g.• DEIS. 4.9. thermal loading) and the
approval of the ISFSI is a major governmental action. Thus. the requirements of
the Environmental Policy Act must be fulfilled before the proposed ISFSI may be
approved.

•
13C

An environmental impact statement must be:
an analytical rather than an encyclopedic document which describes
the proposed action in detail. analyzes its significant environmental
impacts. discusses appropriate alternatives to the proposed action
and their impacts, and explores methods by which adverse
environmental impacts could be mitigated. The environmental
impact statement shall also analyze those economic. employment and
sociological effects that cannot be avoided should the action be
implemented.
Minn. Stat. sec. 116D.04, subd 2a. The purpose of the Act is to balance the need
for electric power with the goal of environmental protection. People for
Enyironmental Enlightenment and Responsibility (PEER) v, Minnesota
Environmental Quality Board, 266 N.W.2d 858 (1978). State agencies must
consider both environmental and economic impacts when dealing with
environmental matters. Reserve Minim~ CO, v, Herbst, 256 N.W.2d 808 (1977).
The DEIS is insufficient because it does not provide an objective analysis of the
environmental and economic impacts of the proposed ISFSI or of the alternative
actions (see. e.g., DEIS 5.2, decision not to analyze tho: costs and impact of no
action, DEIS 5.7, 5.8, claim that impacts of conservatkll! cannot be quantified).
The state has an affirmative duty to maintain the quality of th'e environment and
may not take any action or grant a permit that will or is likely to impair the
environment, "so long as there is a feasible and prudent alternative consistent
with the reasonable requirements of the public healt~ safety and welfare and the
state's paramount concern for the protection of its air. water, land and other
natural resources from pollution, impairment, 01' destruction." Minn. Stat. sec.
116D.04, subd. 6. Economic considerations alone are insufficient. ld. If an
action is likely to be materially adverse to the environment, it cannot be
permitted unless there is no reasonable alternative. Mjnnesota Public Interest
2

13D

Research Group v, Adams. 482 F. Supp. 170 (D.C. Cir. 1979): In re AppUcatjon of
City of White Bear Lake. 311 Minn. 146. 247 ~,W.2d 901 (1976). Once a person
or group has made a prima facie showing that an agency's action or inaction will
materially adversely affect protected natural resources. the agency must rebut
this showing or demonstrate that no feasible and prudent alternative exists a.c.Q
that its conduct will promote the public health. safety. or welfare. PeQple for
Environmental Enli~tenment and Responsibility (PEER) v, \1innesota. .
Environmental OualitY BQard. 266 N.W.2d 858 (1978). A nuclear storage facility;
which may exist indefinitely at the Prairie Island facility. does materially affect
protected natural resources. such as wildlife. and water and air quality. The
cursory treatment given to alternatives tQ the proposed ISFSI is insufficient under
Minn. Stat. sec. 116D.04. subd. 6. The DEIS must analytically demonstrate that
no feasible and prudent alternative exists rather than dismiss alternatives out of
hand.

Environmental
impact Statement Content,
Worst Case Analysis, Minn. Rule 4410.2500

Minn.

Rule 01410.2300

•

and

The State Environmental Policy Act requires the EQB to create specifications fQr
the content of environmental impact statements. Minn. Rule sec. 116D.04. subd.
Sa. Minnesota Rule 4410.2300 lists the required contents of an environmental
impact statement. The provisions pertinent to a critique of the proposed ISFSI's
DEIS are the requirements for the summary;' alternatives: environmental,
economic. employment. and sociological impacts; and mitigation measures. : The
:. The EIS must be written in plain and objective language.
satisfy the following requirements of MN Rule 4410.2300:

The EIS fails to

B. Summary: the summary shall stress the major findings, areas Qf
controversy, and the issues to be resolved including the choice among
alternatives.

G. Alternatives: the alternatives section shall compare the
environmental impacts of the proposal with other reasonable
alternatives to the proposed project. Reasonable alternatives may
include different sites, design modifications including site layout.
magnitude of the project, and consideration of alternative means by
which the purpose of the project could be met. Alternatives that
were considered but eliminated shall be discussed briefly and the
reasons for their elimination shall be stated. The alternative of no
action shall be addressed.
(continued... )

3

•

•

scientific uncertainty of using a new technology mandates the application of
Minn. Rule 4410.2500. Incomplete or Unavailable Information:
When an RGU is evaluating significant effects on the environment in
an EIS and there is scientific uncertainty or gaps in relevant
information. the RGU shall make clear that the information is
lacking. If the information relevant to the impacts is essential to a
reasoned choice among alternatives· and is not known ... the RGU
shall weigh the· need for the project against the risk and severity of
possible adverse impacts were the projects to proceed in the face of
uncertainty. The EIS shall. in these circumstances, include a worst
case analysis and an indication of the probability or improbability of
its occurrence.

lii. (emphasis added).
EiS insufficiency

13E

•

The DEIS fully meets the requirements for the format of the cover sheet. table of
contents. list of preparers, project description and governmental approvals.
Minn. Rule 4410.2300 (A),(C),(D).(E),(F).
The project description contains
matters which should have been discussed in the analysis of the propOsed project
and in the alternatives section. This commentary will include those topics in its
discussion below.
:(...continued) .
H. Environmental, economic. employment. and sociological impacts:
for the proposed project and each major alternative there shall be a
thorough but succinct discussion of any direct or indirect. adverse, or
beneficial effect generated. The discussion shall concentrate on
those issues considered to be significant as identified by the scoping
process. Data and analyses shall be commensurate with the
importance of the impact. . .. The EIS shall identify and briefly
discuss any major differences of opinion concerning impacts of the
proposed project and the effects the project may have on the
environment.
I. Mitigation measures: this section shall identify those measures that
could reasonably eliminate or m.i.nimize any adverse environmental,
economic. employment, or sociological effects of the proposed
project.

•

4

The summary must stress areas of controversy and the issues to be resolved among
alternatives. Minn. Rule 4410.2300 (B). The DEIS's summarv merelv states the
major findings and lists the alternatives. The controversy surrounding the need
for an ISFSI. the possibility that the ISFSI would become a permanent nuclear
storage facility. and the scientific uncertainty involved in using a new technology
must be raised in the summary. The relative strengths .and weaknesses. both
economic and environmental. of the alternatives must also be addressed.

•

Viable alternatives that involve a combination of simple alternatives. such as
gradually reducing plant operation, while gradually increasing efficiency and
conservation over time. should be part of a complete EIS. Options that involve
"least·cost planning" should not be ignored since the Minnesota Public Utilities
Commission has endorsed this type of planning.

•

•

5
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n.
A.

Comments on Project as Proposed

/nt roduc t ion:
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•

The .Veed for Worst-case

Analysis

If it is not possible to resolve the scientific uncertainties. the EQB "shall weigh
the need for the project against the risk and severity of possible adverse impacts
were the project to proceed in the face of uncertainty." Minn. Rule 4410.2500.
The DEIS must also include a worst case analysis and indicate the probabilities of
its occurrence. lsi..

Damaged
130

Comments on The Project

Components

Although assurances are given that damaged spent fuel rods will not be stored in
the ISFSI, on 3.10. the DEIS states that canned fuel assemblies with defects may
be stored a.wi that "If these specifications are not met, additional analysis and/or
data must be presented demonstrating that the nonconfonnance does not exceed
safe operating limits before the spent fuel can be placed in the cask for ·storage."
Does this mean that damaged fuel rods will be stored in the ISFSI? What
further specifications must be met? Who will determine what these specifications
are and who will monitor compliance? How will the damaged spent fuel rods be
transported at the time of decommissioning.
See DEIS, 3.22:

w..

The defective fuel rod assemblies should be described, and the number of
defective rods at Prairie Island should be stated. The procedure for "canning", as
mentioned in the DEIS should be described.
The DEIS mentions the possible use of "highly-enriched" uranium (HEU) fuel at
Prairie Island. What is the relationship between the use of HEU and reliability of
fuel rod assemblies? The DEIS should state if HEU is used at Prairie Island, was
used at Prairie Island, or if NSP plans to use HEU at Prairie Islapd.
What will be the envirOnmental impacts of the contaminated fuel storage racks,
which will be stored in the building next to the ISFSI, and what safety measures
will be taken to minimize their radiological effect? See DEIS 3.16.

e3H I

Cask Design
The DEIS does not explain why the

TN-40
6

dry cask model was chosen over the

131
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other dry storage techniques. Minn. Rule 4410.2300 (G) requires alternatives
that are eliminated to be discussed and the reasons for their elimination shall be
stated. The DElS also fails to adequately discuss the environmental impacts and
cost of increasing the capacity of the pool. DEIS 5.16. 5.23.

I

•

The DElS summarily states that the N-40 design is safe even though it has never
been used at an actual site, its predecessors have onlv been in use for 6 Years. and
the SRC has not. even approved the cask design yet. .No statistics conce;ning the
safety record of the TN-24 model were given. nor were the test results that prove
the safety of the ~-40 model.
The DElS must, under Minn. Rule 4410.2500, make clear the degree of scientific
uncertainty that exists concerning the safety of the TN-40 cask (see 3.24, "Dl'-40
licensing issues: properties of selected materials, containment. material fracture
toughness, boron/buTnup credit, etc).
Scientific uncertainty must exist because the TN-40 model significantly departs
from its predecessor, TN-24, DEIS 3.7; for example, the TN-40 has a multi-shell
body and a "lighter and more efficient basket design.'" The bland assurances given
on DEIS 3.13 do not satisfy the requirement to discuss environmental impacts
thoroughly. The DEIS should state how long the dry storage casks and transport
casks have been used. as well as their safety. Have there been any accidents? Do
the casks ever leak? .

•

~uclear radiation can induce substantial degradation

in ferrous materials.
beyond that occurring naturally. Radiation accelerates corrosion in both highstrength and mild steels. % Further. radiation makes high-strength steel more
brittle, 3 increasing the potential for catastrophic failure of a component through
brittle fracture. 4
2.
R. Reda, S. Hana, J. Kelly, lmergranular
Attack Observed in
Radiation-Enhanced
Co"osion of Mild Steel, 44 Corrosion Science 632,
632 (September 1988). This study found radiatio~ in a pH neutral environment
could increase corrosion rate nearly seven times. Note that "mild steel", here
AISI 1018, characterizes typical rebar in reinforced concrete ·construction.
3.
See R. Smock, Aging Nuclear Power Fleet Faces New
POwer Engineering, November 1988. at 27, 28 (citing
Regulatory Challenges,
"long-standing nuclear plant problems such as intergranular stress-corrosion
cracking of stainless stee4 steam generator corrosion and pressure vessel
embrittlement").
4.

T. Galambos, Basic Steel Design ().
7

•

•

Knowledge about this phenomena is incomplete. The Prairie Island plant was one
of the places where unexpected steam generator tube degradation was discovered
when this process was almost unknown.
The N-40 cask was reportedly designed under the requirements that must be met
by nuclear power plant pressure vessels. l Therefore the same uncertainties
affecting the long-term performance of nuclear power plant pressure vessels
accompany the TN-40 cask. including radiation-induced degradation.
In panicular, if later research discovers that the effect of radiation-induced
degradation has been underestimated. the cask may undergo stresses that it was
never designed and/or tested for. One example is the 125% over-pressure
hydrostatic test (see DEIS 3.9) which may not prove sufficient under this scenario.
~o doubt there are other safety margins which. while adequate under today's
knowledge-base, may be inadequate under foreseeable new findings.

Pad Design

13K

•

Is the 3 foot concrete platform going to be stable for the maximum projected
lifetime of the storage installation? What is the eanhen berm comprise of? What
is the fill under the concrete platform made of? How will the berm. concrete .
platform or the fill under the platform abe affected by rain, flood or' other
calamity?
The DEIS does not disclose more about the design of the concrete pad directly
supporting the TN-40 casks beyond its overall thickness. Presumably the pads
would contain reinforcing steel -- if only to accommodate the shrinkage and
temperature stresses that concrete components are subject to. 6
If so, these reinforcing steels would be subject to radiation effects as well. In
typical construction, reinforcement may be just a few inches from the top edge of
the pad, thus subjecting the steel to about as much gamma and neutron radiation
as it would receive were it not covered at all. Further, unlike steel components
inside the cask, the rebar would quickly be in contact with water given past
experience with concrete pavements in Minnesota.
.
,.
Minn. Environ. Quality Bd., Draft Environmental
Impact
Statement,
Praw Island Independent
Spent Fuel Storage 1nstailation
3.13 (November 30, 1990) [hereinafter
the "DEIS"].
6.

C. Wang, C. Salmon, Reinforced

1985).

8

Concrete

Design 289 (4th edt

Were pad-reinforcing steel to fail. casks would have to be moved and the failed
section would have to be repaired. This would be expensive and subject workers
and the surrounding area to additional hazard. Both of these factors affect the
costs and benefits of the ISFSI project.
13L

•

Therefore. before the preferred alternate is approved. measures must be taken to
account for radiation-induced degradation of all ferrous components
incorporated into the proposed facility. Additional costs. and newly-discovered
hazards must be accounted for in the Final EIS. If adequate precautions have
already been taken by facility planners, these precautions should be fully
disclosed.
Also. such uncertainties are material to deciding whether to proceed with the
preferred alternate. since the project is not wholly necessary. Feasible
alternatives exist that make Prairie Island's continued operation beyond the
capacity of its existing spent fuel storage pool unnecessary.
On-site Transportation

13M

A loaded cask must not be raised more than 18 inches from the ground. Doesn't
this happen when the cask is raised from the pool? Is this safe? Please explain
the procedure for moving the cask from the pool to the storage site. Please
explain the modification being made on the transport crane that will make it
"single failure proof." How can a cask be loaded onto a transport vehicle without
being raised 18 inches? What transport mode does not involve raising cargo less
than 18 inches above the ground?

Off-site
13N

•

Transportation

The TN-40 storage cask does not meet federal standards for transporting off-site.
however, NSP may ask NRC to allow these casks to be licensed as dual-purpose
casks. Which transport criteria are not met by the TN-40 cask? As the casks age,
how does this complicate transportation problems? What special transport
measures would NRC judge necessary to provide an adequate margin of safety?
What would these measures cost NSF? If NRC withholds licensing the TN-40 as
dual purpose, what will it cost to reca.sk the spent fuel in transportable casks?

Geological

Characteristics

of the Site

130 The DEIS fails to describe the soil and rock formations, and the groundwater
depth at the proposed site, yet these factors are critical to determine the potential
environmental impact of the project. Does the geological characteristics of the
9

•

•

proposed site preclude the possibility of excessive thermal loading?
emergency procedures must be in place in case of cask-seal failure?
the environmental impact of such an accident be?

13P

The EIS. which will be used in the determination of the Certificate of Need. fails
to provide much of the information required under Minnesota Rule 7855.
concerning the environmental and economic information required for an
application. For example. Minn. R. 7855.0640. Description of Alternative Site. .
requires descriptions of each site. including the nature of the terrain. general soil
types. types and depth of bedrock. depth to groundwater. etc. None of these
factors are covered in the EIS. Other serious deficiences include the failure to
discuss the precise emissions of the plant, 7855.0650, pollution control and
safeguard equipment. 7855.0660, historical and forecast datta. 7855.0620, and a
full description of the alternatives. 7855.0610. If the EIS will be relied upon for
environmental impact information, it needs to be revised to take these
requirements into account.

Radiological

•

13Q

If not. what
What would

Impacts

The DEIS seems to be inconsistent in its analysis of the radiation emitted from
the proposed ISFSI. On 4.9 the radiological impacts of the liquid and gaseous
effluents are stated to be .0013 mrem and .075 mrem. respectively. On 4.14 the
off-site radiation exposure is calculated to be 22 mrem. Yet. the DEIS claims that
the ISFSI would not emit any radiation. Does this figure reflect the radiation
emitted during the loading of the casks? If so, what is the purpose of the earthen
berm? On 4.14 it states that it "serves to mitigate the radiation emanating from
the casks filled with spent nuclear fuel." What happens to the radiation
absorbed!adsorbed by the earthen berm? Does the calculation take into account
the damaged spent fuel racks stored on the site?

If the project is completed as planned, what measures can be introduced later
should the BEIR-V, 1 or ongoing studies cause exposure standards for workers and
neighboring residents be tightened? Will the latest NRC radiation exposure
standards, published December 13, 1990 compel any design modifications?

No OOE Depository

13R

IThe

DEIS fails to discuss the environmental

and economic costs if a federal

1.
Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation, National Academy of
Sciences, 1990.

10

permanent storage facility is not developed. The DEIS must discuss all
reasonable alternatives under state and federal law. and it is likely that a federal
facility will not be established for decades. or may never be established. iomic cost
of maintaining the ISFSI project fOf. 50 years. 10:000 years be? What would be
the environmental impact be of long-term storage (100-500 years) be? How
would it affect the area sociologically? What would the effect be on future
development?

Accounting

13S
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of Project Costs and Disbenefits

An ISFSI is only a stop-gap solution to NSP's spent fuel storage problem and the
cost of decommissioning must be realistically reported in the DEIS.
The DEIS states that the project will cost between $35 to $40 million. DEIS -t.14.
How much will decommissioning add to that cost? How much will it cost if
alternative casks must be purchased to transport the spent fuel? The DEIS
should project the costs of c.a.dl of the four scenarios presented on 3.21, not just
one scenario favorable to the project.

Effects

13T

•

on Wildlife

The DEIS greatly underestimates the amount of wildlife in the Prairie Island
area., particularly bald eagles. Joan Galli, nongame division of DNR, reports that
just last week (approximately Jan.l 1991) there were between 40 and 50 eagles
within 12 river miles of the Prairie Island plant. Also that in the summer of 1990
there were 2 nesting pairs of bald eagles within the same stated area. In the
winter, the eagle population varies between 12 and 48. Lock and Dam No. 3 and
the Prairie Island nuclear plant's hot water discharge keep the river open in the
winter. thus attracting wildlife.
At Prairie Island, eagles and other birds, are exposed to radiation. Do birds,
particularly raptors, have a greater vulnerability to radiation than the human
subjects pru;narily protected by federal and state radiation exposure standards?
There in enough scientific uncertainty surrounding the issue of radiation's effect
on eagles to warrant further investigation. Ate endangered american bald eagles
being drawn to Prairie Island like a moth to a flame?

Socioeconomic

Impacts

11

•

The DEIS is incomplete regarding socioeconomics in the Prairie Island area. At
the very least there should be studies undertaken to appraise the effects of a
nuclear waste site on: the Prairie Island Bingo Hall. the Prairie Island Indian
Community's planned hotel and their planned marina. The area's (Hastings.
Welch. Red Wing. Diamond Bluff etc.) hunting and fishing industry. The area's
tourism industry. The price of life and health insurance. The area's land values.
The ISFSI should not be allowed to be implemented. The Prairie Island Indian
community is protected under federal equal protection laws. and the ISFSI would
cause further discriminatory impacts.
There are many discriminatory impacts to be considered. To name a few:

13W

Their land value is affected more than others
Their bingo revenue.
Health effects from being closer to the source of radiation others.
They use the natural resources more than others and. are at the end
of the. food chain.

13X

The ISFSI project will significantly change the scope of Goodhue County's
involvement with nuclear power. When Prairie Island was first proposed. it was
envisioned that the plant would be quickly dismantled upon its eventual closure..
The site would be decontaminated and would be available for other uses.

••

The ISFSI project is likely to involve rural Goodhue County with nuclear energy
for decades beyond the planned closure of Prairie Island. The DEIS admits that
an actual m.. W depository may not open until 2010 or later. 9
Consequently Prairie Island's negative effect on property values will continue
beyond the time it would cease were the ISFSI project not built. Moreover. the
perceived hazard from a lightly-monitored nuclear waste storage site may be
greater than the present actively-managed nuclear power plant. The degree and
effect of the ISFSI on property values for miles around and downstream of Prairie
Island should be considered and accounted for.

13Y

Further the impact of the foreseeable future development of the Prairie Island
site. including reprocessing and disposal of nuclear waste should be considered
and added to the disbenefits of the ISFSI project.

Effect

of State Below Regulatory

Concern

9.

12

Waste Law

13Z

Is the proposed facility in any way in confli~ with Minnesota Statute 116C.851
.852 concerning BRC radioactive waste? Specifically. could any aspect of the
project's construction. maintenance, operation. decommission or cleanup be in
conflict with this law? What costs should be added
c

Accident

13AA

•

Potentiai

The DEIS mentions an accident in 1985. however, it does not mention the
accident that happened in the spring of 1978 where a steam cloud was released
and drifted through the Prairie Island Indian Community. The accident was
serious enough to evacuated Prairie Island plant workers. Attorney William
Hardacker. 893-1813 and council member, Vine Wells. 1-800-862-7089 can
provide witnesses and documentation on this incident.
The DEIS should. at the very least. address: What caused the accident. What was
in the steam ·cloud. KR-85? Was there any actual or potential hann to humans or
wildlife. Why there was not a notice. or a later explanation given to area
residents. Why the EQB doesn't seem to know about the incident. Why the
accident wasn't mention in the DEIS. What has been done to prevent a
reoccurrence of such an accident. Is there is. and why not if there isn't, a plan to
notify area residents of similar incidents.

•

What are NSP's emergency procedures regarding accidental release of krypton-8S
as discussed in NRC information notice no. 90-08: KR-85 hazards from decayed
fuel. We have enclosed a copy with our written comments.
Was KR-85 released in the 1985 incident? Was anybody exposed? This issue
should be addressed because it raises the potential for accidental. or compelled
radiation releases from containment systems similar to those used in the Prairie
Island nuclear power plant.

Cask Recertification

13BB

The TN-40 cask is designed for a 2S year lifes~ and if approved, will be
certified by NRC for 20 years. It is possible that NRC will recertify the casks after
the initial 20 years. What are criteria for certifying a cask for 40 year that is only
designed to last 2S years. Is it likely that the casks would be certified twice or
more? Is NSP willing to assure that the cask will not be recertified or recertified
only once.

13
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Alternatives

to Continued

of Prairie

Operation

Island

While closure of Prairie Island would idle about 1100 megawatts of capacity. that
13CC does
not mean t100 megawatts of fossil fuel-fired capacity would be needed
immediately. :0 Rather the amount of new capacity needed could be sharply
reduced by an effective conservation program. perhaps made additionally
effective by explicitly connecting it to the closure of nuclear. and eventually fossil
fuel power plants in the L'pper Y1idwest. Sew fossil-fueled capacity of less than
the 1100 megawatts postulated in the report would cost less than the S1.0 to S1.2
billion assumed by the OEIS. :1 Further. an especially effective conservation
Options
program. one along the lines of that studied in Energy: .V1innesota's
Report to the
for the 1990s. The State Energy Policy and Conservation
Legislature.
Department of Public Service. would· make new plant unnecessary.

new plant is needed. but for short periods of time on rare occasions. gas-turbine
plants could be quickly installed to meet the need. Other utilities may have
surplus capacity which mayor may not require construction of new transmission
lines. But cogeneration and renewable energy are much more preferable. because
they have little to no environmental impact. and often can supply power at lower
cost than other new sources.
[f

e·

Issues like the: use of alternative sources of power by ~SP are not outside the
scope of inquiry because the ISFSI project has no purpose except to. make
continued operation of the Prairie Island nuclear plant feasible. Therefore
alternatives that envision Prairie Island being shutdown before the year 2000
should be given more consideration before the fateful decision to construct the
ISFSI project is made.
B.

Foreseeable development of the Prairie Island site

()ff-site

13DD

•

~aste

On 3.9. the OEIS states that only fuel from the Prairie Island facility will be
stored at the ISFSI. In the past, however. facilities have been forced to accept
spent fuel from other nuclear facilities. How does NSP plan to fulfill this
obligation? The state cannot constitutlonally prohibit out of state nuclear wastes
under the Commerce Gause, U no legally binding assurances that non-Prairie
10.

OEIS 5.4.

:1.

OEIS 5.5.

14

Island nuclear waste will not be stored at the proposed ISFSI. The ISFSI could
become the "interim" storage facility for a number of nuclear power plants,
creating an adverse environmental impact due to transportation of spent fuel and
the increased capacity of the site.

•

Prairie Island could be ~ storage site for waste from NSP's Monticello plant,
about 80. miles from Prairie Island. Dairyland Power Cooperative's La Crosse
plant, .shutdown because it was too expensive to continue operating, is about the
same distance. NSP's Pathfinder plant. mothballed years ago, may contain highly~
irradiated components attractive for dry-cask storage.
Other nuclear plants with easy access to Prairie Island include Iowa Electric Light
and Power Company's Duane Arnold plant near Cedar Rapids, Iowa.. Wisconsin
Public Service Corp's Point Beach plant and Kewaunee plants on Lake Michigan.
The DEIS states that while only one site will be developed for the ISFSI, fOUf
similarly-sized sites are available within NSP's Prairie Island property. 13 What
measures will be taken to prevent off-site nuclear waste from being stored at the
ISFSI?

Reprocessing

13EE

One reason NSP may allow other utilities to store spent fuel at Prairie Island is
that it is possible for NSP to reprocess the spent fuel at Prairie Island. Farfetched this may be, but NSP has already entered a global consortium to build and
operate a private uranium enrichment plant in Louisiana. 14 Constructing a
reprocessing plant would allow NSP to hold part ownership of a complete fuel
cycle, allowing NSP's shareholders to reap additional profit.

•

. The construction of a reprocessing plant in Minnesota would create immense
environmental and security problems. The growing possibility that a reprocessing
plant will be built in the U.S., LS the potential for the ISFSI project to lead to a
reprocessing plant, and the benefit to Minnesota of not constructing a
reprocessing plant in Minnesota mould be discussed in the FEIS and accounted
for if the preferred alternate is selected.
13.

OEIS 3.3.

14.
Dep't of Pub. Svc: Discovery Request from Nor. States Pwr., Docket
No. E..{)()2/GR-89-86S, OPS Sequence No. 601 (Rec'd by DPS, December 27,

1909).
1'.

DEIS 5.32-5.37.
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Depository
Although the proposed depository at Yucca ~ountain. Nevada is supposedly the
only high-level nuclear waste site being considered. political opposition and site
characteristics. may cause a renewed search for HLW depository sites in the L.S.
The continental U.S. contains many areas apparently equally suitable for an
underground nuclear waste depository. Because it is not clear precisely what
conditions are best for long-term disposal of nuclear waste. it is not clear
precisely where it is best to bury nuclear waste.
In the early 1980s. two sites were sought. one in the arid wastes of the West. and
one in the old granites and gneisses of the East. By direct Congressional
intervention. the Eastern search was terminated. and as a result Western
opposition has grown.

•
13FF

Therefore it is becoming increasingly likely that. as with low-level nuclear waste.
great regions of the U.S. will be set off into high-level waste disposal districts.
Each district will· be responsible for disposing of high-level nuclear waste
somewhere in its territory.

If such a program is launched. the gneisses. basalts and granites of Minnesota and
Wisconsin will be attractive places to bury nuclear waste. The cliffs flanking the
ancient bed of the Mississippi River. which have' experienced repeated glacial
advances. may be considered sufficient for the task. If not. areas west. north and
northeast of Prairie Island are easily accessible from Prairie Island.
The attractiveness of Minnesota and northern Wisconsin for nuclear waste burial
is increased if a significant amount of nuclear waste is stored nearby. The ISFSI
project will supply this attractiveness. The possibility of this occurring. and the
resulting consequences should be discussed in the FEIS and added to potential
impacts of the project if the preferred alternate is selected.

16

III. Alternatives

1300

13HH

13II

13JJ

•

The discussion of the first alternative. no action. shows a bias against alternative
measures. The DEIS contends that the alternative of no action is really a decision
to close the plant. This is a fallacious and dangerously biased assertion. The
issue is whether to build the ISFSI, and one alternative to building the ISFSI is to,
do nothing about the growing space shortage. The decision to do nothing does not
shut down the plant. the lack of space for spent fuel does. The EQB is required to
examine the economic and environmental. as well as employment and sociological
impacts of doing nothing and fails to do so. It states. 5.2. that "[d]etailed cost and
impact studies have not been conducted." yet these are expressly required by
Minn. Rule 4410.2300 (H). The EQB must realistically examine the costs and
benefits of not taking action in the EIS.
The discussion of reduced operation is inherently flawed because it baSes its
decision on the premise that a federal facility will be available in 1999. even
though the earliest opening date is now 2010. DEIS 5.6. DEIS 3.21. The EIS must
actually evaluate the costs of induced development. Le.. how much would it cost
to replace lost capacity with existing facilities, how much would it cost if
consumer efficiency was increased. or how m~ch would it cost to replace the lost
capacity with alternative forms of energy? The environmental. employment and
sociological impacts of this option are not addressed at all.
The discussion of the option to conserve. i.e.• to operate more efficiently. again
shows a bias against exploring alternatives. Conservation would not require the
Prairie Island facility to close, the eventual lack of storage space would cause it to
shut down. DEIS 5.7. This section contains no economic or environmental
analysis whatsoever and is egregiously insufficient under Minnesota law. The
direct and indirect, adverse and beneficial effects must be discussed. The basis
for NSP's predictions for energy demand need to be explained. 5.7. as well as the
rationale for dismissing conservation as an alternative. What would the costs of a
"dirty, less-efficient plant" be compared to the cost of storing nuclear waste at the
ISFSI for 50 years or 100 years?
The alternative of combining alternatives received cursory discussion and must be
rewritten to genuinely evaluate the cost and environmental impacts of
alternatives. It is legally impermissible to simply conclude that "uncertainties of
the federal :J.CCeptance plans limit meaningful assessments of feasibility, system
operation. costs and environmental impacts for combinations of alternatives."
DEIS 5.41. One is left with the impression after reading the DEIS that there are
no differences in opinion about these various alternatives. All differences in
opinion must be discussed in the DEIS.
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For example, information is currently available in Minnesota which could be used
to evaluate an alternative combining the reduced operation of the Prairie Island
facility over time with, the concomitant increase in conservation and efficiency.
This alternative would:
A.

Gradually reduce operations of the Prairie Island facility between
1991 and 1998 (or a similar period of time).

B.

Gradually reduce the production of high-level nuclear waste so that
the existing pool storage is adequate.

C.

Replace the lost capacity with conservation and efficiency.

This combined alternative would not "close" the Prairie Island plant. but would
decrease the amount of high-level waste produced until decommissioning. If the
pool storage was adequate for the waste produced it then does not matter when. if
ever. the DOE depository site begins operation.

'.

Information regarding combined options such as the one above is available since
Minnesota is engaged in "least-Cost Planning" which is precisely the study of
options which have the least total costs, once all of the costs are indeed counted.
A ~innesota Department of Public Service report titled Minnesota's Energy
Options for the 1990's, December, 1988 states:

"Minnesotans could cut in half their electric consumption by taking
advantage of all available, cost-effective energy efficient
technologies"
A chan detailing these savings is attached to these comments. (See appendix 1).

Many other reports have documented similar existing efficiency technologies just
waiting for implementation. A Public Citizen report titled Saying Our Way Out of
:'-Tuclear Power, September, 1987 stated:
"Widespread adoption of these energy efficient technologies on a
massive scale can lead to reductions in electricity use greater, than
the total output of all the nuclear reactors currently operating in this
country".
In spite of the documentation of near 50% reductions with efficiency, the
cor.'lbined option given as an example above would only require the replacement
of about 15% of Minnesota's electricity consumption over a 7 to 10 year period of
18

time. Given the fact that currently Minnesota endorses "Least-Cost Planning",
options that explore the possibilities of efficiency and reduced usage with the
same service should be allowed to compete on an equal basis with traditional
models. At the very least a complete discussion of several "Least-Cost" options
should be included in arty EIS completed in Minnesota in 1991.

,Vational

Environmental

Policy

Act (lY EPA·Sufficiency

•

of EIS

13KK Because the EQB requested additional commentary on the sufficiency of the
DEIS due to its intervention in the NRC's review of NSP's application. the
adequacy of the DEIS under NEPA will be addressed. Essentially, the DEIS fails
to satisfy NEP A. both under the language of the Act and under the rule of reason
adopted by the couns.
NEPA, 42 U.s.C.S.

sec. 4332(C)

Federal agencies must include an environmental impact statement in every.
proposal for a major federal action significantly affecting the environment. The
EIS must examine:
(i) . the environmental

impact of the proposed action,

•

(ii) any adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoided
should the proposal be implemented,
(ill) alternatives

to the proposed action,

(iv) the relationship between local shon-term uses of man's
environment and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term
productivity, and
(v) any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources
which would be involved in the proposed action should it be
implemented.
42 U.S.C.S. sec.. 4322(C). The content oithe EIS is determined by applying the
"rule of reason." The agency must discuss all reasonable alternatives and their
environmental effects. NRDC v. Morton. 458 F.2d 827 (D.C. Cir. 1972); vennont
Yankee Nuclear power Corp. v, NRDC. 435 U.S. ·519 (1978). The less likely an
alternative is, the less detail is needed in the discussion of the alternative. The
test applied is whether a reasonable person would think that an alternative was·
sufficiently significant to warrant extended discussion. NRDC v' Morton. The
consequences of each alternative must be discussed in detail. Carolina
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Enyironmental Srudy Group v, UoS.. 510 F.2d 796 (D.C. Cir. 1975). Although the
CEQ rescinded its requirement to include worst case scenarios. at least one coun
has held that agencies are still required to prepare worst case analyses.. '~ The
long-term effects of allowing plant operators to increase the capacity of on-site
spent fuel pools must be considered. PotQmac Alliance v, llnited States ~Re, 682
F.2d 1030 (D.C. Cir. 1982). AccQrding tQ Judge Tamm's cQncurring opiniQn in
State Qf Minnesota by \'finn. PQlIutiQn CQntrol A~eocy voCnited States 'iRe, 602
F.ld 412 (D.C. Cir. 1979). both sec 102(2)(c) of NEPA and sec. 103(d) of the
Atomic Energy Act require a factual determinatiQn Qf whether it is reasonably
prQbable that an Qff-site repository will be available when plant licenses expire.
If the availability is not reasonably probable, the agency must decide whether it is
reasonably probable that the spent fuel CQuld be stored safely and indefinitely at
the site. I.d..
On its face the draft EIS would nQt satisfy NEPA's requirements to look at
adverse environmental effects that cannot be avoided if the propQsal is
implemented, the relationship between lQcal short-term uses of the environment
and the maintenance and enhancement . Qf long-term productivity. nQr the
irreversible and irretrievable CQmmitments of resources that WQuld be involved in
the prQposed actiQn. The DEIS, as seen above. fails to look at all reasonable
alternatives and their impactS -- especially "least-cost planning". where
cQnsiderable infQrmation is available in Minnesota.
The DEIS should also be rewritten to address the probability that a federal
permanent storage site will not be available when the Prairie Island facility
closes. and whether the propose ISFSI could safely store the spent fuel rods over
an indefinite period of time (beyond the 25 year expected life Qf the casks).
In conclusion, all Qf the problems and questions raised, require a seriQus and
detailed discussion of a variety of "least-cost" and efficiency/conservation options
for Prairie Island. Therefore, the project should be delayed, pending a full.
complete, careful, non-generic EIS, meeting all federal and state requirements
for such documents.

16,

•

R. Findley & D. Farber, Environmental Law 49 (1988).
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©itizens for a
~etter

~nvironment
January 8, 1991
Lisa Doerr - Minnesota State Director
Greg Downing
Minnesota Environmental Qual ity Board
300 Centennial Office Building
658 Cedar Street
St. Paul, MN 55155
Dear Mr. Downing,
Citizens for a Better Environment (CBE) appreciates the
to comment on the:

•

chance

Draft Environmental Impact Statement
for
Prairie Island
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation
CBE is a nonprofit environmental research and community
organizing group with more than 5000 members in Minnesota.
CBE feels that the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DE IS)
14A now under consideration by the Environmental Quality Board does
not adequately address the alternatives available to Northern
States Power for increasing spent fuel storage ~t the Prairie
Is land plant,
Specifically, we are concerned that two options, reduced
operation and conservation, are given limited discussion. These
are the two areas that offer the most potential for solving NSP's
storage problem and should not be written off in cursory one page
analyses.
The DEIS' discussion of conservation a1ternati~es is especially
inadequate. The only data included is from NSP's 1990 Advance
Forecast. Not surprisingly, this information leads to statements
such as that on page 5.7 in which NSP's "expanded goal of 1000
megawatts" is deemed "ambitious."
The DEIS does not even include data from the state's own
Department of Public Service which outlines statewide efficiency
potential of nearly 52 percent. Why is the EQB giving such a
limited discussion to increased efficiency as a viable
alternative when both the Public utilities Commission and the DPS
view it as a key area for state policy development?
3255 Hennepin Avenue South, Mlnneapoll8, MN 55408

(612) 824-8631
Printocl On recycled
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•
COMMENTS
ON

or THE

PRAIRIE ISLANP INDIAN COMMUNITY

THE PRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

Explanation

•
lSA

1 ~, Kinn. stat..
116C. 722.
It. ill unclear whether the
Minnesot.a Environmental Quality Board has determined whether the
Prairie Island Indian Reservation is a "potentially impacted
area III as defined by Minn. stat..
116C.711 subd. 18.
The
Communit.y respectfully requests documentat.ion of any decision
made reqardinq such det.ermination.
1

Introduction
The Prairie Island Indian Community, organized under federal
statutory authority (98 stat. 984), and represented by the duly
elected Tribal council, finds it necessary to express concerns
regarding the Northern states Power proposal to construct and
operate a nuclear spent fuel storage site at the Prairie Island
nuclear plant and to object to the lack of recognition given the
Community and its status as a sovereign. The Community wishes to
remind participating governmental agencies that it is a sovereign
entity entitled to the respect afforded in any government-togovernment relationship2 and since the Prairie Island Indian
Community members live in close proximity to the nuclear plant
and stand to be those most effected by the proposed site, all
licensing branches of the State of Minnesota and the federal
government should show deference to the Community's concerns and
wishes. 3
The Community harbors deep concerns about the storage of
spent nuclear fuel so near the Community's Reservation/trust
land. 4 Its main concerns pertain to potential safety issues and
15B to the certain diminishment of the Community environment.
The
Community's objections lie in the fact that the drafters of the
.DEIS failed to mention the Community and the potential impact of
the NSP proposal on the Community, its members and the
Community's Indian culture. 5
The Community clearly understands the importance of the NSP

~,

2
Federal Register, Vol. 44, No. 26 (February 6, 1976),
for documentation that the Prairie Island Sioux Indian Community
enjoys a gover:nment-to-<Jovernment relationship with the United
States.

~

~

3 Courts often show deference to a governmental agency that
is deemed to have a partiCUlar expertise.
~, Goldman v.
Weinberger, 475 U.S. 503, 106 S.ct. 1310 (1976):
"JUdicial
deference ••• is at its apoqee when legislative action under the
Congressional authority to raise and support armies and make
rules and regulations for their governance is challenged." 475
O.S. at 509, 106 S.ct. at 1313.
Similar us. of jUdicial
deference might b• •xercised. with an Indian trib., when the issue
before a court is the well-b.ing of the tribe, its members and
homeland.
4 Th. d.finition of Indian country is found at 18 U.S.C.
nth. tera "Indian country", as used. in this chaper, means
(a) all land within the limits of any Indian reservation under
the jurisdiction of the Unit.d stat•• Gover:nm.nt ••••• •
1151:

5 Th. Community do.s not consid.r its.lf wholly
"assimilated" with the surrounding non-Indian culture and shall
strongly resist any attempts to characterize it as such.
2

•

•

proposal and the value the storage facility will have for 'What
might be perceived by some as the "greater good." However, the
Community also understands that risk is involved since the
storage facility 'Will be the home of an interesting and uninvited
guest; one with 'Whom we would prefer not to shake hands or invite
to' a po'W-wow. Those 'Who truly believe in the greater good "'ill
stop to read these Comments and consider, with a respectful
sense of seriousness, what the Community has to say.
The
Community enters into this important process of deciding 'What to
do with the spent fuel as a senior member of this negotiating
team.
The Community is prepared to participate in these
negotiations and fulfill its responsibilities as the keeper of
its peoples' land.
CUlture and History
The Community will not present a lesson in history at this
point in time. 6 The Community does however dra'W from times past
and the stories of those times while presenting its concerns in
these Comments. 7

•

6 strong . evidence exists that Indian people have been
subject to' intolerant attitudes since the arrival of European
settlers:
"Those Americans who felt remorse over the
mistreatment of the Indians were still unable to understand the
Indian attitudes toward property.
To Americans the greatest
civilizing force in the world was private property, and many men
could not appreciate the Indians' refusal to embrace the American
'Way of life and devote themselves to acquiring property.
The
Indians preferred, and many still do, tribal ownership of land to
private ownership.
As early as 1812 one American noted "'ith
bewilderment, 'All they do is for the common weal, and private
interest scarcely finds any place to enter.'... A more extreme
point of view on Indian rights to land' was expressed by Hugh
Brackenridge in 1782:
'On what is their claim founded--Occupancy.
A wild Indian with his skin painted red, and a
feather through his nose, has set foot on the broad
continent ••• ; a second wild Indian with his ears cut in ringlets,
or his nose slit like a swine ••• also sets his foot on the same
extensive tract of soil ••• I wonder if Congress or the different
states would recognize the claim? I am so far from thinking the
Indians have a right to the soil, that not having made better use
'of it ••• I conceive they have forfeited all preference to claim,
and ought to be driven from it." ~,Forked Tongue and Broken
Treaties, ad. Donald B. Worcester, carton Printers: caldwell,
Idaho (1975), p. xvii-xix, Introduction.
7 "Through two hundred years of Unitad states history,
American Indians have had their lands, and t-esources exploited,
their culture and traditions vilified, and their integrity
degraded." ~, Lauren Holland, "The Use of Litigation in Indian
3
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The Tribal Council desires everyone to have a clear
understanding that the Community has absolutely no desire to
consider the possibility of leavinq the Prairie Island Indian
Reservation.
To be forced to move from the Reservation would
cause disruption to a way of life. 8 Community members can easily
recall and cherish family members who lived on the Reservation
over one hundred years ago. Many community members find solace
and counsel in ancestors who are found on the Reservation. 9
However, due to circumstances beyond the community's
control, the Community must consider the possibility of being
forced to leave the Reservation, for, if the NSP proposal is
approved and brought to fruition, that distasteful possibility
exists.
Before the Community addresses its concerns about the
"worst case scenario," it strongly urges us all to seriously
consider all alternatives to the NSP proposal. One alternative
is to approach the proposal, with a mind to critique it, from a
perspective all together different from the one utilized by the
drafters of the OEIS. We might call this alternative perspective
the "Indian perspective."

•

Natural Resource Disputes, Journal of Energy Law , Policy, Vol.
10, no. i' (1989), p. 54.
8 "In Grant Foreman's Indian Removal there is a passage
quoted from a letter b.y Col.· George S. Gaines to the Mobile
Commerical' Register (November 12, 1831).
Gaines was in the
Choctaw country of central Mississippi, assisting some of the
people in the tribe who were making preparations for removing to
Indian Territory. Gaines noted: 'The feeling which many 'of them
evince in separating, never to return again, from their long
cherished hills, poor as they are in this section of country, is
truly painfUl to witness ••• '
~, Introduction, Tbe Remembered
Earth, ed. Geary Hobson, Red Earth Press: Albuquerque, 1919, p.
10.
9 "We are the land. To the best of my understanding, that
is the fundamental idea embedded in Native American life and
culture in the Southwest. More than remembered, the earth is the
mind of the people as we are the mind of the earth. The land is,
not really the place (separate from ourselves) Where we act out
the draJlUl of our isolated destinies.
It is not a means of
survival, a settinq for our aftairs, a resource on which we draw
in order to keep our own art functioninq.
It is not the everpresent 'Other' which supplies us with a sense of 'I.'
It is
rather a part of our beinq, dynamic, siqnificant, re~l. It is
ourself, in as real a sense as our notions of 'eqo,' 'libido' or
social network, in a sense more real than any conceptualization
or abstraction about the nature of the human being can ever be."
~, Paul Gwm Allen, lIIIIyani:
It Goes Tbi. Way," The Re1leJibered
Earth, ed. Geary Hobson, Red. Earth Press: Albuquerque, 1919, p.
191.

•

•

•

The "Indian perspective" might be considered a way of
relating to the natural world in which the human is just another
species, and the well-being of the human species is of no greater
or lessor importance than the well-being of every other species
or the collective well-being of the ecological community. 16
Simply put, the Indian perspective recognizes the importance of
all life, including the life of the Earth itself. 11
Although
they varied significantly between different
cultures, Native American relationships with the natur~l
world tended to preserve biological integrity within natural
communities, and did so over a significant period of
historical time. These cultures engaged in relationships of
mutual respect, reciprocity, and caring with an Earth and
follow beings as alive and self-conscious as human beings.
Such relationships were reflected and. perpetuated by
cultural elements inclUding religious belief and ceremonial
ritual ...
In contrast, invading Europeans brought with them cultures
that practiced relationships of SUbjugation and domination,
even hatred, of European lands. They made little attempt to
live with their natural communities, but rather altered them
wholesale. 12

•

Perhaps, as may be suggested, the agents of the European
cultures significantly injected life into the course of history
that brings us to this time When we must discuss what to do with
spent fuel.
Perhaps, as may be suggested, the Indian perspective
should be used to shape ~he future course of events surrounding
the spent fuel.
,
The community argues that it is not cost-prohibitive to
consider the long-term effects of the current practices that
generate the spent fuel.
Specifically, the Community would be
very desirous to see an environmental impact statement (EIS)
written with an emphasis on alternative ecological perspectives.
The drafters of such an EIS might analyze the NSP proposal while
utilizing the argumentative structures and thematic premises of
the "deep ecology," "ecofeminism," or "Indian perspective"

10 ~, Annie L. Booth and Harvey M. Jacobs, IIITies That Bind:
Native American Beliefa aa a Foundation for Environmental
Consciouaness, III Environmental Ethics, Vol. 12, Spring 1990, p.
29.
11 Ibid, p. 30.
12 Ibid, p. 31.
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alternative ecophilosophies. 1J These alternative ecophilosophies
are studied areas in which scholars and students have generated a
substantial amount of documented scientific, legal, historical,
and cultural authority.
Such authority is not novel and cannot
be ignored.

4It

The State of Things
15D

In the early 1980s, "federal policy with respect to nuclear
waste disposal was in disarray ••• The basic assumption, made' by
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in civilian nuclear power
reactor licensing proceedings, that disposal facilities for spent
nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste would be available
when needed, was under challenge.,,14 There is a strong argument
that the current legal structures leave open the opportunity for
the various levels of government to become deadlocked and
paralyzed in the search for storage facilities, givinq rise to a
situation where there is nowhere to store spent fuel. 15
With this type of documented uncertainty among the elected
governments of the United States, among those who presumably have
access to state of the art technoloqy, the Community feels
uncomfortable with the "assumptions" on Which the drafters of the
DEIS base their conclusion that "[ c) onstruction of the proposed
ISFSI will not cause significant impacts to the natural and human
environment in the vicinity of the Prairie Island Nuclear
Generating Plant."
The community understands that our spent fuel quest is
interesting for compelling reasons. 16

4It

Spent fuel is the intensely radioactive material withdrawn
from the core of a nuclear reactor following irradiation but
before constituent elements are separated by reprocessing.
Spent nuclear fuel contains hazardous concentrations of
fission by-products such as cesium and strontium, as well as
transuranics such as plutonium-239.
Exposure to radiation
13 au, Booth and Jacobs, IITi. . That Bind: Native American
Beliefs ••• 1I Enyironaental Ethic., Vol. 12, Spring 1990, p. 29.
14 ~, CharI.. B. Montanq., ·Federal Nuclear Waste Disposal
Policy,- Natural ReSOUrces JOUrnal, Vol. 27, Spring 1987, p. 310311.

15~,
Orlando B. Deloqu, 118NIXBY' is a Rational
EnviromllHlnt:al ProbI_,1I SOUth Qa.kgba Lay Rftin, Vol. 35, 1990,
p. 199.

16 "Activities such as nuclear weapons testing and waste
disposal ••• cause incalculable harm." ~, Mark Allen Gray, "The
United Nations Environmental Proqra. .e:
An Assessment,'
Enyironaental Lay, Vol. 20, no. 2 (1990), p. 291-292.

~
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from spent nuclear fuel, even for a short time, can be
lethal. Spent nuclear fuel must accordingly be handled with
great care.
To make matters even more difficult, such
material is thermally hot due to intense radioactive decay.
It is therefore all the more difficult to handle.
Spent
nuclear fuel is generally solid in form. 17

15E

•

Since none of the casks used to store the spent fuel have
burst open in an accident, the effect of a ca.sk releas ing its
contents is truly unknown. 18
However, studies have been
conducted and the effects of a nuclear accident are not
attractive. 19
The DEIS drafters chose not to investigate and present the
"worst case scenario" and perhaps such a presentation will be
counter-productive and cost-prohibiti ve, however, the Commun i ty
feels it is necessary to understand the reality of certain
possibilities.
As mentioned above, the Community does not wish
to leave the Reservation and if there is a possibility of a
forced evacuation, whether on a temporary or permanent basis, the
Community needs to consider what would cause the necessity of an
evacuation and the viability of potential evacuation plans. 20
The community, therefore, respectfully requests that a stUdy of
these, issues be conducted and results therefrom documented for
the Community's review •
. other Considerations
The Community finds itself in a vulnerable position, a
position in which most groups of Indian people have found
themselves since the arrival of European settlers. The Community
lacks resources and knowledge to provide an informed critique of
the scientific issues involved in the NSP proposal.
There is
17 ~, Montange, "Federal Nuclear Waste Disposal Policy,"
Natural Resources Journal, Vol. 27, Spring 1987, p. 376

18~, Michele Mattsson, "Transportation of Radioactive
Materials in OUr Backyards.........A state' s Perspective,811 Journal of
Energy Lay and Policy, Vol. 9, 1988, p. 49.

19 "Roger D. Norton, a Professor of Economics at the
University of New Mexico, has also stUdied some possible accident
scenarios ••• a nuclear waste transportation accident could be
severe enough to warrant evacuation of· hundreds and perhaps
thousands of people.
People in the immediate vicinity of the
accident would be killed instantly, but it is unknown how many
would die later due to contaminated soil and and particles of
radioactive materials in the air." ~, Kattaaon, ibid, p. 49-50.

•

20 ~,

Minn. stat.

116C.711 regarding "emergency response

plans.-

7
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much the community can do in assistinq its members and the
general public to better understand the force. at work in this
story of nuclear spent fuel and where to store it. The community
wishes to make many more suggestions and demand access to the
information crucial to a complete understanding of this story.
In doing so, we shall all become better informed. 21
.
The Community maintains ongoing concerns about the
ramifications of the nuclear plant has on the health of its
members.
The Community requests that a thorough stUdy. of
potential health risks be conducted and. presented to the
community.
The Community also maintains a particular interest in
alternatives to those mentioned in the DEIS.22
The Community
would like to review studies of disposal methods such as deepspace disposal by rocket propulsion devices. The Community would
like to review a more comprehensive stUdy of the "unknown risk
factors" involved at Prairie Island. 23 The Community wishes to
understand why there is not a greater push toward developing
' alternative fuel sources such as solar and wind generated
energy. 24 And importantly, the community wants to know what it
ean receive in the event that the NSP proposal becomes a reality.
~here is a strong sentiment that potentially impacted communities

•

l

21 An incident occurred a few years back at the NSP Prairie
Island plant that apparently required the evacuation of plant
workers; the community was never properly informed of the
circumstances surrounding these events.

•

22 It has been suqgested that the spent fuel storage
facility be located at alternative sites such as the White House
yard in Washington, D.C. or the State Capitol grounds in st.
Paul.
At the minimum, the Community would like the opportunity
to study more closely viable site alternatives.
23~, Bill MwlchenheiJI, IIItSave Prairie Island, lilt Northern
Sun News, Auqust/S.pte:aber 1990, p. 1.

24 "The Luz corporation based in Los Angeles and Jerusalem,
now operat.s nine central solar gen.rating stations with a
combined capacity in excess of 350 megawatts. The n.west units
d.liver peak electricity at eight cents p.r kilowatt hour, well
und.r the tw.lve cants CORing out of S.abrook, with none of .the
environa.ntal, health, or meltdown liabiliti.s •••• Renewable
technologies are advancing far more ra~idly than atomic reactors,
and the industry is undoubtedly fe.ling the heat. III ~, Harvey
Wasse1.:"Ran, -Nuclear Power's Desperate COJIMhack, III Nuclear Times,
Winter 1990-91, p. 3-4.
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should be compensated. 25
Conclusion

15K

The Prairie Island Sioux .Indian Community finds it necessary
to play an integral part in this process to determine whether to
place high level nuclear waste in a cask on a cement slab not
more than a half-mile from the Indian Reservation. The Community
respectfully requests the assistance from all involved parties in
its endeavor to raise the consciousness of the people regar~ing
tpis place we call home.
At this point in time, the Community is not aware of any
cause of action it might have against any party with regard to
the construction of the spent fuel storage facility.
The
Community wishes to preserve all legal rights and potential
causes of action that emanate from the NSP proposal.

Dated:

January 10, 1991
Dale Childs, President

•
25 "A third essential feature of the proposed federal
legislation would recognize a duty, and require each state IS
siting mechanism, to compensate:
1.
Landowners whose property
is earmarked for a NIMBy-type use. 2. Adjoining property owners
whose land values will be depressed to a greater or lessor degree
by their proximity to an earmarked site. 3. Municipalities that
must bear the infrastructure costs associated with being host to
a NIMBy-type activity or facility.
,
These payments should not be delayed until there is an
actual sale or taking of property for the NIMBY use or until
'actual construction begins." ~, Deloqu, • 'NIMBY' is a National
Environmental Problelll,· SQuth DAkota Lay Reyiey, Vol. 35, p. 215.
Compensation can take the form of health insurance payments,
comprehensive medical care, a permanent health clinic, medical
studies regarding the effects of the plant on Community members,
wellness programs, educational scholarships, electricity, etc.
9

BLUEDOG LAW OFFICE
SOUTHGATE OFFICE PLAZA. SUITE ~55
~1 WEST !lOTH STREET
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(612\ 893- 181 J

January 11, 1991

FAX(lII2\~

Mr. Bob cupit
Minnesota Environmental Quality Board
300 centennial Building
658 Cedar street
st. Paul, MN 55155
RE:

Prairie Island Indian community Comments to
the Draft Environmental Impact statement

Dear Mr. Cupit:
Enclosed please find the original of the Prairie Island
Indian community's Comments to the OEIS. I faxed the Comments to
you today as well. Again,' let me apologize for the delay.
If I can be of further assistance, please call.

\J~~~~..

•

William J. Hardacker

Enclosure

•

CO:M:M:ENT LETTER 16

United States Department of the Interior
BUREAl' OF l:-.lOIAN AFFAIRS
A4INHUPOUS .AU O"IIC£
16 .OI/fM IIfllTH lIlTIUU
A4INNUPO~la. A4INHUOTA 111402

I'" /IIUl.'I' ftUIIIII TO:

Hydrology

Mr. Robert Cupit
Minn.sot~ Environmental Quality Soard
658 C.d~~ Str.et
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155
Dear Sir:

16A

•
16B

This offiee fully supports and concurs with the comments of thi Pr~iri. Island
Indian Community (Community) on the Draft Enviror~ental Impact Statement
(OEIS) for the proposed Prairie Island Independent Spent Fuel Storage
Installation (!SFSI). A copy of those comments are enclosed. The P~airi.
Island Indian COJllJl1W'\ity is a federally ncogniud ~ntity and is ent1thd to
the respect and consideration due a sov~reign nation. The OEIS doe' not
mention the Prairie Island Indian Community nor its proximiey to the proposed
!SFSI. Since, the proposed ISFSI lies within 2000 feet of ehe primary
resid~ntial area of the Prairie Island Indian Community, we believe thae the
coneern$ of the Prairie 1.1.nd Indiari.CommunLey should be specifically
addressed and ehae ehe Communiey should be 4 primary pareicipane in the
development and selection of aleernatives.
According to the DEIS, ehe ISFSI is predicted eo produce an Annual radiation
dose of 3.74 millirem (mrem) for the nearese resident. This is apprOXimately
fifey times the 0.076 mrem ealeulated annual dose due to the P~airi. I.land
plant. ~il. the annual radiation dose, at the nearest dwelling. is predicted
eo remain wiehin the Nuclear lesulaeory Commission guidelines it is clear that
the ISFSI will, under normal operations, be A mora significant source of
radiation than the plant itself, Clearly, the proposed ISFSI muse be
considered a major modification of che operation of the plant.
The d4fense-1n-depth de.1~ of the IS1S1 provides an apparently high d4sree of
u.fety. There rUUliM, however, a risk of wUc:nown magnitude and indefinite
duracion to b. born principally by the Prairie Ialand Indian Community. If an
accident result. in the release of radioactive maeerial the impacts may
peraist over a very long time seale. Th. imposition of ehe risk of
containment failur., the increa.e 1n radiation exposure, and the emotional
impact of the ISrSI upon the Prairie Island Indian Community i. an
unreaaonable burden.
The Communi~y residea on a small remnan~ ot their ancestral lAnds; eho bulk of
which, have been appropriated to the uleimatl b.nefi~ of eh. United StAtes.
The Prairie Island Indian Reservation is all that is left to this BAnd of
Sioux Indiana. The circumstance. surro~d1ng the members of eh~ Co~unitY,
their way of life and their relationship eo the United Seato. require. that
cheir ne.ds and concerns be addrosse4 explicitly and that their unique

perspective be given full consideration in evaluating the .nvironmen~~l
imp~cts of the 15F51. The Minne~polis Area Office requests ch4e eh~ Minnesoc~
Environmentai Quality Board and Sorthern $taces Po~~: Company t~eat the
P:airie Island Indian Community wi:h the co~sideration and res?~ct due 4
sO'lereign government and specifically addrus to the satisfaction of :~a
Co~mun~cy. all eh. concerns expressed by the Community.

•

I

If yo~ have any questions concerning our c~mmenti, please contact Q. Brown,
Area Hydrologist. At Area Code: (612) 349·3380.
Sincerely.

Area l)ireeeor

•
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m,nnesot~

department of health

dIvIsion of envIronmental hellth
p.o. boll S9OoCO

9'25 •.•• delawart
(&12\121·1\00

J .
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mlnneapoll' 55459-0040
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January 16, 1991

I
!
I

Gretchen. Sabel I
Environmental QUality Board
400 Centennial bffice BUilding
St. Paul, Minne~ota 551S5
Dear Ms. Sabel.'
I

Minnesota Depar~~ent of Health staff have reviewed the draft
environmental impact statement "Prairie Island Independent Spent
Fuel Storage In~tallatiOn" and offer the following comments,
,

1. The TN-40 e~sk is being designed for 3.85\ U-235 enrichment
(maximum). Accprdinq to the Ers seoping document, 4.0% and 4.2%
Qnrichod fuel ~as loaded into the Prairie Island core d urin 9
17A Cycle 14 last year. Any changes in cask design should be
identified 80 ~h~t changes in environmental impacts can be
evaluated (for example, il there an increased risk in accidental
criticality?). I;
.
I

e

racks will be stored in a storage buildi n 9 that
i. part of the installation. Their amounts of radioactivity and
17B radiation lev.~s are not stated. These impacts should be further
detailed.
2.

Dam~ged fue~

I

3. The statement i. made that "although no radioactive liquid or
gas in the cas~ .•• could leak- it does contain krypton-aS gas,
which h~s a ha~f life of about 10 year., and diffuses out of the
17C spent fuel. E~timatel of lr-85 concentrations should be made
under the case where cask seals fail.
I

4. Because, wh~n fully loaded, the installation is predicted to
have higher ra4iolo9ica1 impactl than the plant itsell (3.74 mrem
year compa~ed to 0.0763 mrem for the nearest resident), we
17D per
sU9g e1t that, ~f resource. AZ. available, a health risk
assessmont be ~rfor~ed.
!

If you have qu,st1onl on these comment., please contact me at
627-5065.
I
Sincerely,

~J.~

•

Timothy D. DonakowlKi
Health Physici.t
Section of Radiation Control
TDD.tdd
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January 10, 1990

David S. Lang
Route 4
Milaca, Minnesota

56353

Ms. Gretchen Sable
Minnesota Environmental Quality
300 Centennial Building
658 Cedar Street
st. ~aul, Minnesota 55155

Boa~d

Dear Ms. Sable:
Per your letter of December 27, 1990, I have
briefly reviewed the Prairie Island Spent Fuel Storage
Expansion Draft EIS.
I am concerned the "agenda" named for
this
project
pre-empts
adequate
public
review
and
participation.
I
was
first
informed
of
the
Ers
availability via public media in late November and received
the EIS in mid December.
I am qualified to review a
vari~ty of environmental
information, but specific post
graduate expertise in the fields of health physics and
nUClear engineering is necessary to support an independent
understanding of this document.

•

Concerned citizens, like myself, face substantial
obstacles in the r.vi." of information of· this· kind.
The
enVironmental siqnlflcanc. is very long t.rm, the pot.ntial
for adverse impact i. high, the topic is t.chnically
complex, and acc.1I11 to quall f i ed ind.pend.nt revi .w.rs who
are
alllo
w111ing
to d.vot.
th.ir
leisure
time
to
participation without comp.n.ation is low.
For these
18A reasons, I b.li.ve thirty to .ixty day. is far to little
tim. aa allow.d for public r.view and comment.

18B

18C

The
order
of
the
EIS
process
alao
se.ms
inappropr late to m..
I am at a los. to und.rllltand how the
ErS could be written prior
to the time the essential
information fromth. NRC r.vi.w wall availabl..
For
example, the cask. have not b.en approv.d for tranllport yet
the storaq. i. obviou.ly not perman.nt and the "containm.nt
material fractur. toughn••• " (pre.umably a function of
metal
fatigue due
to crylltalli:ation)
r.mainll to b.
evaluated and approv.d. With r.gard to cask durability, I
am astound.d to fInd information on snow anc1 ic. 10acUnq
for v•••• l. c1.signed to wi thstanc1
internal
pr ••• ures
exceed ing 100 p.i and var i ou. "tornado mis. i l •• " but no

information about casks which ma y , un d e r t ran s po r t , strike
a durable concrete structure (like a bridge) while moving
at 50 miles per hour.

•

I believe the decade of the eighties demonstrated
the need for improved information and public participation
on behalf of environmental interests in Minnesota. Because
of the long term consequence of th,is environmental issue in
particular, I hope that you now may find additional means
to benefit those concerns.

~~~
David S. Lang, Ph.D.

'.

•
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Summary of Public Meeting Comments
Draft Environmental Impact Statement
Prairie Island Spent Fuel Storage Expansion
The following is a summary of oral comments received at pUblic
meetings at st. Paul on December 17, 1990 and at Red Wing on December
18, 1990. Comments have been assigned a reference number
corresponding to responses.
19A The geologic characteristics of the proposed site should be
described and related to the potential for failure of the
concrete pad to support projected loads.
19B Higher pressures during hydrostatic testing of the casks should
be considered.
Impacts on the adjacent Indian community of the Prairie Island
Reservation should be analyzed, specifically;
19C - population levels and proximity to site,
190 - socioeconomic impacts,
19E - aesthetic impacts,
19F - impacts from future transportation of spent fuel, and
19G - health impacts.

•

The conservation alternative should be significantly expanded to
include:
19H - how conservation can reduce waste generation,
19I - how more sophisticated approaches t9 energy efficiencies
and conservation can reduce waste and problems of waste
management,
19J - how rate-based financial incentives for electric utilities
to encourage conservation can reduce generation of waste,
19K - additional information on specific energy efficient
technologies available to reduce consumption, and
19L - cost effectiveness of conservation.
19M The reduced operation alternative should also be expanded
relative to the conservation discussion.
Discussion of cask design and operation should be expanded,
specifically:
19N - design, operating life of cask, and
.
190 - protection of monitoring system, specifically from
lightning strike, tornado missile.
19P Renewable alternatives, such as wind power and biomass, should be
considered.
19Q The potential for the site to be used to store spent fuel from
other reactors should be addressed.

~

19R Include a discussion on why NSP chose the dry metal cask design.

-

195 Explain why the larger cask was chosen over smaller volume casks.
19T Include the potential for severe erosion of the earthen berm, and
the impacts which could result.
19Q Describe what European countries are doing with spent fuel.

•

19V Expand discussion of testing of casks.
19W Discuss how environmental review of dry cask technology can be
reliable when operating history is so short.
19X Include an analysis of the potential for the facility to become a

de facto permanent storage site.

19Y Describe effect on state EI5 process if federal review results in
a change in project design.
19Z Expand discussion of handling of cask in event of seal failure or
other event requiring transport back to pool.

•

CHAPTER 8
RESPONSES TO COMMENTS RECEIVED ON DRAFT EIS
Comment Letter 1
1A

The possibility that spent fuel from other nuclear plants would
be stored at the PI facility is discussed on page 4.27.

1B

See text page 4.10 (Indian community impacts) and 4.10 and 4.20
(transportation accidents) •

1C

Health impacts on residents adjacent to the ISFSI have been given
further analysis. See new Chapter 6.

Comment Letter 2
2A

Discussion of renewable energy sources has been added on page
5.48.

2B

The discussion of costs of the conservation alternative has been
expanded, beginning on page 5.11.

2C

Additional discussion of the economic impacts of conservation and
renewables has been included in the FEIS. See page 5.11 and
5.48.

20

Energy policies of utilities and the state are inappropriate for
analyses in an EIS for a specific project proposal. More
specifically, the "need" for the Prairie Island plant and/or the
proposed ISFSI is an issue that should be addressed to the PUblic
utilities Commission.. While the commenter rightly suggests that
energy policy should not be established on a project by project
basis, there are more appropriate forums than an EIS to consider
broad energy issues.

Comment Letter 3
3A

Response provided on page 4.25.

3B

Ground water monitoring is discussed in more detail in the text
on page 4.8.

3C

Energy conservation will be considered by the Public utilities
Commission during the certificate of Need proceedings. Though
thisEIS looks generally at conservation, specific programs would
be considered by both the PUC and the Department of Public
Servic~.

3D

EQB staff have attempted to qualify or verify any information
provided by NSP.

Comment Letter 4
4A

Response provided on page 3.7.
8.1

4B

Response included on page 4.17

4C

Comment questioned purpose of berm. See page 4.28, section L.
Mitigation of identified impacts; Off-site radiation exposure
reduction.
Also see new Chapter 6.

40

Response in text on page 4.17.

4E

The Minnesota Department of Health has provided additional
analysis of potential health effects~ See new Chapter 6.

4F

The commenter's concerns about impacts on the Red Wing community
are noted. The EIS reflects what is known about specific impacts
of the proposed project.

•

Comment Letter 5
5A

A discussion of the proposed capacity of the ISFSI has been added
on page 4.26.

5B

Revised radiation calculations are provided in Chapter 6.

5C

Included in text on page 3.21

50

Additional discussion has been included in the text on heat
generation and heat flow calculations.
See page 3.13.

5E

The hickory plank tornado missile is presumed to be 12 feet
long. The 6 foot length on page 4.7 of the DEIS was incorrect.
It has been corrected in this FEIS.

Comment Letter 6
6A

The revised EIS now includes additional discussion (and emphasis)
on the conservation alternative, beginning on page 5.8.

6B

The commenter's concept of financial incentives to conserve
electric energy, with the objective of reducing environmental
impacts of waste generation, has been endorsed by the EQB and the
PUC.
A discussion has been provided on page 5.8. However, the
EQB will not be making a decision to prefer any alternative in
this EIS process. The comment attachments have been included in
Appendix M.

6C

The PUC's certificate of Need process will consider the economics
of the alternatives in more detail.
Further, the PUC will now
require utilities to file financial incentive plans, permitting
review of broader issues, including environmental. See page 5.8.

6D

The comment is noted. Additional discussion of conservation
opportunities are included beginning on page 5.8.

6E

Same as 6C above.

8.2

'.

•

6F and 6G Same as 6C above. Various regulatory actions and
discussions over the last year indicate a heightened awareness of
the potential for financial incentives to conserve to reduce
pollutant emissions and waste generation.
6H

The points in this paragraph are a summary of comments 6A through
6G.

Comment Letter 7
7A

Response included on page 4.17.

7B

Response included on page 3.21.

7C

Chapter 4 references have been included at the end of the
chapter.

•

Comment Letter 8

•

8A

Comments on impacts on the Indian community are noted.
Discussion of the tritium contamination issue has been added to
the text on page 4.8.

8B

Comment is noted.

8C

Long-term storage concerns are discussed on page 4.24.

80

A discussion on airplane crash impacts has been added on page
4.21.

8E

Radiation exposures is discussed in more detail.
Chapter 6.

8F

The appropriateness of nuclear power is a policy and public
opinion issue and is beyond the intended scope of this EIS.
Staff believes the no action alternative is adequately discussed
in the draft EIS. The remaining issues noted in this paragraph
are a summary of comments 8A through 8E, which are addressed
above. The conservation alternative has been expanded on page
5.8. Combinations of alternatives has been expanded on page
5.47.

Refer to new

Comment Letter 9

4IIi

9A

Comment noted.

9B

Comment noted.

9C

Additional information was provided by NSP in its comment letter
(10), p. 3. Premature shutdown of the plant would appear to have
a significant adverse economic impact on the Red Wing community.

90

Response to coal/nuclear comment is on page 5.52.

9E

Comment is interpreted as an opinion.

See comment 3D.

8.3

9F

Question "Where did 5 rem (page 2) come from?" answered in text
on page 4.18. Next line statement about BEIR V confirmed and
explained in Appendix G.

9G

Response included in text on page 4.18.

9H

Comment regarding radiation hormesis included attachments which
are found in Appendix M. Additional discussion is on p~ge 4.18.

•

Comment Letter 10
lOA Appropriate corrections have been incorporated in the Final EIS
text.
lOB The data in the last column of Table 3-3 corresponds to 20 years
after discharge.
10C Comment noted.
100 Comment noted.

Attachment is included in Appendix M.

Comment Letter 11
11A Additional discussion on crane design is included on page 3.6.
lIB Additional discussion on cask testing with water is provided on
page 3.10.
llC Definition of "canned" has been added on page 3:10.
lID Response in text on page 3.11.
lIE Response in text on page 3.19.

•

11F Purpose of vent hole described in text, page 3.21.
11G Additional information on wildlife use of project area is
included in text on page 4.4.
11H Same as 11G above.
11I An explanation of missile damage is provided on page 4.14.
I1J Additional discussion on lightning strike found on page 4.16.
11K Additional discussion on regulatory review of the project is
provided on page 3.27 and in Chapter 2, page 2.1.
IlL Because of the degree of neutron shielding provided by the cask,
no other ISFSI components become activated. Thus, the pads,
fences and equipment building will not require disposal as LLW.
Additional discussion on activation of materials is in text on
page 4.17.

8.4

•

11M This comment urged continued state involvement in the federal
license process. This is now occurring through the state's
intervention in that process. An updated discussion of the
intervention is presented on page 2.1.
11N Comment noted.
110 The DNR's Mississippi River Team unfortunately misunderstood the
environmental review process. There was no attempt to "hurry"
pUblic review of the DEIS. As noted in the comment, an extra
week beyond the 30 days required by rule was provided.
Further,
written comments were accepted which were received over a week
beyond the close of the comment period.
.
Comment Letter 12
12A Comment noted.
128 Response included in text on page 4.2.
12C Additional discussion on radioactive impacts on wildlife is
included in the text on page 4.2.
12D Comment noted.
12E Objection noted. Additional discussion of future waste storage
begins on page' 4.27.
Comment Letter 13
13A The comment assumes the EIS is the basis for a decision about the
need for or the prudency of the Prairie Island Nuclear Generating
Plant. This is clearly not the case;
It is a discovery
document, intended to describe known impacts of a proposed
project (the ISFSI) and alternatives. While it can be argued
that the Minnesota Environmental Policy Act applies to an EIS
adequacy decision, the legislature's declared intent of an EIS in
Minn. stat., section 116D.04, is to provide information before a
major governmental action (the certificate of Need) is taken. It
is appropriate for the preparation of an EIS to be guided by
MEPA, though it is the need decision (approval) which must
satisfy the requirements of the Act.
138 The conservation alternative has been expanded beginning on page
5 .8.
13C MEQ8 staff believes the revised EIS satisfies the content
requirements provided in rule. Again, the EIS was not prepared
on a proposal to operate or not operate the Prairie Island Plant.
13D The alternatives section includes expanded discussion of several
alternatives, particularly conservation, reduced operation and
conbinations, pages 5.8 and 3.47.

•
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13E See response 13C and 13D above .
8.5

13F Technically, the referenced Minn. rule 4410.2500 does not apply
to this ElS. The rUle language applies to projects proposed by a
governmental unit for which the governmental unit prepares the
EIS. This is not the case here. The rule language refers to "a
reasoned choice among alternatives" and "weigh the need for the
project", neither of which the EQB is authorized to do for the
NSP project.

•

The SAR postulated a cask tipping event as having the maximum
potential impact on the immediate environs, and contains a
detailed analysis of the radiation dosage of a cask tip-over
(page 8.2-4 of the SAR). The nearest site boundary or maximum'
individual whole body dose for the loss of spent fuel cask
confinement barrier is determined to be 0.07 rem. The NRC
criteria is 5 rem.
13G Response provided in text on page 3.11 and 3.19.
13H Response provide on page 3.7.
131 This comment stated that the discussion of costs and impacts of
increasing the pool capacity at Prairie Island was not adequate.
These areas are covered on pages 5.16 through 5.23 of the DEIS.
The commenter does not state what information is missing.
For
this reason, no further discussion is offered.

13N Discussion of dual purpose cask has been added on page 5.15.
130 Additional discussion on geologic characteristics is provided in
NSP's comment letter, p. 1. A detailed description of site
geology ana related design factors are provided in the Safety
Analysis Report. ,It was not duplicated in the DEIS because of
its very technical nature and length.
13P The EIS was not intended to be used as NSP's application for a
certificate of Need. That permit information was not
specifically included in the ElS pursuant to Minn. Rules,
4410.2300, sUbp. F.
13Q Response included on page 4.17 and in new Chapter 6.
13R Long-term storage concerns have been addressed on page 4.24.
138 Additional discussion of costs has been included on page 4.27 .
8.6
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13T Additional information on wildlife populations in project area is
included on page 4.2 of text .
13U Expanded discussion of impacts on wildlife is included in the
text on page 4.2.
13V There is no information basis to assume there will be adverse
socioeconomic impacts on the area if the facility is built and
operated as proposed and regulated by the NRC.
Studies would be
inconclusive and speculative.
13W Response is a new Chapter 6.
13X Response is additional discussion on property value effects on
page 4.11.
13Y The possibility that spent fuel from other nuclear plants would
be stored at the PI facility is discussed on page 4.27.
13Z This comment asked what impact Minnesota's 1990 "Below Regulatory
Concern Low-Level Radioactive Waste" act would have on the
proposed project. Laura McCarten, NSP project manager, stated in
January of 1991 that plans for the project did not include
requesting deregulation of any low-level wastes, and that all
low-level wastes would be disposed in a low-level radioactive
waste landfill.
13AA

This comment requested more information on the 1978 steam
release. accident at the Prairie Island plant. The only
steam release accident at Prairie Island occurred in October
of 1979, and so it is assumed that the commenter is in error
on the date. Though reactor operation is not the sUbject of
this EIS, a description of the 1979 accident has been added
to Appendix C on page Append. 6.
concerning the 1985 incident, a question was raised as to
the release of Krypton-8S. There was no release of
Krypton-aS nor was anyone exposed during this incident."

13BB

Response to cask recertification question is provided on
page 3.29.

13CC

Comment noted.

1300

The possibility that spent fuel from other nuclear plants
would be stored at the PI facility is discussed on page
4.27.

13EE

The suggestion that NSP will accept spent fuel from other
plants and also build a reprocessing plant is speculation.
This conjecture is beyond the scope of the EIS as an action
that has not been proposed, and, if proposed in the future,
would be reviewed in separate proceedings.

a.7

13FF

The possibility of Minnesota becoming a host state to a
repository is discussed on page 4.27

13GG

staff disagrees with this comment and considers it
non-substantive.

13HH
13II
13JJ

The alternatives section of the EIS has been expanded.
commenter's disagreement and additional information is
noted.

13KK

The EQB's EIS does not have to satisfy the requirements of
the National Environmental Policy Act.

The

•

Comment Letter 14
14A The alternatives section has been expanded, beginning on page
5.8.
Comment Letter 15
15A Comment 15A refers to "technical and legal assistance", which,
upon request, can be provided by the EQB to Indian tribes
pursuant to Minnesota statutes, section 116D.722. However, that
statute was designed to provide assistance in the event that a
high level radioactive waste repository was being sited in
Minnesota.
The statute specifically excludes the on-site storage
of spent fuel from consideration. While it may be argued that
some issues relevant to the proposed ISFSI are not dissimilar
from a repository, the-intent of the statute is clear.
15B Comment 15B reflects the opinion of the Tribal Council that the
proposed facility will cause certain diminishment of the
Community environment and cUlture, and is dUly noted.
Quantification of such impacts is difficult at best, and
necessarily relates to the historical association of NSP and the
reservation as neighbors since the late 1960's. The reservation
is immediately adjacent to the plant and all traffic to the plant
passes through the reservation. While direct, adverse impacts
are not anticipated by NSP, any unanticipated offsite impacts
could affect reservation resources and/or residents because of
its proximity.
15C Comment noted.
15D Long-term storage concerns are addressed on page 4.24.
15E See response to Comment 13F.
15F Additional health risk analysis on adjacent residents has been
included in Chapter 6.
15G See response to comment 19U.
15H Comment noted.
8.8
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lSI Comment noted. Additional discussion on renewable energy sources
have been included in the EIS on page 5.48 .
15J The issue of compensation by NSP to the Indian community, raised
in comment 15J, is inappropriate in an EIS. There are other
means to resolve this question.
15K Comment noted.
Comment Letter 16
16A There was no willful intent to omit impacts on the Indian
community. No issues relative to the reservation were raised
during the scoping process in early 1990, either through written
comments or at the pUblic meetings. The purpose of the scoping
process is to identify through public participation the
alternatives and impacts to be included in the EIS. The Tribal
Council received all mailings since the beginning of the
environmental review process, and proper notices were provided in
the media and by mail.
Nevertheless, concerns
several members of the
community and the text
relating .to the Indian

about the proposed project were voiced by
community and others outside of the
now includes discussions of issues
community (page 4.10).

16B Comment noted .

•

Comment Letter 17
17A If the design of the TN-40 cask was ever modified to accommodate
enrichments higher than 3.85 wt%, all the current NRC regulations
would still need to be satisfied.
In particular, any change in
design must meet the NRC limit on sUbcriticality, i.e., keff may
not exceed 0.95. There would be no increased risk of accidental
criticality.
17B Additional information on damaged racks provided in text on page
3.19.
17C Table 7.2-3 of the SAR provides the fission product activity of
the design basis spent fuel. Ten years after discharge from the
reactor, the Krypton-85 concentration is 6260 curies per metric
ton of spent fuel. A TN-40 cask will hold about 16 metric tons
of fuel, and contain a total of about 100,000 Curies of
Krypton-85 activity.
17D The Minnesota Department of Health performed a health risk
assessment for this project. Its analysis and conclusions are
provided in new Chapter 6.

8.9

Comment Letter 18
18A Comment noted. The state's environmental review rules are being •
followed.
Review of the proposed project began in late 1989. At
the conclusion of the PUC's Certificate of Need process, which
has not yet begun, approximately two years of review at the state
level will have been committed. The NRC's review is a minimum of
one and a half years.
18B While it may seem reasonable that the state and federal should
coordinate and fUlly cooperate in the review of nuclear issues,
it doesn't happen. Because of the federal licensing procedures,
it is more useful for the state to conduct its environmental
review early enough in the federal process to allow the state to
intervene and raise questions. Any change in the project or
later discovery of significant impacts can be reviewed by the
state by requiring a Supplemental EIS.
18C Transportation accidents are discussed on. page 4.20.
Oral Comments Received At Public Meetings - 19
19A Geologic characteristics and pad design discussions have been
expanded on page 3.19.
19B Cask testing pressures are discussed in more detail on page 3.10.
19C There is no available information to suggest that there will be
significant impacts on population levels and socioeconomics of
the reservation. As noted in the DEIS, the relatively small
scale of facility construction may have minimnum effects on
adjacent residents. There is also no information basis to
estimate long term impacts resulting from residents or visitors
to the reservation being uncomfortable with the dry cask
facility.
While it is suggested that business of the
reservation's casino and bingo may be diminished by public fear
of the dry cask facility, it would be speculation at this time to
assume that. The NRC standards are designed to protect the
nearest individual (at the site boundary), regardless of
population size of a nearby community.
19D See 19C above.
19E Aesthetic impacts are discussed further in the text on page 4.11.
19F Eventual transportation is discussed on page 4.20.
19G Additional health risk analysis has been included in Chapter 6.
19H The conservation alternative has been expanded beginning on page
5 •8 •

19I-19L

See page 5.8.
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19M The alternatives of reduced operation and conservation have been
expanded.

~l

19N A discussion on the effect of radiation on the cask materials has
been added on page 4.17. Also, refer to NSP's comment letter
(#10, comments A.5, A.7 and A.8 on pages 5 and 6).
190 The discussion of cask design and operation has been expanded
beginning on page 3.6.
19P Renewable alternatives have been included on page 5.48.
19Q The possibility that spent fuel from other nuclear plants would
be stored at the PI facility is discussed on page 4.27.
19R Discussion on NSP's choice of cask design included on page 3.7.
19S Explanation of choice of cask size added on page 3.7.
19T Additional discussion on the earthen berm is included on page
3.19.

•

19U Some other countries are reprocessing, or recycling, their spent
fuel.
This is discussed on page 5.32 of the DEIS.
Even if the
fuel is reprocessed, a fraction remains which must be disposed.
For disposal of this fraction, or of intact spent fuel if it is
not reprocessed, a number of alternatives exist. Among those
considered early in the u.s. program are a geologic repository,
sub-seabed disposal, icesheet disposal, space disposal, island
disposal, rock melting and well injection. The geologic
repository concept was chosen, citing the need for very-long term
isolation from the environment (10,000 years at least) and the
need for a method of safely getting the high-level radioactive
waste into the disposal media. This latter factor would tend to
prejudice the decision away from deep-space disposal when
considerations for rocket mishap are included. other countries
developing geologic repositories include Canada, Sweden, Germany,
France, England and Taiwan. Canada, Germany, and France at least
are also using dry storage of spent fuel in independent storage
facilities as an interim measure until a disposal site is
available.
19V The discussion of cask testing has been expanded on page 3.10.
19W Data reliability is a function of best jUdgements of experts. In
this case, we are relying on the NRC to provide the technical
review and operational monitoring. The entire review process,
both state and federal, attempts to maximize the credibility of
information. A discussion of experience, test.ing, and design
criteria is provided in connent letter #10, page 7.
19X Long-term storage issues are included on page 4.24.

8.11

19Y This comment urged continued state involvement in the federal
license process. This is now occurring through the state's
intervention in that process. An updated discussion of the
intervention is presented on page 2.1.

•

19Z This comment requested more information on the response
procedures relative to cask seal failure.
It is provided in
NSP's comment letter (#10, page 7).
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Appendix A
Definitions
Base Load Plant: A base load plant is a relatively high investment
cost resource with relatively low unit energy cos~s. Significant
operation for long periods of time is expected in order to justify
the investment.
Burnuo: Burnup is a measure of how much energy a fuel assembly
produced during the time it was in the reactor. Typically, the
greater the initial enrichment of the fuel assembly, the greater its
burnup when it is finally discharged from the reactor. Burnup is
expressed in terms of megawatt days per metric ton of uranium
(MWD/MTU) •

curie: A measure of radiation equivalent to one gram of radium or 37
billion disintegrations per second.
Cycle: A cycle is a period of reactor operation beginning with
reactor start-up after a refueling, and ending when the reactor is
shutdown for the next refueling.
cycie Capacity Factor: The cycle capacity factor is the amount of
energy produced during a cycle, divided by the amount of energy that
would have been produced had the reactor operated at full power all
the time during the cycle.

~ type
Enrichment: Most of the uranium in a nuclear fuel assembly is of a
referred to as U238, but the type that can fission and produce

energy is referred to as U235. Thus, enrichment means the percentage
of uranium in a fuel assembly that is the U235 type. Enrichment is
expressed in terms of %U235.
Peaking Plant: A peaking plant is a relatively low investment cost
resource with relatively high energy production costs. operation is
limited to peak load periods or during emergencies when less costly
energy is unavailable to meet requirements.
Refueling: Refueling needs to occur periodically to keep nuclear
plants operating. During refueling, older, less energetic fuel
assemblies are removed from the reactor and replaced with new, or
fresh, fuel assemblies. Nuclear plants like Prairie Island must be
shutdown for refueling.
Reload: The fresh assemblies that replace the discharged spent
fuel assemblies during a refueling.
Rem: A rem is a unit used in radiation protection to measure the
amount of damage to human tissue from a dose of ionizing radiation.

~
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Appendix B
Discussion of Nuclear Fuel cycle
Fiss·ion and Radioactive Decay

•

Atoms of most substances are stable. They have no tendency to break
up into simpler atoms. Some complex atoms, known as radioisotopes,
are unstable (radioactive) and undergo a spontaneous decay process,
emitting radiation until they reach a stable form. The decay process
takes, depending on the type of atom, from a fraction of a second to
billions of years. Some radioisotopes are fissile, meaning that they
can split, or "fission", when neutrons (a form of sub-atomic
particle) are added to their atomic nuclei or, in some c~5gumstances,
spontaneously. Only one fissile element, uranium-235 (U
),
exists in nature... Others are produced artificially when "fertile"
atoms such as U2~8 absorb neutrons and subsequently decay to
fissile i~~5opes, like p~~ionium-239. (In the natural state, uranium
is 0.7% U
and 99.3% U
.)
During fission, the nucleus of the atom splits into two smaller
nuclei called fission products, releasing neutrons, radiation and
heat in the process. The released neutrons can cause nearby atoms
to split, and, given enough fissionable material, an ongoing chain
reaction can begin. Such a chain reaction generates heat, primarily
from the fission process itself and secondarily from the subsequent
decay of the radioactive fission products. Uncontrolled, a nuclear
chain reaction could end in an atomic ~Jglosion. In a nuclear .
reactor, however, the fissile atoms (U
) are diluted with many
non-fissile atoms (U 238 , boron and other materials) that absorb
neutrons so that the chain reaction is maintained in a controlled
manner which cannot produce an explosion.

•

Uranium Fuel ManUfacturing
Figure 1 depicts the uranium fuel cycle as currently operating in the
commercial nuclear power industry in the United States. In this
cycle uranium ore, the raw material of reactor fuel, is extracted
from surface and underground mines. The uranium ore is crushed and
ground, then chemically treated to extract uranium oxides and produce
yellowcake (U 30 8 ).
Yellowcake is then converted to u~~gium
hexafluoride gas (UF 6 ) , which has a concentration of U
of 0.7
percent.
This percentage of U235 is not high enough for economical operation
of light-water reactors, the predominant type used in the United
s~~5es.
Through a process called "enrichment" the percentage of
U
is increased to 3-4%. The enriched UF 6 gas is then
converted to solid uranium dioxide (U0 2 ), shaped into pencil
eraser-sized pellets, and loaded into long metal fuel rods. The rods
are sealed and arrayed in fuel assemblies of 50-300 rods for use in
nuclear power reactors.
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Use of Nuclear Fuel for Electric Power Generation
Nuclear power generating plants which use ordinary water as the
reactor coolant are called "light-water reactor power plants" (LWR).
In the LWR, the fuel assemblies are immersed collectively in water
within the reactor core. Control rods containing, neutron-absorbing
materials are interspersed among the fuel rods to control the number
of nuclear reactions in the reactor fuel. Heat from fission and
decay of the nuclear materials heats the water to steam. One type of
LWR, called a "boiling-water reactor", uses this steam directly to
turn turbines and generate electricity. In others, called
"pressurized-water reactors" (like the two reactors at Prairie
Island), the cooling water is pressurized to prevent boiling and is
used instead to transmit heat from the core to boil water in a
separate steam generator.
Keeping a reactor operating at a constant power level requires the
maintenance of a delicate balance between neutron production and
absorption. If the rates of neutron production and absorption are
equal and at steady-state, the reactor is said to be "critical".
(This term sounds bad, or at least scary, but that is not in the
case. It is only the term which is used.) It is the goal of reactor
operators to keep the reactor critical during all phases of power
generation.: This is done by inserting control rods into the reactor
core and using neutron-absorbing materials such as boron in the
cooling water when the fuel is fresh, and gradually diminishing these
controls as the U235 in the fuel is spent •
spent Fuel and the'Nature of Radiation
After a period of time (about 3 j~ars), the buildup of fission
products and the depletion of u2
in a fuel assembly impedes the
efficiency of the chain reaction. When the concentration of U235
in the fuel is less than 1%, the assembly is considered "spent" and
is removed from the core and replaced with fresh fuel. The term
"burnup" is used as a measure of how much energy a fuel assembly
produced during the time it was in the reactor.
spent fuel is extremely hot (both in terms of heat and radioactivity)
when it is initially discharged from the reactor. For this reason,
it is stored in water basins called spent fuel.pools to provide the
cooling and radiation shielding that it requires. The heat and
radioactivity diminish rapidly in the first year, and more slowly in
sUbsequent years.
Table Appen. B-1 shows the decay chain for uranium-238 (the
predominant form of uranium in spent fuel), the daughter compounds
produced and their half-lives. It also.shows the type of radiation
emitted from these compounds. Radiation. is emitted by the atoms as
they decay into simpler forms, and can be of three basic types:
alpha, beta and gamma. Radiation is energetic and as it passes
through plant or animal tissue it can kill or damage cells or cell
components by tearing electrons away from molecules or atoms. The
severity and type of damage is dependent upon the type of radiation
exposure level and the sensitivity of the exposed cells.
Appen. p. 3

The differences between the types of radiation can be summarized as
follows:
Alpha radiation is the least penetrating, but most energetic type
of radiation. It will be stopped by a sheet of paper, or by
skin. If ingested or inhaled, alpha radiatio~ can concentrate
and cause severe damage to a localized area,such as a human
organ.

•

Beta radiation has the ability to penetrate through skin or
one-half inch of water. Beta radiation can also enter the body.
through ingested food and water or inhaled air. Once inside the
body, some beta-emitting radionuclides tend to concentrate and
remain in bones or certain organs and cause continued exposure.
Gamma radiation does not consist of particles like alpha or beta
radiation. Instead, gamma radiation causes the emission of
high-energy electromagnetic waves. These waves are similar to
x-rays, but are more powerful. These waves require thick
shielding because of their intense penetrating power and
potential to damage human organs.
TABLE Appen. B-1:
Daughter Element
Uranium-238

URANIUM-238 DECAY CHAIN

Type of Radiation
Alpha, Gamma

Half-Life
4.5 Billion Years

Thorium-234

Beta, Gamma

24.1 Days

Proactinium-234

Beta, Gamma

1.2 Minutes

Uranium-234

Alpha, Gamma

247,000 Years

Thorium-230

Alpha, Gamma

80,000 Years

Radium-226

Alpha, Gamma

1,622 Years

Radon-222

Alpha

3.8 Days

Polonium-218

Alpha, Beta

3.0 Minutes

Lead-214

Beta, Gamma

26.8 Minutes

Bismuth-214

Alpha, Beta, Gamma

19.7 Minutes

Polonium-214

Alpha

0.00016 Second

Lead-210

Beta, Gamma

22 Years

Bismuth-210

Alpha, Beta

5.0 Days

Polonium-210

Alpha, Gamma

138.3 Days

Lead-206

- None
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Appendix C
Fuel Handling Reliability
Prairie Island has received no citations from the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission related to the spent fuel pool. There have been no
incidents resulting in release of radioactive materials, nor loss of
normal cooling necessitating emergency shutdown. "only one
significant fuel handling event has occurred during plant operation.

•

On December 16, 1981, during a fuel transfer operation in the Prairie
Island spent fuel pool, the upper end fitting of one assembly
.
separated from the rest of the fuel assembly. The upper end fitting
stayed with the handling tool. The rest of the assembly fell a few
inches to rest on top of the rack underneath it, and came to rest
leaning at a 30 degree angle against the pool wall. A special tool
was designed for moving this damaged assembly, and the damaged
assembly was subsequently replaced in the storage rack. There was no
release of radioactivity and visual examinations did not reveal any
damaged fuel rods.
Studies of the fuel assembly determined that the cause of this event
was corrosion, caused by an unidentified corrosive material
temporarily present in the pool. Since no on-going problem was
detected, the NRC investigation concluded this was an isolated event,
with low potential for recurrence.
Specifically, the NRC concluded that "the spent fuel assembly top
nozzle degradation event was an isolated incident and does' not appear
at the present time to have any generic implication regarding fuel
assembly design, fabrication, handling, and storage. Therefore, the
staff does not recommend modific~tions to fuel assembly design,
manUfacturing, and quality control. The staff also determined that
the current guidelines on primary and spent fuel pool water chemistry
specifications and monitoring techniques are adequate and, therefore,
need no additional guidance. The staff concludes that a dropped fuel
assembly resulting from top nozzle failure would not lead to
criticality hazard, and in case of such an accident, it would
generate radiation levels at the site boundary that are well within
the 10 CFR 100 guidelines. The staff further finds that a potential
fuel assembly nozzle separation during reactor operation is not an
unreviewed safety problem. Therefor, the staff concludes that the
spent fuel assembly failure inside the spent fuel pool does not
constitute a safety problem, and the staff has reasonable assurance
that the public safety and health are protected." (Source: "Safety
Evaluation By The Office Of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Northern
States Power Company, Prairie Island units 1 and 2, Dockets 50-282
and 50-306, Spent Fuel Assembly pegradation, December, 1981.)
Comment 13AA requested more information on the 1978 steam release
accident at the Prairie Island plant. NSP has provided the following
response. On October 2, 1979, a tube break occurred in #11 steam
generator of the Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant, unit 1. A
wire coil spring lodged at the bottom of the steam generator was
identified as the cause of the tube rupture. The accident resulted
Appen. p. 6
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in an unplanned 27-minute release of a minute amount of short-lived
radioactive gases into the plant and off-site environment. Readings
taken from air monitoring samples were unable to detect any releases
above normal background levels.
Based on samples taken. the
calculated maximum level at the site boundary was less. than 0.2
millirem. This amounts to less than 10 percent of NSP's license
limit as contained in the plant's technical specification.
It should be noted that all engineered safety systems functioned as
designed and the plan operating staff accomplished safe reactor
shutdown. steam generator isolation. and RCS cooldown in an
expeditious manner following existing operating procedures.
Regulatory and offsite Agency notifications associated with this
event were prompt. The Emergency Director declared a site emergency
at 1430. Offsite notifications are not required for a site
emergency; however. the Emergency Director deemed the event
significant enough to alert the offsite agencies of the potential for
possible offsite consequences. The Minnesota Department of Emergency
Services (now Department of Emergency Management). Governor of the
state of Minnesota. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. and NSP General
Manager of Power Production were all notified within 15 minutes. The
Minnesota Department of Health also received notification.

•

There was no harm to humans. plants or wildlife.
Inspectors from the
NRC noted that there were no items of noncompliance or deviations
identified during the inspection. The environmental impact of the
releases of radioactivity from the air ejector resulting from the
tube rupture showed no detectable activity above background.
Ninety-five percent of the release consisted of xenon-133. xenon-135.
and krypton-87. No radioiodine activity was detected in the
release.
No detectable activity above background was found in air
particulate filter samples taken from the onsite air sampling
stations.
In addition. health physics surveys taken onsite and
offsite showed no detectable activity above background.
Inspectors
also collected air particulate, soil, and vegetation samples and
results indicated levels were at background.
As a result of this accident, NSP has undertaken a program of
conducting eddy-current testing of 100 percent of all tubing in the
steam generator at each refueling outage. Most utilities only
conduct sample testing.
In addition. we plug degraded tUbing as
necessary.
An exhaustive Corporate and State Emergency Response plan is in
existence to respond to any possible future incidents. This plan has
been reviewed and approved by the NRC and the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA). NSP also installed a telephone call-in
service for the area residents to receive taped messages in order to
keep them informed.

•

Following the accident. area residents were invited to attend a
public meeting on October 11 in Red Wing. Minnesota at the First
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Northwestern National Bank Building to receive information on the
accident and discuss ways to effectively communicate in the future.
concerning the 1985 incident. a question was raised as to the release
of Krypton-8S. There was no release of Krypton-as nor was anyone
exposed during this incident.
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Appendix D
History of Spent Fuel Storage at Prairie Island
At the time the Prairie Island Plant was constructed, NSP, like
other utilities, planned to ship spent fuel to a commercial
reprocessing facility. Therefore, the two poo~s were built to
provide the capacity to store 210 fuel assemblies, the normal
annual 40-assembly discharge from each reactor during its holding
period (60-120 days) prior to shipment for reprocessing, plus one
entire reactor core (121 assemblies) in the event there was
scheduled or unanticipated removal of all the fuel from one
unit. The larger of the two pools was designed to store spent
fuel, while the smaller pool was intended primarily to handle a
spent fuel shipping cask.
In the mid-1970'S, it became apparent that reprocessing
facilities would not be fully operational in time to take spent
fuel from the Prairie Island Plant, so the first reracking
project was initiated in 1975 to increase the pool storage
capacity. The new storage rack design provided 132 storage
locations in Pool 1 for full core off-load capability and 555
storage locations in Pool 2 to accommodate normal annual
refueling.

•

•

In April, 1977, the federal government announced a change in
policy, wherein the reprocessing of spent fuel would be deferred
indefinitely. For this reason, N~P decided to rerack the pool a
second time, using a rack design that would achieve maximum
utilization of the pool. NSP applied to the Nuclear RegUlatory
Commission (NRC) in January, 1980, for a license amendment, and
to the Minnesota Energy Agency in September, 1979, for a
Certificate of Need.
(The Certificate of Need program was
transferred to the Public utilities Commission effective July 1,
1983.) An Environmental Impact Statement for this project was
not required. The NRC approved the license amendment in May,
1981, and the Energy Agency granted a Certificate of Need in
February of 1981. Installation of the new racks was completed in
1981, and resulted in the current pool storage capacity of 1386
assemblies.
In 1987, NSP conducted a demonstration of fuel consolidation in
order to gain the experience and information needed to evaluate
its potential to meet Prairie Island's spent fuel storage needs.
The consolidation demonstration took place at Prairie Island in
the fall of 1987, and did succeed in achieving a 2 to 1 fuel
consolidation ratio. However, NSP decided against consolidation
to meet Prairie Island's long term storage needs for two main
reasons. First, fuel consolidation could not meet life-of-plant
storage needs. The Department of Energy's High-Level Radioactive
Waste Disposal Program had encountered significant delays,
increasing the likelihood that life-of-plant storage would be
required. Second, fuel consolidation would be more likely to
interfere with normal plant operations. This stems from the fact
.that consolidation is a time-consuming operation and would have
to take place in the spent fuel pool for six months of each year
in order to keep up with the spent fuel generation rate.
Appen. p. 9

Appendix E
Significance of Prairie Island to the NSP System
The Prairie Island plant consists of two nominally rated 550
megawatt nuclear units. These units provide approximately 15% of
the total resource capacity owned by NSP. During 1989, the
Prairie Island plant produced 8,279 million kilowatthours (KWh)
of energy which was approximately 25% of the total energy
requirements of NSF's retail customers.

•

NSP states that the Prairie Island units provide electric energy
for the lowest production cost of any resource available.
consequently, these units are scheduled for full output operation
during all available hours. The plant's operational availability
was 88% in 1988.
A national survey conducted in 1989 by the utility Data Institute
ranked the Prairie Island plant third in the nation for least
cost electricity production. Costs to produce a megawatt hour
was reported to average $10.40 at the Prairie Island plant.

•
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Appendix F
Considerations and Data Sources Used in Developing Cost Figures
In Chapter 5, Alternatives: Other Dry Storage Technologies
For Other Metal Casks, Modular Concrete, Concrete Casks and
storage/Transport Casks:
Up front costs:

supplied by NSP in 7/23/90 transmittal

Cost of dry storage per fuel assembly (FA):
same
O&M cost per year:

Supplied by NSP,

supplied by NSP, same source

Number of FA generated per year:
Scoping Document
Cost per year to store:

72

supplied by NSP in

72 x [Cost per FA]

Midrange cost per year to store:

Calculated by average of range

Cost to store to 1995:
(Assumes that dry storage is used in all of 1993.)
2 years x [Midrange cost per year] + Up front cost

4IIJ

Cost to store to 2005:
12 1ears x [Midrange cost per year] + Up front cost
Cost to store to 2015:
(Assumes full operation during that periOd)
22 years x [Midrange cost per year] + Up front cost
For Vault:
Up front costs:

Supplied by NSP in 7/23/90 transmittal

Cost of dry storage per fuel assembly (FA):
same
O&M cost per year:

Supplied by

NS~,

Supplied by NSP, same source

Number of FA generated per year:
Scoping Document
Cost per year to store:
capacity)

72

- supplied by NSP in

0 & M cost (no modular addition of

Cost for additional capacity:
transmittal

Supplied by NSP in 7/23/90

Midrange cost per year to store:

Calculated by average of range
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Cost to store to 1995:
(Assumes initial construction provides containment for 6
years)
2 years x (Midrange cost per year] + Up front costs

•

cost to store to 2005:
Additional capacity needed in 1999, 2002~and 2005.
12 years x (Midrange cost per year] + 3(Additional cap.
cost] + Up front costs
Cost to store to 2015:
More additional capacity needed in 2008, 2011, 2014
22 years x (Midrange cost per year] + 6(Additional cap.
cost] + Up front costs
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Appendix G
Federal Radiation Protection standards
INTRODUCTION
Federal radiation standards are referred to repea~edly in the main
text, but may require some additional explanation and background.
The Nuclear Regulatory commission (NRC) licenses and regulates all
handlers of commercial nuclear fuel. In order to meet general
guidelines on radiation protection set by the Environmental
Protection Agency, the NRC sets more detailed radiation protection
standards specific to particular handlers of nuclear fuel (nuclear
power plants, storage installations, etc.). These standards take
many forms. While construction and engineering specifications are an
important means of ensuring that EPA radiation guidelines are met,
these are covered- in the discussion of cask design and fabrication in
Chap. III (further detail may be found in the Technical
Specifications and Safety Analysis Report). This appendix is
concerned only with the regulations dealing explicitly with radiation
levels. These primarily take the forms of maximum permissible doses
to ISFSI workers and the pUblic, limits on releases of radioactive
materials,~nto the environment, and the ALARA principle, which
requires operators of .power plants or spent fuel storage
installations to reduce radiation exposures to " g s low gS is
~easonably gchievable."

•

BACKGROUND ON UNITS OF MEASUREMENT, BACKGROUND RADIATION, AND
EFFECTS OF LOW-LEVEL EXPOSURES
Scientists use a wide variety of measures to quantify radiation and
rad~oactivity. The federal regulations which follow use rem and
cur~es.
A rem (~oentogen ~quivalent, man) measures different types

of radiation on a single, standardized scale, according to the effect
they have on human tissue (rather than according to their energy, for
instance). For example, because alpha radiation is unable to
penetrate the skin, external exposure to alpha radiation is weighed
less heavily than external exposure to an equal amount of gamma
radiation, which is far more penetrating. A millirem is equal to
one-thousandth of a rem. A curie is a measure of radioactivity equal
to the quantity of radioactive material producing 37 billion
disintegrations per second (the rate of decay of one gram of
radium). A millicurie is one-thousandth and a picocurie equals
one-trillionth of a curie. Federal radiation regulations categorize
nuclear power plants according to their size, using gigawatts, or
billions of watts, as a measure.
Most of the following discussion will be in millirem rather than in
rem. As one basis for comparison, a typical chest X-ray delivers
around 20 millirem. Inhabitants of the u.s. receive approximately
360 millirem of radiation per year on average, most of this from
naturally-occurring sources. Over half of this total is from
exposure to radioactive radon gas, which can seep into buildings
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through cracks in basements and similar routes and may accumulate' to
reach dangerous levels indoors. The widespread extent of high levels
of radon has only been recognized within the past decade. As a
result, more recent estimates of radiation exposure have been revised
sharply upwards. Other major sources of radiation include medical
X-rays, cosmic radiation, rocks and soil, and radiation from sources
inside the human body (primarily potassium-40, a naturally-occurring
isotope of the trace element potassium found in many foods). The
most recent estimates by the National Council on Radiation Protection
and'Measurements (Report No.3, 1988) of the average dose received by
individuals in the United states are:

•

Naturally-occurring radiation - Total: 295 millirem, or 82% of total
55%
200 millirem
Radon
40 millirem
11%
From inside human body
8%
28 millirem
Rocks and soil
8%
cosmic radiation
27 millirem
Artificially-produced radiation - Total: 65 millirem, or 18%
39 millirem
11%
Medical X-rays
4%
Nuclear medicine
14 millirem
Consumer products
10 millirem
3%
Others
less than 1%
Of course, a single person's exposure to radiation may vary a great
deal from these averages. At the two extremes, Colorado residents
receive about three times as much natural background radiation (from
outer space and the earth) 'as do people living in the parts of ,the
country with the lowest levels. Doses from radon and medical sources
vary much more than this in individual cases. While the average
radon level in homes is about 1.5 picocuries per liter, levels three
times higher than this are common, and levels as high as 3500 pCi/l
have been found in some homes. Similarly, patients treated with
radiation therapy for cancer receive doses well above 14 millirem,
while most people receive ,little or no radiation from this source.
While there is little uncertainty about measuring and quantifying
exposure to such low levels'of radiation, there is far more
uncertainty about the effects low levels of radiation have. The
effects of high level exposures to radiation (generally understood to
be short-term doses of more than 10 rem) are comparatively
well-documented and understood. Exposures to 50 re~ or more over a
brief period of time may produce visible symptoms of radiation
sickness such as reddening of the skin and a drop in blood count.
Doses over 200 rem may r~sult in death within days or weeks due to
immediate damage to and death of body cells. A dose of approximately
100 rem is believed to double the normal rate of cell mutation in
humans (although this estimate is more imprecise, because it is based
primarily on experiments with animals). While exposures to less than
50 rem generally produce no visible effects, there is consensus among
scientists that doses of 10-50 rem are clearly associated with an
increased risk of contracting cancer.
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There is still considerable controversy surrounding levels of
radiation below 5 or 10 rem, however, and this does not appear likely
to change any time in the foreseeable future. The most recent report
of the Committee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation
(BEIR V, 1990) now estimates the increased risks. of cancer and
leukemia from exposure to low level radiation to be three and four
times greater (respectively) than in the last such report (BEIR III)
issued in 1980. Much of the controversy has centered around the
"linear, no-threshold hypothesis," which posits that lower levels of
radiation are quite simply associated with proportionately lower
increases in genetic mutation and risk of contracting cancer, and
that there is no completely "safe" level of radiation. The
contrasting argument is that, because cells are able to heal
themselves up to a certain point, exposing 1,000 people to 10
millirem is far less likely to cause cancer than exposing' one person
to 10,000 millirem (10 rem). Whereas the majority of the committee
members producing BEIR III rejected this first hypothesis, BEIR V
unanimously concluded that "the new data do not contradict the
hypothesis, at least with respect to cancer induction and hereditary
genetic effects, that the frequency of such effects increases with
low-level radiation as a linear, no-threshold function of the dose."
This does not mean they believe that it is true, only that the
available evidence (in studies of human populations) does not prove
it false. In fact, many animal studies suggest that cancer risk is
reduced by a disproportionate amount at low levels, though by how
much is open to even more debate •
Comment 9F states that the EIS should report that BEIR V (Report V of
the Committee on the Biological Effects of Radiation. 1990) states
"At such low doses and dose rates. it must be acknolwedged that the
lower limit of the range of uncertainty in the risk estimates extends
to zero" (p. 181). This is true. Immediately above this line it
states "Since the committee's preferred risk models are a linear
function of dose. little uncertainty should be introduced on this
account. but departure from linearity cannot be excluded at low doses
below the range of observation. Such departures could be in the
direction of either an increased or decreased risk. Refer to
Appendix G.. DEIS pp. A12-14.
.

•

While scientists continue to stUdy and observe the survivors of the
Hiroshima and Nagasaki A-bombs and other groups exposed to radiation,
conclusive results will be hindered more by statistical limitations
than by any gaps or shortcomings in scientific theory or technology.
Because approximately 20% of all deaths in the U.S. are from cancer,
it is very difficult to detect a statistically significant increase
from radiation exposures of 5 rem, let alone 5 or 50 millirem. To
take a prominent example, it is estimated that up to 10,000 excess
cancer deaths could occur among the 75 million Soviets exposed to
radioactivity after the Chernobyl accident. Yet because 9.5 million
people would normally be expected to die from cancer in this
popUlation, the additional cancer deaths would be about a tenth of a
} percent of the total. This increase would be overwhelmed by the much
larger random variations, making it impossible to detect any increase

41'
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in cancer due to the Chernobyl accident. other changes over time,
such as in the survival rate of cancer patients, in accurate
diagnosis and determination of the cause of death, and in reductions
of other causes of mortality, will further cloud a change of several
thousand additional deaths. Added to this is the difficulty of
estimating accurately just how large a dose of raaiation a person
received. It mayor may not be possible to detect a statistically
significant increase in cancer among the 116,000 evacuated from the
most-affected areas of the Ukraine and Byelorussia, who received the
highest doses.

•

Despite all this uncertainty, it is certainly possible to place upper
limits on the cancer-inducing effects of low level radiation. since
studies have determined the effects of doses of 10-50 rem with
reasonable accuracy, the effects, of 5 rem or,S millirem will clearly
be only a fraction of this. By using the linear hypothesis (and
often mUltiplying this by some factor for safety) as a conservative
estimate, researchers can describe a "worst case scenario" for
increase in cancer deaths. And regardless of what may be learned (or
hypothesized) in the future about the effects of low level radiation,
there is no question that any dose on the order of a few millirem
(and any associated effects) pales in comparison with those from
sources such as radon, or with the difference between living in
Denver and living at sea level. BEIR V estimates that a whole-body
dose of 10 rem will cause a 0.8% increase in risk of death from
cancer, or one additional cancer death for every 125 people exposed
to 10 rem. This is on the order of one hundred times greater than
the doses which would be received by the workers with the highest
exposures (those moving, cleaning, and repairing the casks)', and
closer to a thousand times greater than the doses received by the
nearest member of the pUblic (assuming no benefit from air
attenuation or shielding by.buildings, trees, and uneven ground) •
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY RADIATION PROTECTION STANDARDS
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) are the two primary federal agencies
responsible for setting radiation protection standards which apply to
an ISFSI. The EPA is responsible for developing general guidelines
for the handling and management of radioactive materials. This is
done primarily through radiation protection guides (RPGs), or maximum
allowable doses which should not be exceeded under most
circumstances. Separate limits exist for radiation workers,
individuals members of the pUblic, and larger sample groups of the
general popUlation. Relevant excerpts from the Code of Federal
RegUlations (CFR) Title 40 (EPA) governing nuclear power and spent
fuel storage operations are:
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40 CFR PART 190 - ENVIRONMENTAL RADIATION PROTECTION STANDARDS
FOR NUCLEAR POWER OPERATIONS (Environmental Protection Agency)
SUbpart B - Environmental Standards for the Uranium Fuel Cycle
190.10 Standards for normal operations
Operations covered by this subpart shall\be conducted in
such a manner as to provide reasonable assurance that:
(a) -The annual dose equivalent does not exceed 25 millirems
to the whole body, 75 millirems to the thyroid, and 25 millirems
to any other organ of any member of the pUblic as the result of
exposures to planned discharges of radioactive materials, radonand its daughters excepted, to the general environment from
uranium fuel cycle operations and to radiation from these
operations.
(b) The total quantity of radioactive materials -entering the
general environment from the entire uranium fuel cycle, per
gigawatt-year of electrical energy produced by the fuel cycle,
contains less than 50,000 curies of krypton-aS, 5 millicuries of
iodine-129, and 0.5 millicuries combined of plutonium-239 and
other alpha-emitting transuranic radionuclides with half-lives
greater than one year.
40 CFR PART 191 - ENVIRONMENTAL RADIATION PROTEC~ION STANDARDS
FOR MANAGEMENT AND DISPOSAL OF SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL, HIGH-LEVEL AND
TRANSURANIC RADIOACTIVE WASTES (Environmental Protection Agency)
Subpart A-Environmental Standards for Management and Storage
191.03 Standards
(a) Management and storage of spent nuclear fuel or
high-level or transuranic radioactive wastes at all facilities
regUlated by the Commission (NRC) or by Agreement States shall be
conducted in such a manner as to provide reasonable assurance
that the combined annual dose equivalent to any member of the
public in the general environment reSUlting from:
(1) Discharges
of radioactive material and direct radiation from such management
and storage and (2) all operations covered by Part 190; shall not
exceed 25 millirems to the whole body, 75 millirems to the
thyroid, and 25 millirems to any other critical organ.
(b) Management and storage of spent nuclear fuel or
high-level or transuranic radioactive wastes at all facilities
for the disposal of such fuel or waste that are operated by the
Department (of Energy) and that are not regulated by the
Commission (NRC) or Agreement States shall be conducted in such a
manner • • • (see (a) above).
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION RADIATION PROTECTION STANDARDS

•

The NRC licenses and regulates all handlers of fuel for commercial
nuclear power plants, and develops and implements more specific
standards to fulfill the EPA's guidelines. While the Department of
Transportation has a role in regulating the eventual transport of
spent nuclear fuel and the Department of Energy takes responsibility
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for its final disposal in a geological repository, they do not have
any direct influence on standards for storage-only casks for spent
fuel from commercial reactors.

•

ISFSI's are dealt with specifically in the Code of Federal
Regulations Title 10 Energy, Part 72 (10 CFR 72), which outlines the
licensing, siting, design, construction, operation, and quality
assurance requirements for either an ISFSI or MRS (Monitored
Retrievable storage installation). Standards are set for both normal
and off-normal conditions, and for accidents. "Normal conditions"
mean on a continual, day-to-day basis. "Off-normal conditions," or"
"anticipated events," include events which are expected to occur only
occasionally, on the order of once a year, such as power outages or
the need to repair the monitoring system on one of the caskso
"Accidents" are events which could occur during" the operating life of
the system that disrupt normal operations in some way, but are not
certain to occur. The most extreme conditions foreseeable, such as a
tornado missile striking a cask, an earthquake, or a 500-year flood,
are termed "design basis accidents." Engineering standards for such
qualities as the strength of the cask are covered in the appropriate
discussion of storage cask design and fabrication in Chapter III.
The standards for maximum permissible radiation exposure in the
excerpts which follow are essentially the same as those outlined by
the EPA in 40 CFR 191 above.
TITLE 10, CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS -- ENERGY
PART 72. LICENSING REOUIREMENTS FOR THE INDEPENDENT STORAGE
OF SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL AND HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE
72.104 criteria for radioactive materials in effluents and direct
radiation from an ISFSI or MRS.
.
[a] During normal operations and anticipated occurrences,
the annual dose equivalent to any real individual who is located
beyond the controlled area must not exceed 25 mrem to the whole
body, 75 mrem to the thyroid and 25 mrem to any other organ as a
result of exposure to:
[1] Planned discharges of radioactive materials, radon and
its decay products excepted, to the general environment.
[2] Direct radiation from ISFSI or MRS operations, and
[3] Any other radiation from uranium fuel cycle operations
within the region.
[b] Operational restrictions must be established to meet as
low as is reasonably achievable objectives for radioactive
materials in effluents and direct radiation levels associated
with ISFSI or MRS operations.
[c] operational limits must be established for radioactive
materials in effluents and direct radiation levels associated
with ISFSI or MRS operations to meet the limits given in
paragraph [a] of this section.
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72.106 Controlled area of an ISFSI or MES .
[a] For each ISFSI or MRS site, a controlled area must be
established.
[b] Any individual located on or beyond the nearest boundary
of the controlled area shall not receive a dose greater than 5
rem to the whole body or any organ from any design basis
accident. The minimum distance from the spent fuel or high-level
radioactive waste handling and storage facilities to the nearest
boundary of the controlled area shall be at least 100 meters.
[c] The controlled area may be traversed by a highway,
railroad or waterway, so long as appropriate and effective
arrangements are made to control traffic and to protect pUblic
health and safety.
72.126 criteria for radiological protection.
(2) Areas containing radioactive materials must be provided'
with systems for measuring the direct radiation levels in and
around these areas.
(d) Effluent control. The ISFSI or MRS must be designed to
provide means to limit to levels as low as is reasonably
achievable the release of radioactive materials in effluents
during normal operations; and control the release of radioactive
materials under accident conditions. Analyses must be made to
show that releases to the general environment during normal
operations and anticipated occurrences will be within the
exposure limit given in 72.104. Analyses of design basis
accidents must be made to show that releases to the general
environment will be within the exposure limits given in 72.106.
Systems designed to monitor the release of radioactive materials
must have means for calibration and testing their operability.
Relevant excepts from 72.3

Definitions

"Controlled area" means that area immediately surrounding an
ISFSI or MRS for which the licensee exercises authority over its
use and within which ISFSI or MRS operations are performed.
"Independent spent fuel storage installation" or "ISFSI" means a
complex designed and constructed for the interim storage of spent
nuclear fuel and other radioactive materials associated with
spent fuel storage. An ISFSI which is located pn the site of
another facility may share common utilities and services with
such a facility and be physically connected with such other
facility and still be considered independent: Provided, that
such sharing of utilities and services or physical connections
does not:
(1) Increase the probability or consequences of an
accident or malfunction or components, structures, or systems
that are important to safety; or (2) reduce the margin of safety
as defined in the basis for any technical specifications of
either .facility.
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STANDARDS FOR PERMISSIBLE RELEASES OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
All of the radiation protection regulations above also include limits
on allowable releases of radioactive materials, such as krypton-SS or
plutonium. While direct radiation affects a.person only as long as
they remain near the source, radioactive materials,which are breathed
in or ingested continue to irradiate internal tissues for as long as
the particles or traces remain in the body and the element remains
radioactive (in the case of elements such as plutonium, which are
radioactive for thousands of years, the second point is not an
issue). An appendix to 10 CFR 20 (NRC) lists maximum permissible
concentrations in air and water for more than 300 radioactive
isotopes. These limits are not relevant to the proposed ISFSI,
because even in the event of a design-basis accident, no~release of
radioactive particles or gases is expected to occur.

•

ALARA - "AS LOW AS IS REASONABLY ACHIEVABLE"
In addition to the previous 'numerical standards on doses and amounts
of radioactive materials, licensees of nuclear fuel materials are
required to adopt systems and procedures to reduce exposures to "as
low as reasonably achievable" (ALARA), even when existing methods and
procedures fall within the above limits (See 10 CFR 72.104 [3b]
above). This requirement is found in 10 CFR 20 concerning all
operations licensed by the NRC, and has been applied to nuclear power
plants for a considerable length of time before ISFSI's were ever
developed. ~he Department of Energy applies this standard to its
non-commercial operations and contractors as well.

•

TITLE 10 CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS -- ENERGY
PART 20. STANDARDS FOR PROTECTION AGAINST RADIATION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
20.1 Purpose
(c) In accordance with recommendations of the Federal
Radiation Council, approved by the president, persons engaged in
activities under licenses issued by the Nuclear Regulatory
commission pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 19S4, as amended,
and the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 shOUld, in addition to
complying' with the requirements set forth in this part, make
every reasonable effort to maintain radiation exposures, and
releases of radioactive materials in effluents to unrestricted
areas, as low as is reasonably achievable. The term "as low as
is reasonably achievable" (ALARA) means as low as is reasonably
achievable taking into account the state of technology, and the
economics of improvement in relation to [1] Benefits to the pUblic health and safety,
[2] Other societal and socioeconomic considerations, and
[3] The utilization of atomic energy in the public interest.
The definition of the term "ALARA" in 10 CFR 72 (the chapter on
licensing ISFSI's) is identical to the one used here.
There are no
firm standards for what is a reasonable expenditure weighed against a
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given improvement in radiation protection. Nonetheless, the NRC has
invoked the principle with effect in decisions regarding licenses and
permits for proposed nuclear activities. As one example, in 1981 the
NRC denied an application from Duke Power Company to ship 400 spent
fuel assemblies from Oconee Nuclear station to its McGuire facility
for storage (12 NRC 459 (1980), on the basis that ,expanding storage
at Oconee was estimated to result in lower exposures to workers and
the pUblic.
The principal elements of an ALARA program are precautionary
procedures, training and educational requirements for employees, and
standards governing records, reporting, ,notification, and the
disposal of wastes. An ALARA program for an ISFSI would include many
of the same elements as the one for the Prairie Island power plant.
Given the lack of any liquid wastes and the passive nature of the dry
cask storage system, many precautions and procedures used at the
power plant would not be needed at the storage installation. Many
others parts of the program, such as security staff and
decontamination facilities, 'already exist at the plant and would be
shared.

•

•
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Appendix K
Property Values Near Nuclear Power Plants
Many studies have been carried out on the effects the surrounding
environment has on property values. Such studies ,have been carried
out since the early 1970's on housing prices near 'highways, airports,
fossil-fuel electricity-generating plants, a landfill, and a polluted
bay, among others. These effects can be studied either by examining
property values in the same area before and after a project is
constructed (and see whether property values fall, or rise more
slowly than in a comparable control area), or by comparing property
values during one time period at different distances from the site,
and seeing whether property values are lower nearer than they are
farther away (all other things being equal). The second type of
study is more complex, since it requires taking account of the age,
size, condition, amenities, lot size, scenic view, nearby employment
and services, and other characteristics of the houses which also
affect property values, and which may vary a great deal from one
neighborhood to the next. When data is not available from the time
before a site was constructed or the change occurred, this is the
only method available, and it may reveal important details that a
study taken only over time may not. In either case (or in a
combination of both), the data on house prices (and any other
factors) is analyzed using statistical regression to find whether
there is a significant difference in property values, that is, one
large
enough that. it is unlikely to occur by random chance.
,
,

The first such study on the effect of nuclear power plants on
property values was carried out in 1977-78 for the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission by Hays B. Gamble (Associate Director, The Institute of
Research on Land & Water Resources, Penn. State Univ')i R.H. Downing
and O.H. Sauerlender. House selling prices and total assessed real
property values were examined for areas within twenty miles of four
nuclear power plants located in the northeastern united States.
There were no significant differences between house selling prices
close to the plant and prices 15-20 miles away for any of the four
plants (1975~77), in fact, the nearer properties sold for slightly
higher prices, all other factors being equal (house size, age,
condition, lot, view, proximity to employment, etc. were all
controlled for). Because detailed information on houses sold before
the plants began operation was not available, the researchers used
total assessed property values from 1960 to 1976 for the 64
communities in the four study areas. This method found that all four
areas grew more quickly after plant construction than before, and the
host communities grew more quickly than communities 10-20 miles
away. In order to have SUfficiently large numbers of house sales and
descriptions of property to perform accurate statistical analysis (a
total of 540 sales for all four areas), plants located in areas with
less than 10,000 people living within five miles or those without
sufficient or accessible information on real property transactions
were excluded. Because of this, plant employment was least likely to
have an effect on the demand for housing, compared with the economic
effects of plants in less densely populated areas. Because they were
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not chosen randomly, the report warns that the results of this study
only apply to these four plants, or to plants with similar locations
and socioeconomics. At the very least, this report makes it clear
that it cannot be assumed that all nuclear power plants lower the
value of nearby property.
"

Shortly after the accident at Three Mile Island on March 28, 1979,
Jon P. Nelson compared values of residential property before and
after in Middletown and Valley Green Estates (located three and four
miles away from the plant, respectively), with methods similar to to
those used by Gamble and researchers performing the other studies
mentioned above. He also looked at all house sales within five miles
compared with a control area. He found no effects on property values
due to the accident (he did not attempt to measure if an effect
already existed before the accident occurred) •

•

At about the same time, a survey of 26 residents living near an
unnamed nuclear power plant in the Midwest found that 57% believed
that their property had lost value in the three months since the TMI
accident, and the average estimate they gave of the loss was 16%.
While these perceptions did not match the results of any studies of
actual house ~ales, even near a plant where an accident actually
occurred, only those living within sight of the plant believed it
would have any effects. Only one of the respondents living more than
a mile away believed it would have any effect if they tried to sell
their house .
Following the accident at TMI;, Gamble performed a stUdy similar to
the one he had conducted several years earlier, but including a
control area similar to the area around TMI (Williamsport PA, located
75 miles north). He examined data before the accident, after, and
1977-1979 combined. Controlling for all other effects on housing
prices (approximately thirty variables, as mentioned in his first
study), he examined housing prices several different ways, inclUding
taking account of miles from the plant, dividing the data into two
areas within 5 miles and 5-25 miles away, and into areas 2 miles and
2-25 miles away. He looked at housing prices in different
directions, to see if there was an effect only "downwind", and
examined low, middle and high-value houses to see if only certain
types of properties were affected.
While there was a significant drop in the number of house sales which
lasted four to eight weeks after the accident, there were no
significant changes in property values as a result of the accident,
as compared with prices beforehand and the control area. statistical
analysis by number of miles from the plant (both before and after)
did determine. that housing prices nearer the plant tended to be lower
than those farther away. This was also true of the area within five
miles of the plant, as compared with areas more than five miles
away. However, it was not true of the area within two miles of the
plant, indicating that the lower-than-expected property values were
not nearest the plant, as would be expected if the nuclear plant was
affecting the prices, but because of some other factor in the area
three to five miles away. The principal communities in this area
Appen. p. 23
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were Middletownwn-Steelton, old industrial towns which had been
affected by the declining steel industry and the closing of Olmstead
Air Force Base in the mid-1960's, which had formerly employed 12,000
civilians. Examination of property values in a five-mile radius of
TMI as far back as records show (1966) indicated that the area had
historically had lower property values as far bac~ as eight years
before TMI became operational, indeed, the difference between
property values in the area within five miles of the plant and the
area 5-25 miles away had lessened considerably between 1966 and the
time the plant began operation, and had remained fairly constant
since. These conclusions on the basis of sales and price data were.
confirmed by interviews with local realtors, building contractors,
and financial institutions handling mortgages, who generally agreed
that while sales dropped off dramatically for one or two months after
the accident.
After these results were published in the Journal of Regional
Science, there were several responses which offered possible
explanations as to why Gamble's studies might not have detected the
negative effects of nuclear power plants on property values. One
pointed out that considerable amounts of property taxes paid by
nuclear power plants allow host communities to lower residential and
commercial property taxes, making property in the community more
attractive (Bjornstad & Vogt). This, they point out, would explain
lower property values 3-5 miles away, but not in the immediate
vicinity of TMI. Gamble responded that property taxes were one of
the housing variables considered in both his ?tudies, and that this
could not be a factor at TMI in any case, because power plants do not
pay any local taxes in pennsylvania.

•

•

Another contributor (Galster) pointed out that Gamble had only
studied effects on property values at least three years after the
plants were operational, and that even if there were no effects on
property values over the long run, there could well be short-term
negative effects on property values during an adjustment period,
while those who object most strongly move away, leaving those who are
relatively indifferent. In order to study such a short-term effect
at these reactors, data on housing characteristics needed to be
collected immediately after, if not before, the construction of the
new nuclear reacto=s was announced, and again during the time period
when the reactors were being constructed. While Gamble accepts that
such a temporary effect on property values could exist, and that his
studies would not measure such an effect before the plants began
operation, he does not see evidence of it in the case of TMI or the
other plants he studied.
A study has also been conducted on "The Effects on Property Values of
Proximity to a site contaminated with Radioactive waste" (Payne &
others). In 1976, it was discovered that the Kerr-McGee radioactive
waste site in West Chicago, Illinois had been contaminated with
thorium ore and thorium nitrate decades earlier when it had been an
industrial site. Three researchers examined property values before
and after the revelation (from 1973 through 1982), within two blocks
and from two blocks to a mile from the site, and for both newer and
Appen. p. 24
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older homes. They found a significant and prolonged negative effect
) on the property values of older homes within two blocks after the
contamination was discovered. They found no effects on older homes
in the area two blocks to a mile from the site, or on newer homes at
. any distance, and they found no evidence that the presence of a
radioactive waste site had any effect on property yalues before
1976. While the negative effects on values of nearby older homes
likely diminished with distance rather than dropping off suddenly at
a distance of two blocks, it is evident that the effect did not
extend further than a fraction of a mile in any case.
It is important to stress that these results were for particular
plants at particular times. Even though no negative effects on
property values were found at these sites in 1979, this does not mean
that they might not exist at some point in the future or at different
sites. At least at the present time, it is hard to imagine that
anxiety about living near commercial nuclear power plants would be as
high or higher now than it was immediately after the accident at
Three Mile Island. It is not at all clear whether a similar study
could ever be reliably conducted near Prairie Island. The much lower
population density in the vicinity of Prairie Island (less than than
30 people per square mile within three miles of the plant) means that
there might well be too few house sales near the plant for
statistical analysis (all five of the nuclear power plants studied
were located in counties with populations of 220,000 to 700,000,
compared with about 42,000 in Goodhue County) •

•
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APPENDIX L

•
T01.ERAB1.E RISK

•

•
,I

TOLERABLE RISK

•
From the standpoint of public health, possible biological effects

~rQm exposure to contaminated groundvater include:

acute, subacute,

or chronic toxicity; mutagenicity; teratogenicity; and
carcinogenicity.

It is the consensus of scientists that these end

points can be considered to be either threshold or nonthreshold
phenomena (NAS, 1977).

Biologically, threshold represents a

no-effect level explained by an organism's resistance or sum total o~'
defense mechanisms in the face of toxicologic challenge.

In

contrast, chemical carcinogens are considered to be nonthreshold
agents, sinc~ a single genotoxic molecule can,be assumed to interact
vith the cell's ONA and, thereby, result in a malignant groyth.
While not all carcinogens are genotoxic, epigenetic carcinogens are

•

treated conservatively using the nonthreshold hypothesis since
sufficient data are not yet available to resolve this issue.

Threshold agents have long had available conventional toxicologic
methods for the estimation of safe exposure level. for humans <i.e.,
levels beloY yhich no serious effect is expected).

Th_ most commonly

used and accepted method involve. the application of' safety factors
to the -no observed effect level- in animal studies.

'To achieve the

same level of protection ~or nonthreshold agents; i.e., carcinogens,
criteria or standards vould have to be set at a zero exposure level.

•

A nu.ber

o~ ~aetors ~roh~b~t th~s a~~roaeh.

In so••

~nstanc.s

potential carcinogens are found in the environment at naturally
4lacurring background levels and their removal is an impossibility
eg., naturally occurring ioni:ing radiation.

Most potential

carcinogens enter the environment as a result o~ the ~ctivities of a
techno~ogy based society.

For the most part, these activities are of

considerable benefit to society e.g., electric pover production,
chlorination of public vater supplies, etc ••

To require a hero

exposure level associated vith these activities could result in an
una~ceptable

loss cf benefits, increased economic cost, or even

increased health riSKS (for example an increase in communicable
disease as result of non-chlorination of pUb~ic vater supplies).

Since nonthreshold agents cannot alvays be prevented from entering
the environment or completely removed once they have found their vay
~to the environment,

it becomes a matter of managing the riSKS

associated vith exposure to these agents in a vay that is tolerable
to society.

This then is the central issue of this report; vhat

level of risk is tolerable for a potential life-time exposure ~o
nonthreshold agents?

The concept of tolerable risk is often called acceptable risk.

The

term -risk acceptability- conveys the impression that society
purposely accepts risks as the reasonable price for some beneficial
technology or activity.
reality.

For some special cases, this may approach

Hang-gliding, race-car driving, mountain climbing, etc. are

all voluntary high-risk activities in vhich the benefits are
intrinsically entvined vith the riSKS.

•

2

These activities are

ar~ th~

involuntary,

oth~rvi.~ b.n~~icial

und~.ir~d

o~t~n un~or•••n

properly thought of, a.

~ully

informed

by-product.
Sinc~

activiti •• or technologi...

are imposed on a le•• than
mor~

and

risk-b~ar~r,

tol~ranc. rath~r

than

o~

most risks

the repons. 1.

acceptanc~

(Kates,

•

1983; Ka.person, 1983).

of risk for

expo.ur~ tononthr~.hold

procedures regarding tolerable ri.k
methods

~sed

agents. The current MDH

l~vels

are explained.

to examine this issue are outlined.

The

The various

decision analysis methods used in risk management are discu.sed and a
recommendation i. made for a tolerable risk level.

Current MDH/MPCA Procedures

In 1977 the Minnesota Department of Health formalized environmental
health risk asses.ment activite. with the creation of the Section

o~

•

Health Risk Assessment (HRA) in the Division of Environmental
Health.

In 1980-81 HRA conducted a critical review of the risk

assessment/risk management literature (Gray, 1981).
Included in'this
.
review was an examination of the tol~rable risk issu~. This report
concluded that the -benefit-risk analysis- method proposed by Starr
(1969, 1972) va. the best alternative for the selection of a

tolerable risk.

Using this method HRA derived a lifetime

risk level of 10- 5 •

Since this time, whenev~r

th~se

tol~rable

risk asv~ssm~nts

have been conducted on various nonthreshold agents and
existing state or federal standards for

lif~time

th~re

are no

agents, the Department

•

-- -----------------------

..
~or

h ••.••d. r.co•••ndation.

.ction b•••d on this l.v.l

o~

rimk.

A

li~.tim. risk o~ 10- S me.ns th.t during the 70 ye.r period .ssumed

~o ~ompris• • li~etime,

on. extra .dvers• • ~~.ct (usually a cancer)

will occur !or each 100,000 persons expos.d.

The

Mi~nesota

Pollution Control Agency has, as a matter

relied on the MDH !or the conduct

o~

policy,

o~

risk assessments and decisions

o~

Tolerable Risk

regarding tolerable risk.

Methods Used to Examine the Issue

Since this report is basically a reexamination
tolerable risk, HRA's

e~~orts

o~ th~

issue

o~

were directed toward determining what

changes in philosophy, -theory, methods, and actions, regarding this
issue, have occurred since 1980.

~rVeyed

the

pe~tinent

contacted a number

o~

literature

To accomplish this task, HRA

~rom

1980 to the present; and also,

scientists and regulators,

outside the state

o~

Minnesota, to solicit their input.

These discussions are summarized in the following section.

Th.

literature review, which includes Gray's 1981 report and the present
survey, is presented in the section on -Alternatives
Selection of a Tolerable Risk Level-.

~or

the

A bibliography 'is provided at

the end of this report.

Summary

o~

Outside Contacts

Between twenty to thirty contacts were made with state

•

a~d

federal

.c~.ft~~.~ • •nd r.gu1.~org yi~h

••n.g•••nt.

.xperi.nce

~n

rigk ••••••••nt .nd ri.k

In£or•• ~ion y•• obt.ined £r08 .ev.n . t . t•• (California,

Florida, Mich~g.n, Ney ~er••y, Ney Mexico, New York, and Wiucon.in)
that have been active in uetting maximum contamin.nt l.v.lu (MCL.)
for -.ubutance. in drinking water.

In the.e .tate., ~CL. for

•

nonthr,.hold agent. are ba.ed on lif.time exce•• cancer ri.k l.vel.
ranging from 10-~ to 10- 6 •

From the information available it

appear. th.t none of the.e .tate. have developed th.ir risk
management guideline. or regulation. ba.ed on quantitative method.,
i.e., benefit-ri.k, co.t-effectivene•• analy.i., balanced risk, etc••
I

In sev.ral stat•• (Wiscons1n, New Jer••y,
legislature simply mandated a lifetime

and Florida>, the

tol.r~ble

risk l.vel.

None of

,

Protection Agency Program. including:

Drinking Water Se~tion, Office

•

'of Safe Drinking Water, Region VJ Health Effect. Branch, Office of
Drinking Water, Region V, Environmental Criteria A••e ••m.nt Office,
Office of R••••rch and Development, CincinnatiJ Crit.ria Standard.
Division, Office of Drinking Water, Wa.hingtion D.C. J EPA Sci.nce
Advisory Board, Wa.hington D.C.

~

and the Carcinogen As.e••ment Group,

Office of Re.earch and Development, Wa.hington

D.C.~

EPA i . at the forefront in the development of risk assessment methods
.nd .lso in performing risk a •• ess~ents on potentially ha%ardous
.ubstances found in the environment.

However, for pollutant. that

th.y do not r.gulate or are in the process of regulating.EPA will not

•

g~ve gu~dance on tolerable risk.

EPA o~~~cials repeatedly ind~cat.d

~at dec~.~ons on tolerable r~.k are the r •• pon.ibl~ty o~ the

~ividual .tat...

Their rea.oning i. that the !actor. that impact

tolerabl. ri.k vary !rom area to area, i.e. state to state.

These

!actor. might includ. public p.rc.ption and avar.n ••• ·o! the
s.riou.n ••s o! .nvironmental contamination probl.ms, public
villingn••• to undervrit. the co.ts of cl.an-up and control, impacts
of r.gulatory d.cisons on local and state Job mark.ts, political
climate, .tc••

Alternativ.s !or the Selection of a Tolerable Risk Level

Risk assessment or estimation is
likelihood.

~he

measurement of consquence

Once such estimates have been g.n.rat.d, the meaning of

the proJected outcome must be evaluat.d.

~iable and relative~

however,

The evaluation o! risk is

a practical division betveen methods

can be made by !ocusing the types o! comparisons related solely to
the risk in question, to other risks, to costs o! avoidance and to
bene!its.

What follows is a summary o! methods which have been used

to establish tolerable risk.

Th.se methods can provide a logical

basis !or the development of environmental exposure guidelines for
nonthreshold hazards.

Aversive methods are directed tovard the total avoidance of risk.
Av.rsive risk Judgem.nts can be made by individuals or sociti.s.
~uch

regulatory activity is directed tovard maximum aversion.

~ereance

Zero

atandarda and atandarda at er baleY the deaa-cenaequenca

G

t~.shold are .xa.pl~s o~ av.rsive risk .valuation.

Vol~ <1979'

d.scrib~s the D~lan.y Clause (Food Additiv~s Adm~nd.~nt, 19S5,

Food

and Drug Administration) as follows:
••• Congres. ess~ntially said, there can n~v~r b~ any ben~fit
in a food additiv~ that i. gr~at ~nough to outweigh the risk
of cancer, particularly i! 100 million to 150 mi~lion
consumer. might be subject to this kind o! risk over a
period of time.

•

Th. -effort by th. Occupational Saf~ty and H.alth Administration to

approach

(Kat~s,

1975).

They suggest that for workplace exposures,

the Delaney Clause .approach (i.e., no
most efficacious.

~xposureto

carcinogens) is

In discussing zero risk goal starr . t al.

(1970)

concludes th. following:
One criticism st~ms from the fact that in several cases, •
zero risk goal has-been established.
This deni•• the
concept o~ a trad.-off betwe~n risk and bene!it, and ignore.
the d1!!iculty or impossibility o! reaching zero risk.
Such standards often seem to be based on little

logic~

carcinogens

are banned from food in the United State. but not in Yater.

I~

aversive method. involve any comparison. at all it seem. to be, with a
higher power imperative, or postulate (Kates, 1978).

2.

Balanc~d_Risk

cons~qu.nce. o~

some proposed action or environmental expo.ure with

those of commonly tol.rated risks. - To pe!orm this comparison
Usually

reveal some inconsistency.
develop earthquake

cod~s

fr~quencie.

of mortality,

An example of this approach is a study to

for th. City of Long Beach (Wiggins, 1972).

Earthquake risks wer. compar~d with risks encountered ev~ryday in the

7

•

l

.

-:: '·~t·t:!.
.

4IIgnitud~

of the.e various ri.ks

d1ff~red

and

~arthquak~

code

~~andard. v~r~ off~red that l~ad to mortality of 10- 5 , 10- 6 , or
10- 7

p~r

person

p~r

year, the final selection depending on the risk

aversiveness of the community.

One can gauge typical

.oci~tal

response to such comparisons by

look1ng at actions commonly taken to avoid common risks as

d~.cribed

by Otvay (1970):
Fatal accidents prOViding hazards on the order of 10- 3 per
person/year are uncommon.
When a risk approaches this
level, immediate action is taken to reduce the hazard.
This
level of risk appears unacceptable to everyone.

•

At an accident level of 10- 4 per person/year, people spend
money, especially pUblic money, to control the cause.
Money
is spent for traffic signs and control, and police and fire
departments are maintained vith pUblic funds.
Safety
.logans popularized in the U.S. for accidents in the
category shoy an element of fear, e.g., 'the life you save
may be your oyn. '
.
Mortality risks at the level of 10-~ per person/year are
still considered by society. . Mothers yarn their children
about most of these hazards (playing Yith fire, droYning,
firearms, poisons), and some people accept a degree of
inconvenience, such as not traveling by air, to avoid them.
Safety slogans for the.e risks have a precautionary ring,
'Never svim alone,' 'Never p01nt a gun at another person, ,
'Keep medicines out of children's reach. '
Accidents vith a probability of about 10- 6 per person/year
are not of great concern to the average person.
H~ may be
ayare of them, but he feels that they never happen to him.
Phrases .ssocialted Yith these occurrences have an element
of resignation, 'Lightning never strikes the same place
tvice,'
'An act of God.'

The risks discussed above are a mixture of voluntary and involuntary
risks.

Starr's york (1969, 1972, 1984) indicates that the public

8

r1.k.

oth~rs argue vith the d~r•• o~ this d1~~~r.nc. but not its

197~J Otvay et al., 197~).

existenc. (Lav., 1972J Rov.,

A ~undamental concept to th. notion o~ a balancing o~ r1.k., or a~y
non-avera1v~ method of evaluation,

is th~ exiatenc. of aom~ non-zero

level of r1.k vhich i. tolerable.

starr (1969, 1972, 1984) has

•

pioneered th. aearch for tolerable conaequences embedded in broad,
.
.
8oc1etal behavior. The york of starr v111 b~ di.cu••ed in more

This method involve. a comparison of r1.k and the cost of actions
neceaaary to prevent expoaure to that r1ak.

Such atud1es are

aometimes referred to as coat-effect1venea. atud1e..

Such an

analya1s has been done by Sinclair (1972) vho ev.luated

the

effect~veneas of prevent iv, costa in industrial safety.

Baaed on the

level of r1ak and the cost of prevention, he calculated t~e implied
life evaluation implicit in the preventive activity.

Comparative Risks, Safety Outlays and Implicit Life
Valuations. in Three United K~ngdoms Industries.

Sector
Agriculture
__

Annual Risk per
1,000 workers of:
Serious
.Injury Injury Death
25.7

4 44

0.197

Steel
Bandling 72.7
________________

9.92

0.216

Pharmaceutical

2.42

..
Average

"'ttl".,.

(£./worker)

Valuation
i..

3

15,000
_

Q
_________________
_ __••
J.
11966-68'

~__________________

~~~~~

-----

25.0

50 .
i~~~l

~~~!2____

0.020

.

230 , 000
_

210
10,500,000
(1968)'.

------------------------------------

•

Th. calculated
~aricus

li~• •valuation

industries.

,he perc.ived value

can b. s ••n to vary vid.ly

~or

th.

This variability suggests either a di!!.r.nce in
o~

a human life betveen the three industries, cr

calculaticns can be used to evaluate and compare prcposed risk
reduction actions.

This method can be taken one step further to

cost-benefit analysis if one establishes the value cf a human life
for comparison vith the cost of death prevention.

Benefit-risk analysis is the comparison of risk level to benefit
arising from the activity.
and

cos~-benefit

The maJor distinction betveen this method

or cost effectiveness methods is the absence of any

attempt to express risk in the same units as benefit for easy
~omparison.

"'as

- Rather, the relationship betveen benefit and

ri~k

vhich

been established by society is examined in an effort to predict

tolerable risk for a situation of given benefit.

Estimates of mortality risk for a number of activities compared to
the resulting benefit. have been developed by starr (1969, 1972,

1984) •. Historically, trade-off relationships betveen benefit and
risk have been empirically determined.

For example, automobile and

airplane safety have continuously been veighed against the economic

one vith many parts of our society out-of-phase due to the separate
-time constants- involved.

Starr assumed that for historical

situations a 80cially tolerable and optimum trade-off had been
.-.fhieved and that the relationship betveen the tvo could-be used for

~edictive purposes.
10

•
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(NOTE:

An hourly risk ratio o£ 10- 10 corresponds to an annual risk

ratio o£ 8.8 x 10- 7 ).

Other authors have questioned the quantitative parameters o£ Starr's

'.

risk-bene£it relationship.

Do
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•

Not~ee ~hat

the low

r1sk-bene~it

~ariation in
relationship.

r~sk re~1on ~n

the above curve

g~ve. mi.~lar

ratios to Starr's, how.v.r, in the high risk r.gion the
slopes

signi~icantly alter

the

bene~it-ri.k

Otway and other. have sugge.ted

di~~erent

quantitative

relationship.; however, Starr'. basio oonoept. which'relate benefit
to ri.k have reoeived general acoeptanoe.
Starr (19i2, pp. 38> a.

These can b• •ummarized by

~ollow.:

1.
Rate of death ~rom disease is an ~pper guide_in
determining the aoceptability of ri.k - somevhat less than 1
(ohanoe per person) in 100 yearm.

2 Natural disasters (' act. of God' > tend to set a ba.e 7:'
_.
guide for risk - someyhat more than 1 in a million· year. -~
similar to the intrinsic ' noise' level o~ physical system.. ..
Man-made risk. at this level oan be oon.iderea almost
negligible, and oan certainly be neglected i~ they are
several magnitude. le•••

••

3.
A. yould be expected, sooietal acoeptance o~ risk
inoreases with the bene~its to be derived ~rom an activity.
The relationship appears to be nonlinear, vith this study
suggesting that the acceptable level o~ risk is an
exponential function o~ the benefits (real ana imaginary).
4.
The public appears Yilling to accept voluntary risk.
roughly 1,000 times greater than involuntary exposure
risks •••

S.

Risk Elevation

Somer. (19i9) suggest. that looking at risk elevation i . an
additional yay to estimate tolerable risk.

o~

I~

exposure is beloy the

radiation routinely received from nuclear poyer production (does

not oonsider aocidents> can be oompared yith natural background

•
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whole population) •

••• a 'de minimi.' principles Selow a certain l.vel of
expo.ure or insult, we shall simply accept whatever residual
ri.k is incurredJ we only assure cur.elve. that the ri.k ia
'small' ••• Where the insult is a manmade addition tc an
exi.ting background, a. i. the case for. radiation, an
exposure 'saall' compared to the natural background seems to
me to be a sensible standard••• We make the implicit
assumption that background radiation poses an acceptable
risk, whatever that risk =ay be (and which we do not try to
quant,ify) •

13 '

•

l
~e.icals),

Weinburg suggests a comparison o£ risk £rom exposure to

"'hat insult with risk from exposure to radiation at level. high
enough so that each can be unequivocally determined.

One would then

invoke the following principle of conai.tency to determing an
allowable level of exposure for the new in.ult.
The allowable expo.ure to the chemical in que.tion .hould
cau.e no more damage than that cau.ed by the -de minimi.level previou.ly ••t for radiation.
The damage cau.ed by
the
minimia- level for radiation and for the chemical in
qu ••tion i. d.termined by the linear hypotheais.-,

-d.

The probl.m with all of thi. i. that background expo.ure, ••pecially
to radiation Cae. table on page lS, Commonplace Risks of Daily Life>,
is not acceptable not becauae the reaulting risk is con.idered by

to it. acceptance.
411F%~rd

There i . no logic in adJusting our tolerance of

to levels which have nothing to do with our perception of or

averaion to risk.

Practical problems such as the wide variability of

background concentrations would also ari.e.

The above figure also

demonstrates hoY the ri.k. of tyO man-made exposures can be
compared.

The exposure. from nuclear poyer production and radiology

can be compared and the argument made that since the latter is higher
and is tolerabl., the former must therefor. also be tolerable.
Unfortunately, the argument ignores possible differences in benefit
re.ulting from the tyO exposures.

It i. apparent from the above .ummary that the selection of a method

•

••tabli.h tolerable

r~k

i. a difficult deci.ion.
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All of the

'.~

••tbods haY. asp.cts to th.. that argu. ~or and aga1nwt tb.1r u •••

R~.k-b.n.~~t analy.i. 1. intu~tiv.ly app.al~ng b.cau•• 1t provide. a
quantitat~v. m.thodologYJ how.ver, bene~~ts mu.t be quantified or it
mu.t be assumed they are equal or ar. %ero for th. various
alternatives.

Ai.k elevation is al.o intu~t~velyap~aling, but

logically flawed.

•

The balancing of env~ronmental risks vith tho.e

commonly encountered i. l.ss obJect~v. than oth.r methods but can be
u.eful if on. is careful not to los. s~ght of the magnitUde of the
henefits associated vith th. risks being compared.

Of th. fiv. methods revi.ved the benefit-risk approach is, in HRA's
opinion, is th. most defendable.

Its implications and hov it vas

used toderiv. a tolerable risk level ar. discussed in th. remainder
of this section.

starr and 'other. have compared benefit and risk in th. aggregate.
Unfortunately benefits and risks are not distributed ev~nly over all
me.bers of society (Kates, 1978>.

Benefits may b. concentrated and

risk diffuse such as in the use of 'pesticides by farmers.
Conversely, risks may be concentrated and benefits diffus. such as
for occupational ha%ard8.

Th. distribution in time may also be

uneven vith immediate benefits and delayed risks as vith th. latent
effects of chemic.ls.

Thes. inequalities mak. the application of

benefit-risk r.lationships difficult to apply to individuals or
special subgroups of th. general population.

Yet for th. purpose of

evaluating risk ass.ssment., it i . necessary to have an estim~te of
negligible risk vhich applies in th. aggregate and vhich can be
adJusted to accommodate th. risk aversiveness of special,subgroup••

••

I~ ~s

entirely possibl. tbat special sub~roups or individuals, such

s thos. occupationally expos.d, will der~v. con.id.rabl. benefit
•

.ro. tolerance of a higher risk level.

Clearly, tolerable ri.k for

special population groups needs to be 'calculated on a ca.e-by-case

Net withstanding the above caveat, environmental ri.ks can be
balanced against commonly tolerated risks of equal or lower benefit
for the purpose of establishing exposure guidelines •. Starr (1969,
1972, 1984) classifie. a. -negligible- those risk. which are lower
than the probability of death by natural disa.ter, a probability of
about 10- 6 per year.

Thi. comparison should. hold for risks of any

benefit level since natural di.asters have no concomitant benefits.
It therefore folloys that environmental exposure. resulting in annual
mortality risk ratio. of 10- 6 or les. ~an rea.onably considered

~afe-.

Since this level of

r~sk

tolerance ha. been calculated from

aggregate population. it should be applied to general population
group. or -average- individuals in such a

populat~on.

comparing it Yith comparing i t yith commonly experienced risks.
Wil.on (1980, 1982) ha. enumerated the folloYing commonly tolerated
ri.ks.

Wil.on'. data are con.i.tent yith Starr'. conclu.ion. about

the ri.k-benefit relation.hip.

Involuntary ri.k. are le•• tolerable

than voluntary ri.k. and ri.ks for activities with little or no
benefit are le.s tolerable than ri.ks yith high concominant benefit.
For example, tornadoes, hurricane., and lightning have no benefit,

•

~~e

involuntary, and result in a loy annual mortality
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10"

:I
:I
10
10

Inoal.es~ all di.cus8ien. o~ quantitative ri.k .v.lua~~n gcrtality

risk i . used to estisate telerabl. risk.

On. .ight qu.stion hoy to

proceed if exposure to toxic agents could produc. an effect other
than death.

Mortality was used by Starr and others as a measure of

conseq~ences other than death will surely b. higher;

•

therefore, a

tolerable annual mor~ality ri.k level of 10- 6 would provide a lower
bound for tolerable risk and vill introduce a measure of conservatism
if used for all general population environmental exposures.

An annual mortality risk of 10- 6 translates to a lifetime risk of 7
x 10- 5 assuming 70 years of continuous expos~re and ~imple
additivity of risk over the entire period.

Considering the admitted

crudeness of Starr's calculations, the criticisms of the exact
quantitative relationship (minor at the loy risk end of the curve>,
the variable nature of tolerable risk for individuals vithin the
general population, and the need to avoid overestimating tolerable
riSK, it would seem an appropriate value of tolerable lifetime
general population mortality risk should be about 10- 5

0

Reexamination of the tolerable risk issue has revealed no nev
information that changes the conclusions of HRA's 1981 report.
Therefore, the Minnesota Department of Health recommends the
continued use of • lifetime tolerable risk level of 10- 5 as a basis
for action regarding

non~hreshold

agents.
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APPEHDIX ..

Carcinogen Ufetlme Risk Level

HlU. UNIT 1/91

Iutrodw::ticm
The algorithm for generating the Health Risk Limits (HRLI) for carcinogens
is based on the assumption that carcinogens are non-threshold agents (HRL Unit,
1990).
Pursuant to this assumption. even low doses of carcinogens bear some
probability of causing cancer. Thus, the only risk-free dose of a carcinogen
is zero. Because economic. technological and heal th factors make the total
elimination of carcinogens from groundwater an impractical goal. exposure to
carcinogens is generally controlled to levels that avoid Bignificant risk. This
is the approach the Minnesota Department of Bealth (MOH) will follow in setting
the HRLs for carcinogens.
The "lifetime risk level" factor in the algorithm for carcinogens converts
the potency slope and ingestion constants into an "insignificant risk exposure
level (HRL Unit, 1990).
8

HR~~

-

(Lifetime lisk Level)(70kg)
(Potency Slope[ms/kg/dayj·l)(Z liter/day)

This factor represents the probability that exposure to a chemical over a
lifetime will induce cancer. MOB has typically used a lifetime risk level of
10's to set carcinogen exposure guidelines. Hypothetically, if 100,000 people
were exposed throughout life to a carcinogen at a dose corresponding to a
lifetime risk level of lO's, no more than one person would develop cancer. The
probability of getting cancer from exposure to a 10's risk level of a carcinogen
is less than the probability of dying in a natural disaster.

•

Defining Insignificant (Acceptable, Tolerable) Risk
Despite the considerable literature on the issue, there is no standardized
method for defining an "insignificant", "tolerable" or "acceptable" lifetime risk
level for carcinogens. The concept of acceptable risk involves a number of
factors including individual choice, knowledge and perception of the nature of
consequences and benefitl, responsibility and equity. The dilemma inherent in
determining an acceptable risk level is aptly expressed by two· authorities,
In a society that values individual choice, a risk that an
individual is willing to take for ~elf may be acceptable, even
though a quantitatively lIimilar risk impond by another is not.
(Ricci et al., 1989)
The definition of acceptable rilk is a political judgment, dependent
on context. Analysis can contribute to the proceu which determines
what risk will be accepted in a liven situation, but only as an aid
to judgment. It is in this rob that analytical method., including
cOlt-benefit. approaches and comparisonlll of risk are helpful to
current rillk decisionl. No analytical approach 10 far identified
hal proved practical for duling with the complex objectivlltlll common
to rill!: decisionl, although such methods cm help explain and defend
decisions and can identify ~aknelses with judgmentally developed
approaches. (Whipple, 1988)
Given the elulive definition of "inillignificant" , "acceptable" or
'tolerable" rilk, it il not. lIurprising that the United State. Environmental
Protection Agency (USEPA) do•• not provide specific guidelines on haw to choose
a lifetime cancer risk level. In fact, the USEPA publish•• health advisories
for carcino~enl in drinking vater at concentrations corruponding to rilk levels
of 10~, 10' and 10~ 80 that, 8the risk manager em make a health decision baaed

•
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on the specific contamination situation· (USEPA. 1990).
Pederal agencies,
including the USEPA do not u.e the sama lifetima risk level 'for all carcinogens
(USEPA, 1990, Travis et al •• 1987). Instead. lifetime cancer risk' levels are
determined for each carcinogen based on economic, technological and feasibility
factors. The lifetime cancer risk levels used by the EPA ge~er~lly range from
lO~ to lO~ (ODW, 1990).
"

The values for lifetime risk level vary not only from state to state, but
also within certain states.
A recent survey, conducted by the Chemical
Communication Subcommittee of the Federal-State Toxicology and Regulatory
Alliance committee (FASTRAC), shows that 21 of the 43 states that responded to
the survey set their drinking water standards or guideli~es for carcinogens a~
a speCified risk level. Five states out of the 21 claim: to' use USEPA values.
This means they use lifetime risk levels ranging from 10~ - lO~.
Another
fifteen states set their lifetime risk levels at 10~, although some of these
states qualified the use of this number. For example, New Jersey calls 10~ a
·target· level. Kansas uses 10~ at an ·alert· level, but 10. 5 as an "action"
level. Massachusetts an:: Pennsylvania use 10 006 unless this number is below the
practical quantitation ~evel or treatment limits. Finally, Wisconsin uses a
risk level of 10~ when USEPA nt:.::nbers are not available.
This .f0ses a
contradiction since the USEPA sometimes uses risk levels as high as 10 . When
nine of the states that set .lifetime risk levels were contacted, none could
provide a justification for their choice other than ·policy decision" (personal
communication, HRA, 1985). The results of the FASTRAC survey - that 22 states
do not set a s~ecified riBk level and that the lifetime risk level varies among
the other 21 states -in addition to the apparent lack of justification for the
choice of lifetime risk level, exemplifies the ambiguous nature' of
• insignificant· risk.
"
Defining "no significant risk· became a critical issue for the
implementation of California'S 1986 Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement
Act (Proposition 65) (Kizer et al., 1989, Pease et 1.1., 1990). Proposition 65
requires the Governor to publish a list of chemicals -known to the State to
cause cancer or reproductive toxicity (CHWA, 1990).- After a chemical has been
listed for 12 months, • ••• people may not knowingly be expoled to significant
levels without first receiving a warning ••• Likewise , 20 months after being
listed a chemical may 'not knowinZly be discharged in significant .amounts into
any actual or potential, source of drinking water.· '(Kizer' et' 1.1 ... ,1988)
[Italics, added]. California settled on a ·no significant risk· level of 10.5 in
consultation with advisory 'groups made up of ,representatives from environmental
and consumer advocacy groups, agriculture, industry, government lawyers and
scientists (Kizer et 1.1, 1988). Despite the involvement of these experts, the
Statement of Reasons for Proposition 65 does not provide a detailed
justification for the choice of 10.5 other than to say,

...

,

The 10.5 risk level 1. commonly uled 1.1 an acceptable risk level by
many regulato~ ag.n~i.... General~y speaking, r~gulatory, levels,
range from 10 to 10'" or lovtlr ••• Then fluctuations a:n' "often
impand due to differencu in the methodologies employed in the
underlying risk "SUlDallnt. 'Onder then regulationl, it is intended
that risk alsel~ntl baled upon default allumption. will produce
fairly conservative results. In effect, applying a 10.5 standard to
a conurvative risk allBusJUnt can produce the SI.Dle result as
applying a 10'" Itandard to an auu~nt employing hu conservative
methodologiu. (CHWA, 1989)
",'; , '
.

One obvious option for determining the HRLs for carcinogens is to set the
lifetime risk level at zero. Although zero ill a desirable goal, this approach
ignores the possible benefitl of the chemicals or the processes that produce
2

•

•

them. These benefits can be economic, technological and also health related.
For example, fram tbe vi~ of public healtb, the benefit of chlorinating water preventing the spread of disease - outweighs the small risk of developing cancer
fram the resulting chlorinated campounds. The decision to set a cancer risk
level above zero can be justified by balancing large benefitlil against small
risks and further, by recognizing that the presence of a low level of risk does
not preclude safety. Accordingly, the USEPA 'sets Maximum Contaminant Level
Goals for carcinogens at zero, but its Maximum Contaminant Level. above zero,
with lifetime risk levels ranging fram lO~ to 10~ (OOW, 1990).
MOB has used a lifetime risk level of 10. 5 since 1981 (BRA, 1985). A 1985
position paper from the Section of Bealth RiSK Assessment outlines and critiques
various decision analysis methods directed
towards determining "tolerable" or
"acceptable" risK. MOB arrived at 10.5 through a benefit-risk approach. The
major portion of the discussion fram the 1985 position paper on 'tolerable risk"
is reproduced below.

•

Starr and others have campared benefit and risk in the aggregate.
Unfortunately benefits and risks are not distributed evenly over all
members of society (Kates, 1978). Benefits may be concentrated and
risk diffuse such as in the use of pesticides by farmers.
Conversely, riSKS may be concentrated and benefits diffuse such as
for occupational hazards. The distribution in time may also be
uneven with immediate benefits and delayed risks with the latent
effects of chemicals. These inequalities make the application of
benefit-riSK relationships difficult to apply to individuals or
special subgroups of the general population. Yet for the purpose
of evaluati~g risk assessments, it is necessary to have a~ estimate
of negligible risk which applies in the aggregate and which can be
adjusted to accommodate the riSK aversiveness of s~ecial subgroups.
It is entirely possible that special subgroups or ~ndividuals, such
as those occupationally exposed, will derive considerable benefit
frqm tolerance of a higher risk level. Clearly, tolerable risk for
special population groups needs to be calculated on a case-by-case
basis.
Not withstanding the above caveat, environmental risKs can be
balanced against commonly tolerated risks of equal or lower benefit
for the purpose of establishing exposure guidelines. Starr (1969,
1972, 1984) classifies as 'negligible' those riSKS which are lower
than tbe~robability of death by natural diaaster, a probability of
about 10 per year. This comparison should hold for risks of any
benefit level since natural disalters have no concomitant benefits.
It therefore follows that environmental exposures resulting in
annual mortality risk ratios of 10'" or leu can be reasonably
considered 'sah·. Since this level of risk tolerance has been
calculated from aggregate populations it should be applied to
general population group. or 'average- individuals in luch a
p01'1:1lation.
One can develop a senle of bow conservative sucb a guideline is by
comparing it with cammonly experienced risks. Wilson (1980, 1982)
bas enumerated the following commonly tolerated risks [see tables
in source document].
Wilson'. data are consistent with Starr's
conclusion about the risk-benefit relationship. Involuntary risks
are le8s tolerable than voluntary ri.ks and risks for activities
with little or no benefit are le •• tolerable than rilks with high
concomitant benefit.
For example, tornadoes hurricanes, and
ligbtning have no benefit, are involuntary, and result in a low
annual mortality risk. Auto racing is voluntary, with presumably a
high payoff for the participating individual &nd a high risk level.
The high air pollution risk level, while involuntary for the

•

3

individual, is associated with the high locietal benefit. of energy
production and il therefore tolerated.
In almolt all discullions of quantitative risk evaluation mortality

risk is uled to eltimate tolerable rilk. One might queltion how to
proceed if exposure to toxic agents could produce an effect other
than death. Mortality was uled by Starr and others al amealure of
risk because the statistics are ealily obtained. TQlerable risk for
consequences other than death will surely be higher; therefore, a
tolerable annual mortality risk level of 10~ would provide a lower
bound for tolerable risk and will introduce a measure of
conservatism if used for all general population environmental
exposurel.

•

An annual mortality risk of 10~ translate I to a lifetime risk of 7
x 10.5 assuming 70 years of continuous exposure and simple additivity
or risk over the entire period. considering the admitted crudeness
of Starr's calculations, the criticisDW of the. exact.quantitative
relationship (minor at the low risk end of the curve), the variable
nature of tolerable risk for individuals' within the general
population, and the need to avoid overeltimating tolerable risk, it
would seem an appropriate value of tolerable
lifetime general
population mortality risk should be about 10.5 •

Reccmmen.c1ation
MOB recommends using of a 10.5 lifetime risk level for carcinogens.

•
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•

•
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Hexachloroethane
6.2
Lead
5.0
Mercury
0.75
Methyl ethyl ketone
43
MethoxychJor
85
Nickel
38
Nitrate (as Nitrogen)
2500
Nitrite (as Nitrogen)
250
N- Nitrosodimethylamine
0.0035
N- Nitrosodiphenyl~ine
.
17.8
Total carcinogenIc polynuclear aromatIc
hydrocarbons (PAM)
0.007
(58)
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB's)
0.02
(59)
Pentachlorophenol
55
11
(60)
Selenium
(61)
Styrene
"
35
(62) 2,3,7,8- Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxm (-TCDD)
0.0000005
(63) 1,1,2,2- TetrachJoroethane
0.44
(64)
TetrachJoroethylene
1.7
500
(65)
Toluene
(66)
Toxaphene
0.075
(67)
1,1,1- Trichloroethane
50
(68)
1,1,2- TrichJoroethane
1.5
(69)
Trichloroethylene
7.8
(70)
2,4,6- Trichlorophenol
4.4
(71)
2,4,5- TP (Silvex) .
13
(72)
Vinyl chJoride
0.037
(73)
Xylene
110
G. If an intervention limit established under items E, F, and H is
exceeded in ground water at any location where ~e fa~ty's impacts are monitored, the owner or operator must take the followmg aetlons:
(1) immediately notify the commissioner in writing;
(2)" immediately resample ifprevious samples at the facility did not
exceed the intervention limits;
(3) evaluate the need to resample if previous samples exceeded the
intervention limits;
(4) evaluate the significance of the excecdance and the source or
cause of the constituents exceeding the intervention limits;
(5) evaluate the need for immediate corrective action to prevent
pollutant concentrations from approaching or exceeding standards at the compliance boundary, surface water compliance boundary, or lower ~mpliance boundary;
"
(6) evaluate the need for changes in water monitoring, including
sampling frequencies, constituents analyzed, and installation ofadditional moniwring~ints;
"
(7) within 30 days after obtaining the sample results in which an
intervention limit was exceeded, submit a written report to the commissioner
describing the evaluations and conclusions under subitems (2) to (6) and the
actions taken or planned under subitem (8); and
"
(8) take 'other actions described in the facility's contingency action
plan and as required in subpart 15 and part 7035.2615.
H. In lieu of the intervention limits and standards under items E and
F, the commissioner may establish alternative standards and intervention limits
in the facility permit as follows:
(1) If the concentration ofany constituent in the background ground
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water at a facility is greater than a standard or intervention limit established in
this subpart, the background concentration of the constituent must be used as the
standard or intervention limit. For purposes of this subitem, background refers
to the condition of ground water that has experienced no change in quality due
to migration of constituents from the facility. If the background water quality is
inadequately defined, the commissioner may require additional evaluation including sampling, statistical analysis of sampling data, and installation of additional
monitoring points. The commissioner may alter the alternative standards or
intervention limits if background water quality is changing due to actions or
events occurring outside the facility property and beyond the ~wner's or operator's control.
(2) Upon request by the owner or operator, the commissioner may
establish alternative limits for some or all substances for portions of a facility
filled before the effective date ofparu 7035.2525 to 7035.2875. Unless approved
by the agency, orby the commissioner as provided in subitem (l), the alternative
limits must not exceed four times the concentrations given in item F. The owner
or operator must have completed a remedial investigation study evaluating the
extent and severity of ground water pollution at the facility and a feasibility study
evaluating the feasibility and the environmental and economic costs, risks, and
benefits of the possible alternative corrective actions. The alternative approaches
must include cQrrective actions intended to achieve compliance with the standards under items E and F and at least one additional approach intended to
maintain ground water concentrations lower than four times the concentrations
under item F. The feasibility study also must evaluate the pollutant concentrations that would remain in ground water after corrective action and the extent
to which the use of these alternative limits may adversely affect the immediate
and future use of ground water downgradient from the facility.
(3) If the quality of a public water supply is potentially affected by
migration ofleachate from a facility, and if the maximum contaminant level for
a substance as defined and established under either chapter 4720 or under the
National Prima.ry Drinking Water Regulations, Code of Federal Regulations,
title 40, part 141, is a lower concentration than the standard under items E and
F, the commissioner may use the maximum contaminant level as the alternative
standard and alternative intervention limit for that substance.
(4) lfa substance is present in ground water at a facility, and if that
substance is known to impart undesirable taste or odor to drinking water, the
commissioner may upon the recommendation of the Minnesota commissioner
of health establish alternative limits to avoid these taste and odor effects.
(5) If a substance not listed in item F is present in ground water at
a facility and is determined by the Minnesota commissioner of health to be
potentially harmful to health, the commissioner may establish alternative limits
for that substance. Except as provided elsewhere in this subpart, the alternative
limits shall be 25 percent of the concentration given in unit (a) or (b):
(a) For a substance not classified by the United States Environmental Protection Agency as Group A (human carcinogen) or Group B (probable
human carcinogen), the recommended allowable limit, as determined by the
Minnesota commissioner of health; or
(b) For a substance classified by the United States Environmental Protection Agency as a Group A or Group B carcinogen, either the concentration corresponding to a risk of one additional case of cancer per 100,000 adults
consuming the water over a lifetime, as estimated by the United States Environmental Protection Agency and the Minnesota commissioner of health, or the
recommended allowable limit under unit (a), whichever is lower.
(6) If a substance which has a standard or an alternative standard
under subitems (2) to (5) is present in ground water at a facility, and if the
recommended allowable limit or the concentration corresponding to the one·in-

•
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100 000 cancer risk under subitem (5) is changed, the commissioner may establish 'alternative limits for that substance. The alternative limits shall be 25 percent
of the concentration given in subitem (5), unit (a) or (b), whichever is applicable.
1. If a substance is not detected in a sample and the limit of detectioI)
is higher than the intervention limit or standard for that subst;ance, the intervention limit or standard will not be assumed to have been attamed or exceeded.
J. The commissioner, after investigation and evaluation, may require
the owner or operator to implement th~ fac~ity contingency act~on plan and to
take corrective action under the followmg Clrcumstances, even If a standard or
intervention limit established under this subpart is not being exceeded:
(l) in the event of a substantial release ofleachate that the commissioner may reasonably expect to result in a violation of water quality standards;
or
(2) based on the additive carcinogenicity or toxicity of a combination of pollutants in the ground water, in lieu of the limits for individual
substances under items E, F, and H. The additive carcinogenicity or toxicity must
be computed using the approach given in "Guidelines for the Health Risk
Assessment of Chemical Mixtures," Federal Register, Volume 5 1, pages 3401434025, September 24, 1986. Where quantification using this approach is feasible,
the commissioner may require response actions if the sum total risk ofconsuming
the water over a lifetime would exceed either 2.5 additional cases of cancer in a
population of 1,000,000 persons or for noncarcinogens, 25 percent of the acceptable concentration for long-term consumption.
Subp. S. Design requirements. The design requirements for a mixed municipal solid waste land disposal facility are as follo'ws:
A. The owner or operator must develop an engineering report for the
site. The report must include specifications for site preparation. The report shall
.be submitted with the final permit application required under part 7001.3300.
These specifications as they relate to phase development of the facility must be
established in the engineering report. Site preparations include clearing and
grubbing for disposal areas and building locations, topsoil stripping and storage,
cover material excavation, other excavations, berm construction, drainage control structures, leachate collection and treatment system, ground water monitoring system, gas monitoring and collection system, entrance and access roads,
screening, fencing, and other special design features.
B. The owner or operator must develop the site in phases. Each phase
must contain individual cells that will provide for filling in a manner to achieve
final waste elevations as rapidly as possible. The phases must be designed and
constructed to minimize moisture infiltration into the fill areas while maintaining
stable slopes and appropriate operating conditions. The owner or operator must
consider seasonal phases in order to accommodate the differences between wet
and dry and warm and cold weather operations. The owner or operator must
bring each phase to the final waste contours, as shown on the ultimate site
development plan, and close the phase according to the approved facility closure
plan.
C. A:ny new fill area at a land disposal facility must be located at least
200 feet from the nearest property line, unless otherwise approved by the commissioner based on existing filling procedures, existing site structures, the facility
design, compliance boundaries, and existing land restrictions.
D. The owner or operator must divert surface water drainage around
and away from the site operating area. A drainage control system. including
changes in the site topography, ditches, berms. sedimentation ponds, culverts,
energy breaks, and erosion control measures, must take into consideration at
least the following features:
(1) the expected final contours for the site and the planned drainage
pattern;
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standards according to Minnesota Statutes, chapter 14, to replace those listed
in part 7050.0220 that are more stringent or less stringent if Dev scientific
evidence shavs that a change in the standard 1s justiffed.

Gwip; 4.

StaAiarie fer

ew~staAeee
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70S0;0~20

this part;

70~0;Oaag;

£taAeares

shall ie derived 9Y tAe

)tullefieal staReanis Be eerives

have the salle sutherity as staRearis listee iA part 70S0,0220.

Subpart 2.
7050.0220.

Site-specific criteria for pollutants not listed in part

Site-specific criteria for toxic pollutants not listed in part

7050.0220 shall be derived by the commissioner using the procedures in this

A.

A site-spesi:is criterion so derived,)s spesifis to the point source

•

s:.ipg ad.gressed..l. Any effluent limi aHon ietulliRei te ie Reees&ary eased eA
st&AQaree derived from a site-specit1c criteriOn under this subpart shall only
be reguired after the discharger has been given notice of the specific proposed
effluent limitations and an opportunity fer pwelie to request a hearing
proyi~,,,Jp

B.

parn 7990.1999 and 7091.9139.

~

The U!uirelleAU in ehQptn 7001

A site-specific criterion so derived for remedial action cleanup

actix11 as is specifjc t9 the affected surface vater body,
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SUbp. S.

lL Definitions. For the purposes of parts

'O~O

0219 7050.0217 to

70S0.0220, the folloving terms have the meaning given them:

A.

"Acute-chronic ratio" or "ACR" means the ratio of the acute toxicity,

expressed as an Lese or EC50, of a toxicant to its chronic toxicity expressed as
the chronic value.

The ACR is used as a factor for estimating chronic toxicity

on the basis of acute toxicity.

B.

"Acute toxicity" means a stimulus severe enough to rapidly induce a

response.
less.

In toxicity tests, a response is normally observed in 96 hours or

Acute effects are often measured in terms of mortality or other

debilitating effects •

•

c.

"AvailAble scientific data" means information derived from scientific

ljterature includ1ng but not limited to:

pUblj~d l~terature

in peer revieved

Went1bJc journals. USErA ambient yater guaJj.ty criteria documents. and other
reports or documents

~

Rm

sw~staAe.

publiS~

by the USErA or other governmental agencies.

"Bioaccumulation factor" or "BAr" means the concentration of a
BRJJutant in one or more tissues of an aquatic organism, exposed from

any source of the

sw~etaRee

pp11utant but primarily from the diet and bottom

sediments in addition to the vater column, divided by the average concentration
I

in the solution in vhich the organis8 had been living •

•
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E; "Bioconcentration factor" or "Bey" means the concentration of

9Y~8t8Aee

t~

&

Ral1utant in one or more tissues of an aquatic organism, exposed

the vater as the source of the 8wbst8Aee, pollutant, divided by the average

concentration in the solution in which the organism had been living.

!: l; "Cancer potency factor" or "91*" means a factor indicative of a
chemical's human cancer causing potential.

The 91* is the upper 95 percent'

confidence limit (one sided) of the slope from a linear non threshold
dose-response model used by the USEPA to provide an upper bound estimate of
incremental cancer risk.

The 91* assumes a lifetime exposure and is expressed

in days times kilogram body veiiht per milligram toxicant peF Ililegra.

essy

veigAt (d x kg/mg).

!::: S4 "Chronic toxicity" means a stimulus that lingers or continu@s for a
long period of time, often one-tenth the life span or more.

A chronic eff~ct

can be mortality, reduced growth, reproduction impairment, harmful changes in
behavior, and other nonlethal effects.

~

H;

•

"Chronic criterion" or "CC" means the highest vater concentration of

a toxicant to which organisms can be exposed indefinitely without causing
chronic toxicity.

I.

"Chronis standard" or "GS"

IIllanS

the h1ibest yater sonsentratiog Sf a

tgxisant tg yh1;b organisms SAn be expgsed.ina,f1nitel! yiJbgut sausing chronis
toxi,it!,

Chronis standards are listed.)n part 7050,0220, subpart 3.
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APPENDIX P
UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGUL.ATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON,

o.

C. 20151515

. June 27, 1990
TO:

ALL NRC LICENSEES

SUBJECT:

NRC's POLICY STATEMENT ON BELOW REGULATORY CONCERN

Gentlemen:
Enclosed for your information is the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
policy statement on "below regulatory concern" (BRC), along with an
information booklet on the policy.
The policy will be used by NRC in responding to requests for rulemakings or
licensing actions to exempt frum some or all regulatory controls certain
practices involving very low-level radioactive material. Examples may
include: (1) release for unrestricted public use of lands and structures
containirlg residual radioactivity, (2) cjistribution of consumer products
containing small anlcunts of radioactive material, (3) disposal of very
low-level radioactive waste at unl·icEnsed disposal sites, and (4) recycling
of slightly contaminated materials.

•

The policy statement is not a regulation. It does not in itself chan'ge
current regulations or licenses, and no response or action is required by
licensees at this time •. The NRC will be holding public information meetings
to discuss the policy in August-OctobE:l" 1990, near its regiona.l offices in
Philadelphia, Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, and San Francisco. Separate notices
will be issued providing the details for these meetings.
Questions may be ditected to the contacts listed in the enclosed statement.
Sincerely,

for
Safeguards,
Enclosures:
BRC Po 1icy
2. Information- Booklet
1.

•

•
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waste in a manner commensurate with their low radiological risk; and (5) increased assurance of a consistent level
of safety for consumer products containing radioactive
material under the Commission's jurisdiction.

SUMMARY: This policy statement establishes the frame·
work within which the Commission will fOrtIlulate rules or
make licensing decisions to exempt from some or all re.gulatory controls certain practices involving small quantities
of radioactive material. Opportunity for pUblic comment
will be provided with each rulemaking and each licensing
action where generic exemption provisions have not already been established. The exemptions may involve the
release of licensee-controlled radioactive material either
to the generally accessible environment or to persons who
would be exempt from Commission regulations. Practices
for which exemptions may be granted include, but are not
limited to, (1) the release for unrestricted public use of
lands and structures containing residual radioactivity; (2)
the distribution of consumer products containing small
amounts of radioactive material; (3) the disposal of very
low-level radioactive waste at other than licensed disposal
sites; and. (4) the recycling of slightly contaminated equipment and materials. As described in this policy statement,
"? intends to continue exempting specific practices
regulatory control if the application or continuation
gulatory controls is not necessary to protect the public health and safety and the environment, and is not cost
effective in further reducing risk. The policy statement
defines the dose criteria and other considerations that will
be used by NRC in making exemption decisions. The
policy establishes individual dose criteria (1 and 10 mrem
per year [0.01 and 0.1 millisievert per year]) and a collective dose criterion (1000 person-rem peryear [10 personsievert per year]). These criteria, coupled with other considerations enumerated in the policy statement, will be
major factors in the Cornri:lission's determination on
whether exemptions from regulatory controls will be
granted.

EFFECTIVE DATE:

July 3, 1990

ADDRESSES: Documents referenced in this policy statement are available for inspection in the NRC Public
Document Room; 2120 L Street, N. W. (Lower Level),
Washington, DC.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACI':
The appropriate NRC
Region I -

Dr. Malcom Knapp, King of Prussia.
Pennsylvania; telephone (215) 337-5000

Region II -

Mr. J. Philip Stohr, Atlanta., Georgia;
telephone (404) 331-4503

Region

4I

R~gional Office:

m-

Mr. Charles E. Norelius, Glen Ellyn,
Illinois; telephone (708) 790-5500

Region IV - Mr. Arthur B. Beach, Arlington, Texas;
telephone (817) 860-8100
Region V - "Mr. Ross A. Scarano, Walnut Creek,
California; telephone (415) 943-3700
Federal and State Government Officials may contact:

Mr. Frederick Combs, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington. DC 20555, Office of Governmental
and Public Affairs, telephone (301) 492-0325.
Questions may also be directed to the following
individuals at the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, DC 20555.
Dr. Donald A. Cool, Office of Nuclear Regulatory
Research; telephone (301) 492-3785

The policy statement establishes a consistent risk framework for regulatory exemption decisions, ensures an ade·
quate and consistent level of protection of the public in
their use of radioactive materials, and focuses the Nation's resources on reducing the most significant radiological risks from practices under NRC's jurisdiction. The
average U.S. citizen should benefit from implementation
of the BRC policy through (1) enhanced ability of NRC.
Agreement States, and licensees to focus resources on
more significant risks posed by nuclear materials; (2)
timely and consistent decisions on the need for cleanup of
~ taminated sites; (3) increased assurance that funds
able to decommission operating nuclear facilities will
adequate; ~4) reduced costs a.ild overall risks to the
blic from managing certain types of slightly radioactive

Mr. John W. N. Hickey, Office of Nuclear Material
Safety and Safeguarris; telephone (301) 492-3332
Mr. 1. 1. Cunningham, Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation; telephone (301) 492-1086
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Statement of Policy

•

I.

Introduction.

Ionizing radiation is a fact of life. From the day we
are born until the day we die, our bodies are exposed to

1
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low levels of radiation emitted from a variety of natural
and man-made sources, including the cosmos, earth.
building materials, industrial facilities, clothing. medicine. food, air, and our own bodies. All materials exhibit
some degree of radioa~ivity. The consensus among sciene
tists is that even low levels of radiation typical of the
natural environment pose some correspondingly low risk
of adverse health effects to humans. Recognition of the
risk due to radiation exposure from natural sources provides perspective on the risks associated with human uses
of radioactive materials.

policy translates the Commission's judgement on acceptable risk into explicit and practical criteria on which to
base decisions to exempt practices from the full scope of
NRC's regulatoty program. The BRC criteria are necessary to ensure adequate and consistent decisions on acceptable risks posed by decontaminated and decommissioned nuclear facilities, consumer products containing
radioactive materials, and very low activity radioactive
wastes. These decisions will be implemented by the Commission through rulemakings and licensing decisions
based on careful and thorough analyses of the risks associated with speciflC practices to ensure that the pUblic is
adequately protected.

Natural and man-made radionuclides are used in
teday's society in many forms for a variety of pu~ses.
such as medical therapy and diagnosis, materials analysis,
and power generation. In general, the existing regulatory
framework ensures that radioactive materials are controlled consistent with the degree of risk posed to the
public and the environment. Some products such as
smoke detectors contain small quantities of radioactive
materials that pose such a low risk that they have been
widely distributed without continuing regulatory controls.
To require that all radioactive materials be controll'ed in
the same strict manner regardless of the risks they pose
would not be a sound use of limited National resources.
Such strict control could also deprive society of the benefits aJ.ready derived from appropriate uses of radioactive
materials and radiation. In addition. such control would
not significantly reduce the risks associated with radiation
exposure from controlled sources compared with risks
associated with natural background radiation. Therefore,
responsible decisions need to be made on how radioactive
,materials are controlled based on a judgement about the
levels of risk they pose and the effectiveness of regulatory
control to reduce those risks.

•

Under the regulatory approach used by the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). the use of radioactive materials is subject to limits and conditions that
ensure the protection of the health and safety of both
workers and members of the general public. and the environment. For example, radioactive material is controlled
by NRC and Agreement State licensees to ensure that
dose limits are not exceeded. In addition, sources of radiae
tion are designed, used and dlsposed of in a manner that
ensures that exposures to radiation or radioactive material are as low as is reasonably achievable (.AI..ARA),
economic and social factors being taken into account.
NRC has endorsed the ALARA provision in regulatory
practice for a number of years (10 CFR Part 20). HOWe
ever, NRC has not yet provided criteria that would establish the basisfor defining the level of residual risk at wh.i.c.h
further regulatory control is no longer warranted.

Over the last several years, the Commission has
pursued development of a risk threshold to distinguish
those radioactive materials that do not require the same
stringent level of regulatory control as that imposed on
potentially more hazardous materials. The Commission
recognized through,out this process that the threshold
would need to be low enough to continue to ensure adequate protection of the pUblic. The Commission also recognized that the threshold should be compatible with
technological and measurement capabilities so it could be
readily used in NRC's regulatory program for nuclear
materials. In addition, the Commission identified the
need to balance incremental reductions in risk below the
safety threshold with the attendant expenditure of private
and public resources.

The policy statement in teday's notice provides a
unifying risk framework for making decisions about which
practices can be exempted from the full scope of NRC's
comprehensive regulatory controls.. Under the criteria
and principles of this policy statement, exemptions of
radioactive materials from regulatory controls would involve the ttansfer of very small quantities of the materials
from a regulated to an unregulated status. NRC will analyze each proposed exemption to ensure that doses resulting from the proposed transfer will be sufficiently low that
the pUblic health and safet')' and the environment will
remain adequately protected. A licensed activity producing an exempt material would continue to be subject to
the full range of regulatory ove;sight, inspection. and
enforcement actions up to and including the point of
transfer to an exempt status. The Commission also intends to conduct research periodically to evaluate the
effectiveness of this policy and to confmn the safety bases
that support the exemption decisions.

In teday's notice, the Commission establishes a policy to guide its decisions on which radioactive materials
are "belpw regulatory concern" (ERC) because the low
levels of risk they pose do not warrant regulation to the
same degree as other radioactive materials to ensure adequate protection of the public and the environment. This

TItrough appropriate rulemaking actions or licensing decisions, the Commission will establish constraints.
requirements, and conditions applicable to specific /".Xemptions of radioactive materials from NRC's regulations. The NRC will verify that licensees adhere to these
exemption constraints and conditions through NRC's li'2

\
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ensing, Lnspection. and enforcement programs. For example. the Commission may promulgate regulations that
would require some type of labeling so that consumers
could make informed decisions about purchasing a product containing exempted materials. Such labeling is presently required by the Commission for smoke detectors
containing radioactive material (see 10 CFR 32.26). The
NRC ensures that manufacturers label the detectors in
compliance with the labeling requirement through licensing reviews and inspections. Specific source controls and
exemption conditions are not discussed further in this
policy because they will be more appropriately addressed
in developing the exemption requirements for specific
exemption proposals.

•

their risks to the public and the environment. The Food
and Drug Administration (FDA). for example. has applied sensitivity-of-method, risk-based guidelines in connection with the regulation of animal drugs, food contaminants, and trace constituents in some food additives.
Simila:rly, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
eStablished exemption or threshold levels based on individual risks in the regulation of pesticides and other toxic
and carcinogenic chemicals. For example. EPA employs
such a concept in defming hazardous waste through the.
new Toxicity Characteristic rule in 40 CFR Pan 261 [55
FR 11798; March 29, 1990].
The Commission believes that the Below Regulatory Concern policy is needed to establish a consistent,
risk-based framework for making exemption decisions.
Specifically, this framework is needed to (1) focus the
resources of NRC. Agreement States, and licensees on
addressing more significant risks posed by nuclear materials; (2) ensure that beyond the adequate protection
threshold potential benefits from additional regulation
outweigh the associated burdens; (3) establish residual
radioactivity criteria and requirements for decommissioning and cleanup of radioactive contamination at licensed
and formerly-licensed facilities; (4) ensure that licensee
decommissioning funding plans provide adequate .funds
to cover the costs of cleanup of these facilities to protect
people and the environment; (5) ensure that the pUblic is
consistently protected against undue risk from consumer
produet5 that contain radioactive materials under the
Commission's jurisdiction; (6) provide decision criteria
for reviewing petitions to exempt very low-level radioactive wastes in accordance with the Low-Level Radioactive
Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985; and (7) ensure
that existing exemptions involving radioactive materials
are consistent and adequate to protect the pUblic.

The concept of regulatory exemptions is not new.
The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, authorizes
the Commission to exempt certain classes, quantities, or
uses of radioactive material when it fmds that such exemptions will not constitute an unreasonable risk to common defense and security and to the health and safety of
the public. In the 1960s and 1970s, the Atomic Energy
Commission used this authority to promulgate tables of
exempt quantities and concentrations for radioactive material. These exemptions allow a person or a licensee,
under certain circumstances, to receive, possess, use,
transfer, own, or acquire radioactive material without a
quirement for a license (30 ~ 8185; Jpne 26, 1965 and
5 FR 6425; April 22, 1970). The Com.mission currently
allows d.istribution of consumer produet5 or devices to the
general pUblic and allows releases of radioactive material
to the environment consistent with established regulations. For example, regulations currently specify the conditions under which licensees are allowed to dispose of
small quantities of radioactive material into sanitary
sewer systems (see 10 CFR 20.303). These existing regulations specify requirements, conditions, and constraints
that a licensee must meet if radioactive material is to be
"transferred" from a regulated to an exempt or unregulated status.

The Con;mission's BRC policy establishes an explicit and uniiorm risk framework for making regulatory
exemption decisions. This policy will also be used by the
Commission as a basis for reevaluating existing NRC exemptions to ensure that they are consistent with the criteria defined herein. In lieu of such a policy, the Commission could continue the current practice of evaluating
exemptions on a case-specific basis. Such an approach,
however, does not ensure consistent evaluation and control of risks associated with exempted practices. For this
reason and the reasons discussed above, the Commission
has established the BRC Policy Statement. This policy
supersedes the Atomic Energy Commission's policy
statement on this subject [30 FR 3462: March 16. 19651·

More recently, Section 10.of the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act (lLRWPAA) of
1985 directed the Commission to develop standards and
procedures and act upon petitions "to exempt specific
radioactive waste streams from regulation ._. due to the
presence of radion uclides ... in sufficiently low concentrations or quantities as to be below regulatory concern."
The Commission responded to this legislation by issuing a
policy statement on August 29. 1986 (51 FR 30839). That
policy statement contained criteria that, if satisfactorily
addressed in a petition for rulemaking, would allow the
Commission to act expeditiously in proposing appropriate
relief in its regUlations on a "practice-specific" basis consistent with the merits of the petition.
•

The Commission recognizes that Agreement Statt:s
will play an important role in the implementation of the
Below Regulatory Concern policy. specifically in the are
eas of developing and enforcing compatible State regulations. regUlating cleanup and decommissioning of certain
types of contaminated nuclear facilities. and exempting

Federal and State agencies have also developed and
unplemented similar exemptions based 0r:l evaluations of
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certain low-level radioactive wastes from requirements
for disposal in licensed low-level waste disposal facilities.
The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, gives to the
Federal government the exclusive authority to regulate
source, special nuclear, and byproduct materials to ensure protection of the public health and safety. While
Congress subsequently provided for Federal-State agreements under Section 274b of the Atomic Energy Act
through which States could assume regulatory responsibilities in lieu of Federal regulation for certain classes of
nuclear materials, it required that State radiation protection standards be coordinated and compatible with the
Federal standards for radiation protection.

sites. The Commission is also concerned that inconsistent
regulation of BRC waste could in fact undermine State
and Federal' efforts to manage low-level waste safely. A
uniform framework for et'cmption decisions is needed
now to avoid disrupting State and compact development
of new disposal facilities close to Congressional milestones in 1993 and 1996. Such a framework may also
facilitate the resolution of the mixed waste issues for
these BRC wastes.

•

The policy descnbed in this document is intended to
provide the public health and safety protection framework that would apply to a wide spectrum of Commission
exemption decisions. As such, it provides individual and
collective dose criteria, and discusses other important
elements of the exemption decision-making process. Section II provides definitions ofkey terms and concepts used
in the policy statement. Section m presents the basic
elements of the policy, while Section IV discusses how the
policy will be implemented through ruiemakings and licensing actions and descnbes how the public will have an
opportunity to comment on the Commission's exemption
decisions. This section also notes NRC plans to review
past exemption decisions to ensure consistency with the
risk framework described in the BRC policy. Section V
describes, in general terms, the information needed to
support the exemption decision-making process. ,

NRC regulations exempting BRC wastes will not
affect the authority of State or local agencies to regulate
BRC wastes for purposes other than radiation protection
in accordance with Section 274b of the Atomic Energy
Act. Under the Atomic Energy Act, Congress intended
that there be uniformity between the NRC and Agreement States on basic radiation protection standards. Future BRC Rulemakings will establish basic radiation protection standards below which regulatory oversight is not
needed. The Commission will address compatibility issues in future rulemakings. In initiating proceedings to
implement NRC's BRC policy, the Commission will continue to consult with and seek the advice of the States. '
Some States have expressed concerns that economic
and institutional impacts of actions resulting from the
Commission's BRC policy may undermine their efforts to
develop new disposal facilities for low-level radioactive
waste in accordance with the Low-Level Radioadive
Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985. These States
would prefer to establish their own standards for determining which wastes should be exempted from regulatory
control rather than adopting standards that are compat- .
ible with uniform Federal standards. The Commission has
developed the BRC policy to provide a uniform and consistent health and safety framework for exemption decisions. In so doinit the Commission rec::ognized the
concerns expressed by Congress when it enacted the LowLevel Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985
that health, safety. and environmental considerations
should take precedence over economic or institutional
concerns (see Senate Report 99-199 that aa:ompanied
S. 1517, Senate Committee on Energy and Natmal Resources, November 22. 1985, 99th Congress, 1st Session
at page ~).

De Definitions.
"ALARA" (acronym for "as low as is reasonably
achievable") means making every reasonable effort to
maintain radiation exposures as far below applicable dose
limits as is practia1. consistent with the purpose for which
the licensed activity is undertaken taking into account the
state of technology, the economics of improvements in
relation to benefits to the public health and safety, and
other societal and socioeconomic considerations and in
relation to utili:ation of nuclear energy and licensed ma
terials in the public interest.
m

"Agreement State" means any State with which the
Commimemlias entered into an effective agreement un
der subsection 274(b) of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954,
as amended.
m

"Byproduct material" means(1) Any radioactive material (except special nuclear material) yielded in, or made radioactive
by, exposure to the radiation incident to the
process of producing or utilizing special nuclear material; and

The Commission is confident that waste exemption
decisions made in accordance with requirements that implement its BRC policy will be adequate to ensure protection of the pUblic health and safety. The Commission is
concerned that inconsistent regulation of BRC wastes
could result in differing levels of risks to the public and
the environment through the application of different residual radioactive criteria in the cleanup of contaminated

(2) The tailings or wastes produced by the extraction or concentration of uranium or thorium
from ore processed pri.mari.1y for its source material content, including di.screte surface wastes
resulting from uranium solution extraction
4
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processes. Underground ore bodies depleted
by these solution extraction operations do not
constitute ~'byproduct material" within this
definition.

"~atural background dose" means the dose received
from naturally occurring cosmic and terrestrial radiation
and radioactive material but not from source. byproduct.
or special nuclear materiaL

"Collective dose" is the sum of the individual doses
(total effective dose equivalents) received in a given period of time by a specified population from exposure to a
specified source of radiation (or practice involving the use
of radioactive material). Note: The calculated collective
dose used to determine compliance with the criterion of
this policy need not include individual dose contributions
received at a rate of less than 0.1 mrem per year (0.001
mSvlyear).

"Practice" is a defined activity or a set or combination of a number of similar coordinated and continuing
activities aimed at a given purpose that involves the potential for radiation exposure. Disposal of specified types
of very low-level radioactive waste; the release for unre-'
stricted public use of lands and structures with residual
levels of radioactivity; the distribution. use. and disposal
of specific consumer products containing small amounts
of radioactive material; and the recycle and reuse of specific types of residually contaminated materials and
equipment are examples of practices for which this policy
will have potentlal applicability. (See Section ill for further discussion of practice).

"Committed effective dose equivalent" is the sum of
the productS of weighting factors applicable to each of the
body organs or tissues that are irradiated and the committed dose equivalent to those organs or tissues.

"Rem" is the special unit of dose equivalent (1 rem
.. 0.01 sieveri).

"Deep dose equivalent" is the dose equivalent at a
tissue depth of 1 em.

"Risk," for purposes of this policy. ml;ans the annual
or lifetime probability of the development of fatal cancer
from exposure to ionizing radiation and is taken as the
product of the dose received by an exposed individual and
a conversion factor based upon the linear. no-threshold
hypothesis. The conversion factor for dose to risk is taken
to be 5 x lO-'fatal cancers per rem of radiation dose. The
fatal cancer risk is considered, in general, to be more
likely than other radiation induced health effects and to
be the most severe outcome to an individual. While the
Commission recognizes that the risks from exposure to
radiation are greater for children than adults and that
there are increased risks from exposure to the embryol
fetus, the estimate of fatal cancer risk for all ages and both
sexes is considered to be an appropriate measure of risk
from practices being considered for exemption in accordance with this policy statement (see Appendix).

, "Dose" or "radiat,ion dose" in this policy is the total
effective dose equivalent.
. ' "Exemption from regulatory control" refers to a decision process that may allow radioactive material to be
transferred from a regulated status to an unregulated
status, in which the material will no longer be subject to
NRC requirements. Decisions to grant exemptions will be
based upon fmdings by reason of quantity or concentration that the radioactive material poses a small risk to
public health and safety and the environment and that the
small magnitude of the risk does not warrant expenditure
of additional resources of regulatory agencies and the
regulated community in attempting to further reduce the
risk.

"Exposure" means being exposed to ionizing radiation or to radioactive material.

"Source material" means -

"Ucensed material" means source material, special
nuclear material, or byproduct material that is received,
possessed, used, transferred, or disposed of under a general or specific license issued by the Commission or an
Agreement State.

(1)

Uranium or thorium, or any combination of
uranium and thorium in any physical or chemical form; or

(2)

Ores which contain. by weight, one-twentieth
of one percent (0.05 percent), or more. of uranium. thorium. or any combination of uranium
and thorium. Source material does not include
special nuclear material.

"Licensee" means the holder of an NRC or Agreement State license.

•

"Special nuclear material" means -

"Unear. no-threshold hypothesis" refers to the theOry that there is a proportional relationship between a
given dose of radiation and the statistical probability of
the occurreRce of a health effect (such as latent cancers
and genetic effects). and that there is no dose level below
which there is no risk from exposure to radiation.

(1)

5

Plutonium. uranium-233. uranium enriched
the isotope 233 or in the isotope 235. and any
other material which the Commission. pursuant to the provisions of Section 51 of the Act,
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Such practices should be specifically evaluated to determine if they could result in greater risk levels to exposed
members of the public than the levels found acceptable
by the Commission in formulating this policy. These decisions clearly fall within the'Commission's puniew to protect the health and safety of the public.

determines to be special nuclear material. but
does not include source material; or
(2) Any material artificially enriched by any of the
foregoing but-does not include source material.

In formulating this policy statement, the Commission dellberated at length on the need to consider
whether practices must be rigorously justified in terms of'
societal beneflt regardless of the level of risk they pose.
Justification of practice is recognized by health physics
professionals and national and international organizations as one of the three fundamental tenets of radiation
protection Gustification. dose limits, and ALARA). The
Commission has prepared this policy statement in conformance with these basic tenets as appropriate for exemption decisions. Consistent with the position of the International Atomic Energy Agency in its Safety Series
Report No. 89, the Commission believes that justification
decisions usually derive from considerations that are
much broader than radiation protection alone. The Commission believes that j\1stmcation decisions involving social and cultural value judgments should b'e made by affected elements of society and not the regulatory agency.
Consequently, the Commission will not consider whether
a practice is justified ~ .terms of net societal be?efit.

"Total effective dose equivalent" means the sum of
the deep dose equivalent (for external exposures) and the
committed effective dose equivalent (for internal exp0sures) expressed in rem or sievert.

m.

Policy Elements.

The purpose of this policy statement is to establish
the risk framework within which the Commission will
initiate the development of appropriate regulations or
make licensing decisions to exempt certain practices from
some or all regulatory controls. TIlis policy is directed
principally toward rolemaking activities but may be applied to license amendments or license applications involving the release of licensed radioactive material either
to the environment or to persons who would be exempt
from Commission regulations. In either case, opportunity
for public comment will be provided with each rolemaking and each licensing action where generic exemptions
provisions have not already been established.

A.

It is the Commission's intent to broadly deflne specific practices so that the effect of an exemption decision
on any individual or population will be evaluated in its
entirety and not in a piecemeal fashion"At the same time,
the practice must be identifled and described in terms
that will facilitate reasonable impact analyses and allow
imposition of appropriate constraints, requirements, and
conditions as the radioactive material passes from a regulated to an unregulated statuS (i.e., the material is no
longer required to be under the control of a licen.see).
Under thls policy, the definition of a "practice" in any
specif1c decision (rolemaking or licensing action) is a critical feature. The NRC will ensure that formulation of
exemptions from regulatory control will not allow deliberate dilution of material or fractionation of the radiation
or radioactive material for the purpose of c::ircumventing
controls that would otherwise be applicable. The def1nition of the practice in any specific exemption decision will
also provide the framework for taking into ac:count the
potential effects of aggregated exposure from that practice together with other exempted practices, as well as the
possible consequences of accidents or misuse or the p0tential for other non5tochastic radiological impactS a.ss<r
dated with the exemption.

Principles

•
~.'

..

or Exemption.

The principal consideration in exempting any practice from some or all regulatory controls hinges on the
general question of whether the application or continuation of regulatory controls is necessary to protect the
public health and safety and the environment. To decide
if exemption is appropriate, the Commission must determine if adequate protection is provided and one of the
following conditions is met:
1.

2.

The application or continuation of regulatory
controls on the practice does not result in any
significant reduction in dose received by individuals within a critical group (Le., the group
expected to receiv.e the highest exposure) and
by the exposed population; or
The costs of the controls that could be imposed
for further dose reduction are not balanced by
the potential commensurate reduction in risk.

At a sufficiently low level of risk. the Commission
believes the decision-making process for granting specific
exemptions from some or all regulatory controls can be
essentially reduced to an evaluation of whether the overall individual and collective risks from each particular
practice are sufficiently small. The Commission believ~s
that individual and collective dose criteria should be baslC
features of its overall policy to define the region where
the expenditure of Commission resources to enforce re-

The Commission may determine on the basis of risk
estimates. and associated uncertainties that certain practices should not be considered candidates for exemptioA,
such as the introduction of radioactive materials into
productS to be consumed or used primarily by children•
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~ements

for further dose reductions or licensee reo

accepted as a fact of life and are identical to the kinds of
risks posed by radiation from nuclear materials under
NRC jurisdiction. These factS provide a context in which
to compare quantitatively the radiation risks from various
practices and make radiation risk especially amenable to
the use of the approach described below to define an
acceptable BRC level.

sources to comply with such requirements is no longer
warranted. These specific criteria include (1) values for
the individual annual dose reasonably expected to be
received as'a result of the practice (e.g., an average dose
to individuals in a critical group) and (2) a measure of
radiological impact to the exposed population. In combination, these criteria are chosen to ensure that, for the
average dose to members of the critical population group
from a given exempted practice, individuals will not be
exposed to a significant radiological risk and that the
population as a whole does not suffer a sig:ni.ficant radiological impact.

The Commission believes that if the risk from doses
to individuals from a practice under consideration for
exemption is comparable to other voluntary and involuntary risks which are commonly accepted by those same
individuals without significant effortS to reduce them.
then the level of protection from that practice should be
adequate. Funhermore, for risks at or below these levels
there would be little merit in expending resources to
reduce this risk further. The Commission believes the
definition of a BRC dose level Can be developed from this
perspective.

It is important to emphasize that, in this policy, the
Commission does not assert an absence or threshold of
risk at low radiation dose levels but rather establishes a
baseline level of risk beyond which funher government
regulation to reduce risks is unwarranted. As descnbed in
the Appendix to this policy statement, the technical rationale for the Commission's BRC criteria is explicitly
based on the hypothesis that the risk from exposure to
radiation is linearly proportional to the dose to an individual. However, the presence of natural background radiation and variations in the levels of this background have
been used to provide a perspective from which to judge
• relative significance of the radiological risks involved
the exemption decision-making process.
•

Variations in natural background radiation apparently play no role in individuals' decisions on common
matters such as places to live or work (e.g., the 60-70
mrem differences between average annual doses received
in Denver, Colorado versus Washington~ DC). In addition, individuals generally do not seem to be concerned
about the difference in doses between living in a brick
versus a frame house, the 5 mrem dose received during a
typical roundtrip coast-to-coast flight, or incremental
doses from other activities that fall well within common
variations in natural background radiation. These factors
lead to the conclusion that differential risks corresponding to doses on the order of 5-10 mrem (0.05-0.1 mSv) are
well within the range of doses that are commonly accepted by members of the public. and that this is an
appropriate order. of magnitude for the Commission's
BRC individual dose criterion.

The Commission notes that adoption of the individual and collective dose criteria does not indicate a decision that doses above the criteria would necessarily preclude exemptions. The criteria simply represent a range
of risk that the Commission believes is sufficiently small
compared to other individual and societal risks that further cost-risk reduction analyses are not required in order
to make a decision regarding the acceptability of an exemption. Practices not meeting these criteria 'tlUly nevertheless be granted exemptions from regulatory control on
a case-by-case basis in accordance with the principles
embodied within this policy, if (1) the potential doses to
individual members of the public are sufficiently small or
unlikely; (2) further reductions in the doses are neither
readily achievable nor significant in terms of protecting
the public health and safety and the environment; and (3)
the collective dose from the exempted practice is
Al.ARA.

Although the uncertainties in risk estimates at such
low doses are large, the risk to an individual as calculated
using the linear, no-threshold hypothesis is shown in
Table 1 for various defmed levels of annual individual
dose. The values in the hypothetical lifetime risk column
are based on the further assumption that the annual dose
is continuously received during each year of a 70-year
lifetime. To provide further perspective, a radiation dose
of 10 mrem per year (0.1 mSv per year) received continuously over a lifetime corresponds to a risk of, about 4
chances in 10.000 (3.5 x 10-4) or a hypothetical increase of
about 0.25% in an individual's lifetime risk of fatal cancer.
The Commission prefers to use factors of ten to describe
such low individual doses because of the large uncertainties associated with the dose estimates. The Appendix to
the policy statement provides a more complete discussion
of the risks and uncertainties associated with low doses
and dose rates.

B. The Individual Dose Criterion.
The Commission has noted that. although there is
significant uncertainty in calculations of risks from low,~vel radiation. in general these risks are better underood than the risks from other hazards such as toxic
nemicals. Moreover. radiation from natural background
poses involuntary risks (primarily cancers). which must be
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Table 1

Incremental Annual Dose·

100 mrem
10 mrcm
1 mrem
0.1 mrem

(1.0 mSv)
(0.1 mSv)
(0.01 mSv)
(0.001 mSv)

Hypothetical
Incremental
Annual Risk....

5 X 10. 5
5 X 10.6
5 X 10. 7
5 x 10·&

Hypothetical Lifetime Risk
Frdm Continuing Annual Dose"

3.5 X 10- 3
3.5 X 10-4
3.5 X 10· s
3.5 X 10-6

• The expression of dose refers to the Total Effective Dose Equivalent. This term is the sum of the deep [whole
body] dose equivalent for sources external to the body and the committed effective [whole body] dose equivalent
for sources internal to the body.
4
2
eo Calculated using a conservative risk coefficient of 5 x 10. per rem (5 x 10. per Sv) for low linear energy transfer
radiation based on the results reported in "Sources, Effects and Risks of Ioruzing Radiation," United Nations Sci·
entific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR), 1988 Report to the General Assembly with
Annexes and "Health EffectS of Exposures to Low Levels of Ionizing Radiation, BEIR V," 1990, Committee on
Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation, National Research Council (see also NUREG/CR-4214, Rev. 1).
In view of the uncertainties involved in risk assess·
straints and conditions imposed by the Commission on
ment at low doses and taking into account the aforemenexempted practices.
tioned risk and dose perspectives, the Commission fmds
The' Commission intends that only under unusual
that the average dose to individuals in the critical group
circumstances would exemptions be considered for prac·
should be less than 10 mrem per year (0.1 mSv per year)
tices that could cause continuing radiation exposure to
for each exempted practice. In addition, an interim dose
individuals exceeding a small fraction of 100 mrem per
criterion of 1 mrem per year (0.01 mSv per year) average
year (1 mSv. per year). In rare cases. exemptions of such
dose to individuals in the, critical group will be applied to
practices may be granted if, cUter conducting a thorough
those practices involving widespread distn'bution of radioanalysis
of the proposed exemption, the Commission deactive material in such items as consumer productS or
termines
that doses to members of the public are ALARA
recycled material and equipment, until the Commission
and that additional regulatory control is not warranted by
gains more experience with the potential for individual
funher reductions in individual and collective doses.
exposures from multiple licensed and exempted prac~
tices. These criteria provide individual dose thresholds
C. The Colleetive Dose Criterion.
below which continued regulatory controls are unnecessary and unwarranted to require further reductions in
The Commission believes that the collective dose
individual doses. The Commission considers these criteria
(Le., the sum of individual total effective dose equivalents) resulting from exposure to an exempt practice
to be appropriate given the uncerWnties involved in estishould be ALARA. However, if the· collective dose remating doses and risks, and notes thit these criteria
sulting from an exempted practice is less than an expected
should fac:ilitate straightforward implementation of this
value of 1000 person-rem per year (10 person-Sv per
policy in future rulema.k:ings or liceMing decisions.
year), the resources of the Commission and its l.icen.sees
could be better spent by addressing more significant
The Commission believes that, notwithstanding exhealth and safety issues than by requiring funher analysis,
emption of practices from regulatory control under these
reduction, and conflmlation of the magnitude of the colcriteria, it still has reasonable assurance that exposures to
lective dose. The Commission notes that, at this level· of
individual members of the pUblic from all licensed activicollective dose. the number of hypothetical health effectS
ties and exempted practices will not exceed 100 mrem per
calculated for an exempted practice on an annual basis
year (1 mSv peryear) given the Commission's intent (1) to
would be less than one.
define practices broadly; (2) to evaluate potential exp0Sures over the lifetime of the practice; (3) to evaluate the
The. National Council on Radiation Protection and
potential for aggregated exposures from multiple ex·
Measurements recommends in its Report No. 91 1 that
empted practices; (4) to impose both individual and colcollective dose assessments for a particular practice
lective dose Criteria.: (5) to monitor and verify how exemptions are implemented under this policy; (6) to verify dose
'Recommendations on Limits for ~ to louizin~ IUdiation•
NCRP Repor1 No. 91. National Council on Radi.anon Protection
calculations through licensing reviews and rulemakings
and Measurements. June 1. 1987. Available for purclwe from
with full benefit of pUblic review and comment: and (7) to
NCRP Publications. 7910 Wood mont Ave.. Sui Ie 1016.
Bethesda. MD 20814.
inspect and enforce licensee adherence to specific con8
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ing that the assumptions used to defme a practice remain
appropriate as the radioactive materials move from a
regulated to an unregulated status. Any such rulemaking
action would follow the Administrative Procedure Act.
which requires publication of'a proposed rule in order to
solicit public comment on the rulemaking action under
consideration. The rulernaking action would include an
appropriate level of environmental review in accordance
with the Commission's regulations in 10 CFR Part 51,
which implement the National Environmental Policy Act.

exclude con,;deration of those individuals whose
annual effective dose equivalent is less than or equal to
1 mrem per year (O.OlI'llSv per year). In the sensitivity-ofmeasure, risk-based guidelines used by EPA and FDA. a
10-6 lifetime risk of cancer has been used as a quantitative
criterion of insignificance. Using an annual risk coeffi1
cient of S x 10- 4 health effectS per rem (S x 10- per
6
sievert), as cl.iscussed in the Appendix, the 10- Ufetime
risk value would approximate the calculated risk that an
individual would incur from a continuous ·1ifetime dose
rate in the range of 0.01 to 0.1 mrem (0.0001 to 0.001
mSv) per year.

If a proposal for exemption results in a Commission
regulation containing specific requirements for a particular exemption, a licensee using the exemption would no
longer be required to apply. the ALARA principle to
reduce doses further for the exempted practice provided
that it meets the conditions specified in the regulation.
The promulgation of the regulation would, under these
circumstances, constitute a fmding that the practice is
exempted in accordance with the provisions of the regulation and that AlARA considerations have been adequately addressed from a regulatory standpoint. The
Commission in no way wishes to discourage the voluntary
application of additional health physics practices which
may, in fact, reduce actual doses significantly below the
BRC criteria or the development of new technologies to
enhance protection to the pUblic and the environment.
This is particularly pertinent in the area of decontamination and decommissioning, where the Commission anticipates that emerging technologies over the next several
decades should enhance existing technical capabilities
and further reduce doses to workers and the public
and where other Federal agencies are ,in the process of
developing standards which may affect those receiving
exemptions.

As a practical matter, consideration of dose rates in
the microrem per year range and large numbers of hypothetical individuals potentially exposed to an exempted
practice may unduly complicate the dose calculations that
will be used to support demonstrations that proposed
exemptions comport with the criteria in this policy. The
Commission believes that inclusion of individual doses
below 0.1 mrem per year (0.001 mSv per year) introduces
unnecessary Complexity into collective dose assessments
and could impute an unrealistic sense of the significance
and certainty of such dose levels. For all of these reasons.
the Commission concludes that 0.1 mrem (0.001 mSv) per
year is an appropriate truncation value to be applied in
.~essment of collective,doses for the purposes of this

IV. Implementation.
The Commission's BRC policy will be implemented
principally through rulemakings; however, exemption
decisions could also be implemented through specific licensing .actions.

The second means of policy. implementation could
involve exemptions that would be granted through licensing. actions. such as determinations that a specific site has
been sufficiently decontaminated to be released for unrestricted pUblic use. The NRC intends to develop guidance
regarding the implementation of the BRC criteria to ensure that such site-specific actions adhere to the criteria
and principles of this policy statement. New licensing
actions that transfer radioactive material to an unregulated status will be noticed in the Federal Register if they
differ from previous generic exemption decisions.

In the first case, a proposal for exemption, whether
initiated by the NRC or requested by outside parties in a
petition for rulemaking. must provide a basis upon which
the Commission can determine if the basic policy criteria '
have been satisfied. The Commission intends to initiate a
number of rulemakings on its own (e.g., to establish a dose
criterion for decommissioning) and may initiate others as
a result of NRC's review of existing codified exemptions
(e.g., consumer product exemptions in 10 CFR Pans 30
and 40). Rulemakings may also be initiated in response to
petitions for rulemaking submitted by outside parties,
such as a BRC waste petition submitted in accordance
with Section 10 of the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendment Act of 1985. In general, rulemaking exemption proposals should assess the potential health and
safety impacts that could result if the exemption were to
be granted.

One of the principal benefits of the policy is that it
provides a framework to evaluate and ensure the consistency of past exemption decisions by the Commission.
With the adoption of this BRC policy, the NRC will
initiate a systematic assessment of exemptions currently
existing in NRC's regulations to ensure that the, public is
adequately and consistently protected from the risks associated with exempted practices. In addition, the NRC will,
on a periodic basis. review the exemptions granted under

\

•

The proposal should consider the uses of the radioe materials, the pathways of exposure, the levels of
radioactivity. and the methods and constraints for ensur·
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volume distribution). Mass- and volume-averaged concentrations should also be presented. The Variability of
radionuclide concentration, distribution, or type as a
function of process variation or variations among licensees should be addressed and bounded, as appropriate.

this policy to ensure that the public health and safety
continue to be protected adequately.

V. Information To. Support Exemption
Decisions.
General.
The information required to suppon an exemption
decision in a rulemaking or licensing action should provide the basis for the proposed exemption in accordance
with Section m of this policy. In addressing the radiological health and saiety impactS, potenti3.1 individual and
collective doses attributed to the practice under consideration should either meet the policy's dose criteria or
otherwise be demonstrated to be low enough to ensure
protection of the public health and saiety and AL\RA. In
addition to the impacts of routine exposures. realistic
impacts resulting from potential misuse or accident scenarios should also be evaluated and demonstrated to be
~~cant. The NRC may reject proposals for exempuons if they do not provide a sufficient technical basis to
suppon analysis of the potential exemption.

properties. The nonradiological
of the materials to be exempted should be
descnbed to ensure complete characterization of the
prope~ies of the n:aterial. and COnsideration of any ad·.
verse unpacts a.ssocJated WIth these properties. An NRC
exemption, based on radiological impacts, would not relieve licensees from compliance with applicable rules of
,.other, ag~ncies which co~er ~onrad~ological properties. A
descnpuon of the materials, mcluding their origin, chemical composition, physical state, volume, and mass should
be provided. The variability and potential changes in the
materials as a ftmction of process variation should be
addressed. The variation among licensees should be de·
scribed and bounded, as applicable.
2. NonradiologicaJ

A.

, ~ractices should be defmed with respect
~phic and demographic areas to which the

to the geoexemption
will apply. In some cases. an exemption will be limited to
o~e particular locality or area. Eiowever, many practices
will have national applicability and should be characterized aa:ordingly. Information on these issues will be necessaIy for determinations regarding which ind..ividual dose
criterion should be applied.
'

prop~rties

C.
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Practice Characterization

1. ToliJJ impact. A regulatory action taken under this
, policy is likely to be generic and may be nationwide in

scale. Therefore, to the extent possible, an estimate of the
number of NRC and Agreement State licensees that possess the radioactive material considered for exemption,
the annual volumes and masses, and the total quantities
of each radionuclide that would be a part of the exempted
practice should be given. The estimates should include
the current situation and the likely variability over the
reasonably foreseeable future. A geographical description would be a helpful ~ool in characterizing the distribution of radioactive material involved in the exemption
decision. Such distribution, submitted as part o(the practice characterization, should be used to assess realistic
impacts of the practice, in addition to conservative bounding estimates that tend to overestimate human exposures
and doses. In any case, the typical quantities produced per
practice (e.g., number of units of a panic:ular consumer
product) and an estimate of the geographic description of
the practice should be descnbed. The potential for shortand long-tenn recycle or reuse of the product containing
the exempted radioactive material should also be ad·
dressed. Both the resource value (e.g., salvageable metals) and the functional usdulness (e.g., usable tools)
should be examined.

, The Commission believes that the implementation
gwdance provided with its "General Statement of Policy
and Procedures Concerning ~etitions Pursuant to §2.802
for Disposal of Radioactive Waste Streams Below Regulatory Concern," pUblished August 29, 1986,' 51 FR
30839, generally defines the types of information needed
to suppon an exemption decision. However, not all of the
inf0n:nation ~y be applicable to the broader,range of
~ considered for exemption under this policy. Applicants should e::camine potentially relevant guidance
available at the time the exemption proposal is being
prepared and provide the information which is relevant to
the particular type of exemption dec:ision being requested.

B.

Material Characterization.
1. Radiological properties. The radiological propenies
?f the, materials to be exempted should be described.
tncludtng, as appropriate, the concentration or contamin:a~ion levels and the half-lives. total quantities, and idenUtles .of the radionuclides associated with the exempted
PJ:3cuce. The chemical and physical form of the radionu·
elides ~hould be specified: All radionuclides present or
potentially present should be specified. The distnbution
of the radionuclides should be noted (e.g., surface or

2. Basis lor lUsessmenJ. A description of bases for the
materials and practice characterizations should be provided. Monitoring and analytical data and calculations
should be specified and provided in suppon of the characterization. Actual measurements or values that can be
related to measurements to conflI'Tn calculations are impoFtaDt and should be provided. The description should
address the qualityassurance program used in data collection and analysis and supporting information. If any surveys were conducted, they should be described. Market
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:I_tion may be useful in characterizing a practice on
national basis.

accurate. Average doses to this group are the controlling
factors limiting individual doses and risk. and should be
compared with the individual dose criteria. as appropriate. The critical group should be the segment of the
population most highly exposed to radiation or radioactive materials associated with the use of radioactive material under unregulated conditions. The second part of the
population exposure is the general population exposure.,
exclusive of critical group exposure. For this group, the
individual exposures should be smaller, and the assessment will often be less precise. The impacts analysis
should present an estimate of the distribution of doses
within the general population. In situations where truncation of the collective 'dose calculation is done under the
provisions of this policy, the basis for applying the truncation provision should be provided.

3. As low as is reasonably achievable (AlARA). An
nalysis should be provided that demonstrates that radia,on exposure and radionuclide releases associated with
:Ie exempted practice overall will be ALARA consistent
,ith the criteria in this policy. The ALARA principle
:.ferred to in 10 CFR Part 20 applies to efforts by licen:es to maintain radiation exposures and releases of raioactive materials to unrestricted areas as low as is reaonably achievable. Appendix I to 10 CFR Part SO de~bes ALARA for radioactive material releases from
ght water reactors (nUclear power plants). Exemption
roposals should describe how ALARA considerations
ave been applied in the design, development, and imp~mentation of controls for the proposed practice. Licenee compliance with the ALARA principle must remain
:l effect up to and including the point at which the rnateri1s are transferred to an unregulated status in accordance
'lith an exemption granted under this policy.

J.

The evaluation of radiological impacts should distinguish between expected and potential exposures and
events. The analysis of potential exposures in accident or
misuse scenarios should include all of the assumptions.
data. and results used in the analysis in order to facilitate
review. The evaluation should provide sufficient information to allow a reviewer to independently confmn the
results. The potential for reasonable interactions between the exempted radioactive material and the public
should be assessed.

Impact Analyses.

To support and justify a request for exemption, each
letitioner or licensee should assess the radiological and
~onra,diological impacts of the proposed exemption. The
should be based on the characterizations de,,",
previously and should cover all aspects of the
Jroposed exempt practice, inclUding possession, USe,
ransier, ownership, and disposal of the material. NRC
:onsideration of the exemption proposal and any environnental assessments and regulatoI)' analyses required to
mplement the exemption will be based on the impact
Ulalyses and supporting characterizations.

Ie

2. Other impacts. The analysis of other radiological
impacts such as those from transportation, handling,
processing, and disposal of exempted materials should be
evaluated. Nonradiological impacts on humans and the
environment should also be evaluated in accordance with
NRC requirements in 10 CFR Part 51. The analysis
should also consider any adverse impact of the measures
taken to provide nonradiological protection on radiation
exposure and rel~es of radioactive material. Any NRC
action to exempt a practice from further regulatory control would not relieve persons using, handling, processing, owning, or disposing of the radioactive material from
other requirements applicable to the nonradiological
properties of the material.

1. Radiological impads. The evaluation of radiologi-

:at impactS should clearly address the policy's individual
md collective dose criteria or provide a .sufficient
-\LARA evaluation supporting the exemption. In either
;ase, the following impacts should be assessed:
r
Average doses to the critical population group;

E.

Collective doses to the critical popUlation
group and the total exposed population (under
conditions dermed in Section ill); and

Cost-Benefit Considerations (as required). .

A costlbenefit analysis is an essential part of both
environmental and regulatoI)' impact considerations. The
analysis should focus on expected exPosures and realistic
concentrations or quantities of radionuclides. The costl
benefit analysis should compare the exposures and economic costs associated with the regUlated practice and
alternatives not subject to regulation. Benefits and costs
should be considered in both quantitative and qualitative
terms. Costs of surveys and compliance verification discussed under Item V.G. should also be covered. Any legal
or regulatory constraints that might affect an exemption
decision should be identified. For example. one such constraint might stem from Department of Transportation

The potential for and magnitude of doses associated with accidents. misuses, and reconcentration of radionuclides.
The collective doses should be estimated and
summed in two parts: total dose to the critical population
",r
and total dose to the exposed population. The
group is the relatively homogeneous group of indi•
whose exposures are likely to be the greatest and
for whom the assessment of doses is likely to be the most
11
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(DOT) requirements for labeling, placarding, and manifesting radioactive materials in 49 CFR Part 173.

F.

Constraints, Requirements, or Conditions on
Exemptionsc
In most cases. the characterizations of the material

and the assessment of impacts will be based on either
explicit or implicit constraints. such as limitations on the
amount of radioactive material in a consumer product. In
order for an exemption decision to take credit for these
constraints, the exemption proposal should specifically
identify appropriate constrai.nts, such as quantity limits,
concentration limits. and physical form characteristics.
The bases on which these constraints are to be ensured
should also be discussed. In general. constraints should be
verifiable in order to provide the basis for an exemption
decision.

G. Quality Assurance and Reporting.
TItis portion of the exemption proposal should be
tailored to either a generic petition for rulemaking or
specific proposal for a license amendment. For generic
petitions for rulemaking, the proposal should provide and
justify generic requirements for Quality Assurance/Quality Control and Reporting. Such proposals S~Ould incl~de

•

example requirements and show their effectiveness and
feasibility. For site.specific license amendments. the ex·
emption proposal should provide specific requirements
for Quality Assurance/Quality Control and Reporting
that have been tailored to'the licensee's program.

r

,

1. Quality assunmcelqU41ity controL The program to
ensure compliance with specific exemption constraints,
requirements, or conditions should be defmed. The records of inventory, tests, surveys, and calculations used to
demonstrate compliance with the exemption constraints
should be maintained for inspection. Such programs are
necessary to provide the NRC and the public reasonable
assurance of: conformance.· with the constraints and
of adequate protection of human health and the
environment.
2. Reports. Reports may be required from licensees
who, by rule or license, are permitted to release materials
exempted from regulatory control. Associated recordkeeping to generate the reports should be dermed. Minimum information in the reports could include volume,
isotope and curie content. More detailed recordkeeping
and reporting requirements may be imposed to address
uncertainties in projecting future volumes or amounts of
exempted materials and to consider the cumulative impacts of multiple exemptions.

I
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APPENDIX-DOSE AND HEALTH EFFECTS ESTIMATION
from the observed effects at much higher doses and dose
rates." This results in significant uncertainty in risk esti·
mates as reflected by the vieWs of experts in the field. For
example, the Committee on the Biological Effects of
Ionizing Radiation (BEIR III) of the National Academy of
Science cautioned that the risk values are "...based on
incomplete data and involve a large degree of uncertainty,
especially in the low dose region." This Committee also
stated that it " ... does not know whether dose rates of
gamma or x·rays (low LET; low linear energy transfer
radiation) of about 100 mrads/year (1 mGy/year) are detrimental to man." More recently, the BErn. V Committee
of the National Academy of SciencelNational Research
Council stated that it "recognizes that its risk estimates
become more uncertain when applied to very low doses.
Departures from a linear model at low doses, however,
could either increase or decrease the [estimation of) risk
per unit dose." The Commission understands that the
Committees' statements reflect the uncertainties in·
volved in estimating the risks of radiation exposure and do
not imply either the absence or presence of. detrimental
effects at such low dose levels.

Dose Estimation

In estimating the dose rates to membC?rs of the p~b.
lic that might arise through various practices !o~ which
exemptions are being considered, the COmIIlJSSIOn has
decided to apply the concept of the "total effective ~ose
equivalent." ntis concept, which is based on a companson
of the delayed health effects of ionizing radiation exp0sures, permits the calculation of the whole body dose
equivalent of partial body and organ exposures through
use of weighting factors. The concept was proposed by ~e
International Commission on Radiological Protection
(ICRP) in its Publication 26 issued in 1977. Since that
time, the concept has been reviewed, evaluated, and
adopted by radiation protection organizations throughout
the world and has gained wide acceptance. The "total
effective dose equivalent" concept is incorporated in "Ra·
diation Protection Guidance to Federal Agencies for Oc·
cupational Exposure-Recommendations Approved by
the President," that was signed by the President and pub.
lished in the Federal Register on January 27,1987 (52 FR
2822). The Commission recognizes that, in considering
specific exemption proposals, the total effective dose
equivalent must be taken into account.

The United Nations Scientific Committee on the
Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR) stated in their
1988 Report to the General Assembly that "...there was a
need for a reduction factor to modify the risks (derived at
high doses and dose rates)..lor low doses and dose
rates....[A]n appropriate range (for this factor) to be applied to total risk for low dose and dose rate should be
between 2 and 10." 'This factor would lead to a risk coeffi·
cient value between 7x 10- 5 and 3.5x lO-"perrad (7x 10- 3
and 3.5 x 10-1 per Gy) based on an UNSCEAR risk coefficient of 7.h 10-4 per rad (7.1 x 10-1 per gray) for 100 rad
(1 gray) organ absorbed doses at high d~se rates. !he
report also stated, "The, product of the risk coeffiC1~nt
appropriate for individual risk and the relevant co1l 7cuve
dose will give the expected number of cancer ~eaths 1Il.the
exposed population, provided that the collecuve dose 15 at
least of the order of 100 person·Sv (10,000 person-rem).
If the collective dose is only a few person·Sv (a few hundred person-rem), the mosi likely outcome is zero

EStimating Health Effects From Radiation
Exposure
•
A. Individual Risks,
In the establishment of its radiation protection policies. the Commission has' considered the three major
types of stochastic (Le., random) health effects that can be
caused by relatively low doses of radiation: cancer, genetic
effects, and developmental anomalies in fetuses. The
NRC principally focuses on the risk of fatal cancer development because (1) the mortality risk represents a more
severe outcome than the nonfatal cancer risk, and (2) the
mortality risk is thought to be higher than the ris~ associated with genetic effects and developmental effectS on
fetuses. 2 However, even though radiation has been shown
to be carc:inogenic, the development of a risk factor applicable to continuing radiation exposures at levels equal to
natural backgrouncP requires a significant extrapolation

deaths."

2 Further discussion o{ tbe= topics is provided in "Sources. Effecu
and Risks o{ Ion.i2:ing Radiation." United Nations Scientific
Comminee on the Effects o{ Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR).
1988 Report to the General A5.1embly with Annexes.
.
3 Natur.al background radiation can vary with time and localion. In
Wnshington. D.C.. Mtural background rndiation (excluding ra·
don) results in individual doses o{ lIbout 90 mrem per year (0.9
mSvlyr), while in Denver. Colorado, the value is lIbo~t 160 ~m
per year (1.6 mSvlyr). In both casc, IJ!lturaUy occu~ng radioactive material in the human body contnbutes approxllnately 40
mrem per year. RadiJItion from inhalatio~,of the daughter prod.
'ieu of radon contributes an average addllional dose of 20~
'em per yeal\2 mSvlyr) to members of the U.S. populallon
CRP Report No. 93. "Ionizing RadiJItion Exposure o{ the
pulation of the United Slates").
•

In December 1989, the BEIR V Committee published a report entitled "Health Effects of ~sure.to
Low Levels of Ionizing Radiation," which contam 7d nsk
estimates that are, in general, similar to the fmdmgs of
• The henlth effects c1e:1r1y nllribut:lble to rndintIon IlJlve occurred
principliity among ellrty rndia ~ion ~rlcers. SUI'VlVo~ ~f trye,
atomic bomb explosions lit Hlroshlltul and N:lg;lS;llkl. llldMduals
exposed {or medic:nJ purposes, and 1:Iboratory aDl~ Natural
background radiation c::Iuse.s an annual d~ that IS at le.ut lWO
orders of Itulgnitude less than the dose received by hultuln populations from which the c:lncer nsks are ,denve~. Expenme~lS at,
the cellular level. however. prOVide slml1:lr tndlcallOns of biOlogical effects at low doses.
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the 1988 VNSCEAR report. The BEIR V report's estimate of liietime excess risk of death from cancer following an acute dose of 10 rem (0.1 Sv) of low-LET radiation
was 8 x 10- 3• Taking into account a dose rate effectiveness
factor for doses occurring over an extended period of
time, the risk coefficient is on the order of 5 x 10-4 per
rem, consistent with the upper level of risk estimated by
UNSCEAR.

based on the further assumption that the annual dose is
continuously received during each year of a 70-year lifetime. To provide further perspective, a radiation dose of
10 mrem per year (0.1 roSv per year) received continuously over a lifetime corresponds to a hypothetical increase of about 0.25% in an individual's liietime risk of
cancer death. Ten millirem per year (0.1 mSv per year) is
a.I.so a dose rate that is a sm.all fraction of naturally occurring background radiation and comparable to the temporal variations in natural background radiation due to fluctuations th.at occur at any specific location.

In view of this type of information, the NRC, the
Environmental Protection Agency, and Other national
and international radiation protection authorities have
established radiation protection standards defining recommended dose limits for radiation workers and individual members of the public. As a. matter of regulatory
prudence, all these bodies have derived the value presumed to apply at lower doses and dose rates associated
with the radiation protection standards by a linear extrapolation from values derived.at higher doses and dose
rates. This model is frequently referred to as the linear,
no-threshold hypothesis, in which the risk factor at low
doses reflects the straight-line (linear) dose-effect relationship at much higher doses and dose rates. In this
respect. the BEIR V report notes that "in spite of evidence th.at the molecular lesions which give rise to s0matic and genetic damage can be. repaired to a considerable degree, the new data do not contradict the hypothesis, at least with respect to cancer induction and hereditary genetic effectS, that the frequency of such effects
increases with low-level radiation as a linear, non-threshold function of the dose."

•

The Commission prefers to use factors of ten to
describe such low individual doses because of the large
uncert.ainties associated with the dose estim.ates. Use of
values such as 0.7 or 12 imputes a significance and sense
of cert.ainty that is not justified considering the levels of
uncert.ainty in the dose and risk estimates at these low
levels. Thus, order of magnitude values such as I and 10
are preferable to avoid providing analysts and the public
with a sense of certainty and significance that is not commensurate with the actual precision and certainty of the
estimates.

B.

Collective or Population Risk

In the application of the fundamental principles of
radiation protection. collective dose provides a useful way
to express the radiological impact (Le., potential detriments) of a practice: on the health of the exposed population. Because of the stochastic n.ature of risk. analysis of
exposures of large groups of people to very small doses
may result in calculated health effects in the population at
large. Collective dose is the sum of the individual total
effective dose equivalents resulting from a practice or
source of radiation exposure. It is used in comparative
cost-benefit and other quantitative analytical techniques
and. therefore, is an important factor to consider in balancing benefits and societal detriments in applying the
ALARA principle. For purposes of this policy, individual
total effective dose equivalents less than 0.1 mrem per
year (0.001 mSv per year) do not need to be considered in
the estimation of collective doses. The Commission be·
lieves consideration of individual doses below 0.1 mrem
per year imputes a sense of significance and certainty of
the4' magnitude that is not justified considering the inherent uncertainties in dose and risk estimates a.ssod.ated
with potentially exempted practices. The Commission
also notes that doses in the range of 0.01 to 0.1 mrem per
year correspond approximately to liietime risks on the
order of one in a m.illion. The NRC has used collective
dose. including rationales for its truncation. in a number
of ruiem.a.Jq.ng decisions and in resolving a variety of generic safety issues.

The Commission. in the development of the BRe
policy, is faced with the issue of how to characterize the
individual and popul.ation risks associated with low doses
and dose rates. Although the.uncertainties are large, useful perspective on the bounding risk associated with very
low levels of radiation can be provided by the linear,
no-threshold hypothesis. Consequently, such risk estimates have been a primary factor in establishing individual and collective dose criteria associated with this policy.
The estimations of the low risk from potentially exempted
pra~ can be compared to the relatively higher potential risks associated with other activities or decisions over
which the NRC has regulatory responsibility. Through
such comparisons, the Commission can ensure that its
radiation protection resources and those of its licensees
are expended in an optimal manner to accomplish its
pUblic health and safety mission.
In this context, the risk to an individual as calculated
using the linear, no-threshold hypothesis is shown in Table 1 for various defined levels of annual individual dose.
The values in the hypothetical lifetime ris,k column are
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Table 1
Hypothetic:al

Inerement.a.l Annual Dose·
100 mrem
10 mrem
1 mrem
0.1 mrero

(1.0 mSv)
(0.1 mSv)
(0.01 mSv)
(0.001 mSv)

Incremental
Annual Risk··
5 X 10- s

Hypothetic:al Lifetime Risk

From'Continuing Annual Dose··

3.5 X 10- 3
3.5 X 10""

5 X 10""
5 X 10~7
5 x 10-&-

3.5 X 10- s

3.5 X 10-6

• The expression of dose refers to the Total Effective Dose Equivalent. ntis term is the sum of the deep [whole
body] dose ~uivalent for sources external to the body and the committed effective [whole body] dose equivalent
for sources tnternal to the body•
.. Risk coefficient of 5 x 10"" per rem (5 x 10-1 per ~v) for low linear energy transfer radiation has been conservatively based on the results reported in UNSCEAR 1988 (Footnote 2) and BEIR V (see also NUREG/CR-4214,
Rev. 1).
.
.

ill. Dose and Risk Estimation

Commission would consider exempting from regulatory

~ntrol must be based on input ~f these m~ements
mto expo~epa~waymode~ usmg assumpuons related
to the ~ys m ~hich people lTUgh.t become expo~ed. These

The Commission recognizes that it is frequently not
possible to measure risk to individuals or populations
directly and, in most situations, it is impractical to measure annual doses to individuals at the low levels associated with potential exemption decisions. Typically,
radionuclide concentrations or radiation dose rates can
only be measured before the radioactive material is reo
leased £,rom regulatory control. Estimates Of doses to
bers of the public from the types of practices that the

assumptlons mcorporate suffiCIent conservatISm to ac·
count for uncertainties so that any actual doses would be
expected to be lower than the calculated doses. The Commission believes that this is an appropriate approach to be
taken when determining if an exemption from some or all
regulatory controls is .warranted.

."P

The additional views of Commissioner Curtiss and Chairman Carrr's comments are attached.
Dated at Rockville, MaIyland,

this~,Jday of

...

•
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Additional Views of Commissioner Curtiss
I strongly endorse going forward with a comprehensive
policy that will establish a disciplined and consistent
framework within which the Commission can deflne those
practices that. from the standpoint of radiological risk, we
consider to be below regulatory concern (ERC). The principal advantage of such a policy, in my view. is that it will
bring much-needed discipline and technical coherence to
the patchwork of BRC regulatory decisions that have
been rendered to date, providing a clearly articulated,
risk-based approach for reaching decisions on matters
such as-(1) the release for unrestricted public use of
lands and structures containing residual radioactivity, (2)
the distribution of consumer products containing small
amounts of radioactive material, (3) the disposal of very
low-level radioactive waste, and (4) the recycling of
slightly contaminated equipment and materials. A coherent, risk-based policy is urgently needed to provide the
foundation for future regulatory actions in each of these
areas. Accordingly, I strongly support this initiative.

high, when viewed in the context of other risks that we
regulate and in view of the·.fact that the purpose of this
Policy Statement is to establish a framework for identifye
ing those practices that the Commission considers to be
below regulatory concern.

•
"

Beyond this, if the collective dose criterion is to be de- .
fmed as the floor to ALARA (as I would propose below),
a more conservative approach to establishing a collective
dose criterion is wamnted in view of the fact that doses
may be truncated in the calculation of collective dose and
the collective dose criterion may be applied to single
licensing actions.
For these reasons, I do not support a collective dose
criterion of 1000 ;:>erson-rem. Instead, in view of what
appears to be the p'revailing technical view on this matter,
I would endorse a collective dose criterion of 100 personrem.'

ALARA

There are certain aspeCts of this policy, however,with
which I must reluCtantly disagree. My views on these
matters follow:

I would define the individual and collective dose criteria
as floors to ALA.RA.2 Unfortunately, the Policy State e
ment is equivocal on this issue, suggesting at one point
that the individual and collective dose criteria should be
construed as floors to ALARA -

Individual Dose Criteria
I support the individual dose criteria of 10 millirem per
year for practices involving potential exposures to limited
numbers of the public and 1 millirem per year for widespread practices that involve potential exposures to large
numbers of the public. In view of the potential for multiple exposures from widespread practices, however, and in
the interest of ad.mini.strative finality, I believe that the
Commission should establish the l-millirem criterion as a
final criterion, rather than an interim value.

[A] licensee •.• would no longer be required
to apply the ALARA principle to reduce
doses further for the exempted practice
provided that it meets the conditions specified in the regulation.
but then going on to send what I consider to be a conflicting and confusing message about what the Commission
expects -

Collective Dose Criterion

The Commission in no way wishes to discourage the 'llOlunwy application of additional health physics practices which may, in
fact. reduce actual doses below w BRC eritt:J"ia or the development of new technologies to enhance protection to the pUblic and
the environment (emphasis added).

I do not support the establishment of a collective dose
criterion at a level of 1000 person-rem. This level is an
order of magnitude higher than the level recommended
in IAEA Series No. 89, as well as the level recommended
by most other international groups. Furthermore, it is an
order of magnitude higher than the 1986 collective dose
to members of the public due to effluents from an operating reactors, the most recent yeM for which flgUI'e5 are
available.

If the Commission intends to say, as I believe it does in
this Policy Statement, that those practices that fall within
, I would point out IMt the Policy Statement :allows higher collective doses if analyses show that the collective dose i3 A.LARA for
I given pl'2Ctice. Therefore. adoption of the lower l.A.EA val ue of
100 penon-rem based on dollar estimates of rt=3OW"CCS to do
deta.i1ed Al.ARA analyJes would not eliminate the option to
IppI"O¥e prxtioc:s sudlulmOk.e cletee:ton IMt involve large
numbers of potentially ~ members of the public.
By "floor to Al..A.RA," I mean IMt the petitioner and the rtafi
are relieved from the reguJ.atoty oblip.tion to perform further
A.l.ARA anaJyses below these !e'teb if individual doses are 1
milliremJl0 millirem tmd the collective dose is 100 penon-rem.

A collective dose criterion of 1000 person-rem would
mean. for example. that if. pursuant to this Policy Statement, the Commission were to exempt on the order of
lliteen separate practices with collective doses at or near
the exemption level of 1000 person-rem-not an unreasonable expectation. given previous practice-we would
project somewhere between 5 and 10 excess health effects annually. I consider this level to be una~ptably
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from all other practices, will inevitablv lead to confusion.
Moreover, this approach poses the 'very real potential
that the Commission could. on the one hand, reject a
practice involving children (e.g., baby food, pacifiers, and
the like) on the ground that. the risk posed by such a
practice is too high, yet authorize a practice directed at
the general public that could. coincidentally, expose an
even greater number of children. even though the practice itself is not specifically directed at children.

1..!dividual and collective dose criteria can be designated below regulatory concern. it is unclear why the
Commission would then. go on to say that it expectS additional steps to be taken to keep exposures AI..A.R.A. As a
general matter, I do not object to the ALARA concept.
Indeed, I support the notion that collective dose and
ALARA analyses should be performed in a manner that
is consist.ent with basic national and international radiation protection principles. But in the- context of a Policy
Statement on Below Regulatory Concern, for the Commission to say on the one hand that the individual and
collective dose criteria reflect levels below which no regulatory resources should be expended, while at the same
time encouraging voluntary ALARA efforts to achieve
lower doses, sends a confusing regulatory message.3 For
the sake of regulatory clarity, I would explicitly identify
the individual and collective dose criteria as floors to

In my view, this ambiguity should be resolved in favor of a
clear and unequivocal statement endorsing the principle
of justification of practice. While I acknOWledge that the
principle of justification of practice calls upon the Commission to make decisions involving so-called questions of
"societal value," that is an insufficient reason, in my view,
to step back from this widely accepted health-physics
principle. Indeed, the Commission already takes such
considerations into account, either explicitly or implicitly,
in many of the decisions that it renders.

AI..ARA.

Justification of Practice
On the issue of justification of practice, the Policy Statement is Uficlear as to when and under what circumstances
the justification of practice principle would be applied. At
one point, the Policy Statement provides that:

•

Accordingly, in view of the central role that the justification of practice principle has played in health physics
practice, as well as the complexity and confusion that will
invariably result from the approach set forth in the Policy
Statement, I would state explicitly in this Policy Statement that the Commission retains the prerogative to determine that specific practices may be unsuitable for exemption, regardless of risk, documenting such determinations on a case-by-case basis.

The Commission believes that justification
decisions involving social and cultural value
jUdgments should be made by affected elements of society and not the regulatory
agency. Consequently, the Commi.ssion will
not consider whether a practice is justified
in terms of net societal benefit.

Agreement State Compatibility
With one exception, I concur in the general approach that
this Policy Statement takes on the issue of Agreement
State compatibility. The one area where I disagree involves the treatment of matters involving low-level radioactive waste disposal.

At another point, the Policy Statement indicates that:
The Commission may determine on the basis of risk estimates and associated uncertainties that certain practices should not be
considered candidates for exemption, such
as the introduction of radioactive materials
into products to be consumed or used primarily by children.

As I understand the position of the majority, the approach
established in this Policy Statement, and to be implemented in the context of subsequent rulemaking initiatives., will be considered a maner of strict compatibility for
Agreement State programs. As a consequence, the approach taken by individual Agreement States on BRC
issues must be identical to die approach taken by the
Commission. I disagree with this approach for the following reasons:

This bifurcated approach to justification of practice,
which appears to distinguish practices involving children
I am lI.1so concerned that the approa.c:h to AJ.AIU. set forth in
the Policy Statement appears to be motMited, in part. by a

3

When Congress enacted the Low Level Radioactive
Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985 (LLRWPAA). it
vested in the States the responsibility for developing new
low-level radioactive waste disposal capacity. Indeed, the
Congress recOgnized at the time that the States were
uniquely equipped to handle this important responsibility. Accordingly, the States were given a great deal of
latitude in deciding how best to proceed with the development. construction, and operation of new low-level waste
disposal facilities; To take one example. Congress

concern that tbe Environmental Protection AienC}' may at some
futu~ point set more stringent criteria for BRC. Of particular
note IS the statement tbat-

'
•

This (approach toAlAM) is particuLulypertinent
in the area of decontamination and de1:Ommissioning ... where other federal agencies are in the process
of developing sta.ndMds which lIUy a!!ect those receiving ~m~tiolU.
In my view. the AlARA issue should be app'roached with the
objective of formulating a sound and defel1Slble policy, rather
than with :In eye towards trying to anticipate what policy EPA
might establish in the future.
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rather than requiring such waste to be transported acro'ss
the country to a licensed low-level waste disposal facility.
If examples such as this constitute the basis for declaring
that a health and safety concern exists such that the Commission should, in turn, prohibit a State from requiring
such waste to be disposed of in a licensed low-level waste
disposal facility, then a more disciplined and persuasive
presentation of the argument is needed. To date, I have
yet to see such a case.s In the absence of a health and
safety concern, it is incongruous, in my judgment, to say
that the risk from a particular waste stream can be so
insignificant as to be "below [NRC's] regulatory concern." but at the same time insist that we nevertheless
have a sufficient interest to dictate ,how a State might
otherwise wish to handle that waste stream.a

recognized that some States may decide to construct facilities that. from a technical standpoint. go beyond the
requirements established in 10 CPR Part 61 for s.hallow
land burial facilities; for this reason, Congress dlrected
the NRC to develop guidance on alternatives to the shallow land burial approach reflected in Part 61 (see Section 8 of P.L. 99-240). Similarly, should a State decide to
require radioactive wastes beyond those defmed by the
NRC as Class A. B, and C wastes to be disposed of in a
regional disposal facility, the Act permits the States that
option as well (see Section 3(aX2) of P.L. 99-240).4 In
short, the ll.RWPAA grants States a great deal oflatitude in deciding what kind of facility to build and what
types of waste will be disposed of in that facility, so long
as-(1) the facility complies with the requirements of
10 CPR Part 61 and (2) the State provides disposal capacity for Class A, B, and C wastes.

For the foregoing reasons, I woulg not treat the Federal
policy on below regulatory concern, as set forth in this
Policy Statement and subsequent rulemakings, as a matter of compatibility for Agreement States when it comes
to issues involving commercial low-level radioactive waste
disposal.

If one interprets the u.RWPAA in this manner, as I do,
then in my judgment it is consistent with this general
approach to conclude that this Policy Statement (and the
subsequent rulemaking initiatives implementing the Policy Statement) should not be considered matters of compaubility. The result of such an approach would be that
individual States would be allowed the option of deciding
whether low-level wastes designated BRC by the Commission under this Policy Statement should nev~rtheless
be disposed of in a licensed low-level radioactive waste
disposal facility.

• Th.is kiad of inlormalion mny weU be a pari of Ine wasle slTeam
petition that Ihe nucle:u' utiblies are reportedly preparine for
Submission. If so. I wou1cl bold open the option of revisiung this
question if and when the petition is filed. But at tbis point. I have
yet to see a health and safety justification that would support a
dec:Won on tbe Commission's part that states should be
Ilreempted from the option of requ.i.riJ:lg waste streami designated
BRC under this Polic:Y Statement to be disposed of in licensed
low-level radioactive waste di:spaW facilities.

The argument, as I understand it, that is advanced in
support of the approach taken in the Policy Statementthat the Commission's position on BRC should be a matter of compaubility - is that States should be foreclosed
from depaning in any way from the approach established
by the Commission. To take the most visible and controversial example that has arisen to date, this would lead to
the result that a State could not require that low-level
waste streams designated BRC by the Commission nevertheless be disposed of in a licensed low-level radioactive
waste disposal facility.

• The argument has been made that permitting states the option of
requiring BRC waste streams to be disposed of in lic:emed lowlevel waste disposal facililies would use up scarce disposal capacity
and otbef'lliise have an advene impact on the compacting process.
Indeed. this appears to have been one of the principal concerns
advanced in Ibe Commission's 1986 Policy Stateml:nt on BRC.
wherein the Commission ~ tbe view that low-Ievel waste
generators would "be com~tiIIg for space in the aisting [UW
d.is1xuJ} sites and the (BRC] concept sbould be applicable nationwide" in order to ensure "that the ~em wona on a national
basis aDd that it remains equitable. It was ,in par1 for this reason
that the Comm.ision declared in the 1986 "PoUC)' Statement that
futuR ,r]uIemUings &miring petitions (on BRC] will be made a
matter Of campaubility for Agreement States." (policy Statement,
51 Fed..R4 30839.308-40 (August 29. 1986!t1g~tever merit
that apprOach midlt have bad at the time. I '
with it for
two re.alIClm: (1) Consress has VC3ted Slates with the l"l:Sf'OIl3ibility
for developing aDd maDa$ing dispou.I capacity for Iow-leveI waste
lUId. in view of this. decisions about bow best to ~. including decisions about wbetber States prefer to require BRC waste
strelUDS to be disposed of in lieense.d low-level waste sites ratber
tlwl sanitary lanQ.fills. an: best left to tlJe individual States. (2)
Then: is lUI abll.lld.an.ce of dispoHl capacity under development at
tbc: pre$CU t timg and. for this reasoa. t.be COUQCt11 about b\lSbandoo
ing limited disposal capacity DO Ion§er appears to be relevant.
Indeed. the deemon to permit the Rocky Mountain compact 10
dispose of radium VlUte in its regional di3posal facility seems to
suggest thaI the oOj'CClive of preserving limiled di3posa1 capacity
for the disposal of ow-level radioactive waste i3 not the dl1Ving
con.siderallon.

I am not aware of any public health and safety ratioDale
involving low-level waste disposal that has been advanced
as a basis for the NRC to insist that the Commission's
position on BRC should be a maner of compatibility for
Agreement States. One hears the anecdotal information
about reducing exposures to truck drivers by allowing
BRC waste streams to be disposed of in local landfills.
4

Indeed. Ihe Commission did not objeci when the Rocky Moull'tain compaci proposed 10 di3pose of radium wasle in Ibe Rocky
MOUDuin compact site.
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~hairman Carr's Response to Commissioner
Curtiss' Views on the BRC Policy
Statement
I am proud of the Commission's accomplishment in
completing a comprehensive Below Regulatory Concern
policy statement. I appreciate Commissioner Curtiss' enthusiasm and strong support for the policy. Commission
deliberation of such views has helped to forge a comprehensive risk framework for ensuring that the public is
protected at a consistent level of safety from existing and
future exemptions and releases of radioactive materials to
the general environment. The framework should also be
helpfUl in allowing NRC, States, and the pUblic to focus
resources on redUcing the more significant risks under
NRC's jurisdiction. I offer the following response to
Commissioner Curtiss' thoughtful views in the spirit of
the constructive process that has culminated in the BRC
policy.

Interim Individual Dose Criterion
On the first issue, Commissioner Curtiss would prefer to establish the l-rnillirem-per-year criterion as a final
criterion, rather than an interim value.
As stated in the BRC policy, the Commission is
establishing the 1-rnillirem-per-year criterion as an interim value until after it develops more experience with
the potential for individual exposures from multiple licensed and exempted practices. The widespread practices
to which this criterion applies are primarily consumer
products, which could involve very small doses to large
numbers of people. The 1-millirem criterion was selected
specifically to address the possibility that members of the
public may be exposed to several exempted practices.

Simply put, exposure of an individual to a handful of
exempted practices could result in annual doses close to
100 millirem if each practice were allotted individual
doses up to 10 millirem per year. This is highly improbable given the Commission's plans to closely monitor any
overlap of exposed popUlations from exempted practices
as well as the aggregate dose to the public from exemp, tions. Nevertheless, NRC does not presently know how
many exemption requests will be submitted by the public,
how many will be approved, and what types of doses will
be associated with the exemptions. If few exemptions ate
requested and granted, the probability of multiple exp0.sures from exempted and licensed practices exceeding a
substantial fraction of 100 millirem per year is considerably reduced. Therefore, the 1-millirem-per-year criterion may be too restrictive and the regulatory resources
associated with its implementation may be better spent to
control more significant risks. Consequently, the 1-millirem-per-year criterion was selected as an interim individual dose criterion to ensure that the sum of all exp0.sures to an individual from exempted practices does not
exceed a substantial fraction of 100 millirem per year.
This criterion will remain an interim value until after the
Com.mi.ssion gains experience with the potential for multiple exposures to exempted and licensed activities.

As with many of the issues that the Commission
deals with, there were very few right and wrong solutions
to the issues associated with the BRC policy. The Commission reached its decisions on the policy by selecting
~ erred solutions from among a spectrum of possible
options. These decisions were made based on the
. sion's technical analysis of the issues associated
with regulaLOry exemptions. legal interpretation of governing legislation, and regulatory experience in approving
exemptions since the birth of civilian uses of nuclear
materials in the 1950's. I believe Commissioner Curtiss'
views on selected issues constitute part of the continuous
spectrum of policy options. However, for the reasons
articulated below, I a.f:finn the Commission's decision to
approve the policy statement in .its present form and
reject the differing views put forth by Commissioner Curtiss.

.E

Commissioner Curtiss clearly endorses the policy
and the concept of establishing a comprehensive framework for making decisions on regulatory exemptions.
However, he takes issue with five elements of the policy:
(1) the interim nature of the I-m.illirem-per-yearcriterion
for practices with widespread distribution, (2) selection of
the lOOO-person-rem-per-year criterion for collective
dose, (3) the manner in which the Commission views the
BRC criteria as a 'iloor" to ALARA. (4) omission of the
principle of justification of practice. and (5) making BRC
rules an item of compatibility for Agreement State programs. These issues were fully considered by the Commission and the NRC staff in the course of developing the
,. policy. Indeed, Commissioner Curtiss voted in Sepber, 1989 to approve the BRC policy, the essence of
•
~h IS preserved in the fmal BRC policy in today's
notice.

The initial rulemakings to implement the policy,
particularly in the area of consumer product exemptions.
should provide valuable insights into the validity and appropriateness of the 1-millirem criterion in terms of its
need to protect the public against multiple exposures to
nuclear materials. Although I agree with Commissioner
Curtiss that a fmal criterion would be desirable from the
standpoint of "administrative finality," it would be premature to establish the 1-millirem criterion as a fmal criterion until after the Commission gains more experience
19
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with exemptions of practices with widespread distribution.

constrain decisions on exemptions \loithoul an adequate
health and safety or environmental basis.

Collective Dose Criterion
Commissioner Curtiss would have preferred to
adopt a collective dose criterion o~ 100 person:-rem/y~r
because of his view that this value IS more conSIStent With
the prevalent technical view on this matter.

Based on these provisions. the Commission selected
the value of 1000 person-remiyear as a level of collective
dose that ensures less than one health effect per practice.
In selecting this value, the Com.rni.ssion relied on contem·
porary recommendations of expert national and international bodies. These included the 1988 conclusions of the
United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR) that collective dose calculations only provide reasonable estimates of health
risks if the collective dose is at least of the order of 10,000
person-rem. This value is an order of magnitude greater
than the value of the collective dose criterion selected by
the Commission. UNSCEAR also stated that the most
likely outcome of collective doses on the order of a few
hundred person-rem is zero deaths.

For the reasons discussed below, I believe that a
collective dose criterion of 1000 person-rem/year is more
consistent with the prevalent technical view on this matter and provides a sounder regulatory basis for making
exemption decisions. The Commission considered two
fundamental questions associated with the collective dose
criterion: (1) is there a need for a collective dose criterion
and, if so, (2) what should the value of that criterion be?
The Commission initially questioned the very need
for a collective dose criterion for the types of practices
that would be considered as potential candidates for exemption. 'This questioning waS based on a number of
factors that indicated that the Commission may not need
to consider collective dose in making exemption decisions. These factors included:

3. Although collective dose tW been considered in
evaluating environmental impacts and in assessing the
effectiveness of licensee AL\RA programs, NRC's regulatory program has not traditionally placed specific: constraints on collective doses associated with regulated activities.
4. Based on comments submitted to the Commission on its proposed BRC policy, including comments
presented by the Health Physics Society, the prevailing
technical view opposed adoption of a collective dose criterion in the BRC policy.

, !
I

I"

The Commission also considered the magnitudes of
collective doses associated with practices, primarily consumer products, that have already been exempted by the
Commission. This was done to provide a benchmark for
the value of the collective dose criterion based on historical decisions that the public found acceptable. The Commission found that the magnitUdes of the collective doses
for these exempted practices fell in the range of the 1000
person-remJyear dose. S~eci.fic examples include 1200
person-remJyear from watches whose dials are adorned
with paint containing tritium, 800 person-remlyear from
smoke detectors containing radioactive materials, and
8600 person-remlyear from gas mantles for lanterns that
contain thorium (NCRP Report No. 95).

1. There is considerable uncenainty associated with
the validity of risk estimates based on projections of collective doses composed of small to very srnall doses to
large numbers of people.

2. The individual dose criteria of 1 and 10 m.illirem
per year, coupled with the other provisions of the policy
(e.g., broad definition of practice), should ensure a COns1.s-tent and adequate level of protection of members of the
pUblic from all exempted and licensed practices.

•

In addition, the Commission considered the magnitude of collective doses associated with licensed activities,
such as discharge of effluents from nuclear power plants.
. The Commission established AL.ARA design objectives
, for effluent treatment systems for power plants in Appendix I to 10 CPR Part SO. The Commission noted that
the dose values established in the design objectives are
generally consistent with a collective dose criterion with a
magnitude of 1000 person-remJyear. However, the Commission also recognized that licensees have performed
better than required in accordance with Appendix I by
reducing estimated collective doses from reactor plant
effluents to llQ person-rem per year in 1986, which is the
most recent yearfor which the data have been completely
assessed (see NUREG/CR-2850, Vol. 8).

Finally, the Commission and its staff are only be~
ning to evaluate specific details of how the BRC policy
will be implemented through subsequent rulemakings
and licensing decisions. Even at this preliminary stage,
the Commission has identified substantive implementation issues pertaining to the application of the collective
dose criterion. For e:x:ample, an issue has been identified
regarding how the collective dose criterion would be applied in making decisions about appropriate levels of

Despite these considerations, the Commission also
recognized the benefit of a collective dose criterion in
limiting the total population dose ·associated with exempted practices and in evaluating environmental impaCts and the effectiveness of ALARA programs. Consequently, the Commission decided to establish a collective
dose criterion as a part of the BRC policy, provided that it
was based on valid scientific analysis and that it did not
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practice. In this regard. I agree with Commissioner Curtiss because the truncation of funher efforts to reduce
doses is one of the principal regulatory motivations for
establishing the BRC policy.
.

for cOntaminated sites. Specifically, does the collective dose criterion apply generically to the practice of
decommissioning or would it be applied on a site-specific
basis? Similarly, how should the collective dose criterion
be applied in cases where nuclear operations have contaminated groundwater resources that could potentially
supply municipal drinking water systems? Resolution of
these and other issues could cause the Commission to
revise its selection of the magnitude of the coUective dose
criterion through future rulemakings and develop~entof
generic guidance. However, based on the technical information and recommendations currently before the Commission, 1000 person-remlyear appears to be an appropriate magnitude for the collective dose criterion.

"

However, I disagree with the rest of Commissioner
Curtiss' view on this issue. It would be inappropriate to
tell the regulated community that they cannot recJce
doses below the BRC criteria. In.shon, although we will
not require licensees to reduce doses funher, we do not
want to discourage their efforts to do so either. This would
be tantamount to telling a licensee how to operate his or
her business regardless of whether any health or safety
.issues are involved. Such a direction would be inappropriate because it clearly falls outside of the health and safety
focus of the NRC.

For all of these reasons, the Commission established
a collective dose criterion of 1000 person-remlyear for
each practice.

In formulating the BRC policy, the Commission recognized that new technologies being developed today
promise to reduce doses, and therefore risks. at lower
costs than present technologies. Indeed, technological
and cost considerations are explicitly recognized in the
definition and application of the term "AL\RA." Thus, I
believe it would be inappropriate to tell licensees that
they cannot implement new technologies and health
physics practices to further reduce doses if they want to.

ALARA
Commissioner Curtiss would prefer to defme the
individual and. collective dose criteria as "floors" to
Al.ARA, that is, that the regulated community and NRC
are relieved from the regulatory obligation to perform
further ALARA analyses below these levels if individual
doses are 1 rnillirem/10 millirem and the collective dose is
rson-rem. Specifically, Commissioner Curtiss bees that the BRC policy sends a confusing message by
e couraging voluntary efforts to achieve doses below the
BRC criteria.

.
4E

Justification of Practice
Commissioner Curtiss would prefer to endorse the
principle of justification of practice (i.e., whether the
potential impacts of a practice are justified in terms of net
societal benefits) and retain the prerogative to reject applications for exemptions regardless of the risk they pose.

In responding to Commissioner Cartiss' view on this
issue, it is important to begin from ·the definition of the
term AI..A.RA. AI..ARA is the regulatory cpncept that
radiation exposures and effluents should be reduced as
low as is reasonably achievable taking into account the
state of technology, and the economics of improvements
in relation to the benefits to public health and safety and
other societal and socioeconomic considerations, and in
relation to the utilization of atomic energy in the pUblic
interest (10 CFR 2O.1(c». The AI..ARA concept is one of
the fundamental tenets of radiation protection and has
been a keystone in NRC's regulatory framework. Public
comments on the proposed BRC policy statement and on
proposed revisions to 10 CPR Part 20 urged the Commission to define "'floors" to AI..ARA or thresholds below
which NRC would not require funher reductions in doses
or effluents.

I disagree with Commissioner Curtis' view on this
matter because it puts the Commission in a position of
making decisions in areas outside the normal arena of its
expertise, where the agency would be especially vulnerable, perhaps justifiably so, to criticism. Consistent with
the mission of the NRC, the Commission should base its
judgments on an explicit, objective, and rational consideration of the health, .safety, and environmental risks
associated with practices, rather than on what many
would perceive as personal preferences of the Cornm.is·
sioners. Such an approach fosters long-term stability in
regulatory decisionmaking on potential exemptions.
Decisions on justification of practice involve social
and cultural considerations that fall outside the Commission's primary focus and expertise for ensuring adequate
protection of the public health and safety from the use of
nuclear materials. Such decisions should be made by affected elements of society, such as residents near a contaminated site, potential customers, suppliers, and other
members of the general public, rather than NRC. I believe that this position is consistent with regulatory practices of other Government agencies that generally do not
regulate on the basis of whether a particular practice is

The Commission responded to these comments in
the policy by stating that"... a licensee using the exemption would no longer be required to apply the ALARA
principle to reduce doses further for the exempted prac.,~ .. provided that it meets the conditions specified in the
~tion" established for a particular exemption. In
~r words, the BRe criteria and implementing regula110ns will provide "floors" to ALARA for the exempted
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justified in tenns of net societal benefit. For example. to
the best of my knowledge. the Environmental Protection
Aoency does not question whether the generation of hazardous wastes is justified in tenns of net societal benefit.
even though the agenCy promotes the, rn.inimization and
elimination of such wastes to reduce nsks.
I believe that Commissioner Curtiss misinterprets
the BRC policy when he claims that it embodies a bifurcated approach on the principle of justification of practice. As clearly indicated in the policy, the Commission
may determine that certain practices should not be considered candidates for exemption on the basis of risk
estimates or associated uncertainties. Rejection of such
an application should be based on the risks posed by the
practice. rather than whether the practice is justified in
terms of net societal benefit. The types of concerns he
raises about risks to children and the general public would
be critically evaluated by the Commission in rulemakings
to determine whether particular practices should be exempted. Therefore. I believe that the Commission has
established an appropriate BRC policy that does not consider whether a proposed practice is justified in terms of
societal benefit.

Agreement State Compatibility
Commissioner Curtiss a.1.so disagrees with the Com- .
mission majority view on the need for uniforn1ity between
basic radiation protection standards established by NRC
and Agreement States. He indicates that he would not
treat the Commission's policy on below regulatory concern as a matter of compatibility for Agreement States
with respect to disposal of cornmerciallow-Ievel radioactive waste. He reaches this conclusion in part because he
reads the Low-Level Radi13active Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985 as giving States a great deal of latitude
in deciding how to proceed with the development, construction, and operation of new low-level waste disposal
facilities. Drawing upon this interpretation. he concludes
that individual States should be allowed the option of
deciding whether low-level waste designated BRC should
be disposed of in a licensed low-level radioactive waste
disposal facility.

nus policy statement in and of itself does not make
any compaU'bility determinations; as indicated in the
statement, compau'bility issues will be .addressed in the
c'Jntext of individual rulemakings as they occur. But I
believe it is important to respond to Commissioner Curtiss on this issue in two respects. First. I do not read the
Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act as
giving the States particular latitude let alone specific
authority in the area of waste to establish radiation standards d1f1'erent from those of the Commission. Second. I
do not believe that the issue of BRC for waste disposal
can easily be divorced from BRC in other areas such as
decommissioning.

The Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act did not change the regulatory framework applicable to Atomic Energy Act materials. On the contrary.
the Act specifically recognized the importance of that
framework by including provisions such as the following:
Sec. 4(b) ... (3) EFFECT OF COMPACTS ON
FEDERAL LAW.-Nothing contained in this Act
or any compact may be construed to confer any new
authority on any compact commission or State- .
"(A) to regulate the packaging, generation,
treatment. storage, disposal. or transportation of low-level radioactive waste in a manner incompatible with the regulations of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission ...;
"(B) to regulate health. safety, or environmental hazards from source material,
byproduct materia!. or special nuclear material;

"(4) FEDERAL At.irnORITY.-Except as expressly provided in this Act nothing contained in this
Act or any compact may be const:rued to limit the
applicability. of any Federal law ~r to dimin:ish or
otherwise impair the jurisdiction of any Federal
agency•.••
Unlike the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control
Act of 1978. as amended. the Low-Level Radioactive
Waste Policy Act, as amended, does not authorize States
to establish more stringent standards. The Act also spec::ifically directed the Commission to establish standards
for exempting specific radioactive waste streams from
regulation due to the presenCe of radionuclides in such
waste streams in sufficiently low concentrations or quantities as to be below regulatory concern. If, in response to
a request to exempt a specific waste stream, the Commission detennines that regulation of a radioactive waste
stream is not necessary to protect the pnblic health and
safety. the Commission is directed to take the necessary
steps to exempt the disposai of such radioactive material
from regulation by the Commission. Thus, the Act did
not, in my view, grant auy partico.l:ar latitude to the States
to determine which waste streams were of regulatory
concern. Rather, it reaffirmed the existing roles of the
NRC and the States in determining regulatory standards
for low-level waste and specifically defined the Commission's authority in this regard as including designating
waste streams which are below regulatory concern.
The respective roles of the Commission and the
States with respect to the licensing and regulation of
Atomic Energy'Act materials, including the disposal of
low-level radioactive waste received from other persons.
are governed by the provisions of Section 274 C?f the
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.Atomic Energy Act of 1954. as amended. Absent the
execution of a Section 274b Agreement with the NRC. a
State is preempted by Federallaw from exercising regulatory authority over the radiological hazards of these materials. The Commission is authorized to enter into an
agreement with a State only upon a fmding that the State
program is compatible with the Commission's program
for regulation of radioactive materials and adequate to
protect the public health and safety. Section 274<1.(2).
The legislative history of Section 274 stresses throughout
the importance of and the need for continuing compatibility between Federal and State regulatory programs. In
comments on the legislation, the Joint Comminee on
Atomic Energy (JCAE) stated that

S. The Joint Committee believes it important to

•

emphasize that the radiation standards adopted
by States under the agreements of this bill should
either be identical or compatible with those of
the Federal Government. For this reason the
committee removed the language 'to the extent
feasible' in subsection g. of the original AEC bill
considered at hearings from May 19 to 22, 1959.
The committee recognizes the importance of the
testimony before it by numerous witnesses of the
dangers of conflicting, overlapping and inconsistent standards in different jurisdictions, to the
:-~ce of industry and. j~opardy of public
Sen. Rept. No. 870, September 1, 1959, 86th Cong., 1st.
Sess.

The potential problems from conflicting standards
identified by the JCAE in 1959 are fully apparent in the
context of BRe and demonstrate why the scope of com·
patibility flIldings to be made by the NRC cannot be
drawn to exclude low-level radioactive waste disposal.
For instance. the Commission intends to use the risk
criteria identified in the policy statement to establish
decommissioning criteria. that is. the level at which a
formerly licensed site may be released for unrestricted
use. If the States are permitted to require that low-level
waste streams designated BRC by the Commission be
disposed of in a low-level waste facility, it could result in a
site in one state being released for unrestricted use, while
soil or materials in an adjacent State at that level would be
required to be confIned in a low-level waste facility. If a
patchwork of disposal criteria were to develop, it would be
virtually impoSSlble to establish decommissioning funding
requirements that would be adequate to assure that all
licensed facilities will set aside sufficient funds over the
life of a facility to pay for decommissioning. The resulting
confusion from these conflicting standards could well reo
suit in delays in adequate decommissioning of contaminated sites and certainly in unnecessary concern on the
part of the public. I continue to believe that reserving to
the NRC the authority to establish basic radiation protection standards, including designating which waste streams
are below regulatory concern, is fully justified to ensure
an adequate, uniform and consistent level of protection of
the public health, safety and the environment.
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risk estimate. fot" praetie&1 tegulatoTy ~1d&.nel. To aa,~ thil let risk
UUsSlMnt ~ risk ~aCtment vcu1d lud :0 'cia..sd ~eeisiQ1:1-ukin~ by
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th~,e rtspor.s1~1.

~roteet~1

L~d vor~.r pe~ulat1ons. ~e

for
tha ?ublic
!t!1 V
Jte?or: eaution, the na~tr eu the 1m;lrcc:.i•• ~d. :.mc.U't41n ~n.m:.u·ielLl nluu

ealculA:ed from

ine~ltte

and oftAl:1

li=i~.d

data.

fh~re

is uo
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i~t.ntic~ ~~

. c"f Btn report to IlSSWl'Iit ~r~c:isi=. eva in the r~'Q of 10-3 or le.ss. This
is cltarly stAted (BEl! V at 3.') 1a ~e !EI1 V le?Qrt. "!a ~ ~~tvioUJ rej>crt.,
tb4 C!!Il V) ce:=ittae en th6 bB1oloiieal Effects of !on1:1~1 lA~iat~~s
cautio:. :~at the risk 6It~t~. d.~vtd from eride:!eloiieal and ~l
~~t ht ~sidered ~r~ei&•• I:!er-~:ien on tht 1i!&ti~ ~etr
ex;tri~~e. is noe &VLilab16 fer any at tht h~ .tu'ies. Th.r~fore, the·
0"U'&11 t'1'~ of c.meer e.au enly' 1:Ia tst.1m&ted by mU1\' of =.etal.,; \1hieb
extrapolate ov~r time. L1kewisa, estimates on t~e 1nduetien of h~~ re~e:ic

dats aheuld

~isorders &~a ~&~4 O~ limited ~&ta ftc. stu,i~s vi:h la:eratoty L~~ls.
It ~s ~X?ec:ed that the risk elt~tel 62r1ve4 by the Co=mit~ee vill bt ~~1fied .
u nev seier. tific data and 1~roveA =et~o~s of anuy8iJ 'etec~ il'ly·Lilable. If

9.
Thl:. $he~ld ~t uo cQn~usie~ regardi~g the ris~ tstim~tion r:oct!S,
~~d itt :elati¢~ to risk assess~~~, risk eana~.~nt. an~ risk ~tg~t~=~.

!t is ~naPF:~pri&tt to ~e t~a ~EI~ V c~eer :i$~ est~-aees or le~etie :isk

esti~:ta directly. &S is ~O~. eo frtq~~tly. for p~rpe$cs of risk ~a~~::.a~t a~d eont:ol. orhe est1::.l.tes are d-.rlved utJ.:)e:'icd values bued. ou
111ustr&tive a~le•• L~C the eat1m4tion ~~eces. is 5uhjeet to nurn~ro~~ .
unetr:ai~t1eS ~d technical d1~~icult1~. ~•• rfoeeSI 40«. not ce=sider t~.
::lehe: ·eotl\';lonen:s ef ri,k UI4umeut cd risk lMl:1a:emf.~t-risk li.mi:.s.
1nttrva~t~~. and praetical 1m~le~t&t1ou---all of wh1eh are based O~
q~ntif1e&t1on a=4 involve v&lua jY~ntl !er dec1.1~~ mak1~:. !bus,

t~e ila V lte?ort: 01' t~. WSClJJt bport W~. ~ot dU1~ed to ce termini
•
rad1ation pret.eti~ .:~4&rd. f~r lov lavel RXpCi~re. That aeti\~:1 ~.
h: :,:,u eQ~l'n:p ~4 ~'aV'Olv&1 a zsYlte:ll of cleat Hmita.t1e~ which uds:s
1:1 c.ieeid~ uJdna (:-eee:=afllat1ons) eu d.oSA &%\d risk li::.its fo: ~~th
ver~~s a:d ~~a p~11e, to;tt:er with the p:otection quantit1t. ne&Ct~ t=
~e:l\C)n.tra:1 eocpl1anee. Th1. lllt:&f IYltd ex:enc. fa: ~you4 the ~nev
.cope of L"\d th. ew~e to the :stD. V Co=.ittae. \o71:hout tn6 d~ve1o;:~~t
&~d. praede.a.1 &PpU~t.1.c~ cf th. 1".teA of d.ose ll:iUtien of th. leu (and
tM NCU) p the &'Pplleat1e~ of ~. nlk uU=a.tU darlve<1 'by the 3IU ud WSCt,\:
C=mitteel "cw.d be a ••nowa ov&:-d=pli~1e&t1e1lp .md would nee"'Ur1ly
1.&15 to th6 u'ron~WJ c~elU$1C'C. ~t extremal,. small ~o.es of n~i&t.1on
f::c= IOU:'!:.., tlae ea 1>4 co~trolla4. e.c:a1d.t.rec! trivial from the ~int of
'Yiw of ':lruluof7 ecmt~l. wuld b. uaoeiated vi~ levels of :1sk l.macctpuble
to Ca publ1c Of VO:Uf po?ulauou. .
10. In t~1s %."e~a". the IaJ' has nov .stablishe4. b.ued e~ ruk 1f&VtlJ
&stica:ad and tlk£DS ~to &eceYn~ ~tU1'al b4cks:a~d, that the do.e limit
to =e.mb4l%."s of the public IIlhou.1c1 be 1 m.!v ,-1 UOO :ram pe: )'&u), It i3
this ~&lu. th&t _bould ba &oyp11e4 eo detlnl1ne the he&1th rt,k (e=eu
~g.h.rf.ditary risks) of tha 'rairie Iala~d IsrSI. The Saft~1 ~lysia 1erort
fer the Prur1. bland ISfSl p-rovic1ea .& value if 3.14 u thf& :,,:..''(i,T1'!I L"mual
expC3ure te tha ~&nlt :-au ~div1du.al of tht pub.Uc.livins offl1tt d.a
to the ursA: opeuti011. 'l'be Report mo cite' au anrare dCle of &bcu~
2 m':'e:! ?er yea:,. 1'hue valuas I.:e fl.: below
close limit of 100 ~t::ll.
per yea.r r.eeD~~c! by tha lOoP, tmd elu.rly vith I sutty prou~don
fILCtc1:' of &bOY!: 30- to ~C-fold. Incited, the ISrSI 'Values al'pro.ae.b leve.ll
•
of &:lrpcsun t."at c.. IClP eenside1:'S fe1:' &xemption t-rom rel\1latory c.c:mt:cl. .
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11. "!CRP aeee~t. ~~at Scm4 p~aet1ea. ne&d to be ~ted ~~m fQrul&eiou
on the ~&sil that the dose. &r& s~l ••• tbe eost of re~lticn &~d
&£$eis~~t is reeo;n1:G4 to b. & si~fieant eomponent 'of the optim!:atiou
proce.s a~d ean be used to jud;& trivial eoll.etive~Qe.&& for 'oure~ that
e~ be controlled••• Po: t~o •• 'OU~e&' thAt e~ b. contrelled, lCRP recoc=en~j
e~:~tion of i~dividU&l doses that Ire ~ik.ly to e~c.*d 10 ~v y-l (1 :rem
per ~ea:) &nd thl eol1eetiv. dose it oot ~:e that 1 :an Sv y-l (100 ~ :~:
~.r yen) ef ilraetiee."(el&rka(n1) at :1J). In thia ':'Isud. t~' avera.;e
1.1mu.\1 40se of 2 m::e~ per ye.u' (20 uS\1 y-l) would only be t~uivalent ef
le.u th~ 1 X of backc:-otmd radiation t~sU1'e levels t L"'\d o:lly 1 mn~
PQ: year (20 uSv y-l) greatt~ tr~ would be tX4~ted fre~ resulatory eo~t:el
by IC:~. An &n:l.U&1 dosa of 3.74 mrd <37.4 uSv )'-1) te a:1 ~divi.!U&l 'Joule!
translate to & ~ollective dosa requi~1 &l~st 30,000 p&rsons effsite who
wou14 have to be .~os.4 each yea: to this ~um ~O$a due to the ISrSI
operation under such eirc~tauces that the lCRP ycu14 eeusi~tr the t~tire
o~.r4tio~ t~ fro~ re;ulatory co~trol. This ex~tien would be ~ the
bASis~ that the doses Ire toe ~l IUd ~ht colleeeive dQses ju4=ed
trivial f:e~ ao~:ees th~e e~ be eo~t:e11ed.

12. !ased on my p~ef.saien&l &~er14ne •• inel~d~& serviet ou III f1~e
!t:tl Ce=:1tte.u. 01 teu cd the NCU. the felle~8 e~cl\:sie~1 ~ese::ve

•

.&rioua

co~si~erat1o~:

me

!!IR R&~Qrt. art ~oe 4Qsi~ed 0: intended to ~e a 41:eet and
appreaeh to risk &.ses~e ~~ risk ~gement !or rat1&tiou
protection luitL~CI ~d eout:el by p~4inl risk estimate. of f&c1It1onusoeiu.ad cancer. ':0 do 10 would. b. an ovu"si::pl1f1utio~ u-d. would
~ec",&rily l&ld to spu:1eus ceuelUl~. 1~pprop:i&te dee1,ioft maki~S
fer p~lic pel1ey.
(1)

11~l1fie4

(U) '%'be lW (m4 th. NCU) has tU rejponsibilit1 and l'QlrtUt in tha

relevant seiences to devtlop

I ryttlm

of de••

limitatio~

for

~a4101cSieal

protection ru1taDee ~ased ~ tn. ~:iad e~enentl of the risk attimationrbk aS8l. .me~t-rilk ~I~t l'ro.cu" The leU rtu.i.r&' .. vaf1 c~serv&tivt
?C.1tiori an.d approach, l.nten:1ca&Uy ove~-est.1ut1U1 th. risk of lev dOle,
lev L!'l' rad.1&t1cm ~c\U'a 1~ o:cias:' to provi4t pt""~ent :.~4&d.eu for
rad101cliC&1·prot.ctio~. tb. do•• ltm!ts provice th. ty!danea fot :atiatiou
eontrol; the lime. &:1 l.nteut1=U1" '&1: h:!.Sh. 10 t~t excaa&s thn veuld
'be c~sidered .~tcl.:&bl. cd tmac.c.aptule. It it O~ this bu1l thaI: thty
prev1da appropr1&te cd adaquata tat1at1e~ proteetion to the vcrke: populatio~
and tho public: fo: tadiat:.1e'l1 pr&Q~~s tba: an eontrolled.
(i11)At the presetit ~. t~ ICll

•

iI

p~li$hinl

ita new recommendations

fo,:,. cic:>.e l1::ites ,uc! :adiltiO'a p:oouet1o'!1 JU1c!auc:. (ICU/~t an). nesa
raeeT:lmaudaticml &re 1IuI4 0:1 th& am.alYUt of 4&t& by tbl JEn v Co=1ttea
(1990) &.%\d th4 tmscUl eo~ttee (1m). 1r~u, do•• 11m! u to: the
pWllic el .500 mnm per yu: " d-Y .,....:1.) V'ill k lowered t.e 100 U'em per
rear (1 c.Sv y-1). 1.&val.l bdev 100 m'e:I1 pt.: yu: are eeuUered to!uabla •
u.t1 perhaps lomwhat levu'. ea%1 ba c.ewsi4ulUt sue lIvCl13 u ..nuall,
'Without ha.urd.
•
.

..
(iv) The ~oy~l Soe~ety (UK) 1isk As~~~~t Study GrQ~ (1983) cOUli~e:1
a li!e~=4 risk 1~ Pthe r~~;t of lO-S a' a uetl~,i~18 level of risk. :his
wuld '0& ::ou.;Uy equ1va.l&~t eo an In::u~l risk of a'bout 10-7. It. U!u.i:=.e
ria~ of 10-5 pt: rem would be e~14.'f&d. af: 1&" t ';)ord~rin& 012. " ~tSH&ibl.
ltvel of risk. wn"ru.• & a::m~1 level of risk of 10-7 ;>er f d w\:ld
~ud&ed. b& failed ~o be un~erlte04 by the public 0: by the deeisiou
:aken. a'Ql! ww.4 surd)' bel ecnd~ud. trivial. !.asec!. Of!. thl uev lW
reee~Qndations. implemeu:ifl.& a li!&ti~t risk of 10-5 ;>er rem ...,oul~
re~ui:. in:arveution whea an=~ dcsee above eAt~&l baek&ro~~Jv&:a
in f:actiar.a of ~ill1:e:$. ~t1th8r the risk est1=ation ~ro~8s. nor &:1
risk &1$e.6~=t proctSI in th!1 rtalm of do.e level would. h.ve b~
eQn.idera~ &1 appropri&te by tht !!!l tII 0: 3El~ V Cem=ittee•• ~ !a~t,
the lQ~st dOlt leval ceusidered by the- BEll V C=~tt,e appropr11:e ~~:
a~aly.iJ (3Ell V, Table 4-~ at 172) Wts tbe lifgt~e risk ef a p~(ulAt1on
of 100.000 te 10 re~ (0.1 Sv); Qth&~s. the dose VQul~ have bten :00
low e: t~a eel1eetive do•• WQuld havt ~een tQ¢ lew {e: ~&1ya1s. RIte,
the deae level (10 rems) and tbe eellective dose (10 6 ~ re~) ye:a
ecnsi~tred the lev~st th&~ could ~I analyzed for illustra:1va e~a:rl.
~o rasyond to the c~~r~. to the CO~t~••• The data are too .parst &'Qd
~:e11able fer doses ~el~ 10 r~. that ii, a dos4 100 ti=es sraater tr.~~
the ~~~&l cO$e 11:1: r&ee==en~aed ~1 the IC~ fer·pre~ection e! th~
public. It fo11~ that if the ~~U: L~ual &Xj>o.ura £re~ th. ~:&1ril
Island :SrSI operation veul~ ~& abo~t ene-thirti.th of the leaP de.a
lim.1t of 100 :tCI.S par 1liUU', cd tt a.ppu.rl that tht)' vill be. t~8fl
tba levels e~ txpolu:a fro~ the lSrSI c~arat1Qn to ~ers of t~e puhlie
eHsi~lII would ';)a 10 low that f.O n.11able e: Uleful eonclus1onJ et.." bt
4rawu wit1\ %'&.peet to tho ?Ot&:lt1..1 ecce: risk. u,'1 e.0':lc1~1ena wou.U,
hava to ~H~ $~ecu.lat1vo ~y, anI! .u:uy veu,1C! ~ot W&ttlnt :Y1"thu eQI:.si~u
atiQ~ 1= t~a risk &U&SIU~: procu. for :=a;lmant &~C! ftSUlat'ion.
'v)

•

•

If a ;olley of ra.clieloc1c&lp~ucdonof t...... p~Ue is sa: forth

fOf ~e~trol of tho !:airte tal&nt IiFSI operat1Q~, and it ~t. the~
surtl,. it thou.1cS bo ~UGcl em tho r.eo=e~c!adon. fe: cioH 1!:itat1on

&:\4 :a01010s1ul p:otoet1= by tho tal' (cd the NCU) me! ~t em any
Uh,le in thel un , o~ t1NScr..u. :e~:tsJ cy table tuen from Jtn V
1fl i$ellt1o~ ~CS ~oc usa4 fa: the o:1~ purpestt that raqY1:e4
p:epuld.Ofl. of eM u~l•• =~t neua.u1l,. ~. c:cu1de,..tcl in the CUrt
risk ut1uUou-rUk usu$Mnt-::f.lk '~nen1: P:I>C868. Jued e1i teu
reeo~nd&t!of!.•• a dote limit of 100 mrem pu' yur (1 :$v y-l) for
exposuro eo ehe puhllc rill prc'9'1M. apla t'ac!iolol1cal p:Cleee.tien to
the off,ito ~pu1at1o~ exposed to va:r low laval radiation from the
Prd.rie tilmd urn. oparation. " .
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

4

EFFECTS OF EXPOSURE TO LOW LEVEU OF IONIZING RADIATION

Therefore. the overall risk of cancer can only be estimated by means of
models which extrapolate over time. Likewise. estimates on the induction
of human genetic disordcrs by radiation are based on limited d:lta from
studies of human populations and therefore rely largely on studies with
laboratory animals. It is expected 'that the risk estimates derived by the
Commiuee will be modified as new scientific data and improved methoos
for analysis become available.

ts

SUMMARY AND CONCl.USIONS

Of the various types of biomedical effects that may result from irradiation at low doses and low dose rates. alterations of genes and chromosomes
remain the best documented. Recent studies of these alterations in cells of
various types. including human lymphocytes. have extended our knowledge
of the relevant mechanisms and dose-response relationships. In spite of
evidence that the molecular lesions which give rise to somatic and genetic
damage can be repaired to a considerable degree, the new data do not
contradict the hypothesis. at least with res~ct to cancer Induction and
hereditary genetic elTects. that the frequency of such effects increases with
low-level radiation as a linear, nonthreshold function of the dose.
lIerltllble Effects '

Ir
I

The effects of radiation on the genes and chromosomes of reproductive
cells are well characterized in the mouse. By extrapolation from mouse to
man, it is estimated that at least 1 Gray (100 rad) of low dose-rate. low LET
radiation is required to double the mutation rate in man. Heritable effects
of radiation have yet to be dearly demonstrated in man, but the absence
of a statistically significant increase in genetically related disease in the
children of atomic bomb survivors. the largest group of irradiated humans
followed in a systematic way. is not inconsjstent with the animal data, given
the low mean dose level. < 0.5 gray (Oy). and the limited sample size.
The Committee's estimates of total genetic damage are highly uncer,ain,
however. as they include no allowance for diseases of complex genetiC
origin. which are thought to comprise the largest category of geneticallyrelated diseases. 1h enable estimates to be made for the latter category.
further research on the genetic contribution to such diseases is required.
Caudnogenlc Effects
Knowledge of the carcinogenic effects of radiation has been significantly enhanced by further study of such effects in atomic bomb survivors.

•

Reassessment of A-bomb dosimetry at Hiroshima and Nagasaki has disclosed the average dose e(luivalent in each city to be smaller than estimated
heretofore; furthermore. the neutron component of the dose no longer appcars to be of major importance in either city. As a result. lifetime risk
of cancer :ltlribUlable to :1 given dose of gamma radialion now appears
somewhat larger than formerly estimated.
Continued follOW-Up of the A-bomb survivors also has disclosed that
the number of excess cancers per unit dose induced by radiation Is increased with attained age, while the risk of radiogenic cancer relative to
the spontaneous incidencc remains comparatively constant.
a result. the
dose-dependent excess of cancers is now more compatible with previous
"relativc" risk estimates than with previous "absolute" risk estimates; the
Committee believes that the constant absolute or additive risk model is no
longer tenable.
A-bomb survivors who werc irradiated early in lifc are just now reaching the age at which cancer begins to become prevalent in the general
population. It remains to be determined whether cancer rates in Ihis group
of survivors will continue to be comparable to the increased cancer risk
that has been observed among survivors who were adults at the time of
exposure. For this reason. estimation of the ultimate magnitUde of the risk
for the total population is uncertain and calls for furthcr study.
-The quantitative relationship between cancer incidence and dose in
A-bomb survivors. as in other irradiated popUlations. appears to vary.
depending on the type of cancer in question. The dose-dependent excess
of mortality from all cancer other than leukemia, shows no departure from
linearity in the range below 4 sievert (Sv). whereas the mortality data for
leukemia are compatible with a linear-quadratic dose response relationship.
In general. the dose-response relationship for carcinogenesis In laboratory animals also appears to vary with thc quality (LEl) and dose rate of
radiation. as well as sex, age at exposurc and other variables. The inlluenee
of age at exposure and sex on the carcinogenic response to radiation by
humans has been characterized to a limited degree"; but changes in response
duc to dose rate and LET have not been quantified.
Carcinogenic effects of radiation on the bone marrow. breast. thyroid
gland, lung, stomach. colon. ovary. and other organs reported for Abomb survivors are similar to findings reported for other irradiated human
populations. With few exceptions. however. the effects have been observed
only at relatively high doses and high dose rates. Studics of populations
chronically exposed 10 low-level radiation. such as those residing in regions
of elevaled natural background radiation, have not shown consistenl or
conclusive cvidence of an associated increase in the risk of cancer.
For the purposes of risk assessment, the Committee summarized the
epidemiological data for each tissuc 'and organ of interest in the form

I
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of an exposure-time-response model for relative risk. These models were
fitted to the data on numbers of cases and person-years in relation to dose
clluivalent, sex, age at exposurc, time after exposure, and attained age.
Standard lifetable techniques were used to estimate the lifetime risk for
each Iype of cancer based on these filled models.
On the basis of the available evidence, the population-weighted average
lifetime excess risk of death from cancer following an acute dose equivalent
to all body organs of 0.1 Sv (0.1 Oy of low-LET radiation) i'i estimated
to be 0.8%, although the lifetime risk varies considerably wilb age at the
time of exposure. For low LET radiation, accumulation of the same dose
over weeks or months, however, is expected to reduce the lifetime risk
appreciably, possibly by a factor of 2 or more. The Committee's estimated
risks for males and females are similar. The risk from exposure during
childhood is estimated to be about twIce as large as the risk for adults, but
such estimates of lifetime risk are stiJI highly uncertain due to the limited
follow-ul' of this age group.
The cancer risk estimates derived with the preferred mpdels used
in this report arc about J times larger for solid cancers (relative risk
projection) ami about 4 times larger for leukemia than the risk estimates
presented in the DEIR III report. These dillerences resuh from a number
of factors, including new risk models, revised A-bomb dosimelry, and more
eXlended follOW-Up of A-bomb survivors. The DEJR III Committee's linearquadratic dose-response model for solid cancers, unlike this Q,mmiUee's
linear modd, contained an implicit dose rate factor of nearly 2.5; if this
factor is taken into account, the relative risk projections for cancers other
than leukemia by the two committees diller only by a factor of about 2.
The Committee examined in some detail the sources of uncertainty
in its risk estimates and concluded that uncertainties due to chance sampling variation in the available epidemiological data are large and more
important than potential biases such as those due to dilIerences between
various exposed ethnic groups. Due to sampling variation alone, the 90%
mnMence limits for the Committee's prCrerred risk models, of increascd
cancer murtality due to an acute whole body dose of 0.1 Sv to 1(X},(l(X)
males of all ages range from aboul SOO to 1,2(l() (mean 760); for 100,000
females of all ages, from about 600 to 1,200 (mean 810). This increase in
lifetime risk is about 4% of the current baseline risk of death due to cancer
in the United Slates. The Committee also estimated lifetime risks with a
number of other plausible linear models which were consistent with the
mortalily dala. The estimated lifetime risk... projecled by these models wcre
within the range of uncertainty given above. The commiUee recognizcs
that ils risk cSlimates become more uncertain when applied to very low
doses. Departurcs from a linear model at low doses, however, could cithcr
increase or decrease the risk per unit dose.

Menanl Relnrdntlon

•

1

The frequency of severe ment,,1 retardation in Japanese A-bomb survivors expose<.l at 8-15 weeks of gestational age has been found ao increase
more steeply with <.lose than W:lS expected at ahe time of the DEIR III
report nle dala now rcveal the magnitUde of this risk to be approximalely
a 4% chance of occurrence per 0.1 Sv, bua with less risk occurring for exposures at other gestational ages. Allhough ahe daaa do not suffice ao define
precisely ahe shape of the dose-cffeca curve, ahey imply thaa there may be
lillIe, if any, threshold for the ellect when Ihe brain is in its mosa sensitive
stage of development. Pending funher information, the risk of this type of
injury to the developing embryo must not be overlooked in assessing the
heahh implications of low-level exposure for women of childbearing age.
RECOMMENDATIONS
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There arc a number of imponant radiobiological problems that must
be addressed if radiation risk estimates arc to become more useful in
meeting societal needs. Assessmena of the carcinogenic risles that may be
associated witb low doses of radiation entails extrapolation from effeclS
observe<.l at <.loses larger than 0.1 Oy and is based on assumptions about
the relevant dose-elleca relationships and the underlying mechanisms of
carcinogenesis. 1h reduce the unceraainly in present risk eslimalion, beller
underslanding of the mechanisms of carcinogenesis is needed. This can be
obtained only through appropriate experimental research with laboralory
animills and cuUured cells.
While experiments with laboratory animals indicate that the carcinogcnic elleclivencss per Gy of low-LET radiation is generally reduced at low
doses and low dose rates, epidemiological data on the carcinogenic effeclS
of low-LET radiation arc restricted largely to the effects of exposures at
high dose fates. Continued research is needed, ahercfore, to quantify Ihe
extent to which the cllrcinogenic clIl;ctiveness of low-LET radiation may be
reduced by fraclionation or protraction of exposure.
The carcinogenic and mutagenic elfectiveness per Gy of neutrons
and other high-LET radialions remains constana or may even Increase
wilh decreasing <.lose and dose rate. For reasons which remain to be
delermined, the relative hiological eUectiveness (RDE) for cancer inducllon
by neulrons and olher high-LET radiations has heen observed to vary
wilh Ihe Iype of cancer ·in question. Since dala on the carcinogenicily
of ncutrons in humiln populations arc lacking, further research is needed
hefore confident estimates Clm be made of Ihe carcinogenic risks of lowlevcl neulmn irmdiation for humans. Similarly, Ihe relative mutagenic
elTectivencss of neutron and other high LhT radiation varies with Ihe
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specific genetic end point. Therefore. additional data are also needed on
the mutagenicity of low neutron doses to permit more confident projection
of genetic risles from animal data to man.
The extrapolation of animal data to the human is necessary for genetic
risk assessment. No population appears to exist, other than the A-bomb
survivors, that could provide a substantial basis for genetic epidemiological
study. The scientillc basis of the extrapolation must therefore rely upon
cellular and molecular homologies. Research needs in this area are clear.
As noted previously. the Committee's genetic risk. assessment did not
auempt to project risk. for the category of diseases with complex genetic
etiologies. Because genetically related disorders comparable to those in this
heterogeneous category of human disorders may have no clearly definable
counterparts in laboratory and domestic animals. the required research
should be directed towards human diseases whenever feasible.
The dosc-dependentlncrease In the frequency or mental retardation in
prenatally inadiated A-bomb survivors implies the possibility of higher risks
to the embryo from Iow-Ievellnadiation than have been suspected heretofore. II is important that appropriate epidemiological and experimental
research be conducted to advance our understanding of these effects and
their dose-cffect relationships.
Finally, further epidemiological studies arc needed to measure the
cancer excess following low doses as well as large doses of high and low
LET radiation. Most of the A-bomb survivors arc still alive. and their
mortality experience must be followed if reliable estimates of lifetime risk
arc to be made. This is particularly Important for those survivors irradiated
as children or in utero who are now entering the years of maximum cancer
risk. Studies on populations exposed to internally deposited radionuclides
should be continued 10 assess the risks of nuclear lechnologies and the
effects of radon progeny. Low-dosc epidemiological studies may be able to
supply information on the extent to which effects observed at high doses
and high dose rates can be relied on lo..estimale the effects due to chronic
exposures such as occur in occupational environmenls. The reported followup or A-bomb survivors has been essential to the preparation of this report.
Neverlheless, it is only one study with specillc characteristics, and other
large studies are needed to verify l;unent risk. estimates.
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PHYSICS ANn nOSIMETItY OF IONIZING RAmATION

All living mailer is composed of atoms joined inlo molecules by electron bonds. IoniZing radiation is energetic enough to di<iplace atomic
electrons llDd Ihus bre<lk the bonds Ihat hold a molecule logethcr. As
described below, this produces a number uf chemical changes Ihat, in thc
case or living cells, c:m le:ul to celi death or Dlher harmful effects. Ionizing radiations faU inlo two broad groups: I) particulate radialions, such
as high energy electrons, neutrons, and protons which ionize matter by
direct atomic collisions, and 2) c1eclromagnetic radiations or photons such
as x rays and gamma rays which ionize matter by Other types of atomic
interactions, as described below.
Abs0I"J)!ion nnd ScnUcring or .thohms

Photons ionize atoms through three imporlanl energy transfer processes: Ihe phOioelectric process, Compton sC'dlicring, and pair produclion.
For photons wilh low energies «O.OS megaelectron volt (MeV» the photocleclric process dominales in tissue. The photoelectric process occurs
when an incoming pllulon imcracls with a lightly bound electron from
one of the inner shells of the atom, and causes the electron to be ejected
with sufficient energy to escape the alom. Characlerislic)( rays 2nd Auger
electrons follow from this process, but the biological effects arc due mainly
to excitations and ioniz,Hions in molecules of lissue caused by Ihe ejected
electron. The probability of the photoelectric process occurring is strongly
9
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Elastic scauering is the most important interaction in tis..'iue irrmJiated
with neutrons at energies below 20 MeV. Thl'i would include the energy
range for fission neutrons «10 MeV). neutrons produced with 16 MeV
deuterons bombarding a beryllium target «20 MeV). and neutrons produced with 150 keV deuterons on trilium «20 MeV). The neutron. an
uncharged particle. interacts primarily by coUisions with nuclei in the absorbing medium. H the total kinetic energy of the neutron and the nucleus
remains unchanged by the collision. the collision is termed elastic. During
an clastic collision. the maximum energy is transferred from the neutron to
the nucleus if the twO masses are equal. In soft tissue, the most important
neutron interaction is with hydrogen. There are three reasons for this:
(I) Nearly two-thirds of the nuclei ,in tissue are protons. (2) the energy
transfer with protons is maximal (about one-hal£). and (3) the interaction
probability (cross-scction) for hydrogen is larger than that for any other
clement. The resull is that about 90% of the energy absorbed in tissue from
neutrons with energy of less than 20 MeV comes from protons that are
recoiling from clastic collisions. The remaining energy is absorbed by other
recoiling tissue nuclei in the following decreasing order of importance:
oxygen. carbon, and nitrogen.
Inelastic scattering refers to reactions in which the neutron interacts
with the nucleus but is promptly reemitted with reduced energy and usually
with a changed direction. The scattering nucleus, which is left in an excited
state, then emits a nuclear deexcitation gamma ray. For neutrons with
kinetic energies of greater than 10 MeV. inelastic scattering contributes to
energy loss in tissue; about 30% of the energy deposited in tissue by 14-MeV
neutrons, for example. comes from inelastic interactions. The important
inelastic interactions of neutrons in soft tissue are not with hydrogen but
with carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen.
Nonelastic scattering delines reactions in which the neutron-nucleus
interaction results in the emission of particles other than a single neutron
such as alpha particles and protons (e.g., 160(n,o)13C, .... N(n.,r)I"q. The
cross-sections for nonelastic scattering in tissue become significant at energies greater than 5 MeV and increase as the neutron energy approaches
15 MeV. These reactions are usually accompanied by deexcitation gamma
rays, but their importance is due to the high LET of the charged particles
emitled. especially alpha particles. At neutron energies greater than 20
MeV, even though nonelastic cross-sections do not increasc appreciably,
nonelastic processes beCome increasingly important contributors to the total dose because of the increased average energy of the charged particles
resulting from the interaction.
11le capture of I{)w-energy neutrons in the thermal and ncar-thermal
regions provides> a.signHicant contribution to tissue dose. The reactions of
imponanceare .... N(n.,r)HC and IH(n;YY'H. The former reaction produces

.'
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locally absorbed energy 0[0.62 MeV from the proton and the recoil nucleus.
The lallcr reaclion yields a 2.2-MeV gamma ray that, in general, deposlls
energy 'It, :1 distance from the c41pture sile and that has a reasonable
probability of escaping allogether from a mass as large as a rodent. ror
thermal neutrons the .... N(n.p) ....C reaction is the major contributor of
absorbed energy in tissue samples with a dimension of less ihan I COl
because of the short range «10 lIm) of the 0.58-MeV proton. However.
for larger masses of tissue (e.g., tile human body). the 2.2-MeV gamma
rays from tile 11-1(",-yylH reaction are a significant dose contributor.
In tile spallation process the neutron-nucleus interaction results in the
fragmentation of tile nucleus with the emission of several particles and
nuclear fragments. The latter are heavily ionizing. so the local energy
deposition can be high. Sevcml neutrons and deexcitation gamma rays alSo
can be cmittcc.l, yielding energy carriers that escape local energy deposition.
The spallation process does not become significant until neutron energies
arc mucil grealer than 20 MeV.
In summary. clastic and nonelastic scattering and the capture process
are by far the most important reactions in tissue for neutrons in the fission
cnerb'Y range. Inelastic and nonelastic scattering begin at aboul 2.5 and 5
McV. respectively, and become important at an energy of about 10 MeV.
As the neutron energy goes higher, nonelastic scattering and spallalion
reactions increase ill importance, allc.l clastic scattering becomes of less
imp(lrlance for energies greater tllan 20 MeV.

l'OI'UlATION EXI'OSURI~ TO IONIZING RAmATION
IN TilE UNITEH STATES
A new assessmcnt of the average exposure of the U.S. populalion
to ionizing rac.liation has recently been made by Ihe Nalional Council on
Radialion Prolection :mll Measurements (NCRP87~). Six main radiallon
sources were con...idered: natural radiation and mdiaiion from the following
live man-made sources: occupational activities (radiation workers). nuclear
fuel production (power), consumer products, miscellaneous environmenlal
sourccs. and medical uses.
For each source category, the collective effective dose equivalent was
obl:lined from Ihe product of the average per capita effective dose equiv.llent received from tllat source and the estimated number of people so
cxposec.l. The average elfective dosc equivalent for a member of the U.S.
popUlation was Ihen calculalcll by dividing the colleclive cffeclive dosc
c1luivalcnt value by the number of Ihe U.S. populalion (230 million in
1,)00). As discussec.l below. Ihe lIose equiv-.llenl is defined as Ihe product
of Ihe absorbed dose. D, and the qualilY faclor Q. which accounts for
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TADlE 1-3 Average Annual Effective Dose Etluivalcnt of Ionizing
Riuliatiuns to it Member of the U.S. rupulittion
t>OSC E'luivlIlcnl·
Source
Nalural
Radon"
("cosmic
TeHesui,,1
Inlernal
TOlal nalural
ArliflCial
Medical
IlL-ray diagrlClSis
Nuclear medicine
Consumer produclS
Olher
Occupalional
Nuclear fuel c)ltle
Falloul
Miscellaneous'
TOlalarliflCiat

mSv
24
11.21
II.2K
0.39

IIIrcm
2.4110
21
2K
39

i I'"

(inside

Human
Body)

EUeclive t>IlSC bluivalenl
'il.
IIISV
2.11
11.21
11.28
11.39
3.11
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11'"

:is
lUI
K.l1
II
112

4%

CONSUMER

PROOUCTS3'"
OTHER <I'"

0.39
0.14
0.10
0.(11119
<tUn
<1I.tII
<o.m

39
t4

ttl
0.9
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0

0.39
tU4
(1.10
<O.tII
<tUII
<n.m
<tUIi
0.63

TOlal nalural and
artifICial

3.6

·"'0

"s.~umet.l

II
4.n
3.11

Oocupatlonel

fallout

0.3"<0.3"-

Nuclear

fuel Cycle
M1sconaneous

O. I 'If.
0.1"

<11.3
<lUll
<11.1))
<n.n3
18
IUO

soflequivalenl
lissues. 10 hrorlChi from radon daughler pwt!ucIS. 1'hc
.. t>osc:
weighling faclor
for lhe dlcclive dose equivalenl relalive 10 whole·hotly ellposure is 1I.1I1t
• Ikparlmenl uf Energy facililies. srrICllcrs. wlRsporlalion. cle.
SOURCE: Naliunal Council on Ratlialion Pwlectiun lind Measuremenls (NCRPII1b).

differences in the relative biological effectiveness or different types or radiation. The effective dose equivalent relates the dose-equivalent to risle.
For the case of partial body irradiation, tbe effective dose equivalent is
the risk-weighted sum of the dose equivalents to the Individually irradiated
tissues.
As seen in 1Iable 1-3 and Figure 1-1, three of the six radiation sources,
namely radiation from occupational activitieS, nuclear power production
(the fuel qdc), and miscellaneous environmental sources (induding nuclear
weapons testing fallout), contribute negligibly to the average effective dose
rcm
equivalent, i.e., less than 0.01 millisievert (mSv)lyear (1 lm
llyear).
A total average annual effective dose equivalent of 3.6 mSv (360
mrem)/year to members of the U.S. population is contributed by the olher
three sources: naturally occurring radiation, medical uses of radiation, and
radiation from consumer produCts. By far the largest contribution (82%)
is made by natural sources, two-thirdS of which is caused by radon and ilS

I
\!
I

i
"l

decay products. Approximately equal contribulions to the olber one-third
come from cosmic radiation, terrestrial radiation, and internally dcposlted
radionuclides. The importance of environmental radon as the largest source
of h!Jman exposure has only recently been rccognized.
The remaining 18% or the average annual effective dose equivalent
consists of radiation from medical procedures (x-ray diagnosis, 11% and
nuclear medicine, 4%) and from consumer produ~ts (3%). The contribution
by medical procedures is smaller than previously estimaled. r-or consumer
products, the chief conlributor is, again, radon in domeslic waler sUJlplles,
allhough building malerials, mining, and agricullural products as well as
coal burning also conlribule. Smokers are addilionally exposed to lbe
natural radionuclide polonium-2W in tobacco, resulling in the irradialion
of a small region of Ihe bronchial epilhelium to a relalively high dose (up 10
0.2 Sv per year) Ihat may cause an increased risk of lung cancer (NCRP84).
Uncertainlies exist in the data shown in 'P"ble 1-3. Uncertainlics
for exposures from some consumer products are greater than Ihose for
cxposures from cosmic and terrestrial radialion sources. The eSlimalcs
for Ihe most imporlant exposure, .Ihat of lung tissue to radon and lIS
dccay products, have many associaled uncertainties. CUlTent knowledge
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or the average radon concenaratlon, the dlstribullon or radon indoors in
lhe Uniled Slates, and alpha-particle dosimeu)' in lung tissue is limited.
In add ilion, knowledge or lhe aclual effective dose equiYoilent Is poorly
quantified. Further uncertainties arc caused by difficulties in combining
data for exposure from different sources that actually arc from different
years, mainly from 1980 to 1983.
IlAmOmOl.OGlCAL CONCEID'fS
Experiments on radiation-Induced cell killing have given rise to a
number of radiobiological principleS and concepts. Many of these principles
and concepts are Inferred to apply to mutagenesis and carcinogenesis, as
well as to cellldlllng, allhougb ahis Is orten not known for certain since It is
nol possible to perform comparable cxperimenls wlih all or these endpoints.
Some or the major concepts are discussed below.
The first concept is that the principal target for radiation-induced cell
killing is DNA. Allhough it is oot the exclusive target, It is generally the most
consequential. While the evidence for thls conclusion is circumstantial, It is
also convincing (Le56). As noted above, the consequences of the absorption
of radiant energy arise from excitations and Ionlr.atlons along tbe tracks
of tbc charged particles that are sct In motion when radiant energy is
absorbed. Biological damage may be II consequence of a dirtct interaction
between the charged particles and tbe DNA molecule, or the biological
effeclS may be mediated by tbe production of free radicalS (Mi78). In the
tauer case, which Is the indirect action of radiation, the absorption of the
radiation may occur In, for example, II water molecule, and the consequent
free radical produced may dlffuso to the DNA, where It gives up its energy
to prodUce a biological lesion. In the case or sparsely Ionizing radiations,
such IlS x rays and gamma rays, about two-thirds of the biological e&feclS
arc produced by this Indirect aCllon, and this component of the radiation
damage Is amenable to modification by I wrlely of physical and chemical
factors. As the quality of Ihe radiation changes from low to high LET, the
balance shirts from the Indirect action to the direct aCllon.
The second major concept concerns the shape of the dose-response
relationship. With cell lethallly, R, as lhe endpoint, the dose-response
relationship for iow-LET radiations oraen approldmates a lincar-quadratic
function of the dose, D.

R=aD+PD'.
The relatlye Importance of the linear and quadratic terms varic... widely
for/dlffer.cnt cells and tissues. The ratio alP, which is the dose at which
tbe IIncarand quadratic contributions to the biological effect are equal,
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may vary from aboul I Gray (Gy) to more than 10 Gy. As the lET of
the radiation is increased, the ratio ('I IP also increases for a given ttll
or tissue, and for very high LET radiations, survival (I-R) approltimatcs
an exponential function of dose at doses of interest. r-or carcinogenesis
in laboratory animals, dose-response relationships with a wide variety 0(
shapes have been reported. At higher doses there is the complication of 1II
balance between increased cell transformation and increased cell killing.
The linear-quadratic formulation had its origins In thc 1930s, when
it W:lS used to .iI data for radialion Induced chromosome aberrations
(Sa40). Many chromosome aberrations appear to be tbe consequence of
the Interaction between breaks in two separatc chromatids. This applies
to aberrations, such as dicentrics, thai lead to cell lethality, as well as
to aberrations such as translocatlons that, In some cases, lcad to Clncer
through the activation of an oncogene.
Thus, the interpretation of the linear-quadraaie formulation Is that the
characteristic shape of the dose-response curve renects a predominance of
single-Ifack events, which are proportional to the dose at low doses and low
dose rates, and of two-track events which are proportional to the square of
the dose and result in the upward bending of the cancer induction curve al
high doses received at high dose rates.
This biophysical model has been challenged In recent years, largely on
the basis of data with soft x rays, which arc highly effective biologically
even though the length of the secondary tracks they prodUce Is too short
to enable a slnglc track to break two Independent chromosomes (Th86).
Hence, although the data have been Interpreted In terms of the more
conventional linear-quadratiC formulation (Br88), an alternative model has
been proposed in which all biological damage is presumed to result from
single track efTecill, wllh ahe lIuhHtlonal factor or a repllr process ahal
saturates at higher doses. Biological experiments Ihat allow an uncqulmcal
choice to be made belween the models have nol yet been performed.
The third concept Is Ihat the biological cOJ1SCquence of III given dose
of radialion varies wilh ahe quality of the radiation. With ceU killing IS
the endpoint, the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of mlllny types
radiation has been studied in detail (Ba63). Although Ihe RBE varies .".llh
the LET of the radiation, it also varies with the dose, dose rate, type of cell
or tissue used to score the bioluglcal effcct, and the endpoint In question
(DO), Oa68). The pauem of variation of the RBE with LET appears to be
similar for mutagenesis as for cell leilling, but II has nol been established
to be the same for carcinogenesis as an endpoint. The qualfly faClOr (Q)
rather ahan RBE is widely used in radiaalon proiection. The Inlern:Jlional
Commission on Radiolugical Prolcction (ICRP) has suggCSled, however,
thai the quality factor should be based on a mkrodoslmcarlc quantliy such
as lineal energy (ICRU86).
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The major differences between the two selS or estimates In 1llble 4·4
arc for lbe BEIR m Commlnee"s addllive risk models. II is Ibe opinion
of Ibis commlnee Ibat tbe assumption or 31 constant addilive excess risk is
no longer tenable In Ibe face of tbe data now available aoo Ibat abc risk
esaimaacs from Ibis model provided In abe BEIR m report arc therefore 100
low. The estimates presented In this report are also higher lhan those based
on a simple additive risk modcl In thc latest UNSCEAR report (UN88)
bUI are nol quite as high as those based on Ihe simple mulliplicative risk
model in Ihal reporl.
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UNCEltTAlN"lY IN POINT B~ST1MATJt:S OF UFlITIME IUSK
Thc total uncertainty In the Commillec's risk models is discus.~ed in
Annex 4R In this section. lhe discussion is largely limiled to the slalistical
uncertainty In the risk estimates madc with the Commlttec's preferred
models. Lifetime risk projections arc subJecl 10 Ihree types of unccrlalnty.
The first Is simply random error owing 10 sampling variation In the filled
coefficients of the final models; this is thought 10 be the largest component
of uncerlalnty and is expressed In terms or confidence Inlervals on the
filled model parameters and lbe estimated lirellme risks. Second. there Is
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uncertainly as to the correct form of the exposure-time-response model,
since the true model could be misspecified in a number of ways. It is
more diflicuil 10 assess this component of the uncertainty, but a sense of
its importance can be obtained by considering the range of lifetime risks
resuiling from altcrnative well-fining models as discussed in Annex 4D and
4E In addition, there are various potential biases in the data themselves;
while these cannot be quantified precisely, they are discussed in Annex 4F
along with the Committce's judgment concerning their magnitude.
Since the lifetime risk is a complcx function of thc parametcfS of
the lined models, it is not a simple mattcr to translate the standard
errors in risk coefficients into uncertainties in lifctime risk. 111is overall
uncertainty dcpends not just on the uncertainty in the coefficient of dose,
but also on the uncertainty in the coefficients of the modifying factors
and thcir correlations. Furthermore, the distributions of the estimates
of the coeflicients are often quite skewed, leading to skewness in the
resulting distribution of lifetime risks. For these reasons, the Committee
undertook an uncertainty analysis by means of Monte Carlo simulation.
In this approach, parameter vectors for each cancer site were randomly
sampled from multivariate normal distributions whh means and covariant
matrices given by their maximum likelihood estimates. Any components
that showed marked skewness were adjusted by multiplying the deviations
of the sampled value from their means by the ratio of the likelihood-based
to asymptotic conl1dence intervals for the corresponding 90% upper or
lower tail. Ufetable calCulations of risk were repeated for each randomly
selected set of parameters, and in this way a distribution of lifetime risk
estimates was produced.
Figure 4-1 presents results for each sex based on 1,000 Monte Carlo
simulations and lifetable analyses of the excess mortalily risk for all solid
cancers following a 0.1 Sv acute total body dose to a stationary population.
Figure 4-2 presents the same results for leukemia. These histograms give a
good illca of the statistical uncertainty in the Comminee's risk modcls.
'r.lble 4-2 summarizes the resulting 90% confidence limits due to statistical uncertainty on the lifetime risk estimates for each of three expos~re
patterns. The inlervals are wide indicating sparseness of data. For the
most part, risk estimates derived from the aliernalive models descrihed in
Annex 4D are within these confidence intervals. Not included in 'Thble 4-2
are several additional sources of uncertainty external to model parameters
that arc discussed in Annex 4E The effect of these external sources of
uncertainty on the risk estimates is not as well quantified as the uncertainty
lIue to sampling variation shown in Figures 4-1 and 4-2; howcver, they
pmbably contribute comparablc uncertainty. The Committee's analysis in
Annex 4F indicates these external factors increase the confidence intervals
due to sampling variation in 1hble 4-2 by about a factor of 1.4•
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RISKS OF CANCER-AlJ. SITES

Finally, it must be recognized that derivation of risk estimates for
low doses anll dose rates through the use of any type of risk model involves assumptions that remain to be validated. At low doses, a model
dependent interpolation is involved between the spontaneous incidcnce
and the incidence at thc lowcst doses for which data arc available. Since
the commiUee's preferred risk modcls arc a linear function of dose, little
uncenainty should be introduced on this account, but departure from linearity cannot be excluded at low doses below the range or observation. Such
departures could be in the direction of either an increased or decreased
risk. Moreover, epidemiologic data cannot rigorously exclude the existence
. of a threshold in the miUisieverl dose range. Thus the possibility that there
may be no risks from exposures comparable to external natural background
radiation cannot be ruled oul. At such low doses and dose rates, it must
be acknowledged that the lower limit of the range of uncertainty in the risk
estimates extends to zero.
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MlNNEAI'OUS.

POLJ Cy STATEMENT

The manner in wh ich energy is produced and consumed in our soc iety plays a
fundamental role in determining our economic w~ll being ·and the quality of .our
natural environment. Energy use contributes dlrectly to pollution problems
including mercury deposition in Minnesota lakes, acid rain and global warming.
In addition, our reliance on foreign sources of energy reduces our overall
economic and national security. Promotion of energy efficiency policies and
~ctions can r~duce unnecessary energy use and our reliance on environmentally
harmful energy production practices, while strengthening the local and
national economies. Minnesotans for an Energy Efficient Economy (ME3)
supports the following policies which promote the wise stewardship of
Minnesota's resources, for ourselves and for future generations:

-

.

ME) Supports Cost·Effective Energy Conservation and Renewable Sources of
Energy Supoly.

•

There currently exists in Minnesota and nation-wide a vast untapped source of
new energy supply in the form of increased energy efficiency and renewable
energy resources. Arecent study prepared fer the Minnesota Department of
Pub~ ic Service estimates that MinnesotAns could reduce their electric
consumptions by fifty percent using existing proven efficiency technologies.
In addition, large efficiency potential exists with ~utomobiles and nonelectrical home and building energy use. Renewable energy resources currently
provide five percent of Minnesota's total energy supply and have the potential
to be major cost-effective sources in the future.
We believe that energy efficiency can serve as a transition to a renewable
energy future.
ME) $uppo~ts th, R,strveturing of Utility Inc,ntiv,s Through Adoption of an
Integrated B,soure, pllnning proe'SJ.
:
Current public utility rate structures in Minnesota penal'ze utilities for
operAting effective ,nergy efficiency programs. Minnesota utilities make more
money when they sell more electricity or natural gas and lose Money when
customers conserve. We b,lieYe that this financial disincentive to energy
conservation must be removed before utilities will aggressively pursue the
efficiency options aVlilabl, to Minnesota.

•

A key ingredient to stimulating ,ffic1ency investments in Minnesota is the
adoption of an Integrated Resource Planning Process (IRP). Under ~ properly
designed lRP, utilities receive financial incentives for achieving cost·
effective conservation within their service territories. IRP then results in
the lowest total cost for energy services and the optimal use of utility
supply and demand options.

',I

/

ME) Supports Energy Pricing Polici,s Which R,eogniz, and Includ, th,
Environm,ntal D,gradation,

Co~t

of

Energy us. is a major contributor to wide spreid environmental degradation.
For example, coal power plant emissions represent one of the largest
contributors to both acid rain and -greenhouse· pollution. Automobile exhaust
has rendered many urban areas as carbon monoxide "hot·spots· and is one of the
largest contributors to global warming. Yet when we buy electricity, natural
gas or gasoline, .the price we pay does not include the cost of the resulting
environmental damage.

•

Unaccounted environmental costs (or externalities) should be included in some
form in the price we pay for energy and energy services. Only then can
consumers, as well as public policy makers, accurately compare various energy
supply and demand options (including renewable energy supplies) and make truly
cost.effective choices and policy decisions.
ME3 Encourages Public Participation in Energy Decisions.
Currently, many important state energy and environmental policy decisions are
made through a number of relatively unknown and obscure administrative forums.
These include utility rate case hearing, utility Conservation Improvement
Program filings, building code rule changes and power plant siting hearings to
name a few. All of these administrative forums are open to public input, yet
few persons or groups are aware of their existence or take the time and effort
to participate.
We believe that only through active public participation can public officials
receive the infotmation and direction needed to forge consistent and effective
state energy and environmental policy. Without such public input, many
important issues will not receive the advocacy they deserve.

•

ME3 supports the Continuing Education of Public Officials, Building
Pro,issionals and ChI General Public on Issues Relating to Energy and the
Environment.
We strongly believe that public officials, building professionals and the
general public must be further educated on tHt critical link between energy
USt, environmental degradation and econoaic stability. OUr knowledge of the
important interactions between these issues has grown substantially since the
first ·011 crisis· in 1973, Vet, currtnt policies and practicls do not show
that we have learned the lesson, Realtors, building codl inspectors, city
council ~ers, stite legislators and private citizens lUst ~ll be const~ntly
reminded of the new options and sound decisions avaihble to us in the real
world of the ·90's·,
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'General Parmer

St. Paul Neighborhood Energy Coo.sortium
AMe Hunt, Executive Director

Ramsey Action Progr:uns. Inc.
Paul Vlelhaber, Progrwn M~ger

EthiQ! Investments, Inc:.
John Schultz, President
Duluth Energy ReSource Center
Michelel Webb, Coordimltor

North American Water Office
George Crocker! DirectOr

N:uunU Resources Corporation
Michelel Noble, President

£nerl)' Resource Center
Tom Griffin. Executive Director
Self Reliance Center
Sue Gunderson, Executive Director
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MN Renewable Energy Society
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Tae round--=:::u-tb. theory poses ultimate limitS co population growtb. and industriailz:uion.
Biotic and soci:U ~g Qpacities. and some resource finimdes. constrain the scope
for Los Angelizing we plane:. However, e'/e:t very large expansions in population and
industrial ac::ivity need not be mDIYooConstrai.I1ed: if we apply what we know, energy can
be among the weake...~ of the many re:lSons for conce:u about ·indefutite population and
industrial growth. This paper first e:tplains why energy need not limit traditional industrial e.-cpansion (at le:lSt not until very far b~yond most other limitS), and then
explores why,goaLs other than indisc.riminace growth are w0rt.b;ier.
AboUt e:tergy there is good, news and bad news..
The good ne-,vs is that ii we simply pursue the narrowest, of economic interestS. the
e:tergy problem has alr=dy been soived by DJ:W tec:moiogies ... prim.arily for more efficient end-use, second:1rily for more efficient conversion and ~le supply_ In the
United States. for e.umple,
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full practi=l use, in existing buildings and e~ent, of the best electricity-saving
teclmologies alr=dy on the market would save about three-fourths of all elec:ricity now used., at an average cost cerWnly below 1e/kW-1:1 and probably around
O.6e/kW-1:11 ... much less than the cost of just r'Ul'U'fing a. coal or nucle:Lr power,
station, even ifbuildi.ng it cost nothing; and
full practi=1 use of the best demonstt:W:d oil- and gas-sa.ving teclmologies (many
a.1.r=dy on the market and the rest re:1dy for production 'Nithin -4-5 ye:1rS) would
save about three-fourths of :1ll oil now used., ~t ~ a.ve:":1ge cost well below S10/
bbl ~d prob:1bly ne:u-er .... S5-6/bbil ... l~ th:w. the cypic:::U cost of jUStfind.ing new
domestic oil.
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OPTIONS

Demand-side manaqament COSH) is ~~e process of modi!yinq
electricity use pat~~rns to add value and meet customer enerqy
needs cost-effec~ively. This scope encompasses all aspects of
customers' use of NSr's products and services from
conservation and load manaqement to new elec~ric technoloqies,
includinq the quality of marketinq and sales performance •

•

Whe~~er

influenced ~y NSP or ethers, CSM siqnificantly af:ee~s
~~e production and delivery of enerqy and related .ervices to
customers. These effects are c::.ateqori:ed a~ ~. followinq
s'trateqies:
..
..
..
..
..
..

CUstomer Service
c::cmsenation
Peak RCilduc:1:ion
Lead ShifUnc;
Valley rillinq (Off Peak Sales)
Lead C:rewth

These strateqias, except for lead qrovth, are descri~ed on
paqes 4-5 in NSP'. 1989 Cemand-Side Manaq~ent Plan, vhich
accompanies this document.

Qp~iQns

• ;P;'~/~~;;~
a~d lead ~aoaee~en; asp.c~s of CSM.
Cis~~ssion of loaa
qro~~, valley ~illinq ana c~s~=mer s.~/ic. s~=a~aqies is
~.~e~~a~ b.~3US. NS?'s pendinq decisions raqa::inq CSM cen~~=
This OSM

pri~a:ily

pap.:

sP.ci~ic~:ly aa~:.ss.s ~~ •

4IIt

and load manaq.=en~. In addition,
many c~nservation and load manaqament issu~~ are new or uni~~e
to u~ilities, unlike more familiar load qrowth and e~st~mer
ser/ice issues. Also, ~~e requlat=r/ climate is keyed en
conserlation and load manaqemen~ as s~stitut.s for additional
supply. ThUS, in this document, the te:.= OSM is synonymcus
wit~ conse:vation and load manaqement.
on

e=ns.~/a~ion

findings

Six inter-related topics lre presented to facilitate
manaq~ent dis~~ssion, resolve conflictinq views and set
direc~ion for NS~'s OSM ef:~rt over ~~e next few years:

I. !xistinq NSP OSM

ef~ort

and forecast impacts of

~~e

NS~

markatinq:
the"possible market sources of OSM impacts:
The potential for additional OSM on tha NSP system
~eyond the forecast;
Thdl costs and ~endlfits of OSM:
t1neartainties and risks of OSM: anc:l
Whdlthdlr CSM makes sensdl for NSr in liqht of
requlatory anc:l compdltitive utility c:levelopmdlnts.
elee~ic

II.
III.
IV.
V.
VJ:.

4IIt

NSP's existinq and currently forecast OSM effort is
siqniticant, excaac:linq 300 HW cumulative system-coincident
apac:t l:ay the end cf 19.9, and 6'~ MW ~.mulative by 1"5
(al:aout It ot what thdl summdlr peak wculc:l ~e c1:.berwisdl).
There is a variety of market scurces for 1:.bis and additional
OSM. Liqhtinq, motor, buildinq envelope' and eoolinq
ef:icien~1 improvements are ~~e larqest M~nd usen markets for
... 2 ..

-

•

OSM, while

•

•
r

cf~iees,

service and

r.~ail ~uil~inqs

larqes~ eomme~:ial ~uilainq seq:en~s

extremely varied, requirinq a
•

...

!CII

•

"'"

•• ....

for OSM.

mc~. cus~omi%ea
' ""

' ' '"

are

~~e

Inaus~=y

is
crien~a~icn .
"'t

-

...

_~he ~~4 ~1:99"F,~~~i~':.e~en:.;~ ~~lt a ~o,r~i~!:.-:jof .:~~ lar;t!'"7
t~chni~l p~~;ntfB-... f,S::~~SM_E~lJ."'~,!~._ ~g. ~!'y.!_.~.~_;,,~~::e~' of7
p~"ybaek1 to ,~.~!:~~::~.:.-...E..!!.~egj:..~is~~y ,....t.,•. J:e...t;,~J......~!c~n!::a".V
potential")s
.s:tiIll!;~~:L~.E...E. '-.;.....
up .'iQ··ona=hai'f-,of
-.eleetr1"c"fty]
...:. '''.._.1
- __
_. ---4
.~~~~ About on.-half of this technical pot.nt:ial may be
defined as "economic" (i.e, less than five-year payback f:om
t~e so-called all-ratepayers perspective) and not likely to
occur without greater awareness ofOSM options. The amount
actually achievable and influenced by NSP, excludinq that
Which would oc~~r otherwise throuqh price and o~'er natural
market forces, is up to the on.-fourth economic potential.
The achievable amount: is very uncertain because tnedynamics
of mark.t awareness with vs. without NSP promotions, price
influenc.s, ete. are not readily predictable. Additional
econom~c and achievable potentials may be defin.d provided
additional market awareness can be d.veloped and great.r
incentives us.d to reduce paybacks. In the end What counts is
the ability to actually .ell OSM to r.al custom.rs and
d.monstrat. a real impact.

The existinq effort has a benefit/cost ratio of about 3:1,
includinq the prefit loss attributable to OSM actions, or a
$70 'million leveli:ed b.nefit against current annual marketinq
costs of about $21 million. Increasinq OSM will begin to
erode this nat banefit, althouqh significantly hiqh.r unitary
incentive. or other program costs would be r.quir.d to
substantially reduce the value.
Th. associated risks include limited pr.dictability of or
control ov.r customar OSM decisions, uncertain baseline and
impact measurements, and uncertainty of the eff.cts various
market force. would have absent NS~·. efforts •

•

Va,:::'ous requla-:::l1:"/ and c:::==e<:::'-:::'°n&
d8velc?::e::-:3 a:. :':1"';~'
.
.., ...... -."
~r::.~qinq CSM t=rJa:~ as a pri:a,~/ u~::'li-:J c:::~c:a:~.
Seve:'~:
s~ates are developinq de:anc-side ~idc::'~q as an a,djunc-: t::
s~~P:J ~idd::'~qo
~::'nnesQ~a qQve=~e::~ is assessinq i~s
potential ove:siqht role and will likely m~nda,te .ome type o~
~iddinq exp.:i~ent. These develop:ents will a!!e~ C~S~::::e=
.er/iee relations and e~anqe ~~e way CSM economies are
esti~ated.
In addition, o~~er utilities and ralated
~usi~esses ara i~c:aasinq ~~eir CSM e!!orts, includi~q'
diversi!ieation into ef!iciency se:vices whic~ could ~e sol:
to NS? customers in direct competition wi~~ NS~'s own
services. A larqe issue looms over the ability to ea:n an
equal or hiqher rate o! retu~ on OSM inves~ents compare: t~
supply invest=ents, as opposed t~ expensinq CSM cos~s.

~

'

Conclysions

Marketinq concludes that additional CSM efforts make
sense. First, OSM properly done,has proven to be costef!activa from avan the most conservative economic
perspe~ive. Additional CSM could be unaert~en witho~t
jeoparai:inq its cost effectiveness or raisinq lonq-ter.=
rates. Secon~, customers qenerally expe~ ~na appreciate some
level of CSM services f~om NSP -- a customer satisfaction
neea. Thirc1, .alt.houqh. the
. impacts of OSM on duana anc:! ene:qy
use are diffi~Jlt to measure, they are measur~le, have been
ac~ulatinq in the last .everal years at an acceleratinq
pac., anc:! are not expectec:! to saturate most markets for a
nu=er of years. :Fourth, puDlic santi:lllant, requlatory policy
anc:! compe~itiv. utility tcrcas will likely 4ireet NSP·. CSM
efforts, if the company itself doesn'~ taka the initiative.
Elect~ic

f'

'

On

~

basis of the above conclusions, !l.~~ic Harketinq
r.ccmme~ds aaai~ional resourca. be commit~ed to CSM in orae:
to ac~ieve the qoal of a 1000 MW reduction of ~~a currently
projectec:! 199~ base forecast summ_: peak. T~is effort woula
~~.

...

-' ...

~

•

increase ~~e cur=ently pr~jec~.d 199~ systam im~act of OSM =y
sot, or an additional JJ6 MW of peak reduction systa=-~ide in
~~e summer of 199~.

.

Aaditionally, NSP should oppose qane:ic aamand-side biddinq on
the 'bases of ac=ounta~ility, li~ility and ~~e rasultinq
acdication of customer ralations. Finally, some type of
requlatory initiative should be mounted to 1) allow a rat~~
on capitalized ~SM and 2) instit~ta a rata of return
performanca incentive on ~~e entire rata base for superior
perfor:ance, includinq OSM.

•

•

•
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EOITCAIAL,

.Investing in Energy Efficiency
i

":"'ne ener;y c~:ses of :ne sevennes Jrgec '.JS :0 use ~ess energy-anc:: we cio. In fac:. Amenca ::..1
::JaCK :0 :Me OOlnt :r.at cemano growtn essennally Ievele<:! out tor me first ome In a century. Toc::ay :ne
~eeo for oruc::ence 'n consumotJon IS stili Wltt"l us. aut WIth etec:nc:tY recognizee as a oowerfuJ cnver ':}f
:Jroc::uc~tY and lnnovanon. slmory uSing less will not ~e me answer ~or me comoetmve !'lInenes. ~ergy
efflc:enc'l-rnaxlng :ne energy lIVe "0 use go rumer-,s :ne cor-servanon etnlc of =ne C::fn'ng :::ecaoe.
!nc~easlng effic:ency at :ne OOlnt of :.Jse 's tne key :0 Toe :ong-term orosoerny of unlites. :tIelr
C:.Jstomers. o3no me nanon. 3enefits to ene c:.Jstomer are OOVlOUS: at :Me very !east. enO"'Jse effic:er.c'l
reouces er.ergy :::llIs. i=or :;)us!nesses. octn commerc:aJ ano ,nc::usmal. energy~ffic:ent elecmc
:ec:1nOlogres can alSO ralse prooucwltY. recuce waste. and imorove oroouc: ano set'Vlce CUalitYac:vamages :nat ~CNI mrougn to Toe 9ConomlC oer-em of !l"le nanon as a wnors. Ana increaslnc; effic:ency
s :t"1e :'!'lost ::st-effec:lve near-term aooroaCrl :0 oecreaslng tt'1e Imeac:s of long-term enVIronmental
concerns. ::ec:r:c:tY. 'Mtn :{S :.InlOUe versatilitY. ~eXJollity. ano effic:ency. :s me cast overail ,001 for
Improving our comoeutiveness ano Quality of life.
3ut wnat aoout O"e proscerny of uolities tt1emSeIWS7 Seiling energy is oresenuy tne central
~ncern of tne utility eusiness. and one mlgnt ttlinl< tl"lat energy efflc:ency would be SeeM as a !T'lreat to
~es. Hci'wever. more and more utilities are :axIng a longer vtf!1N: a utility s tonunes rise and tall. in a very
real way. WIth tl"lose of its customers. E,"Iergy effic:enc'l can tum an InOUST1'1al plant'S margtl'\aJ losses IntO
oroms. I(eeolng a valUClOle OQlN8f customer alive. HetClng C'.J5tcmers Wltn sucn croe/ems net onry
secures .ano· COSSibty Il'lCreases Sales in tl"le long run. but &so Imeroves customer relations.
But we neeo to go even ftJrtner WIth tnlS wuon. P\.r-s.lIng energy-effic:ent Octlons WIth
:::ustomers :an provide OOOOmJnrties to exoand a utility S business scooe Into new areas of energy
serYlce---anging trcrn procas.s engJnMnng to tne CUI'CNS8 and iMtaJlaIion of eoUipmern and O«Mc8S.
I oefieve tnat $UCrl a snitt of focus-trcrn Slmpry selling electricity to ol'OV1ding excanoeo energy
Set'VlC8S.-lS a central conC8Ct for ttle utility induS1r{s futurI and will allow utilities to steaoily inc."USe tne
value of electrlClty to ClJstOlTlefS. The beginnings of lTlis " " VISlOn can t::le seen and acted on tceay In
oremoting energy-effieienc:y and other constmer 0CJlmad't programs. I urge all utilities tC partlooatI as
an Investment In tne tunn of their indusiry.

C:an< W. G

9$. Director

C.JStomer SyStems DiViSIOn
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Of ::m'~Qi andso~:lnlSnQted .1ppiio:'tortS. :romt".Jmsn§ :rIorOl'S :0 poweM~
;aS4!1' ::>eams. But the Illnerent emo.enc:y
Of th1.s :-erineci enl!f!Y torm doesn t
antee that we will UH It emcenuy.
Our ene~ emcenc:y has unproved
dramanaily smce the oll c::n.slS Of the
:9iOs. Overall. our cowury uses oniy ;"o/c,
more ener;y than It did tn 19n. yet the
gross naoonai l'roduct hAs tnC'eased
some -t6~o. Our '::letter US4! Of eiKmcty
alone has already saved the Unued
States at :east 521 billion tn the cost of
new ?ower ?ia.ms. The advanced eiectric:
end-UH :echnoioSle5 available todav
could hei? the country save even m~re
on ItS energy bill. just how muc:.h more i.s
ciiffic:ult to detemUne. But EP'IU recently
completed an efficenc:v stuc:iv I.lmed at
tndcmg this answer c:!.~ The n!sea.rci\en COC"J.Hd. on the tollowtng qttel-'
l:!on: How :nuc:.h enencv would be saved
:i consumers Weft to M!oiace thm
present e:ld-UH eclwc:<.:Mtft With «JU1t:>ment ~ amon2 the too 20.0 m .
:emu or ene!TJ efflcienc:"rl The $NQV resuits show that Ii tod.1y·s most effid~t
eiec:mc: enc:i-use tecltnologits wen! alpplied in every possible c::ue. ther woWd

r.1U-

,

,
!

:

,
,

, have the potlmtW to N~ the United
, States anywhere ~ 24' and 444lf.
of the eie=::ndty it will be uslnS in the
yur :!OOO. The low-enc:t elCizNat aJoM.
whic:.h tnn.slates into 800 bUllcm kWh. i.IJ

. enough to meet the entirl mcogy 1'IftdI
ot the 11 westvn Stlltll in 2000.
The gap bEtween El'Rrs high and \ow
: estimates i.s inci.iative ot how c:iiffic:u1t it
: IS to c:iemmme the effic:ienc:y potlmtW
: tec:hnolO!'les that haven't vet bftn wldelv
, cieployed and :~orou§h.ly· tested in the .
market'piace: ~ew equl'pment may periorm qwre differtntiy under vanoUl
real-worid ~ondit1ons and use pactemS.

or

Full use oj the most efficient md-use technolo'.

gles would allow us to significantly reduce electricity consumption, but consumers in all three
energy sectors-residential, commercial, and
industrial-have been slow to adopt such advanced equipment. While most mnnufac:urers
,
include very efficient models in their product
~:nes, buyers often consider other selling features to be more important. To increase customer interest in energy-saving technologies,
many utilities are pushing efficiency through
their demand-side management progra.ms. For
utilities that are capacity constrai7 ., this
makes perfect sense-promoting e:-:ergy

e

effi-

ciency is simply less expensive than building
new capacity. But the benefits are far less dear

for UtilIties that Juroe plenty of power to sell.
Regulatory agencies, knawing that efficiency is
good for the consumer and for the country as a
whole, are now looking at ways to encoumg~
utility investments in promoting efficient
electricity-based technologies.

""""""-----------e
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DRAFT PRESENTATION

We are at the threshold of a new era in electricity. Modern technology
has made 1t possible to perform the tasks electricity has been doing for many
years using only half as much (or less) of the energy 'they have required 1n
the past. With the new emphasis on avoiding pollution there is no dOUbt that
these new technologies will be implemented more and more. The consequence 15
that the use of electricity will ineVitably decline. This has the potential
to cause considerable distress to electric utilities and their investors.
Producers of electricity have a limited number of options. They can try
to delay the progress as long as possible by whatever means come to hand. Or
they can lead the parade into the new era where energy is used as effic1ently
as possible, and only for those uses for which it is the most efficient and
the least damaging to the environment.
From the pUblic's viewpOint.the second option is the most desirable. Society in general would gain (in Minnesota) by saving about $100,000,000 in the
cost of electricity. This would be the least of society's benefits. They
would also gain by the reduction in acid rain precursors, in the reduction in
other toxic wastes and in the reduction in the carbon dioxide ~itted to the
atmosohere. Unfortunately, as things stand now, embracing that course would
cause the utilities and their investors to bear the brunt of sacrifices which
are not rea 11 y necessary, and to reag none of the benefi ts. NSP, for examo 1e,
would see their earnings go from the neighborhood of $165,000,000 annually to
a loss of perhap$ $500,000,000.

•

ObViously, we can't allow this to haopen. But must we give up our technological progress? Resign ourselves and our children to living in an increasingly polluted world with no prospect but a constantly diminishing
Quality of life?

'1

Surely tnere must be a way to share that tremendous financial windfall
with the oreducers of electricity in a fair manner so that all could benefit.
Considering the many non-financial benefits of reducing the amount of .lectrical energy needed to support our current life style, it should be possible to
recompense the suppliers of the energy handsomely and still have a considerable savings for society.
Two big questions r...in. Is it really possible to save half of the Inwithout di.inishing our current standard of living? What kind of financial inc.ntive syst.- can we use to Rake it profitable for utilities to pursul
conservation wholeheartedly and enthusiastically?
erg~

•

We ani preoared to suggest A syst_ to answer tn. second Quest ion. The
first Question however is subject to considerable controversy. Some estimates
of the current amount of waste Are I I low as 24~, some are as high as e5~.
The ntOst authoritative esti_te. ,(including one by NSP) s. . to cluster around
50~.
It seems likely that if the creativity currently expended in finding new
ways to use more and MOre electricity without regard to its efficiency or
.ffectiveness wer, harnessed to i~rove end use efficiency we would find ways
to conserve more and the 50% figure would become a self fulfilling prophecy.
p,. ••• ni:s.doc:
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DRAFT PRESENTATION
AS a matter of fact the North Amer,can Water Office proposal lnvolves
(UtYing the utilities' .arni~ to conservation so that tn. market would provide
the motivation reQuired an aking it impossibl. for a utility to increase ,ts
earnings by selling mer•• lectricity.
'

•

•
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UTILITY RATES ANO EARNINGS

It '!T<.1 C4IN';'~ t
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Sstt ing the rat:.ss

The utility makes a number of estimates covering the hypothetical operation
for a 'test' year. Among many other details, they estimate (a) how much power
will be generated and sold: (b) how much capital investment will be used in generating and transmitting this power: (c) what expenses, including income and
other taxes. will be incurred in these operations.
.
A number of technical points are involved in determining tht above Quantities, such as the treatment of power purchased from other utilities, the amount
of power lost in transuission, how to deal with conservation expenditures, the
amount and cost of money borrowed by the utility and many others. These estimates can become very complicated.
Some utilities make these estimates by using the actual numbers generated
during scme past year. This is called a 'historical' test year. Others make an
estimate of a future year. This is called a 'forecast' test year.
The next step is to determine the estimated earnings for the test year. The
earnings are a percentage of the estimated capital investment, item (b) above.
That percentage is determined by the MPUC, usually in an 'order' resulting from
a rate case.
Then the earnings and the expenses, item (c) above are added together and
divided by the number of kilowatt-hours estimated to be sold, it8M (a) above, to
determine the basic cost per kilowatt-hour of electricity. The rates the utility will be allowed to charge various classes of customers art based on this
cost.

No,..1 operst1on
During a real year the actual numbers may differ from the estimates on which
the rates are based. Me adjustments are made for such differences. For exemple, if the utility actually sells more or less power than they .st1mat~. then
their earnings will be more or 18SS than the MPUC contemplated. If the earnings
are less, the utility can ask for tn.n to be made up during the next rate caS8.
In fact, this is the usual reason for initiating I rate caS8.
If there has been conservation, whether due to the utility's efforts or not,
that is greater than was estiMated then the amount of .lectricity sold will be
less than was estimated. This will cause the utility's revenues and, conS8~uent 1y thei r urn 1nga, to be less than was 1StiMted •
Amounts spent to promote conservetion, to the ex~ent they hive been estimated in the' test year data, are included in expenses and thus included in the
rates charged. If they art more than was est i.ted th. ~any flUSt try to recove,. them in the next rate cau.
The utilities have comQlaiMd that mon.y spent on conservation is not the
S8fN as money spent on new powtlr plants because the latter is tnllated as an inv8stiment and fIlarns a return. Mon.y spent on conservation is just paid back
through the rates and does not earn anything. This is especially 9alling when
the utility has to wait for a subsequent rate case before they glt it back.

•

UTILITY RATES AND EARNINGS
:'!'3rl ':hougM the uti 1 ity ;s forced by :he i aw to spend money oromot 1ng conservatl0n there 1S nothing to prevent them from promot1ng also the use of pOwer
for wasteful purpOses, since they continue to make addition.l earnings from the
additional energy sold. If thlY have to add plants to generate the additional
power, then they can add the cost of those plants to their ratebase and use this
to justify increased earnings in a future rate case.

•

The North American Water Office has proposed that earnings be decoupled from
the amount of electricity sold. Instead of setting rates per kilowatt-hour the
PUC would set the utility's eamings. (profit) as a percentage of its capital
investment. The rates would be estimated as before and .lectricity would be
generated and sold as before. However if earnings differed from the amount
allowed by the MPUC the difference woul~ be made up in the following year by
readjusting the rates or by refunding the excess. This would remove the
motivation to generate and .sell mere power since doing $0 would not increase the
company's earnings.
In addition, in order to encourage the utility to dirlct their creativity
toward socially acceptable ends, the rate of return allowed would be based on
the amount of conservation accomplished. As more conservation occurred the rate
of return would increase. The specific rates would be tied to conservation in
such a way that the savings would be shared between the utility and its ratepayers. The North American Water Office has suggested several measures of performance that might be used.
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IMPACTS OF CONSERVATION. SUMMARY

nmTOMBR IPt.JHDBO ootf!II8RVAnoH
BMMI!oIAT8
IBVBH1UAL
aJHSTRAtm
OOHST mOPrr
OONST PROPrr
IMMI!OIAT8

IBV!lK1UAL
OOtGTmOP1T

FINANCIAL ITEM

UNITS

CONSERVATION LEVEL

0

SO

SO

SO

SO

TOTAL ENERGY SALES

"
MWH

23.012,7"'3

11.536.372

11.536,372

11.536.372

11.536.372

TOTAL REVENUE

$(.000)

1.358.824

619.... 12

1.156....28

188.889

1.035.909

10TALCOSTS

$(.000)

1.195,603

801.113

993,207

625.668

625.668

PROFIT (EARNINGS)

$(.000)

163.221

(121.101)

163.221

163.221

163.221

REVENUE SAVED

$(.000)

0

619....12

202,396

569.936

322,916

tOO

SO

85

58

16

RELATIVE BILL (CURRENT - 1(0)

C'opyrlpt 1990 by B A Dr-ew

CURRENT

N9P1'tJN'OI'IO
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IMfACrS OF CONSERVATION

•

FINANCIAL. ITEM
CONSeR v A nON L.I!VEL
,
RATEDASE
TOTAL. ENERO Y SALES
CONSERveD ENEROY
CAPACITY RELATED
COSTS
DEPROCIATION
OONSERVAnON

(tlTU.Jrr )\A.4D~nZJ'no",,)

eNERGY RELATED
COSTS

UNITS

"

IUTAL.COSTS
PROFIT (EARNINGS)
IUTAL REVENUE
\EVENUE SAVED

$(.000)

50
2,312,146

MWB.

23,012,143

i 1.536.312

MWH

0

11,536.312

$(,000)

510,400

$(,000)

:Opyalpt 1990 by B A Du:w

OUHSlT lI'etor....

2.312,146

2,312,146
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Energy Intensity Model

Test year
Ertimattd ExpeDMI (S,OOO): Be
E.tim6t.ed' Fixed Expewell (S,OOO): f e
Ertim.a&ed VuUbl. (Fuel) Expensfl (S,OOO): V'e

Be:::::'e';' V'e';' De

V'e::::: O·04.S'e

De::::: deC e

Se ,-

Elt.im&t4<i Sal... (MWh):

Ertimattd Rat.bAH ($,000):, Be
Ertima&4Q DSM Expewes (S.ooo): De
Elt.imattd Consernr.icm (MWh): C e
Ertimat.td Can of Conservwoll «S,OOO)(MWb): de

•

Allowed RA&e of Return (~):

,.1 = 9.158 .;. 0.3(1 -I) for /

Pnce (clkWh): P=
Not4 tha& ric

< 1.00

for I ~ 1.00

'"1= 9.158';' (I -1)

.

ric (" functioll of / e .et by WUe)

(Be~)'
100 S
e

=100 (100 PSt - BJ/Be

Actual year
ActUll ~ (1.000): B
ActUlll'lDd ~ (1,000): ,
ActuaJ VuiabI. (Fuel) E~ ('.000): V

B

=F.;. V .;. D

AetuaJ SW (MW'b):

V ::::: 0.04.S

D ::::: N:

S

ActuA Roawbue (1,000): B
Actual DSW E~ ('.GOO): D

Actual Con of ConservWOIl «S,OOO)/MWh): d
Actual CoD..MrvWoIl (MWh): C

ActuAl Enera wtensit,1 I..adex: /

=(s!:c )

•

ActuAl Revenue (S.OOO): R:= lOOPS
ActuAl EuamClI (Pront.) (S,OOO): S:= lOOPS - E
Effective ~ of RetW"D (ro): r

= lOOt lOOPS - El/ B

Enerv r.n~t,,. ~ of R.etum (<Yo): rr (is. fun~ioD of / .et. by order of MPUC)
Enerv In~t.,. R.evenue (S.OOO): Rt := S .;. r 1J/100
NOTE: ThiI is the revenut wmell is NqUired for the ut.ilit.y to mAke the e~ (pront.) it, deserv~,1

throud1 ha"iDc at.t.amed the enerv intensit.y index L
Revenue DeficienC1(S,OOO): 4.R:= Rt - R:= ('1'1- r)B/1OO.
NOTE: TIm is the difference between the CU&ra.Dteed revenue a.ad the ACtUAl revenue. It ill t.he

.am. u the difference bet.ween the CU&rlU1t.eed eamiD.p aDd the ACtual ean:Uup.
The Adjunment to be made ill 1.6142006(R/- R). 'I'l:W ill to

&1109

(or

income t&xes

on the Adjustment, th&& ii, AdHl.O.4021):=~ Adj=(R/- R)/G.59;')

E4.rv I4te11o!., Priee (e/kWh): P,= (E1jf)
Price AdjuAment,(c/kWh): ~:= Ui420064.R/100Sec Where S•• i.ll the ettimased

,&1., in the

•

foUo\ll'iDc 'lear.

•

J

Table 1.

•

Dcsaiption of alternative rate-making options

Option

Definition

Conventional
ROR G regulation
- Without
California-

Conventional ROR reglJlation establishes rates b~d on the formula:
revenue requirements :lIl expenses + rate base x rate of return.
Consequently. the more investment a utility has in rate b~ the higher
will be its rates and its profit. e:.xcept in the unusual circumstance where
the company's short run marginal costs exceed its rates. Furthermore..
between rate c:a.se:s the rates don't change. Thus. the' more electricity or
gas said the higher will be a utility's profiL.

fuMD
4.I/

1A

.,1

~

t~ ~ri
t:.ur4"'J"

I

•

• With
ERAM

Same as conventional ROR regulation except that the utility's rates are I. ~~
later adjusted on the difference betwc:c:n predicted and aaual sales to
ensure that unexpected changes in sales volumes do not affect earnings. 11"..,i, 1~/$o14.
~.

Separate ROR for
DSM investment

Rates are maintained as with conventional ROR regulation except that
the rate base investment for conservation and load management is
accounted for separately and. in a fate case. is c:.alculated to' earn a higher
rate of return.
-

ROR adjustment
for low bills

Same as conventional ROR regulation except that the rate of return in
the revenue requirement formula is adjusted based on the ratio of the
average annual utility bill for a set of comparable utility companies to the
average annual total biD for the subject utility company.

Performance

Same as conventional ROR regulation e:xeept that a third term is added
to the revenue requirement formula wed in a rate cue. As an
alternative. the ROR in the revenue requirement formula could be
adjusted. In either cue. the adjustment is based on the effectiveness of
the utility in ac:hievinc I:,CUP pis.

bonds

Share DSM
savings. with utility

Same as conventional ROR regulation except that a third term is added
to the revenue requirement wed in a flte c:ase. That added term is a
predetermined pera:ntase of the calculated savinp that the utility can
de.momstrlte from ·iu DSM p~

Bounty on DSM
savinI'

Same as the previous option e:x=pt that the adder to revenue
requirements is DOt a pereentase of the savinp. but a predetermined
amount dependent

Oft

the ~t

or e:e:uin £OU.

bERAM is electric rate adjustment mechanism, used in California to ensure that the
utility recovers lost revenues associated with any overforeeut of sales..
Source: National ~tit:ln of Regulatory UtIlity Commissioners (1989).

•
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I

ou profitability. II t.be ZO million '-'\lib reQu~..lon I.U
s.ales were caused by the imWlauon of OSM measures. the projected net lost revenue IS Sl.~ m.illion.
Le.. the 10 centslkWh pnce less the j cenLSJ\:%
average :nugmal cost tlmes :0 million 1.:""'1:1. ,o\.l1c1..
the incremental program cost is assumed to be
SO.8 million. i.e... 4 cents per kWh saved umes
20 million kWh.' Coxuequently, rates would be
increased nc:xt year to reeover adcUtional revenue o(
n.: million. The net effect woulc1 be to yield the
same net income as in the Base Ca.se (C:llumn 1).

•

However. the NYDPS DSM working group was cOn~

that this Net Lost Revenue Rea:lVefY mecha-

nism aid not e1i.l:r1inate a potential incentive Cor the
utility to promote increased customer tae o( electric::ity as a means o( increasing pro titability. This

ALTER.."fATIVE RATEMAKING
STRATEGlES
Set Lost Revenoe Recovery

Sa ~ew York utilities have submitted. Dew ratema.kiDg proposals in response to the NYPSCs
request. The medw1ism initially proposec1 by eaeh
utility (or remcMD& lost reveDues as the prindp&1
DSM cUsinceDt.i've3 was aD automatic amuw adjustment in rates to yield additional revenue to otf:set
the followinS twO DSM impa=: (1) rec:avez, of
DSM program c:om =pended ill the prior year (ill
e::xcess of levels forecasted in last rate c::ue) aDC1
(2) the estimated Det lost reMmae (Le.. the
projected lost revenues less operating c::ost ~p)
whia would result tram eadl =stamer's patidpa.
tion ill a DSM prosr;m during the previous year.
As illustrated ill CoI'lUml. • of Ublt 1. t1Us net at
revenue estimation would eonceptaaJly remove t.M
utilities' eonc:ern about the ac1'verM impact of DSM

:1

~."JR!'''N'lnC
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••~~
~
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situation is illustrated in Colum.n S o( ~ble 1. It is
assumed. that DSM mvestments-reduce consumption
by 2% (or 20 million kVlh) but that elea.ric::ity sales
inc:rease by 40 million kWh (a 4% increase). resulting in a net 20 million kWh or ~% increa.se in sales.
In this c::ase, Net Income is incrwe4 by the combined e.ffea of iIlcreased sales anc1 the ~et Lost

Revenue Rec::overy medw:lism.
The NYDPS DSM working group aa.mi.ned a number of alternative ratemaking mec:hanisms wb.ic:h
would.: (1) remove the DSM inc::entive as well· as
siJDiftcantly reduc::e or elimiTlue the inc=tive to
marUt e1ea:ric::ity sales as a means for increasing
profitability; and (2) provide positive incentives (or
implemenWlS DSM. This ineludec1 mec:h.aD.isms

•

beiDl considered by the ~ARUC Conservation
Committee (Moskcvir:z 1989) and other promising
approad1es presentees in the utility regulatory and
ec:cuomics Ut.enmre. Emph.asis is pve:n in the
~t

c1isaI.sswn to what the authors consider
to be the most prom..ism& approaaes..
~

lWa A,dJu=att MeduRftlsm (!RAM)

III 1981. the caIifomia Publie Utility Commission
(CPtJC) adopted E:R.AM as the bUis for the rate
mlJdnl proa:.u.. (Zle:'1D1 1.986) ERAM e1imiDates
the 10rt reva1U dJsiDc::=tive fer a utility to
fmp1=cmt DSM mc1 6eeoup1eS protimbility from
the amount of e1eea"idty sales.. IU mgmatees in
column 6 of ~le 1. ERAM adjustS allowable
revenue to ac,hieve a "WJel8 Non-Fuel Revenue

... 11""" ....

5.38

Cole and Cummings

•

•

R.equitement, which is equal to $'10.8 million in this
c:::gmple. This inc:1udes an additiotW SO.8 miIJjon in
) DSM Cosu wwch 'lIlIefe not inc:1ude in the B.ue Case
projections. The Non-Fuel Revenue obWned trom
e::r:isting rates is the S98 million in tOW Revenues
less the $29.4 million in Fuel Cosu., or $68.6 million. (Although we conceptually attribute the
reducec1 sales ot 10 million kWh to DSM in this
e::w::nple. this reduction in sa.les coW<1 be due to
weather. downturn in the leal economy, general
consumer conservation. etc.) Rau::s c1uri1:1g the n=
year would be automatic:::a.11y adjusted under ERAM
to collect additional revenue equal to Revenue
Adjustment of S2.: million.
Column 7 of 'Thble 1 illustrau::s how E:R.AM
removes the incentive for utilities to muket
elearicity to enl:w1ce profitability. Because of
inc::re.a.sed sa.les ot 20 m.i.lllon kVlh. Non-Fuel
Revenue from eisting rates is the SlO2 million in
tow Revenues less the no.6 million in Fuel Cosu.
or $11.4 million. Rates during the nen year would
be reducec1to give back the $0.6 million ba.1.lnce in
the Revenue Adjustment ao:ount.

ERAM

w

the followi.ng additional advantages:

(1) it proteaS utilities from adverH impaea on

•

' profitability trom conditions whic:11 are outside of its
c:onucl (such as lower sales beaUM of walber.
inc:reasec1 distribution c:osu bec:aUM of JfC&tef thaD
anticipated growth in number of etlStomm. em:.):
(2) it focuses regulatOry agency aDd utility c::ouc:e:m
on the costs ot Providinl ~ se:Mc:e aDd
pt'C'Yides incentives for utilities to c:onU"Ol CCS1S
below projectel:1 levels as a meaDI ot ~
profits; (3) it 1owe:s nen ,ats rwiII if ad4ttimW
revenues are c:011ec::lec1 bec:aUM oi ~ SI1es
(due to weather. m economie upmm. ad other
~); wi (4) as c:ompued witJa the Net 1.oIt
Revenue ~ mechanism. Ii eHmtn.rwll the
a4YeM impaal on the uatty or iii ratepayezl of
mors in estimltin& Del 1CQ ~4.
" ~ I1f tJw ~-~ . . tmIIIfIR ....."..lIi "~ frr1m J)SJI " . . , . " - ~ FTa1 tJf1a:I .. "..
Ttiflft ~ ~ IJf j ; I)'lII'& :r» ;, ~ " .
i'IIliIIIIiIlII » fII"frr II ~ 1l'IilIC'w_ l1li ..alai. . at "~ ~

Emn

j;oa

=lidIIlIFIf" __

I'lIIIIII:lUQf

JimPIp DSM ~ in S«::tMJR 4.6 ~ • Ifi1AIl:A lIfItIII14r
imptM:t Qft 1'IIIIIlIiMlII ~ ~
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New

York:

u.tillties

Uld

inu:rvenors

=pressed OppositiOD to tbe adoption of E:RAM.
(NYPSC Opinion and oroer 89-:9 1989) One o(
the prinCipal <Xlncerm WIS the inae.ued riSk: o(
"'0 uypw', Since ERAM would automatic:aJJy adjUSt
rates so th.at it would receive a wgetec1 amount o(
Non-Fuel Revenue ReqUj.rement indepenc1ent o(
the level at cnstomer consumption. there was
c:oncern th.at the utility <tid not hive an incentive to
intorm t.lwse Customers c:oDSidenng on-site
geDeraUOD abom energy emciency and other
alternatives which might be more c:ost-etfec:t:tve."
And. any signi,dcmt ERAM deficit resulting from
bypass ded.sions would autOmatically raise'IlItes in
the followiJ1g year and further ag:ravate this buypw
problem.

Another potentW disadvantage of ~ is that it
does not provide any positive incentive for utility
implementation of c:ost-etrea:tve DSM prog:rams.
However. in c:oncept, this c::ou1c1 be readily correaed
by inc:1uding a separate profitability incentive for
DSM or developing I globa! perlormance ind=
which implicitly ao:omplisbes the DSM goals outlined below in the section on etfec:tive DSM
incentives.
The retention of ER.AM by the CPUC t;III'I.S the
Subject of a proc:eeding that was initiated in l.986.
(2'Jwl 1986) FonowinC this e:te1Wve review
(inc1udin& c:onsideration of c:onem:lS si.milar to those
ic:1entided by New York 11l.ilities and intervenors).
the <:PUC decided to retain £:RAM. However. the
CPUC also conc:1uded that ERAM did not inc:1ude
adequate inc:e.ntives for ut:Wties to implement c:ost~ DSM aDd initiated a c:01llboIlltive proc:e:ss
to ideDti.fy and implement DSM incentive mechimms on I p110t bam. (Ollfornil Collaborative
Proem 1990)

NYDPS DSM wormS
ud c:omments ~
from New Yon: tttWU-. ad Other intereNd
pan:ieI. the NYPSC ~ mat Crute md
PDddm Utili_ (OU) submit I DAM-type
reve:nu.e 4ec::ouPUnI propoAllS put of m Ilpc::omiDZ
rate cue md em.bUshec1 I a=w proceed.1DC to
e:amiDe iDueI of ~ to O~ and other New
York militia (NYPSC Opinion _ Order 89-29

Pollowiq re'Mw of

Jr'01IP

me

~tiom

1f7f89181e<:J R~ Planning
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1989) HO'WeYer. in orc1er to ~i4 tunhe:r 4eiaVS in
implemeutin& awes.uYe DSM pro~ "'lUle' tim
proc::eeding was conducted. tbe SYPSc approved
tbe use o( tbe esnm.ated Net Lost Reveuue
Recovery lpproach d.isclWed abOYe by O&R and
~iagua ~0b.Pk on an interim bUis.. (The NYPSC
has also adopted interim DSM incentive ratem.a.kin&
mechanisms for 4 otJ:u:r New York eleemc: utilities
wltich inc:.1uc1e estimated Net Lost Revenue
Rec::overy and. a DSM inc=tive.)

Following review ot the Revenue Oec:ouplinS
Mechanism proposal submittec1 by OckR., the
NYDPS DSMwormgsroup rec::cmmendec1 that the
NYPSC adOpt a modified version. inc:1udinS
provisions which would couple profitability to
O&R's performa.nce in acqui.ri%1g cost-e1!ective DSM
resou.rce:s and meeting customer service needs as
described briefiy below. (Brew l.99O)
Fue.! Revenue Ac::cmmtinl (FRA)

The NYDPS DSM wormg iTOuP sought to identity
other potential medw1isms for rec1uc:ing the
coupling between profitability and sales in a manner
t.b.at would overcome the arst d.is.lc:tvmtases of
ERAM ltiPlighted above. David Moslwvttz suggested that the wormg sroup coDSic1e: adaptations
ot the Pue1 Rev=ne Aci::Dmll:iDa (PRA) imp1ementec1 by CeDtr.al ~e Power (CMP) in 1988(Dumais 1990)

FRA was developed by CMP to eliminate a potential problem inherent in the desip of most timeofad,ay (TOO) rates which proYicle utWties with an
ineenaw to encom:aae customer el=ridty use
during the on-peak petWd. 'nUl inc:=ti've results
tram the hipa' contribution to Non-Pue! R.ewDue
wbich is often <tertwd trom on.pat c:x:m.rumpUOD II
compared to o1!-peaJt e.1earidty UN. ~
1.988) With FRA. CMP rectaced tha Ncm·Pu1
:ReYaue COD~ cl'ariq tU =.pat pc:ic4
and inc::e:ued tbe CDDmbuUoll arlD& tU off-pat
period. 1'he Mr",i"inS ~. ~ tram me
c1itle:=ce "'ec the el~ prieD m each
period aDd the ~ to NoD-oPMl ~H
tor CIdl ~ wa IlJoc:lIted to w FM1
Revenue A&::r:mw.. A3l'f poGM ~ beta'e=
aaual fuel c:om a.Di1 the P'ud RAM=ue .A=nmt is
retumed to emtome:rs a.Dc1 aD)' neptiYe c1i1fem1ce

is ~ from c::ustomen throu~ Ul automauc::
aejus=eDt in rata w a m.a..tU1Cf sim.Uar to ER.AM.

The foUowi.nl ciaatbes a ae1aptaaon o( tbe !='RA
approach 4evelopec1 by tbe drst author. SUb$equcnuv
refcrTe4 as MexWiec1 Fuel Rev=ue Ac.:ounting
(MFRA). wbic:.1t alloc::ate:s revenues to lbe ~on-Fuel
Revenue aDd Fuel Revenue aa::ountS based on the
aU7epte ~eve1 df.automer consumption during the
billi.u g penod. 'This alloc::a tion proc::e:s.s is de:si gtle4 so
that tO~ l"e'\IeDueI trom eleetridty wes WiU ~
reduced if a <:mtomet"s e1ectr.idty lZSe falls below a
spedf!ec1 t.hreshold. AJ1y differences between actual
fuel costs aDd the Fuel Revenue Ac:cWlt WO~d be
rec::cnd.1ed in I. manner si.miW' to lbe F'RA method
summariz.ed above.. However. any shon.taU in tow
revenues with MFRA might be O~t bv DSM and
other incentive mechanisms such as d~'be4 in the
sections that fonow~

•

'!his MFR.A dec:ouplln g mec:.banism is illUStra te4 in
'Thble Z for a hypothetic:ll. fW-rate ewnple.
although the basic: approac:.1t could be applied to
TOO rates in a DWUler similar to F'RA. This
e::cm1ple assumes: (1) a rate of 10 cenUlkWh is
established to :'~=WeT

a projeaed Non-Fuel
Revenue Require:;:.c::c of SiO million and a projeae4 Fuel Coct of S30 milliou: (2) the average
consumption tor a partic:u1ar billing period is
500 k'Wb.; (3) the MFRAreveuue alloc::ation process
for this panic:u1u month is set up so that a sped.fied
per=ntap. in this c::ue 81.5~ of the revenue
assodated with the arst 400 kWh i:s alloc::ate4 to an
Allowable Nem-Fuel Rev=ue aa::o'Wlt: this percentaae allocation will =sure that the Allowable NonFue! Revenues will yield the SiC million tUget if all
=stemen CODSUme more tho 400 kWh; if consumption faDs be1cw 400 tWll fm' any customer,
there will be I shc:m:f.an in the Non-Fuel Revenue
Acl:cUlU; md (5) the fI""",iniftl 12.5'KJ of tbe
reYaue wodued with the am 400 tWh aDd 100%
of the moemw IUOdated with c:onsumptiOD in
~ of 400 tWb is allocated to a sec::cndaa::ount.
referred to u me Aftiltb1e Fuel Revenue Aa:ount.
Ub1e Z m~ lww revenues are allocated to
thesewnm. ~ etepeMfftl em the cUmibution
of comumpa b1 me ~ dW.. For convenience ~ it is assumed in "Dable 2. that
monthly CODRmption is the same fQr each month.

•

•

Sl~a.nc::e.. The (oUowm; MIlO &Iobal performance

index methc><:U were colW4ere.d by t.I:Ie N"YDPS DsM
worm!: group.
lDde:x B.ued on A~ Customer BUls

The tOUowing i.s a summary de:saiption at t.he
average customer bill method (Moskovit: 1988). A
group at utilities (indl: p-oup) l1aW1g characterlStic:s simil.ar to a regulated utility (A) would be
selected. I.n year 1. the avenge customer bill for the
inde group would be aJcuated and compared to
tbe avenge bill tor customm of utility A. I.n year 2.
the inde would be rec::a1cWated and utility A'would
be rewarded if the average bill of its c:ustomers had
declined relative to the average bills of customers
served by the inde group. Conversely. a relative
increase in average bills would be penalized.
lDde:x BlUed

aD

Total ResQarce.s Tt:st

One of tbe authors (Cummings 1988) Iw propOsed
an alternative inde based on the total resources test
wllidl i.s intended to provide incentives tor implementing least COSt pla.nnin~ An ovenJl performance
indicator of tbe 'efiective resource COSt at electricity" (ERCE) would be establishec:l. Tb.is indicator
would be defined as the sum of: (1) supply side
costs; (2) demand side c:om; and (~) envitonmenw
e:ner:n.ality costs; clivic1ecl by the sum of: (1) kWh
acrn.a.Uy generated by the utility; and (2) "vi.rtual
kWhs" of end ~ enerra services resulting from the
utility's DSM programs. Supply side COSts would
include current fixed aM YUiable revenue requirements as well as estimales of the pre5Qt value ot
future capacity additiom required by cuneDt sales
torec:a.sts. Si.miW'Jy, some d.e:mud side c:osu wouJc1
be deterred or amortiz,ec1 to ~ the impac:t of
current DSM cpend.1tm'a OIl future c:apad1.')'
req uirements. "VlttWIl kilowam ' W'OW4 be measured
using valid and comparable proJrlm evaluation
methodologies.
A1J in tbe cue

of the BiD Inda:, t1:I,e relative dwlp

the Ilobal
indicator would be compued to t1:I,e perfol'DWlce of
an inde:x ifOlrP of ut:iJf!ieL Il II poa:fble that tho
inde:x could be adm~ u m ec:ooomic:a1ly
ddc=t zao.sum pme wb.idl1l'OVJ4 require utWties to compete for prodD (aDd lcaa) awm1ed by

ave: time in tJt.1Uty IG

pcrfD~ OIl

a PUC b~ on mC1a results (Cunmun;5 ~9801'.
"Dible 3 illustrates and aJmpa.res t.I:Ie opc:::'3aon of

the l'WO inc1ic,uors. For S1mpLiQ~' ot e:XpOSIUOn. the
inc1c:x &rOu ps nave been omitted from t.I:Ic uWysu.
A smgie: utiJit;o"S year :: perlormana: (or four
ditferent Sltuacons is compared 'III1th a :-ar 1 bue
cue. I.n tbe b~ c:a.se the hypothetical atiliry sells
1000 MWb at a priC;C ot S.08/kWb. Shon f'\U1 marginal tuel COStS ot 5 cenw'li:Wh. long-run margin.aJ
supply COStS of 6 cenwkWb.. DSM COStS ot
:; c.entsA:Wh saved and environmental COSts of
1.4 cents per kWh generated are wumed. Customer
bills average S80 and tbe 'effectIVe resource cost of
electricity' is S.094/kWh.
~

shown on line M average bills are lowest ($79),
and the utility would be awarded the Iligbest
incentive if the utility's sales decl.ine by 20 ~
and the company conducts no DSM programs
(Case 1). Average bills are highest ($81) if sales
inawec1 and the utility conducts no DSM prog:ra.m
(case :). But the combination ot lower sales and an
e:xceptionally vigorous DSM pro~ (case 4) also
results in higher average bills (S80..20) than the base
c:ase. Tb.is ~is raises concern that. in some
drcum.s tanc:es, an average bill inde might reward
utilities tor decUninB sales due to weather. economic:
conditions or utility effom to restria supply, but
Wl to rewut1 the utility for awessive DSM
programs.
Line P shows the opention of the ERCE (effective
cost of elearicity) indc:x. The resou.ro:: cost ot
enellY services (9.4 cents per kWh equMlent in the
base c::ase) dec:::re:ues as low ccst DSM kVlhs
repl.Ba:s high marp,ul cost suppJy side kWhs. and
reaches a minimum (9.2 cents) in c::ase 4. In c::ase 4,
as I result of c1ec::reased sales more thu outweiJbed
by "vimW kWhs' from DSM emcien'! improvemenlS, c:u.stomm have the mu:im.um a.mOWlt ot
en=1,'1 services available It the minimum avenge
reso'll:fCe COlt.

The ERe:: is demnd and supply side neut:r'l1 bd
could 1'e'MU'd utflities tor inc:reased wes but only if
the sum of shoft and 10q run ~ and =vifOmDCSlW ~tie:s is lea thlm ~ge supply
and m=:are dem1!uw side com. S1mJ1arty, the ERCE
inda will reward atflitia for d=,,,4 side i.Dve:stmenu if shon and 10111 nm marJiu.l demand side

.1
•
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at Avellp BiJ1/NiD: aNi Elfeaivt Re3~ em at ~ lnda

C~lumn De:i~~:ion:

o • Base

~AJe:

1. • Ca•• 1:

2 • CASI 2:

3 • CASI 3:
4 • Ca•• 4:

1000 MVh SAles vi:h ~o OS~
20 MVh SAle. O,c:la•• wi:h ~Q OS~
20 MVh Sal,. Incrtas. vith no OSH '
20 MVh Sal't Oecrla., with 20 Mib of OSH
20 Mih Sal•• O,crla•• with 40 MVh of OS~

S/ki'h

A MVh Supply Sid,
~ Demand Sid.
e ~ Total Services
D # of Cu.stomers

o

1

1.000

o

!

1.000
1,000

:3

980

1.020

9ao

o

980
20,000

980
1,000

1,020
1.000

1,000

:.~OO

80.000

80,000
1,000
81,000

80,000

80.~00

-1.000
79,000
1.200
80,200

o

40.~OO

l.OOO

bvmue hquinlleut. ( $)
E 3&.e aevenue.
F Marsinal Cost

0.08

80,000

o

O.OS

G SupplySide aevenu••
I Oemand Sid, Costl
I Total Revenue aeq.

-l.OOO

'~l, 000

80,000

79,000

80,000

79,000

81.000

79,000
600
79.600

14,000

13.720

14.280

13. 120

13,

o

-1,%00
91 • .520

1,200
96.480

-1.200
92.120

-1.200
92,720

79.50
(2)

80.20

o

0.03

o

o

Other IaIOurCI COIt.1 ($)
J Environ.llUtuu1
External.
~

.014

Lona Run Haraina1
COlt

0.05

L Total hlourCI COlt.
. Pedcu:'IIIuel KtlaSUtlfl
• Avera., Bill ($)

94.000
80.00

(J.ank)
)I $ /ki'h (IUPP 1,. cmly)
(bnk)

0.0800

EE)

0.0800

o aa: ($/kih

'11/0

(bnk)

P neE ( $ /ki'h

'II

/U)

0.0940

(bnk)

c::oI1:I a . . thm ~ supply side cxn md
awnp &!:mad side CCI1:I. Altbo1lp'DOt iIl1m:mlOd,
the ERC! iDdc woul4 abo rnIJ'd ut:iUUe for c:r.'liR
~M~ mmisliom tr=~pJua..

no prl:muy Ibon telm ~ to implmaU:iq
the ERCE iDd.a: tI tbe 4Ufk:u1ty of ~ CODm=tty meuured OSM ad ~ezsw dati
from
in u. iDci= IfOUP. Meu""u::mezst of
-vtmw kiloftn hours-, a c::ritiCl1 variable bl the
inc:1=. would require that aD utilities me ccmpanble

utili_

79.00
(1)
0.0806
(2)
0.0794
(3)
0.0934

(3)

al.OO
(4)
0.0794
(1)
0.0806
(4)
0.0946
(4)

0.0812
(3)
0.0784
(2)
0.0927
(2)

no

•

(3)
0.0818
(4 )

0.0775
(1)

CL 0941
(1)

"mte at tbe an" pmp.m eft1'Utiml methodologies
for e:n:1mItiq prosrm impIC'L NYSEJU)A and the
N"Y?SC b.I\I8 ~ madieI to 4eYe1op model
DSM ~ :Ewl\Wiml PTotoCDll &Dd methods
fm' quadf7iDI t1wa eIMrolUDifm.W mcnWities of
power ~ aDd mmmimml. NARUC is
c::o~ ~I I mdy to identity DSM
data Uw should be reponed in FERC statistic:a..l
serieL 'These steps should taalltlu:: implementation
of an ERCE iDd= in the tumre.

----------e

•

~ 2.

MOti.ifVd Fu41 ~ A~ (MFRA,) ~

CQ1~

D.finition:
1 • Monthly Consumption Distribution: Frac~ion of Ctl.lltollulrs
2 • Monthly Consumption Distribution: Electricity C;:)tuWlq)~ion in kih
:3 • Avera., ~onthly Sales in kWh
4 • Total Annual Revenul R.ceive4 in S~illion (se. Note. l And 2)
~ • Allowablt Non-FUll Revenul ~ SMillion (s •• Not.1 2 and 3)
6 • Available Fuel ltv.nul in SMillion (see Notlll 4)
1 • Fuel COlt in SMillion (.ee Nott 5)
a • ~ Credit (+) or Deficit (. ) in S~illion (s •• Not. 6)
9 • Unrecovered Non-FUll levinul in $Million (s •• Notl 7)

Cau
1

1

.10

4.50

.80

500
05050

.10
.80

SOO
SSO

.10

600

.10
.80

400 '
4.50

.10

SOO

.lO

3.504.50

.10

3

•

4

2

.80
.10

.5

6

1

a

100

10

30

30

0

0

SSO

no

10

40

30.3

9.1

0

4.50

90

10

20

29.1

-9.1

0

450

90

69.1

20.9

19.7

-8.8

.9

430

90

61.4

22.6

29.1

-1.0

2.6

3

4

0500

SSO

.30
.40

3050

.30

S50

4.50

Notll • It i. a••uae4 166.666 custoa.rs c:ouluae an avera., of sao kWh plr
aouth ~4 600 kih ~ually. total Annual cousuaptiou is 1000
~illi= kih.
Note 2 - Projected Beo-rull lev.nue a.quirealut is aSluae4 to be $10
~illion ~d ruel calt i. &.suaed to bl $30 ~lliou. lat. is .It
to 10 clntl/kih to recover a"II1UII leqw.rllllllct of $100 ~llion.
Avenll COlt cf fuel 18 3 ccmu/kih.
Note 3 - 'II of 8CD~y revcul receive4 froa each cu.toaar for firs~ ~oo
klb 1_ alloca~.4 to Allowable Mon-luel aev~ue Account.
Notl 4 - Availabla ruel a.v~ua il ColUBD 4-Col~ s.
Notl S • "rawl COlt of fuel il 4 ccmu/kih if ccmlWlpticm differs froa
acmUJ.y anrale of SOO kWh.
Notlll 6 • ~ Credit or Deficit is ColUBD G-Col~ 7. If po.i~iva. ~
Credit 1. defarred and nez~ y.ar ra~e il ~real.4 ~o rlcover
addi~ional revenul. If nGsative. H1lA Deficit i. deferred and
next year rate increased to recovlr additional revenul.
Notl 1 - Unrecovered Non-lUll aavenue il $10 ~illieu tarle~ - Column S.
Imgnwd Resourc:e Planning
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.,n ~c :. :.:11: :wtOlDer .::.::lD.Sutnpuoa .:1utnbuuon
assumed In C:>1Wl:U1S 1 and:: is su~ U1at average
moat.l1Jy ooa.sumption is eqWLl to 500 kWh and aJ1
C'UStomen consume more tlw1 the 400 k\Vh we:s!1.
old. A.s a result. the Allowable ~on·Fuel Revenue
is eaual to the targeted value of SiO million and

..l.,.vaUable Fuel Revenue is equal to the projected
Fuel Cost of S30 million. And. in this c:::ue. there is
no need for any Revenue Adjustment.
Cdse : illustntes the situation where aU customers
consume greater tlw1 400 kWb threshold but the
average consumption of 550 k\Vh e::eed.s the
projected' sales for the billing period. As a
c:onsequence. the AllO'Mlbie NOD-Fuel Revenue is
equal to the wget value of $70 miWon but the
Avai13ble Fuel Revenue of S40 miWon =ceeds
actual Fuel Costs at SJO.3 million by the MFR.A
Cred.it of S9.i million. Column 8 indicates tl:1.at rates
would be reduced in the followi.ng year to retu.rn
t.h.is $9.i million ccess revenue to customers.
Cdse :3 illustntes the situation where all customers
consume ETeater tlw1 the 400 kWb threshold bUt
waere ave"i-age consumption of 450 k'Wb is below
the projected ,sao kWh average sales level used in
setting rates. A.s a consequence. the Allowable NonFuel Revenue is equal to the wget level of $70
million but AvaiJ.able Fuel Revenue at $20 million
is less than the aema! Fuel Costs of $29.7 miIllon.
Rates would increased in the n= year to c::ollca an
additional S9.7 million to c:aver this MFR.A Oe1idt.
Cdse 4 illusmtes the situation wnere some customers (10%) consume less than the 400 kWh
threshold and where avenge c::onsumption is below
the projected sao kWh wes level. In this c:ase, the
Allowable Non-Fuel Revenue Requirement is below
the $70 million wJet by SO.9 million. And. the
Available Fuel Revenue ot $20.9 milliOD is leu t1wl
the ac:ma.l Fuel Costs of $29.7 million by SU milto
lion. Rates would be inc:reuect in the
c:ollea additional W miWoll to c:ovc tim MFR.A
Oe.fidt. But. the ut111%y WO'UJc1 DOt be allowed to
rec::over the SO.9 m.1I1bI d.e&:tt. ~. this
MFRA paniIl dec:cup1iqsd1e=e would ptelwubly
also iDd_ • DS'M aDd otber prodtabWty iDl::Imtiws as ~ previouly.

DCU,...

In practice. it wou14 be c1atrIble to imp1emct
MFR.A so that it e:mibiU the oW=' da:i.rable

properties of ::...~ 7lm lAo'OUld re.qw.re :J:l.at ~b.e
Allowable :-ion· Fuel Reveuue 'Th.r~et lO be 3dJustecl
in a awmef sunilu lO the ERAM :"4on.Fuel
Revenue Requtrement to reOea c.ondiuons Wtlldl.

are OUtSide the utilir."s control For e::Qmoll'
c.l:w1ges in allo'\lo'<lble ctistnbution inv"esune:lt ;'s
ba.sed on tbe actual number of new .:ustome:':'l .::.on.
neaed and allowable ope:-ating expense c:ategones
wlticl1 are ,~a.sed on actUal kWhs sold could be
inclUded.. .A.nd., the AUO'Mlbie :-lon·Fuel Revenue
Target c:ould be varied on a billix:1g period by billing
period basis. II this were done., then MFR.A woulel
essent:i.1lly have the attributeS of ER.AM wtth the
added incentive to be concerned about' customer
consumption. .

COUPU'lG PROFITABII..ITI
TO PERFORM.-\.~CE
The ER.AM and MFRA mecha.nisms ca..n be llSed to
couple protitability to performance by adjllSting tbe
Allowable Revenue Requirement to achieve a tar.
geted level of Net Income ,wbic:h would reward the
utility for good performance or pen.a.lize it for poor
performance. ER.AM and MFR.A inherently tDclude
an incentive to reduce ope:-aUnI c:osts and the wee
year rate c.ycle u.sed in California enables the utility
to c::aptute the benefits at a c:ost reduction program..
Any additional inae.ases in the allowable return on •
equity based on performance should be adjusted tc:
be c::ompau'ble with this implicit cost reduc:"'.Jon
incentIve.
II fwible, it would be desirable :~ direaly lin.k :.he
supplyidemand side neuual indicator of utility ?c:-.
formanee in ac:c:ompUshing least cost planning and
customer service gow.. David Moskovitz recom·
mended that the inc:entM:s to red~ce operating C:OSts
inherent in ERAM be supplemented by the followinS ad.diuow c::omponenr.s: (1) a J,lobal performa.nce
mda: buec1 on analysis of customer bills and/or
other awilable utility c1ata (Moskovitz 1988); (2) an
mda: which would reward utilitia for providing
reliable se:vice aDd meetiq other =stemer service
Deeds wb.idl c::ou14 not be 1Udf1y measured in mone·
w,. terms: wi (3) other c:z:nnponents ww also
c:unot be me:uum1 in tDOM'tUY termS but wbic:h
tor polley or other reasons m.ay have special

•
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An evaluation of the feasibility of Moskovitz's
average CUStomer bill.based ind.i= md the
CummmG5' 're:sourc:e cost of eJearicity servic=s'
inde is being conduaed b'y Napn Mohawk at the
~SCs request. (NYPSC Opi.l1io11 IDd Order
89-29 1989)

Because the feasibility ot establishing a suitable
global pertormanc:.e inde Iw not been <Semonstrated. the NYDPS DSM work::ing group recommended that the NYPSC augment the =.sting
operating cost reduction inc:.entive:S inherent in
ERAM with a protitability incentive whic:.h induc1cd
a DSM incentive similar to that c1esc:n"'bed below IDd
a Customer service incentive component. The laner
consist'S of a comeination ot separate reliability,
customer complaint response. billing ao:ur.u:y and
other customer service componena. (Brew 1990)

•

The authors also conduCe that it'lllOwd be desirable
to indude ID improved fuel adjustment c:lause as
part ot the pac:.age ot separate performance
incentive measures. This improved rAC should., as
a miilimum. induCe ID incentive to improve the
efficiency ot electricity produe:tion and dism"bution.

REQUIR.EM:ENTS FOR AN EFFECTIVE
DSM INCENTIVE
Promotes Ac:qu!sitioa
DSM Resoarees

ot Colt Elfed:tnl

There is an inc::reuinl rec:optition by public: utility
commissions that amcmer enezv com c:u be subStantially reduced., 1Ud coDSUmptkm and =vircmmental reduced. aDd the need to CODiU
new deeU'idty supply tadliUa ~ If m:1lities would
cooperate with ~ in iDrp!e:matiDl DSM
m~ 'I"be NYPSC hu ~ that utilit:tell
use the tow reIOlU"CII: te:Il mU'U'aUld in Column 1 at
'DIble • IS W pgtDdpal c:iUlril for idaltifyinl CCIte.tl'ec:tiYe DSM ~ Became tbe avoided CCIt
benei1a a:ceed tbe c:am ~ by tbe c:u.swmc
aDd the utility in a&:quil'inl it. this DSM raouree ill
a pot=tWJy c:ost~ option. 'Ibe c1ec:isioD by
a ulillty to select this DSM measure must be ~
withiu the broader CODt=l ot otb.er DSM resoU1"CeL

=

Given a budget constnint. the utility shoull1 select
Ulose DSM measures wltid1 have Ule ltigbe:st benefit
to cost ratios.

I.n this e:::a.m pIe. avoided erIVironmeuw Lm pac::s
trom impleme:nti.n& .~e DSM measure are valued ~t
1..5 c:entstk'lNb savec1 (=pressed in $1990). This 1.S
apprm:im.ately equal to the 1.4 centS per kWb
esnm.ate developed b'y NYDPS sW! in the ccntm
ot a N'YPSC review ot O&,R's integrated re:so~
bidding plan. (Puna 1989) The NYPSC w
requested t.lw utilities intem.a1ize environmental
impact COStS in analyzing the cost-effectiveness of
DSM and supply side re:soW'Cl:S. A major stuav
direaed at quan c1yi.ng environmental impacts is ~
the planning $Uges.
Bua DSM 1Dc=ti'ra OD AetrW ~~

The NYDPS DSM working group agreed that it is
important to base any DSM incentives on the best
feasible measures ot aerna.1 prog:ram performance.
&ause methodologies tor DSM ~rtomwlce measurement are still being developed and beause utility
re:sourc=s to implement rigorous program evaluation
d.i1'fer. the workinS group recopized that it may be
necessary to rely on =gineerin& estim..ate:S duri.ng a
t:r:Wition period. The NYDPS and the N'YPSC Uve
taken steps to improve the quality ot DSM program
evaluations conducted by New York utiUties. These
induCe: (1) embLislWlg a NYDPS evaluation unit;
(2) requi.ring that each utility establish a progmn
evaluatioD Wt; (3) re:qu.iri.n& that utilities me
prop-am evalU.1tiOD plans IDd budgetS for ~
DSM program in a sUUl~ format pre:sc:n"bec1
by the NYDPS evaluatiOD unit; (4) initiatin& a
cooperative project with NYSERDA to c1.eY'e.lop and
implement a miform statewide methodology tor
evaluatinc c::ommerda1 and industrial DSM pr0grams; IDd (5) em.bUshinS a statewide Evaluation
Task Foree to coadaa evaluatioD ~ ot
StateWide sipific:mee.

The NYDPS DSM worms &ro1Zp also =::a.miDed
other alten:W:iYe apPf"O&'he:5 tor meuuri.nl DSM
impaas whidl mipt be more acau'Ite or less
=pensive to implement than this indepth PfOpm
evaluation. ODe ot these alternatives is the "intern.aJ

ji22
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MA.KL'fG CONSERVATION PROFITABLE: Ai.'l' ASSESsMDtr
OF ALTER.'I'ATIVE DDU..'fD SIDE ~'(AG'E.'t1E'(1' INCE..'VI1VES 1
James Cole. ~ft'IV York State EDef11 Researcl1 and Deveiop~mt ADthority
~ Cw:nmiap, :ift'IV York State Department of NUc: Service

In July of 198& the Sew York Public Service Commission (NYPSC) asked utilities
to submit innovative ratemaJdng proposals which would remove current dUinceuaves
and provide a positive incentive !or etfea:ive implementation ot demand si<1e
management (DSM) programs. The authors participated. as members ot a New York
Department ot Public Service (NYDPS) DSM working group which ana.l:y= utility
proposals and ratem.aJdng mecb.a.l1isms. including those being colUic1etec1 by the
National As.so<:iaticn ot Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC). David
~oskovitz provided colUulting assistance to the working group and panidpated in
a:w:ry ot the working group meetings. The working group rerommended interim
adoption ot incentive ratem..a.king methocU and identi11ed. key incentive ratem.a.king
issues which should be c::.'CUl:1ined over the longer term.

•

This paper dUClJSSe$· the authors' analyses of DSM incentive options with emphasis
on the following i.uues: (1) removing DSM d.i.sincentive:s; (2) a.ss~ing utility
performance in acquiring cost-eifeaive DSM anc1 suppty side. resources which reduce
customer energy cosa: and (:3) coupling utility protltability to periormance. The
statuS of the :iYPSCs eifom to ac10pt incentive ratem a king m~ms i.s also
s~

The authors conc:11l11e that the traditional r:1temaking p~ used. by New York
utilities provides ~c:ut disincentives to implement DSM and significant
incentives to market electridty use as a m=.ns of C::Uw1dng protltabillty. The Electric
Rate Adjusanftt MedwUsm (ERA,.'v{) u.sec1 by the ~mia Public Utilities
Corn.miUion el.imiutes both problems and has other desirable properties. incluc1ing
incentives to reduce e1ectridty supply c:osa. The Fuel Revenue AceOunt:in1 (MFRA)
method used by Central Maine Power can be moc1i.t1ed to b.Ive most ot E:R.A.Ws
aavutqes with the ac1<1ec1 benefit ot providing limited coupling of prodtability to
cusiomm e1~ use.
The authors also c:mldw1e Wt a DSM incel1tive blHC1 011 a slw'ing ot the net
raoura: savinp prcMc1es an ~ mot.'Mtioul basis tor ~ utilities fer
their implementation ot DSM pro~. 1"his DSM incel1tive should be integrated
with ~ set ot c::cmplemenwy incentive medw1isms which ~ utilities fer
penermmc:e in red.ud.nl the c:csts ot meetiq customer ena-u.se cl1erl)' ~

1 !M ~'fII Oft f)SJ,( ~ and t:JfItg incmtM ~ isIII&a ~ in

*" :rrnc.

WI.'" ~

:hA .IJJJItDn lJI'I4 ~ Nn II« ~ 011 rJv o!'JfI::i4J. ?GftIU'" of
dv .V'f:)PS OS-\{ ~
Ff'VP••VYDPS• .l1tIi rJv Eturr!.~ lftI. ~f"NIU ~ INYSUJJAI.
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A conc:epnWly appeaJ.i.ng alternative to sep&t'2~ pertonu.uce !%1eMUfeS woulc11:x:to
develop pob&! measures ot IlUUry performance Which iW:l.enmt1y apture and pve
a?propna~ weight to till:U separate penerm.anc:e W:ton. ~ut i.n a seJi-c:on.sistent
awmer. The E!'!ec:uve :\dOurcc c.:,st of Eleanc::ny (ERCE) woc deveiopcc1 by one

of !.he aUU20r3 appean to have many deSirable attribute1 tor we:ssing utility
pe.n01'T1W1c=.

•\

BACKGROUND
A stuc1v of the OSM pot=tW in New York
wc1icat~ tha~ dectridty c:::onsumption could be
reduced bv
OWh (Z2~) 1UUlu11y and. peU
demand r~uc:ec1 t1y 6000 MW (29%) (~er 1989)
it utilities would coUaborate with their customers in
implementing <::ost..effeetive enerlY emdeney and

z:.ooo

demand ma..a.agement teChniques. Sig:n.U!cut cus·
tomer energy COSt savings. reductions in power ?W1t
em.wions and deferral of the need to cown::rua ::lew
electricitv supply and dism'bution facilities would be
obtained'it theseOSM re50urt:e:S cowd be acquired..

The trac1itiorW ratemaJdng process re1ult.1 in the
e:stabLUhment ot dearie rates to recover both
operating costs ud the required remrn on i.nvested
c:apiw. Elea:ridty consumption that OCCW"S wileD
margW,1reMmue ==1 marJiulfue1 an4 other
operating c:csts d.ireet1y c:cnm'butes to utility profits.
Since this net 1"t:'Y'eUU c:u be several ee1US per kWb.
there is a strong ea')nomic ineentive for udllties to
encourage elearicty sales during sud:l time periods.
The ~ew York utilities were conc:erned that the lost
net reYenue tram customer adoption ot more em·
cient end-use measures would dec:re:ue prcfitabil.
iryJ. Con.sequ=tly, they a:prased a rduaa.nee to
implement ~ :DSM prop= util new
J ~ IdI'iJiq "",,,' ,
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rate·m.a.k:i.nc mechanjsms were adopted wllic:h <:t}ro
rec:tec1 tbjs lost revenue problem. (NYPSC Opinion·
ud 0n1er 89-2.9 1989).

The impact ot an inc:::rcmenQl reduction in elec.
mcity sales on prctltabiUty is iIlustt:lted in Column
2 ot the hypothetic:a.l utility =mtple in Table 1. A
:,;, reduction in sales relative to the Base Ca.se in
Column 1 ot 20 miIllon kW'b.. resulu in a 3.6%
reduction in Net Income. Column 3 Ulustrates that
a Z% increase in sales inc::reases prOfitability by
3.6%.

In concept. it is p<ml'ble fer utilities to (actor
customer adoption of enerlY efficiency intO the
4eYelopment of sales tn'ec:a.m used in estab1i5hiDg
rata. However. the tnditiow ratemaJdng process
desc:n"bec1 above provtc1e:s strOng in=iUM:5 (or tU:wo
ties to use con.servaave estimau::s ot anticipated
wes in the rate setting pro<:= and to then promote
mc::reased customer UH ot elea:ridty as a means, of
=1wld.ng profitability. ADd., these mc=nt.:·, -:.s are
eummtly not blllJ.a.nced ~ a c:omsponc1ing :':'''':::lUves
to promote =stome adoption ot more emc:ient
ad-v.se equipment.

•

"lWo alterutive rltemald"i mechanisms are de·
SQ'ibe4 below-ERAM mel FRA-wttidl el.l.minate
both the utWUes' C:CDCCm aw:r the effect of lost
rcw:nua on profitabiUl'y mc1 the strOns incentive to
DJ.I1'Dt ~ty II a m.ax3S for ~ prctlts.

In addition to elfmimn:lDllan revcua IS a c1isiJ1c::I::naw.. tba NYP'SC 4es:tred to moc:lJ.fy the rate
mkmC pro=s to iDdude a postttw inc=tive (cf
tbe utillty ~ticm ot c:cst~ DSM
rcso~ If the acquisition ot such OSM resour=
became a sisniflcut c:cnm'butor to mc::reasing
profitability. then a utCity would ~ the in~t.ive
to alloclte itS management anennon anl1 qualified

•
•

TAb" I. ~~ ~S~
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_ NIt

Adjust. (NLlAl: 20M kVb Sales OIllC:las. due :0 ~S~
N.t Sal.s Inc:.as. vi~ 20K kih ~S~ Prog:am
C~n 6 • !lec:ric l£te Adjustment Kechaaism (ERAM); 20 ~i~lion kWh
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Fuel Cost (SH) (Note 2]
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Non-Fuel aev. ($t!)
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~tl:.st

Depreciation <$H)
Incr. DS~ Cost CSt!)
(Nou' 7J
I
Taxable Income <SH)
J Income Tax • 37% CSt!)
t Net Income (SH)
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70
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71.4
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30

30

30

30

30

30
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40

.3
42.8

.13
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40
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0
41.4
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40
14.8
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3

1~.3

14. 8

1~.8

26.1
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200

200

27.0
200

13.0%

1..% • 6%

13 • .5':

40
7.4
25.2.

ZS • .%

2.00

ZOO

12.6%
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i. set &~ 10 ceues/kih so t~at revenues vill b.
equal to projected COlt. of S100 ~illiQn. All levenue, an~
txpens •• qUAntitie. art .:posed in St!illion (SH).
Fuel COlt i. a.sumed to be equal to average fuel COlt of 3 cene.
per kih tim.1 Sal'l. The impact of tht rAe is reconciling
difference. bltween thil averale fuel Cost and actual costs is
not euu.id.red (.e, rootnOt, 2).
No lev.uue Adju.emeut Mech&ui.~ considered in Cas•• 1, .% &Ud 3.
lllveuue ldjulemeu~ il .qual to 7 Cluts per kih (i ••• Price le••
av,ns. fuel eolt) tau Lost Salu plus COlt of impb~.ntinl DS}t
Prosraal (••• loto 7). Th. to~&l it O.1~:ZO+O.8·SZ.~.
la~ue ldjultatut is let equal to the sum of Hon-Full levlnu,
laquinHut md ruel COlt leu levlnuu.
.
Mon~ru.l ltvenue i. lav.nul. minul ruel Cost ainUI the llvlnue
Adj tlltaeut.
COltl of DSH efficiency ~ea.urel i. a.sumed to be 4 cents/kih
saved. total cost il $0.8 Killion •
Elec~rieity :a~e
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stU! to the unplemexl.t.ation ot its DSM pro~
The geuer:tl reqUU'cmenu tor an effectIVe DSM
incenuve are ~ below in the s.eaion on
:eq'Jire:nents ~or an et.!ective DSM incentive. And..
a paruC'.llar DSM incentIVe mecl:utnism reaJmmended lbe authors wl:tic.h sati.st1e:s these require.
mentS is alsO d~bed..

on profitability. If me :0 m.illion KWh reduction in
sales were c:l.lued by lbe i.a.Stallauon ot DSM me::u.
ures.. the proJected net lost revenue is SlA aullion.
i.e.. the 10 cenu/k'Wh ?rice le:u the 3 ce:lt~, k %
average maJ'guW cost tlmes :0 million kWh. .-\nc1.
the incremental prog:ram COSt is assumed to be
SO.! million. i.e.. 4: centS per KWh saved times

The ~"'Y'DPS DSM working group also evaluated the

20 million kWh. ca~uently, roues would be
inc::rwea net year to recover addJtioIW revenue of
S2.:. million. The net effect woulc1 be to Y'ielc1 the
same net inc:ome as in the Base C1.se (<AIWnn. 1).

teasibility of integrating DSM incentives wit.b.iJ:l the
broader tramework of coupling prot1tability to
overall perform.ance in redud.ng custOmer electricity
service coStS and facilitating least COSt p1a.luW:la an4
resoun:e acquisition. The initial resultS of this effort
are clis~ under the section on CX)upUng profitability to performance.

~et

Lost Revenue Recover:'

Six ~ew York utilities I:l..ave submitted new rate·
makiJ:1g proposals in response to the NYPSC's
request. The mec.lwtism initially pro~ by ead:l
utility for removing lost revenues as the principal
D,SM clisinc:enti'vc3 was an automatic aDJ1u.a1 adjl1$tment in rates to yield additiolW revenue to otl:set
the following rwo OSM impac:u: (1) ~ of
OSM program CX)StS e::pendec1 in the prior yat (iD
e::cc:.ess of levels forec:a.ste4 in last rate cue) and
(:) the estimated tiet lost revenge (1.e.. the
projected lost revenues less operatinl c:mt savinp)
wl:tich would re:su!t from ead1 customer's participation in a OS¥ program durinl the previous year.

1.. this net 1aIt
revenue esti.mation would co~ mDCl'Ye the
utilities' c:oncem about the ~ im~ of OSM

As illu.nnted in Column 4 of 1Jable

J
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However. the N'YDPS DSM working group was con.
cemec1 that this Net Lost Revenue Reccvery mecha.
nism dic1nOl eliminate a potential incentive for the
utility to promote incre.:l.Sec:1 customer use of elec.
tria ty as a meam of increasing profitabillty. 7his
Situation is illustrated in <Alumn 5 of'Thble 1. It is
assumec1 that OSM investmentS reduce consUInotion
by :% (or :0 million k\Vh) but that elee:nctv 'sales
incrwe by 40 million kWb (a 4% increase). result.
ing in a net 20 m.illlon k:Wb or 2% increase in sales.
In this case. ~et Income is inc::r~ by the com.
bined e1!eet of incre:1Sec1 sales and the ~et I..oSt
Revenue Recovery medw1ism.
. 'The NYDPS OSM wormg group ~ed a D.um•.
bet of alternative ratemalWlg med:w1i.sms wl:ticl:l.
would: (1) remove the DSM inc::entive as well as
siplidcantly reduce or eli.m.iDate the inc:e:1tiVe to
market electricity sales as a meam for inc::re.:uing
profitability; and (2) provie1e positive incentives for
imp1ementinl DSM. This inc:1uc1ec1 :nedla.nism.s
being cou.sic1ered by the NARUC ConservatiOti
Committee (MoskovitZ 1989) and other prozmsing
app~ presented in the utility regu.J.atory and
economics Utmture. £mp1:wis is liVen in the
~t ~ion to what the authors CX)nsic1er
to be t1w men prommq approaa4

•

EIed:ric bte MJ~c MeetulD'ms (ERA.'f)

In 1.981. the CalJ.fcmia MUc Utility CQmmission

(auq adoptec1 ERAM as me basis for the rate
makinl ~ (Zlerinl 1986) ER.AM eUmiutes
the !.on revenue dfsiDcendve tor lI. utility to
imp1em4mt OSM mc1 c1ec:ouples profitability from
the amowu of ele:c::tridty sales. As UlUSU"oite4 in
c:olumn 6 of "Dlble 1. ERAM adjUSts allouble
revenue

to

achie:ve a 'W'Jet" Non-Fuel Revenue

•
s

•

Requirement. wmdl is equal to SiO.8 m.ilJjon in U1is
c=mple. This ind1JdCS an ad.c1itioxW SO.8 lUillion in
DSM Costs wbir:.h were not include in me B~ Ca.se
proJections. The Non-Fuel Revenue obwned from
=sting rat= is me $98 million in tOW Revenues
less the $29.4 miDion in Fuel Costs. or $68.6 million. (Althoug.l:1 we conceptually annbute the
reduced saies o( 20 milllon kVlb to DSM in thi.s
e::cunple, this reduction in sales could be due to
weather, downturn in the loc:a.l economy, general
consumer co~tion. etc.) RateS during the n=
year would be automatica.l1y ac1jumd under ERAM
to collect additional revenue equal to Revenue
Adjustment of SU million.
Column 7 of 1llble 1 illusttllteS how ERAM
removes the incentive for utilities to market
electricity to el11W1ce profitability. &aa.se of
inc:rea.ud sales of 20 million kWh, Non-Fuel
Revenue from existing rateS is me Sl02 m.illion in
toW Revenues l=s the S30.6 million in Fuel Ccsts,
or Si1.4 million. Rates during the nat year woul.c1 .
be reduced to give back the $0.6 million bala.nce in
the Revenue Adj'll.Sunent acxowlt.

•

ERAM has the following additiozW advantages:
(1) it proteCtS utilities from actverse impactS on
profitability. from conditions which are ouwc1e of its
control (such as lower sales beause of weather.
in~ c1ismbution c:ostS beQuse of il'eaw tJw1
anticipated il'owth in number of customers, etc:.);
(2) it (~ re~tory agency w utility concern
on the COSts of Provtc1iJ11 elec:tridty ~ and
provides incentives ter utilities to eontml COSts
below projeaed levels as a Olema of increasing
profitS; (3) it !ClftfS 11m yeats razes it a4dJtiou.l ..
revenues are coBec:te4 bec:au,se of ~ sales
(c1ue to weather, an ec::anom.ic: upmm. and other
effeas); and (4) as compared with the Net Loln
Revenue Rec:,oyery mcdwlilm. it eJfmiMUliS the
adYem impacm on the utility or its ratepayers of
errors in estimII:Ull net lost re'taucs 4•

4
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~ DSM ~ in SclliI:In 4.8

Several ~ew York atillties and :.ntervenor1
e:tpre:sud opposition to the adopuon of E:R..A..\t
(NYPsC OpUl.ion and Order 89-29 1989) Cue of
the pri.ncipal ccncems 'IIIU the inc:r=er:1 rule of

"'ouypw'. Since ERAM W()wd autottUltlally adj\l.St
rateS so that it woulc1 rec:ive a Wzeted amount of
~on·Fuel Reven~ Requirement independetlt or
the level ot customer consumption. t.l1ere was
concern that the utility did not l1ave an incentive to
i.n.form those customm ccnsidenng on.S1t~
seneration about energy eflidency and other
alternatives which migllt be more CO$t-effective.
And.. any sigDiflcut £RAM deficit resulting from
bypass c1edsions would automatic:tily raise rat= in
the following year and turther agm-ate t.h.is buypass
problem.
Another potential c1isac:M.nuge of ERA,.\{ is Wt it
does not provic1e my positive incentive for utility
implementation of cost-effective DSM progr:u:l'15.
However. in ccneept.. t.h.is coulc1 be read..i1y corrected
by inc!uc:l.i.ng a separate profitability incentive for
DSM or developing a pObal perfor:n.ance index
which implicitly acxomplishes the DSM goals OUt·
lined below in the s=:ion on effective DSM
incentives.
The retention ot ERAM by the C?UC was the
subject of a proeeeding th.at was initiated in 1986.
(Zierms 1986) Following t.h.is extensive review
(induc:l.i.ng considmtion of concerns similar to those
ident'ified by ~ew York utilities and intervenors).
the CPUC dedc1ed to retain ~'-tt However. the
auc also conc:1lU1ed that ERAM did not include
adequate incenti'Yes Cor utilities to i..mplemem COSt·
effeaive DSM anc1 initiated a colJa.borative pro<:ess
to ic1entit'y and. implement DSM incentive mechanisms aD. I pilot basis. (Caliton:1ia Collaborative
P'roc= 1990)

FoIlowinS review at the NYDPS OSM wrorking
group rec:cmmeD4atiOns anc1 commentS received
ttam New York millties and other intereSted
parties, the N'YP'SC requested Wt Onn~ and
Rockland Utilities (OU) submit a ERAM-type
re"lenUC dec:oapliDl propcA1 as part of an upcoming
rate c::ue and eNbUshed a ptleric: prcx:eeding to
e=mW:le issues of con=m to OU and other New
Yon: utilities (NY:PSC OpUtion and Order 89-29

impdCf Qft ~ I"I1IiIIlfNIf' ~

•
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1.989) However, i.D orc1ef to JVQid l'w"ti1er de~ in

implemenWlg agre:uive DSM programs wltile thi:5
?t'OCeed.i.ng was ccnducted., the ~C approved
me use of me esumlu.ec1 :-let Lost Revenue
Recovery approlldl ~ aboVe by OU and
Niapn Mowrwk on an i.Dtmm basis. (The N"'x"PSC
has also adopted interim DSM inc=tiVe t'ate1:lWd.ng
1:f,.".ehPflj,ms for'" othe.: New York electric utilities
which i.Dc:1ude estimat.=1 Net Lost Revenue
Recovery and a DSM inceative.)
Following review ot the Reve:nue Decoupling
Mech'''kDl proposal submitted by 0eU.. the
NYDPS OSM wermg IfOUP recommended that the
NYPSC adopt a modided Yemon. induding

provisions whicl1 would couple protiwWtY to
O&R's pertormanc:= in acquiring c::ost-effective DSM
resourc:.= and meeting cUStomer service nee41 as
desaibed brietly below. (Brew 1m)

is recovered from cus'tOmen Uu'ou~ an automatic::
adjustment in r:aUlS in a manner simil.ar to E:RAM.

•

The ~oUowi.ng desaibes 3 ~d.aptation of ~e ?"RA
approach developed by the tInt aut1:lor. stUnequently

\

referred as Mocilllec:1 Fuel Revenue Aa:ounti.ng
(MFRA), whidl. allos::au::s revenues to the ~on·Fl.lel
Revenue and FueL Revenue ac::counts bued on the
aurepte level ot customer consumption dwg the
billiD& period. This alloc:::Ltion proc.ess is c1esigned so

that tow. revetl'Ua from elearidty sales will be
reduee4 if a custOmers elear.ic:ity a.se falls below 'a
spe:c:Wed threshold. My cWferences between ae:t1W
fuel ccSts and the Fae! Revenue Al::l::c'Wlt would be
rec:ondled La a manner simil.a.r to the F'RA method
summari%.ed above. However. a.uy shortfall in tow
revenues with MFRA might be offset by DSM and
ower incentive mechanisms sucb. as de:sQ'1Oed in the
seaions that follow.
.

This MFRA. dec:oupling mee!wl.ism is illustrated in
Uble 2 (or a hypothetical tlat-r:ate ~p\e,

Fud Reormue Ace:cnuatWc (FRA)

The N'YDPS DSM werking JfCup soulht to identity
otbe.: potentlal mechanisms tor red.u.c:i.nl t1:le
coupling between protitabillty and sales La a manner
Wt weuld overc::cme the tlrst <lisac:tvutages ot
a.AM higbJighted above. David MoskcYit% SUI&e3tec:1 tnat t1:le werkin. a:toup c::cnSider wpauions
of the Fuel Reveuue Ag;QuntU11 (FRA) implemented by Central Maine PoM:r (CMP) La ,l988.
(Dumais 1.990)

FRA ~ developed by CM'P to eliminlte a potential problem inhemu m t1:le daip of most timeot'-<1ay (1'00) rates wmdl prcMde utiUtia with an
mcentive to. enc::cunF Q1Stomel e1cr.idty tIM
during t1:le Oil-peat period.
fnc=ti\'e ren1rs
from the higher contr'11)utioA to Nem·P'ud Revcue
which is often dertYed from OA-peat c::cmumpd.c:m II
ccmpared to off-peak eleeuidty UN. (McQmrit:z
1988) With ::RA. CMP ~ the N'0A-Pue1
Revenue c::cntribmkm duriq the em-pat period
aw1 in~ rM crmwtmon d1IrlJlI me off-pa.t
period. !be f"I"'!'iniDI nM1mwt rsWttq from the
c1i.tfc::euce ~ the e1~ price
acD
period and t1:le c::cntrlbution to Ncm·fw&ll'llNau
tor each customer WII IlJoQUlCl to me Pue1
Revenue A&:::cout. A:ry poattYe d.lt1'em1c:z beme=
ile:t'Wll fuel c::osts and t1:le Fuel Revenue AI:r:out is
returned to customers and a.ay neptive dlffer=ce

nus

m

alt1:lough the basic: approac:h cculd be applied to
TOO rateS in a manner similar to FRA. T'b.is
mmple assumes: (1) a r:ate of 10 ee:1t.SI1t'Wb. is
eswUshe4 to rec:cver a projec:ted Non-Fuel
RM1lue Requireme11t ot S70 million and a projec:ted Fuel om ot S30 million: (2) the avenge
c:cnsumption tor a plrtic:ular billing period is
500 kWh: (3) the MFRAte'\'e11ue alloation prcx:=s
tor tJ2i.s plrtieulu 1DOAth is set up so that a sped.tied
pm::eutage. in tbis c::::ue 87.5%. ot the revenue
wodated with t1:le first 400 kWh is allOCated to an
A.1lo'qb1e Non-Fuel Re'Yel:1ue IC:COUt; this pe:c:ent·
a,e aJlOQtion will ensure that the AllO"Wabie NonPael Revenues wm yield the $'70 millioD wget if all
c:ustomm ccnsume more thaD 400 k'Wh: if consumpdon f&11s bdOW' 400 kWh tor uy =stamer,
the:R wm be a shcm:ta1l in the NOll-Me! Revenue
.A=Qut; ud ($) me remlt;";nc W9I& of the
~ue moc:ia~ with the first 400 kWh and 1~
of the revaue woda~ with ccasumption La
=::as of 400 k'Wh is a.I1ocated to a sec:ct1d ac::count,
ret=Ted to II the Available Fuel Revenue Ai:I:Owu.
~le 2 iDustnta how fC'Y'lmuell are alloated to
thae ~ ac::oUts depend!D1 Oil the l1fstnDution
ot c:cmtImpticn by the =stoD.U:f dw. For ccuvenience p~ it is wumed in
1. tl:lat

.

•

»le

monthly consumption is the same for =c:h month.

•
-

•

TAb" 2. Modif1ed F~ R,evDW4 A~ (MF'RA) E:uxmpie
C~lumn

1
Z
3
4
,
6
7
8
9

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

O.finit~on:

Mon:hly consumption ~istribution: :r~c:ion of C~stom.:s
Monthly Consumption ~ist:ibu:ion: !:ec::~ci:y Consumption ~ k~
Average Monthly Sales in kin
total Annual a.venue ieceived in SMillion (see Sote. 1 and 2)
Allovacll Non-FUll Revenue in SMillion (see Not~s 2 and 3)
Available Fuel ievenue in SMillion (s.e Note 4)
FUll Cost in SMillion (se. Notl 3)
KFRA Credit (+) or Olficit (-) in SMillion (5 •• Notl 6)
Unrecovered Non-Fuel aevenu. in SMillion (SI. Note 7)
3

1

1

3

•

.10
.80
.10

430
500
550

.10

0500

.80

05.50

.10

600

.10

400

.80

4.50

.10

300

.10
.80

3050
4.50

.10

SSO

.30
.40
.30

3.50
4.50

7

a

9

o

o

9.7

o

sao

100

70

30

30

0550

HO

70

40

30.3

4.50

90

70

20

-9.7

o

4'0

90

20.9

-a.8

.9

4050

90

-7.0

2,.6

67.4

29.7

550

Note 1 • It is &.sume~ 156.666 custo•• rs consume an Averall of 500 k~ per
. month m~ 600 kih &m1ually. toul mnual consumption is 1000
lUllicm kih.
Note Z _ Projected Man-luel levenut ltquirement is &ssume~ to be $70
~illion md FUll Cost is allUlAld to b. $30 Million. latl is Sit
to 10 cent./kih to recover ltvenul laquirlmlnt of $100 Hillion.
Averase COlt of fuel is 3 clnts/kih.
Notl:3
7/8 of lAonthly revenUl rectived frolA each customer for first 400
kWh is allocated to Allowable Non-Fuel levenut Aceount.
Notl 4 _ Available lull lIvlUul il ColU8U 4-ColU8U 5.
Notl , _ Karsin&l COlt of fuel il 4 clnts/kih if eonsumption ~iff.rs from
lAcnu:.hly IVlnSt of '00 kih.
Note 6 • ~ Credit or Dtficit is ColU8U 6-ColU8U 7. If pOlitivl. ~
Credit is ~If.rrl~ and nlxt Ylar ratl is iucr'llt~ to recover
a4ditional revenue. If neSltivI. MFlA Defieit is ~.ferred And
n.~ year ratl inertased to recover ad~itional revenue.
Note 7 • Onrlcov.r.~ Non·F~.l aevenue is $70 Million tarztt • Column ,.
Imegf'lUfid Resource Planning
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In Ca.se 1. tl:1e customer COnsumptlOll d.isUibutioll
wumed. in CDIu.m.ns 1 ana : is sucl1 Wt average
mont.11ly consumption is equai to .500 kWh and all
customen consume more tJwl the JOQ kVlb Ulresh·
old.. As a r~ult, the Allowable ~on·Fuel Revenue
is equal to tl:1e targeted ~ue ot SiO million and
Available Fuel Revenue is equal to the projected
Fuel Cost o( S30 million. And.. in this c::a.se, there is
no need tor any Revenue Adjustment.

case 2 illustrates the situation wbe%'e all al3tomm
con.sume greater t.h.a.n 400 k9lh threshold but the
average consumption 0(. S50 kWh "'ICeeds the
projeaed sales (or the bi1l.ing period. As a
con.sequence, the Allowable ~on·Fue! Revenue is
equal to the target ~ue of $10 milliOll but the
Available Fuel Revenue o( S40 million aceeds
actUal Fuel Costs of S30.3 million by the MFRA
C.-edit of S9.i million. CDlumn 8 indic:at~ ~t rateS
would be reduced in tl:1e following yffM to return
this S9.7 million ~ revenue to c:ustome:-s.
Case 3 illustrates the situation wbere all al3tomm
consume greater t.h.a.n the 400 kWh threshold but
where average consumption 0(450 kWh is below
the projected Soo kWh average sales level used in
setting rates. AS a consequence. the Allowable NonFuel Reve.nue is equal to the wg~ level ot r:'0
million but Awilable Fuel Revenue ot S20 million
is less tl:wl the aema.l Fuel Costs at $29.7 million.
:utes would inc::reased in the IU::lt.yat to collect an
additional S9. i million to c:over this MP'RA Dedcit.

case

4 illustrateS the situation where some c:ustomm (10%) consume less th.m the 400 kWh
threshold and wbefe zwnge consumption is below
the projected' 500 kWh sales 1eY'e1. In this cue. the
Allowable Non.Fuel ~ue Requirement is below
the S70. mill1cn tarF l11 SO.9 miIUoL And. the
Available Fuel ReY=ue at m9 tWI110n is _ Wul
the ac:ma! Fuel Corts at m.7 m11Uon by SU mJl..
lion. RateS would be ~ m the Dm year to
collect additioul sa.a miIl10n to CO'Ya' this MFRA
~cit. But. tbI m1l.lE)' 'WOuld not be ~ ~
recover the SO.9 miIliml dddt. ~ . thiI
MrRA partial deeoupUq scheme would praumably
also inc:.lude a OSM met other prodtability iDeative:s as desal"bed pnMousty.

In prae:tic::e., it would be desir'able to implement
MFR.A so tlw it =.t"bits the other desirable

.properties ot ER.AM. 1"his 'III'Oulc1 require Wt we
Allowable ~on·Fuel Revenue "lArzet to be ac1justed.
in a ma.uner sJ.milar to tile E.RAM ~ on- Fuel
Revenue Reqwrement to rctlect conc1itions wniQ
arc outside tl:1e utility's controL. For =ample..
changes in allowable c1istribution Ulvestment costs
based on the acmal number ot new c:ustomen con.
neaec1 and allowable operating apen.se categories
wmen are based on actual kWhs sold could be
induded. And.. the Allowable Non·Fuel Revenue
"r..uget could be varied on a billinl period by billing
period basi.s. II this were done., tl:1en MFR.A would
essentially have the aM"buteS o( E.RAM with tl:1e
adc1ec:1 inc:entiYe to be conc:emed about customer
con.sumption.

•\

COUPLL"'fG PROFITABILI1Y
TO PERFOR.'rIAN'CE
The ERAM and MF'RA mecha.rWm.s can be used to
couple prOfitability to performance by adjusting tl:1e
Allowable Revenue Requirement to achieve a w·
geted level of ~et Income wbien would re'NUc1 the
utility for iQOd performance or penalize it tor poor
per!ortlW1c:e.. ERAM and MFR.A inherently indude
an incentive to reduc:e operating costs and the three
yffM rate c:yc:.le used in Call!omia enables the utility
to capture the benedts of a cost reduction program.
AJ:rf additional inc::reases in the :ulowable remru on
equity based on performance should be adjusted to
be compau"ble with this implicit eon reduction
inc.en tive.

•

II feasible., it 'WOuld be desirable to diredy I.il::I.k the
supply/demand side neutral indicator ot utility per·
forma.nee in ae::cmplishiug least cost plaMil:l.g and
c:ustamer service JOU. David Moslwlil% recom·
maded Wt the inc:entive:s to reduce operating costs
Inherent iD E:R.AM be supplemented. by the follow·
inlldditi011l.l c:ompoMDts: (1) a poba! perlol'DW1ce
in= buec1 on ~ at c::u.stemer biDs and/or
other available utility data (Mosla:Ma 1988); (2) an
inete wb.idl 'WOuld rewuc1 utilities for providing
re!iable SC'Y'ice mel meetinl other =stamer service
needs which c::eu1d not be readf1y measured in mone·
wy tel"'mS; and (3) oW: components which We
c:u:mot be measured ill monetary terms but wmen
for poliey or other reasons IUY Iwre spec:W

•

•

SI~CU1ce. The (oUowinr two globaJ performance
inc1c: metilods were considered by tile :--rYDPS DSM
workillg group.

Index: Based

00 A~ CI1StOIDer

tour

B1U.s

The following is a sum.mary de:saiption ot the
ave:-age customer bill metilcx1 (Moskovitz 1988). A
group ot utilities (inc1c group) nmn g characteristics similu to a re~tee1 utility (A) would be
selectec1. In yeu 1, the avera~ customer bill (or the
ind.c ~up would be ea.lc:u1ated and compared to
the average bill for customers ot utility A. In year 2tile inc1c would be rea.1c:uLatec1 and utility A would
be :ewarded if the average bill ot its custOmers I1ad
ded.ined relative to the average bills ot customers
se:ved by tile indc group. Conversely, a relative
inC'~ in average bills would be penalized.

Index Based

•

00

Total

Reso~

Test

One of the authors (Cum.mings 1988) has proposed.
an alternative indc based. on the tOW re:sourc:.es test
wwch is intended to provide incentiveS (or implemeting least cost pl.ann.iug. Al1 ovenll performa.nce
indicator 0t the "effee::t:ive re:sou.ree cost ot eteetridrys (ERCE) would be estab~hed. This indicator
would be c1etlned u the sum of: (1) supply side
costs; (2) demand side costs: and (3) environmenw
e::.ernaJ.ity cosu; divided by the sum ot: (1) kWh
ac:mally generated by the utility; and (2) -vimW
kWhs" ot end use energy smic:a resulting from the
utility's DSM programs. Supply side cosu would
inaude C'W'Tent f1::=1 and '/Viable fe'Y'enUC requirements as well as estimateS ot the present value at
tamre capacity adt1itiom required by ement wa
1'orec::asts. Similarly, some demand ~ cem would
be c1e!erred or amon:i.zed to ~ the impact at
c:mrent DSM cpeud1tunl11 em 1'mure capacity
requirements. -vImW ldlonm8 wou14 be measured
WI wlld m4 ~ propm evaluation
mcth0d01ops.

am

~ in the cue ot the
Iuda:. the relative dwlp
CJtI'ef time in Utility Ja ~ on the

~

"

-,.

a PUC based on ind=: results (Cumming:s t984),
'TIlble 3 illustrates OUld c:ompan:s the opention of
tile two indicators. For sunplicry ot =:POSItiOn. the
inda groups have been omitted from tlle a.n.alVSLS.
A single utility's year 2 performance (or
different situationS is compared with a year 1 bue
c::ase. In the base ~ the l%ypothetic:aJ utility sells
1000 MWh at a priee ot S.08IkWb.. Short l'UI:l. mar.
ginal fuel cosu of 5 eentslkWh. 10ng-l'UI:l. marpmJ
supply cosu ot 6 centslkWh. DSM COSts ,ot
.3 cenwkWh saved and environmental cosu of
1.4 cents per kWh generated are assumed. Cu.stomer
bills average S80 and the "effective resource cost of
electridty" is S.094IkWh.

P>baJ

iDdic:ator would be compared to the ~ at
an iud= group at utilit1e& It'll pogiblo t!W the
in4c c:oul4 be admi"gtered III U et::OUClmiaUy
etndent u:ro-sum same wt:Udl would require utilities to compete (or profits (and losses) awarded by

As shOWl1 on line M average bills are lowest (S79),
and the utility woutc1 be awuded the ltighest
ineentive if the utility's sales decline by 20 ~
and the company conc1ue::tS na DSM programs
(Cue 1). Average bills are highest (S81) if sales
increased and the utility c:onduets 110 DSM program
(c::a.se 2). But the combination of lower sales and an
aeeptionaUy vigorous DSM program (c::a.se 4) also
results in higher average bills (S80.20) than the bue
c::ase. This analysis raises COI1c:em that. in some
circumstances. an average bill indc might re"\'lr'Ud
utilities (or dedining sales due to weather. economic:
conditions or utility effortS to restrict supply, but
WI to reward the utility for agre.ssive DSM
programs.

Line P shows the operation of the E...~CE (effective
cost ot electricity) inc1=. The resource cost o(
enerD' services (9.4 eents pe" kWh equivalent in tp.e
base c:ase) decreases as low cost DSM kWhs
reptaee:s high marpul cost supply side kWhs. and
reaches a minimum (9.2 cents) in c::a.se 4. In c::a.se 4,
as a result at c1ec"eased sales more tlw1 outweighed
by "vimW kWhs" from DSM etndency imprcve.
menu, =stomm have the mmmum amount at
enerzy servic:a avail.able at the minimum average

re:souree cost.
The ERCE is dem.lmd lI1d supply side neutra.l and
could renl'l1 utilities tor ~ sales but on.1y if
the sum at short ud long run mugina1 and elMroumenw e:uenWities is lcs& t1w:l average supply
ud average demand side c:c.m. Slmil.arly, the ERCE
indc will rewvd utilities for demud side investments if short md longrw1 marpu,J demand side
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Tdll J. Compa1Yofl

of Averai' BiJ11N.Uf:g Q1'Id EI!et::J:i.vclW0W'f:4 Gut of ~!N:J.e:

Column ~.fini:ion:
o • Bas. c~s.: 1000 MVh 541 •• vith no OSM
: • :.s. :. 20 ~ $4:.1 ~.cr.&s. vit~ ~o ~SM
2 • :.s. 2: 20 ~ 5418. Incre&se vi:~ no ~SM
3 • C~se 3: 20 MVh Sa18. Decre&s. vith 20 MVh of OS~
4 • C£S8 4: 20 ~ Sal•• Decr.a.e vith 40 ~ of DS~
$/ki'h

3

1,020

980
ZO,OOO

980
40.000

980
1.,000

1.,020
1..000

1..000
1.,000

1,000

80,000

-1..000

80.000
1,000

80,000

79,000

o

o

81,000

80,000

79,000

1.4,000

o

1,000
1.,000

Other 18sourcl COlt.S ($)
J Environmenul
txt.e=n&l.
.Ol~
X Lona lun Marlinal
Cost
O.O~
L Tot.al 11.0urcI COlt.

980

o

o

!l.n'lftl.WI/ bqu.irIlMI1t. ($)
E Bas. l.venues
0.08
r Marlinal Cost
O.OS
G SupplySide levenul.
a Demand Side COIt.S
0.03
I !otal levenul leq.

• ••sur••
• Averag_ Bill ($)

o
1,000

A ~ Supply Side
B ~ Demand Side
C ~ !o~al Service.
D # of CustOllUIlr9

\

80,000

o

94,000

o

l,02~

80,000
-1,000
79.000

Ill. 000

80,000
-1,000
79,000
600
79,600

1.3,120

1.4,280

1.3,720

1.3. 720

-1..200
91.'20

1.,200
96,410

.. 1., ZOO

-1. ZOO
92,720

19.00
(1)
0.0806
(2)

81.00
(4)
0.0194
(l)
0.0106
(4)
0.0946
(4)

19.60
(2)
0.0112
. (3)
0.0114
(2)
0.0921
(2)

o

U.UO

1.200
80,200

P.rfo~c.

80.00

(1l&nJc)

II

$ /ki'h

(Iupply 0111,)

0.0800

(bWc)

o nct
r nct

(S/kih

"/0 El)

0.0800

O.019it

0.0940

(3)
0.0934

(~)

($/kih .. tn)

(3 )

(bWc)

c:cm are lea thaD m=rqe

supply sica

com met

iWftBe deml!!nd side a::d. Althoqtl DOt ~

the ERa: ~ wou.Ic1 also rewud ~ 6:)r COlt
power pUlL

e~ rec1~ in ~ from

ne primary sbon tAim obmds to tmpJaMm=1

the ERa: iDda is the ~ of ~ COilmumtly masured OSM ud ~a.l data
from utWtia in us inde::l JfMXPo ~t of
~ ll::i1ann bours-, a c::r1tic:11 VU'iab1e iD the
inc1=, wou14 require that ill utilities tIM comparable

80.20

•

(3 )

0.0818
(4)
0.0175
( 1)

0.0921
(1)

"swe of the art" prosram eftl'Mt1oIl memodologies
1bf en:imatiq proIfUl impKU. NYsaDA and me
NYPSC h.IYe W1~ stud.ies to ~p moc1el
OSM Propm £VI1uatioll ProtoCOls and metl1oc1s
tar qwm~ the aMrolWWlW c=ema.liues of
POWC JQe:mkl1L awl tflJm!!iuioll. NARtJC is
c:omide:iD, ~I I md)' to idatify DSM
c1m that should be reported ill FEllC sutistia.l
se:ies.. 't1lese stepS should tac1ltate implementation
of an ERa iDd.= in the tumre.

•

CWTalC Scams ot PerlonJ:W:M:lll Ind10llS

.o\n evaluation of the feasibility of MOSkOVitz's
average customer bill-based indices and the
Cummings' 'resource c:ost ot electricity servia::s·
indc i.'l being conduaed by NLagan Mohawk: at the
:-NPSCs requc=t. (NYPSC Opinion and Order

89-29 1989)

Bec:ause the feasibility ot establishing a suitable
global performance i.w:1e::t l:W not been. demonstroued., the NYDPS DSM working il'Oup rec:cm·
mended Wt the NYPSC augment tho' =t::iq
operating cost reduaion incentiva inherent in
E.RAM with a profitability incentive which induded
a DSM incentive simi1.ar to that de:scn"bec1 below lL11d .
a Customer Service inc::.eutive component. The lat='
consists of a combination of sepante reliability,
customer compWnt response, billi1:lg aa:uracy and
other customer service components. (Brew 1990)

•

The authors also conclude that it would be dc=irable
to include an improved fuel adjustment clause as
part of the pac.k2le ot sepan.te pertortlW1c:e
incentive measurc=. '!"his improvec1 FAC shouJd, as
a minimum. include an incentive to improve the
efficiency of eleemcity production and distribution.

REQUIREMENTS FOR AN EFFECTIVE
DSM D'lC'EZ'lTIVE
PromoteS AcqWsidoa of C4Gt Efrec::tf're

DSM ResolJ.lUS
There is an inc:reasinl recognition by pubUe utility
com.m.issions Wt ~ e1le.t'J)' CDits em be subsWlt:W1y red~ fuel c::omumpt1on lUU1 ezmron..
mental reduc::ecL and the Deed to CO~ De'It' electricity supply tadlltia ~ if utillues would
c:copente with eustCllDC1'S in tmpJcmendq OSM
mea.sures. 'I'be N'YPSC hal requested that ut:D1Mi
use the tom! ~ tat iDumated in Coltmm loi
~le 4 IS me prtDdpal cnw1a tor fdar.1tyiDJ CIXteffective DSM raoVCIiIL '8ec'aDM the avoided CXlIIl
benet1u ~ me com ~ by the CUItome'
and the utility in ac:qumq it. dIJs DSM raoun:e iI
a potentWly rost-dea:M optiaD. The ded.tiou bf
a utility to selea this OSM ma:sure must be viewred
with.Ul the broader conrm of other DSM resoure.a.

Ciiveu a budpt coustni.ut. the utility shoulc1 select
those DSM measures wltich l:l.aw the Iti~est beuedt
to COSt

ratios.

In Uti3 e:ample. avoic1ed environme:ual impa~
from implementinl the DSM measure are valUed at
l..5 c::.eutslkWh savJd (e:pr=sed in Sl.99O). This is
approximately eqw to the 1.4 cents per kWb
estimate developed by NYDPS stat! in the CX:n:1U:n
ot a N'YPSC review ot O&.R,'s integrated resource
bidding pI.u. (Pum 1989) The ~C has
requc=tee1 that utilitic= internaJ.ize e:Mronmetl:W
impaa com' in analymlgthe COSt-e~ene:s.s ot
DSM and supply side resources. A major StudY
direaed at quantifying e'llVironmental impaCts is iii
the plaml.iDg stagl:$.
kses DSM IDc:eattftl

011

Ac:maI Impec:u

The ~PS DSM working p-oup a~ that it is
important to base my DSM incentives on the best
feasible mwUfC= of aemal program performance.
Bec:ause methodologies tor DSM perron::l:Wlce measurement are still being developed and bec:ause utilitv
resources to implement rigorous program evaluatio~
c1itfer, the wormg il'Oup reeop1i.zed that it may be
nea::s.wy to rely OD engineerinl estimateS during a
transition period. The NYD PS and the ~"YPSC have
taken steps to improve the quallty of DSM program
e'Y3Juations conduced by New York I1tilitie3. These
maude: (1) establishing a S'YDPS ew1uation unit:
(:) requiring that each utility establis.h a program
evaluation umt (3) requiri.q that I1tilities me
propilm eva1uaQOIl plans and bUd~ for each
OSM program in • sWld.ard.1%ed (ormat prescribed
by the NYDPS evaluation IUlit (4) initiating 1
cooperative project with NYSERDA to develop and
implement I WlifDrm. statewide methodololY !or
eva1uaW1' c::cmme:dal and indumial DS'M pro~ and (5) establishing. stateWide EV1.luation
1kst Foree to ooDduct eV1.luation resa:c:h of
StateWide sill1U1c:ucL
The NYDPS DSM wol1d.l1, IfOUp also eDmined
other alternative Ipproac:hes for masurinC DSM
impKtS wb.idl miItU be more llc::c:a'ilte or less
~ to implement than this i1ldepth progrus
eva1uation. Cue of these altmWi'ves is the 'mtm1al
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Tail"" 4. l1JJ.Im'cu:iJ:JR of DSM ~ ~
Col~ O.f~i:ion:

1 • R.source !ese

Z • Recommended Strategy: Rate :=pace

3 • Recommended Scrat 8 iY: ?ar:icipant

~est

~ist

" • Recommended StratllY: Consumer Economics (Ullit Nou 4)
S • Utility Acquisition: lael lmpace tile
5 • Utility Acquisition: Consumer !conomics (ue No.tII 4)

Bcmefit Co~cmmu
Avoidld C£pacity (Nou l]
Avoide<i Energy
Avoided Environmental
Impacts @l.S C/kih in $1990
Utili:y Sill Savings
Inclntives aeceived
Equipment Olprlciation
fou..l BenefiU
~ II t CoJIPc:menU
!.nst.albd COlt.
Acquisition COles (Notll 2.]
Equip. o,~ COStS (Notll 3]
Program ~Arkltinl , Admin.
(Nou 3]
Program EvalUAtion
!nclntivu Paid
Lost aevenues
tot.&.l C08t.S
I.t BlWlllfit.

1

2

1400
l4050

1400
14050

3

"

NIl.
NIl.

NIl.
NIl.
NIl.

410

NIA

NIl.
NIl.
. NIl.

1:'2.5

2.l.75

1250
2.50
152.

1250
250
65

1.250
2.50
0

65

NIl.

NIl.

125

NIl.

NIl.
NIl.
NIl.

NIl.

NIl.
NIA
NIA

16.52
.523

1S6.5
0

63
0
'178.5
3473
.%:1.3

10150

410

NIl.

NIl.
NIl.
NIl.

1785
390

3260

32150

1250
250
152
125

0

153

NIl.
NIl.
1839
'].4U

153
390
178.5
2363
UI

NIA
NIA

112.,5
260
180
1,56.5

410

NIl.
NIl.
NIl.

0
12S

1400
1450

NIl.

NIl.
NIl.

3260

0
0
112.5

0

65

••

NOtl 1 • The OS~ measure i. assume<i to reduct end-use electricity ~=:and
by ]. ki ~<i electricity u.e Dy 2.300 kih per 11&r oVlr a .- Jlar
period. Avoicl.d COlt and marzinal c.! custom.r revenue impacts
vcre obt.ained froa eon Edison's Deaanc1 Sid. ~s.m.n~ filed in
Sept.aber of
the assumed inflation rate is 4.~% and tn.
u~ility c1i,coUAt. rat. i. 10%.
lot.e 2 .. Annual tncre.e:t.al O~ eOlta a~. allumed to be 2% of installed
COlt..
Notl 3 .. Prolru urketil:ll w aciainilt.rat.i= COSU are anumed ~o be 10:
of a.t.alldllcl COlt. PrCllru lvaluation eOlll~. art auumlld to have
.
a prll~t Talue of S% of a.t.allid COlt..
Nota 4 .. CUltOal~ i. allusld to have an after-tAX discount. ratll of 23% and
a ursinal incoae tu: utI of 34%.' lecAwse of incoa. tAX
Iffectl, the Cu.t.oaer effectiTlly rlceives c:mly 1/3 of tn.
benefitl ~cl ezperieDCI. only 2/3 of ~. ope~atinl east.

1"'.

•
7

•

•

bill indc" COI1c::ept rec:ommenl1ed.

by _David.

Moskovitz. Th.is concept is based. o~ com~anng tI:le
avenge bills o( a customer ews. wcluc1ing tI:losc
wbo partietp&ted in DSM programs. to the average
bills o( a rep~~tive controL iTOuP o( customers
who lw1 not partietpated in DSM pro~ CO~.
trOl iTOuP members who c:h~ to plU"O.cpate l.I1
DSM prognms would be dropped. from the control
group. The controL group would. be d.isso1ved and.
rec:onsututed every ye:u 01' twO. In c:oncept. tI:le
d.itferenc:e in average bills weald be a mwure at the
bill smnp re3ultinl from participation in DSM
programs. However. if =stomm who drop out of
the control group to participate in DSM pro~
have c1i.tferent pre.partidpation enerzy c:onsumptlon
than tI:le customers who remain in the c:ontrol
group. self selection bias my obscure the 1ct1W
impactS ot DSM prognms. Periodic: -selection at a
new control group my make result in underestimation ot s.tVi.ngs from DSM measU1'e3 witl:llong u.setul
llVe3. The NYPSC requested Wt Niagara Mohawk:
evaluate the (e.a.sibillty ot this c:onc:ept. (NYPSC
Opinion md Order 89-29 1989)
EftluaUl:S Coo.mmer Requ..l.rements for
Pu11c.ipadon in DSM ~

In order to encourap a custOmer to adopt a DSM
measure. the utility must interm the =stomer about
its potential bene~ts mel make a ~llVindnl
argument that sufndent value em be <1erivec1 t.rom
adopting the DSM measure to offset. the D~
measure acquisition, equipment and msWlatlon
c:osa. incremental O~ and other c:mt:L AJ
illustrated in Column .. of 'DIble 4, the prindpaJ.
value to I eumme' tmm adoptiq the tedmolol)'
arc the Utility am savtqI. my fbwld,a11D=ntive
paid. by the utility. aDd. if the CIH of a Comm.erdal
and InelmUial (CtI) ~.a~ Equipment
Depredation ~ flam iDc:cme ru& In
<1eterminiq the presat value at the ~ts an4
c:osts in COlmml .. of "Ikb1e 4. it is assumed that thii
e.tI customer ball 2.S~ IlOmbW and 19.5% real
atter-aa cUscamu. rita aDd a ~ incDme tu
rate of 34%. Beame of these aa c:oD.li<1efltiom. a
C&.I customer r=va only abom 2IJ ot tIM utility
c:ost savini md inc:enttve benefits (and 2IJ ot the
incremental operttin& exms) t.rom acWpdn& the
DSM m=sW'C. In this e:::r:a.mp1e, the CWlO1I1er is

wumecl to require an u¢ront SJ9O/kW incelluve
from the utility to ac10pt the DSM measure. BeCllue
o( tax effectS. this is equxvalent to the S260IkW
atler·tax wcentive illusmted in Colwnn -4.

It is imporunt to note that the required F'UWlcW
Incentive is signitlCll1 tiy different from wb.at wowc1
be anticipated if the itWJJized P:tnicipant Thst were
used. The Net Ben~t of $.523 in the Column 3
?Wcipant 'Thst would lead one to conclude that the
customer does not require a:tl'f incentive to adopt
the DSM measure. From an overa.U penpective. the
DSM incentive should be strUe:tU1'ed so that the
utillty is motivated to determine wb.at leveL of
tmanda.l and otl:ler incentives to otter to meet real
customer needs and not be Limited by the ?Wet·
pant 'D::st 01' otl:ler unrealistic: aiteria.. wb.ic:h may
not aa::ur.uely re!1ect the consumer's d.i.scount rate
and tee:hnic:al. performance and risk penpeaive.
And, it the utility is a.bie to pac:k2ge the DSM
program in a tna.Wler which is more ac:c:eptable to
the customer (e.g.. perhaps through some combina·
tion at fUw:1cia.l incentive. equipment cost sJ:wi.ng.
equipment performance JUU3.Dtees and/or equipment leasing amngements). then it should have the
Q="billty to implement such amngements,
The DSM incentive mechaniSm that is adopted
shoald encourage the Iltillty to evaluate whethe:,
customers are intere3ted in participating in a DSM
program.. how they pera:ive the risks of partici.
patin, and what are their fbwlda1 md otl:ler
requirements tor participation. The c:l.ata c:oUected by
a utillty in the proa:ss oC conducting in-<1eptl:l
program evaluation u desaibec1 above can nelp in
this assessment process.
Mlnm"riDl die Com ol AA:qu.lriq DSM Resowus

Columns 6 mel 5 of Uble 4 WUStnte the impaa on
the hypothetic:a1 C4d Customer and other lUte·
~ (Leo, the ~te Impact 'D::st). respec:tively. if '
the v.nlitv otfm to instan the DSM measure. at no
c:cst to tlie c:ustomer. A 1UJt say yes" DSM acquisi.
tion strItqy may be appropriate tor residential md
small c:ommerda1 customers bec:luse 1adI: ot aware·
ness. iubWty m e'Y'I!Ute bene~ts md costs.
un=uinty about cost smut impae:u. ~dl: ot acx:eu
to apital Cor c:ost slwiDl md otl:ler barriers ~Y_ be
particUlUly severe. H~. b.igh DSM ac:qWSIUOtl
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costs may I:l.ave an adverse impact ot l'umre r:ues.
Es.senc.ally, 110a-pu'CC1pants ill tbe same ana otAer

customer c:J.wes are subsic1iz:m1 tbe benefitS
receIVed by participantS. And., this acqUisition
st::ucgy ig:nOfC$ tlle Sl~CU1t benedts reeerved by
?3J"UClpants. Consequently, tlle utllities sboUld be
encouraged to imp!emeJ1t DSM programs wbidl
achieve sig:nif1c:mt custOmer participation but WQ
acquire the DSM reso~ at the lowest oost, For
e::tample. the acquisition approadl illl1ft1'2tec1 in
Colu.mm 3 and 4 wcwd be much more desirable It
it could be achieved. Other ratepaYers rec:ei'Ye a net
long-term benefit ofapprm::imately S900IkW and the
<:&1 customer rec:eiveS the required 25% d1scount
rate from the ~on.
Gener'lll Reqa.iraleDts for

I

DSM IAe=dTe

Based on the above c1.i.scussion. me aumors conc!udc:
that a DSM incentive moUld have the tollowing
properties: (1) promotes utility acquisition of DSM
resourc:e$ which acJ:l.ieve the ~teSt resource cost
savings; (2) encourages utilities to intcrm customm
about the COSt saving and omer benefits of imple.
menting the PSM measure; (3) stimulates the utility
to provide adequate incentives and other tlund.al
and teeJmic:a..l assistance in implemen=1 the OSM
measure; (4) re'l\'lJ'Cl.s the utility it it em 10ftr the
program marketin,,!iu.ndal incentive and adminis.trative costS required to induce th.e cmtomers to
acquire the OSM measure; and (5) encourages the
utility to continuolWy monitor rbJU the OSM
measure is achieving avoided c::ost ba..e11ts tor the
utility and me c:ustOmef.

IJIe:eDdft M-C+UIInl_
The aumors recommend 'that I d.esirable DSM

A Recommended DSM

incentive is to inc::reue the atiUlY's 11Ift mcome by &
share of me lona-term net badtl u:w aa::rue to 111
ratepayers from acqui.riq the DSM ~
S~aUy, it is NlCOmmendocl dw the ~ mcome
incentive be I per=mase (say 1CMrP) of the
c:tifference bem: E3a: (1) the preMm wlu at the
avoidec1 ~ aDd oth=' ~&I rec::c:tved by
ratepaym (1Ddldq aYOided ~w
impaas) obtai.ned from deploytn, qd apemmJ t.U
OSM measure 0'Yef its service ute m cooperation
with the customer. an4 \~) the pre:sat VIlue ot the
prop-am COSts (~", AnllndIJ inc:e:Dti'Ya,

ac1miW.stnaon. ana evaluatioU) reQUired bv we
utility to ma.wtai.l:l tbe DSM Me:lS~ oYer
w:rY1c::e life. Program eY1lutiOI1 and other su us cal

its

tie!a per!orm.ance veri.1icatiou tedmiqu.e:s :::lD be"
USec1 for ventymg that the avoided ~t and otber
benefIts are beinl rec:.ei'w:.d over itS service 1i!e. 7'hi.s
DSM incentive encourages the utility to manm!j'.e
the avoidec1 cost' .benefitS and to minim;". prognm

COSts. inc:J.ading the amou.nt of the fbw1c:W wccn.
tives that are otrered.

The overall DSM incentive (or the utility cou.lc1 be

stra.aured in several ~ (1) eimer as a pef'Ce'litage
of the agrepte avoided COSt benetltS less the ag,gre.

pte prognm COSt; (2) or on a wyrepted pro~ "y program basis. rt this Latter case applies. a
utility which acquires the OSM measure illustr:ued
in Columns 1. 2 and 4 of "Dlble 4 wou.lc1 receIVe an
incentive of 10% times (S3260 :(Sl2S0j0SQ3"!"S:390)]
or S268.20lkW on each measure.
Because this DSM incentive does not intema.liz.e
custOmer costs. it must be coupled With a least cost
planning proe:e:ss wltich selectS eligIble DSM meas.
ures based on a' tow resoun:.e test, including Cl2Stomer costS. Mld. the program eva.luation p~
shoaJd inc!ud.e a review at customer sawtac:tion
'Him a random SImple of OSM tnnsaaions.
An' alternative and. in the aumars view. a slightly
1= desirable approadl is to base the OSM incentive
011 the percentage of the net resource COSt savings
whidl intemal.iz.e the castOmer costs. This approach
c10es provide the utility with 111 ::'.:.entrve to mmmiz.e avoided COSt ai:ld omer b¢' itS and to mini·
mize tow c:om. indud.inl ~ .gram marketing,
administration, and evaluation. H~. this
appmach does DOt rewm1 the utility (or <::reatMty in
d.esipm, pros:rams wbidl minimiw the mapit:ude
of ~ mel other iDc:entiYes that are offered to
=tomm to adopt OSM ~ Redadnl propm c:o&u c:u mi»imm rate ~ aDd advene
impaaJ 011 Dml-panidpatinl =stemen.

•

FoDowml ~n.s with the authors about
be1W'lts and potentia! problems with implementinl
it,
dedd.ed to base itS DSM incentive proposal
approwd by the N'Y'PSC on the ~t appmadl. And.
NJapra Mahawt dedded to base itS OSM iDcentive
on a perc:=taJe ot tbe net resource savings. Sou

au

•

•

are implemented on an ag,grepte progr:a.m basis.
(NYPSC Opinion mc1 Orc1er 89-:9 1989)

CONClUSIONS
The tncUtiow I'3tem 2 ldng pro=s 'aSecl by New
York utilities provic1es significant dJ.sincentives to
implement DSM and significant incentives to
market electricity use as a means at cnlw:u::ing
profitabillty. The !mer is tunda.menWly inconsistent
with the goals ot least cost pwmmS and the acquisition ot COSt-etfeaiv'e DSM resourees which <:an
help customers reduce energy COSts and reduce
adverse environmental impacu.
The Electric Rate Adjustment Mec.l:ta..niml (ERAM)
used by the Ca.l.ifomia Public Utilities Comm.ission
elim.i.nates both the DSM dJ.sincentive and power
marketing incentive problems md. tw other c1esir·
able properties. includ.ing incentives to reduce
electricity supply c:osu.

•
.~

bued performance inc1c approach recommended
l7y David Moskovitz an provide a pt'1aic:al basu (or
c:cuplinl profitabWty to pertorm.mcz.

The Fuel Revenue Accounting (MFRA) method
used by Cenml Maine Power can be mod.Uied to
have most ot ER.AM's ac1vantages with the ad.<1ed
benefit of providing limited coupling at profitability
to customen e1eandty consumption c1:l.araaeristic:s.
A DSM incentive based on a sha.ring

at the net

rcsoUl'Q: savinI'S determined throup in-depth program. evaluation provides an etfeettve 1D0tiva1i0naJ.

basis for rewvd.iDsuti1ities tor their implementation
at DSM programs. Th.is DSM incentive should be
integrated with a set ot complemenW1 iDc::eutive
mec:hanisms which rewa.rc1 utilities for perfomumc:e
in reduc:i.nJ the c:osu at meet'inl c:mtoma' e:n<1-a.se
energynee<1s..
A concept11lJ1y appa1f.DJ a.ttemame to separate
pextOm:w:lce ~ woulc1 be to d.evelop Jlobal
masures of udUq ~ whidl 1Dherady
c:apmre w1 p appropriate 'weiJht to these separate perfo~ taaors, b1l1 in a self-<:onsistent
awmer. !hi ~ Resom't'C Cost of Elea:ridty
(ERa:) ~ by one of the autb.ofs appears to
have mmy ~ atU'ibutes tor ~I utility
pe:rormuce. ~. more maJysiI of utility CClt
and customer billlq data is needed to dete:rmi.ne
whether the ERa:: in= or the <=lOme: bill-

I

The authon greatly appreciated the opport'Wlity to
inu:raa with the foUOW'inC memben ot the N'YDPS
DSM working &fOul' in the C'Y1luation of aJ.terutive
incentive ratema.ll:::i.ng. DSM incentive and e'V'a.luation
Issues: Raj Adc1epa.W. Jzy Brew. Jess Decker.
CbarUe Dickson. Doug Lutzy. Mark Reeder. JOM
Stewart. sam SWlWOn. and Dave Wheat. The
authon Wo appreciate the opporm.nity to d.i.scl.w
these issues with David Moskovi.tz:. The anthors
putty appreciate t,bg comments provided by David.
Moskovitz. Paul DeCods ot the New York State
Energy Otnc:e. Jay Brew, and. Alan De:stribats of
New England Power Service on a Dratt ot th.is
paper. James Cole also atencl.s his appreQ.ation to
1..uTy De Win for the opportUnity to participate as
a member ot this ~PS DSM working group.
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FIN~"(C1AL IN~S

A REV1EW ~'I(D ANALYSIS

FOR DSM PROGRA.'\1:S:

or THREE: MECHANISMS

Mlc::hW W Reid aDd JaM a ~
~ &: Chamberlin, Loe.

I

Throughout the Uttited StateS, the attention ot e1earie utilities. regulators. and
indusay a.natysts lw been <1rawu to the lhwlc:W impllc:atiODS ot elearic:: utility
demmd·side management (DSM) programs. A comemus w emerp1 that
tnditiorW regulatory mechanisms do not rewvc1 electric utilitla for pursuing 'leastc::ast;8 options; moreover. implementation ot DSM programs may be couter to
utilities' flDa.rlc:ial interest. It is now widely believed that DSM will be tmable to tu.lfDl
its potentiaL in the absence ot medwUsms to correa t.lIis imMlance.
Recently several atilities have ~10ped. propoWs to c::eate &w1c:ial inc::entives tor
DSM. These proposals, some ot which have been implemented after review and
modiflC1tion by reguLatory authorities. are aimed at both ol!setting the t1n.anc:ial
pen.a.l.ties ot DSM prograJm and provicUng a "positive incentive' or l'e"MU't1 tor
sur;:a::sstul DSM implementation. While their intent! are similat, sped!1c: approaches
di!fer considerably.

•

This paper reviews recent etforts to provide incentives tor ua11ties to tmdmake
DSM. We 4t3t present our views ot the 11eec1 for, and appropriateness ot. t1n.anciaJ.
incentives. We then uWyze lped.f1c:: inc::entive schemes that 11m: been proposed (and.
in twO cases. adopted) tor three ditfemu utilities in the No~t. The m~ms
are analyzed tor their abillty to meet wee obje:c:tives:

• Provide tor twl. and timely ret:r:1'l'er'f ot all DSM program c:osts.
• Adjust tor DSM·i1lc1uced revenue losses.
• CoutertmW1ce rist andlo:ss ot tJnllnda,l oppomm.ity by provicUng a bonus, or
-pure incentive,' above ~
~ODUcnON

'I'1I.rouJ!wut the Uttited States, utili_ rep1awry

eommissicns, aDd inr.em=on ue dJlc'nu:jDI me 'lIM
ot ~c::W in=n:tva to =ro1U3~ baW:leed CDDSider.l1:icn ot resourc::e options and allpu:nat of the
prodt moaw wtUl the pAl of leut..c::an utility
PWWnIo 1b date. ~ns on h1QmdYa UYe
~ IarJety on medw1isms tbat would bm'
ilUter development ot OSM ~ Wbile a
JUidinI principle oC le=st-a:m planai", is Wt 411
feSOurt:l:S s.b.ou!d be pven bll !.anced consid.er:uicll.,
the incentives debate Ms been c:onc::entr:uec1 on
DSM \)eQu,s.e ot:

• The depth of ~ DSM 1'U(N1'f;.f3 that are
c:ost-et!eaiYa ccm~ to supply-side utility

re:sou:=.
• The sipdtklat

~et-Bunda! and

otherwise....(Jw siUxocmc1 utilities' e11'orts
invest i.tl DSM.

1'b.is paper revioftiI recent etforts

to

to

provide inc:eu·

tor

utI110a to ~ DSM. We first
pl'~nt our views ot the need. tor. and appropriate.
1lC5.S ot. inceu~ We then a.naly'ze spdc:

lives
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\
incentive sctlemes tbat have been proposed (and. in
cases. 3dopted' for wee di!ferent utilities in
tile :-.r0 nlle.:l.S t.

two

WHY ARE DSM IN~S SOUGHT?
An ott-repeated reaction to the concept of DSM
incentives is. '"Wby iive utilities an incentive to d.o
sometbing they should be <1oing ~r lmpUcit in
this question is the assumption wt OSM iDcel'u:ives
represent a renrd.. or bonus.. above and beyonc1 the
COStS of d.oiDS OSM. While there is a rewuc1
component to IDost inc:entive proposals. we beUeve
tile major need tor inc:entivS is to OW'1"COme the
disirlct:NiYes inherent in tn.<1itioual regulation wt
affect utilities' interest in. and motivation for. DSM
prognms. Th a large degree, the disince:ltives are
tiJw1da.l: wt is. pursuit of DSM operateS at cross
purposes with utilities' fi1w1dal intereSt, md thus
imposes costs that must be compensated tor. Disincentives also arise due to perc:eptions that OSM will
inaeas4 utilities' aposure to risk.· The principal
disincentives. are discussed beloW.
FailUl"e to R~ All Prop'IDl

eo-

In many WtaJ1= utilities' =pendlture:s OIL DSM
have not been recaptured in rates. "I'his Is most
pre'Ya1ent in States tbat base their ratem1ldDI on
histOric'test years. While g:rcrwtJI in DSM outlIys is
sought by both regulatOrs m<1 inu:rvaors, cost
recovery in histOric test year sw.es is 1imite<1 to the
amount =pen<1e<1 in a prior yare Even in states that
use future test years. the problem c::u oc::m' f!
prosnm e:rpenditure:S are pte: the anticipated'
(tor =ample. it participation a:c~ fDrec::a.ned
levels).

The timinl of WIt rec:r:MlIZy em c:n:are a more subtle
c1isincentM for OSM. III JMJI1 ~ teeOvex, at
OSM ~ Is ddmect api&:aar.1y aU1
IN: their iDelm~ 1m 110 ~ 11 ~ tDr
the 1011 at ~ (c:m,iq dJ.lupI) bl the
iDterYe:lin1 perioc1. While 0 _ DOt seal. a -real
COSt,. the lou of c:arryiq ~ mUlt. be COIlside:e4 a c:cst .trom the SWl4pc:rim at t'Nftc:W

Lou of Rrrcues
I.n tile absence Jf spec.al adjustment proceaure:s..
sucb. a.s Ca.U!on:U.a's ~\o{ (Electric Revcuue

Adjustment M~m), DSM programs Wt
rec1uce kilowatt-trout sales work at aoss purposes
with utilities' tlnancial interests. '!his pbenomenon
is otten referred to a.s the 10st revenues' problem.
The practical effec:t. in m.my inswl.C:es. is Wt the
utility under-rea:wers itS allO'tll'e<1 t!xe<1 COSts -costs
Wt were authorized for coUec:tiol1 by the regulatory
commission in the prior rate cw..

•

This problem my be mitipted somewhat by use of
a forward-loomg test year (wllic:h adjusts ten year
sales tor antidpatee1 DSM impacts) and by more
frequent rate c:a.ses (wllic:h bring ac:ma.l and test year
sales into closer aUgnment). Eve!1 with such policies,
however. utilities' motivation may be in the direction of les.s DSM (and greater sales). bccau.se every
kWh 110t sold due to DSM reduees the c:cntTl0ution
to fi=1 costS and eantinp. Even if 1UW1ticipated
sales growth putS the utility above itS teSt year sales
amount. every conserved kWh cuts wto e.arn.inp.
~ of l'Inuc:lal

OpponxmJt7

The tlUrd fbWle:w disincentive to DSM is the
potentW less of oppommity tor the utility to grow.
rUW1e::w theory we:tateS Wt growth in a utility's
me pet' Sf is not of intm:Wc value: what matten is
the rate ot return on c::apital But this theoretical
view is not ne=sari1y s1:we<1 by utility exec'titives
and sharehol<1m: growth in sales. rate base. caminp. and other statistics are otten viewed as indic::ators of tlnane::w strength.

•

DSM worD counter to a utility's growth intetest in
twa wyL rust, wea DSM a:paditures are
b:l.d.ud.ec1 iJ:l me baH (IS is aJloft<1lD some StItes).
du:ai"l OSM reso~ aver supply-side options
~

u

~

item tor

I

capital item. In I

wom..c::ue sc:=uio, tha pouiblo result is what
miPt be c:lI11ecl ew. incredible W1nII:i11I utility': the
millty's rate baH d~ due to amorti:z2tiou of old
supply-side iDwstmenr:s. which arc not repla=1 (1J1
rate base) by dm !!l'ld-side investments. ~nc1, sales

motifttioa..
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•

U1a.t are lost as tile result ot DSM are ~
lost (wummi persistence ot DSM benefits). The
result is that 1'Uture fb;ed. costs will be spre:aa aver I
sma.Ller sales volume. pos.sibly le::ldJ.n1 to lligher

rates and pos.slbty adverse impaas on tile utility's
competitive position.
Proponents ot ERA.\'{-type adjustment medw:1isms
cl.aim tile.' e1.im.izate the incentive for utilities to
increase ~es. We believe t.ltis to be t:rI1e oWy in the
short-f'U11-i.e.. between rate ~ ERAM recapnm:s for ratepayers urt aver·r~ ot ftr.ed. COSts
resulting trcm sales above the u:::st-ye:u amoWlt.
Nonethel=. a utility that inc::reases sales will enter
its 11= rate c:ase with a peer sales base O'YU
wbic:J1 to spread B=1 costs. (wuminl the inc::reases
are not t::r':I.mient). This may be desirable tor
competitive r~ons. since it may a.llow lower
average rates: it is doubly desirable if shareholders
and awlllgers value growth in area.s other than
profits ($3..le,s. rate base. l1umber ot employees. etc.)
for its own sake. Theretore. even W1der ERA..,\,{ utili ties may view Iong-f'U11 sales growth as in tileir
financ:ia.l intere3t.. and DSM as at odds with that
interest.

llliks of DSM
In addition to the direct fbwldal impae:t3 desc:n"bec1
above. there are a. variety ot considerations that
atfea utilities' perceptiom ot the risk ot DSM and
therefore ~t up additional d.i3i.l1c::ezlt:M:s that must
be overcome. Conserwtion advocates bave otten
w.ei"tec1 that conserwtion propms are ID3 ri3ky
than supply-side options Ccr a \Viety of r=oas:
modularity (the ability to obWD os,( in small
units), short l=d time. Iaa of =vircumenw risks,
and so tonh. The faa rema.ms. be"coer, that willties seldom ~ OSM as a Iow-mk proposition.
Seven! risks enter intO utilitie:r' ~ tOWVl1 DSM:

Nk. A mro5pecttw review ot tc4Iy's
DSM prognma may condude they ft1'e dau
imprudeutty or were Mt ~ aM asetu18 and
should therefore Mt be aa:crc1ed. tan COlt ~.
(Alternatively, regulatOrs could e::maa a pcWty ill
some other wzy, sudl as a reduaioa in the a.llowed
return on equity.) 1"his risk is heightened b'1 the
knowledge that rn.mcwr m10q rCJU1ators is ll.iP.
R~ry

•

ana Wt decisiom Oy to<1ay's regu.l.itOfS CCnClmllllg
DSM programs wtll not be bU1Wn~ on t.l1eu'
SUe::t:e:s.sors.
Impeclli.sk. t:nderlying tile inccf?Ontion ot DSM
intO a utility's integrated re:sourc::e plan are
wumptiOtlS concet'Ui.ng tile ~ energy and
demand impa.c:ts. genen.ily developeQ. On a per.
participant basis. The qua.l.ity ot the data u.sec1 to
aenerate impact assumptions varies zreatly
depenc:Ung on the teQno10gies emp1QY'e'1 and the
quality ot end-use data ava.iW:l1e. FW"'tl1er
complicating impact estimation is the 11= to
acccWlt for coincidence with system peU demand
and tile =ent ot tree.ridA:rship (the pr~ence ot
~tOmm whose DSM-related ac:tior13 c::1.WlOt be
attributed to the program). The quality ot Wof'!Ution ~le tor estimating impactS is Ste:3di1y
inc:re:uing, t.l:1..a.n.k3 to g:rowth in DSM evaluation
aClivitie:s. ~oaetilele:ss. there is still some risk that
ac::ual impactS will be 1= than expected., wbiell
implies twO tu.rther risks: (1) possible need to spend
adc1itiolW dollars on supply- or demand-side
ure:s to make up the shoniall: (2) g:r~ter likelihood
ot adverse adom by regulatOrs. as desaibed above
rreguLuory risltj•

m=-

MI.rUt 8Cl%ptllUlC'lil risk. Even wllere the ~olo
gies used. in DSM pro gram.s and the e:tpec:ed
impactS per customer are well-understood. there
otten remaw subsw:uw uncertainty about DSM
program aa:cptmc:e. Customer respome to even the
most p~ent typa ot programs (SUQ as highef21ciency appliance rebates) Qr11lot be predie:ted by
. today's models with adequate coatidence. As with
impaa risk. possible ouu:cmes ot low market
aa::ptmce include the need (or additionaJ. outlays
to ma.lte up the cWfereuc::e.. and greater e::rposure to
repatOty risk.
.
Coal~ risk. Inac=i.l1py, States are adopting
the 'Ibw Resource om (I'RC) u:::st as the principal
ben~t-COSt crnerton tor DSM program selection. A
<:CGSequeuee ot this d.ed.sion rule is tbatutilities are
beinl d1rec:tec1 to implement prosnms Wt pISS
'I'RC but fiU1 the Rate Impact Measure (RIM) test
(aJ.sQ known as the 110n-putidpa.nts or no-losm
u:::st). Sw:h programs inae::l.Se mmlJe rates. There·
tore. even if all the direa an:mdaJ mks identitled
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\.
above are 0c:u.n=d0 tJ1rougil inceuttve adjustmena.
uU!jties lU'Y sli11 be conc:::emcd that OSM-related
ra te inaeases wU1 be lwmfuJ in competitive
:::.a.rkeu. possibly dnvwg aMY inaemenw

c:ustomer3

01'

we::s.

wltb cou.s.eqw:nt loss ot

c:ontribuQoQS to m.ug:in. This problem InIY be
e::acerbated by 'pure mc::=tives° or bon~ wb.id1
e::r.ert adcUtiow uJ7"l'Ud. pr=sure on roues.

Balluu:. Ibeet risk. tJDle::ss OSM e:rpend.lttl:e::s are
gIven im.mec1iate rec:ave:y, tbey result in tbe c:reation
of -regulatory lwetS· 01' -IOtJs· tb.It are probabty
less secure (from sbarel101c1Am' and boncDwld.ers'
penpectives) Uwl ttad.ltioW supply-side wetS.
Further. sucl1 wetS are flot txmdable propeny, Le..
tbey c::a.Mot be pledged as collater.a1 to support a
debt is.we. It OSM programs become sumdent.ty
large.. tberc is risk ot an mc:re:a.se in tbe am of
c:apiw.
.

ELEM:ENTS OF A DESIRABLE
IN~SAPPROACH

It follO'WS from the precedhll c1beImion that
incentive mec:biutism sl10uld ad.c1resls ead1 ot tile
major areas of cUsincentive. Spedflc:aJly. they shoulc1:
.. Provic1e for fDJl and t:imely
program c:csts.

r~

of all

.. Adjust for OSM-induced revenue 1oss4
.. Couterbaluce risk and loa of fhwldll

opportUnity by provid.lnl a
ineenave..· tJbaw c:on.

bOn~ Of

·pure

It is ~ that my smile rqu1aU)ry dw1Ie em
serve all of the::s4l obj~ n~ tho c:ha1k:D,e
bec:cme::s one ot c::raft:1n1 pea:a,a of 1MdtMimts
tb.It are com~ in scope.
Oiven the c:omplaiUa of ten ,at d~m, tael
iUl4 purdlIMd ~ ~ cia. . . mmmy
restrie:uODS 011 toM c::mnpoDCa of raUl baM, md. so
it is a1ib11 t1W my au medtma Of
paaqe ot tMd"m ' " ril be applD.b1i wttbou
modUic:adom CCIIII dU!lIn:Dt m. . Supcior
incentive propaall ril be ~ wtth mbaspedfk re~ ~ ta ID1nd. Il is abo
impo1'l'.lU1t. M ~ to W10r me appfOld1 at the
utillty-spedfic leYeJ. Oi.f1'e:fmt ut01UeI may nspcmd
in d.Ufercnt ways to the same incentiw due to

term.
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~/n

c1itfereuc:a in strUct\U'e., rate 1~1. c::neut ot
c:cmpetition. ba!anc::e sheet c.l:1ane:tCt"iSocs. and
m.ausemeut'S pm::.eptiODS.

\

,

INc:E.VITVE PROPOSALS:
THR.EE VAR.IA.'lTS

•

O~ lUul Roeld""d Ud.Utla (04:R)

An inc::=tive me:dlmism'lft'U estabUsl1ed tor O&R
by the New York Public SeMee Commission (NY
PSC) in an opinion and o~ issued. in september

1989 (New York Public service Commission 1989).
The seleeted medw1ism. was based. in pan.. on an
OetR proposal med in early 1989 (Orange and
Roekhtnet 198'9a). The 4esc:ription presented l1ere is
bi5ed on tbe PSCs order and 04c.R's compliance
mIng that followed tbe order (Orange and RO<:kl.a.nd
1989b).

.

CQft Recontf"!. OU will submit annually to the
PSC a one-year projection ot mOtltb-by-montb program cosu tor its DSM prorrams. It will re:c:cver
tbae casts t.h.rough hs tael adjustment c.l.ause. All
OSM c:ostS not already aa:ounted for in O&.R's base
rateS. whetber c:apiw- or =pense-type items. would
be recovered in this manner. Monthly v.uian=
(positive 01' negative) in ac:nw vemlS projeaed
amountS will be trlc:ked' and will accrue mtet=t.
"I"b.e emnulative VIl'Wl= will be added to or
subtna.ed from tbe projeaec1 DSM costs tor the

•

nm year.

I.oIt ~u.. Witb its projeaiom ot prognm
com. oa Wl1l mdude an estimate ot its flxec1
ccsts tJw will not be rec:overec1 d'l1e to OSM. The
lost f'lMUUC per kWh Is estimated by semee cl.w as
the averqe rate Zl.Ct ot tae1 c:cms.. minus an adjustmat lor Variable opuadaDS aM DWnteDance
~ "1'he projeaed amount wm be rec:ave:ed
thmup tbe fDe1 da=e. :Fo11owinl tbe 12-montb
perioc1 of propm operation. OetR wm ~te
aema1 km revaua baed on procram <mUunou.
and wiD recol:ldle W1dc. 01' 0VCl'<D1*tions of lost
1'IMm" tbroup. t.1le tad ciaae Q'IIef the !len
!2-momh period.

,

~

3,

Joau. OU o ~ proposec1 that it be Jiv= a
bonus buec1 on the 1eYe1 of supply.m.e !Dve::sanent
that would be needed to provide tbe capacity Deeds

•
il

11

•

met through DSM. O&.R would est:i.l:'Mte the cost ot
COl'UC"W::ting a power plAnt wtth c::apacty. eqw to
t.b.at provided by the DSM prognw (usmg PSC·
approved estimateS ot m>ic1ed COSt). It would then
es~te the rera.rn that it would have ~ on

suc.l:l a pW1~ assuming it were depredated over I
ten-year period (comparable to the ute assumed for
DSM measures). O&'R turtb.er requested that the
a.UO'Wed return on this "pseUdO-i.nveStment be set at
200 basis points higher tlw1 the eempany's ordiJwy
retunl on equity. The bonus would. be limited to a
1% increase in the company's ovmll ROE. plus
50% of my e::a:::e.ss over that amount.

$.4.5.000. Additional bonus amounts atuibuUble to
the drst.yea.r program would be ccUeaed Ln e3Q of

tlle ltine suo::eec1ing yean. Pre:sumab ty, there 'NOuld
be a 'c:uc:ading" effect Ln later yean.. as additional

bonuses (from additional c::r;penditures made w.
1991, 1992, etc.) take effea.
Musac.hasetts Electric: Company (MJw. Electric)

8

•

The a.cma.I. bonus adopted by the PSC d1fters
significmtly from O&.R's proposal The major
weaJcu::ss of O&R's proposal. !rom the PSCs standpoin~ was that the COSts of the DSM program,s
would not figure in the ino:ntive; thus. O&:R would.
not l:lave a <1irect incentive to control costs. For this
reason. the PSC substituted a ·sh.ated ~gs.
approac.!1. under which O&.R 'IIIiIl be ~ted 20% ot
the 'net resource savinp· atm1rawle in ead1 year
to DSM. Net resource savings tor my one year are
c:::a.lculated as (1) the value. of the enerlY and
capacity savings attributable to OSM: plUS (2) lD
adjUStment ot 1.4 <:eng per k\Vh fer l"Oided
environmental impaea; minus (3) the company!
OSM program costs. For purposes at this calculation only, OSM propm ecst:s wm be amortized
over a ten-year period. I.e.. onCoWlth of the origi.nal
expend.lt'lU'e will be subtraael:l from the energy,
capadty, and environmem.l smnp each,ar. Not
inc.luded In the calauation ot 1* savinI' are OSM
costS borne <11realy by amomm wt10 participate in
thepro~

The bonus will only be eoD«:u~d tJftIJ' ac:ma1 results
are available from the ~ e'II1ation aaM·
tia. Co1leaim1 will oc:= ova' a OD&-,af perio4
through the tM1 adjtm::mat em.. '1'U iDc=tive
will be capped at an amoant equl to an ~
0.75'" remm on~.

In ia comp1iuce f!lln&, 0d.:R prajeaed that its
1990 OSM ~d.ltu:res wcuJd toW $4.3 m1Il1cm
and yield. flrst-ya.r avoided...cDlt benetla of S658,00Q.
AI1oc:atiJ'la one-tenth of me pI"OIrlU:D c:om to the
f11"St yar, the net ~ 1IIIOU1d be apprmimately
$225,000, of which O.tR wouJd aptunJ 20'%, or

•
...
'

~

~ Electric:. a reWl subsidiary of the ~ew
Engl.and Electric System (NE:E.S), filed an incentive
proposal for its l.99O OSM program in September
1989 (Sergei 1989). In Ma.rQ 1990 the

~usettS

Oepa.nment of Public Utilities
(DPU) adopted an ino:ntive plan tor Mass. Electric
that differs signi.ficantly from the company's
proposal in the way the bonus component is
computed (Ma.s.sach~tU Department of Public
Utilities 1990). The proposal and the pLan as
adopted are de:sc:n"bed below.
COlt Reco,efY. Mass. Elearic proposed to recover
OSM program costs as they occur. A separate fund
would be created on the eempany's books to track
DSM costs. Revenues tor the t'und would be eelleaed through an a.Uowuce in base rates. A.crtW
OsM apeud.lmres would be charged against the
tond monthly. A:ry c1ifferenc:e between the amountS
collected and. e:xpenc1ed would. be rec:ond.led., with
intereSt. at the end. ot the year. If ac:nw COStS
ditfered signiticmtly !rom the projected amounts,
the utility could petition for interim adjUStmeua.

The OPU's ded:sion did. 110t alter Ma.s.s.. Elearie's
COlt ~ scheme. The OPU noted. l1owever, its
JOal of eventuUy requiring that <:est ret:JJVery be
l.f.n.ked to ~ performance. This would be consis.teDt with the OPU's 'preapprovec1 contract·
apPfl*h tor supply-si4e re:sourt:eS. which envisions
wt c:DIt recovery of supply-side resour= will be

sovernec1

b1 a pred.ete1'mi.D.ec1 price per unit of
capadly udIor cuet'l'1 outpUt. "Ib this end.. the DPU
~ MaD. E:1ecu'ic to indude a penormance.
based c::cI1.~ 1N'dJ8nism whcu it tnes tor
approval of its 1m OSM p1'Op-ams.
I...oi& 'RGmma& Mm. Electric: did. not request an

e:r:plicit adjUStment for lon revenues due to DSM.
Bee&use M&u. Electric: purdwe:s.an of its power at
a whole:sa1.e rate from an atmiated company, ~
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COSts c::omprise a smaller portion ot its c:cst of
service t.Iw:l is typic::al for su.nc1-aJone utillties. so
lost revenue is aot seen as a major problem. Mass.
Elea:nc .:tid suggest. however. that its 'mmmizjng
incentive' (desaibed below) would provide 'a concrete reunbursement ot lost revenues to the extent
thev =st" (SergeI 1989). The DPtJ's dedsioa did
not' address the lost revenues wue.
Bonus. Mw. Eleetric proposec1 a twO-part bonus
scheme tied to estimated avoided com. It is most
readily understOOd b1 retemng to the 1990 values
cited in the c::ompanrs mal- What Mass. E1earie
c:a.lled the "mmmirinJ incentive" would be set at
S% of the present value ot the DSM pro~ (~
measured by avoided costs). net of pamQpan~
costs. For its 1990 DSM programs Mw. Elec:mc:
estimated a present value benefit of 597.6 million
(net ot C\Utomer costs). yielding the 'mrnmizjn("
bonus ot $4.9 million. The second part or the boaus,
the 'efficiency incentive," would be c::alculated on a
shared
basis. The projeaec:t 1990 ?rogr.uD
COSts of 537:0 million would be subtne:ted tram
592.7 million (the prouam value less the maximizing incentive). and the utility would be aJlowed to
capture l~ ot the result. or 15.6 miIllOD. Mw.
Elec:ttic: c:::aleu1ated that the c::ombined boaus amown
ot $10.5 milllon (et'f1eiency iDeenUw plus mu:tmiziDg incenUw) would yield an ~ of about
2tK, in remm on equity it the DSM p~ met
1009& ot goa1s.1
'

savmp

Mw. Electric: proposec1 to c::oUec: the mmmirini
incentive duriJll the proJrUl year as ~ are
installed. based upou ~ed estimates of
per-measu:e·lmpa=., l1tetfma. wi ttee.ridmhip
Wt were included mits propouJ. For a:amp1e,
Mal. Elecme e:n:u:wned UW ada compee: 11uoresceDt lamp iDmJ1ect m 1M aan c:mnmerda1/
indumil1 el:lSU)mer ~ WOUl p1"O'ride

auw

0.00 kW dmmm.d ~D ud 143
kWh
enezv red~ ,,,, at me pamdpan wouJd be
free..riders; . . UW me beDe1!xs W'01lI4 1m tel' wee

1

J::)rw.,,,,. .IIIP'UI:IIft tI( .. ~ ~ tI( ~ ir II 41
pm. ",. /WE /fJr AI...

~

--IMJP

k •

_in'

&r

q""_~~"",~"'Ilil_
mlJ'il ~ IlINW ill J1'IIIIVfI. "".I)IlIiIm
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Based ou tl:1e:se values anl1 its aVOtl1ed costs.
Mass. Eleanc 'WOull1 c::alcuJ.ate the pre:s.eu t val ue 0 (
eadl UIUt installed. .~ C".1.Stome:-s ente: tl:1e ?rognm
and compaa auor~t la.mps are installed.. ~.
Electric would be able to ciaim credit tor the V'3lue
of the lamps and coUect $% of this amount from
the fund as the mmmiring incenave.
Yean.

•

The effidency incentive woulel be coUected otlly
at wl:lich point
ac:ma.l pmlWD costs would be knO'W1l. Mus. ·Elec.
mc: woulel coUec: the efficiency in~ntive in
insWlmenr:s aver the toUcnvi.ng year.

attcr the dose ot the program year.

The OPU's c1ed.sion made seven! major alterations
to Mus. Elearic's boaus meclw1i.sm. The bonus
amounts W'iU be butel OD aaual program results.
l":&ther tJw1 on predetermined per·W2it impaC".s. The
proposed tow boaus level 'N3.S'CUt in hal!. so that it
Mass. Eleanc: ad:lieve:s 1009& ot its program goals.
the boaus would amoUDt to 15.25 million. or a 1%
increase in the utilitv's ROE. A threshold of 50% of
program JOals was ~lished.. so that Mass. Elec.
tric must meet hilt of its kW and k'Wh goals before
any bonus is earned.. Once the threshold is passed.
Mass. Electric: will eml the bonus oa a specified
per-leW and per·k'Wh basis: W2 per leW-year :wd
1.00308 per k\Vh. It Mus. Elearic: surpasses 100%
ot goals. it will still earn the boaus on au leW ::LIla
k'Wh above the goals. The boDUS W'iU be coUected
only after the utility Iw submitted its report OD the
tim proJr3m year showmg aaua1 per-unit savmg5.
as detenl:liuc1 b1 program ewluatiOD aaivities. The
speeitle med1:mism tor the c::oUea:iOD ot the bonus
was aot speeU!ed b1 the OPU.

•

PhI1ILddphll EIo=1c CoIftPeY (nCO)

ID. arty 1990 PECO submitted I broad outline ot an
iDcaltMi m.ed1ntma to the PeDmytvWa Public:
UtWty Commimo'l ill nlSp<mH to a Commissioa
std paper _
~ au iDc:entive:s
(PhiW1e1plWl ~ Compuy 1990). Un.like the
au aacl M-. ~ pLam dac:ribed above,
PECO's mc:arive approad1 has IWt been de'veloped
to the lcve1 at a i)rma! ~
COlt IlIW'Qj. PECO proposes a spUt c:cst rec::overy
Ipproadl tor OSM ~nua:. ~.rype irems
would be ~ &II in=md through the ruel

•

•

adjustmetl.t clause. Actual e:rpendirure:s would be
reconc:i1ed with recovered amowlts annu.a.Uy.
C'..apiw.cype items would receive deterred
accounWlg treatment, with aJ1 acc:ru.al of interest,
Wl til tile:: 11= l'2te c:a.se. at wllic:n point they would
be (olc1ed into rate base anc1 rec:overed. witil a
return, over a spec:i11ed amon:i2:ation period..
Lost Revenues. PECO would seek preapproval of
tile apeeted reduction in t!=1 COSts per program
putidpanL It would (;Qllea these amounts throulh
the tueJ. adjusaneut clause buec1 apon a projeaed
sc:nedule of partidpants. At yeat-enc1, recondliation
would oc:::cur based on the ac:m.a.t number of participants. No retroSpective changes would be J::UaC1e in
the preapprovec1 values of lost t=d (;QStS per

putidpanL

•

Bon as. PECO would receive a 'shared savings·
bonus based on the difference between the present
value of the DSM programs (as measured by
avoided COStS) and the ac:mal program (;CSt$. The
percentage of saviJ:l.g:s to be retained by PECO was
110t s~ed. Thepre:s=t value of the avoided costS
per partidpant wou1i:1 be preapprovec1 by the cemmission. The bonus would be (;Qllec::ted through me
rael adjustment clause during the program year. At
year-enc1, recondliation would ocau based on me'
acrual number of panidpants and aera.a! program
(;QSt$; the preapproved avoided c:ostS would not be
adj ustec1 retrospe:c:tively.

HOW WELL DO THE PROPOSALS

MEE'T THE OBJECTIVES?

.
In this section we CDWder how R1l each of the
wee incentive meebllnjqm

meet the

objec::tiva

outllDed prmous.ty.

1lill aDd ThHy ~ ot AD ~ CosuI

In general. eadl ot me ~cenme mechamisms wm
address the pan:1a1 CQft ~ problem. Both
O&R and Mm. EJecme wm recover propm a:ms
as they are ~ tmex::pected COlt iDaeasa wm
be ~le in the n= year throup a rec:ondliation proc::cdure.
PECO proposes to to11ow a similar aarmeut !Dr
some of its =pendinms but to ratebue those that

go tOWlLrt1 C::l Pttal item!.:: Its proposal to aCC':'Ue :&
return OD these .::apiw items before tbc::y enter rom
base would addre:s.s another potential area o( under.
recovery. 011 the other b..md. l'2tebasing (;Quid
e::pose the (;Q~ pany to additiow risks. inc! ucful g

pos.slble denial ot tu.ll COSt r~ at some future
. date and "balance sheet risk' as d.esa1bed ea.rJjc:-.
Ther'e might be otrsetting advantages to ratebasing
DSM. however. such as mitigation o( short.te:-::n
upward. pressure on l'2teS.
.
AdJas=at Cor DSM·lndnC'ed Re't"a:Iae Losses

Both the O&:R and PECO mechanisms would pro.
vide dollat·(or-dollar compe~tion (or DSM.
induced shorttalls in dted cost coverage. Bec:ause its
purd1a.se of all power at wholeu.1e rates reduc= the
significance of lost revenues. Mass.. Elearic llcithe:requested 1101' r~ived an e:tplidt adjwanen~ stat.
ing innead that the bonus would provide sufficie::n
otrset to cover lost revenues. 1b the extent that
revenue loss due to DSM does oa::ur. the ~s.
Electric m.echanism provide a les.s stnig.htforwatct
response to the problem.

BonDS to CoDD~c:.e R.l.sk md Loss of
FlDudaJ Oppommity

All wee mecha..nisms provide (or a bonus. or true
incetl.t:M:, above prognm COSts and lost revenues.
'Wbile compated in d.ll!erent ways. each strives to
ot!set some ot the risk and loss of ananC'ia1
oppol"tU1'tity associated. with major DSM programs.

How well eac:n medwtism serves this purpose
depeDd.s on the anc:erwnty surrounding the actUal
bonus tbat will evennWly be earned. UI1cen.aiDty is
a 1't1.l1a:ion of both the timinl at the bo11us and
uncenaiDty about its magnitude. Of the wee
proposa1s. only O&:R stretChes the bonus out over
an
period (ten years). '!'his CDusideratiou.
we be.l1eYe., in~ the reJUlatory risk that the
bonus will not be earned in twl-and therefore
diminjshes its value.

==ded
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In all c:ue:s the mgDitude ot the bel1US is l1llc:.ertai.D
because it dependS. in pan. 011 t.I1e sua::e:s.s ot the
progra,ms i.n reauiting participants. The OckR and
Ma.u. Elec:tric: bonuses additiolWly c1epeud on postinstallation measurementS at acmal program impact.
In c:cntrast, the PECO pLaD. as well as M.ass.
Elearic:'s arigil:l.aJ prop<mJ. would remove litis
element of uncenai.nty by reiyins on predetermined
peroCUStomer or per-measure impaas to c:cmpu1e
the bonus.
All ot the mechanisms Jive the uti.lities aD incentive
to 'do a good job· wim their OSM pro~ in

terms of signing up eustomcm. The issue bec::ames.
How imP01"W1t is it to tie bonuses to law
measured resultS? Surely the notion of paying tor

rather t.h.lm pred.ie:ted., pertbrmanee. has
strong intuitive appeal Further, one might argue
that m<1e: the PECO approac:.l1 the c:cmpany would
have 110 incentive to ensure that the measures are
aa:w:Ji,

installed weU....gr (to c::arrythe argument

to

the

CU'eme) that the company would benefit by

intentioWly dainS a poor job.
We believe me imporw1C:e ot using meastU"el1
results is ovemted., pa:n:icul.arly in simations where
the tlSM programs are being approved fer a limited
time frame aDd ongoml ew1uatiOB6ns are
plamled. Under the PECO pLm. tor a:ample, the
c:cmpany would c:cme before the c:cmm.tssioD.
tJlI1f1J.I3J1y to seek appl'CMl ot 11m yeats programs
aDd their wumed per-<:mtomer impa=. The
commission would look to the most ree=t eYlI1uation results to help it pu,. the c:rectibillty ot the
company's impac= es1:imateL N1y short-term
.pmin~ of 'the system by f.II.fllq CD implemcu
measures wen 'IIo'Ould J.ikeJy be malecl by eYlI1uaticm. aDd wouJd f:M'l'1 a S8ftfO riIt ot loa of
c::rectitliUty with tbi com Jntv1o'n.:S
Reliance sol&ly em mculUec1 rau.b:B pcsa r:wo
d.fsamntapl. OM II tJw it ~ rec:eipt of m.
bonus until tbe resu1U are iD. The MC:aDd. aDd mot"8
serious, d.fsadYutap is tJw it m.II.bI me 'bonal laB

J
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that tJW redue:tlon LIl c::eruinry i.nc:r~ the S1Ze ot
the bonus a.eedec1 to overcome utiliues' l1e:ma.ncv t
pursue DSM.
. 0
~e relW1C::e on..preappr'O'Y'eC1 impaas brings the
risk Wt ratepaym will pay bonuses tor savUlgs that
were l1a~ adlieved. we believe the potential C:CSt is
small. iM= frequent oppommities to revisit the

assumed impaas.
Buts tor the BonDI. O&R"s origiul propos.a.l WO~d
l1a'Ye based the bonus on avoid.ed c:cm (speci.tially
em the size at the investment d.ispiaced bv DSM)'
The O&R mechanism as approvec1 by the PsC su~
stimteS I shared savings incentive, wtUc:h relies 011

both the avoided costS and DSM pro~ COSts. The
NY PSC rejected litis formulation in favor of a
shared savings approlc:.l1, wwc:.l1· relies 011 both the
avoided COSts and DSM program c:cm:
Under the company's proposal. OSM prog:ra.m
c::ostS would simpty be rec:cvered, and would
not atfec:t the c:alC'tllation ot the inc:entive
itseJt. 'The c:cmpuy c:culd conc:eMbly tlnd it
protlt:able to pmue demand reductions without rep.rcl to COS1S. Under [a s1w'ed savings!
proposal. in c::ontrUt, the amount ot the
inc:::=tive payment would be direcl:1y tied to
the c::ost~ess of the DSM measures
chosen. For th1s raseD, I pereentage at
savings medw1iml is sUperior (New York
PubUc: Service Q)mmwion 1989).

•

The PECO propoul Wo adopted the shared savings
approac.b. Mass. EJea:ric:'s origiul propoul asec1 a
c::ombWtion of zvoided c:csu a.Ione (tor the m,uim12:iq inc=tive) mel sJwec1 saviqs (tor the
ddeney incentive). This approad1 wu altered by
the M.assachmens OPU, ~. due to the OPU's
re1w:=mce to imti~ I'Y'Oic1ed ccsts:
"I'he Oepanm= c::annot at this time support
a:tq :Mrided eufl)' and CIlpadty c::ost'S to
ClJaUlte val. -{.A}voided ~ and
CIpIdZ1 com IU1 DOt ~ rep~t
value. Imtad., sudl c:on:I are a c::omplez
mi:Itture ot lW"IiW :mel embedded c::osts,
wtW:h It ben represent anly the n= best
lI.1te:maltYe. As the Deparanent his m.lu1e
dear its intent to elfmin:ue the need to use

•

e,

administntively-detemW:1ed avoided cost (or
tile resource selection and re:sou.rce pnc::in g

proa::s.s.-the Department is interested in
tbe reUance on suel1 ca.lcuLations
(~c:J:l.u.s.em Department ofPublic Utilities
1990).
The Ma,ssael1usetts OPt,; substituted a bonus
method ba.sed 01'1 kW and kWh adlieved. It designed
t.b.i.s method to produce tile same remil as ~
Elec:mc's proposal. namely, ac.hievement ot a target
increase in ROE ilthe prog:ra.m.s are tully sua:.esstol
(The DPU. however. set tile target at 1% additional
ROE: rather tJwt the 2% sought by Mass. Electric:.)
minimj"';ng

•
.

,

.~.

-.t.:.
~.

"

.

.1IP' •

Notwithstanding MassacJlusem' concems about
avoided costs. we believe the shared savings
approacb. is sound and I:w intuitive appeal to both
utilities and regulators. It represents a rewud tor
value received.. and it ztves the utility a conti.nuing
incentive to control cosu. FW"t.her. it is reacWy
understood by persons outSide tile utilityiregulatory
community and is thus Likely to pass the "trent page
test." For these reasons. we apea tbat other States
will likely m.a.ke shared savings the basis (or the
bonus component.
In the tmal analysis. however. the med:w1ism tor
computi.ng the bonus is less important tlw:I. its size
and the level ot uncertainty surrounding its receipt.
While we s.ee advantages to the shared savinp
mecl:w1ism.. we suspea tbat utility m.anagm will
view any mec.hanism primarily in term.s ot its
potential contribution to ROE:.
Dollar VaJa of the Bonu.L Perhaps the key question
is one that c::::umot be amwered ~ttvely at tb.fs
point: How Large must the bonus be to serve its
purpose? AJ1 e.=::utive with a major i1:M::stment
bmk::iJ11 firm 1w sugested Wt m inc:::eaH ot
.15•.2S% ttl toW ROE arisinl trem m ttlc=m
'WOuld be maninPl to utility investOrs (pmoul
communication with caren Byrd. Morpn SW11ey &:
Company. September 1983). It its propms are twly
~ Mus. Electric's incentive pLm will yield
its parent the equivalent ot m additioul Q.3%

ROE. 0& Anotile:, way to view the ~w. Elec-..nc ?IM
is that it wUI provtde a bonus o( s.s~ million on
outlays of S3i,O million. or roug.bJy 14ll:Q above
aetu.a.l e::rpenc1i tures.
Wbelber these amounts ultimately prove adequate.
inadequate. or ace.s.sive will not be evident for some
time. One pos3ible gauge is tile effea tbat one
utility's bonus amngement I:w 01'1 other utiliue:s'
DSM pl.am. For instance. if the precedent established. tor one utility leads other utilities' to
approacb. the ooznmjMion with proposals for
bonuses ot similar mgnitude. and those compawes
are showing signitica.ntly ~anded commitments to
DSM. we might inter that the bonus is sufficiently
attractive.

CONCLUSIONS
Each ot the three incentive meQanisms reviewed
!lere basially meetS tile goal of overcolIl.ing tbe
disincentives tbat surround utility DSM prog:rams.
The most signi!ica.nt d.i!ferenc:.es across tbe
meQanism.s are found in the bonus compone:lt.
wmen serves to offset the perceivet1 risks of DSM
md provide a 'pure incentive' above actUal costs.
Medlanism.s tbat reduce the utility's uncertainty
about the receipt ot the bonus by providi..ng it in a
lump sum willlikdy prove more ?owertul :notivators tJwt those ti1at spread the bonus out over a
period of years. t:se ot preapproved per·unn or ?er·
customer impact me:uurements ret1uces unce:""...a.inty
and thus inc:rea.ses the apparent valut of the bonus.
Amlual review of prognm plans and assumed
impacu. supported. by continuing evaluation
activities. mi"jmim the risk that utilities will
".fomu~" the inc::entive system or receive aa::ssive
rewud.s.

4
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The Electric: Rate Mjustulent Mecll.mism (ERAM), adoptec:1 in 1.98'2 by the
Ca.J.itomia Public: Utilities O:Jm.miUion (QUe) tor me major inve3tcr-owued elea:ric:
utilities it regulateS. represents a major c1epamu'e from cral11tiow ~tC1Uldng.
ERAM removes a prior anti-ecn.servaool1 bias by ens'lU'iq that me IUillty will tally
collect its aumon= ~ue requirement irrespective of its sales. Over or
undercolleaions of revenues aa::rue to a bl.W1dng aa:cunt and are amort:i%ed. intO
t'ura.re rateS. '1"his meclw1ism protectS the utility from the ri3i: of sales c1eviacinS from
expectations tor any reason. Sh.ieLdlng the atility in thi3 W'lrf c::m am{ound omer
policy actions that wume the utility taa::s incentives omer than those c:reated by
ERAM. In this paper. it is assumed that enc:oangins enerlY c:cnsemtion and disc:ou.raging bypass are both established CPUC policies. A study of speda.1 sales c:cn.
trac:u permitted betw~n California utilities and meir large industrial c:ustomen
shows S,..1,.\{ establishes utility incentive:s that render these tw'O pollc:ics inc:ompati.
bte unc1er l1on:na1 regulatory pra.ct:ic=. 'This c:clUUet wes because ERA.\i J'WUtees
t.l:1at any revenue shoman wing from a c:cntraa will be made ap ou sales to omer
CUSlomen: that is. the utilities are not hurt by sipling c:cntnets ClvorabLe to their
industrial customers.

'L'I'TRODUCTION
Rev~

Decouplinf. Since me adoption of me
Elea:ric Revenue Adjustulent Mechanism (ERAM)
by Callfomia. the inuoc1uctiOIl of ERA,M·like
metbanjsm lw been contemplated by other j'lJ.ris.
l11aicns (Jones 1989: Moskovia 1989; and Weil
1989). ERAM removes an ant1-ec~1l bias of
tr.ld.1tiolW nte:.ot·remm (ROR.) replatioll by
pumteeU11 that a IltiUty wm c:oDect its authort=1
revenue requirement, 1rrespeeUM of tmtoreseeu
fluemations in wa. Dec:oup1lnl ot utillty e:umnp
t:rom sa!a wu 01.Uy ODe of tAl mot:iYa tor the
initial implemcumQoA of ERAM. Notably, ER.AM
wu mte:uc:1ed. to bolster the flNlnrW balth ot the
utilltfA HoM:vet. the ckccUP1lnl motive L1 empu.
si%ed. here beQase it c::ow:ems men j~D:I
eum:ntly c::omic1erUl1 £RAM.
.A:tui.-Cotuevar:itm BW. DAM tends to ~te ~
recognized ~ti..aJn.serwtiol1 bias in prior C:ili.fC'mia
regulatio11. The bias results from the phenomenoll
th.a to Wlder pre ·198: C1l.ifornia ~tion. utilities

• A'ltacJ:~fPrc-?'D

pin when aau.al sales e::n:.eed those CoreQ.St. and

vice.vma,. Th.is c::re::ues an antioCOILSe:'YCltiol1 inCC:l·
tive because c::on,s.e:rvatiOl1 progr::u:n.s th.a t prove more
effective than anticipatec:1l1un utility e:tnl.ings. wb.ile
ones that t.:a.I1 benefit the eompauy. E:RA.'v{ ellmi·
lWt:S t1tis

ineeIltive by lutOmatic:llly ensuring that
utilities eollea their c::aa authori%ed bue revenue
requirement <M:r time. irrespective of the velume of
sales. 0:J~t1y, ERAM rec:1uc:es c::ompany ri3k
IIl¢ tends to keep prodtS more stable yet maintains
the incentive to au emu and. impl't7W pro<1w:t:ivity.

SlIJm3 t1f ERAM. ERAM =jo,s wide suppon in the
industry in Callfomia beiDt partieu1ar1y enthusi·
asti.c:a1ly endorsed by c::onservadonisa (Cavua th'
1988). 'The callfomil utilities hive O1'pcmd the
remcl'Ya! of EAAM. and the Natioul A.Uoci.ation ot
RefULltory Utillty O:Jmm.i.Uionm ~ O:J1UeMlioll O:Jm.minee sW1d.s 011 recorc1 as supporting
ERAM·Uke ratemaml retoflm (NARUC Bu/kM
1988). However. $Ome members of the CJU10ruia

\
Public: Utilitv Commission (O't: C) stair have
recommended ~e elim.t.nation o( E.R.A.\1.. and a tew
poliey analysu Juulc1e the S~te b.ave also =pr~
reservatioxu \Z1ertng 1986: Swine 1989).

Paper Goal. In this paper. it is assumed Wt encour·
aging energy coxuervation and a.llO'W'i.ng speda1
utility contracts to prevent bypw are batl1 ena!)..
lWled <:PUC policies. and the c::a.sa for and lpinst
the:se polices w£I1 not be argued. The p1 here is
twOtold.: l1m, to describe the med1Wc:s of ERAM:
and sea:ln<1, to e:DmiDe the e~ect ot ERAM's em...
tence on the suc::c=s of the CPUC's specW c:mu:m::~s
polley.

CALIFOR..'aA CONTEXT
GRC's. Most ROR ratema.k:ing uses l test year
approach. but Calltomia is among the minority
of states Wt use a future test year. All test
parameters used in regulatory proceedJ.t1 p are
based on forecastS. However. whether or not
ratem:a.king ase:s a forecast test year. £RAM is
applicable because it correc:tS for iJw:l:'ancies in
forec1.St3 of actU1 saleso Ca.lifomia rerwation also
<1eviates' from the norm in that general rate c:::a.ses
(ORCs) are conduetec1 at reguJu three·year
inter"YU. the twO interveui.ng yean being c:aJled the
arzri:iDfi yean. lJ1 the ORe. the revenue
requirements ot the utility for the test year are
forec:m. and they ue. esseurilJJy. <1M<1ed by fom::ut
sales to t1n4 the rate n~ to recave:r the
apprcved urWty Q:)SU, which mc1ude.s the appmvec1
ROR. Elearie utilities cone all Mfl-{u4J emu
tlU'Cup this basie proc:us. mcaIJ1'onlia rqulation.
MII.ftu1 CCS1S c:ow: all utWty c:cm otMr tAu. dir=
tue1 and purchue power ~

yw

ECAC 4NJ A.lU. Sbxe tael cans U'8 colWd.erecl
more ~1at1le, rqulatem sepame1y c:aleWar.e a fae1

c:empow=t

m aml1W

~

Colt
Mjustmat CauM (lSCAC) pl'O""f'«fmp., A thini
U)

r'WlI

CaW'crma TMl"t\nism., the Am11:iml R.ewmu
MJustm=t (ARA, or simply.~) also prevftu
I. ~

and

tu

from deve10piq beme= a ~ (DtI
revenu ~ betw=

IUtJ:I.ori:.ed.

~ ORC's. Attritioll tI.Ir.m ac:owu ot ~
spedtle SOurc:el ot sudla wec1fe, nombly, m.tI.ation.
dw:1ges in plant eosu, and fluemations in the COSt

ot "'pita!.

AR.A ... ERAM wcrk togethe" .'-RA ' \ •
adjusts the revenue reqwrement and E:RA.\ot gu,a,ran. ,
t ee:s 1U .:0 Uec:uo n.

H'lSWry of ElUM. Beginning in 1m l trOubled
time for CaJJ.!ornia's elea:ric: utilities. the QUe
introc1u= ~~ for the mlor compwes. Pac:itlc:
c:n.s and Electric: (pO&.£). Pad.fic Power and Light
(pP4d.)~ So Diego Cas and Electric: (SD04kE),
Sierra Pac::iae Power (S?P), and Southern C4J.ifomia
E.dison (Edjson). Dunng the mid· 1980's C4J.iforna
utilities adli~ c:cmtonabte rese::ve margins a.s the
San Onofre and Diablo ~n llUc:1eu Stations
CUDe on·Une. non· utility generation appeared in
tU1cpec:u:dly wre amotU1tS. and fUel prices feU
predpitoWy. 1"bese factors coxuic1erably weakened
the conservation imperative (calweU and Cavuag.tl
1m Messenger ~ and CEClCPUC 1988). Fur·
ther, some trOublesome aspeas'ot ERAM sumced.
and. as part ot an mensive review ot Caillornia
electric: ratcm.a.lc:ing. the e1imi.ution of ERAM was
rec:ommended by the <:PUC.staff. Cali10mia utilities
and various 10b~ however. vigorously opposec1
ERAM's elimination. and the Commission ele:c:tec1
to retain it.
ARGt~

FOR :ERA.J.'i

The complc:ity of the QUlomia regulatory process
has led to rather CODYOlute4 argumentS for and
apimt DAM Wt are not easily W1'WOund into a
neat Ust. hO"WeWr. following are seven of the key

•

pro ERA.M c:Wms.
1. £RAM ~ th.I ~e W CC173t:fVtlrit:JfI.
The a:m.scrYItion arrument holds Wt without
DAM. califDmiI atWties would
two per.
verse mc=ma witIl ~ impUCIltiOllS tor
ac:hicMq co~tion po1iey J'O&lS. P1rst. 011a:
the c:aRI of a ~ propm have been
Id.ded to buc
the utWtYs bat intereStS are
~ bf mlJdn, me pt'OJX'I.Ul fail to c1e1ive:r the
co~dml promiMd. In this ...,. tbe Wity
~ me com of the propm yet m:ri4s the
revenue lea i1s S'IK:ICm tmpua. S«:cnc1, ~
ORCs. the utiUty turther t.a=::s an incentive to
sell as ~ud1 po'ftt as possible. YimWly irrespec.
tive ot the c:DIt:S of ~d.ul it. lJ1 bOth ase:s.

=

mea;

•

•

the revenue gained from seLling a kWH aboVe
the (orec:::ut leveL represents an almost d.i.rea
contnbution to the company bOttOm line. Conversely, however. ERAM dOd 110t reward sue;.
c=.stul col:l.Sef'Wtion prog:ra.m.s. It simply tends to
m.ake the utility inc;Wfcmu to co~ticm.
2. EP.AM mtziN th4 ef1fd.t:N:'I ~e. Under
E.R.AM. l1tilities c::u Still e::a::eed their anthorU:ed
ROR by COSt eut'ting. Thus, their incentive to be
efficient remains..
3. EP.AM 1'mIt'JYe3 tM ~ tIJ grmu iII!(JIf"tI;,QJfinf. The inc:enti'Ye to under toreast sales betore
a ORC and promote sales after it pan:ictlW'ly
conc::erned regulators chums the b.te 1970's and
early 1980's. By parmteeing Wt the utility will

recover its revenue requirement. the incentive to
game with sales (oreasu ~ppe:m.
4. EJU.M meow-ares th.t jWJN:i4J IwJ.llh of th4
~. The guannteeing of revenue collections
contnbutes to the fIune::w health of the utilities
by redudngthe vviabillty ot eami.ng:s~ ERAM
l10t only eliminates the potentially ac1verse effeas
of losses ot sales from conservation, it also

•

automatically adjusts tor many other sources ot
sales perturbations, inc!11ding weather and the
business eyde.

. S. EJU.M pemtiu iNwvQlive rt:lW'1'llJJdnr. One potent:ia! sou.ree ot revenue variability meritS speda1
mention. namely. the coasequenc::.e:s ot impertca
or =perimenw ratemumg. Notic:e that it the
blS4 rate set in the aRC is mc:om:a. the
subsequent miscollea:iOll ot revenues will a.a::rue
in the E.'RAM baLlndnl acamu topthef with
arty other miscolleetio& That is. the utility is
1l0t hun by rater.l:l.UiDl ~. M a remit,
the auc hu more latitDd.e with rat"",u1lrfns
inncMtioas that it ci1d prior to DAM.
6. ERAM ~ tiD ~ eJ!fdIN:y. With
reprd to bath me elfmtnatim1 of the iDamtiYe to
p.me with ~ aDd the eUm1Datiou ot far
Ot~Ul ratem,lrfn, It menu repeat:iq that
the pre:scc:e ot ERAM rec1w::es the c::01ltl':T!riouIness ot replatol1 proeeed1np. remit1llg in some
WI'i.qs ot admjni'trlUYe drcn.
1. £.RAM t:Dma dwzp. £RAM is I bwaw:::at:ic
mee:hIUlmn. Wb.ile beiDJ tar from tree to

ad.m.in.i.ster. tJW approach COSts consic:1enbly less
tJwl alternative mewx1s of motUtOrulg uulity

bebmor.

ERAM: MECHANICS
Buic PriDdple

ERAM period.ic::aUy adju.sts the non·t'uel put of
rates. base rates. to ensure that the utilitv ae:tuallv
collectS its tull authorized· revenue reqUirement.
ER.AM ac:hieves this parity by mai.D.Wni.D.g a
balandnl aexow2t in which misccUeaiOIU o(
revenues aa:::rne. 11:lis ao::owumg proc:edure mimics
the conduct ot the Callfornil Energy Cost AdjUStment Cause (ECAC). the tIlel cost adjustment
proe=mc. Both ER.A.M and ECAC balancing
ao::ount meehpnisms address the problem of ac:ual
revenues st:r:ay1n1 from authorized leve13 between
ORCs; ECAC adjustments anempt to account
(or U1W1tic:ipated. dncm.atioIU in t'uel COSts.
while ERAM accounts (or unanticipated
!1nc:mations in sales volume. The e:::d.stence of these
meehmistns together coa.nderably reduc::.e:s utility
risk~

Namerlca1-Eumpk

Izu::rodod1oa. The tollowiIlg de:sa'iptioll leads the
reac:1er through a simple ERAM spread.sheet modeL
The e::tlI.mple shows haw e!!eaive blS4 rates might
evolve ow: time and how ERAM contrc13 a utility's
ROa. The SW"ti.nI point loosely representS applic.
able n'llDlben tor the Southern California Edison
compuy. but. beyt)lld the f!rst year. the e:::a..mple is

lOWlY tlc:titioul.

MoUl Ammapdou. In this simplifled e::tlI.mple. the
1'It.emIJdq fer year t tUe:s place predse1y at the
end of year t·I. wan ac:mal data tor year t-l are
lmowD. In addition. tM ibllowiDl imPOfWlt wumpticm are made:
1. The ERAM 1"I1e Is adJumc1 jut once a year and
is ~ tor the e.ntire tollowinl year. as are
the ORC mc1 amitlcn adj\1stments to base rateS.

2. All

em the sy5wn are 011 a W"ilf
baM me and ERAM b&1a.uc;g rate are
idendclL
c::uIUlmer5

wtwM
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3. Base ope~tin~ costS are wsemi~ to w~. 7hat
is. an inc:rease in sales does not tmply an wc:::ease
in ba.se open.un~ emu. This is ~uiYa1ent to
iWum.u1g wt the only wcremenw cost ot
gener3ang another lI:tNh is me mel burned.
4. The model is concerned only with base ~tes.

Resa.lts. The t'u.U e::wnple appe:;m in me two partS
ot ~ble 1. The apper pan demonstrates the rate·
making done at the end of yeu t·l. anel the lowe:
pan reflectS the events that aaully oc::currec1 in year
t. I.n other words. what appears in the upper area
reflects what is known or to recast at the enel of year
g.l. and what appean below reflects what is kl10Wn
at the enel of year t.
Spac:.e does I10t permit a twl de:sc:rtption ot the
model here. bat the salient teatureS of ERAM are
easily identified., The easiest wxy to anc1UsWld
~ble 1 is to work ba~ Focus 11m on the
yean
company's bottom line. I.n each ot the
shown. the authorized. RCa 011 rate base 1S 12.S%
(line 5). UJ1e 36 shows that without ERAM this
utility would have ac::mally reported the authorized.
rate in only ol1e ot the tl:1ree yem. 199Q. Everything
worJa out as pwmec1 in 1990 beClase bom sales
(lines 2 anel 21) anel eosts (Una 1 aDd Z7) ~ .
c:aaly as torea.st. If aJl ye.m t'1U11f4 out so
perfea1y, dearly, ERAM wouldl1Ot be necessary.

w:e

Look I10W at the same Unes tor 1989. ID this year.
wes e:u:eec1 fcrcc:asa. E=aet1y as -ERAM proponentS
da.im. a signific::&nt benet'lt ae:::rus to the· ccmpuy
as me return em rate base is more thu two points
above authon= (lines S mc136). This represents a
c:1r:a.matie etfea 011 the eompaDY's pctcrmmce.. pya
that sales were ouly ~ (1lDe 23) abcM the fore.
cut. £RAM Is c1csi&ne4 to eHmiutC m.etly this
powertal dec, and. line 31 shaM bow 'ft11 BAM
wori:s. !he reported aORo WA DAM m pLlc::a m
1989 Is ~ tbe W"" I ~ ~.
ERAM opera_ symmetric:aIly. It SI1a tall ~
tbrecut, rcpoNd ROR would mu be ~ II
IUthorizec1 bl t.hiI ,..r.
Fiully, eomidef the resula in 1991.. hl this ,art th.
eDmpGY sutfm badly. Fim. saki are k7Wr t.h.m
tbrec:at. and sea:mc1. operatiq c:cm a=ec1 theM
torec::asa. Without ERAM. the c:cmpany RCR t:l11s
a ~tlting S pointS below authomec:1 (Une 36). In
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this caK, the ROR is 110t tully restored 'ov =-"ClA..Y{
(line 38). The ~cy results tram the 'f:Wure of
E.RAM to mke the c:cm~ wllole tor the ~
operatin& costs tUnes i and 27). Wbile the ROR on
~tc base is 110t affected by the wes shorWll. :t

rema.ins sensitive to c1eYiatiom in openting

COStS.

Henc:c the c.latm. Wt ER.AM removes the cWina:nave to conservatiOI1 wlWe allawUll the ccmpany :0
be pw.tished for inetficieney.

E.RAM Openadcm. 1b anderst.a.nd how E...~\1
achieves these results, ccusic1er the aamty in the
£RAM baluc::il1g aa:ount (lines 30 34). Collections
a.bow or below a~ ac::aue in this account.
~ proper allowmc:e tor interest 011 the balance.
an adjustment to tumre rates. c:aJled here the
ERAM baJaDce rate (Une 18) is c:alc:u1.ated Ul.d.
added to the base rate to torm, an tf!ec::rive ba.se rClU
(line 19), wltia is me tari.tf me customer ac::ua.Uy
sees. The intel1t is to zero out the ac::r.:ount in the
upc::ommg ?Cried.. although this SOal is neve:
actUaJ1y achieved beause of the ol1going inaCC'.lracy
of torec:::uu.

SPECIAL CONTRActS

•

lDtrodua1oll
£RAM wu. in pan. intenelec1 to proteCt utilities
from the between.oRC revenue lou resulting from
sua:.esstu1 conservation programs. yet in p~ctic:.e ~t
protcaS utilities from sales deviations resulting from
a».y Cluse. The a.U-enc:Dmpwinl nature ot ERA.M
proteCtion porteuds potential eontlias with C?t:C
poliey in some areas. wtlere the ClUe would prefe:
to see the utillties bar saJ.es risk. The emergence 0 t
sped&l customer c:onmas. which are usec1 in
California to ctiscoarqe bypass. provides an illuminating c:Dmpl&
Rep1atory

dwl.-, improvements In ccseneratiol1

tedmololf, low pl'iall of namn! lIS and other light
~ aDd ~ by the iDAumial rate c:Ws
of the residat:la1 d.m all t=c1 to IDllD bypaSS an
a~ opt'iml to 1arp C&1UarDia c:ustomers.
However, ~ it Is ar(Ud. ~ Iffecu the
c::apac:i~ atOfpUou IDC1 fuel mix of utili ties.
in~ the State's depenc1eDce on imported (os.su
fuels., WlStetunr c1upUcateil the State's generating
c::apKi~. contotmds inc1ustr)' pwmm, and lw

•

--
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Tawl. &ue Cue
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year (t) .,. '988

19~
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SASE RATE
1 fo rec:ut SalOl d'latlQII
2 forec:a.st S4llII1 for year t: (OWh)
3 autnOlUtd IIntrut rat.
rate oase
5 autnClUltd rat. Cl1 r8t1Jm
6 target eamlnQlI : (4 x 51
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8 autnolUec2 I1IVlllfMI ~ll1Iment: (8 ...
9 OUIII ra1III in t·l : (c.1CWh)
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11 fol1l<:Ut I'lIIvenUIII ~ontlJl: (II • 10)
12 oUG rate in t : «812) x 1(0): (CI1<Wh)
13 d'lM9' in OaH rat. ClVtr yeart·l
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22
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end of t • 1
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EFFECT ON !RAM MXOUNT
30 Initial a:wA baIIta as ~ ot t
31 m:iIeohc::aon in t : (I • 2Sl
32 MCII'I9 ~ lUnd CIt t : (30 ... :31)
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lleptive e11Vironmct1w consequenc:::=. The most
strident argument against ~. l1owever. is Wt
the W1tf:s of customers remaW.ng on the ~tem rise
beause the bW'den of tW:4 cost re«JVefY f1.1ls more
l1eavily on a reduced customer baM (MacAvoy,
Spulber. and SWl&!e 1989).

aue policy reprding ~ass in the mid-l98O's
genenl. to disfavor it. The cpue allaMc1
utilities to write specW conmas with <:ustomm
that t.b.reateU to bypass as 101'lg as the revenue
gained from the c:ontnct e:ceerts the variable cost ot

~ in

semng the =tamer. In other words. as 10111 as
keeping the castomer by means of a conr:na could
result i.D a positive conmbution to base revenue
r~uirements, the bypass was considered ~
I'WI'f'lic and the contract approved.
Tb.is question to be addressed in the :e:st case is the
following. Since the caJ.i!omia electric utilities are
allowed., or even enc:ounged., to mu::: inQMdW
contractS with large c:ustomm that threaten byp&M.
l10w does the e::c.stenc:e ot E.RAM dwlge the eUec·
tivene:s.s of the contnas polley.
TestEDmpIG

In this e:ample. sped.al contnetS are sisned mat
re:suJt in lost sales of 500 0 WbIy. It is assumed t1:w
the contl"aCS c=.sUfe that £CAC costS are c:overec1.
a.neL fu.rther. that no rate effectS result from the
£CAC sic1&. In other words. the fUll impact ot the
con~ appan in the base rate c:::alcI11ati01'lS. The
con~ are wumec1 to p1"OYic1e 2.0 clkWll ot
revenue. imtad ot the tan effec:tive baM rateS.

.

BypaI CIA Flnt coDSider Uble 2. In this table,
the rate ~c:a of aI1c.7wiD1 the bypua to
proc:eec1 are praatec1. NoD that no dwlJe in
rew.uue reqcdlemat bas bea ma4e (UDe 8), in
keepiq wtrh auumpt1cm 3. Note that the ~
does ~ me cmltraet into aemut (11M 2). Carty,
tIMM simple mumpt1m:is. tM reml'ni"1
ammnm m= be worM otfbeQaH I t!Dd lnu'da
ot the ~ ~ Js spra4 more thlday
K:OSS the reduced sales. Compuiq the effea:Ml
base rates in »la 1 and 2. the rates in the bypua
cue are hilhe: ill l.99O in 1991-

==

CoatrKt CaM. Naw consider the contnct cue
presented. in 'rAble 3. In this cue. contraCu are

suc::ce:s.sfully llelOtUte.d witll the bY'l'~rs ana ~ev
agree to rem.aJJ1 on the system. but at aprefe:-e:lcaJ
rate. ~mpanng line 19 of 1llble$ :: ana 3 shows
customer rate5 are lower i.t the byp~r3 are li:e:n
on the system. This comparison demonstrate$ :.be
key argument i1i favor ot pernutting contrac:u. 3v
keeping the lrypwers on the system. even ~t
a.f2vof6ble rate. the other c:ustomm benefit vtJ'~.vt.l'
the situation that would resu1t from bypw.

•

CONCLUSIONS
ER.AM works as ~ a.nd does indeed sl1elter
the utility from sales fluctUations. thereby removing
the a.nti..c:onseMtion bias' ot pre· 1m CJ.illOrn.1.a
regulation. However this re5ult i3 achieved in a
rather l1eavy tlanded ma..I:U1er that achieve$ the conservation policy goal wlille pOtentially coll!ounding
the anaiDment of others.
Ironic:ally, E.R.AM appears to t1.ave come full circle
with repr<t to spedal contracts. The utility's be$'
stntezy, it seems. is to mount a costly e!!oft to
negotiate sales contl"aCS and ensure that these costs
are SI!e1y embeddec1 in rate base. The costs
embec1dec1in n:wmue requirement will be collec:e.d
by the utility whatever sales ultimately prove to be.
Af:rgr the ORC e5tablisbing revenue r~uiremen~
the utility should c1r.lmatic:a.1ly cut its negotiating
etl'ort. 'Whether or not contractS are aaually signee..
a.nd at what rm:s. appe:m lrrele'4Dt. The utility
should just m.a.e the mi%limum e~ort that will pre·
vent a later pndenc:e cUsa.I1owa.uc:e of the contnc"oS
sales eflbrt. '!'his is eDd.ty the utility bel:1.avior
to'M.l'ds conservatiOl'l prcpms mat ERAM was
inumdec1 to IwicL

•
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saIeI ill tJ'Ie full .tfecrive bue rare : (21 • 23.a)
24 acMIJ ba. nil. r....."ua in t: ((12 x Z3.d"'OO)
25 CUal eRAM flWCN'NU in t : "1. x %tel", 00)
2fS texal rlWenu. in t : (23.c ... 24 ... ~)
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Balancing
Shareholaer and
Customer Interests in
Incentive Rater:naking
This system of rewards for utility efficiency
investments includes elements of customer
equity, "lost revenue" recovery, and an
exponential incentive return for shareholders.

•

Paul A. DtCotis

i

---------1
PtawD,Cotil is II policy mW!fIt
with 1M New York Stet
EMrfY Offict and h4s tmtf' 20 ye:m'
apmenu in mrt'f'I frmoutin"
fintmt:W moUlin,. W poliq

!
I
I

LThe Use For Effic:imc:y
Incmtiva

Tt is widely be!im!d within the
.LegulatDIy~,

that there
is far mare economic potential for
dmw1d..sde ~ and effie
dcq~ tN.n isCW'r!Niy~w ~pur.

~tiIm.
D,o,m h.Dl.tls, B.s. i~

Mr.
I sued by U1:ilitie.t For ewnple:
lntmutitmal BIUinaI M1magtmmt, I NewYork~~,
an M.A. in e:onOfffia fram 1M Stlltt I in their malt rea!'nt long~
Unmmity at Nt'W York at AIblIrry,
r.:sM pIaN ptojtctltd alpprcxiand R M.B..'.. in {iM:ltct.frr:mr R.&WtU I
matle1y 1;sD MW·ot peak reduction
Sagr Collt~. Ht is d1I adjunct
and
1,aoo GWh at ~ reduction
proff!:9$01' of ecanomia and ,fiMnct in
bv
the R.ussell S4gt gmdustt studia
. 2tlXJ, while the reanth·. ~

I
I

;
"
•

-----_!
;1

p1'Ogrtmt.

'':

I N~ YorkState Energy P1m: m·

ccungeJ utilities to implm'le1'\t
C6M programs which could
achieve statewide annual peak re-

dUClions of 1900 MW and energy
reductiom of 15,.300 GVVh by the
ysr 2aX). The ~ Plan ~
reduction pot:ential of 8 to 10 perCE'\t of ptoject:ed loads in the year
2tlXJ based in part an a draft study
-'~
"""
~ ~w
.
l'SM potential In N~ York by the
Am.erian Cou:ncl for an Energy E!.
Scient Eamomy:3
ther reamt stud.ies estimate
peak redud:ior\ potential of
r:nore tNn 15 pe1cetl1 and ~. ~
dud:iom of 30 perc:mt from iull!C1Je im~tat:ion of promising
DSM prograrm.4 Pla.nned utility :n~ in energy efficiency and
C5M are imufficient to tap this po-

O

t:ent:W.

7:lere :"e:':'\aln. in rae:. ?Oweri'.u
fina.ncal dismcef\aves :0 $Teater
utili ty :.n yes anent lJ'\ DS'M. 5
l_":'lor.g ~:-.~~ Jre ~he ?ote~tiai for

greater than e.:<p«':eC :-eciuc::::ons
in sales cU'lQ ~ost ?roiir ?Ote.."lrial
on sales not eude as a :-es-..ut of
~t Ii u::ilities ope."ated u,."lder
com~titi\'e market conditions.
t.l-tey wocid behave like eU\yother
,::oU\tletirh'e enteI't'rise and seek
out lnvest::::ienrs which.had the
greatest ?Otemial to ma.xit:r.ize
ea.rnings.' However. sL"'\C! most
utility services are monopolistic
and are thereiore ~ted. utili·
:ies will seek to ma.ximize ea.m·
inSS subject to the cons::a.int'S of

.

.

that reg:ulation.

ut ~e system of ~g regulatior. a~.:.al1y encourages m-

B
e:eased

sales as a means of achie\'ing ~ earnings and
discou:a~ invest:z::ner\t in lower
ccst efficiency improvements and.
i:SM O?f2ON which reduce sales.
1':ie less ~ economially dic:ient
levei of investment in C5M re~ to date may also be link.ed
to difficulty in prcvid.ing proper
pridr\g imd value signals to utility

FOI"':"..tnacel". :: aopears :he ooiec-

ma.rketplace are eating new ec0nomic imperatives to lowe' ~

1

t::iliaes. inc. and ~iaga:-a yto-

;uwk ?ower CJF?Orac.or..

'N~c..:"

~yreaU~.~~g~~~con:oe~.

~'(J:::'.U'\ed ::lte~a~:'.~ ~::c::. ~,;c~:-.,

co~-age

:::tve mecharusms to promote :easccOst ?iamti.rtg and demanc::. -;icie
mar.agement:'0
::,e ?roposai was :'lot ado'=t~
by the C"mrnisslOn :r. :hac ;roceeding, tt\e COrIuni.ssion ~\i:'.g
oered
for now to acioot
"
. si.",:"ular
?fO?OSais oiie."ed by :he :.ltiiley
par.:ies. However. :'~e Comr:tis·
sion sooke
favorably" vi :he :::'1"0..
?Osal and may yet decide ~o
adooc
::. 5UC-Se. suc.~ an aoeroac..:'"
"
que."lt proceedings. In any case. :
commend it to :.~ a.ttention or :..:"e
rr..a..., y ju.r..sd.icions w hic:h are ..:::msiciet..."lg :-eg'..:.latory :-eionr.5 to ~~
te: encourage ieast...::ost. ef\\Wn·
me."'.tally be.."lign ene:-g:' ?i.a.......-.:..~g

capItal invescrne."lt in
lower cost re5OW'Ce options.
D ecognizi.."lg t."lat e.iec:na~· se.....'.
1'\..ice can be salistied througn ei..
ther new suppiy or de:tl:'W'ld reductions, policymal<m are coming to
believe that both types of utility ir.vesttnents shouki be aiiorc:ieci comparable opporr..mity to provide

To encourage greater
utilit.,.. inr.'estment in
energy e;j1czenC'f, we,
17Uly need to make th.e
profit on akilou.'att..
hour sa-:"ed equal to or
greater than the profit
011 a kilo1,()att..hour
~t"

•

consumed.

c:::oNUtI\m.i'

At the same time. howev~
competitive forces in the eMrgy

C::murJ.Ssion in :::TOCeoeocHr.t::5 in.
voiv-.ng O:-an~'anci Rcx:ki~nci

:::ve or lowe~g C"~tome:' :o5CS'.
while :m?l'O\"t.l'\g snare.'lolde:ea.r.un~. =:.ay ~e ac:cof:\?lished

This implies that the role
of regulation shoY1d be to prtMde
proper ~ forulilit:i.el tD Invet in the mast ~ y effi..
dent altE:mativa'
e.arNngJ.

W improve c:ustoi:NIr relat:ioN.
To encourage greater utility inIL A PropoNl for Reform
vestment in energy effidency and
1M rmWnder of this article fo..
DSM. there may well need to be
<:U5eS
on a ~part proposal the
an opportUnity for utility investauthor devised. to -mc:ourage utiliors to Front from effideru:y investties to channel capital into lower .
ment:s---to make the profit on a
,
cost
effidenc:y investments. This
kilowatt·hour saved equal to or
proposal was submitted before
gru tef than the profit on a kil0the New York State Public: Service
watt-hour consumed. ~

I

I

A. OSM Cost Recovery

r-r'he i."'St part or the ?roposal ~
1 quireS tNt DSM·rela.ted ='5::
be classiiied and. a.lloa~ :,y de:::r.ancl and ~. charges across all
a:.smrne:s in a tN.Mer ~t
with current rna! design pradc:es
for suppLy investments. As with ail
utility capital costs or ~. the
appiOpriate aa:ounting and rare
tn!lam\~ requires that cost oucl.1ys
thereceiptoi~. Effi·
d.m::y-relat2d c:csts should be rec'OV·
m C'M!;f the life ~ or the
bene1i1S. Capacity reductions, like
apadty additions. beneiit an
~ by ~ the a\-aila.bi.i·
i1'yof adequate supplies to meet
cusu:nner service needs. Moreover.
soc:iet1l benefits of reduced
iuei d~, reduad air al'\l..
watt!%' emissioN, and improved

•

mu:n

fOSsil.

----::::;-a

•

mar

ec:onotnies of servia
be
~ ~ acau.irtg to all c:ustomm
in proportion eo t:hm servic:e needs.
onsistent with funeWne:nl3l
prirt.c:p{es or rate de5ig:n. investments in rebate or fiN.ru:ial in-

C

..

centives for emce:nt atrolia.nces. ei:fident lighting and ei%icem HVAC .
should Oe a.lloat2d on.the basis of
coincde:nt d~ requ:ireme:nf.!
aru:i ~ use of each 0..lSt0:r.ner

B. "'tost Revenue'" R«ovuy
The second component of the
proposal ~ that utilities be
allowed. to t"e<:Ove,r lost revenues
associated. with greater than e.'<pett2d reductions in sales result- .
ing from efficiency investments.
Lost revenues should not be considered. a "cost" in an economic
seNe but more a t:eI:npOrary undmecove:ry of embedded costs.

class.

•
I

Costs associated with reduced.
capact:' n~ should be aiforded
rate base mtme...,t si.milar to
costs as.socia~ with capa.city supply, with coau:nensurace return
for prudem investments.
:-';oting the validity of the various ince..""Ienor and utility arguments in favor of amorti.z:ing or
e.'<Fensing D5iv( related costs. the
Commission has deemed it desirable to gain e:<perienC! with various approaches to CSM cost recov!..':' ~ore anyone is adopted
as standard practice in ~ew
York.:1
In its order relating to Niagara
~Iohawk and. Orange and Rockla.nd. the Cotnn'lission provided
these utilit:i.e5lalitude to reeover

propm C'l:$S in the ~
ma.nne.r each had propos«L The

!

Com.r.nissicn's order note. however. that Ormp and ~
has sine! stated it woWd ~
amortization or program costs
over the period of
coinddent ..'lith rKeipt program sav-

ran

or

ings. while Nio1sua Mohawk
would e.'(~ and recover DSvL

costs a-om ~ c:ustomer
~

in proportion to ia savings.

Utilities should be
allO!ved to recover lost
revenues associated
with greater than
expected reductions in
sales resulting from
efficiency investments.

Recovery ot such COSts should. be
permitted nonetheless as a m~
to o~me perceived disincentive to eifidmcy investment3.
'O this end. the pt'O'FCQl recomaumds that ~ ''losses'' be
~ in a lIWU'l.t!f that bet lp-

T

~the~umier

which these rr.'V1!nW!5 would. bt! reoCC'\'ered undf!:r traditioN! ratem.akin§. For tae:k of a ~ interim cm~ ~ should be recovmd.
from demand and ~ ~
ae:t:l5lJ all .:u:s~ dasse. t:
Thee also ~ some contusion ~g l~ rev!...,u~ t'e'I."O\'erv.
. In ~ minds IJt )Om\! utility.
~tives. "lost m'enu~" is
~n

to

m~an

10$t l!.1rn.ings op-

portunity. in the st:Nie that sales
onc:::e lost will be lost forever. I deane lost revenues more conventionally to reier to the unde.rreo:overr or lixed costs ~een :a c-e
case. There is no guara.n~ :..h..ac
sales once lost are lost forever.
and in any event DSM investments ~ up energy and capacity which can be resold to other :-etail or wholesale C'J.Stome.."'S. They
may also wish eo do so to avoid
e.'<Ces5 reserve ~ pe..'U1t:ies.
r.mge aM Rcddand and ~i- .
agara ~rohawk. having :ieSned.lost revenues in the conve:',tional sense. ~ allowed. by :.~.e
Commisston to use their own ?reiem!d tne".hcd.s or recovery en an ::..
terim U-month basis. pending:'l?"
view or other ~ew York utilitV
proposals and an e"rcUuation d :.~e
deas
. or ti\er own :ecove:v.
schemes. Orange and ROC<lar.d
had proposed. :0 re:OVe! :OS, :e':enues tNoug.:.o. an e.e:'$Y C:.a.rg'!

O

while ~La,?""","':!
~Iohawk had ?mposed. to reove:lost n:venua only :rom parCc-;;acing customer .:!a.s.ses.

aC"OSS all C'J.StOtnerS.

C. Inc:mtive PropoNl
The third. component or ~1.is ,?;
peal ~ that an ince..:-cve
rate or mum be applied ~ rate
based ~ and C6M lr.... es
ment3. The incentive m~:....a.rn.sr:
is desig:Md to reward utilities io
~investtnentand to

:ac-

~fy several tUndamental oOlec-

lives. Th~ include: (1) re.!.ac.n~
incmti...-e ret'W'N to mea..su.re<.:i ~
SO~ sa vi.r.g3: (2) I!nI:Ou.':il ~..I'\ ~
vestml!I'lt in the most \"'Ost~:-:t!'.:·
live resource'! fuse (3) tyUt~
re',vard to reduction ~'::S:

<-l>

~g

ualiae5 icr ?,oor

dua :he available incentive

~n:N.n~: (S) ~ncouragmg

ge.
Lf only 30 ~t of ~ted
DSM reductions Wen! ac.'UlWed.
:nt:eaning that ror .1n equivalent
~[VV blO\:.'<. ~ost savi.ng:s iall to :s
~"\."lmt. thl! proposal would re-

6..3

percent of the ~u.1ty mum (f:"Om
:0 percent of the base equity ~
turn) represenW\g 2S peree:-.t oi
~e 25 Pt:e:"Cl!."'\ t n!SOW'C:e sa yO.:\ g:s
percentage.

long-~rm

efficient alloanon or resources; (6) salisiymg C'JScomer
J..nd :H\iU'e!'.oic~ :.nce~::s; l."\c
(;") being easily understood a..nd
i.1:nplemented.
The :-eeovery or an incentive
rate or return should be provided
on investments actuallv made
and based on measure<i resource
saVings, triggered by actual results in meeting redudion tar~!:S.:3 This return would be tied
to the savings realized per kW
and kWh as measured by a ectal
resource cost test.:" The incentive
re~ would be calculated by
multiplying the percenta~ savin gs assoe.ated with investing in
DSM as compared with the
avoided supply alte."':\ative. times
the base retUrn on equity.
For ~ple. ii an emderu:y in·
vesc::nent is one-half as cOStly as
the avoided supply alternative
(representing a 3i) perant resource savings> and the utilities
base equit:y retUrn is 10 percent.
the incentive portion of the mum
would b~ 3 percent, or 500 basis
points. The incentive retUrn
would be applied to the rate
ba.s«i DSM invest:m.em cost.
'"T'he axnpany wculd be ~
.1 ted 1~ oi the i:naImive reNm
IJnly if it ~ its ~ reduction ~ 1M in:ern:iw would
be reciuad ~tWly for my
shorttalls in meeting redUl:lion t3J'o

to

"

inS'..ii£ferentiy tor the aJ.c:ulac.on or
the inc:entlve. One incudes envi-

ronmental ~t:e:m.aJ.itil!!S as a. cost and
one does not. Moreover. one l!.,,(cuCes C'JSteC".e:' :ost::s as an economic cost or ~ging che eifice:lC:'
improvement to rr.a.rket. while dle
other includes this COSt :3

•

m. The Inc:mt::ive Proposal

in Pnctice

I

1

II
I

I.

II
I

.

Table 1 presents bac.kgIOund ~g.
U1"e5 for the in~tive rate of :eturn alculation. Tables 2 and 3 illustrate how the ince:-:tive :are or
return would be aootieci. The ir.Cl!."'\tive is based on a ca.leJ.1ation
of the diife.."'e.."'\Ce betw~!\ the cost
'Oer kW or kt,V'h ot avoided suo.
ply and the cost of DSM. indue!.ing bom utility and customer
costs. The size of the available inCl!.'I'\tiVI! is Limited bv, CSM sa vin ~
alc:u.latee1 as a percenrage or
avoided cost as illusC"ared in
Table 1. The gre3.ter ~e savings.
the g:-eate.r ~"te incentive :etu.rn

..

T:

address the f)l'Colems :.nh.e!.
~
.
mt:n measwmg esvI iaV1ngs
and evaluating CSM rei.iabilit:y to
ensure that ~ are ~ Orar.ge
and Roc:.\cJ.and pro.cosed ~
rr~t an:! evaluation dteria for 5C.lot of its CSvI~.
The Commission has allowed ~"lagara ~{ohawk and Orange and Roc..~
Ia.nd e36 to de!ine r~ ~ sav-

.

-

•

!ABU 1: Incentive Retum Proposal
Avoide<i Cost and DSM iUNmptions
(Thousa1'Ui 1989 Dollars>
Pro~ t..oad. Redudon

30MW

Avoided CApadfy Cost
Avoidlci Pfod.udon Costs t
TotllAvoided COK

S346 per~rw

5186i per ~rw
5'110,650

S32S per ~rw
516..2S0
Net ~ Savings
'!'O 541vinS'

$4AOO
8S.3'!'O

t~ott ~t wluarlJt :lVOllJ.ec1 setr.1dcn. tnmmission.uu:i JiJcrt.bul:ion coso :Or J{)

Yur3. whicl\ ~ J. ,jO.~'e::u opuuan§ a.M ~~le.lift of :iw su::,?iy i:lclice.
lo-~ ~M~.lI'lI.i ~Ut life a.nJ.
lftlIIf i.n.u::&iU iN~c.l.S rt'?i.1..:t!'Ii ~1Ct for equal ?l"tMnt wlUII e:tliSC.

CSM m~t ~ J.lI,Swnli!'J ::c MV' J.

•

...

•

I

I
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both in absolu.te dollars and a.s a
percentage of net resourte savinS"
The eifect of this incentive
mecl\anism should be to ch.a.nne1

live ra~ of remm> couid ooceruiaUv'
~ by as mud\ as 52, aUUion.
or 1070 basi:s points. With the inc::en.
tive.. Tnis tranSlates into a -484 ba.m

investment doUars into the most
cost-effee:ive DSM opportunities
a.vailabie. by providing greater in·
<=emental investment returnS on
the most c:ost~ec:tive DSM o?",
lions. The incentive return would
decrease as the ~ cosc·
eifediveness of OSM dec::-ea.ses to
the point where ~ DSM
cost is to equal to the marginal
savings.
Prudent DSM invescmenl:S. represe.."'\t:1n g a good faith eifore eo
ac..loUeve results would be :-et::ov·
e.."ed regardless of perior:na.nce
but with a significantly reduced.
incentive if tar"get I.e-rels were not
achieved. The basis for determine
ing the level of incentive would
be avoided cost estimates for new
supply additions and investment
in DSM programs.:6
The incentive t"et1Jrn inC"eUeS
the mum on the equity portion of
capital investment. To alcul.ate
the rate of return em tctlll mvesement, the izlantive return is
weighb!d. by the equity portion of
the rate baM. Fa- this malym we
usume the ~ payable flliihout
the i.rlantiw would be 12.5 percent for equity md 10 pera:nt

point ~ in the otherwise al·
lowable total rateoi raum (debt
and equity) of 10 percent.
n ail. the DSM investrne.rtt might
be provided a ma.'<imum equity
reNm of Z3.:! ~t and a maxi·
mum overall mum or 1...8 percent.
These are st'I.U'mingiy high levels of
proiittbillty. Note that. although
the company may be ellgibl.e ror the
tI'laXimum incmm on CS1v£ invest·
t:rIen13. it need. not take it all particu·
~e;tl~
lariv if it:aces c:om~tive ,,---to ~ rates low.
!f the company d.ces not ::-each

ovenll

"1""he ~ ~ at 1irIe 1
1 ofTa.ble l ceptaent the
I

"

II
.1

I

.

.

•

I

its e."<pected ~uc:ti.on targ'el3,

however. the incentive rate or return is d~ e.,(l::Onentiallv
c1!
.
illustrated in Table 3. Table..4 assw::nes that aaual reductions are
::0 percent of the iig'..t.n!! projected
The maximum equity incentive re!:urn would then drop 800 basis
points (from t070 to 270. or is ru·
cmt> for this assumed :0 percent

.

.

ven if in~tl:'.e.."tts.f.~uce~~

E

e:nqy savmgs. u.l:lJJ.r:es ·.vc~c
be granted reCove:y oi :,l;~ ;:or,,;-

de:\t C5M inves~13. Howeve:.
if invesa:nen1:S in ~~ e=cer.c::
are Mt made whe:'e ti'\e c.~t:"J:rJ..c:..
sion has idenr:ified cost~ec:_ ve o~
port'Wtit:ies, utilities could :ace s~

(S COO)

RftumOl'l ~ve~
(w/ 0 Incmlive)

~ reNm an t::Sv! iIW'l!5t.

ment in rate bI!e (the S16.:!SO.C'CO

I'eran~&H~

from Table 1) CNf!!! an u~ ;o..year investment life. As
em ~ ~ on lint 1. the ~
allowable ~ mum ot ~.1S9
million (cak'uJ.a1Bi ~ an ina:n--

reduc;tion in enerogy sa \I"U'\ g:s. ti:o
percent or the red uc:tion po ten e.ai
is achieved.. only :\) ~I':ent or :he
~l:age resource savirl~
would be allowed. as an iJiCl?:'.cve:
thus the overall retUrn on :'a ce
base would. drop from l,t.S ?er·
cent eo t1.2 pere:e.m and the eqwty
reNIn would. drotl rrom:':.1 .
::i'eI'C!."I.t to 15.2 pe.rt:enc. Uke~.:i
ac:n.W savings e:<ce'ed ~ed
savings, the ma:<imwn ince.."1cve
could inc::rease.
tn fac+.. if actual reduc:ior.s e,'(~ ~et and net :esou.."'C~ savings for !:he l.arger yN/ bioc.'<:eduction e.'(ceed lCO perce.."'\t. -:.r.e
incentive return could e..~c~ :::c
p!.."Ce.."'\t. so that :he equity =-e~..:.."':".
on DSM :':We5tI::',e..'it cowe. ~c~
than double.

TABU 2.: Inomtin Return PropoNl
l00~ of T~ :Reductions AclUrved

Maximum Incmtive Retu.m
Maximum .~wable ktum

I ~

II

.

Buis Point Irlanli vt
Ritum \)t\ DSM Invetm~

55.619
S""-,~1

SS,3.W

to
-48-t
t ·t$'ro

53.t59
52.:-:1
55.910
1::...5
1.07'1)
~~

-'-"'C"J'.....

1.~.l ~,-t "~~ty .::\p1C"liT+!f100 ~tIt• .l l:.3~o ~ty COSt.1lld .1 lO<"c \Jve.'":lil
mum ~ l':Ult Cast.

TABLE ~ Incentive Return Proposal
SO~. of Target R~uc::t:ion.s Achieve<J,1.
IS COo)

I"I. Advantages of the Proposal
clt"Df'Oach
to •:n'OVidinl1
.. ..
:J in~3Sed ~gs 0??Ommiry
:0 ~ciie:.es '''''ould e:xoung'! a~
S\ve depioymene oi :"e5O~ thae
result in ac:ual savings, as opposed
to simpiy providing an incentive ~
spend money. It would also enco\Jl'age iNra.lIa.tion of the most eifiCent
~pment fust: the !ower the COSt
or the emc::.ency improvement. the
grea~ the ~t:a~ dollar and

T:

Return on DSM Invesanenc
(w10 Lnc:erll:1ve,
Incentive R.ecu.m
Allo~le

Return
Perantage BaH aetum
&.sis Point Inc:mtive
Retu.m on DSM Investment

TotallYte Ba.M

Equity

55.619

53.:89

S6i9

56;"9

50":98
10

S3.S60

1:3

112%
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shaMg of net resouzte savi:n.g:s as
an incentive. Since ti\e me+.hod employs a total resource cost tI!St it
prc<iuees an incern:ive ~ proportional to the e.'<te:lt ti'\e investment is eo::lnornie :rom a societal

p:::spe."':i.ve.
This approac:.' has sever.U distinguishing dw-ac:er..stio:
-t'-llth the size or the incentive
tied. ~ the amount of actual
me3.SU1"ed resowa :Savings,
utilities are e."eouraged to
ml!'!~ or e.,<e~ reduction ::arge!::S and ove.'"COme C".JStomer
and other market barriers to
invesa:ne.nts in ettid.enc:y. Targe!::S could be adjusted annually. or established init:Wlv.

.

i
I
.1

-The incentive :'etl.lrn in·
creases as the percentage en·
ergy savings inc:rease. both in .
absolute dollm and as a per.
centage ;,r net re:sourc:e say·
ings in t,.:"e context or shared
savings.
......cood periormanc:e is fee .
warded. and poor pe.ooior-

e penalized. but Ona!
there 15
a S.oor U%\de.r downside risk
with recovery of the d·
mMlCd

e ~ prudent.

TABLE 3: Sliding Salt wmave for Effidmcy Investmmt

tOCCi",

l00.~

dene? invest:nent at least,

and the possibility tor arel"..1m above the nor:nal re~~
on invest:mer.t.
-rnvesa:nent in the ::nose eife-:·
tive :"eSO\.1.r'C! options is .an~
eoura~ up to the ?Oint
whl:!:"! :."e ::nal"'g"..r.al be:-.er.t
equals the ='.ars'.Nl cost or
additional mvest:ne."t.
-'The utility has the ~1e.'<ibilit::
to balance ..:u.stome! and
sha.re.~olde! eoI\Ce!nS whe."\
incorporating the incentive
rate or return into races,
whic.' could particularly ben~ \
eiit utilities conironting com~
pendVI!! t:hre3.cs.
-The ::neiliod is easily unde:'~
stood and could be relatively
easily impl~"b!d.
n its Opinion S9-Z9, the New
York Commission c.~ed
this partic'.ll.ar ~ve proposal J.S
being ''by fur. the most well..jevel~ •
oped" or the a.ltEm.ative DSM ince:-.·

•

I

I

•

•

ave proposals submitted.

rt fl.!.rtfw'
noted that Orange and Rcc.'<la.ncl
, had stated that it would. not oppose
the proposal were its own incentiVe

proposal not adopted.
The Commission went on to acknowledge that this ?rop~
provides for (1) a rerum on
D$v! investment (de.tined as
total re5Ourt:e costs) eqtW to a
utility's ove:rall authorized retum; and (2) a common equity
return premium based on the
e:<te:'1t to which program results (demand or e."e.."'gj' savings) m~ program targets established in annual filings
submitted to and approved by
us. The ma.:<imwn premium
would be earned when
adueved savings equal or e.-<ceed 100 ~mt of ta.rget saVe
ings. Tne premium would tail
off e:qxmentially as achieved.
resul ts feU below the t.arg'et. .••

n an attempt not to mic:::ro-lNl\- '
age the utilities. the Commission
has been reluctant to adopt any one
pa.rtic'.1lar ~tive ~ £or all
oi the utilities. Imtad. mcnve
propasals of Conso~ Edi3on.
Centrnl Hu.dsc:la Gu and. ~
and New YorkStatle ~md
Gas wiD. be ~.m:l am~ upon bvtN~
•
by ~ ~ riOctcbermd ~

V. Conclusion
E!ec:!%ic: utilities a.re nnding it inc:easmgiy diificult to maintain e..'(clusive domain over C'.J.Stome:r
end-·JSe prodUC: sele-:.:'ion. due to

d.i.t:ninishing produ~on e-:.:onomies. compeation aom self-generation. and inc::reased competitiveness of alternative rJ.els. To
~ the competitive edge in a

v~ i:m~ on eustca\er.5. or s~

holders ard ~tli!! ~ c1 wmwin situalicn for both C'.J.Stome:-s

Uld shareholden.

:vroreover. since ~e Lnce~c\'e '.S
tied to measu.red. sa vi.ngs <U'.d
AI ".. ..
Qrll'ed
at a ma.ximum lev .........
::_
r.
.....ties would be e:ncoura~ to s.ee.'out investments whic..~ M!'iuce
total cost or servic:e with t."e g=eatest oppommicy ror future W':'\ings, just as they would in a -:ompetitive marketplace.
r-r'he tiIne has c::oxne to move :cr- .
1 ward. with reg'J.1atory re."or::1
by tmpie:merumg iogical and =1".5:.."t:e:rtt c::.~ges to e."d.sting :'are:%!'.a.~-.i::
practices 50 as to e.""l<:Oura~ opt:r:"'..a:
l.eve!s or '_u:Uity investment in :OW
cost eif.c::.encv.
. The ~CQint ,:~-,
~ted here could provitie 3.
major impetus to utility invest-

I

..

me:ru:s :n cost~~ve ~Ce:ic" :':

providing gre&lte! e.amings 0F?=r-:~-

nitie in a cha.ngmg e:ie:'gy .r.ari:e':p~ •

I

I

deCdedby~
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At some point aiter initial opel'atin~ dati ~er the dJ.fferent
s.:..~t!Sis in. tMCO~
could dc!dde to 5~ its appt"OO~"t to inl."'!ntive regulation. as
well.lS D:::lv( cost recovery and
lost revenue recovery.
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December 5, 1990

Leqislative Proposal for 'Electric Utility
Financial Incentive and Rate Design Restructurinq
No electric utility servinq more than 50 meters in the state of
Minnesota shall be allowed to apply for a rate increase, construction
permit, certificate of site compatibility, installation permit, or
facility permit modification unless the applicant utility operates
with a rate design containing financial incentives that reward
efficient, rather than increasinq consumption of electricity.
To qualify for the above applications, the followinq financial
incentive Characteristics must be contained in the applicant utility's
rate design:-.

'.

•

1.

Utility earnings are tied to conservation, rather than energy
sales.

2.

The utility will not increase earninqs by sellinq more
electricity.

J.

Utility earninqs must improve, rather than decrease, as the costeffectiveness of the utility conservation investment improves.

4.

The perf~rmance, rather than the amount, of conservation
expenditures is rewarded.

5.

Market forces and entrepeneurial initiative, rather than proqramby-program regulation, driVe the utility's conservation effort •
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Are Radiation-Induced Effects·. Hormetic?
SHELDON WOLFF

T

•

•

he original definition of the once obsolete word hormesis
came to us from pharmacology, and meant a stimulation
brought about by a low. level exposure to a substance that
wu toxic at high levels. In recent times, however, the word hu been
resurrected and the definition has been modified to refer not onlv to
a stimulatorv effect but also to a beneficial effect. In other wo~ds,
hormesls now connotes a value judgment whereby a low dose of a
noxious substance is supposedl" good.
Although one cannot deny that hormetic effects can occur with
pharmacological agents, the sinJatlon is much less clear with ioniz·
ing radiations, which produce random lesions within cells. The
~ount ('If energy' deposited by low doses of radiation is just too
small to bring about the physiological effects that could lead to
stimulation. The reason for this, of course, is that Avogadro's
number is so large that, even though the molar concentration of,
say, an enzyme in a ceU is small, the cell still will have a very large
,umber of identical molecules necessary to c.arry OUt its proper
metabolic function, which thus will not be affected bv the destrUction of a small percentage of the molecules. eon'sequendy, to
accoW\t for the effects of low-level radiation, it has been necess.ary to
look for a system within the ceU that not only is sensitive to
radiation, but also is capable of magnifying an indi\'idual lesion so
that it can have a physiological effect. The genetic apparatus, the
genes and chromosomes in the nucleus. represents just such a target
for radiation. lUdiation can induce mutations. occasionally by
inducing some random base changes, but mainly by bteaking
chromosomes, which· then can result in the broken pieces being
deleted or rearranged., and these effcas an have a proloWld
influence on the ceU.
The usual experiment on the generic: effcas 0( ionizing rac:iiariom,
however, has shown that the effCd:S induced, rather than being
hormetic with a beneficial effea., are de1ete:riow (I). This has been
shown in innumerable expe:riments in muwion in which it has been
fuund that radiation-induced mucabom themsdvcs. unlike spontaneous ones, are, indeed, usually deJen:riou.s. That this shouJd be 30 is
not surprising, in tim all living organisms are the result of eons of
evolution in which mer have been seJeaed to lit their proper
ecological niches. Any random mutationaJ change men would be
expected to change this fine balance and c:iec:re:ue fimess. With
ionizing radiation., in which most of the induced mutations are
deletions, this is even more likely.
The question of horrnc:sis after somuk irradiation is e:vc:n more
problematical, in that the deleterious e:ffects of radiation would be
.,different in each cell and, somehow, in the absence of sm>ng
lu:lection (these are low doses after all) the effects would have to be
The lUd'lOl' u pro(c:uor 0( eytO!:C11Ctia and di=-atltlr labonltllY at~
&nd Envlmnrnmnl Health, Uruvcrmy at ~ ar San FnncuCo. San Fnncuco,
t:A 94143.0750,
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translated inco a rrpratab/r beneficial effect for the whole org~ism,
The field of hormesis is replete with sporadic reports of unrepeat.
able beneficial effects being brought about by irradiation. Perhaps
the greatest profusion ofthcse reports came out of the Soviet Union
in the late 1940s to early 1950s, in the era of Lysenko. during which
there wu a severe repression of modem Mendelian genetics, For
rea.sons of political ideology whereby the state could change the
envlronmenc and thus ameliorate man's (and other organisms')
condition. the whole buis of modem genetics wu suppressed.
Owing that time, numerow reports appeared in which plants
changed morphology, marured futer, grew bigger, and so on, If
thc:y had been irradiated, Unfortunately, when these experiments
were repeated with proper scientific controls outside of the Lysen·
koist sphere, the results were not found to be reprodUCIble in any
systematic way (2).
Although these theoretical and observational rea.sons speak
against any horrnc:ric effect'S of low-level radiation, recent experi·
ments raise some questions regarding the pos.sibilicy that. under
some conditions at leut, repeatable effectS might be found. Among
these is the observation that wtder strong selective pressure. bactena
appear to respond to a change in their environment with the
production of new mutations reLmd to the change (3). This observa·
tion. which on the surface smadc.s of Lamarclcism, might ha\'e a more
conventional interpretation that in"olves a genera! error·prone
DNA repair with a concomitant selection of only those mutants that
are capable of coping with the selective environment (4).
The other experiments consist of the repeatable adaptation of
hUl1Wl lymphocytes (5-10) and V79 Chinese hamster cells (I/) to
low-level radiations from tritiated thymidine or x-rays, which then
makes the cells less susceptible to the induction of c:hromosomal
damage by subsequent high doses of x-rays. This phenomenon lasts
for up to three cell cycles after the cells have been preaposed to
doses of as little as one·half rad (0.5 cGy). The response is induced
by radiation and other agents, such as alkylating agents, bleomycin,
or oxidative radicals, that produce breaks in DNA, and is negated by
the inhibition of poly(ADP-ribosyt)ation, which iaelfis induced by
DNA breaks. This adaptive response has been attributed to the
induction of a himmo unknown chromosoma.1 break repair mechanism mac, ifin place when me cells are subsequendr exposed to high
doses of radiation, an repair much of the initial damage and leave
the cells with only· approximatdy one-half as much cyrogenetic
damage as Crpected. The response has also been foW\d to t:a.Ite 4 to 6
houn after me pree:xposure to become fully operational. and it can
be inhibited by the protein synthesis inhibitor, cyclohaimide, ifit is
present for this 4- to 6-hour period. Presumably, the enzymes
necessazv for me repair are being synthesized at this time and,
indeed, ~o-dimensional gel analysis of procein e:xtnctS from lyro/COfII,ffMtti "" , ••, 611)
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On Radiation, Paradigms, and Hormesis
LEONARD

hree lines of inquiry have recently raised th" surprising
possibility that very 10..... doses of ionizing radiation may not
be harmful after aU or may even have net benefits. a
phenomenon kno.....n as hormesis. Many sNdies (but not all) sho.....
that laboratory animals e:'!posed to low doses of radiation outlive
unexposed ammals (1). How ':('luld this happen? DNA damage
occurs commonly as a result of normal metabolic processes as well as
from exposure to envIronmental mutagens. I,'v'hether the outcome is
harmful depends on the dynamic balance between damage and
repair processes. A net benefit can result when protective responsc:s
to low-grade exposure more than compensate for the harmful effects
(If the radiation. For example. a major ':.:Iuse of radiation injury at
high doses IS thought to result from the production of free radicals.
FClnendegen it al. have shown that free radical scavengers increase
.tiler low·dose radiation. possibly to a greater extent than that
Ilct:essary to ncutralize the radicals produced by the radiation (2).
This increased production of scavcngers might increase cell defenses
.1~:Iinst tree radicals that result from exposure to other environmen·
tal mutagens or those produced by normal oxidative metabolism.
In other work., Wolff and colleagues have found evidence that
DNA repair may be enhanced by 10..... doses of radiation (3). This
"I~gests another means of protcction. namely, that radiation·
exposed DNA ma~' be more re:idil~' repaired after subsequent· ex'
posures to mutagens. One sNdy demonstrates that enhanced DNA
rcp'llr exists in workers occupationally exposed to radiation (4).
ThIrd. radiation·induced cell death stimulates cetl rcproduc:rion as
.1 homeostatic m«hanism that maintains cetl compartment size.
Accordingly. Kondo has suggested another possible response to
10..... ·level stimulation. namely, that immune ccl1 production may be
croh:lr.::ed b)' low.dose ~diarion (5') Evidence for increased nwnbm
of lymphocytes in laboratory animals after cxposure to low-dose
radiation has been presented by several investiptofS (6-8). Whcthc:r
this immune enhancement results from direct dfects on lymphatic
tissues or through stimulation of central neuroendocrine: regulatory
mcchanisms dCSC\'es invcsrigation.
Epidemiological studies of human populations cxposed to M'
ti\'ely low doses of ionizing radiation have not shown the existence:
or absence of 1ow-dose effects. For example. the stUdies of popuLa.
tions Ii"ing in areas of high natural bacltground radiation have not
sho""" any increase in adverse health effc,'CtS (9). In the absence of
observable effectS., it has nevertheless been assumed that low·1eveI
exposures produce the same harmful effects as those seen at high
le\'els of exposure. but with lower frequency. This asswnption has
become the accepted radiation paradigm. justified on the basis of
pNdence. and on certain laboratory observations of mutagenic
effects of ionizing radiation at relath'ely low doses. Beginning in the
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1950s. fear of genetic effectS, together with the usociaced "urget
theorY" of radiation injurv, have continued to dominate radiatlon
prote~tion thinking. As ~ rC3ult. substantial effortS ,arc made to
reduce or avoid small exposures. even exceedingly small exposures.
to workers and members of the public.
tn more re;:ent ye:l~. accwnuhued experiet'ce has tended co
reduce fears of the mutagenic effeCts or low-dose IoniZing radIatIon.
DIrect observations of mutagenesis in human populations h.1\"e
shown humans to be one-fourth as sensitive as expected from
previous indirect estimates based on rodent SNdiC3. Furthermore.
although some findings arc suggestive. genetic sNdies of SUl"\'I\'or~
of the atomic bombings have failed to produce statistically slgnlti·
.:ant findings (10). Finally. while radiation damage to DNA wu
once thought to be irreparable, and radiation uniquely dangerous•
we now know such damage from a great variery of agents to be
common. We also now recognize the remarkable efficacy of DSA
repair mechanisms (11). Because of these protective mechanIsms.
DNA appears not to be fragile. but highly reSIlient.
An a!temati"e model in which low.level radiation is not harmful.
but could under certain circumstances produce net benefits. IS
plausible. The stimulatory efeet of low doses of a wide vane~' of
chemical agents on the growth of organisms had been noted lw
Hugo Arndt and Rudolph Schultz, German biologists. in the 19th
cenNry. They considered the phenomenon to be universal. ~lore
recendv, these earlier observations have been extended to include
incre~ longevity of animals exposed to low dosa of agents to:'!1C
at high doses (12). In 1940, the term "hormesis" was coined to
describe this stimulatorv efFea:. In 1979. Luckev collected some
1200 references supporting the existence of hannenc effeCts from
exposure to low dmes of radiation (13). Much of this literature .....as
miewed at a conference hcld In OaJtlanJ. UiiforTIia. in Au~st lJi'
1985 (14). The proceedings of a second recent conference on lowdose radiation and the ifTlJ1'1WlC s),stem are also available (15). :\c
neither of these meetings was a consensus reached regarding the
existence of hormcric effects; however. ~ does appear to be a
movement away from an attitude of general skepticism to one ot' a
new williJ:lgnes.s to consider the evidence.
Although it may be premature to revise public health policy on
the basis of the newer observations cited above., it would seem
pNdent that the scientific community n:aamine the paradigm.
Failun: to examine a stimulatory respomc to Iow-dose radiauon
could result in neglect of important biological and possibly clinicalI\"
important information regarding immune function.
Finallv. further research to fCSOM: uncertainty about the health
c:ffeet:s o'f low·dose radiation would provide improved guidance for
public health policy on very Iow-dose radiation. This is espeelaUv
impomr1t when, for cxample. literaUy tens of billions of doUars are
IC-....w ...
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beIng sought by one fcderal program .aJonc fOf the: purpose at
rC'ducmg exposun: to low k\'c1s 0( ~ and chcmlCal wutC$ on
blSlS of lu~e1y hypo<hetical health rub (16).
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phoc)'tcs exposed to 1 eel' 0( Hays shows that cCTUin protcm' m:
abK~t in all c:ontT'Ol eulNRS. bur arc rc:prodUCl~ porae:nt In all
Irradllted eultun:S. Thc:.sc: protcins reprc:Knt ncc:Ucnc Wldic:bU:1 (Of

being the induced enzymes ncc:ded (oc the repair ol the cytogc:nc:uc

dunalte.
Nc\'Crthe Ic:ss, the ract that a pro«in (enzyme:) im"Olvc:d in rc: r m
on be induced bv "en' \ow dosa 0( radiation does not n«cmnl\'
nlean that these doses ~rc in and of thcmKlves "good"' IX hormcm.:.
Sc\'el'21 new pro<eins wde found 10 have been induced. which
inJicates thu dlc me:ubolism of the cells Iud been ~ed. Some (If
lhese proteins mighl have a metabolic e!ea of dlor 0'A"f1. 3.nd could
possibly lead to a cascade dfea ....-hereby sutmqumt metabolic step'
unrelated to the induced repair .....ouId be altm:d. To call um
beneficial would be premaNrc, indeed.
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Twenty years ago, maverick biochemist Bruce Ames warned against the
health hazards of man-made chemicals in our foods and in the environment. Now he says most of the effort to control those cancer-causing substances is a waste of time and money, and that such "natural" foods as oranges and peanut butter are just as-or more-dangerous. What's up, doc?

•

By EDWARD EDELSON
ruce Ames is eatinl( an orange. methodically chewinlt the slices in the hope it
will help fight his cold. lie
lookll at it and !tIlys reflectively, "D-Iimonene. That'.
the main ingTedient in citrus oil: it
gets into all the orange juice. It's a
carcinogen." He eats another slice.
"People don't want to come to gTips
with a world that is full of carcinoRens. I'm going to rub their noses in
it."
The scene is Ames's home in Berkeley. II few blocks from the University
of Califomillc:ampus where he ill chairman of the biochemistry department.
It'a u placid a California as anyone
could want on II sunny spring day.
But from Bruce Ames'. point. of view,
it's a scene of unremitting chemical
warfare. no less violent because it's
nature's own. From the orange in hi.
hand t.n the plants in his rarden to
the produce in the health store III few
hlock. away. Amea IlH!lI a plet.hora of

<; the really good people in carcinogene-

sis, they're very wary of what he'.
saying," says Marvin Legator of the
UniverSity of Texas at Galveston. "I
don't think you'd find anyone who'd
agTee with him,"
But Robert M. Hollincrworth, who
heads the pesticide Relleareh Center
at Michigan State Uniwl"Sity, saya, "To
lIOmeone with an open mind, Bruce
Ames's at'gumentll haw support." And
Clark Heath, an epidemiolotrist at the
American CanC2r Society, lUlya. "My
general feeling is rathM' like hia."
Before he sot inwl_ with the dmnist.ry of cancer, Ames's ca,,"r followed
the conVllntional routt olmllny a brilht
New Yorker. the Bronx High School or
Science, Cornell Uniwmty, California
Institute of Technology, the National
Institutes of Health, the Univeraity of
California at Berkeley. "And then." he
says wryly, -at some point I began reading too many labels on packeta of p0tato chips."
Like everyone else, Ames knew the

caneer-caul'inR chemicall' so ;danl(er.
preaching just. the opposite in equally
ou. that almollt anythinlt human.
fervent terms. Renowned u the invenadd t.n the witchfl" brew' in trivial by
tor of the Amell test, a quick and CheAp
comparison.
way to identify industrial carcinogens,
Ames han been preachinlt thin IM- Amen herean 11111 a cruuder IIIpinllt the
pel for several yearl' in scientific jour- danlters of fMd additives and other
nals and public forums. arguing from
man-made chemicals. When I interchemical principles that most or the . viewed him on the Berkeley campus
billionll beinR !lpent to control indusin the 19709. III can of diet soda was
trial pollution and keep' pesticides out
tacked to the wall in his office to dis.
of the diet are wa!lted as far as cnnplay its long list of ingredients. Now
cer prevention is concerned. Ames
the man who quest.ioned such chemi,
makes a few exceptions. notably cigaeals as cyclamates looks askance at
rette smoking and llOme kinds of oc·
orange!! and celery. In acientific terms,
cupational exposure. But otherwise he
his conversion is as radical as the evthinks pollution prevent.ion money is
olution of a young Communist to Il
being misspent because regulators and
middle·aged reactionary.
environmental zealota are ignoring
A load of nonlenM?
the realities of nature's chemistry. And
he thinks t.hat the animal telltll ul'ed
His critiC1l say Ames now is talkinll
to predict a chemicnl's carcinogenic
-just a load of nonseMe. for a variety
potential in humans are just about.
of reasons" in the words of Samuel
worthless.
Epstein, II University of lIfinois reo
It's a cnntrovel"l'ial PMition-1I11 the
searcher who deJighta in contrasting
more controversial beeause not much
what Am~ !laYS now with what he said
more than a dec:ade aRO Amell Wftlll
in the 19701. "If you talk to moat of)
chemical industry wall spewing out a
vast variety of new compounds, most
of which, because of time and money,
had not been t.elst.ed for carcinogenicity.
To do such a test.. you used laboratory
animals-a hundred or so ratll or mice,
who were fed the mlUlimum amount· So the EPA delayed a deeision. Alar
of a chemical that they could tolerate , now. is elTectively 01T the market.
without gettinl( wry sick or dyin". AfAnd cyclamat.ell, the artificial sweet·
ter a year or more of feeding, camn- eMf'll banned two dec:ades ago, might
ocenicity was a.,~"G!dby determininlf be back on the IIhelvea lIOOn because
how many of the animals had devel- the FDA thinlt.a the original animal
oped cancen.
test.II didn't prove what they were supABide from the helliah expen.ee, anipoeed to.
mal tnta ann't alwaya lIuy to evahaThe better tnt BruCil Am" decided
ate. ,",ere's alwaT-' a certain nRtural
to invent is hued on a baJilllfthlllt CIIInrato of tumor OC'C'Um!nce, and pickinr cer can be explained in strailhtforward
a cancer-<:aUllinr signal out of the bio- ehemiClilI lenNI-the biochemillltry of
lOIiaI noi. isn't always easy. A rechanges in DNA, the lY'ICIecuJe that CIIIrcent cue orren a vivid illustration. The
lies genetic information.
bie dither last yur about Alar, a chemHuman DNA is a lonc string of a
ical fY"OWera sprayed on apples to remolecule that. contaiM the code for
tard ripening, oo:urred because the
50,000 to 100,000 genea, each of which
EPA'aexpert panel of anUm couldn't
IO"'I!ms production ofan eaaential promake sense out of the animal studies
tein. Ames's starting point was the lORthat indicate Alar wu carcinogenic.
ical supposition that cancer occurs
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when one o(tho~ Rene" 1:'1 chanlled by
.. chemIcal mutation, 1\0 thAt It ~tart!l
turning out an abnormal protein, Put·
ting it formally, a c:1rClno~en would
also ~ a mutagen,

Mutated bacteria
"In the Il\b we were mutatinlt bactI!"
ria all the tIme, chanltinll: gene5: Ame5
l't'ealls, "So Ithouf,tht mAybe 8." a hobby
I'd start uSing our bacterIal sy!ttem lD
detect mutagen~."
Ames used a bacterium that was de·
Iiberately mutl\ted so it neederl an
amino aCId called hi~tidine to ~urvive.
I Normal bacterin can make their own
hilltidine; Amell's mutated versIon
couldn't.) The Ames test ill brilliantly
:'Iimple in concept: Grow mutated bac·
teria in a dish, feeding them just
enough histidine for survival. Add a
su:-pected chemical tu tile dish. If it's
a mutagen, some of the bacteria that
mutate will regain the ability to make
histidine becau!*' the abnormal gene
Il:ets chanRed back to normal. Those
bacteria will grow like cra7.Y, creating
large colonies on the di!\h .•Just count
tht' colonies. and you can measure
whether the ,chemical is a mutagen.
and hence a carcinQll:en.
Ames !ltarted workin~ on the tellt in
the 1960s. It took him about a decade
to develop it to the stalte that .. laboratorv technician could do it in a mat·
ter o'f days. The chen,ical industry
llTabhed Ilt the Amell est, delif,tht.ed
that It could aMeSo". ch 'mical in a few
dAY!' rnthcar than IIpcandlni a year and
a million dollaf'll. AmI!'! didn't mllke
Any monl!'y from hill inl/'l'ntion becAuAe
he didn't pl'tent it - hioc~ t'mil'UI weren't
a!l money.minded a few yeaf'll ago as
tht'y are now-hut' he (lid pick up a
IIhelf nf award!\ and a mnj ,r reputation,
Amt'§ and others publi!!hed lots of
scientific papers showinR that .. hiRh
. percentajte of industrial chemin III
were mutagens, ~IRn of a dangerous
man ·made world.
Then came a disturbinR dil!COV@l')'.
Takallhi Sugamura. head of Japan's
National Cancer Institute. '\'85 watchinll: hill wife cook fish on a chan:oal
broi ler one day when he ( eeided to
te~t the compounds formed 18 the fish
turned brown. The stuff he !:craped off
the surface of the tiM '11IM m 19niflcent.
Iy mutagenic in the Am~ t~t, Supmura put some l'ICientil"lII tr. work illOlating more compounds from cooked
fish. They. were mutaltenic too.
"So that meant whenever you cook
ynur food ynu make mutagens," says
Amell. "In ret~ that mak~ sense
becnu~ ynu ~et a mixture of thoul:800s
and t houl'ands of compoundl' when you
cook food. Think of all the black materiRI in a cup ofcofT~: it'~ full ofmuta~enl". Su~amura showed there are a

(f)uplt' of mu~nn" in colTet' that are

fif'llt o( what's tumE'd into ,a lonlZ 5("
of SCientific p.8pt'r3 empha~lZIn"
the dangers of natural carcinoflt'nll and
ah!'oOlvlng Industrial chemicals (rom
blame for increased cancer rates, In·
det'd, he wrote in one journal. "there
if' nn Ilnod evidence that there i:'l Anv
incren!'le in cancer due to the modern
industrial world,"
"Behind this drastic turnabout 111 a
beautifully interlocking theory that
Ames "ay!\ he was led to by the hard
biochemical facts of the real wnrld
First, there's a lot of nasty stuff In
nature. ''There's a war between plant.9
lind animals,~ says Ames. "Plant people knew that plants were full of tax·
inll to kill ofT insects. A plant doe"n't
have teeth, it doesn't have claws. it can't
run away, it doesn't have an immune
llYlitem. So all plant evolution is chem·
ical ""arfare. Plants are much better
chemist~ than Dow or Monsanto.
TheY'le been at it a long time, so ev·
ery p;ant has thirty or forty of these
chemicals that tend to ~ pre~ent In
pa rts per thous,and or pa rts per
million."
Sec'lOd. the resulting DNA mutation
rates n the animals that eat the plants
are er ormous, Why, then. aren't we all'
load eft with tUmGf"B?
The answer. Ames says, is that anlt
mal ctlls have developed their own de·
fenlles. One is to repair DNA like mAd,
Anotht r is to get rid of damaged cells
as fas~ a" possible. "11le whole Iinin~
of your iifift'Stivesystem is thrown away
every d Iy," JaY" Ames, "11le surface of
your m..luth, the surface of your ellOph·
aRUII. f he surface of your st.omach, co·
Ion. in ~tine. You have these stem cellI!
down .here. they're dividing. and the
lIurface cells get sloughed off,~
"\
Ho,t' tnugh is Bruce Ames's world?
Well. for !ltarters. he sees no difference
between ~tting II dose of radiation and
breathing. "I've been thinking of OXY·
gen aft the critiClilI thin" beeaU!'le OXY'
gen I:; the electron M!Ct!ptor that gen·
erate!! enerc. To generate energy in
the cell you hlllve to add four electron!'!
to o<ygen to make water. You're pull· I
in, electrons out of sugars. and you I
In 1971 Am" wrote a !lCientific paper gyinl£ "one molecule of a muta- hale tn put them somewhere, so you ~
\
gen is enoulfh to caUIIe a mutation." pl.t them in oxylftl.
In 1972 he ~ted tris. a chemical being
Danrerous breathinr
used to makechildren'l\ pajamas flame"That'll II tricky process. If you add
rellilltant, found it to ~ mutagenic.
and!ltart.ed a hulabaloo that had tris electrons one at a time. you'n! in trouble because you make superoxide, hybanned. Around the same lime he ran
some hair dyes through the Ames test. drogen peroxide. and hydroxyl radiClills.
They flunked, and manufacturers refor- They're all mut.qens, TheY'n! danlOter, )
mulated their products to take out the ous. Radiation is a mutagen ~ause
il splits water and pnlduces these !lOme
guilty dyeR, As late as 1977, Ames
was writin" thnt ethylene dihromide things. So in fact. living ia the ~me
as getting radiated.·
IEOB), ulled to fumilOtRte fruit, IIhould
That conclusion leads sequentially
be banned neeau.'It' of its chemical reo
to Ameli'S opinion about animal can,
IIemhll\nce to trill.
But in 19R:J. Ame!! puhlillhed the rer ~t..., which is low-again, he says,

alllO carclnogen~ Other ~ple show.,u
that the oUL~lde H( your nice French
bread, all that hrown cnlor, i~ full o(
mutalZen~, Pl'Ople te~tinlZ plant prod.
uct.~ were findinR all kinds of muta·
Ilen~ ~ m,v lhlOklOll ~t:ut.M 10 chnnlle
a hit becnu!'le'wE' ""ere Il:ettinjt a ditTer,
ent picture of thE' wnrld."
"Chanlle R blt.~ i~ an understated
way of de1lCriblnlZ what btoeame a rev·
olution. Afier all, this wall the Bruce
Ames who had once propo!\ed that
there ..... a~ no sllfety threshold for in·
dustrial chemical!'!,
;
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beaau.ee of tIM basic chemical prinei.
plea. One of hill criticilll'lNl is that the
MTD. muimum tolerated doee, Us used
in thOM t.elrtI. ""The MTD hu bothered
toxicololilltl for yean." he sa)'1l. "All
their trlllinin, Us that everythinr il a
poilIOn. Every ehemiCIII Us toxic at 80me
doN. A certain amount of aspirin will
kill you. and I certain amount ill all
right."
But his major criticism is that ani·
mal testlare done almost exclWlively
for synthetic chemicalill. not the natu·
I'lII stuff found in natW"ll. About half
the synthetic ehemiCII1. tested in ani·
mal. have been found to be carcinogena. Ames's major llffort of the 1980.
hu be1!n to .how that theM resulta
aren't .a alanning lUI they seem beo
caWJe nature ill just u malevolent.
One thing he did wu !let up a com·
puteriz.ed data balle of animal cancer
testl, with government financing. He
and 1.oi. Gold. one of his colleal'1e11,
have about 4,000 teilts in the data baBe.
'They can UBi! it not only to tell whether
III chemic.a1 tested positive (or carelnogenicity but. a1IO to measure itl virulence.

Calculating danger
And from that value comes Ames'll
"daily Human Expo1IW"Il doaeiRodent.
Potency dOlllll!," abbreviated HERP. It'll
hill WillY of comput.ine chemial dan·
rens. He t.akea the estimated daily dose
of a chemical that will cause cancer in
one-half of a group of teilt animal•. He
compares that. with the estimated daily
dose that human. get of a given chem·
iCIIl. The result is a pel'Q!ntap that
liva th. eardnol.nie etanllll' of the
chemiCIII.
Some 0( the HERI' rilltnbera are 1Itar·
tlin«. So ill the way in which Ames
uses them. For eumple. there', hill
I"UlIOning about. trichloroethylene. the
sol vent that'. ClllueeG major allU'1ftll beo
caW18 it'll been found in wells ~n Cali·
fomia'. Silic:on Valley and Wobum,
Maa Wella have been closed; BUita
have been 6led.
"Woburo':"'that. water wal saf.r
th aD ordi NU"1 tep wa t.er.. lIollYl Ames.
"'Moat tap water in t.M United Sta_
ill ei,hty-three puta pif billioft in chJo.
rofonn, that c:omea from ehlorination.
Trichloroethylene ia teD ti1'M8 weabr
all a carc:inocen. Trichloroethylene
rephu:ed ftanu'lUlble l\IIOlventa. We can't
back to clunin, our clothes in
flammable 8Olventa.
"What 10U piy for II modem technologiCIIII society ill you set. a little trio
chloroethylene in your water. You CIIn
eet out that lut part per billion at
enonnowa coa. but it wouldn't be worth
il"
Or, u he wrote in a tlcientifu: paper:
"Water from the I'D08t. polluted well ...

'0
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hUll HERP ,",Iue ordef'DoCnulrnit~

lesa thIIn (or careinQlena in an equal
volume oC cola. beer. or wine. 1t.B HERP
VlIIlue it alao much lower than ... the
averq'4! peanut butter sandwich."
Follow hit reallOninl{ on Alar. Amee
caleulllltel II lifetime HERP of 0.0017
percent from Alar for anyone who
drinu lix ounces of apple juice every
day. "This pouible hazard it less than
from the natural carcinocenic hydl'lll.
zinea consumed in one daily mushroom
IHERP"O.1 percentl or that from alta·
toxin .in III daily peanut butter·sand.
wiehIHERP-O.03 pereentL"lllIl)'ll Amea.
In addition, apple1l that aren't"treated
with Alar are mote lIuseeptible to mold
formation. he Ia)"l, "I'd rather take my
chances with Alar than all the mold
carcinogens:

Natural poiso~1

U m~11lC'IId prioritilllll: ...." doin«

an fIIishty·billion-doll.r np4lriment
with no control•. Eirhty billion is what
we apend III yellr on pollutieft control.
But the total amount ofbu6c reeellllreh
in the United States il only 8.8 billion
dollllll'l. The eipty-billion-eioUar expe1"
iment hUN our eompetithoeMllil, it's
done inefficiently, it'. IMiaJy sold on I
health bali., and I don't think any 0(
that ilI.. SOinl to be ript.·
Amea's numeroua critieD point out
that much po~lution control IpI!ndinc
....on acid nain, for example-has noth.
inc to do with caMer pl'ftImtion. And
they rive him a vlSOroUSlLf'lUmllnt on
hi. canCllr calculations.
"Some recent lItudiea indicate that
our emapolationa made from animal
testa are not corum'Vative, but. if any.
thing. are not stringent enough." says
Mlllrvin Legator of the Ullivefllity of
Tuu. "And if you take iDto ac:eount
that moat of our chemicals have not
been evaluated, what'. happened in the
pallt five or six yean when m'w found
a number of potlnt c:areioocens i. in·
credible. Ames's preMnt poeition. it
ju.t doe1In't make eenae."
But Clark Heath 0( the American
Cancoer Society buye a lot 01 the Ames
argument. "If you eompan animalusay l"elNlti on INIIn·mae. chemicals.
you can't help but feel that man·made
thinp lllre on the minor aide compared
with thinp in the diet in tenna of con.
eentnation and amount," be 1lIl)"l. "'The
COl'\coem that ari... time and apin
about the hlAZAl"d8 of INIID-eade chem.
ieall does ....m out ofpf'O'poriion to the
actual huarda lUI Juq'" by animal
experiments."
"A lot of toxic:olOliIltl would acne
in broM. ",nem terms that we dis~telyspend our time lookinc
at a lImlIll percentap of t.bIt c:hemieaJa
in the food auppl~.1I8)"I Mid:ripn State
Uniftflity·. RobIm Hol~.

Ames tw a few fawrite stories about
nature's nllltural poisons. One concern.
the ruh (literallyl of complaints about
dermatitis from supermarket worken
who were handling III new vlllriety of
inaect'rellistant celery introduced to reduce the use of pesticides. TestlllIhowed
the celery (ought off insedll because it.
had 9,000 part.B per billion 0( pIIOralena.
natural pesticides that are alllO carein·
ogei'Ul. In Ames's book, that'. a net in·
creue in humllln expollurv to careinogena. in the nlllme of environmental
purity.
Amea can land doe:llll 1'0 on and on
about c:arcinopns in pure "od. Shrimp
contain formaldehyde. Buil containa
elltraaole. Appl. ,iUiC'lllt contains 126 wi·
at.U. compounds. Five of them have
been tested.. and three are CIIIrcinopN.
The c:bemiCIIIl that maw mustard punpnt ill a ClU"cinoeen.
Abandon hope? No. therv·. plenty 0(
I'UIIOO (or hope, if we choolle the nlht
tarpta. Ames saye. An eumple is hu.
appl'Oldl to ethylene ditwomide. He
testified in California that itll indWJoo·
trial ue Ihould be banDed beCllWICIl ,~e~~acmc
worUra werv Pttinl extelllll exposure.
And ror 801MOM who . . . a ean:in·
"The 'lII'OI'bfll breathe in 20,000 Ii tel'll Gpn Imdet' fMtrylat, AmiIIIII ill una·
oi air a day but you only drink one li· inrly hopeful about reducin( c:anatl'
ter fJI water a day," he aplains. "If' mta We've lOt to CIODClIDftte on NItth.re·. OM part per million in th. uml Wop beCIIQ88 t.M lIIItUdi. that
water and OM! pirt per million in the eompmoe caftCllr m_ in di&rent eounair, hr. a 2O,OOO-foid di&nnee. EnS tria indiClllt4l that aimplilll chan,. in
W'OI'kera went allowed to ret half the diet. and livinl babit&-eonluminl
same «be that wu givinl half the more fiber. for eumpl• ......am NMt mao
mice and rata CIIIlClIW. I telUfied it wu .;or etrect!l. he 8Il1L
When he seta CI\Ulalt' _ 0( the way.
out:npoua. and California IoMred the
expmmrv limit a hundredfold after my Ames would lib to tIildde the bioc:hemtestimony.
iIItry of &line. A ~ of nat. happens
"'But the EPA outlawed EDB bec:aUllle when cella ITOW o&d !wi to do with the
0( itll residues in min, and thllt wu
kind fJI oxidMtII that. CII.- CIIIDCiltf, he
0.001 percmt on our HERP IlCllJe. I beli.....
thourht. thtU WlU outnpowl."
"Before my neurons 10 GlUt, I'd lib
From there. Ames rnG'i'elI on to III to crack aging," lIIG)"I A-. And .tII
BWee1Jinc attack spinat. what he seeII another .liee of orange.
IIlI
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Acadetny Panel Raises

Radiation Risk Estitnate
~~1u1t

was (lllce Ill/ extreme /liCIII ',c((ll/les l/Iai1l$trcalll as
statisticialls recalCIIlate the effects of the Japallese atolllic blasts
rhe Nation~1 Academ~' of
slow. but they ~omctlmes
grind exceedingly fine. In Deceml~r they
produced a 421.page report' tim pulverizes
.,n argument made by a group of e:<pcrts 10
vcan ago that the dangcr~ of low· level radia·
11110 were heing e:'laggented.
The new ~tud\' (oncludes that the risk.~
have been unde~estintated until now. Not
onl\' that. but it sa\'~ that (he likelihood of
ge~ing ":lOcer .,fter· heing exposed to a low
J(l~C of ndiation is three to four times
higher than tim given in the earlier Acade·
m~' report. which itself was denoun"ed br
~me old h:lnd~ at the time a.~ al;lITni~f.
11lus. an e\'olving scientific underst~nding
of health effects has made the alannist view.
point of the 1l}7~ ,'ppcar modcratc todar
and it ha~ given ~l1le former alannisrs J
chance fO say "I told you so" .lbout their
predictions.
The person responsihle lor bringing this
ri~k .1.\.~s.~l1lent to a soft l.lnding-unlike the:
l:l~t one in 1979 which ~hattered on im.
pact-is Arthur C. Upton. the unllappable
chainnan of the Academ\"s fifth committee:
on the Riological EffeCts 'of 10ni7.il1g Radi:l'
nun (or REIR V). L'pton. whu head~ the:
In~tinJte of El1vironOlclltill Medicill(' ott New
Yurk Uni\·enity. is ~nlrulously botlanced in
hi~ pr~nr:lti()n of thc~ i~~. 11,i~ heirs to
e:'lplain why hi~ group was able to n:ach a
COII.~SU.~ while the last one. BEIR III of
1979-1980. broke into factions.
BEIR V deals with low levels ofpenemt.
ing radiation that impinge 00 humans from
outside the bod~·. CMeTltiaUy x·ra~"S. neu.
tRIOS. and gamma rays. which make up the
hulk 0( the public threat that has concerned
health officials in the put. A speciAl s~·
issued lut year. BEIR IV. deals with a
diJfemlt problem mott geu increasing atten.
tion th~ days-internal shan·range "al.
ft
pha radiation primarily from radon gas.
Thus. while REI R IV has implicatioru for
clearing the air in homes and uranium
mines. BEIR V has implications for policing
man·made soun:es such as medical diagnos.
ric machines and the nuclear industry.
Although REIR V W.1.S not officially .1.Sked
THE MILI.s OF
S(ience~ mav he

•

'''1 k~lth EfI'c:m "I" F.lrm\l~ "' I......· 1."',\'(1< of 1"Ut7111lC
R~,lIa",,"'

['\ C. lQq()l.

fNnion&l A~~'

rra•.

Wuhtn~m.

to wmmcm on public 5.1fety. Upton s:ud at
a pre•• wnference that he expected there
would he "some rc~ronse" from re~'III:lfory
auth(lritic~ in the fom, of tighter stand:ltlts,
At Icom one activi~t group. the Nuclear
InfiltlllJtion and Resource Service of Wa~h.
in[Ztol1. I).c., is already citing the new
REI R V data 15 it seelu to prevent feder:!1
deregulation of very low. level radioactive
"'a~te screams (emitting le~s than 10 l1Ii11i.
rem per ye~r). W:lrren Sinclair. president of
the National Council on Radiation Protec.
tion and ,\leasurements. an industrv adviso.
1')' hody. ~ays that given the "pre~lIreft of
RF.I R V. his council "might very well feel
that now i~ the time" to reduce the maxi.
mum (~cupational exposure limit from 5
rcm per ye~r to something Ics.s.
ErCIl so, I~rhars in the intere~ts of pre.
~r...illg calm. L'pton takes a low.key approach to the Implications of his report.
"l1,crc: has been no revolution in the assess•
RlCllt of risk. no frightening il1l:re:a.sc Iin the
rcrI:C1n:l\ hcalth cffects I." lIptoll told an
audience at the Academy on 19 Oecember.
But he s.aid it is possible to be much more
~recifil: .,bout the: degree of risk now be·
caUM: thcre h.1.S been :I tremendous improve.
R1e1lt in three: areas of analySIS. TIle most

.

Unflappable chairman. ,J" 11/'" r UP/o,,'s
Ilrd,I), dim

"(t" IIrt",,1

.1I/11f1'( "

(cll/!rll.</IS,

SelF.NeE. VOL. 1+1

,

,ml""r't.l11f
N:l'l1

I~

ch,u

reS<'~rchen

h,1\ e

,."'e to dccumul.He ,lJ!rnher

0.8% fO( a single exposure of O. \
SievC" (10 rem), This means clut

dCl.lJI: of mortality d.at.! from ",.
in a pot>Ulatioc1 of \ 00.000 peuple
where ~un'l\"on (If the Him,
c:tpmd to 10 rem of r.ldiat·~ .
~Illm.a .anJ :--Iagasollu .Hom t-elf'nh
roughly 21.000 '\'ould die o.....
.lrT~ck~ arc \\'3tched c1mcl\' for the
cer,
and prohabl\' 800 of ~"05C
M.lCUAR IoIEDICINE 4or.
.1ftc:rt:tt'ec:ts of the r3di3t1011 the\'
,alleers could be blamed on radla.
CONSUMER
tlon,
rccel\'cd III 1Q4~, The mher tWO
PlIODIJctS 3%
;.;w,iIi:::::::_IIIIC=~,
OTHER .'' 11,
dIAII~(.'~ Jre .In 1I11rrO\'cd CJleul.l·
The BEIR V results seem to
Oteuo.lloftII 0 ",
{\fIn of the radi.ltl0n releA~d 1'1\'
vindicate
the chainnan of the preFlikiul
.0 J%
Nudtlf
the t'l\'O t-elmbs and .1 more ((Irlll~'
vious BEIR panel. Ed\\'~rd r.
FIJOi Cvdt
0' ....
Radford. who foul,tht h,ncrh' wtrh
(I"\ted coml'uter mndel of n~k de·
MK(thnelM Ol'l',
what he calls a "rump group" of
~Igncd ~l'eC:llicJlly for tillS ref'ort.
hi~ commmee and ended up In a
'n,e ~hift ~gan WIth the mmt
qU:lrrelsome press conterence at
t,1n~!l\'lle of ,111 dolt:l: the hody
U.S. Sources of Ionizing Radiation
lSolnl: lilIU8lIll1 C_II GIl IIa_',UllII Pl'llactlllll an_ lIIa"__11III1
the Academv on 2 Mol\' 19i9 He
COlillt, According ttl 3 committee
h~d wanted' to use a simple linear
,"cm\'ler who helped write horh
Whlllre the rlak be9lnlll• .\(Mt etl'thr ",dilltill" 1",zlIrd, .IS fllr .r1 I1l(xicl to express risks, e:ttr3polatrc:rnrt~. /acoh I. F3hnbm of the
iog straight down from the highest
L'lli\·(.'rsit.... of Collifornia ~t Berke· rll/lli( I,t.lltll is ((IIIr(",rd, (,,,,/1'$ .Ii'I'II' "lItllral $(1l1r(($ Huh as rlld(lfl.
do~e.response pmems (which 2re
I",. "More C:Jncers .,re olrpeJrillg:
o\'er:lll le\'el of gamma r:lYs in onr of the well cstahlishedl to the I(\wc:st dose effcm,
th~n We predicted" ill REIR III,
bomhed clfies (l\' olroUt a faclOr ot' 2. mean·
He aj$() Idd out for the use oi a "rciJflve
j\ k:lll\\ ru:':. l)hy~id~ts werc lIl.lking huge
n~k~ model, which would h.l\'e multiplied
d1JIIges in the estimate~ of the <U110unt of ing that the g~mma radi:ltlon must ha\'e
l'Ieen more potent th:ln reali7.ed hefore.
r:ldi:'lflon relc:;'I~ed in Hiro~luma ~lId Nag.l~a.
(mher than added) a nsk f.lCtor with the
When It c:lme time to IiIlk the~ dose nonn,,1 c:lncer rate to expres..~ the effects of
ki, 111 the CJrly 1QRO~. re~eJrcher~ at the
1..l\Hl.:lll'e I.i\'ermore NoltlOn31 L.,horatOl'y estim:ltes together WIth the cancer dJta in a radiation,
llIlcO\'ered problems with c~lcul:lt1ons nl~de model tl\.:lt could ~ used to project etfects at
But a group of six dis.sidents III the com·
ill the 1960s of the amount of g;unma ra~'s low doscs, the BF.IR \' cOlnmmce found
mince I~d by' HJrald RoSSI of Columbia
,md IlcutrllllS rele~scd when the romMdet· that it could not fit the new infonnarion to L1niversit." Jrg\led that these measures
oll~ted, The more the~' (ooked.' the more' old mathematical eon~tnlcrs. F.\'en the mod· would c~ag:gerate the ti~k.s, They argued
In:ll'cur~ci(.'s they found. In the end. the
e1s u~d as recentl\' ;l.S 1988 M' the L'nitel.! that the C:lIKer effects at low doscs are
go\'ernments IIfJ;lran Jnd the l'nitt'd StMes N:lri, \l\S CommincC on the F.ff~s of Al<Im· unknown and rrohahly do not follow a
dc:cidc:d to pour ~e\'eral million doll:lrs into a it" R:ldi,uion were llll\\·urk:lhie. Instead. the maight line rrojected down Irom rhe high·
committce turned tu a new model de\'c16ped dose effccts. Rossi argued that the commit·
(ol11rletc re\'islon of the do~ c:stim:ltes.
'111e leaders of the dosimetry revision at ~. stati~tici.:ln~ D:lle Preston and Don:ald tee should not try to set a sinF:le risk factor
the R.ldiJtion Effects Research Foundation Pierce with :I rn'lll:ram they wrotc.
IInder the threshold of 10 rad, below which
D:a\id G. Hod of the National Institute he considered the nsks negligible.
of /"1":\0 went m "incredihle :md unbeliev·
.1hlc" Icngth~ to ellsure olcC1lr3~' this time. (If Envimnment:ll f'c:llrh Sc:ienccs, rhe Conl·
111e factions c:anied their quarrel into the
mince: member who Ic:I.I this mathemaril:al auditorium at the Aeademv and from therc
~.I\'IrJbllt s:lYs. For example. roof tiles from
subgroup. sa~'S. ",II,'e pretty much st:lrted de to the pages' of scholarly ioum:lls, They
\'I\IIldillg~ .n \':IrJous dist:mces from the epi.
(emc:r of the l'IlJst were suhjected to a new no\'o." touing out :III the equ:arions that had ne\'er re.:lched agreement. Behind the scenes.
"thelm:ll hllnin~ence~ ex~min:ltlon to de· been used befme. The BEIR III commince. Fabtikant was asked to sen'e as chainn:ln of
termine CX:l(tl~· how many I,tamma rays hit he sa\'S. wed "'ou of ~lifferent models." a mhgmup to dean up the mess, In 14
them on 6 .md 9 August 1945. The mula including a lincar-qmdratic fonnula that momhs he put together a final reportweI c double·checked l'Iy lat-e,ratunCS in seve assumes the effeeu are negligihle at low BEIR Ill-which included disscntlng state'
{'raj ""'11I1tl ic~ 1111: shielding provided br doses and climb meMo at higher doses. ments frofTI R.a.-lford and R~si,
,'ir. humidity, windows. walls. Jnd roofs was Looic.ing back un that c80ft. Hod says. '"The
Altho'\l~h Radford hel:evcs his position
rccJkulated: TI,e doses recei\'ed br the data didn't n:aliv fit the model." One c:an see h:as tleen justified ret1'03Crively ~. REIR \"~
95.000 ~un'i\'ors were individually recon· at a gfance m3t the $(>!id tum(lf$ "are aU decision to U,'Ie :a linear. no-threshold, rela·
~tnlned. t:lking into :lccount whether the
de:lfly linear,'" fitting on a smight·line pat· tive r'isk moJel for solid tumors, Fabrilunc
disag:rees. "That's Mickey Moy.'Ie." he says.
~'r~lI' was f.:lcing or tumed away from the
tm\ (l( decreasing eft'C'Ct \\ith dc:cn:asing
hl.l~t. :Illd. if sideways. which side: 0( the
do.1C. Hoel says: "'1bm: wasn't any su~es' "Of l'l'Wlf'e like Oonald Oud. RJdfoni quacb
nnn that we should ha\'C a thrcshokJ \'aluc" a kK. DOIl't pay attention to it.~ Radford has
hoc.l~' WJS c~posel.!. Today. mearch<:n :an:
illtcl1f on rccalClll.lfillg the radiation doses to for doses hclow whil:h one would C1pect to ":\ very singular conccp< that if you draw a
the ~un'i\'nrs' indi\'idual organs.
see no c.!cnimcmal c:ffecn. The leukemia ~tr.1ight line. all the dots fit on the line. He
Although the new J:lpanese dosimetry effectS. howC\'CT. :are !lest descril'Ied by a ha,s no undet'3tanding of the complex as·
peers" of risk estimation. Fabrika~ S:l\'S,
rcshuffled ;III the cards in the dcck. it m:1de Iincar-quadratk Clll'\'C.
rwo changes of broad significance. It elimi·
For indi\'idu3ls. BEIR. V cakul:lte:5 risk in FunhemlOrt:. he argues that the data a\'all·
nated ncutrons from the plcnlre almost en· tem\S of many ,·anable. including sex, age able to BEIR III in 1979 simply did not
tirelY. meJning that gamma rays alone were at ex~ure, rime since exposure, dose rate. justify this approach. According to Fabri·
rc~rons,l'Ile for most of the health deeu.
and so on. But for purposes of whole popu· Unt. it's like saying. "in the absence of datJ;
11li~ gre~ltly simplified and strengthened the
latinn e:tposum as might O<:C1lr in a nuclear I was dain·oyant.... We have done things
.1~~odatinn hetween 10w·le\·e1 gamma radia·
accident or during war. it pro\'ides .a gener31 in BEIR V that we couldn't conceivabl\'
tion .lI1d CJncer, In addition. it lowered the lifetime risk factor tClr all types of canCer of ha\'e done hefon:." l1li ELIOT MAIUSHALL
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dose radiarion eXrn"un: at 8 ro IS weeks 0(

gestarional ap;e ClIn cause menul retardation.

•

ActUally. the committee's staustical analysis
of a linear model pertaining to seven: mental
retardation suggested "that a thl'C3hold may
eXISt at 0.2-0A Gr [gray I (20--+0 rad)" (I).
The accomranyinp: /Zf:1rh i~ me repo"

showed little. If any, increase in retardation
alTl<.lflg persons who received less chan 0.50
to 0.99 Gy (SO to 99 rad) as compared with
controls.
The press rebsc, under the heading
"Mental retardation effectS" was concerned,
not with mental retardation as it is wually
understood, but with reduction of IQ test
scores and with the school performance of
children in the first grade who had been
exposed in Utero to the atomic bomb in
Japan. The estimated IQ loss was 21 to 29
poino pet gray, Of 0.2 to 0.3 IQ points per
rad. Rarely does a fetUs receive more than 1
rad from diagnostic examination of the
mothers abdomen during pregnancy (2).
The news repon:s contributed to an unjus·
tified fear of es.kntial radiologial stUdies
during pregnancy. No measurable impair·
ment of brain function is to be expected
from prenatal exposure to doses as low as
those received lTooidiagnostic x-rays.
ROIlEIlT W. MILLEIl
Clinical EpiJrmiology &al1lh,
National Call1rr Institute,
&thtsaa, MD 20892
ROBEIlT L. BUNT
Dtptmmmt of Pediatrics,
1'lwm4s jeffmt'1l University and
AIfmII. DuPont Institutt.
PMt DireI' &:c 269,
WilminK/on, DE 19899
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I. Commilttt on dlc lI~aI ElJ'ros 0( Ionizing
~iaoom, HtfIIIIl EfmJ .f EzF- .. '-- 1..Iw/• •f
"""~ R..n.t- (NmnnaI Academy I'n:D, Wuh·
1990). pp. JSS-JS9
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My po! irion l'C'l'n:lim as val id now as it
wu chen. LowCTr:d doec c:mmares. a highet
scnsirivi~ of the ~ and the (apparently
appropnate) adoption 0( the relative nsk.
model increase: the c:srirnates of tadianon
cancer risk in Hiroshima and Naga.u.k.i. It IS
11l:vctthclcss unlikely chat we WIll ever be
able to evaluate the .c:*c:m 0( low d0SC3 of
ionizing radiation on the basis of epldemlOl.
" 01)(. ~ most persuasive aspect of exmpolatlorlS IS that sarisriaJ limitariom as well a.s
other uncertainties make it impossible to
discern the effcca of doses that are les.s than
about ~.I Gy. In animaJ.s exposed to moder.
ate radlatlOfl doses., cancer itlCldences that
are both higher and lower than those in the
control population h3vc been demonstrated
with high probability. The latter phenome.
non, sometimes tcnncd "honnem," has
caused an increasing number of prop'le to
5~late ~at low radiation doses may'pose
a ~Isk ch.a~ IS I,esa ~ negligible. At present
thIS posItIOn IS neltncr more nor les.s unreii.
able than the claim of a proportional relarion
for doses below 0.1 Gv.
The ~tulate that this relation applies to
canc~ I~ hwnans (accpt for leukemia,
where tnCldcnce is high and st2risti~1 uncer.
ta~nty therefore lower) is merely an article of
faith. In the absence of tangible information
it may be adopted in stipulating "risks" in
connection with radiation protection (1),
but any claim that these risks are aCTUal
ra~er than nominal a..nnot be supported by
SClCOCC but only by "political science."
HAIW.D H. ROSSI
105 Lmrhdalt Avmut,
Upper NytICk, NY 10960
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\. H. H. I\am, ~ and _ _ III nella.
Don protcmon" (1.aInoIDn S. Tavb ~ No.8.
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rm-oon

1. E.r,....... ~r~ u.s. 1'of'tJ~ MtWm
R.......... (N~ Council on IUdiaaon 1'ToIu.
lion II'ld Mczw tiild iri. Ilethesda. MD. 1989).
R'!""" 100. fiB- J.I; J. C~KtI'tiakes II'ld M. Ilootn·

.m.~t1""""'''''''''''NwI_~
tttM ~
(CIlC rl'elll. Iloa boa, FL,
1980), table 101

X."".

Eliot MarshaD's article "Academy panel
raises radiation risk estimates" (News l!c
Comment, S
p. 22) cootaim misstate·
mcms about me and about BEIR III. Since I
take: the view that radiation rislu at doses of
less than 0.1 gny (10 rads) are unknown, I
have never decbred at comidcred them to
be "negligible." The number of dissidcno in
the: BEIR III committee was larger than six.
although it was never clear how many there
were. I do not remember who first proposed
a lower dose limic for risk estimates, but it
was not l. I do remember that the committee was 'unanimous on that matter.

'an.

We woo to clarify what may have been a
about seven:
mental retardation as an dfca of Iow-dooe
ionizing radiation. The National Research
Council issued a press relea3c and held a
press cooference at the: rime it published the
.~ of its Committee on the Biologia1
oflonwng Radiation (BEIR V). On
~ basis of the pre:ss release, newspapers
and telecasts informed the public that low·
~ misundcmanding

.-ti'eco
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BEIR V: Implications for the
Nuclear Workforce

The National AC':Il.lemy of S<:lCncO fifth
report on the blOl~lcal etfect! of Ionizing
rJ,h.Juoll (REI R V) ( 1) (News &. Comment
5 I:ln.. p. 22) indicates a necd fOf "tlghcer~
.:omrol of nuclear worker e:tposure. Buc
BEIR V's "incrcased nsk needs modifica·
tlon when applied to m:lle :ldulr~ in the
nudc:lr workforce (or the following reasons.
I l The BEIR V risk assessmenc is based
on Hatimcal anal\'sis of cancer mortalitv
among atomic bo~b survivors in Hiroshima
.lOd N.lg:lsalu. The latest R:ldiation EffeCts
Rc~.1rI;h Found:ltion (RERFl report (2)
~hows a computed excess of 252 cancer
dC:lths among 5i34 nonleukemic cancer
de:lths. Some 74 of 2007 observed stomach
C:lll.:er de:lchs are attribuced to radiation.
11.ld Amcrk:lns (who~ incidcnce of ~tom·
ach cancer is much lower th:ln that of the
).Ipallesel been exposed :It Himshima and
N"I,1::luki. che number 74 would have been
less chan 10.
21 Tables 2·5 through 2·33 in (2) tabu1.lce ri~k (or 27 cypes of cancer-an a"er:lge
of less than 10 e:tcess cancer deaths per
C:lm:cr rypc observed from 1950 chmugh
1985. TIle number of male cancer deaths is
much \maller because 3 of e\'el"\' 5 survivors
arc .female :lnd 56 excess death~ are specific
to lemale organs. l1lis leaves an insubstan·
cial statistical basis tor assessing male radia·
cion risk.
_3) 1~e bU~ of. the collective exposure
(/2%) In HIroshIma and Nagasak.i was
about 50 rem-the mean dose was 132 rem
per sUI"\·ivor. The avcrage dose for half a
million U.S. nuclear power workers ( 196919R8) was 1.2 rem :lccumulatC'd O\'er the
work c.necr. HEIR V statisticialU construct·
ed five different models to bridge the gap
bel"\\'c:en chese !'WO types of exposure.
K

~

;: fi ~ &) 0

-

---------

4) The atomic bombs produced an 10' of un<:c~alnt\· In the mk C3tlnlatcs c:\tcnJs
of rJdi.nion. whcrC::15 U ,5. til 7.Crtl (1. p, 181). The: mlc. IS 'IX'c:ul.ltl\ C
workers accumulatc thcir c:tposure grJdually and may be zero,
R.A1..rH E. LArr
over scvcral ~'ears. BEIR V conccdes that
~215 PMk 7'(rr,I((' /)' 1I'e'
chis dlstrlbutcd Jose: cuuld l'C cwu to tc:n
.-\/r.,(,IIIJnlJ, 1'.-\ ,'!,'!.t()~
timcs less biologlcallr etfel.:ti\'e th,m a ~lnll;le
e:t!"osure. but It ducs not incorporJte~ :I
REFEItENCES
.:arrcctlon facror in its models. BEIR III 0)
l. (" om/luff« n" the 8.'10111C~ EIfC\'ts .. I' i"""",g
introduced:l 2.25·told dose effect correctIOn
It.iJl&lK'~II. N~lIon~ II.csc~rch COWlcll. H.."lf/, I:i.
in ics model.
If," .It !:::trt'mrr rt' ~11' Lrl'r'~ ,,; It'Ullfll'l R,hlf"""11
RI:/R I I N~llOl\~ ....c~o.l.m\" rrcss \\' uhln"'on
5) BEIR V incre3ses risk assessmc:nt ill
Ix'. Iml
..' .
part because of greater than expected cancer
2, R.~1uuon Eff.cts R.e1<::Lfch Found~uon L,,; Cr""
deaths among those who were under age 20
SI~Y Rtf'"" 1/ f'.,,' I S'tlOn~ ,....d.m\' rrcss
\\ uhlOKtO<'l. DC. 1989\
'
.u the time of bombing. Such an etfect
("ommltt~ 'M' the 8101n1l1C~ Eff.cts of IO.. ,1.1l'1l
would not appl~' co nudear workers, who
R.khanocu. 77't' cjTa" I'll (l1'f'''/J'h1flf ilf E'Cr,""" ','
L,,,.' Ltl:'"
(Itfll:mf RIIJhJIJltfl I NJuon~ .\CJJcm\'
are exposed at an a\'erage of less than 30
rn:D. WuhlOttTOII. DC. lYIIO\.
rC:lrs of age.
If Clne r:lkes thc~ f"cmrs into account. che
BEIR V risk assessment incrcase of about
350% dwindles to about iO% when applied
to the nuclear workforce exposure. Nothing
has really hap~ned chat would lead to a
tlghtcning of radiacion l.:ol\Crol~ for a l' .5.
workforce whose Iifecime radiation exposure
a\'er:lf:l:es 5% .lbo"e chat to which :III Amen·
.:oms .lre exposed. BEl R V condudc:s its mk
.lssessment with this tinaI sentence: "At such
low doses and dose r:1tes, ic must be ac·
lulowledgc:d that the lower limit of the r:lngc
stant.1n~"Ous t1.J~h
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ADDENDUM :

SECTION B - ITEM '24
MEA DIRECTOR'S DECISION
(DOCKET NO. EA-SO-001-HG)
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a
~

~~e

health and

loss-o~-;:ol-water

sate~y

issue of the

severity of

incr~ased

accident if such an accident occurred'with

. increased a:ounts ot spent tuel stored in the poe: was discussed
01 experts :t NSP, PIP, and MEA Statr.
(

92.) rr-.10 conditions are necessary tor an acc~:.ent to occur

in which tee spent fuel in the SFP would pose a
of S7?

cool~ng

s;3te:s,

(93':)

water; and (2) failure of

i~:luding

d~nger:

a~ back~;

(1) loss

water supply

lack ot access to the pool.

:::? witnesses 'I'hompson and Webb allege<i that as

of either a major external event, such as an

e~thquake,

lI.

result

or because

of a Prairie Island reactor accident, a loss or water accident
could occur in the spent fuel pools.
engineer

a=~ive

in the area or enerEY and

he is a me:=er ot the Political

•

(a

non-pro~~t

~n

two

pu=l~e

Dr. 'I'hompscn is

company) ot

Ecolo~

&

enviro~ental

Research

oxror~J England~

~roup,

con:sul tant
studies;
Ltd.

He has participated

investigations of the hazards or

s~ent

fuel storage,

the Windscale Public Inquiry in England and the Oorleben Interna:ional ReView.

Dr. Webb has a Ph.D. in nuclear engineering and

•

was previously on the statr of Adciral Rickover in the Division or
Naval Reactors of the Atomic Energy Commission.

He has written

extensively on the accident hazards of nuclear' power plants and
has served as technical consultant for the township of Lower
Allaways Creek in Salem County, New Jersey, which intervened in
the Nuclear Regulatory

CommissioQ~s ~censing'hearing ~n

the

proposal of the Salem Utility to increase spent fuel storage at
Salem.

"

~

PIP witnesses Webb and Thompson also postulated (1) a

major accident in one of the

P~airie

Island reactors, causing (2)

the spent fuel pool to become inaccessible, causing (3) the loss
of the capability to add makeup water to the pool, followed by
(4) the breakdown of the spent fuel pool

cool~ng

system from the

•

accident or from an independent cause, resulting in (5) gradual
pool ooiloft".

Dr. Webb also contended that a. zirco'nium fire,

and va.rious kinds ot explosions, could occur in
most

o~

~~e

pool cnce

all of the wa.ter ha.d evaporated.

~ PIP presented no evidence as to the likelihood ot the

in~ns events postulated

by their witnesses •. Dr. Thompson

stated that he had not considered probability.

PIP witness Webb

stated that he does not assign probabilities to mechanisms

and

tha.t he ca.nnot determine the likelihood of an event without
~ultiple full~cale e~er1ments (Which no one' has ever conducted).

- 36 -

•

•

96.

NSP presented substantial and uncontroverted evidence

by two panels of witnesses that the types of

even~s

postulated by

the PIP witnesses are so improbable and remote that they pose a
m.iniscule risk.

9~

The test1cony of NSP witnesses Drs. Kaplan and Garrick,

using probability analysis

techni~ues,

estimated that the likelihood

... ~h+~ the. P.rai~~e .7~!:~d ~p:.~~_r~~l.. ~~.Q.l,~ ~.~~~d, bec~me. ~~c7es~,~.ble
as a result of a serio~s reactor accident is once in every 200,000
years with a 90% confidence that

~t

would be between once in

10,000 years and once in 4 million years.
that this

inaccessi~ility

would cause significant radiation releases

from the spent fuel pool was

•

years, with 95%

con~i~ence

Moreover, the likelihood

est~ted

that

~he

to be once every 400 million

frequency of inaccessibility

is no biSier than Once in 11 million years.
a Ph.D. in nuclear

engineeri~,

Dr. Garrick, who has

1s an expert in risk assessment,

reliability, and nuclear safety analysis, particularly with respect
to the application of

~robabilistic

methods.

Dr. Kaplan is a

mathematician and ens1neer speciali%ing in risk analysis, decision
theory and applied probability in general.
Garrick an.d IApla.n

W&S

based upon

&

The analysis of Drs.

review of the particular

systems existing at the Pr&irie Island reactors.

~

IlEA ·Staff Witness: Dr. Stratton, a nuclear pl11s icist

employed by the Los Ala.mos Scienti,fic Laboratory, also testified
that the probability of a reactor accident causing poolinaccessib1lity,
with loss of coolant and makeup to the pools, is less than once
in every 10 million years.

- 3i -

~ T~e Dir~::or

notes, however, that

certa~n remote

events

such as sa!::-::age, :,'ar, and social disturoance, ,could lead to a
loss

0:

wa~er i~ ~~e

e

events have not

spent fuel pool.

be~n,

,,.

of such

•

::S? also presented a panel of four w1tz::esses, ("the

assoc~ated

testimony reviewed in a qualitative fashion

with the accident scenarios postulated by the
.

' .

PIP' wi't;nesses.'

structure;

.

Arter describing the,'proposed

d!scrib~j,

witnesses

natural

li~eli~ood

and probably cannot be, quantified.

GilCrest~~el") ~~~se
the risk

The

the '"

and analyzed the Prairie Island fuel storage

:~e spe~t

phe~:mena;

.

expansion~'

fuel. pool

structure's ability to withstand

the spent fuel pool cooling system, including

redundant 0:- backt.:.;l systems available in the event regular cooling
should fail; the elec:rical and backup electrical systems upon
which Qany c! the :ooling syst~~ rely; the instrumentation whieh
monitors wa:er level and water temperature, and radioactivity
in the

~ool!;the

condit~or. •

::001 leak detection system; the pool ventilation

system; anc et:ec,,;;! on the pool structure and cooling system from
the

propose~ expa~!ion.

the pool,

a~~

associated

water acci:ent

Allot these safety features of the plant,
syste~

hy~othesis

and structures make the loss-ot-

remote.

~ The Oilerest panel also evaluated the time available to
prev~~ool wate~ boiling and evaporation, assuming pool coolant
system

brea~down.

that ample time

On the basis of these calculations, it is clear

~euld

be available to pump vater into

the pools, whether through one of the plant cooling

syste~

or by

hooking up a water hose to a diesel tire pump or to the Mississippi
River, to prevent loss ot pool water.

•

•

t:

~~;lace

is ca;able
boil-ofr
co~t:ol

ta~~s;

any loss of water in the pool.
:~ prov~d~ng

ra~e.

(3)

reac~or

~efueling ~ater

and (6) tire protection

w~ter.

The Gilcres: panel described in detail the kinds of

accidents against which the plant and its protective systems

tJ~e otacc~dent

Eased u;on

for a time sufficient

~h~ mUlt~;~e

~~cl~d~n; ~~e

plant

s;ste~ ;~ovided,

f1rs~

None of these accidents, including the

which occurred at Three Mile Island, would cause

~col inacce!sib~lity

t:'at :he

storage tank; (4) reactor makeup water

de~eralized water;

(5)

a:e designed to protec:.

the

(1) chemical and volume

systemj (2) chemical and volume control system hold-up

~

i~

water at rlowrates in excess of the maxicum

These sources include:

s~~r~~ar.~;

~

Each or these systems

L~d

:0

permit pool boiling.

safety systems incorporated into the plant,
fuel design, the pro.tective devices and

and the emergency systems which only respond

two defense levels fail, the Gilcrest panel concluded

;c~l loss-o~-eoolant

accident hypothesis is so improbable

:~.i~::::i:::~rd to the testimony concerning the ab1l1~1 of
~~rie Island

ar.~ s~ructures

s;ent fuel pool and supporting plant systems

to withstand the effects of natural

phenom~na

and

a:cident3 affectinc the reactor and/or spent fuel pools, the record
s~ows

l~ttle

that the proposed

of the fuel storage capacity has

or no effect on this ability.

~~

c~

exp~ion

Although there vas disagreement as to tbe consequence.

a loss-of-water accident, should it occur, the remoteness of the'

a::~d~nt =ak~s
~~~ Oirec~or

resolution of the dispute less important.

Nevertheless,

finds that the testimony of NSP's Witness Dr. Dhir

:0 be reasonable.

a??ea~s

engineer~ng

and is

Dr. Dh1r has a Ph.D. in mechanical

cur~ently

associate professor in the School

o~ Enginee~~ng

and Applied Science at UCLA.

in the

mechanical and engineering departce:1t, at UCLA

s~nce

nuc~ear

•

He has been working

1914 •

~.i
.

.\

Dr. Dhir's analysis, based on his own extensive calculations.

I

\

•

was ~fewed by Drs. Kaplan and Garrick and independently verified
expert in the field.

by anothe~

Dr. Thompson, who described his

own work as judgmental rather than quantitative in nature, stated
he

~hat

Dr. Dh1r's results without replicating the analysis.

eval~at!

~r.

T~o~;sc~

or

~oss

olaim

claimed that Dr. Dhir failed to

;enjac1n

~

the partial

Dr. Thompson's

to be confirmed by preliminary calculations done by

!l.

in their report to the NRC entitled "Spent Fuel

:c~l:n'ling

:~arch 1919).

cons~der

as the most serious accident case.

~at!r

a~?ea~s

Eeatu?

with Dr. Dhir's approach, although he could not

ag~eed

.'

Loss of Water During Storage I" OiUREG/CR-0649,

However, Dr. Dhir's evaluation included the case of

a partially filled pool, demonstrating that in that case the pool
would eventually boil dr1.
have
r~A

no~

As' to Dr. Webb, his methods and findings

been substantiated b1 other scientists.

Polic, Analysis Stafr witness Stratton

St~atton's

reactor

To the contrary,

and several of Dr.

colleagues, reviewed one of Dr. Webb's submittals on

sa~ety

and concluded that it should be ignored because it

tailed to describe a mechanistic series ot precursor events,

---..-

tailed to analyze reactor safety, and ignored probabilities •
.

(

107. / :'inally. several other accident hypothe.e. were briefly

ra~~~

various witnesses.

MEA Staft Witness Dr. Stratton pointed

•

4It

out the need to ensure sufficient heat re~oval from the spent
fuel pools, as expanded, and to design the storage racks so as to
avoi~

a c:itical system.

The nuclear characteristics of the

proposed spent fuel pool expansion are described in the testimony
of the Gilcrest panel.

In addition, NSP Exhibit 6,.which consists

of NSP's request to the NRC for a license amendment to expand the
spent fuel pool, addressed this question in detail,

b~

describing

how the proposed racks would be conservatively designed to prevent
c~iticality.

On the basis of the analysis presented by NSP,

which will be subject to NRC staff reView, the Di:ector believes that
the issue of cr.iticality has been satisfactorily considered by NSP.
108..'

Dr. Webb alleged that a hypothetical

r~actor

powe:

"excursion
accident had not been given sufficient consideration.

•

The eVidence does not support Dr. Webb·'s opinion

given the fact

that power excursion accidents are evaluated in the Prairie Island
Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) and that, to

~each

the Webb

scena:~:

either the reactors would have to Violate their 0gerating limits
or one would have to assume that boron present in the primarY system
is

absent.

The report on which Webb relied states that the.

"satety implications ot the design philosophy ot eXisting and
prop~s~~eactors are not in question."

109.

Finally, O~. Webb was concerned about the possibility ot

"-

the-rormulation ot a tast-neutron reactor and explosion trom gross
plutonium segregation in the event ot a tuel meltdown in the spent
fuel pools.

•

Both the Gilcrest panel and Dr. Stratton rejected

Webb's gross plutonium segregation hypothesis.

Both theoretical

and ex~er~~ental work show that this postulated event could not
occur.
.. 41 -

//

110.

r

:~

conclusion J due consideration has been given by the

D~r~r~o testimony

~

presented by NSP J PIP J and the MEA Policy

Ar.alysis Staff regarding the impact of various accident scenarios J
~r.:lud~ns

.l~iht

so-called Class 9 accidents J on the spent fuel pool in

of the proposed expansion.

On the basis of the record

developed during the proceedingJ the Director has determined that
th~

spent fuel pool modirication J as proposed J will not materially

~~~rease

the risk of severe accident and resulting severe

~a~icact1ve

releases

occu~ring

in the pools.

~.

~

•

•

•

APPENDIX

1

added insulation. improved compres.sor efficiency and
controls. and other Improvements described in the
residential. commercial. and industrial sections. Dairy
refrigeration use can also be reduced by precooling fresh
warm milk in a heat exchanger or heat pump. The captured
heat can then be used to heat or preheat some of the large
supply of hot water re4uired in dairying. Further cooling can
also be accomplisheu with a well water heat exchange: or
with seasonal ice storage.

OTHER SECTORS
Governmental and seasonal residential electric use are
includeu in the "other" sector. Some of the governmental
electric uses are similar to commercial uses for offices.
hospitals. prisons. and schools. Other governmental uses are
more similar to those in industry. such as sewage treatment
systems or water supply systems. Seasonal residential
electric consumption goes for uses similar to those of regular
customers. The reduced occupancy. however. may decrease
the cost-effectiveness of some conservation measures.
The conservation potential for the "other" sector is
estimated at between 34 to 61 percent. representing the
range of conservation potential in the residential.
I:ummercial. inuustrial. and agricultural sectors.
Table 5 summarizes the technical savings potential for all the
sectors. The end uses by sector are in the first column. The
current percentage of use by end use is in the second
I:olumn. The third column lists the percentage of
conservation potential for each end use and the achievable
kWh savings are found in the fourth column. The total
savings estimate of 52 percent includes a wide array of
specific efficiency improvements for each sector and end use
of electricity.

Table S
Conservation Potential by Sector, by End-Use'
~

Residential. Including
Farm Resiuences
Main Source Space
, Heat
Dual-Fuel Space
Heat
Water Heat
Central AC
Room AC
Refrigerators (Total)
Freezer
Electric Range
Clothes Dryer
Dishwasher
Waterbed Heater
Lighting
Miscellaneous
TOTAL Residential &
Farm

Perunt
UM

0(

COl\W1"'Y1ltlon kWh Savin~
PotenUai I"" I Potential I'" I

3.4%

50%

I. 7'70

0.9%

50%
70%
35%
35%
80%
60%
40%
65%
85%

0.5%

6.2%
1.2%
0.5%
5.9%

1.2%
1.9%
1.9%
0.3%
0.8%
3.3%
1.4%

~.~%

oA'70
0.2%
4.7%

1.3%
0.8%
1.2%

43%

0.3%
0.3%

50%

1.7%

0.0%

29.7%

58%

17.2%

1.7%

40%
80%
50%
50%
80%
40%
81%

0.7%
0.5%
1.8%

Commercial
Space Heat
Water Heat
Cooling
Ven'tilation
Refrigeration
Cooking
Lighting
Miscellaneous

3.1%
0.7%
14.1%
3.4%

TOTAL Commercial

30.0%

62%

18.5%

0.4%
0.1%
0.9%

40%
80%
50%
50%
70%

0.2%

0.6%
3.6%

2.9%

1.5%
2.5%

0.3%
11.4'7c
O.O'7c

Hinnesota Department of Public
Service

Industrial
Space Heat
Water Heat
Cooling
Ventilation
Refrigeration
Process
Motors
Lighting
Miscellaneous

December, 1988

TOTAL Industrial

27.5%

35%

9.5'70

Agricultural Uses

2.5%

48%

1.2'70

Other (Government
Sales. Seasonal
Residential, etc.)

10.2%

50%

5.1 '70

TOTAL Minnesota 2

100.0%

52%

51.5%

from:
Minnesota's Energy Options For the

19905

0.9%
1.1%

0.8%
0.0'70

2.2%
19.8%
1.9%

0.1%
0.5%
0.5%

30%

5.9%

85%

1.6%
0.0%

0.4%

I. Percenlage savinls estimates ref cooling and residential air condilionln.
include savings rrom IIlOfe emcienl lillhling and other appliances. U:s.5
waste heal rrom several end uaes can reduc;e coolinll requiremenl.S.
2. Percentages an: ref the seven l8J1e5t Minnesotll sentrll1ion and
transmission utilities. which suP91Y 94 percent of SUoGe electric: U$C.
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555
February I, 1990
NRC INFORMATION NOTICE NO. 90·08:
Addressees:

Pit:,

'I' ."".

KR·BS HAZARDS FROM DtCAYED'l.FUEtii

:il~ ..... !

"90 FEa 13 P12 :30

All holders of operating licenses or construction permits for nuclear power
reactors and holders of li~enses for permanently shutdown facilities with
fue 1 on site.

I

i

During the licensing reviews for the Oconee independent spent fuel storage
installation, and in the decommissioning of the La Crosse and Dresden Unit 1
power reactors, the NRC staff ana'iyzed .the radio log ica 1 hazards associated
with the gases in decayed spent fuel. The age of the nuclear power industry
and the lack of a permanent repository for spent fuel have resulted in the
accumulation of decayed spent fuel. Decayed spent fuel is manipulated after
long shutdowns of operating reactors, during spent fuel pool re-racking, during
movement to alternate reactor sites or independent spent fuel storage instal.
lations, and during decommissioning. Analysis of hypothetical accidents
involving decay~d ~pent fuel has focused atter.tion on potential difficultie~
that could be associated with the expo~ure of onsite personnel to an accidental
release of Kr-8S. Kr·SS is a noble gas fission product that.is present in the
gaps between the fuel pellets and the cladding. It has a 10.76-year half-life,
and, as a result of the considerably shorter half·lives of virtually all other
gaseous fission products (1-129 being the exception, but in low abundance),
Kr-SS becomes increasingly the dominant nuclide in the accident source term
for gap releases as decay times increase. After 2 weeks of decay, Kr·8S is
a significant nuclide in the source term, and after 190 days of decay, it is
the predominant gaseous nuclide for a gap release. The unusual decay characteristics of Kr·SS give cause for focusing attention on the onsite consequences
of a gap release from decayed fuel.

9001260198

•

•

•
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IN 90-08
February 1. 1990
Page 2 of 2
Dis cu ss ion:
Kr-85 emits beta radiation with a maximum energy of 0.67 MeV/for 99.6 percent of
the decays and 0.51 MeV gamma radiation for 0.4 percent of the decays. Consequently, direct exposure to this gas would result in a dose to the skin approximately 100 times the whole-body dose. Analysis of the relative consequences (in
terms .of radiological doses) of a cask-drop accident as a function of decay time
of the fuel is illustrated in Figure 1. In the event of a serious accident
involving decayed spent fuel, protective actions would be needed for personnel
on site, while offsite doses (assuming an exclusion area radius of 1 mile from
the plant site) would be well below the Environmental Protection Agency's
Protective Action Guides. Accordingly; it is important to'be' able to properly
survey and monitor for Kr-8S, and to assess the skin dose to workers who could
be exposed to Kr-85 in the event of an accident with decayed spent fuel.
Licensees may wish to reevaluate whether Emergency Action Levels specified in
the emergency plan and procedures governing decayed fuel-handling activities
appropriately focus on concern for onsite workers and Kr-85 releases in areas
where decayed spent fuel accidents could oc~ur, for example. the spent fuel
pool working floor. Furthermore. licensees may wish to determine if emergency
plans and corresponding implementing procedures address the means for limiting
radiological exposures of onsite personnel who are in other areas of .the plant.
Among other things, mOVing onsite personnel away from the plume and shutting
off building air intakes downwind from the source may be appropriate.
This information notice requires no specific action or written response. If you
have any' questions·about the information ·in this notice, please contact one of
the technical contacts listed below or the appropriate NRR project manager.

~tDi~'

Oivision of Operational Events Assessment
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Technical Contacts:

Charles S. Hinson, NRR
(301) 492-3142
Robert A. Meek, RES
(301) 492-3737

Attachments:
1. Figure 1, Dose Consequences of a
Spent Fuel Drop Accident
2. List of Recently Issued NRC Information Notices
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~EES

Will Spend
$65 Million A Year
On Conservation
3Y SUSAN LINCOL,'l

:'lew Engumd Electric Srstem. the second larg~ utility
in the sL'(·state region. is embarking on a 565 million per
~'ear search for a new source oi energy. OU has not been
discovered in Boston harbor. nor coa! in Vennont, but
:'>lEES hopes to find megawatts in New England's homes.
businesses. and factories.
:"lEES will be in·..esting its millions in energy-efficient
light bulbs. air conditioning. electric motors and building
design. according to the Westborough. ~tas5achusetts
based utility. Another SSOO miilion will be spent in New
England for energy eificiency measures over the next
:hree "ears.
,\ twist in the Venture is a partnership with the Conser\.uion LJ.w Founa:ltion. <in envlronment:U group tra·
cticionally at loggerneads with energy utilities•.CLF and
~EES <ire collaborating in the new program c::L!led
"Power bv Desiszn.~' which alms to e::J.se the region's in·
-:re::J.Slngly'tight e-lectridty supply and avoid building new
power pl<ints by t::J.ppmg into energy efficiency.
Vhile CLF portrays the program as "3 stroke of gee
sIt 3nd takes much of the creait ior spurring the utility
to action. energy eificiency has been a company priority
"well before CLF entered the picture" s:tid a NEES
spokesman. ~EESPLAN. the utllity's overall strategic
plan has included reducing electricity use through conser·
vatlon and efficiencv since 19i9. according to NEES
preSident John Rowe:
Dou2las F 0'1. e~ecutive director oi CLF. dubbed the
project- the "third generation" of energy conservation.
The first was the hardship model. turning down thermostJ.fs. foregoing elecmc blankets and wearing sweaters.
F oy said. The second gener:uion was effortS to get con·
sumers to buy energy efficient appliances by offering reo
bates. performing energy audits and similar incentive
programs.
Yet these programs never seemed to take off. The missing piece was a clear profit motl...·e ior the electricity supplier. the utility. Without the ability for the utility to earn
a return on the investment. Foy e:tplained. conservation
measures were doomed to remam good public relations~
without serious impact on utilities' projections of future
energy needs and theIr plans ior new facilities.
Enter CLF. The group co·authored a report in 1987 tit,
led Power to Spare. The report concluded that New Eng·
l<ind could meet between 3S percent and 57 percent of its
total electricity needs ior the next twenty years through
currently available efficiency improvements. while main!:lining or increasinsz the region's current rate of econogrowth. The energy supplied through efficiency
uld cost between one-quarter and one· half the price of
•
owaus supplied from new power plants.
Lack of utility action or investment was identified as a
kev obstacle to 'consideration oi conservation. Power to
Spare concluded that energy e:'ficiency is a resource that
should be purchased like any other resource. not left to
customers to finance.
.
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The crucial difference. Fay says. is to switch the utilities from a goal of seiling kilowatt hours to selling energy
services. It's a return to the ideas of Thomas Edison. Foy
pointed OUt. The inventor's original company sold light.
not kilowatt hours. If those services can be provided to
the consumer for less kilowatts. no one loses-neither the
consumer nor the utility~and the environment gains in
avoiding the need for new plants. Utilities also avoid the
risky and resource-<:onsuming task of trying to build new
.:apacity.
So in 1988 eLF took their case to four of the utilities
commissions in the New England region and won con.
yerts. With "various degrees of coercion" state regulatory commissions in the area ordered the utilities to put
conservation on a ··level playing field" with new power
generation. said CLF staff attorney Stephen Burrington.
First to get off the ground was NEES. The Massa.
chusetts Department of Public Utilities ordered the utility
company to work with former adversary CLF to design
and implement state·or-the-art energy eificiency programs. Since such large scale direct investment in energy
dficiency by utilities is unprecedented. the jointlydesigned progrJ.m was to include rigorous monitoring
and evaluation provisions. open to revampmg as experience grows.
:-Jow the "Power by Design" plan is set to launch. and
has already begun by retrotitting low.income houses in
Worcester. Massachusetts. The tirst year or the plan sets
a goal of 60.000 homes and 15 million square reet of of·
fice space to recrotit and redesign. :-JEES will spend over
S65 million this year alone.
The program blazes some new ground in utility-sponsored energy efficiency programs. according to CLF's
Burrington. First is the scale of the project. :lnd the direct
utility involvement. rather than indirect consumer incentives programs. ··It represents the first attempt by a utility to really go arter energy efficiency." said BUlTlngton.
NEES will pay for the additional expense oi designing
an energy-eificient heating and cooling system for new
buildings. For existing bUIldings. the utility will replace
regular light bulbs with energy-efficient bulbs whish use
one quarter oi the electricity and last ten times as long as
incandescent bulbs-all at no COSt to the homeowner or
business.
Second is a more complex. but crucial bookkeeping
change. Previously. utilities wrote off investments in
energy conservation as e:tpenses. The cost of conservation investmentS were applied for that year only, providing a lower rate of return tnan investments in new generation that were ratebased. or subject to long-term
amortization.
NEES has worked out a cost-recovery deal with the uti·
Iity commissions where conservatlon in....estments can be
included in the ratebase. earning interest on the investment equal to capita! sunk in new generating capacity. As an additional carrot. the ratesetters are allowing
an extra return to be earned by the utility.
Although r61tebasing eificiency measures has bem tried
before, for example in Wisconsin. the New England case
is different because the cose-recovery plan is tai.lored to
~ncourage cost-effective energy efficiency measures. according to Burrington. In addition. the utility commis·
sion has agreed to let the price per kilowatt to rise. making up for the potential overall decrease in demand.
Susan LinCOln 1$ d. reooner for Environment W. . Ic.
pualicatton to The Energy Dailv.
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A few highlights of Seattle City Light Company's
conservation effort:
Large
Ad
Campaign

-In Seattle, the power company advertises its
programs extensively through bill inserts as
well ·as bus posters.

Free
Home
Energy
Check

-The company offers a free home energy check.
Inspectors are sent to individual residences,
supplying detailed recommendations on how the
homeowner can save through specific efficiency
measures.

Free
High
Tech
Bulb
and
Shower
Nozzle

-At the time of their visit, power company
inspectors provide, free of charge, a slOW-flow
shower nOZZle and an efficient fluorescent bulb to
demonstrate advanced lighting technologies. An
accompanying brochure explains in layman's terms
how the new technologies work, the long-term
cost savings and where more bulbs can be purchased.

Fluorescent
Technology
Break
Throughs

-Recent technological developments allow
fluorescent bulbs to be twisted into small compact
shapes. These are fitted at the bottom with
electronic "ballasts," which regulate power flow
precisely. The entire unit screws into existing
home sockets. Gas vapor inside a 15 watt
fluorescent bulb generates the same level of
illumination as the 60 watt metal filament of a
conventional incandescent model. New formulations
of the bulb's inside phosphor coating allow a more
pleasant, yellow tinted light than was previously
possible with fluorescents.

Contractor
Info

-Once an energy audit has been performed, the
power company assists homeowners in finding
independent contractors that will install storm
windows and put insulation in ceilings, floors and
walls. It is very common in Seattle to have liquid
foaa insulation blown into walls through small
holes ~t are readily refilled. All work will be
iNlpec:t:ed and warranted by the power company. The
standard pay-back period for insulation is five
years, after which the homeowner should show a
yearly net profit from his investment.

Zero
Interest
Loan

-The power company provides a substantial financing
incentive to go ahead with an insulation plan. It
agrees to finance the project with an interest free
five year loan, or an immediate 50% cash rebate.
A few highlights from the Massachusetts Electric
Company's conservation effort:

Appliance
labels

-The power company in 1990 will be placing bright
blue labels on efficient· appliances in retail show

.. :au
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rooms to aid consumers in their purchases.
Free
Bulbs
for
Low income
Homes

-The power company also plans to install 70/000
efficient bulbs ~t no charge by going door to door
in low income nelghborhoods. This program will
service almost,a quarter of qualifying homes in the
company's serVlce area.
A few highlights of Indiana/Michigan Power's
energy conservation effort:

Leasing
Efficient
Appliances

-The Indiana/Michigan power company will install
and maintain an energy efficient water heater at no
cost, charging only a monthly rent. A timer in the
unit insures that heating occurs only during nonpeak hours when electricity is cheaper.

Geo-

-Indiana/Michigan power also encourages businesses
to utilize geo-thermal climate control techniques.
Pipes filled with water and sugar (to prevent
freezing) are laid in the ground. The water is
drawn up inside the building where it's nearly
constant 55 degree temperature supplies a base
level for either heating or cooling.

TheI1l1al
Climate
Control

highlight of Wisconsin Electric's
conservation effort:

A

•

Bonds
for
Old
Appliances

-The electric company. gives savings bonds to
customers when they turn in out-dated power gulping
appliances. An new efficient, refrigerator, for
example, uses about ten times less electricity than
a conventional model. The upfront costs are
higher, but over time they prove far more
economical to operate.
A highlight of Florida Power corporation's
conservation effort:

Long
Lasting
Security
Lights

-The pover company sold inexpensive outdoor
security lighting. Security lights receive
constant use and thus are prime candidates for
energy saving. properly engineered bulbs not only
draw les. power but can last up to ten times as
long as conventional models.
A few highlights of Southern California Edison's
conservation Gffort:

Energy
Hotline
Line

-For many years Southern California Edison has
sponsored a toll free "Aetion Line" which offers
customers a wide range of information on energy
conservation. The line handled nearly 140,000
inquiries in 1989.

1
Celebrity
Plugs

. -Southern California Edison spent more than $3
million in 1989 airing radio and TV spots teat.uring
Bet.t.y Whit.e and G~)rge Burns. They described the
range of conservation programs available to ut.ility
cust.omers.

Rebat.es for
Advanced
Climat.e
Cont.rol

-Sout.hern California Edison also offers cash to
cust.omers who invest. in new climat.e control
methods. For exam~le, it will provide up t.o $100
in reimbursement. for .an evapor~tor cooler or a heat
pump.

Bonuses
for
Peak-period
Conservat.ion

-Southern California Edison provides incentives·to
businesses with the flexibility to reduce power
usage during times of qreatest demand. Electric
power consumpt.ion varies considerably, depending on
time of day and year. During hot summer afternoons
when there is intense business act.ivity coupled
with high air condit.ioner use, elect.ric systems
face enormous burdens. Spreading power usage more
evenly can eliminat.e the need for reserve
generat.ing capacit.y used only to meet. high peak
demand. That means fewer power plants.

Bet.t.er
New
Buildings

Upgrading
Old
Structures:
Mot.ion
Sensors,
Hiqh
Tech
Windows
And
New
Fixtures

-Sout.hern California Edison offers subst.antial
incentives to archit.ect.s for incorporating key
conservat.ion feat.ures in t.heir plans. For example,
by adopt.ing "dayliqhting" standards, .designers
maximize the amount of solar illuminat.ion available
to a building, even in interior spaces. This is
just. one of a host of conservation concepts best
applied when a structure is first. built.. The
biggest and least costly enerqy savings are
achieved in this fashion. Enerqy specialist.s
frequently decry the "lost opportunit.ies" inherent.
in traditional construct.ion methods.

i
i
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-There ue a larqe nWDJ:)er of steps that. can be
t.aken to "retrofit" old.r commercial and
industrial buildinqs such as installinq low
emisaivity windova. Th.se windon are
adjustabl., allowing visible liqht to pass
throU9b wbile blocking h.at. curinq the wint.er they
CU1 be res.t to allow entry of more heat.
Motion
~rs can
turn off lights after a-r008 re. .ina
lJDOCCUpied for a short period. A central climate
control ~ter can aharply reduce inefficiencies
such u si.INlt:aneous heatinq and cooling in two
parta of the .... building. (OUr own Sear's tow.r
has relied heavily on air conditioning even durinq
the Iliddle of winter). Inatalling specially
arrayed silver coated liqht reflectors enhanc••
bulb briqht.ne•• without the need for addit.ional
power.
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COOPERATION AND COMMUNITY CONSERVATION
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June 1987

Eric Hirst
Oak' Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831

prepared for
Pacific Power & Light Company .
Portland, Oregon 97204
and
Bonneville Power Administration
Portland, Oregon 97208
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Summary

The Hood River Conservation Project (HRCP) was intended to test the reasonable
upper limits of a residential weatherization program. It was proposed by the Natural
Resources Defense Council, funded by the Bonneville Power Administration, and operated
by Pacific Power & Light Company in Hood River, Oregon. This five-year, $20 million
research and demonstration project installed as many cost-justified energy-amservation
measures in as many electrically heated homes in Hood River as possible. The measures
were aimed at the building shell to reduce electricity use for space heating and at waterheating efficiency; no heating or water heating equipment was replaced.
The Project had two parts. One was the weatherization of Hood River homes. Energy
audits were performed and measures were installed between fall 1983 and the end of
1985. The other was the research and supporting data collection, which began a year
before field activity started and continued for· more than a year after measures were
installed. This research was critical to the Project's success because HRCP was designed
to provide information on the ~ppropriate role of Pacific Northwest utilities in securing
"conservation resources."
This report summarizes both elements. Topics discussed include the background and
objectives of HRCP, the Project's design and data resources, implementation and marketing efforts, household participation in the Project, weatherization measures installed, levels
and changes in electricity use, Project cost-effectiveness, and several supplemental studies
that used HRCP data to address issues beyond the scope of the original Project.

•

PROJECT DESIGN
HRCP was envisioned as a major research and demonstration project to provide infor~
mation on residential weatherization programs. Therefore, before field activities began,
substantial effort was devoted to planning the data collection and analysis needed to
address the critical issues facing the region's utilities about such programs. The five key
Project objectives were to determine:
•
•
•
..
..

The
The
The
The
The

effects of weatherization measures on annual electricity use and on peak demands
maximum penetration of the program and of the recommended measures
effectiveness of different marketing approaches
social dynamics related to the Project within the community
costs of the Project

A detailed evaluation plan was prepared in late 1982 to address these five objectives.
The plan called for collection of extensive and detailed data on the operation and effects of
HRCP. Data collection began several months before the Project officially started, with a
community assessment and baseline survey being conducted in early 1983.

vii
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A Regional Advisory Group, composed of regional energy experts representing di~e
interests, was established to guide the Project and to help maintain its research integr:
A Community Advisory Committee, made up of residents from different groups witt
Hood River, helped educate residents about HRCP and provided valuable feedback abc
community concerns with the Project. Both groups were established before the ener
audits began.

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

•

Establishment and operation of the Project's field office, delivery of energy audl\
installation of measures, and inspection of contractor work can be divided into thr.
phases: startup, expansion, and production. The startup phase, which lasted from Octob,
1983 through May 1984, included development of operating procedures and promotion,
the Project throughout the community. Procedures were relined. and the Project's sta
was increased during the seven-month expansion phase. More than three-fourths 0i tt
weatherization jobs were completed in the final year (1985).
Participants in special projects were recruited during the summer of 1983 Thes
households played a crucial role in marketing the Project by letting their friends an
neighbors know about this new activity. This unanticipated word-of-mouth publiclt
resulted in many requests for participation, more than the Project staff were initial!
prepared to handle.
Pacilic Power & Light Company's (as well as Bonneville Power Administration;s') cor
porate commitment to achieving 100% participation was a key element in the; Project'
success. This commitment led to substantial autonomy, informality, and nexibility for th<
Pacilic Power & Light Company staff in Hood River. As a consequence. the stJf.
developed a strong "can do" spirit of teamwork. In addition, the Regional Advisory Grou~
provided strong consensus support for the Project throughout ,its lifetime.

PARTICIPAnON
To achieve 100% participation among electrically heated homes, HRCP offered an
extensive package of weatherization measures, generally installed at no cost to the household. The Project also offered "one-stop" convenience to participants; one phone call began
the entire process.
HRCP was a remarkably popular program. About 91 % of the eligible households
received at least an energy audit; 850/0 of the homes had major measures installed by the
Project. During the lirst three months of operation, more than one-fourth of the eligible
households signed up to participate (Fig. S.l). This dramatic response is in stark contrast
to the participation rates normally obtained in residehtial weatherization programs. For
example, about 9%jyear of the eligible households participated in the Bonneville Power
Administration's regionwide Residential' Weatherization Program during its first twO
years. The offer of free weatheriiation and effective marketing explain much of the difference between response rates to HRCP and to other programs.
More than half the participants lirst learned about the Project from a friend, neighbor.
relative, or community leader. Thus, word-of-mouth was the primary information source
about the Project, much more important than newspaper articles, radio, TV, or billboards.
The local weekly newspaper, cited by 28% of the participants, was the second most important information source. HRCP's use of community involvement and one-on-one communication, coupled with full-cost reimbursement, can be replicated by other utilities to
achieve comparable participation rates in other conservation programs.
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Fig. S.l. Household sipups (or HRCP &om mid-1983 through mid-l~85. By
the end of 1983, about 40.,. of the eligible households had asked for energy il udiu .

The few households that were eligible but did not panicipate (about 250 of the 3500
eligible homes) differed somewhat from those that participated. Nonparticipants were
more likely to live in single-family homes and to own their homes. Nonpartic\pants also
had higher incomes and newer homes than did participants. Thus, in contrast to most
other conservation programs, HRCP attracted larger fractions of low-income households,
occupants of multifamily units, and renters.
The key factors leading to the Project's enormous success in achieving high participation levels include:

•

•
•
•
•

The offer of free weatherization
Determination on the part of HRCP staff to enlist every eligible household
The use of community-based marketing approaches
The reliance on extensive word-of-mouth cpmmunication among Hood River residents
(begun by the Project's solicitation of households to participate in the special studies a
few months before HRCP officially began)
.
• The early 1985 personal solicitations to the remaining nonparticipants by HRCP staff

INSTALLAnON OF l\IfEASURES
The Project paid for installation of measures up to an allowable limit based on the
avoided cost of a new coal plant, roughly four times the limit in other Northwest residential weatherization programs.
Eighty-three percent of the measures recommended in the energy audits were installed.
These installed measures were expected to save 6140 kWh/year (93% of the saving
expected if all the recommended measures had been installed; Fig. 5.2).
Ceiling insulation, storm windows, caulking, door weatherstripping, and outlet gaskets
were installed in more than two-thirds of the homes. On the other hand, duet insulation
a~d thennal doors were recommended and installed in less than 15% of the homes.
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FilJ. 5.2. Electricity ILlIvlnp eatimaled by lhe energy lIudits for
meuures, inatalled and Dot inatalled.
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r~om.meDded

Overall, 460/0 of the 15 measures theoretically available in the HRCP packag
installed, 45% of the measures were neither recommended nor installed, an.d only 9°
recommended but not installed (Fig. 5.3). Almost half (45%) of the barriers that pre
installation arose because the measure was aIready partially or fully in place. whie
dered further installation cost-ineffective. Physical barriers accounted for 31 '"0 .
noninstallations, noncompatible conditions for 19%, customer concerns for 4%, and
barriers for the remaining 2%.

ELECTRICITY USE AND SAVINGS
HRCP performance was assessed in two ways with respect to electricity use (Fig
One computed the actual electricity savings caused by the Project's measures. The 5
approach examined post-HRCP levels of electricity use.
Postweatherization electricity use (1985/86) among participants was remarkabl;
averaging 1Q,OOO kWh/year, of which space heating accounted for less than 5000
Even in single-family homes that used electricity as their primary heating fuel (i.e ..
little wood), total and space-heating electricity uses averaged only 20,000 and 7000 l
respectively. This space-heating use is equivalent to 4.2 kWh/ft 2 (2.6 Btu/ft 2
heating-d.egree day), which is less than the 5.6 kWh/ft 2 observed in recently constr l
electrically heated single-family homes in the same climate zone. The low levels of :
HRCP electricity use were caused by a combination of low levels of pre-HRCP dew
use and the HRCP measures. After weatherization, the HRCP homes used less eleetr
for space heating than did the participants in other weatherization programs in the
on a climate-adjusted basis.
.
Electricity use among HRCP participants before the Project began (t 982/83) was
than 19,000 kWh/year, below levels expected in Hood River and below typical It
observed throughout the Pacific Northwest at that time. For example, single-family he
used about 20,000 kWh/year in Hood River, compared with almost 25,000 k
x

•
RECOMMENDED
BUT NOT INSTALLED
90/.

Fig. 5.3. Percentages of HRCP meuures recommended a.od UuWled. Slightly
less than half the measures theoretically available in the Project's ·package- were
installed; on the other hand, 83'- of the measures re<Xlmmended during energy audits
were installed.

throughout the region. Similarly, Hood River homes used less than 8,000 kWh/year for
space heating, far below the almost 13,000 kWh observed throughout the region.
These low levels of electricity use were associated with convenient access to and use of
wood, high unemployment, and dramatic increases in electricity prices; duri~g the two'
years preceding HRCP, real (corrected .for inflation) electricity prices rose by 40% in
Hood River. Almost two-thirds 'of the participants used wood as their prim.ary or supplemental heating fuel, probably because of increases in electricity prices and unempl~yment.
Use of wood reduced annual space-heating electricity use by as much as 6000 kWh per
wood-burning home. In addition, participation in prior conservation programs and growing public knowledge of how to save energy contributed to lower electricity use. Some of
the lower usage reflects behavioral changes that, unlike the HRCP measures, are reversible. If electricity prices remain stable, households may relax their conservation behaviors,
which will effectively increase the HRCP-induced savings.
The reduction in electricity use .(pre-HRCP minus post-HRCP; 1982/83 minus
1985/86) in weatherized homes averaged 2600, kWh/year (15'10 of preweatherization use),
almost entirely because of reductions in space heating. Multifamily homes, mobile homes,
and single-family homes that used electricity as their secondary heating £\.lel saved less
than the average (Table S.l). On the other hand, single-family homes that had not participated in earlier weatherization programs saved 3050 kWh, much more than that saved by
the 1985 participants in the Bonneville Power Administration's regionwide weatherization
program (2000 kWh). However, HRCP spent an average of S54oo/house on measures
and program administration, compared with $2300 for the Bonneville Power Administration program.
The actual savings averaged only 43% of those predicted during energy audits of these
homes. Differences between actual and predicted savings can be attributed to typical
discrepancies between actual "Savings and audit estimates, to pre-HRCP reductions in electricity use, and to post-HRCP changes in energy-related behaviors (e.g., higher indoor
temperatures and less use of wood).
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The most important reason for HRCP's small savings was probably the low
pre-HRCP electricity use. Had electricity use averaged 25,000 kWh ill 1982/8:
than 19,000 kWh, the savings would have been about 4,000 kWh. Other factors a
tributed to the modeSt electricity savings. Households took the efficiency imprc
provided by HRCP measures in terms of both reduced electricity bills and incr
comfort and convenience. For example, reductions in wood use (pre- \'
weatherization) increased electricity use, thereby cutting electricity savings by rou~
kWh. This 300 kWh reduction in wood use is attributable to behavioral changes ~
addition to a roughly 1500 kWh reduction associated with proportional savings
and electricity uses for space heating. Also, indoor temperatures increased slightl
average of 0.6 0 F after weatherization, which cut electricity savings by an additi<
kWh/year.

LOAD REDUcnONS
HRCP measures affected peak demands (kW) as well as annual electricity, use
Reductions in demand at the time of system peak can reduce capital costs associa
the construction of power plants intended to meet peaks, transmission lines, and
tion systems. The reduction in demand at the time of Pacific Power & Light Cc
system peak averaged 0.5 kW /house (about \O<ro). Load reductions increase as
temperatures drop. The reduction for all-electric single-family homes was abou
the average reduction.

COSTS
The HRCP budget was 520 million, split between implementation and
Implementation costs totaled S\ 4 million, of which almost 80070 was spent on in'
of weatherization measures. Energy audits cost S17 \ ,000, air-to-air heat exchan

xii'

Table 5.1. Electricity savings (or homes weatherized by HRCP

House
type

Electricity
savings (kWh/year)

Percentage of
weatherized homes

SingleQfamily
Primary electric
Other
Multifamily
Mobile home

2900
(4000)
(2600)
1600
2500

65
(15)
(50)
17
18

Average
Total

•

2600
100

other air-quality activities cost S1.3 million, and administration (including marketing and
computer costs) totaled S1.6 million. Thus, administrative costs amounted to about 14% of
the costs of weatherization materials and installation.
The average cost of HRCP-installed measures, including administrative expenses, was
S4400jhouse (exclusive of the air-to-air heat exchangers), of which the Project paid 99%.
Only 10% of the households paid anything for measures; their average payment was $430.
Weatherization costs increased with house age because improvements in construction
practices, stimulated by higher fuel prices and new construction standards, reduced the
need for and cost of measures in newer homes. For example, the costs were roughly three
times higher for homes constructed before 1945 than for homes built after 1979.
The. research and evaluation costs amounted to almost 15 million. The largest cost
(almost $2 million) was for equipment to collect end-use load data from 320 Hood River
homes.

••

PROJECT ECONOWCS
Assessments of the costs to achieve HRCP savings (Le., comparison of benefits and
costs) must be approached with caution because of the Project's research focus. These
research goals led to tests of the maximum number and extent of measures that were possible candidates for inclusion in future regi~mal conservation programs. As expected, some
measures and program-<iesign features were more costly than others, so the total cost
represents a meld of measures and design characteristics that include both "winners" and
"losers." The data base established by the Project allows energy planners to estimate the
cost of saved energy for a range of alternative program designs.
HRCP economics can be considered from two perspectives. One is retrospective,
focuses on the measured electricity savings, and probably underestimates the Project's
economic benefits in this instance. Averaged over all weatherized homes, the annual sav Q
ings were 2600 kWh/house. The average cost to achieve these savings was S4400/house,
equivalent to S1.70/annual kWh actual saving, substantially higher than the costeffectiveness limit (S1.15/kWh). Annualizing the 54400 cost (at a 3'0 real discount rate
and a «-year lifetime) yields a cost of conservation of 7.1¢/kWh, higher than the 5.0¢
used by the Northwest Power Planning Council as the cost limit for conservation proQ
grams. These calculations give no credit to HRCP for increases in comfort and convenience associated with less use of wood and warmer homes. Nor do the calculations
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account for possible savings in transmission and distribution costs because of reductions in
load at the time of system peak. Finally. environmental benefits associated with reduced
electricity generation are not computed.
.
The second perspective, which probably overestimates HRCP benefits in this case, is
that of a utility planner deciding among alternative strategies to meet long-term power
needs. When HRCP was being designed, utility estimates of space-heating electricity use
averaged 13,000 kWh/year for single-family homes in the' Pacific Northwest; final Hood
River figures for single-family homes with little or no wood heat were 6000 kWh lower.
Utilities did. not predict the decline in electricity use that occurred in Hood River (and
other communities) during the early 1980s, and given the reversibility of much of the savings, there will be understandable reluctance to assume that such patterns can be sustained
indefinitely without utility intervention. When predicting long-term system needs, utilities
cannot count on independent customer actions that result collectively in large reductions in
electricity use; this is one reason why utilities invest directly in customer conservation
measures.
The ability to plan confidently for post-weatherization loads that are 6000 kWh below
forecast estimates would allow a utility to avoid an equivalent commitment to new generating capacity. These planning savings were obtained in Hood River at an average cost
of SS600 per single-family house heated primarily with electricity, or 3.7¢/kWh.
.

SUPPLEMENTAL STUDIES

•

HRCP's focus on providing high-quality information to support decisions about
residential weatherization programs led to development of an extensive data base. These
data turned out to be valuable for purposes that went beyond the original HRCP objec:
tives. In fact, several additional studies were conducted that relied on these data:
A random sample of 75 Hood River participants received the "House Doctor" treatment
to reduce infiltration in addition to the usual HRCP measures.
41 Results obtained with an engineering model that calculates electricity use for space heating were compared with end-use load data from Hood River homes.
41 The
data collected from several surveys, both in Hood River and in the Pacific
Northwest, were used to assess the extent to which Hood River results could be generalized to the region as a whole. (The primary conclusion is that the lessons learned
from HRCP can be applied to regional energy planning.)
• Results obtained with ~ widely wed method to adjust monthly electricity billing data for
differences in winter severity were compared with the end-use load data.
• The end-use load data were used to examine electricity use and savings for water heating, changes in indoor temperatures after weatherization, and use of wood for space
41

41

•

heating.
Because these data are so valuable, end-use load. data will be collected for at least two
more years. Monthly billing and survey data will also be collected to assess the durability of electricity savings produced by HRCP measures.

In summary, HRCP demonstrated the feasibility of gaining nearly 1000/0 participation
from eligible households in an aggressive weatherization program. Probably because of the
substantial financial incentives and the commitment to achieve high penetration rates, 85%
of the electrically heated homes installed most of the recommended measures. The
measured reductions in electricity use were substantially below initial expectations, pd-
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HRCP Facts, Figures, and Findings
:\ . five-ve:i.l' demonstration (1983-1987), funded by Bonneville Power
.~dministr:\til)n :lnd run by Pacific Power & Light Companv. ioc:Jse::
on information needed for regional energy planning about residentiJI
weatherization potentials.
AImed ,\t we:lthertzin~ 1QOO/O of eiectric·heat homes in Hood River with J.n
extensive s<;,t of measures installed at no cost to the households.
Cooperation was key element of Project, included participation irom
Bonneville Power Administration, Pacific Power & Light Comptiny.
:'-Iatural Resources Defense Council, Northwest Power Planning
Council, Sortnwest Public Power Association, Pacific Sorthwest
Utilities Conference Committee, and others.
Achieved almost complete participation:
91 % of homes rc:ceived energy audits,
85% of homes had major measures installed, and
participation even greater from renters and other hard-to-reach
groups than from single-family homeowners.

•

Most (83%) of the recommended measures were installed, accounting for
93% of estimated electricity savings.
Electricity savings (2600 kWh/year, 15'. of pre-Project levels) were less
than expected, primarily b:ecause pre-HRCP electricity use was very
low.
Post-HRCP electricity use among primary-electric single-family homes
was very low, better than either typical .new-home construction or
postweatherization levels achieved in other programs.
Project cost 120 million (75'. fieldwork and 25". data and analysis);
weatherization costs averaged $4400 per house.

•

•

marily' because pre-HRCP levels of electricity use were already quite low. On the other
hand, the combination of HRCP savings and low prior levels of usage led to very low levels of electricity use after HRCP, lower than those in typical new homes constructed during the early 1980s and far below levels obtained in other weatherization programs
throughout the U.S.
In addition, HRCP showed that groups that are normally adversaries can design and
implement an important project and see it through to comple~ion. The Regional Advisory
Group, which included a diversity of interests within the region, met monthly from 1982
to the present. This group guided the project through its difficulties and was largely
responsible for the Project's delivery of high-quality information on residential weatherization programs.
HRCP results have already proven useful, to both the Bonneville Power Administration (in their review of residential conservation programs) and the Regional Council (in
development of their regional plan). The value of HRCP results stems from the highquality data collected by the Project and the ongoing attention to process and results from
the Regional Advisory Group.

•
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Table 3. HRCP conservation measures
Target level

Measure
Home energy audit

All electrically heated homes"

Ceiling insulation and
appropriate ventilation

R-49

Floor insulation b

R-38

Wall insulation

R-Il to R-19

Cold and hot water pipe
insulation to water heater'

R-3

Dehumidifiers and air-ta-air
heat exchangersd

As required

Clock thermostats

Where applicable

Duct insulation

Crawl space R·Il, attic R-30,
where applicable

Storm windows and thermal
replacement sash and glazing

Triple-glazing

Thermal doors and doubleglazed sliding doors

Where applicable

Caulking and weatherstripping

Where applicable

Outlet and switchpi.ate psketlf

Where applicable

Heat pump conversion of
existing fumac:e sysu:mtl

Where appropriate conventional

Electric water heater

wnpr

•
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measures cannot be in.stalled

R-l1

Low-flow showe:rheads and other
hot water flow regulatori

Source: Peach et al. (1984).
-Audits were provided to homes heated with nonelectric fuels,
primarily to maintain good relations with the community.
htncludes insulation of hot aDd cold water pipes. if under the
noor.
C"fhese four low-cost me:a.sures were installed by the auditor at
the time of the energy audit or soon thereafter.
cPrhese me:a.sures were installed only in special circumstances.

•
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PRAIRIE ISLAND 1989 ANNUAL RADIOLOGICAL
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING REPORT

•

414 N'Collet Mall

'-linn,sota SS4Q,·· 927
eleenon, ! 6121 :lJO·S500

~lnnUOOIIS,

Apri.l 27, 1990

Prairie Island Technical
Specification TS 6.7.C.:

S Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document control Desk
Washington, D C 20555

U

Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant
Docket No. 50-282 License No. DPR-42
Docket No. 50-306 License No. DPR-60
1989 Annual Radioloqical Environmental Konitorinq Report

•

In accordance with the Prairie Island Technical Specifications,
Appendix A to operating License DPR-42 and DPR-60, we are
submitting one copy of the Annual Radiological Environmental
Monitoring Report, covering the period January 1 through December
31 of 1989 .
'

Respectfully sUbmitted,

F . L. Fey, Jr., Manager
Nuclear Radiological Services
Attachment

•
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4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All of the scheduled collections
Table 5.3.

~nd

.

analyses were made except those listed in

All results are surrmarized in Table 5.4 in a format recommended by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission in Regulatory Guide 4.8. For each type of analysis of
each sampled medium, this table lists the mean and range for all indicator
locations and for all control locations. The locations with the highest mean
and range are also shown.
4.1

Atmospheric Nuclear Detonations and Nuclear Accidents
There were no reported atmospheric nuclear tests in 1989. The last
reported test was conducted on October 16, 1980 by the People's Republic
of China. The reported yield was in the 200 kiloton to 1 megaton range.
There were no reported accidents'at nuclear reactor facilities in 1989.

4.2

Program Findings

•

Results obtained show background levels of radioactivity' in the environmental samples collected in the vicinity of the Prairie Island Nuclear
Generat i ng Pl ant in 1989, wi th the exception of some of the add i tiona 1
special ground water samples and well water samples.
Ambient Radiation (TLDs)
Ambient radiation was measured in the general area of site boundary, at
outer ring 4 - 5 mi distant from the Plant, at special interest areas,
and at one control location. The means ranged from 15.7 ~/91 days at
inner ring locations to 17.0 ~/91 days at outer ring locations.
The
mean at special locations was 15.2 mR/91 days and 16.7 mR/91 days at
the control location. The differences are not statistically significant.
The dose rates measured at all indicator and control locations were
similar to those observed in 1978 (12.1 and 15.1 mR/91 days, respectively); in 1979 (12.6 and 15.3 ~/91 days, respectively); in '1980 (11.2
and 13.5 ~/91 days, respectively),; in 1981 (13.0 and 14.5 mR/91 days,
respectively); in 1982 (12.0 and 13.0 mR/91 days, respectively),; in
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1983 (13.0 and 14.9 mR/91 days, respectively); in 1984 (13.9 and 15.3
mR/91 days, respectively); in 1985 (13.9 and 15.3 mR/91 days, respectively); in 1986 (16.6 and 17.0 mR/91 days, respectively), in 1987
(15.4 and 16.0 mR/91 days, respectively) and in IS88 (16.2 and 16.7 mR/91
days, respectively).
No plant effect on ambient gamma radiation was
indicated.
Airborne Particulates
The average annual gross beta concentration in airborne particulates was
nearly identical at both indicator and control locations (0.028 and 0.027
pCi/m3), respectively.and was slightly higher than the levels observed
in 1982 (0.026 pCi/m 3 ), 1983 (0.023 pCi/m 3 ), 1984 (0.024 pCi/m 3 ),
1985 (0.025 pCi/m 3 ), 1986 (0.025 pCi/m 3 ), and 1987 (0.024 pCi/m 3 ).
It was slightly lower than in 1988 (0.030 pCi/m 3 at both indicator and
controllocations,k The average of 0.025 pCi/m 3 for 1986 does not incl ude the resul ts from May 19 to June 9, 1986, whi ch were i nfl uenced by
the accident at Chernobyl.

•

A spring peak in beta activity had been observed almost annually for many
years (Wilson et'a1., 1969). It had been attributed to fallout of
nuclides from t"fie stratosphere (Gold et a1., 1964). It was pronounced
in 1981, occurred to a 1esser degree fn 1982, and di d not occur in
1983, 1984, 1985, 1987 or 1988. In 1986, the spring peak could not be
identified because it, was overshadowed by the rele'ases of radioactivity
from Chernobyl. The hi ghest averages for gross beta were for the month
of January and the first quarter. The increase of beta activity during
winter months were also observed in 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986 (exclusive of
the period between May 19, 1986 and June 9, 198~), 1987 and 1988.
Two pieces of evidence indicate conclusively that the elevated activity
observed during the fourth quarter was not attributable to the Plant operation. In the first place, elevated activity of similar size occurred
Secondly, an
simultaneously at' both indicator and control locations.
identical pattern was observed at the Monticello Nuclear Generating
Plant, about 100 miles distant from the Prairie Island Nuclear Generating
Plant (Northern States Power Company, 1989).
Gamma spectroscopic analysis of quarterly composites of air particulate
filters yielded similar results for indicator and control locations.
Beryllium-7, which is produced continously in the upper atmosphere
by cosmic radiation (Arnold and Al-Salih, 1955), was detected in all
samples.
All other gamma-emitting isotopes were below their respective
LLD limits.
Airborne Iodine

•

Weekly levels of airborne iodine-131 were below the lower limit of
detection (LLD) of 0.07 pCi/m 3 in all samples.

9

Milk

Iodine-131
samples.

results were below the detection limit of 1.0 pCi/l

in a l l .

Cs-137 results were below the LLD level of 15 pCi/l in all samples. No
other gamma~emitting isotopes. except potass i um-40. were detected in any
milk samples. This is consistent with the find,ing of the National Center
for Radiological Health that most radiocontaminants in feed do not find
their way into· milk due to the selective metabolism of the cow. The
common exceptions are radioisotopes of potassium. cesium. strontium,
barium, and iodine (National Center for Radiological Health. 1968).
In summary, the milk data for the 1989 show no radiological effects of
the plant operation.
Drinking Water
In drinking water from the City of Red Wing- well. tritium activity was
below the LLD level of 330 pCi/l in all samples. Iodine-131 activity was
also below the LLD level at 1.0 pCi/l in all samples. As with the other
well water samples, all analyses for gamma-emitting isotopes yielded
results below detection limits.
Gross beta averaged 7.5 pCi/l and was
similar to the levels observed in 1979 (10.5 pCi/l). 1980 (11.8 pCi/l),
1981 (l0.7 pCi/l), 1982 (8.9 pCi/l). 1983 (8.0 pCi/l) , 1984 (7.9 pCi/l),
1985 (7.1 pCi/l), 1986 (6.8 pCi/l). 1987 (7.9 pCi/l) and 1988 (8.0 pCi/l) •
River Water
At the upstream and downstream collection sites. quarterly composite
tritium levels were below the LLD level of 330 pCi/l in all samples.

•

River water was also analyzed for gamma-emitting isotopes.
All gammaemitting isotopes were below their respective detection limits.
There
was no indication of a plant effect.
Well Water
At the control well P-25, Ki nneman Farm and three i ndi cator wells (P-8.
Community Center; P-IO, Lock and Dam No.3; and P-9. Plant Well No.2) no
tritium was detected above LLD level of 330 pCi/l in all samples.
GaJ1II1a-emitting isotopes were below the detection limits in all samples.
Special Well Water, Ground Water and Surface Water
At four additional wells (P-27, Nauer Residence; P-28, Perkins Residence;
P-29, Childs Residence; and P-6, Lock and Dam No.3 Well, no tritium was
detected above LLD level of 190 pCi/l. At the well P-24d, Suter's Deep
Well. the 1evel detected was 1430 pCi /l; at the well P-24s, Suter s Shall ow
Well, the level detected was 1070 pCi/l; at the well P-26, Prairie ISland'.
Training Center, the level detected was 300 pCi/l.
I
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At three surface water sites near the plant (P-33, Pickerel Slough; P-34,
Duck Pond; and P-35, Refuge Pond) no tritium was detected above LLD level
of 190 pCi /l .
At two ground water seepage points the results were: for P-31, Birch Lake
Seepage No. I, the level was 820 pCi/l; and for P-32, Birch Lake Seepage
No.2, the 1evel was 540 pCi /1 •
Gamma-emitting isotopes were below the detection limits in all samples.
The Special Well, Ground, and Surface Water results are contained in Table
5.5.
Crops
Two samples of cabbage were collected in September and analyzed for 1-131.
The 1-131 level was below 0.047 pCi/g wet weight in both samples. There
was no indication of a plant effect.
The field sampl ing personnel conducted a survey and found that there was
no river water taken for irrigation into fields within 5 miles down stream
form Prairie Island Plant. Therefore, it was not necessary to collect and
analyze corn samples •

•

Fish
Fish samples were collected in May and September, 1989. The only isotope
detected was naturally-occuring potassium-40 and there was no signific'ant
di fference between ups.tream and downstream resul ts. There was no indi cation of a plant effect.
Aquatic Insects or Periphyton
Aquatic insects (invertebrates) or periphyton were collected in May and
September, 1989. The samples were analyzed for gamma-emitting isotopes.
All gamma-emitting isotopes were I!>elow their respective LLDs.
No plant
effect was indicated.
Bottom and Shoreline Sediments
Sediment collections were made in May and September, 1989.
were analyzed for gamma-emitting isotopes.

The samples

Cs-137 was detected in one bottom sediment upstream sample (0.077 pCi/g
dry weight) and one shoreline sediment sample (0.028 pCi/dry weight).

••

All other gamma-emitting isotopes, except naturally-occurring potassium40, were below their respective LLDs.
No plant effect was indicated •
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Table 5.1

•

PraIrie Island

Sample collectIon and analysis program, 1989.

Medium

No.

locations
Codes (and Type)a

Collection
Type and
Frequencyb

Analysis
Type and
FrequencyC

32

P-OIA - P-IOA
P-OIB - P-15B
P-OIS - P-06S
P-OIC

C/Q

AmbIent gamma

Airborne particulates

5

P-1(C), P-2,
P-3, P-4, P-6

C/W

GB, GS (QC of
each 1ocati on)

Airborne iodine

5

P-l(C), P-2, P-3
P-4, P-6

C/W

1-131

Milk

5

P-16 to P-18,
P-25(C), P-14

G/Md

1-131, GS

RIver water

2

P-5(C), P-6

G/W

GS(MC), H-3(QC)

Drinking water

1

P-ll

G/W

GB(MC), 1-131(HC)
GS (MC), H-3 (QC)

Well water

4

P-25(C), P-6,
P-8, P-9

G/Q

H-3, GS

Edible cultivated
crops - leafy green
vegetables

2

P-25(C), P-24

G/A

1-131

Special Well Water

3

P-27, P-28, P-29

G/Q

H-3, GS

SpecIal Ground Water

3
2

P-24d. P-24s, P-26
P-31, P-32

G/N
G/H

H-3, GS
H-3, GS

SpecIal Surface Water

3

P-33, P-34, P-35

G

Ambient radiation
(TlDs)

~

w

11-3. GS
------------ - - - - _.- - - --

•

Table 5.1.

Sample collection and analysis program. 1989 (continued)

Prairie Island
-----

.$>0

_._--------Analysis
Type and
frequencyC

No.

Codes (and Type)a

Edible cultivated
crops - corn

2

P-25(C). P-20

G/A

GS

fish (one species
edible portion)

2

P-5(C). P-6

G/SA

GS

Peri phyton or
invertebrates

2

P-5(C). P-6

G/SA

GS

Bottom sediment

2

P-5(C). P-6

G/SA

GS

Shoreline sediment

1

P-12

G/SA

. GS

Medium

.....

---- locations

Co11 ecUon
Type and
frequen'cyb

---------------------------------

----------------

a location codes are defined in Table 5.2. ContrQl stations are indicated by (C). All other
b stations are indicators.
Collection type is coded as follows: CI : continuous. GI = grab. Collection frequency is coded
c as fQllows: W• weekly. M ~ monthly, Q ~ quarterly. SA : semi-annually, A = annually.
Analysis type 1s coded as follows: GB ~ gross beta. GS = gamma spectroscopy, H-3 = tritium, 1-131 =
d iodine 131. Analysis frequency is coded as follows: Me ~ monthly composite. QC = quarterly composite.
Milk is collected biweekly during the grazing season (May - November) if milch animals are on pasture •

•

•

•

•

•

Table 5.2.

Location

Name

Code
P-1
P-2
P-3
P-4
P-5
P-6
P-8
P-9
P-11
P-12
P-14
P-16
P-17
P-18
P-20
P-24
P-24d
P-24s
P-25
P-26
P-27
P-28
P-29
P-31
P-32
P-33
P-34
P-35
P-01A
P-02A
P-03A
P-04A
P-05A
P-06A
P-07A
P-08A
P-09A
P-10A
P-01B
P-02B

Prairie Island

Sampling locations .

C

C

C

11.8 mi @ 316'/NW
Air station P-1
o. 5 mi @ 294' /WNW
Air station P-2
O. 8 mi @ J 13 • /NW
Air station P-3
0.4 mi @ 359'/N
Air Station P-4
1. 8 mi @ 11' /N
upstream of Plant
1.6 mi @ 129'/SE
Lock & Dam #3 & Air Station P-6
1. 0 mi @ J 21 ' /WNW
community Center
O. J mi @ 306' /NW
Plant Well #2
3.3 mi @ 158' /SSE
City of Red Wing
J.O mi @ 116' /ESE
Recreational Area
2,2 mi @ 173' /SSE
Gustafson Farm
2.6 mi @ 60' /ENE
Johnson Farm
3.5 mi @ 25' /NNE
Place Farm
3.7 mi @ 88'/E
Christensen Farm
River Irrigated Corn Field*
Hig~est D/Q Garden**
0.6 mi @ 158' /SSE
Suter's Deep Well
0.6 mi @ 158' /SSE
suter's Shallow Well
11.1
mi @ 331'/NNW
Kinneman Farm
a• 4 mi @ 258' /WSW
PINGP Training Center
a. 9 mi @ 154' /SSE
Nauer Residence
1. 0 mi @ 152' /SSE
Perkins Residence
1.2 mi @ 149'/SSE
Childs Residence"
0.8 mi @ 169' /SSE
Birch Lake Seepage No. 1
0.7 mi @ 179'/S
Birch Lake Seepage No. 2
1.4 mi @ 140'/SE
Pickerel Slough No. 1
0,4 mi @ 169' /SSE
Duck pond No, 1
1.2 mi @ 140'/SE
Refuge Slough
0.4 mi @ 359'/N
Property Line
0.3 mi @ 10'/N
Property Line
0.5 mi @ 183'/S
Property Line
0.4 mi @ 204'/SSW
Property Line
0,4
mi @ 225'/SW
Property Line
a. 4 mi @ 249' /WSW
Property Line
0.4 mi @ 268'/W
Property Line
a. 4 mi @ 291' /NNW
Property Line
a . 7 mi @ 317 ' /NW
Property Line
o. 5 mi @ 333 ' /NNW
Property Line
4.7 mi @ 355'/N
Thomas Killian Residence
4 • 8 mi @ 17' /NNE
Roy Kinneman Farm

• "C' denotes control location,

All other locations are indicators.

* Collected only if river water is used to irrigate the cornfields
(Technical Specification Revision No, 80, effective 11-14-86).
** This location is not predetermined
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Table 5.2,

Prairie Island

Sampling locations.

Location

Name
P-03B
P-04B
P-05B
P-06B
P-07B
P-08B
P-09B
P-10B
P-llB
P-12B
P-13B
P-14B
P':"15B
P-01S
P-02S
P-03S
P-04S
P-05S
P-06S
P-01C
II

Wayne Anderson Farm
Nelson Drive (Road)
County Road E and Coulee
William Houschildt Residence
Red Wing service Center
David Wnuk Residence
Highway 19 South
Cannondale Farm
Wallace Weberg Farm
Roy Gergen Farm
Thomas O'Rourke Farm
David J. Anderson Farm
Holst Farms
Federal Lock & Dam #3
Charles suter Residence
Carl Gustafson Farm
Richard Burt Residence
.Kenney store
Earl Flynn Farm
Robert Kinneman Farm

"C" denotes control location"

•

4.9
4.2
4.1
4.4
4.7
4.1
4.2
4.9
4.5
4.5
4.4
4.9
4.2
1.6
0.6
2.2
2.0
2.0
2.5
11"1

mi
mi
mi
mi
mi
mi
mi
mi
mi
mi
mi
mi
mi
mi
mi
mi
mi
mi
mi
mi

@ 46'/NE
@ 61'/ENE
@ 102'/ESE

@ 112'/ESE
@ 140'/SE
@ 16S'/SSE
@ 187'/S
@ 200'/SSW
@ 221'/SW
@ 247'/WSW
@ 270"/W
@ J06"/NW
@ 347"/NNW
@ 129"/SE
@ lS8"/SSE
@ 173"/S
@ 202"/SSW
@ 270"/W
@ 299"/WNW
@ 331"/NNW

•

All other locations are indicators.
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Table 5.3.

Missed collections and analyses. 1989. Prairie Island Nucl ear
Generating Plant. All requ ired samp1es were collected and analyzed
as scheduled except the following.
"

Analysis

Location

Co 11 ect i on Date
or Period

Comments

Thermoluminescent
Dosimeters (TLDs)

Ambient
Radiation

P-13B

2nd Qtr. 1989

Lost in the
field.

Mil k

1-131. Gamma

P-17

07-05-89

Samples not
available.

Air Part i cul ates
and Charcoal

Gr. beta
1-131

P-3

07-24-89

Improper
mounting.

Air Particulates
and Charcoal

Gr. beta
1-131

P-2

08-22-89

Pump failure.

Air Particulates
and Charcoal

Gr. beta
1-131

P-6

09-25-89

Lost in the
Field.

Sample

•

•
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Table 5.4.

£nviro~ntal

Radiological Monitoring Progra. Summary.

N_e of facility _Prairie Ishnd Nuclear GeneraU.!!i.!J.!!1.!.._ Docket No.
LocaUon of facUlty __._ Goodhue, _"innesota. __ . _ " _ .ReporUng Period .
(County, State)
S.ple
Type

Type and
lCurlber of
Analyses a

(Units)

LLDb

Ind1cator
Locations
tlean (F)C
Range C

Ii-.

40

3.0

15.7 (40140)
(12.0-19.4)

no

~a

59

3.0

17.0 (59/59)
(11.7-22.7)·

(1IIl/91 days)
(Inner lUng,
GeneraI Area at
She Boundary)
(1IIl/91 days)
(Outer IIlng,

Locat10n with Highest
Annual--"Tan
--- - Hun O(Fl
Locatlon d
Range

I

no

'-03A Property L1nel
0.5 III ~ 18l~/S

17.4 (4/4)
(13.6-19.1)

Fira, 4.8 .1 lt U-/NII

P-02B R. Kinne-an

19.0 (4/4)
(14.5-2\.0)

P-038 W. Anderson
Fara, 4.9 111 j 46-/11£

19.0 (4/4)
(15.3-21.8)

P-048 , Nelson Or1we
4.2 III '61-I£N£

19.0 (4/4)
(15.6-20.8)

I

4-5 lIIiles
distant)

......
co

5!-282 '0 5Q.-}06 0
~.!!1uary ~ P!!_c.!.JI!!l~

~.

1989 _

Control
Locations
Mean (F)
Range

NUlliber of
Non-routine
Results e

(See control
belowl

o

o
(See control
below)

o

no

Ii-.

23

3.0

15.2 (24/24)
(11.0-20.6)

P-03S, C. Gustafson
Fira, 2.2 .1 •
16S-/SS£

17.4 (4/4)
(12.4-20.6)

(See control
below)

o

no

GaaIIa

4

3.0

None

P-OIC. R. Klnneman
Flra, 1\.1 III ~
3n-/NNId

16.7 (414)
(15.4-18.5)

16.7 (4/4)
(15.4-18.5)

o

Airborne
Part 1cl/lates

G8

252

P-2, Station P-2
0.5 .1 ~ 294-/WNW

0.029 (50/501
(0.006-0.075)

0.027 (51/511
(0.011-0.062)

o

GS

20

(1IIl/91 days)
(Special
Interest Areas)

(1IIl/91 days)
(control)
0.002

0.028 (201/201)
(0.006-0.092)

(pCi/ll l )

I

.-

Be-7

0.022

0.067 (16/16)
(0.046-0.099)

""-54

0.0017

<UO

<ltD

<UD
<llD

P-2. Station P-2
0.5 .1 @ 294-/WNW

0.071 (4/41
(0.056-0.092)

0.064 (414)

(0.05l-0.01l)

Co-58

0.0019

<UO

Co-60

0.0014

<UO

1n-65

0.00l4

<LLO

<LtD

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

1r-Hb-95

0.00l4

<ltD

<UD

llu-IOl

0.0011

<UD

<UIl

llu-l06

0.014

<llD

<UO

o

Cs-134

0.0014

<UO

<1111

o

•

•

•

a".
Table 5.4.

Envlronaental Radiological Monitoring Program

S~ry

•
(continued)

NaBe of facility Prairie Island Nuclear Generat~lant_ Docket No._ . __ •. _J)0-282,__5!-}QL.
Location of FiciUty
Goodhue, .!'Innesota
.
.. lIeport ing Period _._ ~.!..nuar.1__-. _D!.c~~_ J~~._
(County, State)
." _. . -. .. _.--.---- -. -- - - . - _. -----------rr--------.-----------w-------- --- --- ...... --- - ---_
Control
Location with Highest
Indicator
_______._ .lnnual .Hean
Locations
NUlllber of
Locations
Type and
S.ple
·-~an
lH-Hean (f)
Hon-routlne
Hean (F)c
liluaber of
Type
d
C
Ilange
Range
Results e
Locatlon
LLOb
Rlnge
Analyses l
(units)
-------- --------- - - - ---- --- .---- ---- -- ----_ ..... -- _. -- - _. -_ .. --- . - - ...
I'
<uo
0
<LLD
0.0017
Cs-137
Airborne

I

hrttc~1ates

IpCi/IB )
continued)

la-La-ltD

0.0099

Ce-l4l

0.0029

Ce-l44

----------r----·
Airborne
1-131
252

<LLD
<.LLD
--------- ----------- -._-<LLD

0.0095

-------

-

<LUI

0.07

Iodine

(pCII.))

.....
'0

I

76 ;-~.~--r-:L~- ---r--·--~

I

tUn

(PCl/l)

I-Ill
liS

76

1(-40
Cs-U4

15

Cs-U7

15

------------r-------Ba-La-140

Drinklnt Water
(pClll

-

. - . - - -- . .

..

- 15-------1.0

G8

12

I-Ill
tI-)

121
1.0
4 ))0

GS

12

.

P-14, Gustafson fane
2.2 Bi , 16S-/SSE

<LLD

-

<LLD
-- -- ---- ---- ---_._------- --

I

<LLD
<LLD

15

<LLD

fe-59

)0

<LLD

15

<LLD

(0-60

15

<LLD

Zn-65

)0

<UD

-Zr-Hb-95
- .. - - ---- -

15

- - - -- --- ...

<LLO

-II, City of Red
1.1 lIIl i
135 ISE

Wln~,

I

0

-

<LLD

0

-

<LLD

0

<LLD

0

-

_..

.

1360 (16/16)
(1200-1610)

<UD

7.5 (12/12)
(5.0-9.4)

<LLD

--_.- - .-

--'-·---T-- _.-_..-- -·-1

11340 (60/60)
(HSD-1720)

110-54
Co-58

~

I 100

-- ----

-

_..

<LLD

I

0

noo (16/16)
(1110-15)0)

I

0

-

<LLD

0

--_.-- ---

<UD

0

<UD
-- .Hone

0

- - --

1.5 (1Ull)

--

0

(5.0-9.4)

I

I

-

-

-

-

-

-

Hone

-

None

0

None

0

Hone

0

-

None
None

0

0
0

Hone

0

Hone

0

T.ble ~,4,

Envlronaent.l Radiological Honltorlng Progr. . SUMD4ry (continued)
Ha-e of facility

location of facility

...-- ---------

DrtnU", water
(pCt/I)
(continued)

I River "ater

(pCi/l)

N

o

Type and
Jeumber of
Anllyses-

(pCt/l)

•

.•

locat(lonCS
Heln f)

LLDb _

_R~ngeC

u

_ ~.!I-282 I ~!!:-}06 ..

Reporting Period __ ~.nuarl.

.----.-------- ----

Highest
---------- _Annu41.He[4n___ -- -.(- .--Mun f)
~_o~_a_t_I~~~
R_a.n?~ ._

=.

!l~~er_ J?~.

-- - .. - . -..
Control
Loutlons
Hean (f)
Range
.

---

Mulllber of
Hon-routlne
Results e

0

Cs-134

10

<ltD

Hone

C5-131

10

<LLD

Hone

0

Bi-La-UO

I~

<LtD

None

0

---ltI~:-14~8-t-;:~--r--:~:----·-I--------_·-------GS

!tone
_.

0

"

<LLD

0

24

",,-~4

I~

<LtD

<LLD

0

fe-~9

30

<LLD

<LtD

0

Co-~8

I~

<LtD

<LLD

0

0
0

Co-60

I~

<ltD

<LtD

In-6~

30

<LtD

<LLD

Cs-134

IS

<tLD

<LLD

0

0

Cs-131

18

<ltD

·<LLD

84-L.-140

15

<LtD

<LtD

61

Ce-144
Well ".ter

Goodhue, Mlnnesota
(County, Stile)

----·-~----------l-----------··--··
Indicator
Location with

1

Sililple
Type
J-- (Units)

Docket No'u _

Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant

----

H-3

16

GS

16

_.-

330

<ltD

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ • ____ B _____

.~

•• ______

<LlD

-

0
0

<LLD

<LtO

0

0

Hn-54

15

<LtD

<LtD

fe-~9

30

<LLD

<LtD

0
0

Co-~8

I~

<LLD

<LtD

Co-60

15

<LtD

<LlD

0

In-6~

30

<LtD

<LLD

0

Ir-Kb-95

15

<LLD

<ltD

0

Cs-1l4

10

<LtD

<UO

0

•

.

•

Table S.4.

Envlron8ental Radiological Monitoring Progr.- Sumsary (continued)
Mise of facility

S.ple
Type
(Units)

fYJIe

-

B;

LLDb

----

-

--

.Ji0-282,

~anuar.L_-_9!f.£!lber_Jg89.

------ --_._- -- - -_. ---- ------- --- - - --- - -Location with Highest
Annual
an
- ---- ---- - - - Mean TfY--Locatlon d
Range

Control
Locations
Mean (f)
Range

HUIIIlber of
Non-routine
Results e

----------<LLD

0

-

<llD

0

---------------- .---------- .. --

In-6S

30

<LLD

-

lr-IIb-9S

IS

<LLD

-

-

<LLD

0

Cs-134

10

<LLD

-

-

<llD

0

Cs-137

10

<LLD

-

-

<LLD

0

Ba-la-140

IS

<LLD

-

-

<LLD

0

_~1

~~..o

--f~~

fhh - flull
(pC'/v wet)

Indicator
Locations
Mun (f)C
Range C

----- ------IS
<LLD

Co-6O

Crops-Cabbage
(pCt/g
wet)
_____

L-

------.-------- --

and
llulber of
Analyses a

1------lie H lIater
(pCt/l)
(continued)

Goodhue. Minnesota
(County. State).

~0-3QL

Docket No.
Reporting Period

Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant

Loutlon of facility __

N

•

•

•

1-131

2

GS
l-40

..

0.047

_

.

I

------:---------- -------_:.- ---- --

<lLD

-

--------1---------------_

I 3.58
(2/2)
(3.21-3.88)

0.1

I

P-6. Lock and D.
No.3. 1.6 .1 ~
12go/SE

0 _---

<l~D__

- - - - - - _ . - . - - _ •• _-

3.58 (2/2)
(3.21-3.88)

0
0

<lLD
--_.

3.11 (2/2)
(2.31-3_85)

I

0

Mn-54

0.046

<UD

-

-

<LLD

0

fe-59

0.15

<lLD

-

-

<LLD

0

Co-58

0.042

<LLD

-

-

<LLD

0

Co-60

0.031

<lLD

-

-

<UD

0

In-65

0.089

<LLD

-

-

<LLO

0

lr-IIb-95

0.065

<LLD

-

-

<UO

0

Cs-134

0.030

<LLD

-

-

<UD

0

Cs-131

0.035

<llD

-

-

<UO

0

Ba-La-UO

0.21

<UD

-

-

<uo

0

1- - - - - - - - - - -

-- - -

----

- ----- ---- - - - - - -

- _. -- - - -- - -- . - --

Table 5.4 •. EnvironEental Radiological Monitoring Prograa

S~ry

(continued)

~ of Facility
Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant
Location of hclltty
Goodhue, Minnesota
.
(County, State)

r--------

SlIIPle
Type
(Units)

i--

I

I

Type and
Nulilber of

I

GS ~_lysesa 4

Oocket No._ ... _..
~Q:282
Reporting Period __ . ~anuuy

t.

~!!.-.l06

..

:-_Jl~ellller.

'989

-------

loc.tlon ~ith Highest
Annual Mean

Indicator
Locations
Mean (F)C
IlInge C

L ll~~_

locataon d

•

--He-in- rn _
..
Range

Control
Locations
Mean (F)
Range

NuIIIler of
Non-routine
Results e

Invertebrates
(pCtlg ldet)

N
N

r------- -- ---and
Shoreline
Sedllllents
(pCt/g dry)

SOUM

Be-]

4.34

<llO

1t-40

0.5

2.66 (2/2)
(0.66-4.66)

P-6, lock and Oa.
110. 1 1.61111 f

2.66 (2/2)

(0.66-4.66)

IZ9°/SE

0.85 (2/2)
(0.19-0.91)
<LlO

o
o

o
o

14n-54

0.16

<llO

Co-58

0.49

<llO

<lLO

Co-60

11.095

<llO

<llO

o

1n-65

0.11

<llD

<llO

o

1r-Ml-95

1.01

<llD

<llO

o

Ru-IOl

1.09

<llD

<llO

o
o

Ru-I06

1.09

<llD

<llO

Cs-U4

0.10

<llD

<llO

o

Cs-Ul

O.H

<llO

<llO

o

Ba-La-140

0.36

<llO

<llO

Ce-141

2.65

<llO

<HO

Ce-144

0.69

<llD

<LlO

o
o
o

<llO

<LLD

o

GS

6

Be-'

0.38

I

1(-40

1.0

8.66 (4/4)
(1.83-9.56)

14n-54

Co-58

•

<llO

P-IZ, Recreational
Area 1.4 1111 ,.
1I6 e /ESE .

9.41 (2/2)

(9.39-9.56)

8.15 (2/2)
(8.31-9.14)

29

<llO

<LlO

3D

<llO

<HO

•

o
o
o

•

••

•

•
Table 5.4.

EnwlronEental Radiological

~Itorlng

Program Summary (continued)

HaDe of facility

Prairie Island Nucle.r Generating Plant
Goodhue. Minnesota
LocatIon of facility
(County. Stlte)
S.ple
Type
(Units)
Special
WeH Water
(pCI/1 )

Typ. and
" e r of
Analyses·
H-J
GS

N
W

Spec II1 Ground
Wahr
(pCtll)
Special SurfaClt
W.ter (pCtl1)

LlDb
6
6

190

-

Indicator
locltions
Heln (f)C
Range C
993 (317)

(300-1430)
<llD
. 68D (2/2)
(540-820)

Docket No.
Reporting Period

50-282, 50-306
January - Decesber 1989

loc.tlon with Highest
Annu.l Hean
Hean (f)
locltlon d
Ringe

!lumber of
Non-routIne
Results e

P-24d Suter's Deep
wen 0.6 1111 158·

lUO (1/1)

<llD

3

-

-

<llD

0

<UD

2

<llD

0

<UD
<LLD

0
0

P-JI 81rch lake
Seepage I 0.7 1111 179·

820 (111)

H-J

2

190

GS

2

-

<LLD

-

-

J

190

-

-

-

3

<LLD
<LLD

H-J
GS

Control
loclt Ions
Hean (F)
Range

-

.

--

Table 5.4.

£nvlronsental Radlol091cal Monitoring Pragr.- $uaaary (continued)
Nase of facility
Pralr.e Island Nuclear Generating Plant
Docket No.__ . __
SO-2SZ, SO-l06 _ ..
Location of fadlHy
Goodhue, Hlnnesota
. Reporting Period __ January ~ !lecellilber-l9S9 _ ..
([ounty. State)
u

,

•

SMpI.
Type
~UI)

~

1D0ttOllll &l\d

Shoreline
Sedll.ents
(pCl/, dryt
( con alnu.d »

-

-r--

_

Type and

lWIIber of

AAalySlt_$~1

I

_

UOb_.

Indicator
Locations
Hun (f)C
_ lI.nge e

Location ",lth Htghut
Annual He.n
- - - - - - - - - - - - , - Mean-,rYLocat lon d
llange

-

__

-----.--_ ...
[ont,.ol
Locatlon$
He6R(F)
Range

HUlllbor of
Non-routine

0

._--._-.

Iluulh lt

-

o.on

<LLD

<LLO

111-65

0.010

<LLD

<HD

0
0

(0-60

lr-III-n

0.061

<HD

<LLD

11111-101

0.011

<LLD

<HD

0

11111-106

0.25

<LLD

<LLD

0

($-1l4

O.Oll

<HD

<HI)

0

[s-lll

o.on

N

•

_u

----l-------------·-------------

0.028 UI4)

p-s(e). Up$treaa 01
Phnt, 0.6 111111
60 6/£ lIE

~

_

0.011 (lIZ)

o.on

(lIZ)

0

la-h-l40

0.12

<HD

0

Ce-HI

0.064

<HD

I)

C.-IU

0.11

---- ..<HD
- -- .- ..

0

•

•

•

Table 5.5

••

•

Special Well, Ground. and Surface Water Analysis.
Sample Description and Concentration (pCi/l)

location

N
Ul

P-24s
Sutter1s
Shallow
Wen

P-24d
Sutter I s
Deep
Well

P-26
Training
Center

P-21
Res. No.1
Nauer
Well

P-28
Res. No.2
Perkins
Well

P-29
Res. No.3
Childs
Well

Date
Collected

11-21-89

11-21-89

12-01-89

12-01-89

12-11-89

12-01-89

lab Code

SPW-7691

SPW-7692

SPW-7820

SPW-7815

SPW-7816

SPW-7811

H-3

1430:t140

1070:1130

JOO:t100

<190

<190

<190

<1.9
<4.5
<2.0
<2.2
<4.9
<2.1
<2.1
<2.1
<3.2
<13.6

<2.8
<5.6
<2.8
<2.5
<6.6
<2.8
<3.2
<2.8
<3.1
<26.9

<4.8
<10.2
<4.4
<4.7
<14.6
<5.3
<6.5
<5.2
<10.1
<41.3

'<5.6
<11.5
<5.4
<5.3
<12.1
<5.8
<1.0
<5.1
<9.9
<43.5

<2.6
<6.0
<2.5
<2.8
<5.2
<3.0
<2.2
<3.0
<3.5
<19.9

<4.0
<1.8
<4.5
<3.7
<9.5
<5.0
<5.2
<4.4
<1.5
<30.9

Hn-54
fe-59
Co-58
Co-60
In-65
I r-Nb-95

Cs-134
Cs-131
Ba-la-140
Ce-144

.

Table 5.5 Special Well, Ground, and Surface Water Analysis (continued)
Sample Description and Concentration (pCi!l)

location

N
0\

P-32
P-31
Birch
Birch
lake
lake
Seepage No. 1 Seepage No. 2

P-33
P1ckerel
Slough
No. 1

P-34
Duck
Pond
No. 1

P-35
Refuge
Slough

Date Collected

12-07-89

12-07-89

12-07-89

12-07-89

12-01-89

lab Code

SPW-1813

SPW-7814

SPW-1818

SPW-1821

SPW-1822

"-3

820:t120

540:1:110

<190·

<190

<190

Mn-54
Fe-59
Co-58
Co-60

<1.8
<13.9
<7.0
<1.0
<16.6
<1.8
<8.1
<1.1
<9.5
<59.1

<4.9
<11.5
<4.8
<5.7
<13.9
<5.5
<7.1
<5.0
<10.6
<38.9

<8.0
<15.9
<7.6
<1.2
<18.0
<8.4
<9.1
<8.4
<10.1
<65.1

<5.5
<12.1
<6.0
<5.7
<11.1
<6.0
<5.8
<5.4
<6.1

<3.4
<1.5
<3.5
<3.0
<6.1
<3.9
<3.0
<3.5
<3.2
<29.4

10-65
1 r-Nb-95

Cs-134
Cs-131
Ba-la-140
Ce-144

•

•

<40~1

APPENDIX V

•

Northern States Power Company
414 Nicollet Mall
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401-1927
Telephone (612) 330·5500

A1?ril 1, 1991
VIA TELEFAX 627-5075
Mary J. O'Brien
Deputy Commissioner
Minnesota Department of Public Health
717 S.E. Delaware street
P.O. Box 9441
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55440
Re:, Prairie Island Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation
(ISFSI)
Dear Ms. O'Brien:

•

Pursuant to discussions with representatives of the Minnesota
Department of Health, Environmental Quality Board and Department
of Public Service, and the Agreement of Northern States Power
company (NSP) , the Minnesota Agencies and the Mdwekanton sioux
. Indian community (community), dated March 8, 1991, NSP submits the
following
information regarding best
estimate
analyses
of
radiological impacts from the ISFSI.
1.

Bounding Analysis In the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
and Safety Analysis Report:

In the Safety Analysis Report (SAR) submitted to' the Nuclear
Regulatory commission, NSP conservatively calculated the maximum
annual dose to the nearest permanent resident from the ISFSI to be
4.27x10-4 millirem (mrem) per hour, which is equivalent to 3.74
mrem per year (Safety Analysis Report, August, 1990 at 7.5-1).
The nearest permanent resident for this bounding analysis was the
nearest resident to the south of the Prairie Island Nuclear
Generating Plant. For comparison purposes the maximum annual dose
to the nearest resident in the community is 0.07 mrem per year
under the bounding analysis.
This conservative calculation was
also incorporated in the draft environmental impact statement (EIS)
prepared by the Environmental Quality Board (Draft Environmental
Impact Statement, November 30, 1990 at 4.9).
In reviewing the draft EIS the Department of Health raised the
issue of potential radiological health effects from the ISFSI. NSP
has conferred with the Department of Health and other Minnesota
Agencies regarding the issue and in the discussions NSP has
emphasized the bounding analysis contained in the SAR and draft EIS
presents the outside bounds of potential radiological impacts and
incorporates significant conservatisms.

NSP, in conjunction with the manufacturer of the casks which will
be placed in the 'ISFSI, Transnuclear, Inc., has calculated the
annual dose rate based on the expected conditions at the ISFSI.
This calculation provides a best estimate of radiological impacts
from the ISFSI.

•

The Department of Health previously acknowledged the average annual
dose to the nearest permanent resident, rather than the maximum
annual dose, should be considered as the basis for an evaluation
of potential radiological health effects. The average annual dose
calculation incorporates the incremental placement of casks in the
ISFSI.
This is important as all forty-eight (48) casks will not
be placed in the ISFSI in one year; rather, the casks will be
placed at a rate of one to three casks a year.
Incorporating the
incremental placement of the casks and assuming a seventy (70) year
exposure period for the nearest permanent resident yields an
avera~e annual dose to the nearest permanent resident of 1.8 mrem
per year.
2.

Best Estimate of Radiological Impacts from the ISFSI:

NSP's best estimate of radiological impacts from the ISFSI provides
a maximum annual dose rate to the nearest permanent resident of
0.42 mrem per year.
The nearest permanent resident for the best
estimate analyses is a resident t~ the north, rather than to the
south as in the oounding analys.is.
This change is due to the
consideration in the best estimate analyses of the shielding effect
of the Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant and the atmosphere,
which significantly reduce the annual dose to the nearest permanent
resident to the south. The results of the best estimate analyses
are contained in the attached table and graph.

•

The average annual dose to the nearest permanent resident to the
north is 0.34 mrem per year. As stated above, the annual dose to
residents further from the ISFSI, including the Community, is
significantly lower.
3.

Differences between the Bounding and Best Estimate Analyses:

Pursuant to the Agreement between the NSP, the Minnesota Agencies
and the Community, NSP agreed to provide best estimate analyses
showing calculations of radiological effects based on expected
conditions at the !SFSI site, including radioactivity levels in the
spent fuel assuming average burn-up and cooling time. This is the
first difference between the bounding and best estimate analyses.
New source terms were generated for the fuel with 40,000 MWD/MTU
burn up, which more closely resembles actual burn up at the Prairie
Island Nuclear Generating Plant, as compared to 45,000 MWD/MTU in
the bounding analysis.
NSP I S installation schedule was also
followed, which assumes the casks when first placed in the ISFSI
will contain lS-year, rather than 10-year, cooled fuel.

•

•

The second difference is the assumptions regarding cask shape and
the presence of a cover. In the bounding analysis a spherical cask
model was used for convenience in modeling.
tn the best estimate
analyses a cylindrical cask model was used, which permits a more
accurate characterization of the radiation source.
In addition,
the shielding effect of the steel weather cover, which will be
attached to casks in the ISFSI, was incorporated in the best
estimate analyses.
The third difference is incorporation of shielding from trees and
housing materials which will further reduce the dose to the nearest
permanent resident.
Representatives of the Department of Health
acknowledged that consideration of such shielding effects is
reasonable. The best estimate analyses incorporate an assumption
of four inches (4") of wood to represent the shielding of wood,
concrete, shingles etc., which could reasonably be expected to
surround the nearest permanent resident during occupancy.
The Department of Health has suggested continuous seventy (70) year
occupancy of the person in the nearest permanent residence should
be the basis for a best estimate analysis.
While NSP does not
agree with this assumption, for the purposes of this submission
continuous occupancy has been assumed.
4.

•

The Best Estimate Analyses in Context of Sources of Natural
and Artificial Radiation:

NSP has determined the average annual dose to the nearest permanent
resident from the ISFSI is 0.34 mrem per year~ It is important to
compare the average annual dose from the ISFSI to sources of
natural radiation and other sources of artificial radiation. The
Committee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiations in,
"Health Effects of Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing Radiation
(BEIR V)," provides a table of the average annual dose equivalents
from ionizing radiation. From the table and discussion in BEIR V,
which is attached, it is significant to note that natural sources
of radiation, such as radon, and artificial sources, such as
medical x-ray diagnosis, provide much higher doses than those
anticipated from the ISFSr.
Of even greater significance is the
comparison to "voluntary" exposure from everyday activities.
It
is estimated smoking one and one-half of packs of cigarettes a day
results in an average annual dose of 8,000 mrem. Occupancy in a
masonry building results in an average annual dose of 7 mrem.
Exposure from road construction materials while driving results in
an average annual dose of 4 mrem.
(Gollnick, "Basic Radiation
Protection Technology," 2d.Ed 1988) While NSP does not intend to
trivialize concern over potential radiological effects from the
ISFSI, it is important to place any risk from the ISFSI in the
context of other exposures or risks which are undertaken routinely
or voluntarily.

5.

standards Governing Radiological Impacts:

In addition to placing the 0.34 mrem per year average annual dose
from the·ISFSI in context with other sources of radiation, it is
important to emphasize the average annual dose is well within all
applicable standards for radiological exposure. The Nuclear
Regulatory Commission has recently adopted a standard of 100 mrem
per year as a limit for exposure to members of the general public.
This standard applies to all radiation, except for natural sources.
of radiation and medical applications. The standard of 100 mrem per
year is also supported by the International Commission on
Radiological Protection and the National Council on Radiation
Protection and Measurement.

•

The Environmental Protection Agency has adopted a standard of 25
mrem per year as a limit for exposure for members of the general
pUblic to uranium fuel cycle facilities.
The difference between
the standards is the 100 mrem standard applies to almost all
potential artificial sources of radiation.
The 25 mrem standard
is limited exclusively to uranium fuel cycle facilities, including
nuclear generating plants and spent nuclear
fuel
storage
installations.
The average annual dose of 0.34 mrem per year and the maximum
annual dose of 0.42 mrem per year are well within the applicable
standards.
6.'

Effect of Additional Benning and Alternative
Potential Radiological Impacts:
.

Locations

on

•

Pursuant to ~he Agreement between NSP, the Minn~sota Agencies and
the Community, NSP agreed to provide best estimate analyses showing
calculations of radiological effects based on additional berming
and alternative locations of the ISFSI. As NSP has discussed with
the Department of Health and the other Minnesota Agencies, the
ISFSI as currently designed includes a sixteen-foot (16') berm on
the north and west sides.
The 0.34 average annual dose already
incorporates the shielding effects of this berm.
According to
calculations performed by Transnuclear, Inc., if the berm height
is raised an additional four feet (4'), from sixteen (16') to
twenty feet (20'), the average annual dose is reduced ten percent
(10%) •
with regard to the effect of alternative locations, the attached
table and graph show dose rates at various distances (30 to 800
meters) from the ISFSI. For distances greater than 800 meters, the
dose rate decreases inversely with the square of the distance .

•

•

NSP would like to confer when you have had an opportunity to review
the best estimate analyses.
In the interim, if you have any
questions, please call me.
Sincerely,

Laura McCarten
cc:

•

Dr. Ray
Michael
William
Mary Jo

Thron-Minnesota Department of Health
McCarthy-Department of Public Service
Grant-Department of Public Service
Murray, Esq.-Office of Attorney General
.~obert cupid-Environmental Quality Board
Gretchen Sabel-Environmental Quality Board
Richard Duncan, Esq.-Attorney for the Community
william Hardacker, Esq.-Attorney for the Community

PRAIRIE ISLAND ISFSI
BEST ESTIMATE DOSE RATES
MAXIMUM DOSE VS. DISTANCE

Distance
meters)

•

Annual Dose (millirem/yrl
with wood
without wood
attenuation
attenuation

30

77.5

99.7

50

48.5

62.4

75

29.6

38.1

100

19.1

24.6

150

8.79

11.3

180

5.81

7.48

250

2.27

2.92

300

1.21

1.55

350

0.657

0.845

400

0.364

0.468

500

0.128

0.165

600

0.0443

0.0570

800

0.00601

0.00774

•

•
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tCGiy products. i\pproxiinalciy·cq~~(Co~tl!b·tilions(~' the othcr one-third
'ome from cosmi~ radialidn;'tcr~~strl<f!raqiatlOh, arid internally deposited
adionuclides. The Hnportanc.e Of~liVir6riffiehlat rado~ as thc largest source
If huma_fl exposure h~ionly tesenHy been recognit~([
, '
The remaining 18% of ,the average ,mnual eff~tive dose equivalent
onsislS of radiation from medical orocedures (x~ray diagnosis, 11% and
nuclear medicine, 4%) and rtomco~umer:producis(3%).The contribution
"Y medical procedures is smaller than previously eslhnated. For consumer
products, the chief contributor is,' again,radon in domestic water supplies,
although building matcrials, mining, and agricultural products as well as
coal burning also contribute. Smokers are additionally exposed to the
natural radionuclide polonium-210 in tobacco, resulting in the irradiation
Ilf 3 small region of the bronchial epithelium to a relatively high dose (up to
11.2 Sv per year) that may cause an increased risk of lung cancer (NCRP84).
Uncertainties exist in the data shown in Thble 1-3. Uncertainties
lor exposures from. some consumer products are greater than those for
exposurcs from cosmic and tcrrestrial radiation sources. TIIC estimates
for the most important exposure, that of lung tissuc to radon and its
dcc<ly products, have many associated uncertainties. Current knowledge
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locally absor'-rg}' of 0.62 MeV from the proton and the recoil nucleus.
rhe laller reaction yields a 2.2-MeV gamma ray that, in general, deposits
·:ncrgr at a distance from the capture site and that has a reasonable
probability of escaping altogether from a mass as large as a rodent. For
Ihermal neutrons the HN(II,p)I1C reaction is the major contributor of
Ihsorbed energy in tissue samples with a dimension of less than 1 cm
hec:luse of the short range «10 JIm) of the 0.58-MeV proton. However,
tor larger masses of tissue (e.g., the human body), the 2.2-MeV gamma
I :I}'s from the I I 1(11,1-)2 II reaction are a significant dose contributor.
In the spallation process the neulron-nucleus interaction results in the
IragmenLation of the nucleus with the emission of several particles and
fluclear fragments. TIle laller are heavily ionizing, so the local energy
deposilion can be high. Several neutrons and deexcitation gamma rays also
can be emilled, yielding energy carriers that escape local energy deposition..
The spallation process does not become significant unti! neutron energies
arc much greater than 20 MeV.
In summary. clastic and nonelastic scallering and the capture process
are hy far the most important reactions in tissue for neutrons in the fission
energy range. Inelastic and nonCiastie scallering begin at about 2.5 and 5
MeV, respectively, and become important at an energy of about 10 MeV.
As Ihe neutron energy goes higher, nonelastic scallering and spallation
reattions increase in importance, and clastic scallering becomes of less
imp0rlance for energies greater than 20 Me V.

I'OI'ULATJON EXPOSURE TO IONIZING RADIATION
IN THE UNITED STATES

A new assessment of the average exposure of the U.S. population
ionizing radiation has recently been made by the National Council on
Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP87b). Six main radiation
SQurces were considered: natural radiation and radiation from the following
live man-made sources: occupational activities (radiation workers), nuclear
luel production (power). consumer produclS. miscellaneous environmental
sources, and medical uses.
For e:\ch source calegory, th<: collective effective dose equivalent was
ohtained from the product of Ihe average per capiLa effective dose equivalent received from that source and the estimated number of people so
exposed. The average effective dose equivalent for a member of the U.S.
population was then calculaled by dividing the collective effective dose
cquivalent value by Ihe number of the U.S. populalion (230 million in
19S0). As discussed below, Ihe dose eCJuivalent is defined as the product
of Ihe ahsorhed dose, D, and the CJualily factor Q, which accounts for
10
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TABLE 1-3 Average Annual Effective Dose Equivalent of Ionizing
RadiatiollS 10 a Member of Ihe U.S. Population
Source
Nalllral
Radon/>
Cosmic
TerreSlrial
Inlernal
TOlal n;\lur;.1
Arlificial
Medical
x·ray di..gnosis
Nucle..r medicinc
Consumer prllllucis
Olhcr
Occup;lIion..1
Nuclcar fuel cycle
Falloul
Miscellaneous'·
TOlal allilidal
TOlal nOllur;11 ..ml
arlilicial

Dose E'luivalcm" .

Elleclive Dose Equivalenl

mSv

mSv

24
11.27
0.28
0.]9

mrem

2.4011
27
28
39

0.39

39

0.t4
(1.10

14
10

0.1109
<lUll
«1.111
«UII

0.9
<1.0
<1.11
<1.11

2.U
U.27
0.28

0.]9
].0

0.39
0.14
0.10
<0.01
<O.lll
<tUll
«LUI
U.63

3.6

0'
'C

55
lltl

8.U
II

112

II
-I.ll
).ll

<II)
<IlII)
<IIU)
<11(1)
III
(Illl

"T0 soli lissucs.
/> Dosc e1luiv;llenl 10 bronchi lrum radon datigiller producls. The assumed weighling factor
lor Ihe erleclive dose equivalenl relalive 10 whole·body exposure is 11.118.
r I)eparlmcnl nl Energy lacililies. smellers. Iransporlaliun. ele.
SOUIlCE: Nat;'l/,;.I Council nu Iladi:l\ion rrulectinn and Measuremenls (NCHr:l1h).

differences in the relative biological effectiveness of dillerenl types of radiation. The effective dose equivalent relates the dose-equivalent to risk.
For the case of partial body irradiation, the effective dose equivalent is
the risk-weighted sum of the dose equivalents to the individually irradiated
tissues.
As seen in 'TItble 1-3 and Figure I-I, three of the six radialion sources,
hamely radiation from occupational activities. nuclear power produclion
(the fuel cycle), and miscellaneous environmental sources (including nuclear
weapons testing fallout), contribute negligibly to the average effeclive dose
equivalent, i.e., less than 0.01 miIIisievert (mSv)/year (I [mrem)lyear).
A total average annual effective dose equivalent of 3.6 mSv (JfJO
mrem)/year to members of the U.S. population is contributed by the other
three sources: naturally occurring radialion, medical uses of radiation. and
radiation from consumer products. By far the largest contribution
is made by natural sources, two-thirds of which is caused by radon
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

Environmental and Occupational Health
School of Public Health
Box 197 Mayo
420 Delaware Street S.E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
(612) 626-0900

'May I, 1991

Robert Cupit
Minnesota Environmental Quality Board
300 Centennial Building
658 Cedar Street
St. paul, MN 55155
Dear Mr. Cupit:
It has come to my attention that Minnesotans are again flapping
around about trivial levels of radiation exposure. Three bits
of information may help maintain a reasonable perspective on
risks associated with a little bit of radiation.
1.
In the United States the average radiation dose each
of us receives from background (naturally occurring) radiation
is 300 mrem. If we live to age 70, our total,lifetime dose
would be 21,000 mrem from naturally occurring radiation alone.
2.
Men (on average) have more muscle tissue than women,
and muscle contains most of the naturally radioactive potassium
in our bodies. Each year men receive several mrem more than
women because of this difference in body composition alone.
3.
variations in naturally occurring radiation doses in
houses of different construction and location are more than a
few mrem per year even when variations attributable to radon are
ignored.
The trouble with numerical risk assessment is the aura of
respectability given to calculations and the numbers they
produce without understanding the assumptions and caveates
inherent in them. To argue that a few mrem above or below
bureaucratic limits makes any difference in the health of the
population is rhetorical. Think about it!

•

Donald E. Barber, Ph.D., CHP
Professor
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United States Department of the Interior
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
MINNEAPOLIS AREA OFFICE
331 2ND AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55401

IN REPLY REFER TO:

Hydrology
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Mr. Robert Cupit
Minnesota Environmental Quality Board
658 Cedar Street
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155
Dear Sir:

. . · · ·.',:I~·i

;/

'.'

The final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Prairie Island
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) is deficient in several
respects. Most obviously, the EIS is poorly organized so that it is difficult
to locate all the information needed to evaluate anyone alternative against
the proposed ISFSI.
Despite the addition of references to the Prairie Island Indian Community in
the final EIS. key sections of the EIS still fail to note the proximity of the
ISFSI to the Prairie Island Indian Community. The General Site Description
(Chapter 3, Section B, page 3.2) describes the location of the plant with
respect to the City of Red Wing (six miles from downtown) and the number of
people estimated to live within certain distances of the plant. The closest
residence is described as being "about six-tenths of a mile south-south-east
of the reactor buildings." This section, however, fails to mention that the
Prairie Island Indian Community is contiguous with the Prairie Island Nuclear
Power Generating Plant on the north and west sides and that the Prairie Island
Indian Community is only about one-half mile from the proposed location of the
ISFSI.
Maps provided in the EIS do not clearly illustrate the proximity of the
proposed ISFSI to the Prairie Island Indian Community. The maps provided in
this section do not clearly illustrate the proximity of the proposed ISFSI to
the Prairie Island Indian Community. Figure 3-2, Regional Topography, is so
poorly reproduced that neither topography nor the boundary of the Prairie
Island Indian Community are discernable. The Prairie Island Indian Community
is the nearest organized population concentration to the Prairie Island
Nuclear Power Generating Plant; the reservation boundary and the primary
residential area should be shown and labeled on a map of this scale.
It is impossible to compare alternatives in a meaningful way unless complete
information is available on each alternative. The descriptions of
alternatives do not provide the information necessary to compare the
alternatives to each other, to the proposed ISFSI, or to the no action
alternative as required by the Council on Environmental Quality regulations
governing the National Environmental Policy Act process .

•
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The following minimum information is crucial to the evaluation of alternatives
to the ISFSI:
1)

the cost of all phases (construction, licensing, operation,
decommissioning) of each alternative,

2)

the amount of additional storage provided by each alternative,

3)

duration and level of plant operation gained over the no action
alternative,

4)

the additional radiation dose to residents of the Prairie Island
Indian Community from each alternative,

5)

the additional radiation dose to any nearby resident from each
alternative, and

6)

any other pivotal factors, such as lead time for licensing and
construction.

•

This information is not presented for all alternatives. For example, the
discussion of increased pool capacity (pages 5.20-5.29) does not include an
estimate of the increased radiation dose to off-site residents that would
occur if Pool 1 were expanded, or if another pool (Pool 3) were constructed.
The discussion states only that there would be an incremental increase in
radiation exposure. We believe that this increase would be much smaller than
from the proposed ISFSI. There is no mention of the number of fuel assemblies
that could be stored in Pool 3; the discussion states only that capacity would
be fixed at the time of construction.
We suggest that a table be added to the EIS to compare all alternatives to the
proposed ISFSI. Table 5-1, Comparison of Dry Storage Systems, could be used
as a model with the addition of the minimum information listed above.
The discussion of the combination of alternatives does not consider the
possibility of combining reracking, consolidation, or two-tier storage with
construction of a new pool. It appears (page 5.25) that the options of
expanding Pool 1 or building Pool 3 were rejected simply because existing
storage would be exhausted before either project could be completed. Any of
the foregoing alternatives appear, on the basis of the limited discussion
provided in the EIS, to be capable of providing sufficient additional storage
to permit full operation of the Prairie Island Nuclear Power Generating Plant
until Pool 3 could be constructed or Pool 1 expanded.
We believe that a comprehensive presentation of all alternatives to the
proposed ISFSI will show that there are economically attractive alternatives
to the proposed ISFSI that are more protective of public health and the health
and sJfety of the Prairie Island Indian Community.

•

If you have any questions concerning our comments, please contact Q. Brown,
Area Hydrologist, at Area Code: (612) 373-1143.
Sincerely,

G~~1 (1 0LL
Earl J. Barlow
Area Director
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500 LAFAYETIE ROAD • ST, PAUL, MINNESOTA • 55155-40
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(612) 296·6157

May 1, 1991
Bob Cupit
Minnesota Environmental Quality Board
300 Centennial Building
658 Cedar Street
St. Paul, MN 55155
RE:

Prairie Island Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation
Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)

Dear Mr. Cupit:
The Department of Natural Resources has reviewed the above-referenced document. The Final
EIS has adequately addressed the comments we submitted on the Draft EIS.

•

Thank you for the opportunity to review this document. If you have any questions regarding our
comments, please contact Rebecca Wooden of my staff at (612)297-3355.
Sincerely,

~4~~E?~
/
Thomas W. Balcom, Supervisor
Natural Resources Planning & Review Se.rvices
Office of Planning

.c:

t.

Rod Sando, Commissioner
Bill Johnson, Region V
Steve Colvin, Ecological Services
Tom Lutgen, Waters
Joe Day, Region I
Steve Johnson, Mississippi River Team
Gregg Downing, EQB
Robert Welford, USFWS
Gary Anderson, NSP

#900180-03
PIFEIS.DOC/EQB2

AN EOUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
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520 Lafayette Road, Saint Paul, Minnesota 55155-3898
Telephone (612) 296-6300
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May 6, 1991

Mr. Bob Cupit
Minnesota Environmental Quality Board
300 Centennial Building
658 Cedar Street
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155
Dear Mr. Cupit:
RE:

•

Final Environmental Impact Statement, Prairie Island Independent Spent
Fuel Storage Installation

The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) staff has reviewed the above
referenced document. Relative to those areas for which the MPCA has
jurisdiction, the staff has determined that the Final Environmental Impact
Statement is adequate. This decision was based upon the conditions outlined in
the Environmental Quality Board Rules, Minn. Rules pt. 4410.2800 subp. 4.
It is our understanding that review and validation of the exposure modeling,
used in the health risk assessment, will occur during the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) Licensing Process. If the exposure modeling results are
significantly different due to the NRC review and validation process, the MPCA
staff recommends that a Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement be conducted
to address possible changes in risk associated with the project.
Thank you for the opportunity to review this document.
If you have any
questions o' concerns, please contact Meri K. Nielsen of my staff at
6121297-12

CWW:bh
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Regional Offices: Duluth· Brainerd' Detroit Lakes' Marshall' Rochester
Equal Opportunity Employer • Printed on Recycled Paper

£MPIRCj

Minnesota Public Interest Research Group
2512 Delaware Street Southeast
Minneapolis. Minnesota 55414
(612) 627-4035
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May 5, 1991
TO: Mr. Bob Cupit
Minnesota Environmental Quality Board
300 Centennial Building
658 Cedar Street
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155

FROM: The Minnesota Public Interest Rese:;rr-ch Group (MPIRG)
Heather Cusick, Executive Director
Michael E. Lee, Research Direct~
Tom Flood, Legislative Int~~~~~
Mark Schmitz, Legal Intern v ~
Dave Anderson, Chair, Board of Director~
...--. ..

RE:

•

Final Environmental Impact Statement
Prairie Island ISFSI

Our comments on the draft of the Final Environmental Impact
Statement are attached. These comments and questions cover three
areas: (1) the risk assessment, (2) efficiency/conservation
alternatives, and (3) technical assistance. We have also provided
three documents as attachments.
We appreciate the hard work that has gone into this document by
you and your staff. We hope these comments help make it an even
better document.

o

100% recycled paper
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HEALTH RISK ASSESSMENT
The conclusion of the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS)
concerning health risks of the proposed ISFSI at Prairie Island
are stated in Chapter 6 of the FEIS:

•

"MDH estimates that the cancer risk to nearby residents from the
proposed facility may be as much as 6 per 100,000. Moving the
facility two hundred yards or more to an alternative site to the
south would enable the ISFSI to be built and still achieve the
Minnesota criterion for acceptable risk for involuntary exposure
to environmental pollutants." (6.1)
A memo from the MN Department of Health to Mary Jo Murray,
Special Assistant Attorney General and Bill Grant, Department of
Public service, February 23, 1991 regarding the ISFSI (attachment
number 1) makes clear the Minnesota standard:
"The threshold of acceptable/unacceptable risk (one in 100,000
lifetime cancer risk) is based on cancer occurrence (not
mortality)"
The memo goes on to apply the standard with data supplied by NSP.
and the cask manufacturer. When this is done the memo concludes:
"This cancer risk is converted to actual risk for the ISFSI by
multiplying the risk by the ratio of NSP proposed dose to the 0.1
rem reported in Table 4-2. This ratio is 1.79:100 (0.0179) and
the RESULTING ACTUAL RISK IS ABOUT 23 PER 100,000." (emphasis
added)
Thus, between the date of the memo (February 23, 1991) and the
publication of the Final EIS (April 12, 1991), the cancer risk
assessment was lowered at least 2300%. This extreme change was
not the result of any major study but rather from new data
supplied by NSP and the recalculation of existing data.
The basic question remains - does the ISFSI meet MN DOH standards
or not?
THE MN DOT STANDARD FOR ACCEPTABLE CANCER RISK
The FEIS (6.2) states: "[Thus], Minnesota policy is not extreme.
Furthermore, it is consistent with what is known and documented
about willingness to accept involuntary risks with little or no
benefit, or about acceptance of risk where benefits and risks do
not accrue to the some set of individuals."
Minnesota has chosen to use the "benefit-risk" model which is
conservative (i.e. errs on the side of caution) for the fol lowing . well established reasons:

•

1. Some other methods, like those employed by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, tend to confuse voluntary and
involuntary risk. For example, NRC policy which tries to compare
radiation risk from a facility to "background levels" (See
appendix P of FEIS)
The MN DOH notes in "Tolerable Risk", (Appendix L, FEIS) that,
"The problem with all of this is that the background exposure,
especially to radiation (see table on page 16, Commonplace Risks
of Daily Life), is not acceptable not because the resulting risk
is considered by society to be negligible, but rather because
there is no alternative to its acceptance."
Appendix L also states that the public considers involuntary risk
1,000 times less acceptable than voluntary risk.
2. A second reason for taking a cautious and
conservative attitude in risk assessment is that often the
measured effect (cancer or cancer death) is only the worst of a
variety of possible outcomes. It is well known that low levels of
radiation also can cause genetic damage, birth defects, and
mental retardation.

•

Thus, setting a strict standard for the one worst outcome makes
up for not counting the others at all. This is stated in NRC
policy (Appendix P) and in Appendix L from the Health Department.
Appendix L states: "Mortality was used by Starr and others as a
measure of risk because the statistics are easily obtained.
Tolerable risk for consequences other than death will surely be
higher; therefore, a tolerable annual mortality risk level of
(one in 1,000,000) would provide a lower bound for tolerable risk
and will introduce a measure of conservatism if used for all
general population environmental exposures."
The unscientific nature of setting the standard is illustrated by
changes in current NRC policy statements. In a 1986 policy
statement on BRC (Below Regulatory Concern) levels of radiation
the NRC policy stated:
"Studies of comparative risks experienced by the
population in various activities appear to indicate that annual
probability of death of the order of (one in 1,000,000) per year
or less is not taken into account by individuals in their
decisions as to actions that would influence their risk." (51
Fed. Reg. 30839, 30845, Aug. 29, 1986).
Just two years later, with no new evidence, NRC policy states:

•

"The (Nuclear Regulatory) Commission believes that
annual fatality risks below approximately (one in 100,000) are of
little concern to most members of society" (53 Fed. Reg. 49886,
49888, Dec. 12, 1988).

In 1988 the Environmental Protection Agency considered an
acceptable risk of cancer to be at a level of one in one million,
lifetime risk. This translates into substantially less than one
mrem per year. (Ch. 2, The Health Risks of 'Low-Level Radioactive
Wastes, MPIRG report. - Attachment number 2).

•

3. Finally, The MN Health Department report on
Tolerable Risk (Appendix L) states:
"The term 'risk acceptability' conveys the impression
that society purposely accepts risks as the reasonable price for
some beneficial technology or activity." (p. 2)
Thus, if nuclear power were the Qllly way to deliver electric
services a lower standard of safety could be used. But given the
fact that the Final EIS outlines alternative methods to achieve
the same result, the safety standard should not be lowered. In
fact, it would be more appropriate to maintain the high standard
and apply it to all of the proposed alternatives.

MPIRG QUESTIONS ABOUT THE FINAL EIS (RISK ASSESSMENT)
Chapter 6 of the PI-ISFSI EIS begins by stating:
As presently designed, NSP's proposed Independent Spent Fuel
Storage Installation (ISFSI) will deliver a dose of gamma
radiation to offsite residents resulting in a cancer risk above
the acceptable or tolerable risk limit established by the
Minnesota Department of Health."
But that same chapter concludes:
"Moving the
site to the
achieve the
involuntary

facility two hundred yards or more to an alternative
south would enable the ISFSI to be built and still
Minnesota criterion for acceptable risk for
sxposure to environmental pollutants."

In the light of
prefers to deal
questions arise
greatly reduced

the ways the Department of Health apparently
with uncertainty (documented above), a number of
concerning the methods used to achieve the
risk assessment.

QUESTIONS REGARDING RECALCULATIONS
According to the FEIS (6.9) several "unrealistic assumptions"
were made by NSP which caus~d the dose to be calculated too high.
To correct this the average dose was recalculated downward to
reflect new calculations regarding: (a) the gradual increase in
the number of casks (b) characteristics of the fuel (c) the shape
of the cask (d) the shielding of the cover (f) shielding effects

._.

•

of trees and housing materials (g) the height of the earth berm
(h) the effect of different locations.

* Since Minnesota bases risk on cancer incidence and not on
mortality, why were conversion factors taken exclusively from
BEIR-V and a recent MN DOH study finding 50% of cancers fatal
ignored.
*

Since it is the policy of the MN Health Department to use the
upper limit of confidence levels to err on the side of safety and
to account for non-cancer effects, why is the calculation nearly
cut in half with a reference to a table in BEIR-V where the risk
is multiplied by 0.645? (6.13)

*

If indeed the Health Department has decided it is "imprudent"
to use a DREF to estimate the repair potential of cells - why
does the FEIS decide that it is prudent, thus calculating the
risk much lower?

*

•

The overall thrust of the recent BEIR-V report ;s that lowlevel radiation is more dangerous than previously thought. Why
are only specific tables in BEIR-V used that tend to make the
risk of the ISFSI seem lower, while other sections are ignored.

*

Why is BEIR-V used at all since Appendix R, a letter from Dr.
Fabrikant, a member of many BEIR committees states: "The system
of dose limitation for radiological protection is complex, and it
integrates much more than the risk estimation process; the BEIRV report was not intended to provide specific regulatory guides"?
COMMENTS ON RISK ASSESSMENT
Risk assessments can be conducted in a variety of ways and the
Minnesota Department of Health has published guidelines
indicating a prudent approach given uncertainties. The DOH
approach was documented above.
Given the guidelines of the DOH the final conclusions of the FEIS
seem to treat uncertainty in only one way - to turn it into
assessments of lower risk. The calculations in Chapter 6 are not
objective and rely on selective reading of BEIR-V. There is not
enough information given to agree that the risk has indeed been
justly recalculated from 23 cancers per 100,000 to just 6.
But most inadequate of all is the final "calculation" that the
unacceptable 6 cancers per 100,000 is now just one or below.
There is NO good evidence for this at all.

•

If this Final EIS is to be used to document that the acceptable
cancer risk of one in 100,000 has been met - evidence for this
must be provided. This will require a supplemental EIS
documenting the calculations and logic by which 6 cancers per
100.000 becomes one cancer per 100,000!

EFFICIENCY/CONSERVATION ALTERNATIVES
The Final EIS finds that there are alternatives to the dry cask
method of storing high-level nuclear waste at Prairie Island
which involve a reduced operation of the facility to conserve
existing pool storage. This method is desirable because of the
uncertainty surrounding the completion of a Federal Repository to
finally take possession of the waste.

•

The EIS notes (5.12) that NSP could replace the electricity
generated at Prairie Island by spending approximately $150
million to reduce energy demand without curtailing electric
services.
This option is dismissed (5.7) by stating that it "appears
infeasible to offset the capacity of Prairie Island with
conservation by 1994".
What is needed is a more specific cost/benefit analysis of
gradually implementing efficiency and conservation while
gradually reducing the operations at Prairie Island. This option
does not cause any immediate "shutdown" and is especially
attractive in the light of the Federal Repository uncertainties.
Scenarios should be developed for several possibilities. One
possibility is that the delay of the Federal Repository will
continue but a MRS (Monitored Retrievable Storage) facility wi-ll
be sited somewhere in the United States. The cost of nuclear
generated electricity then involves temporary storage on site,
temporary storage at the MRS and final storage at the Repository
with all the transportation costs between each stage.
Another possible scenario that should be costed is the distinct
possibility that high-level waste will remain on-site at Prairie
for several hundred years ("mothballed").
These calculations should include not only the dollar cost but
the internalized environmental costs. Demand-side options that
reduce the amount generated should be given credit for the lack
of negative environmental impacts.
Also, given the time radioactive waste remains dangerous (10,000
years) some consideration should be given to the costs passed on
to future generations along with the risk. Here again, demandside options fair very well and should be given credit for not
requiring 10,000 year concerns and costs.
In other words, the scale down scenario should be compared with
the ISFSI method internalizing as many costs as possible over as
long a time period as possible. Clearly the potential of
efficiency and conservation are even greater than stated in the
FEIS since the PLC report done for the Department of Public
Service notes that the calculation of 50% demand reductions with
no loss of service is "conservative".

. - .,
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One argument coming from NSP states that if generation of
electricity is to be accomplished we should start by scaling down
the burning of coal. But coal fired plants are not at a critical
phase as Prairie Island now is with the necessity of storage of
waste.
Even so, the Final EIS should detail a cost/benefit analysis for
three options. (1) Building the proposed ISFSI (2) Gradually
scaling down Prairie Island production while increasing
efficiency and conservation, and (3) Building the ISFSI and
scaling down coal burning plants.
There is enough informatio~ available now about demand-side
options, existing efficient appliances and end uses,
cons&rvation, renewables, waste storage and transportation costs,
and the costs of the all scenarios, to make reasonable
comparisons between the alternatives. These options are mentioned
in the Final EIS, but they should be made as specific as possible
in any "decision making document" at this critical time .

•
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LACK OF TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE
We are concerned about the amount of technical input into the EIS
by NSP. The ability to generate technical information seems one
sided when the utility can afford to obscure the issue with sheer
volumes of information and then possibly recover these costs in
the rate base. Commentators and citizens are at a disadvantage in
spite of the best efforts of the Environmental Quality Board.

•

Although Minnesota statute and rules do not provide for such
technical expertise for all commentators, Minnesota Statute does
provide for such assistance to be provided for "an Indian tribal
council that has jurisdiction over part of a potentially impacted
area".
MN 116C:71 [Definitions]; reads:
"Subd.
18. Potentially Impacted area.
"Potentially impacted area" means the area designated
or described in a draft or final area recommendation
report
area characterization plan for study or
consideration."

of

The EQB initially believed that the Prairie Island Sioux
community did not fall within the legal definition of
"potentially impacted area". MPIRG believes however, that the
tribe does fall within this definition.
The enclosed letter to Mike Sullivan (dated April 17, 1991) from
Rep. Karen Clark, the author of this stature, (Attachment number
3) clears up the dispute by stating that "the legislative intent
was clearly meant to cover just such an instance as the one the
(Prairie Island) Sioux community finds its~lf in."
Therefore, the EQB realizing that the legislative intent of this
statute was to provide such technical expertise to the tribal
council, and understanding that the legal basis for their
decision is based on legal interpretation, should now make this
help available if it is requested.
Since this help should have been available throughout the EIS
process, the results should be incorporated into the final EIS
even if more time must be allowed.

•

•

Karen Clark

lVlinnesota
House of
.Representatives

State Representative
District 60A
Hennepin County

Robert Vanasek, Speaker

COMMITIEES: HOUSING, CHAIR; APPROPRIATIONS-HUMAN RESOURCES DIVISION; ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTINTERNA110NAL TRADE AND TECHNOLOGY DIVISION; FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND INSURANCE

April 17, 1991

Mike SUllivan, Executive Director
Environmental Quality Board
State Planning Agency
3rd Floor, Centennial Office Building
658 Cedar street
st. Paul, MN 55155
Dear Mr. Sullivan:

•

It has come to my attention that the Prairie Island Sioux
community has been.denied.technical assistance that they
requested under MN 116C.722 •
As the author of the legislation that created the statute in
1984, I want to make it clear that the legislative intent was
clearly meant to cover just such an instance such as the one the
sioux community now finds itself in, and for which it is
requesting technical assistance.
Please contact me immediately regarding your interpretation of
this statute if the facts regarding the Prairie Island Sioux
community are as I have been informed.
Sincerely,

~
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Karen lark
State Representative
cc: R. cupit
T. Flood, MPIRG

2633 18th Avenue South, Minneaoolis. Minnesota 55407
State Office Building, SL Paul, Minnesota 55155
~.

(6121722-7728
(61 2) 296-0294
House Fax (612) 296-1563
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STATE OF MINNESOTA

Office Memorandum

February 23, 1991
Mary Jo Hurray, Special Assistant Attorney General
Bill Grant, Department of Public Service

~

Through Raymond W. Thron, ~h.D., P.E., Di:ector, Env. Hlt~\
, David G. Gray, Chief, Sectlon of Health R1Sk Assessment ~i
'Alice Dolezal Hennigan, Chief, Section of Radiation contr~fP~
627-5059
627-5071
Proposed Prairie Island Spent Fuel Storage Installation.

After reviewing Northern States Power Company's plan for proposed
construction of an on-site dry cask storage facility for spent
fuel rod assemblies at the Prairie Island Plant, the Minnesota
Department of Health is concerned about the level of radiation
exposure for residents living in close proximity to the proposed
facility. The expected annual maximum radiation dose for these
residents calculated by NSP in its Safety Analysis Report is 3.74
millirern per year. NSP staff has indicated that the average dose
rate over a 70 year lifetime would be about 1.79 milli~em per
year. As presently designed, this facility will deliver a dose
of gamma radiation to offsite residents which will result in an
incremental lifetime cancer risk well above the Minnesota '
Department of Health tolerable incremental lifetime carcinogenic
risk from any single source of environmental pollution. The
acceptable level established by the Department of Health is a
lifetime risk level of one in one hundred thousand, or lO~.
Radiological impacts from the proposed dry cask storage facility
will meet exposure standards established by the Nucle~r
Regulatory Commission for the annual dose at the facility fence
line. This standard is 25 millirem annually. Clearly, the
radiation dose to the residents in close proximity to the
proposed facility would not exceed this standard. Howeve
the
excess lifetime cancer risk from this facility would b twentyt~ times 10.$, assuming that the annual average offsite
ose to
the nearest residents is 1.79 millirem. The basis for this
conclusion is contained in the enclosed document entitled
Estimated Risk of Lifetime Excess Public Cancer Qccurrence from
Proposed NQrthern States Power Company Independent Spent Fuel
Storage Installation.

•

For over a decade the Minnesota Department of Health (MDH), in
concert with other state agencies, most notably the Minnesota
Pollution Control Agency (MPCA), has implemented a policy such
that carcinogenic risk from any single source of environmental
pollution must be insignficant. Based on studies of "tolerabl~"
or "acceptable- risk, which are described in two enclosed
documents written by the MDH Section of Health Risk Assessment,
Tolerable Risk (1985) and Carcinogen Lifetime Risk (1991), MDH

\

uses a lifetime risk level of 10~. This means that the upper 95\
confidence limit for the estimated incremental incidence of
cancer risk caused by pollutants from anyone source or project
should not exceed one per one hundred thousand over a 70 year
lifetime.
This policy is in general agreement with the policies of the
United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) and with
the policies of other states. There is no one risk value used by
the USEPA or by the states. However, regulatory levels used b~
federal and state governments are almost always set between 10
and 10~ for lifetime cancer risk. Thus, Minnesota policy is not
e~treme.
Furthermore, it is consistent with what is known and
documented about acceptance of involuntary risks with little or
no benefit, or about acceptance of risk where benefits and risks
do not accrue to the same set of individuals. These points are
discussed in greater detail in the above-referenced documents.

•

The Minnesota policy is non-controversial. Por instance, the
advisory committee which i& assisting MDH in writing rules for
Health Risk Limits for Drinking Water, pursuant to the Minnesota
~roundwater Protection Act of 1989 ac~epted this lifetime cancer
risk level with no debate. The advisory committee includes
representatives from the regUlated community, from environmental
groups and from government agencies. Thus, this lifetime cancer
risk level will be used for rulemaking setting health risk limits
for ground water. A lifetime cancer risk level of 10~ is already
in use for calculation of Recommended Allowable Limits for
Drinking Water Contaminants (enclosed).
MDH is also represented on the Air Toxics Advisory Committee
which is assisting MPCA in writing an Air Toxic~ Rule. Again, it
is assumed by the committee, which represents the regulated
community, environmental groups and state agencies, that
Acceptable Ambient Limits for toxic air pollutants will be
calculated using the criterion for acceptable lifetime cancer
risk of 10".
These are only the latest uses of the lO~ level for acceptable.
risk in Minnesota rules. This risk number occurs in the Solid
Waste~. A copy of the relevant portion of this rule
(7035.2815, Subpart 4G) is enclosed. The lO~ level for
acceptable risk also occurs in the draft chapter 7050 of the
Minnesota Fules, Standards for the Protection of the Quality aDd
Purity of the Waters of the Stat~. As of November 12, 1990, this
chapter is now a final Minnesota rule. A copy of the relevant
portion of the draft rule as proposed April 10, 1990 (70S0.0l27,
Subpart 2 and 7050.0128 SUbpart 2) is enclosed. This draft rule
specifically mentions that risk shall be calculated from a linear
non-threshold dose-response model used by the USEPA to provide
the upper 95% confidence limit of the acceptable cancer risk.
The 10~ level of acceptable incremental lifetime cancer risk is
also used for environmental review ot proposals (or new
facilities. Most specifically, it is used in review. of
Environmental Impact Statements and Environmental Asses§ment Work

•
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Sheets and for permitting In Minnesota. All projects involving
municipal and medical waste incineration in Minnesota are very
controversial. Examples of such projects are the proposed Dakota
County Incinerator and the Mayo Foundation Medical Waste
Incinerator. However, controversial issues surrounding these two
projects have most to do with whether or not they are needed, and
with the process used to site them. All of the parties 09ree
that the maximum incremental lifetime cancer risk from
incinerator emiseions, includinq all routes of exposure (for
example inhalation of gases and particulates, dermal contact with
soil contaminated with particulate emissions, food chain exposure
via contamination of soil used for crops and ~ive8tock, and
, exposure to contaminated drinking water) should ~ less than ~O~.
Northern States Power (NSP) has proposed several facilities in
recent years, submitting health risk assessments for review, with
the specific aim of showing that these projects have been
designed such that the incremental lifetime cancer risk is less
than lO~.
These projects includer
1. NSP Minnesota Valley PCB/Oil Incineration Project, in
Granite Falls Minnesota.
2. NSF Wilmarth Refuse Derived Fuel Municipal Waste
Combustor in Mankato, Minnesot~.
3.

•

NSP Ash Storage Facility near Becker, Minnesota.

Many of the carcinogenic agents associated with various
facilities and sites and evaluated by MDH have not been
established as carcinogenic in humans. In contrast, there is
abundant epidemiological evidence that gamma radiation is a human
carcinogen. ~hu!, the cancer risk to humans from gamma radiation
is a more certain risk than the cancer risk from many other
environmental carcinogens.
It is our recommendation that this spent fuel dry storage
facility should not be built unless the design. is modified so
that the offsite dose of gamma radiation is sufficiently small
such that it is consistent with the Minnesota policy that the
incremental lifetime cancer risk is no higher than lO~.
Enclosures
co (with enclosures):

•

Paul Zerby

ESTIMATED RISK OF LIFETIME EXCESS PUBLIC CANCER OCCURRENCE FROM
PROPOSED NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY INDEPENDENT SPENT PUEL
STORAGE INSTALLATION
;...... __

/
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Radiation levels experienced by nearby residents to the ISFSI are
taken from the NSP Safety Analysis Report. Cancer mortality
risks are taken from BIER-V •
Page 7.5-1 of the SAR indicates that the expected maximum annual
dose rate to the nearest resident is 4',27 E-4 mrem per hour (this
dose contains both a gamma and neutron component). Assuming 8760
hours per year yields an annual rate of 3.74 mrem. Discu6sion
with NSP staff on February 22, 1991 indicate that the average
dose rate over a 70 year lifetime is about 1.79 mrem per year.
(While the licensed period is only 20 years, there is no
assurance that the facility may not operate indefinitely).
Referring to Table 4-2 of the BIER-V report, excess cancer
mortalities can be obtained based on annual lifetime doses of 0.1
rem per year. As can be seen from the table, the upper 90%
confidence interval is 980 excess cancers in the most sensitive
population of 100,000 (males) and the mean rate of excess cancers
is 520.
A 95\ confidence limit can be estimated by the method shown on
page 221 of BIER-V. The natural log of the quotient of the upper
90\ confidence interval and the mean divided by '1.645 (2: for the
90th percentile of the normal distribution) is the geometric
standard deviation. In this Cdse it is 0.385. The upper 95%
confidence interval is e raised to the power [1.96 (z for the
95th percentile of the normal distribution) times 0.385] times
the mean, or 1106.
The threshold of acceptable/unacceptable risk (one in 100,000
lifetime cancer risk) is based on cancer occurrence (not
mortali ty). .:auR~,~t:,J.ma~s-aiC.Q,.bas.ed .on .oa~ual.LtJ..Qs..,......-15o· •
~;~~~t-t~=mada~~-Current Minnesota lifetime cancer
lncidence for males is about 50\ and cancer mortality is about
25\ Therefore, the risk for cancer occurrence is about 2 times
larger than the risk for dying of cancer. The risk of 1106
lifetime cancer mortalities per 100,000 males thus becomes 2212.
Because NSP proposed dose rate is lower than the pattern of
exposure used in Table 4-2, a dose rate effectiveness factor is
appropriate. A DREF is further indicated because the radiation
is mostly lOW-LET gamma (the less than 1\ high-LET neutron
radiation, which may not have a ORE? associated with it, can be
ignorad). Page 23 of BIER-V suggests a DREF of 2 for hard tumors
(a OREF of 2.1 is used for leukemia).
According to BIER-V, for males there are 450 non-leukemia for
every 520 cancers, on the average. This proportion is about 87%
Therefore, excess cancer occurrences will be divided by 87% of
the DREF of 2, or 1.73. The estimated cancer occurrences are now

.-
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2212 divided by 1.73 (accounta tor DRE? for solid cancers, DREF

i . implicit for leukemia), or 1270.

This cancer risk i8 converted to actual risk for the rSFSI by
mUltiplying the risk by the ratio ot NSP proposed dose to the 0.1
rem reported in T~ble 4-2. This ratio is 1.79:100 (O.0179) and
the resultin9 actual risk i8 about 23 per 100,000 .
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HE.ALTH RISKS

":LOW-LEVEL--

RADIOAC.TIVE

WASTE

There are three major types of long-term health impacts from
exposure to radiation: cancer, hereditary effects, and
developmental effects on fetuses -such as mental retardation. l
Human exposure to radiation is measured in "rads" and
"rerns". "Rad" stands for "Radiation Absorbed Dose" and is a
measure of radiation energy absorbed by matter (such as the human
body). "Rem" stands for "Roentgen Equivalent Man" which takes
into account the biological damage caused by various types of
ionizing radiation. Thus the rem and millirem (one-thousandth of
a rem, abbreviated "mrem") are the most useful measures for
evaluating the health effects of "low-level" radiation.

•

BACKGROUND RADIATION
Everyone is exposed to some radiation, both n,atural and
artificial, from a variety of sources. (see Table II-l). Far from
being harmless, all natural and artificial sources combined
result in a calculated maximum lifetime risk of fatal cancer of
approximately one in 100 according to the Environmental
Protection Agency' (EPA).l A one in 100 risk to an individual
would translate into about 2.5 million fatal cancers over 70
years.
Background levels are neither safe nor unalterable. When the
risks are known, individuals can lower their exposure by various
means such as the mitigation of radon in homes, asking doctors to
use the minimum number of X-rays, and avoiding consumer products
such as watches with luminous dials and smoke detectors with
radioactive elements (photo-electric smoke detectors are
available).

7

e·
TABLE II-1. Average Annual Radiation Dose in the U.S., 1980-82.

mj!ljn:mQx:ncm/Ye:lt'

Sclm;c

NATURAL
~n

200

OIhcr (mostly cosmic rays from space and radiation from radioactive miner:lls

100

on the eanh)

ARTIFICIAL
0.90 (230)+

Oo:upational

Conswner Products (Building malCrials. combustible fuels. smOke delCCtoI3.
Iwninous watches. etc.)
Nuclear Fuel Cycle (includes radiation from nuclear fuel processing. nuclear
power genc:ra.lioD. and waslC management)
~live Fallout from aunospheric lCSting oC nuclear weapons

5·13
0.05 (0.1 .260)'·

less than 1
53

Medica.I Diagnosis de. Therapy

360·368

ROUNDED TOTAL

°1 millircm is eqllll1to one OM.thousandth oC a rem.
·Occupalionll doses only "!'Ply to radialion workers, and thus tha 0.90 millircm licure (an avenge aver Ille enlirl: U.S.
papulalion) is onlirl:ly artificial. According to Ille NCRP. tha avorage annull exposure of radiation workers is 230 milli.rems.

"'Like Ille oc=paIiorW dosc.llle dose listed from Ille nucleu fuel cycle (O.OS milUrem) is an arlilicial number Illu does
rep'csClU tha dose actually received by Illose exposed. For example, according to Ille NCRP.llle most exposed penons
Uvingnear I.llucleu fuelmillin& facili[)l may receive IMual doscs as high u 260mil1irems. On Illc othor end of the specaumj
3
the most exposed person UvinC nut a maliel Boiling W.u:r Re.actof is estim.w<i to receive an onnual dose of 0.1 millirl:lTl.

llQ(

SOURCE: NlJlional COlUlcll 011 Radiation Protection and rrtUU!UemtlfllS

NO "SAFE LEVEL" - THE DOSE RESPONSE CURVE
In the past, when setting radiation safety standards, it was
assumed that there existed a "threshold dose" below which there
would be no carcinogenic effects. This notion of a "safe" level
was abandoned between 1960 and 1970 by the Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC), the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation
Committee (SEIR), the International Commission on Radiological
Protection (ICRP),the National Council on Radiation Protection
(NCRP), and the EPA.)
The old "ihreshold" model was replaced with a linear nonthreshold model which assumes that the risk of radiation-induced
effects (principally cancer) is proportional to the dose, no
matter how small the dose may be. That is to say, there is no
longer any "safe" level.·
Ramifications of the linear radiation health risks
model are profound. The earlier threshold model implied that
small amounts of radioactive material could be spread out in the
8
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-----------------------------------------------------

environment with no ill effects. The linear model implies that
any distribution would be the worst possible course of action and
would tend to maximize the harm, no matter how little radioactive
material was involved.
As Dr. John Gofman, the physicist who discovered Uranium233, has said of exposures to "low-level" radiation: "[E]ven if
the risk is small to an individual, it will lead to a sizable
number of deaths in a population if many individuals are put at
risk. The aggregate effect of many, widespread, small risks -each considered trivial on a personal basis -- can be huge."i
TABLE II-2. The Dose-Response Curve.
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Public Citizen, Nuclear Legacy)

EFFECTIVE DOSE EQUIVALENT: A SHIFT FROM SAFETY STANDARDS TO
"ACCEPTABLE RISK"
Both the NRC and the EPA agree that there is no "safe" level
of exposure to radioactivity, and that any additional exposure
increases the risk. Therefore, regulatory cutoffs like those
required 'fo.r a BRC policy are being based on "acceptable risk"
and not on safety.
9

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) uses the concept of
"effective dose equivalent" to determine risk. This calculation,
developed by the ICRP, has been in use since 1977. The additional
risk of fatal cancer is calculated using weighting factors that
involve several estimates. The calculated risk for exposure to an
additional 100 mrem per year 1s usually expressed as two in every
100,000, instead of 2,500 people every year, which it would be if
all of us were exposed equally. The very fact that everyone will
not be exposed equally brings up the issue of those living near
garbage incinerators and landfills who might be exposed at much
higher levels.

•

The following table of risks is derived from an NRC policy
statement of Dec. 12, 1988.'
TABLE II-3

RISK OF FATAL CANCER AT VARIOUS EXPOSURES

Incremental Annual Doses

Incremental
Annua.l Risk

Lifetime Risk

100 mrem

2 in 100,000

1 in 1000

10 mrem

2 in 1,000,000

1 in 10,00,0

1 mrem

2 in 10,000,000

1 in 100,000

.""

~);~(~i?,:)

According to these official estimates, if the population of
the United States were uniformly exposed to an additional 10
mrem, one out of every 10,000 people would die from cancer caused
by this exposure during a lifetime. This would be approximately
25,000 people. If the lifetime exposure were 100 additional mrem
250,000 people would die from cancer during this time.
In 1986, the NRC based its "acceptable risk" policy on ICRP
Publication 46 which reads:
Studies of comparative risks experienced by the
population in various activities appear to indicate
that annual probability of death of the order of (1 in
1,000,000) per year or less is not taken into account
by individuals In their decisions as to actions that
could influence their risk. 7
The subjectivity of "acceptable risk" concepts is demonstrated b Y . "
the fact that just two years later NRC's expanded BRC policy
proposal recalculated the public's "concern" about risk:
10
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"The (Nuclear Regulatory) Commission believes that annual
fatality risks below approximately (1 in 100,000) are of little
concern to most members of society."1
THE EPA AND "ACCEPTABLE RISK"
The NRC "acceptable risk" levels present a problem for the
EPA, the federal agency charged with "protecting human health and
the environment" and setting standards for hazards. At an NRCsponsored conference held at the Pan American Health Organization
in October 1988, Richard J. Guimond, from the EPA's Office of
Radiation Programs, spoke concerning a regulatory cutoff for BRC
radioactive waste. Guimond stated:
A universal cutoff considering these approaches would
probably be set at a lifetime cancer risk level of
about one in one million or less, which would translate
to an effective dose equivalent of substantially less
than one mrem per year.'

•

Guimond's views had little impact on the NRC, however. Just
one month later, a new NRC policy proposed BRC cutoffs allowing
the possibility that, "some individuals may receive doses near
the 100 mrem per year limit."11
In addition, the ability of the EPA to adequately address
all risks is called into question by a 1988 General Accounting
Office (GAO) report which states:
EPA is faced with gaps in the information it needs to
make risk decisions. For example noncancer health
effects data -- such as developmental, immunological,
kidney, liver, neurotoxic, and reproductive effects
are poor or nonexistent. In addition, no generally
accepted methods exist on how to count and access
noncancer health or ecological effects. Much of EPA's
efforts focused on cancer-related health concerns. 11
EVERYTHING INVOLVES SOME RISK, SO WHY NOT ALLOW BRC DUMPING?
It is true that many things involve some risk. That risk is
usually balanced against a benefit gained, however. In the case
of the proposed BRC policy the only positive result is that
generators of nuclear waste will save money by treating some
radioactive material as if it were harmless.

•

Since industry saYings are the only real benefits of this
policy, attempts at a cost/benefit analysis such as that provided
by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) are hard-pressed
to come up with "benefits". The Sl,000-a-copy EPRI study reports
11

environmental be~efits such as the 2,500 tons of steel that will
not be needed for drums to safely store radioactive waste and the
200,000 gallons of diesel fuel saved by hauling waste to local
11
landfills instead of licensed facilities.

•

In spite of the difficulties posed by calculating an
"acceptable risk" there are some instances when risk can be
almost completely eliminated. NRC policy itself states that:
Criteria can be set sufficiently restrictive such that
there is absolute assurance that health and safety will
always be protected, .no matter what events might
transpire. However, in doing so, the regulator may then
place undue and unnecessary restrictions on practices
which should be permitted because of otherwise
reasonable social, economic, or industrial
considerations. There is always the danger of overregulation ... 13
Current regulations which require all "low-level"
radioactive waste to be sent to licensed and monitored facilities
are apparently viewed by the NRC as a form of "over-regulation."
This after three of the six licensed facilities in the United
States have been closed because of leaks. It is a strange policy
indeed to advocate leaking all BRC waste into the environment to
avoid the problem of leaks at currently regulated storage
facilities.
Hazardous materials regulation is based on the premise that
costs are a major factor to be considered when the materials have
to be collected from the environment (such as a program to
collect all discarded smoke detectors to avoid the radioactive
materials being disposed of in landfills or garbage burners). SRC
dumping is the reverse of this -- radioactive materials that are
already in a "collected" state at specific locations are to be
distributed into the environment in such a way as to preclude
monitoring.
The trade-off of financial benefits against public health
risks is in no way balanced.
HIROSHIMA AND KAGASAKI A-BOMB DATA AND WHAT WE DON'T KNOW
Further questions on the real risks involved in the SRC
policy are posed by the latest analysis of data from the
Radiation Effects Research Foundation's "Life Span Study" of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki survivors. These real life cases indicate
that "low-level" radiation may be 10 or even 20 times more
dangerous than previously thought. H
Interpretations of the latest A-bomb data are currently
12
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being debated in journals such as Health Physics and it is clear
that there is no consensus concerning this new information. In
addition to this uncertainty, other unknowns can be listed which
call into question the wisdom of proceeding with a BRC dumping
policy. These include:
1. The EPA has not evaluated health effects other than fatal
cancers. Other known .health effects such as risks to fetuses,
retardation in children, genetic defects, and non-fatal cancers
have not been quantified for long term "low-level" radiation
exposures.
2. Rroposed BRC materials would be "recycled" as well as
disposed of in the waste stream creating untold opportunities
for multiple exposures.
3. No reliable model exists for guaranteeing that some
individuals will not be exposed to many sources without their
knowledge. BRC status implies that no one will be monitoring.
4. Only one provision has been made to protect high-risk
groups such as children and pregnant women who are more
susceptible to radiation.
The NRC's token action on this issue,
prohibiting the use of radioactive materials in toys and
materials meant for application to the skin or ingestion, is not
enough.
5. The only obvious benefit of incinerating BRC waste is
volume reduction to achieve cost savings. The new technology
of supercompaction has not been fully explored.
6. Proposals to incinerate radioactive waste fail to take
into account the simple fact that no radiation is destroyed by
fire. The result will be radioactive materials contaminating the
air as well as the ash in ways which could well be expensive and
hazardous for municipal garbage incinerators.

•
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Northern States Power Company
414 Nicollet Mall
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401·1927
Telephone (612) 330·5500

May 6, 1991

Mr. Robert Cupit
Minnesota Environmental Quality Board
300 Centennial Building
658 Cedar Street
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155
Re:

Prairie Island Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation

Dear Mr. Cupit:

•

Attached are the comments of Northern States Power Company regarding the Final Environmental
Impact Statment prepared by the Minnesota Environmental Quality Board. These comments
address Chapter 5 "Alternatives," specifically the discussion of the alternative of conservation, and
Chapter 6 "Health Risk Assessment."
Thank you for your consideration.

C. Gary Anderson
Manager, Regulatory Services
Environmental & Regulatory Affairs

COMMENTS ON CHAPTER 5 "ALTERNATIVES":
NSP disagrees with the conclusions of the Environmental Impact Statement regarding
potential conservation. In both text and charts the Environmental Impact Statement
states the output of the Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant could be entirely
displaced with conservation, which could be accomplished by spending only $150
million. (EIS at 5.12). This estimate is based on the conclusions of a June, 1988, study
by PLC, Inc. under contract to the Minnesota Department of Public Service. The PLC
study concluded that 52% of Minnesota's kilowatt (kwh) use could be displaced costeffectively by conservation. The Environmental Impact Statement takes this estimate
one step further by concluding that the output specifically of Prairie Island could be
displaced by conservation.
•

The 52% reduction in kwh usage claimed by the PLC report is theoretically
achievable only to the extent all appliances currently used are assumed to be of
low efficiency and can instantly be replaced; however, they are not all inefficient
and replacement takes many years to accomplish. The PLC study nonetheless
implies that the entire existing equipment stock is of relatively low efficiency and
that it can be replaced virtually overnight.

•

The PLC study assumes all efficiency measures can always and in all applications
be combined for maximum technical effect. This assumption is unrealistic.
Customers instead typically take a piecemeal approach in replacing equipment.
This fact is not incorporated in the PLC study.

•

The PLC study assumes the ready availability of a number of technologies not yet
available in the market. This serious flaw is not qualified in the study.

•

The study is largely based on the "South Texas Project" analysis conducted by the
Rocky Mountain Institute. The PLC study assumes that the performance
characteristics of baseline energy use and the impact of efficiency measures is the
same in Minnesota as in Texas. This assumption may be inappropriate given
differences in weather, lifestyle, business mix and resulting energy use patterns
between Texas and Minnesota.

•

The PLC study bases its economic analysis on a flawed avoided-cost estimation
method that fails to recognize the hourly, daily and seasonal time dependencies
of electric production costs and related capacity needs. The resulting estimates of
avoided costs thus are overstated, implying more conservation is cost-effective
I

•

•

than is achievable.

•

The PLC study fails entirely to account for the cost of marketing the efficiency
effort This cost can be substantially greater than the incremental cost of the
efficiency measures themselves because of the effort needed to convince
individuals to embrace the more efficient technologies or behaviors. These added
costs not accounted for in the study, along with the estimated incremental cost of
the measures themselves, could run well over $1 billion.
CONCLUSION

The PLC study is seriously flawed in its estimates of the efficiency potential logistically
available in the 1990's, the power supply costs avoided, and the conservation costs
incurred in the process. In addition, the EIS inappropriately assumes the application of
the flawed PLC estimates to displacing PI output to the exclusion of displacing other,
more costly generation resources. Continued aggressive, yet prudent, growth in
conservation efforts, with continued operation ofPl through reasonable expansion of the
plant's spent fuel capacity, is the best overall resource solution to meeting customers'
energy needs.

•
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COMMENTS ON CHAPTER 6 "HEALTH RISK ASSESSMENT":
NSP disagrees with the method and conclusions of the Health Risk Assessment prepared
by the Minnesota Department of Health (MDH) for the proposed Dry Cask Storage
Facility, also referred to as an Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation ("ISFSI").

e·

SUMMARY
MDH claims the proposed Facility presents an increased cancer risk to the offsite
residents closest to the Facility above the "tolerable" risk limit asserted by MDH. The
Health Risk Assessment needlessly alarms the public, and specifically the Prairie Island
community, about doses and dose rates of radiation which are so low as to be
unmeasurable and have never been shown to cause adverse health effects. MDH' s Health
Risk Assessment is seriously flawed, is not based on sound scientific or medical
evidence and its conclusion is invalid because:
o

MDH relies almost exclusively on a report that was never intended for risk
assessment or standards or guidelines for radiation protection.

o

MDH ignores well-established scientific evidence in order to overstate the risk
from the Facility.

o

MDH ignores the conclusions and reasoning of international and national
authorities and consensus scientific judgment, and in contradiction of its own
policy, ignores existing national and state standards.

..",::

First, MDH relies almost exclusively on the BEIR V report, which was never intended
for risk assessment. This is expressly stated in the BEIR V report. In addition, one of
the Committee members who authored the BEIR V report, Dr. Jacob Fabrikant, stated
this expressly in correspondence to MDH prior to the preparation of the Health Risk
Assessment.
Second, there is no evidence the low doses and dose rates of radiation from the Facility
will cause increased cancer or adverse health effects. The radiation dose from the
Facility will be a very small fraction of the average dose of natural background radiation.
The radiation dose from the Facility is one thousand times less than the dose known to
result in adverse health effects.
Third, MDH ignores the conclusions and reasoning of international and national
authorities and consensus scientific judgment. MDH is proposing a limit of 0.054
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millirem per year to the maximum exposed individual. All international and national
authorities agree this low radiation dose at low dose rates does not present a significant
risk and should not be regulated. MDH also ignores its own policy, which states that
their "tolerable" risk limit will not be imposed where there are existing federal or state
standards. Federal and state radiation protection standards do exist and are enforced.
DISCUSSION
No direct scientific or medical evidence supports the conclusion that the low doses and
dose rates of radiation from the Facility will cause cancer Of any other adverse health
effects.
There is no epidemiological evidence of increased cancer or any adverse health effects
from the levels of radiation which will be emitted by the Facility. NSP estimates an
average annual radiation dose of 0.34 millirem and a maximum annual dose of 0.42
millirem to the nearest offsite resident from the Facility. Scientific and medical evidence
from a substantial number of credible and reliable epidemiological studies and reports
shows detectable health effects do not occur from instantaneous radiation doses of about
20,000 to 50,000 millirems to an organ or about 5,000 to 10,000 millirems to the whole
body. At these dose levels the total adverse health effects from stochastic effects,
primarily cancer, are estimated to be less than a fraction of 1%. Direct observation of an
increased cancer risk has occurred in human populations down to about 20,000 to 50,000
millirems in the survivors of the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki and in
selected instances down to about 10,000 millirems in observations of patients exposed
to radiation during medical x-ray treatment. The radiation dose from the Facility is
dramatically below the doses and dose rates of radiation at which adverse health effects
have been detected.
The report of the Committee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation, "Health
Effects of Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing Radiation, " NAS/NRC, 1990, referred
to as "BEIR V" is the basis for MDH's Health Risk Assessment. While the BEIR V
report is highly-reputed, MDH has used its findings inappropriately and in a piecemeal
fashion. The BEIR V committee reviewed well over fifty epidemiological studies and
surveys, including studies of survivors of the atomic bombings and exposure due to
diagnostic or medical radiography and radiotherapy, fallout from nuclear weapons
testing, low-dose occupational exposure, and natural background. The BEIR V report has
devoted considerable study to these epidemiological studies and surveys, and it expressly
states that risks for doses less than 10,000 millirem "are too small to be detectable by
direct observation in epidemiological studies." (BEIR V, 1990 at 46).
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There is no evidence populations living in counties near nuclear power plants in the • . .
United States have higher cancer rates as a result of increased radiation exposure.
(Jablon et a1., 1990; Jablon et a1., 1991). The absence of evidence of higher cancer rates
extends to Goodhue County, in which Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant is located.
(Jablon et a1., 1990; Jablon et a1., 1991). As the JQurnal Qf the American Medical
AssQciatiQn stated recently in an editorial:

It is sQmewhat ironic that public concern Qver the pQtential hazards of nQrmally
operating facilities receives much greater attention than the far greater risks
imposed by such vQluntary life-style factQrs as smoking, drinking, and diet.
Nevertheless, the public has a valid concern about potentially hazardQus exposures
over which they have no direct contrQI, and which are subject to regulatory
authority, such as those involved in the operation of nuclear facilities. The type
of study undertaken by Jablon et a1. should help provide the public with the
reassurance to which it is entitled--that the normal operation of nuclear facilities
does nQt pose undue public health risks.
(JAMA, 1991 at 1439).
MDB's cQnclusiQn that the Dry Cask Storage Facility will produce a lifetime excess
risk Qf cancer tQ the mQst expQsed resident Qf 6 per IOa.aaa is seriQusly flawed.
In the absence of any direct Qr epidemiQlogical evidence of adverse health effects from
such low dQses of radiation delivered at very IQW dose rates, MDH relies on extrapolatiQn
from known health effects from high dQses delivered at high dQse rates to predict health
effects from very low dQses delivered at very low dose rates. The primary sources for
epidemiological studies are survivors of the atQmic bQmbings QfHiroshima and Nagasaki
discussed in the BEIR V report. While these studies are critical in estimating excess
cancer risks from radiatiQn, the studies contain inherent limitatiQns and uncertainties
which must be considered and quantified. These risk estimates and uncertainties due tQ
the many factors that modify the estimates of risk values are numerous. (Fabrikant,
1990). In addition, they are explicitly acknowledged in the BEIR V repQrt; however,
MDH's Health Risk Assessment fails tQ consider these inherent limitations, technical
difficulties and uncertainties. As a result, the Health Risk Assessment implies precision,
significance and certainty where in reality none exist.
The BEIR V report repeatedly cautions about the uncertamtles inherent in its
mathematical models and calculatiQns in the estimation process. The BEIR V cQmmittee
examined in detail the basis fQr its cQnclusions and stated that uncertainties in the data
and chance sampling variation, as well as Qther factQrs, are large. (BEIR Y, 1990 at 217-
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218). The BEIR V committee further recognized that its risk estimates become more
uncertain when applied to very low doses, i.e. less than 100 millirems, at low dose rates.
(BEIR V, 1990 at 181). On the range of low dose radiation to be emitted by the Facility
the BEIR V committee concluded:
Since the committee's preferred risk models are a linear function of dose, little
uncertainty should be introduced on this account, but departure from linearity
cannot be exclud~d at low doses below the range of observation. Such departures
could be in the direction of either an increased or decreased risk. Moreover,
epidemiologic data cannot rigorously exclude the existence of a threshold in the
millisievert [100 millirems] dose range. Thus the possibility that there may be no
risks from exposures comparable to external natural background radiation cannot
be ruled out. At such low doses and dose rates. it must be acknowledged that the
lower limit of the range of uncertainty in the risk estimates is zero,

•

(BEIR V, 1990 at 181; BEIR III, 1980 at 139-140). This means that at doses below 100
millirems the risk of adverse health effects may be zero. This important qualification due
to the risk estimation process and uncertainty is not acknowledged by MDH. External
natural background radiation, excluding radon, is approximately 100 millirems or almost
300 times the radiation exposures from the Facility. External natural background
radiation including radon is approximately 300 millirems. The BEIR V report concludes
that at low doses of radiation, Le. less than 100 millirems, it cannot exclude the
possibility of no health effects. (BEIR III, 1990 at 139-140). Health effects at this level
are lost in the natural or spontaneous incidence and can never be detected.
That the BEIR V report was never intended for use as a risk assessment tool for purposes
of radiological protection at such low levels of radiation is confirmed by Dr. Jacob I.
Fabrikant, one of the committee members who authored the BEIR V report and an
internationally-recognized expert on radiology and radiological sciences:
There should be no confusion regarding the risk estimation process, and its
relation to risk assessment, risk management and risk regulation. It is
inappropriate to use the BEIR V cancer risk estimates or genetic risk estimates,
as is done so frequently, for purposes of risk management or control. The
estimates are derived numerical values based on illustrative examples, and the
estimation process is subject to numerous uncertainties and technical difficulties.
(EIS, Appendix R at 4; See also BEIR III, 1980 at 1-3; BEIR IV, 1988 at 4; BEIR V at
vi, 3-4, 6). More directly, Dr. Fabrikant states:
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The BEIR Reports are not designed or intended to be a direct and simplified
approach to risk assessment and risk management for radiation protection
guidance and control by providing risk estimates of radiation-associated cancer.
To do so would be an over-simplification and would necessarily lead to spurious
conclusions, [and] inappropriate decision making for public policy.

•

(EIS, Appendix R at 5).
MDH's failure to acknowledge the limitations and uncertainty involved in its imposition
of a risk limit on the Facility is most prominent in two areas: failure to quantify the
uncertainty in its risk assessment and failure to consider the inherent bias in its risk
assessment. In a number of instances, MDH states it is adopting the "conservative"
assumptions or analysis for its exposure assessment procedure. While individually each
of these assumptions may appear a prudent response to uncertainty because no human
data exist on the low doses of radiation, in combination the approach results in distortion
equal to the product of the individual conservative assumptions. To illustrate, suppose
there are ten independent steps in a risk assessment and prudence dictates conservative
assumptions each of which result in estimates of two times the expected value. In
aggregate such an assessment would result in an estimate of total risk more than 1,000
times, i.e. three orders of magnitude, higher than the most probable risk estimate. (1991
Office of Management and Budget ("OMB "), "Regulatory Programs of the United States
Government," 1991). The OMB in evaluating risk assessments based on conservative
biases, concluded risk estimates could exceed the most likely value by a factor 9f one
million or more.
The failure to quantify uncertainty and consider the inherent bias in the risk assessment
is most evident in three areas. First, the extrapolation of BEIR V risk factors from an
instantaneous dose of 10,000 millirems to 0.35 millirem per year deli vered at a very low
rate substantially increases the uncertainty in the estimation of cancer risk. (BEIR V,
1990 at 6 and 172). As the BEIR V report indicates, the risk estimation process has
serious limitations when it is used to predict health effects at very low doses and very
low dose rates of radiation. The BEIR V report states that the uncertainty extends the
risk estimate to zero health effects. MDH' s Health Risk Assessment does not discuss this
uncertainty.
Second, MDH does not explain uncertainties external to the BEIR V exposure time
response models that influence risks. For example, extrapolating from the.Japanese
population to the population of the United States creates uncertainties. MDH concedes
the uncertainty exists, but concludes there is no reason to adjust the extrapolation which
forms the basis for the Health Risk Assessment. The BEIR V report, however, calls the
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population effect among the most important factors not accounted for in the model and
states:
Since baseline (naturally occurring) cancer rates are different in the U.S. from
those in Japan for many kinds of cancer, it is not clear whether cancer risks
derived from one population are applicable to the other, and if so, whether relative
or absolute risks should be used. The answer to this question may be that neither
absolute nor relative risks can be extrapolated with assurance.
(BEIR V, 1990 at 218). The report concludes the population extrapolation effect alone
corresponds to an uncertainty of factor of 1.2. (BEIR V, 1990 at 223). The report lists
a number of other uncertainties and the magnitude of their contributions. (BEIR V, 1990
at 224). MDH's Health Risk Assessment does not quantify these uncertainties nor does
it take into account the extent to which they modify the cancer risk estimates.

•

c.

Third, extrapolation from the 90% confidence limit used in the BEIR V report to the
95% confidence limit used by MDH increases uncertainty. MDH's risk assessment
does not quantify this uncertainty. Use of the 95% confidence limit introduces an
additional upward bias. MDH does not quantify the extent to which the use of the 95%
confidence limit may overstate the risk. MDH also does not explain its use of a 95%
confidence interval, other than to refer to state groundwater rules, Minn. Rule pt.
7050.0218, subpt. F. As described below there is no reason to adopt the confidence
interval used for chemical carcinogens.
The National Academy of Scientists and Office of Science and Technology Policy
explicitly call for the quantification of uncertainty, particularly for the selection of
dose-response models and exposure assumptions. (National Academy of SciencesNational Research Council ("NASINRC"), 1983; Office of Science and Technology
Policy ("OSTP"), 1985). MDH's only attempt to quantify the uncertainty inherent in
its risk assessment is the statement, "Further, because of uncertainties in risk assessment,
MDH uses conservative risk estimates; the true risk from the proposed ISFSI is most
likely smaller than 6 in 100,000." (EIS at 6.1). MDH's Health Risk Assessment seeks
to create the impression of precision and certainty in its estimation of a tolerable risk
level. This precision and certainty is an illusion. MDH asserts that the tolerable risk
limit is a single number, when it is clear from the numerous uncertainties incorporated
and those not incorporated in the BEIR V report that the risk is in a range wi th wide
uncertainties. (BEIR V, 1990 at 3-4,6,217-239).
MDH ignores relevant and wel1-established scientific evidence to in order to overstate
the risk of low dose radiation.
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MOH's failure to quantify the uncertainty and the inherent bias in its risk assessment is • .
compounded by MOH' s unwillingness to accept relevant and well-established scientific
evidence. This unwillingness, best exemplified in MOH's rejection of a "dose rute
effectiveness factor" (DREF), adds to MDH's overstatement of the risk of low dose
radiation.
A dose rate effectiveness factor accounts for the effect caused by a specific dose of
. radiation changes at low dose rates as compared to high dose rates. As the amount of
time the dose received is extended, the effect of the dose is reduced. The BEIR Y report
expressly acknowledges and endorses the use of a OREF for low dose, low-linear energy
transfer (LET) radiation, which includes the radiation emitted by the Facility. (BElR Y,
1990 at 23). In its conclusion the report states:
For low LET radiation, accumulation of the same dose over weeks or months,
however, is expected to reduce the lifetime risk appreciably, possibly by a factor
of2 or more.
(BEIR Y, 1990 at 6).
MOH's rejection of a DREF is curious given its stated overall reliance on BEIR V as
the basis for its risk assessment. First, MDH contends that human data suggests a DREF
may not be appropriate for two types of solid cancers based on a 1989 United States
Environmental Protection Agency Environmental Impact Statement. It is unclear why
the MDH condemns and rejects other studies or reports issued prior to the BEIR V report,
for example the expert scientific reports of the NCRP and ICRP, but is willing to accept
wholesale the conclusions of the 1989 EPA EIS, which has never been reviewed by the
NCRP, ICRP or National Academy of Sciences BEIR committees. MDH also fails to
acknowledge recent studies on the same two types of solid cancers supporting a OREF.
Specifically, recent data on low dose irradiation of the thyroid suggests a dose rate
effectiveness factor at least equal to 4 and possibly greater. (Holm et a1. 1988). The most
recent comprehensive study on female breast cancer and low dose radiation suggests a
OREF of 2 and possibly 3. (Miller et a1. 1989). Second, MOH contends that a DREF
may not be appropriate for leukemia based on a study of occupational exposure by Wing
et aI., which recently appeared in the Journal of the American Medical Association.
(Wing et a1., 1991). The study by Wing et a1. has not been subject to extensive scientific
review and is not supported by the leading authorities in radiological sciences. The MOH
accepts the conclusions of one unsupported study as justification for rejecting
conclusions of the BEIR V report and indirectly rejecting the vast body of scientific
evidence in NCRP, ICRP and UNSCEAR reports.
9
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(In its discussion of uncertainty in the estimate of cancer incidence risk, MDH revisits
use of a DREF and states, "Thus, overall, a DREF of 2 (0.5 x 4) appears at present to
provide the best estimate of cancer incidence aflow dose, prolonged radiation exposure."
(EIS at 6.13). No authority is cited for the statement that a DREF should be applied to
half of the expected cancers. (EIS at 6.13). The single best estimate in the BEIR V
report isA, not 2. (BEIR V, 1990 at 23). Despite its endorsement, MDH does not use a
DREF in its calculation of the tolerable risk limit.)
It is troubling that MDH does not acknowledge the support for a DREF at low doses by
international and national authorities, including the BEIR V committee, which represents
the most reliable consensus scientific reports extant on the subject. The 1988 UNSCEAR
report suggests a DREF of2.5 for use in cancer risk assessment for human leukemia and
solid cancers at low doses, and estimates the ranges as being from 2 to 10. MD H does
not refer to the 1989 Report of the French Academie des Sciences which endorses the
DREF as being from 2 to 10 and the 1980 NCRP which reported the DREF as being from
2 to 10 based on scientific evidence. The willingness of MDH to reject a DREF and
ignore the international and national authorities supporting application of a DREF to low
dose radiation suggests MDH is more concerned with conjuring a low risk limit, rather
than objectively evaluating and assessing the risk from the Facility.

•

MPH's adoption of a tolerable risk limit of 10-5 for radiation ignores the differences
between radiation and chemical carcinogens or other environmental pollutants.
Use of a lifetime tolerable risk level of 10-5 for chemical carcinogens does not a priori
justify imposition of the same risk level for radiation for purposes of radiological
protection. MDH's Health Risk Assessment refers to a number of instances in which a
lifetime tolerable risk level of 10-5 is applied to chemical carcinogens. (EIS at 6.1-6.3).
MDH does not refer to any other instance in which the tolerable risk level of 10-5 has
been applied to radiation in Minnesota. This risk level has never been imposed on NSP
for radiation protection. Rather, MDH applies the lifetime tolerable risk limit of 10-5 to
radiation from the Dry Cask Storage Facility, based on the argument that cancer risk
from gamma radiation is a more certain risk to humans than the cancer risk from
chemical and other environmental carcinogens: (EIS at 6.3). This argument, instead of
supporting the use of the same risk level as chemical carcinogens, contradicts MDH's
analysis of the risk from radiation.
MDH correctly states that the health effects from chemical carcinogens are less
understood than those from radiation. Risk levels for chemical carcinogens are based
almost exclusively on animal bioassay data and multistage mathematical models.
10

Because of the lack of human data for most chemical carcinogens and technical
difficulties with extrapolating the results of animal tests to humans, risk levels for
chemical carcinogens are arbitrarily and intentionally set at high levels. It must be
recognized, however, that this is a political or regulatory value jUdgment, rather than
scientific, decision, and one that is essentially arbitrary. As MDH states, there is no one
correct risk level and other states and the federal government use other risk levels. (EIS
at 6.1-6.2). MDH recognizes that federal agencies do not use the same lifetime risk level
for all carcinogens and that risk levels are based on economic, technological and
feasibility factors. (ElS, Appendix M at 2).
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There is no reason to adopt the same arbitrary risk level applied to chemical carcinogens
for purposes of dose limitation and radiation protection. Radiation is a known
carcinogen at high doses. ("Low" and "high" doses of low-LET radiation, such as
gamma radiation, are characterized by the NCRP as to 20,000 IDillirems and l50,000
to 350,000 millirems, respectively.) For low doses of radiation, cancer and other adverse
health effects, primarily hereditary disorders, are the principal stochastic effects.
Stochastic effects are assumed to have no threshold, but the frequency, not the severity,
is dependent on the dose. Stochastic effects are assumed to be induced with a frequency
which is proportional to dose in the low dose region. The low dose region considered in
the most studies and reports is on average 30,000 times the average annual dose from the
Facility (10,000 millirems versus 0.34 millirem).

°

An additional distinction between risk assessments for chemical carcinogens as
compared to radiation is the significance of natural background radiation. There is no
evidence or experience with background concentrations of chemical carcinogens and
the levels are vanishingly small or undetectable. There is no basis for determining
whether 1 part per million or 1 part per billion of a chemical carcinogen is a risk other
than through extrapolation from very high doses in animal tests and the use of
mathematical models. (MDH is required to set standards and intervention limits for
groundwater at background concentration for pollutants listed in Minn. Rules pt.
7035.2815, subpt. 4(H)(l». In comparison, the presence and significance of natural
background radiation is undeniable. While the public is seldom exposed to low levels
of carcinogenic chemicals, the public is always exposed to low levels of radiation. The
BEIR V report, relying on an assessment prepared by NCRP, calculated that members
of the population in the United States receive an annual effective radiation dose
equivalent of360 millirems. Naturally-occurring radiation accounts for 82% of the dose
equivalent received. (BEIR V, 1990 at 18-19 and EIS, Appendix G at 13-14). Nuclear
power production accounts for less than 1 millirem or 0.1 % of the dose equivalent.
(BEIR V, 1990 at 18-19). The average annual dose equivalent from the Facility is about
0.11 %, or about 1/1 O,OOOth of the annual dose equivalent of natural background
11
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radiation. Despite the continual presence of widely varying levels of natural background
radiation, no increase in cancer has been documented in populations residing in areas of
high natural background radiation, which in some geographical regions measures three
to ten times the natural background radiation in Minnesota. MD H' s Health Risk
Assessment, without any authority or evidence, makes the bald and scientifically
unsubstantiated assertion that "[it is] the relatively high ambient levels of natural
radiation, which most likely contributes significantly to background cancer rates. It (ElS
at 6.6). The BElR V report reaches the opposite conclusion. (BElR V, 1990 at 385).
Radiation protection standards promulgated by international and national authorities,
and the State of Minnesota, regulate at risk levels where health effects from radiation
are potentially detectable. These standards, which are described in more detail below,
are all 100 millirems per year for the general population. These recommendations are
designed to limit the exposure of the public to reasonable levels of risk comparable with
risks from other mo.rtality risks. Natural background radiation has been considered and
incorporated into all radiation protection standards promulgated by international and
national authorities.
No international or national authority has adopted radiation risk limits for radiation
protection of the magnitude of the Minnesota Department of Health,
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c.

MDH is imposing a dose limit of 0.054 millirem per year to the maximum imposed
individual. No international or national authority has recommended radiological
protection guidelines based on a system of dose limitation for regulation of this low
dose and low dose rate of radiation. The State of Minnesota, specifically the Minnesota
Department of Health, has not attempted to regulate at this low dose and low dose rates
of radiation nor has it proposed to regulate this low dose and low dose rates of radiation
in its draft rules.
The magnitude of risk from low doses of radiation is evaluated at regular intervals by
international and national committees, such as the United Nations Scientific Committee
on the Effects of Atomic Radiation ("UNSCEAR") and the National Academy of
Sciences (ItNAS"). Recommendations concerning public health, worker safety and
radiological protection are the responsibility of different scientific councils and
committees, such as the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ltlCRP")
and National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (ItNCRp lt ),
UNSCEAR, NAS, ICRP and NCRP have found no compelling evidence of excess
cancer occurring at radiation levels a few times greater than natural background radiation
levels, including radon. ICRP and NCRP both recommend the average annual dose to an
individual not exceed 100 millirems per year. This exposure is above natural background
12

radiation. The NCRP recommendations are the basis for federal radiation protection •
.'
standards and radiation protection standards proposed by MD H.
MDH rejects the ICRP and NCRP limits and argues they are outmoded because they do
not consider the results of the BEIR V report. (EIS at 6.5). This is incorrect for three
reasons. First, ICRP has extensively reviewed the BIER V report, took the information
into account and still advocates a limit of 100 millirems per year. (ICRP, 1991). Second,
NCRP has also extensively reviewed the results of the BEIR V report, took the
information into account and still advocates a limit of 100 millirems per year. (NCRP,
1991). Contrary to the MDH's assertion, the dose limits were not adjusted by a factor
of5 in response to the BEIR V report. (EIS at 6.5). Instead, ICRP and NCRP recognize
the uncertainty inherent in the extrapolation to low doses of radiation, Le. less than 100
millirems per year, the scientific evidence, the comparative risks and the importance of
natural background radiation in setting radiation protection standards. Third, NCR? in
its 1987 recommendations states:
.
Because the coupling between risks and dose limits is still quite loose, the use of
these particular estimates [BEIR III] at this time does not critically affect the
choice of effective dose equivalent levels for limits or guidance. Radiation
protection systems and recommendations, in addition to being based as much as
possible on quantitative data on irradiation and the resulting risk to health, also
require some value judgments in which experience plays an important role. In •.....
addition, human experience with hazards in other aspects of society must be taken
"Hi
into account. ... Similarly, in the radiation protection of the general public, risk
should be limited to levels comparable with those experienced in other
circumstances to which the public is normally exposed.
(NCRP, 1987 at 2).
The 1987 NCRP recommendations have direct relevance to MDH's Health Risk
Assessment in the definition of "negligible individual risk level (NIRL)." (NCRP, 1987
at 43-45). "The NIRL is regarded as trivial compared to the risk of fatality associated
with ordinary, normal societal activities and can, therefore, be dismissed from
consideration." (emphasis in original)(NCRP, 1987 at 43). NCRP distinguishes the
negligible individual risk level from an acceptable risk level, as the former is considered
so low as to be inappropriate in relation to reasonable priorities for expenditure of
resources. (NCRP, 1987 at 44). The NIRL is given an annual value of 10-7, the annual
risk that corresponds to an annual effective dose of about 1 millirem. (NCRP, 1987 at
45). The maximum and average radiation dose from the Dry Cask Storage Facility are
well below the NIRL.
13
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The recommendations of international and national authorities on radiation protection
are relevant and important. Moreover, these international and national authorities have
considered and analyzed the BEIR V report, which is the basis for MDH's Health Risk
Assessment. Based on their review of BEIR V and the available evidence concerning
adverse health effects from low doses of radiation, these authorities have recommended
responsible and reliable standards to protect the public based on scientific evidence,
comparative risks and value judgments.
MDH fails to follow its own pQlicy in adQpting a risk limit fQr radiation.
MDH's policy for adopting tQlerable risk limits for environmental PQllutants states that
risks are cQnsidered for the general populatiQns and that the tQlerable risk limit of 1 in
100,000 has been applied when there are no existing state Qr federal standards. MD H
fails to follow its own policy in adQpting a -tolerable risk limit fQr radiation based on
expQsure to the maximum expQsed individual.
First, MDH's Health Risk Assessment is based on exposure to the maximum exposed
individual, rather than a general Qr average population. The MDH's 1985 "Tolerable
Risk" pQlicy states:

It therefore fQllQWS that environmental expQsures resulting in annual mortality
risk ratios of 10-6 or less can reasonably [be] considered "safe". Since this level
of risk tolerance has been calculated from aggregate pQpulations it should be
applied to general population groups or "average" individuals in such a pQpulation.
(EIS, Appendix L at 16). In cQnclusion the 1985 policy states, "[i]t would seem an
appropriate value oftQlerable lifetime general pQpulatiQn mortality risk shQuld be about
10.5." (EIS, Appendix L at 19). This cQnclusiQn is repeated in the 1991 pQlicy of the
Health Risk Limits Unit. (EIS, Appendix M at 4). Despite these statements Qf pQlicy,
MDH's Health Risk Assessment is based Qn the expQsure of the maximum exposed
individual. The Health Risk Assessment specifically rejects cQnsideration Qf pQpulatiQn
exposure. (EIS at 6.6).
The population or cQllective dQse from the Facility reconfirms that the radiation dose
frQm the Facility is well below the level which pQses a risk to the general public. The
cQllective dose is calculated by adding individual doses received in a given population
from exposure tQ the Facility. In this instance the given pQpulation includes residents
within Qne mile of the Facility. Approximately 174 people live within one mile of the
Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant, which includes the site Qf the propQsed Facility
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Approximately 10 people live within a radius from the proposed Facility which results
in an annual average dose of greater than the "tolerable" risk limit of 0.054 millrem per
year. All 10 are assumed to receive 0.34 millrem per year, the average dose from the
proposed Facility. The remaining 164 people are assumed to receive an average
annualdose of 0.02 millirem per year. (Persons visiting Lock and Dam No. 3 or the
Prairie Island Mdewakanton Sioux Indian Community, specifically the Treasure .Island
Casino, are not included in the calculation of the collective dose because the dose a
person would receive is below .005 millirem per year, one-tenth of the MDH "tolerable"
risk limit and the exposure time is minimal.) The collective dose for the Facility is
approximately 7 person-millirems per year or .007 person-rem per year. As described in
more detail below, the current NRC collective dose criterion for ALARA is 1000 personrem per year.
Second, MDH' s Health Risk Assessment ignores existing state and federal standards for
exposure to radiation for protection of the public. According to MDH policy, "Since this
time [1981], whenever risk assessments have been conducted on various nonthreshold
agents and there are no existing state or federal standards for these agents, the
Department of Health has made recommendations for action based on this [lifetime
tolerable risk level of 10-5] level of risk." (EIS, Appendix L at 3 and 4). In applying the
lifetime tolerable risk level of 10-5 to the Facility, MDH failed to follow its own policy;
state and federal standards for exposure radiation ex.ist and international and national
recommendations of the ICRP and NCRP have been in existence for over sixty years.
Unlike the risk limit the l\1DH imposes on the Facility, these standards have been
promulgated and adopted pursuant to state and federal administrative procedures for rules
and regulations.
The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has existing standards
limiting exposure to radiation to the public and from the Facility. (ElS, Appendix G at
18). New NRC regulations limit exposure to any member of the public from all sources
of radiation to 100 millirems per year. 10 C.F.R. 20. This is a limit for the radiation dose
a member of the general public may receive in one year from all sources. The NRC also
has a standard for emissions from nuclear fuel cycle facilities, which is one-fourth of the
total dose allowed. The NRC standard states annual exposure to any person outside of
the plant must not exceed 25 millirems to the whole body as a result of direct radiation
from the Facility. 10 C.F.R. 72.104. The United States Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) also has an existing standard limiting exposure to radiation from the Facility. (ElS,
Appendix G at 17). The EPA standard limits exposure to the same levels as the NRC.
40 C.F.R. 191.03. The average annual radiation dose equivalent to the whole body from
the Facility is estimated to be about 1.5% of the existing federal standards of 25
millirems. MDH's Health Risk Assessment concedes the existence of the federal NRC
15
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standard and that the radiation dose persons in close proximity to the Facility will receive
is far below the standard. (ElS at 6.3); however, MDH still chooses to use a lifetime
tolerable risk limit 10.5, despite its own policy.
MDH has its own rules limiting exposure of members of the general public to radiation.
MDH limits the maximum annual dose of radiation a person in "public environs" may
receive to 500 millirems: Minn. Rule pt. 4730.3300. Radiation exposure to members of
the public from the Facility is estimated to be 0.07 % of the existing state standard.
MDH has proposed in rulemaking to repeal this rule and lower the level of permissible
public exposure from radiation. In rules proposed February 2, 1991, MD H proposes an
annual limit of 100 millirems per year for an individual continually present and 500
millirems for an individual periodically present in an "unrestricted area," which would
include areas outside boundary limit of the Facility. Proposed Minn. Rule pt. 4730.0380.
MDH's Health Risk Assessment does not mention the existing or proposed state
standards for dose limits to members of the public. In the Statement of Need and
Reasonableness for the proposed rules, MDH states, "The purpose of state regulation of
sources ofionizing radiation is to reduce unnecessary radiation exposure when and where
possible, by whatever means practical." (Statement of Need and Reasonableness
("SONAR") at 1). The Health Risk Assessment does not explain the apparent
inconsistency of MDH proposing a standard of 100 millirems, which is intended to
reduce unnecessary radiation exposure, and simultaneously advocating a risk limit of
0.054 millirem per year in the EIS. The Health Risk Assessment does not explain the
apparent inconsistency of MDH proposing a standard 1800 times less restrictive than
what it considers a "tolerable" or "acceptable" risk in the EIS. The Health Risk
Assessment does not explain the use of 1987 NCRP recommendations as the basis for
its proposed rule (SONAR at 36-37), which MDH condemns as "outmoded." (EIS at 6.5).
Moreover, the proposed rules for radiation protection confliCt with MDH's use of a
tolerable risk level of 10.5 as a definition of insignificant risk. The basis of the proposed
rules on radiation protection to the general public is the 1987 NCRP report. (SONAR at
36-37). The 1987 NCRP report recommendation of a 100 millirems limit corresponds
to a risk of mortality of about 10. 5 annually or about 10.3 lifetime. (NCRP, 1987 at 37).
MDH does not explain why in its Health Risk Assessment a lifetime risk of mortality of
less than 10.5 is tolerable for the Facility, while at the same time it is proposing rules for
the general public with a lifetime risk of mortality of 10.3•
In addition to existing state and federal radiation protection standards, federal regulatory
policies also conflict with the risk limit imposed by the MDH on the Dry Cask Storage
Facility. MDH refers to the NRC's policy on Below Regulatory Concern ("BRC") for
support for its risk limit. NRC has proposed a policy to exempt practices invol ving small

•
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quantities of radioactive material from regulatory control, based on the determination the
risk they pose to individuals and society is "below regulatory concern." (EIS, Appendix
P at 1). NRC's BRC policy is not directly relevant to the operation of the Facility;
however, MDH analogizes the BRC policy because it presents NRC's judgement on
"acceptable risk." (ElS, Appendix P at 2). NRC's BRC policy concludes the average dose
to individuals in the critical group, Le. the group expected to receive the highest
exposure, should be less than 10 millirems per year for each exempted practice.. NRC
also finds the average dose to individuals in the critical group for practices involving
widespread distribution of radioactive material in items such as consumer products or
recycled material should be less than 1 millirem per year. (ElS, Appendix P at 8). The
radiation dose from the Facility is geographically limited, does not result in exposure to
the general public and does not result from widespread distribution of radioactive
material. As a result, the 10 millirems dose limitation criterion is most applicable to the
Facility. The average annual radiation dose to the nearest offsite resident from the
Facility of 0.34 millirem per year is well below NRC's individual dose criterion and
based on the NRC's BRC policy, the Facility should be considered an acceptable risk.
NRC's BRC policy also provides a collective dose equivalent criterion. The policy
states that if a collective dose equivalent resulting from an exempted practice is less
than 1000 person-rem per year, "the resources of the Commission [NRC] and its
licensees could be better spent by addressing more significant health and safety issues
than by requiring further analysis, reduction and confirmation of the magnitude of the
collective dose." (ElS, Appendix P at 8). The collective dose is the sum of individual
doses received in a period of time by a specified population from exposure to a source
of radiation. (ElS, Appendix P at 5). The criterion is not to be considered as a dose limit
for radiological protection, but rather a policy that takes into account societal and
economic considerations. The cut-off of 1000 person-rem per year is currently the floor
for ALARA, an acronym for "as low as reasonably achievable," which represents the
level above which resources are committed to reduce the collective dose fromradiation.
NRC's BRC policy finds individual doses below 0.1 millirem should not be considered
in calculating a collective dose. MDH misconstrues this as a cut-off level and thus as an
endorsement of their risk limit. ("It might be inferred that NRC considers this [0.1
millirem per year] to be a negligible dose. Again this is in reasonable agreement with the
MDH calculation of the negligible dose of 0.054 millirem per year." (EIS at 6.4)).
MDH's inference is incorrect. First, NRC's BRC policy clearly states the annual
individual dose criterion for the critical group is 10 millirems. This is the most
applicable risk limit to the Facility. The average estimated dose from the Facility is 0.3
% of the individual annual dose limit criterion. Second, MDH ignores the basis for the
cut-off level of 0.1 millirem in calculating a collective dose.
17
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The Commission [NRC] believes consideration of individual doses below 0.1
mrem per year (0.001 mSv per year) do not need to be considered in the esti mation
of collective doses. The Commission believes consideration of individual doses
below 0.1 mrem per year imputes a sense of significance and certainty of their
magnitude that is not justified considering the inherent uncertainties in dose and
risk estimates associated with exempted practices.
(ElS, Appendix P at 14). The NRC's BRC policy does not support MDH's Health Risk
Assessment; it expressly challenges MDH's attempt to attach significance and certainty
to extremely low doses of radiation, which in practice is considered to be a negligible
individual risk level.
CONCLUSION

•

The proposed Dry Cask Storage Facility does not pose a risk to public health. MDH's
Health Risk Assessment and its conclusion that the Facility presents an increased risk
of excess cancer to the nearest offsite resident is seriously flawed. MDH relies almost
exclusively on a report never intended for risk assessment or standards or guidelines for
radiation protection. Moreover, MDH ignores well-established scientific evidence and
as a result the Health Risk Assessment overstates the risk from the Facility. MDH
ignores the conclusions and reasoning of international and national authorities and
consensus scientific judgment, and in contradiction of its own policy, ignores existing
national and state standards. These national and state standards were lawfully adopted
and are based on consensus scientific judgment.
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May 6, 1991
Mr. Bob cupit
Minnesota Environmental Quality Board
300 centennial Building
658 Cedar st.
st. Paul, MN 55155
RE:

Adequacy of the Final Environmental Impact statement For
Northern states Power company's Proposed High-Level Radioactive
Waste Dump At Prairie Island (ISFSI)

Dear Mr. cupit:
These comments are submitted on behalf of Minnesotans For An
Energy Efficient Economy (ME3) and·the North American Water Office
(NAWO) .
ME3 and NAWO support the comments submitted by Richard A. Duncan
and William Hardacker on behalf of the Prairie Island Mdewakanton
sioux Indian Community.
In particular, the health risk assessment contained in the
Environmental Impact statement (EIS) presents enough cause for concern • .
to warrant a full-scale analysis of the risk presented by the proposed~:
dump.
It is not adequate for the EIS to dismiss the risk assessment
.c"
findings, that exposure to this single source would cause cancer risks
that are 6 to 23 times greater than the acceptable level of risk in
Minnesota, by suggesting that the dump be moved 200 yards south, and
then postulating that such a move will reduce cancer risks to
acceptable levels. To be adequate, considering the findings of the
health risk assessment, the EIS must contain a full-scale Health Risk
Analysis.
ME3 and NAWO support the EIS treatment of the conservation
alternative, as far as it goes. This treatment significantly
increases the ability of decision-makers to base energy management
decisions on real-world costs and benefits of various supply and
demand-side options.
While the conservation alternative in and of itself is adequately
presented in the EIS, the EIS does not adequately discuss the various
options in the broader context of what is the safest, most clean, most
reliable, and most cost-effective mix of options for delivering
electric utility services. The various options are analyzed in a
piecemeal, isolated fashion that fails to serve the pUblic's
environmental and economic interests.
The need to place this decision in the broader context of how to
best provide utility services has been recognized and codified as
Minnesota Rules Chapter 7843, "Public utili ties commission Resource
.-

•

Mr. Bob cupit
May 6, 1991
Page Two
Planning Process." considering the importance Minnesota's Energy
Policy places on conservation, renewable energy, and cogeneration (see
Minn. stat. 216B.164, 216B.241 and 216C.05, for starters) and the
ability of the proposed radioactive waste dump to effectively preclude
these cost-effective, preferred options, the Ers is not adequate until
it contains an analysis that places the proposed dump in the broader
context. This context should be broad enough to include not only the
resource mix required by NSP, but also the resource mix of other
utility systems in the region that have the potential to impact NSP
system requirements.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

_

.......... ......

.-""'""

..

/

George Crocker
North American Water Office
Minnesotans For An Energy Efficient
Economy
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MINNESOTANS FOR AN ENERGY EFFICIENT ECONOMY
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HAND DELIVERED

Bob Cupit
Minnesota Environmental Quality
Board
300 Centennial Building
658 Cedar street
St. Paul, MN 55155
Re:

Final Environmental Impact Statement,
Prairie Island ISFSI Proposal

Dear Bob:
Enclosed for filing please find a bound original and
an unbound copy of the Comments of the Prairie Island Sioux
Indian Community to the Final EIS.
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COMMENTS OF THE
PRAIRIE ISLAND MDEWAKANTON
SIOUX INDIAN COMMUNITY
ON THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT STATEMENT
PRAIRIE ISLAND INDEPENDENT
SPENT FUEL STORAGE INSTALLATION
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In making any decision, consider the effects of
your action on the next seven generations.
Traditional Indian
Land Use Guide

I take it the intent of science is to ease
human existence.
If you [scientists] give way
to coercion, science can be crippled, and your
new machines may simply suggest new drudgeries.
Should you then, in time, discover all there is
to be discovered, your progress must then
become a progress away from the bulk of
humanity. The gulf might even grow so wide
that the sound of your cheering at some new
achievement would be echoed by a universal howl
of horror.
Bertolt Brecht,
Galileo Scene 13

•

Everyone must be able to form an opinion about
a matter that vitally affects our lives and our
health, as well as the health of our offspring.
Everyone must be entitled to take part in the
adoption of decisions that will determine the
future of our country and of the world.
Should nuclear power be developed? If so,
should the construction of nuclear power
stations . .
be permitted aboveground? Or
should they be built underground? These issues
are so crucial that they cannot be left to
technical experts, and still less to
bureaucrats, whose approach is too narrowly
technical, too tendentious and sometimes
prejudiced, as it is paralyzed by a network of
mutual solidarity.
Andrei Sakharov,
forward to The Truth
About Chernobvl,
by Grigori Medvedev

•

The Prairie Island Mdewakanton Sioux Indian Community
(IlCommunityll) submits these comments on the Final Environmental
Impact Statement ("FEIS") on the proposed Prairie Island
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation ("ISFSI").

Overall,

the FEIS represents a significant improvement over the Draft EIS
issued last fall.

Particularly in the area of identifying

conservation alternatives to Northern States Power Company's
("NSP") proposed storage facility,

the FEIS gives state and

federal decision makers important new information.

While the

Community recommends that the Environmental Quality Board ("EQB")
not approve the FEIS in its current form, but rather remand it to
the staff for additional work, the FEIS's shortcomings are
discrete, and can be remedied.

The FEIS is well on its way to

being a legally proper, useful decision making aid for the
agencies that have to make the ultimate decision on whether to
proceed with the ISFSI, particularly the Minnesota Public
Utilities Commission ("PUC").
The Minnesota Environmental Policy Act ("MEPA"), Minn. Stat;
§

116D.04 sUbd. 2a, requires that an EIS analyze the significant

environmental impacts of a proposed project.
yet meet this standard.

The FEIS does not

The FEIS has two major shortcomings

which require that it be remanded for additional work:

1)

Lack of a health study.

Cursory "health risk assessments" have
identified radiation levels from the ISFSI
ranging from 6 to 23 times acceptable
state standards.
It is time for the EQB
to order a comprehensive study of the
health effects and costs of the ISFSI.
1
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2)

Failure to identify a preferred
alternative.

The FEIS studies the proposed ISFSI and
numerous feasible alternatives.
FEIS at
second page. To be a proper decision
aiding document, the FEIS should identify
a preferred alternati~e, as other EISs do.
Additionally there are several other smaller flaws in the FEIS
which are enumerated herein, which are relatively simple to fix,
and which should be corrected as part of the remand.
I.

CONSERVATION IS A FEASIBLE AND PRUDENT
ALTERNATIVE TO THE ISFSI

The most significant new finding in the FEIS is that
conservation is a feasible and prudent alternative to the ISFSI. 1
FEIS at 5.7 - 5.12.
The FEIS concludes:
A 1988 study of the electric conservation
potential in Minnesota, performed by PLC
Incorporated for the Department of Public
Service, found that a substantial percentage of
the electricity currently consumed could be
saved without any reduction in convenience or
standard of living. The potential savings
amounts to over half of the electric energy
used in Minnesota. The total energy savings
could not be achieved overnight and would
require some investment. However, the

(e

"Feasible and prudent" is a term of art in
environmental and public construction statutes.
An
alternative is "feasible" if it is technically possible;
an alternative is "prudent" if it can be implemented
without creating community disruptions of extraordinary
magnitudes. See County of Freeborn v. Bryson, 243 N. W. 2d
316,
320
(Minn.
1979)
(interpreting
Minnesota
Environmental Rights Act, Minn. Stat. Ch. 116B, and
adopting federal law definition contained in Citizens to
Preserve Overton Park v. VolDe, 401 U.S. 402, 411
(1971)).
2

investment would be paid off with lower energy
bills.
In evaluating the cost-effectiveness of a
conservation measure, the impact of not saving
electricity must be considered.
In the absence
of energy conservation, electricity consumption
will increase, thereby causing greater
environmental impact and economic costs. The
cost of electricity, theref,ore, must include
not only the direct costs of generating
electricity (fuel, operation, and maintenance)
but also the costs of future capacity additions
and the indirect environmental costs.
The PLC report estimates a cost that includes
the direct costs and the costs of future
capacity additions to determine which
conservation measures should be incorporated in
the total savings estimates. The estimate does
not include environmental costs. The types of
conservation that were very cost effective
include residential refrigeration, lighting,
and air conditioning, commercial lighting and
refrigeration, and industrial cooling, lighting
heating and refrigeration. . . .
NSP would need to spend approximately $150
million to reduce energy demand [by an amount]
equal to that generated by the PI plant in 1989
(8,279 gigawatt-hours).
FEIS at 5.11 - 5.12.

Conservation is a feasible alternative ("a

substantial percentage of the electricity currently consumed
could be saved," i.e. technically possible).
prudent alternative (savings made,

Conservation is a

"without any reduction in

convenience or standard of living," i.e. no disruptions of
extraordinary magnitude) .
Independent experts corroborate the finding in the FEIS that
conservation is a feasible and prudent alternative to the
proposed ISFSI.

Paul Hansen is the person in Minnesota who

combines in one individual the greatest combined expertise on the
3
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environmental status of the Upper Mississippi River (from St.
Paul to St. Louis including the stretch of the river in which
Prairie Island lies) and energy conservation through demand side
management programs (the types of programs examined in the
Department of Public Service study) .
Mr. Hansen reviewed the FEIS and its conclusions on
conservation and found them compatible in terms of technical
potential (feasibility) and impact on lifestyles (prudence) with
demand side management programs already underway at other
utilities.
Tab 1.

Affidavit of Paul Hansen at "

4-6, attached at

Specifically, he found that the technical potential for

energy savings identified in the Department of Public Service
("DPS") study was consistent with the technical potential

•

nationally found in studies by the Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratories, the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, the Rocky
Mountain Institute, and even the captive research arm of the
utility industry, the Electric Power Research Institute ("EPRI").
Like the DPS study, all of these studies concluded that the
identified savings would be achieved without extraordinary
disruption in consumers' lives.
Mr. Hansen identifies in his affidavit numerous examples of
utility conservation programs already in place which will save
from 600 to 2,500 megawatts (IIMWII) each -- ample evidence that
replacing through conservation any amount of output from NSP's
Prairie Island nuclear generating station up to its full 1000 MW
capacity is feasible.

Hansen affidavit at , 6.
4

Specifically,

Pacific Gas and Electric will save 2,475 MW of capacity over the
next 10 years; Sacramento Municipal Utility District will save
600 MW; Bonneville Power Administration will save 1,350 MW; New

England Electric will save 1,162 MWj Con Ed of New York will save
Id.

2,509 MW.

Identifying and quantifying conservation as a feasible and
prudent alternative to the ISFSI is the major improvement of the
FEIS over the Draft EIS.

The State's decision makers now have

the option to avoid semipermanent storage of high level waste
above ground, the program chosen by NSP as the solution to our
energy needs.

II.

THE EQB SHOULD ORDER A COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH
EFFECTS STUDY

The FEIS's treatment of the health effects of the proposal
ISFSI is terribly inadequate, especially in comparison to the
significant improvement made in the conservation portions of the
document.

It is time to stop skirting the health issues with

IIrisk assessments. II

The EQB should order a comprehensive study

of the health effects of the proposed ISFSI and should not
approve the FEIS until it includes such a study.

The EQB should

also order that if the ISFSI is constructed, an ongoing health
monitoring program be put in place to monitor the effects of the
installation on residents' health.
As noted above, MEPA requires that significant impacts be
evaluated.

The EQB'S rules also require that, if necessary,

expert studies be undertaken or commissioned as part of an EIS.

An interdisciplinary approach to EISs is required, including the
5
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use of the expertise within State agencies and retained
consultants if necessary.

See Minn. R. 4410.2100 subp. 10

(selection of consultants); Minn. R. 4410.2200 (interdisciplinary
study required).

Radiation from the proposed ISFSI is a form of

environmental pollution with known significant adverse human
health effects.

FEIS at 6.7. 2

The EQB has a duty to fully study

those health effects, and quantify their cost.
The Minnesota Department of Health (IIMDHII) Risk Assessment,
FEIS at 6.1, concludes that the ISFSI:

•

will deliver a dose of gamma radiation to
off site residents resulting in a cancer risk
above the acceptable or tolerable risk limit
established by the Minnesota Department of
Health (MDH). The acceptable level for
incremental lifetime carcinogenic risk from
any single source of environmental pollution
is a lifetime risk level of one in 100,000 or
10·s • MDH estimates that the cancer risk to
nearby residents from the proposed facility
may be as much as 6 in 100,000.
The FEIS shrugs off a risk six times the level accepted by the
state as "small risk well within the range of risks that people
voluntarily accept.

2

\

II

FEIS at 6.1. 3

The state regulates

See also Wing, et al., IIMortality Among Workers at
Oak Ridge Nat'l Laboratory, II 265 J.A.M.A. 1397, 1399-1401
(1991), copy attached to Comments of Community to Draft
EIS (Mar. 21, 1991), attached at Tab 2.
3

The MDH and other Minnesota state agencies have
implemented a policy of accepting a lifetime cancer risk
level of 1 per 100,000 for over a decade.
FEIS at 6.1.
The level of acceptable cancer risk for airborne
carcinogens in the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 is 1
per 1,000,000, reflecting new evidence of the harmful
effects of carcinogenic substances.
Clean Air Act
§ 112 (c) (9) (B), 42 U.S.C. § 7412 (c) (9) (b). The MPCA will
be required to revise its level of acceptable risk in
6

carcinogens and potential; radiation is a proven carcinogen .
FEIS at 6.7.

The same standards are applied to potential human

carcinogens, such as dioxin.

The FEIS, in downplaying the

•

state's own health standards, implies that for the known human
carcinogen radiation, we should be less concerned about exposure
levels than we are for other pollutants which are only potential
human carcinogens.

The state would never downplay the risks of

dumping a potential human carcinogen like dioxin into the
Mississippi River in the same way that the FEIS downplays the
excessive health risk from the known human carcinogen radiation.
Just because radiation is silent and invisible does not mean we
promulgating clean air regulations. The MDH should also
reconsider the level of carcinogenic risk from any single
source in light of the new studies of the effects of lowlevel radiation on the survivors of the atomic bombs.
See BEIR V; Nussbaum at Tab S. Moving to an acceptable • . .
risk level of 1 per 1,000,000 cases of cancer from anY~iV/
single source would bring MDH' s standards into conformity
with new clean air standards used by MPCA.
Moreover, it is no longer necessary to use downward
extrapolation from actual measurements of cancer at high
doses to estimate cancer risk from low levels of
radiation, as is erroneously reported in FEIS at 6.1.
R.H. Nussbaum, R.E. Belesy and W.Kohnlein,
"Recent
Mortality Statistics
for
Distally
Exposed A-Bomb
Survivors: The Lifetime Cancer Risk for Exposure Under
500cGy
(rad)",
Med.
Nucl.2
(1990),
H.2
(Verlag
Gesundheit Gmbh Berlin) 163, 172, attached at Tab 5
(hereinafter "Nussbaum")
At a minimum, these findings of
exposure to low doses of radiation
suggest
the need
to reconsider
current radiation safety guidelines
and to update proj ections estimating
the future pUblic health impact of
low-dose radiation exposure . . . .
Nussbaum at 172, Tab 5.
7
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should give special allowance to projects which pollute through
radiation rather than more tangible pollutants.
The FEIS determined that the cancer risk from the ISFSI
would be 6 out of 100,000 based on estimated offsite dose rates
supplied by NSP.

NSP initially estimated that the highest dose

to nearby residents would be 3.74 mrem per year.

Based on this

dose, the MDH concluded that the increased lifetime cancer risk
from the ISFSI would be 23 in 100,000.
the facility not be built.

The MDH recommended that

Id.

Faced with this recommendation, NSP recalculated the offsite
dose rate to incorporate the shielding effects of trees and
housing materials, the spherical shape of the casks and the
casks' weather cover.

•

The original estimate was also based on

the dose which would occur when all 48 casks were in place and
this was reduced to reflect the gradual placement of casks at the
site. 4
The recalculation resulted in an estimated average annual
dose to the nearest resident of .34 mrem per year.

The FEIS

provides no explanation of the method used to calculate offsite
dose rate.

Accurate calculation of dose rates by an independent

third party would be a key improvement of the health effects
study.

4

A more accurate calculation would include the
likelihood of no federal acceptance of spent fuel and the
resulting placement of ~, instead of 48, casks at the
ISFSI. See infra at Part IV.1; Scenario D, FEIS at 3.25.
8

NSP's revised estimate incorrectly assumed that area
residents spend 100% of their time indoors.

FEIS at 6.9.

The

MDH made an upward adjustment to account for a small percentage
of time spent outdoors.

The MOH's calculations of lifetime

cancer risk are based on an average dose of .35 mrem per year.
FEIS at 6.9.

This dose rate is artificially low.

The MDH then estimated the lifetime cancer risk for
continuing gamma radiation to the nearby population.

The

determination that an offsite dose of .35 mrem per year would
create a risk of 6 out of 100,000 was based primarily on Table 420 of the BEIR V Report.

FEIS at 6.10. 5

This risk is clearly

unacceptable, as it is six times higher than the state's
acceptable risk of one per 100,000.

Furthermore, prior to last-

minute IIrecalculations ll of doses by NSP, MDH had estimated a
cancer risk 23 times that specified in state standards.

These

earlier findings raise significant doubt with regard to the
FEIS's rather Polyanna-like conclusion that the ISFSI will II only II
cause six times as many cancer deaths as the state regularly
permits from a single source of pollution, and that the risk is
acceptable.

It is not acceptable to the Prairie Island Indian

Community.

The Community has a right to the true facts, and the

5

Other studies conclude that the lifetime risk of
cancer from low dose exposure is higher than that
indicated in the BEIR V report.
See Comments by
Radioative Waste Management Associates at 5, attached at
Tab 4 (hereinafter IIRWMA Comments 11) i Nussbaum at 169, Tab
5; J.S. Gofman, Radiation-Induced Cancer from Low-Dose
Exnosure (CNR 1990) at Table 16-B, 16-4, 16-5 and 25-7
(11 • • • radiation committees are underestimating cancerrisk by up to 30-fold.").
9
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EQB has a duty to complete a proper, comprehensive health study
as part of this ElS. 6
The Community also submits the specific comments of Dr.
Rosalie Bertell.

Dr. Rosalie Bertell, Ph.D., GNSH, has devoted

twenty years to the study of populations exposed to low doses of
radiation.

Dr. Bertell reviewed the FEIS, particularly, the risk

assessment in Chapter 6.1, and pointed out several risks which
are not addressed by the FElS:

•

1.

The complete lack of attention to risks
to the unborn child or to the
reproductive capacity of exposed
persons. These concerns may present a
special problem to Native Americans
because of limited gene pool due to
intermarriage. Affidavit of Dr. Rosalie
Bertell at , 3, attached at Tab 6.

2•

The FElS fails to allow for higher
radiation exposure for local hunting or
fishing, as people use the open fields
and walk nearer to the storage area.
Bertell affidavit at , 4.

3.

All possible exposures occurring during
the transportation of the spent fuel
rods to the storage facility may not
have been considered. Bertell affidavit
at , 5.

Dr. Bertell questioned the MDH's reduction of cancer risk
due to low dose prolonged radiation exposure by one-third.

6

The conflict between the MDH's earlier conclusion
that the risk from the lSFSl would be 23 per 100,000 and
its present conclusion that the risk would be 6 per
100,000 alone is enough to require a remand of the FElS
for the performance of a comprehensive health effects
study.
10

Bertell affidavit at ~ 2.

This reduction may not be warranted

and further data and analysis should be supported.
Dr. Bertell emphasized the importance of conducting a health
study ~, before the first cask is put in place, to establish
base line health data for persons at risk from the storage
facility.

Data should be collected on blood and urine samples,

liver function and reproductive experience for the surrounding
population.

Gathering base line data would facilitate the

monitoring of the population for changes and early identification
of changes.

A baseline study coupled with ongoing monitoring of

the population would make preventive measures possible before
there are serious cancers, congenital diseases or infectious
diseases.

Bertell affidavit at Page 2.

III. THE FEIS CONTAINS OTHER FLAWS WHICH SHOULD BE
REMEDIED
While the lack of a health effects study is the primary
shortcoming in the FEIS, there are several other areas in which
the PElS devotes insufficient study to ~ problem, or is simply
incorrect in its conclusions.

What follows is a discussion of

some of the other areas of inadequacy in the FEIS, which should
be remedied during a remand.

This listing is not meant to be

exhaustive, but only to highlight important flaws:

A.

How will the irradiated fuel be removed from
Prairie Island and the installation
decommissioned?

It is not clear from the EIS how the irradiated fuel will
eventually be removed from Prairie Island and the installation
decommissioned.

Though the TN-40 cask could conceivably employ
11

•

•

an overpack for transportation, the total weight of cask,
overpack, fuel and carriage may exceed the safe carrying weight
of local bridges.
in the FEIS.

Transportation issues have not been explored

RWMA Comments at page 1, Tab 4.

A final repository is not expected till the year 2010,
probably later.

Because the potential removal of irradiated fuel

from Prairie Island has been advanced so far into the future,

the

State should require a performance bond, if available, or have
NSP contribute to a stand-alone decommissioning fund which can be
used by NSP for dismantling the ISFSI, or by the State,
fuel is not removed from the site by date certain.

if the

This is to

ensure that the ISFSI does not become a state liability.

If a

final repository never operates the State should protect itself.

•

RWMA Comments at page 2, Tab 4 .

B.

What would be the impact of
airplance crash?

a major flood or

Safety problems are understated in the FEIS.

Though rushing

water from a major flood, by itself, may not dislodge a TN-40
cask, piled debris, forming a dam, may build up sufficient force
to turn over casks.

The FEIS states that the water velocity at

maximum flood, is only 6.2'/sec and the draft force is only 20%
of that needed to cause the cask to tip or slide.

The FEIS does

not specifically discuss how NSP will recover from this accident.
RWMA Comments at page 6, Tab 4.
Another accident involves the direct impact of an airplane
engine into the cask.

Though the probability of such an accident

is small, a jet engine crashing into a cask is likely to do
12

considerable damage to a cask.

In Germany this potential

accident is scale-model tested by requiring the CASTOR cask to
withstand the force of a one-ton missle striking the cask at the
speed of sound.
a test.

It is unlikely that the. TN-40 could survive such

The FEIS analysis on this point is nonexistent.

If the TN-40 casks were sheltered in a concrete building,
this accident would not be possible.

In addition, a concrete

building would have other beneficial effects:

gamma radiation

would be shielded, and the casks would also be protected from the
elements, including the freese/thaw cycle.

RWMA Comments at page

6, Tab 4.
C.

Would the TN40 cask withstand anti-tank weapons or
explosive devices which may be used by terrorists
or during war?

Security problems are also understated.

The FEIS refers to

NRC reports which were outdated when written in 1979.

Irradiated

fuel casks, while extremely sturdy, can be compromised by antitank weapons or explosive devices commonly available, for
example, at oil fields in the MidEast.

Such explosive devices

could easily penetrate 14 inchies of steel.

Of course, other

terrorist targets are available, but the risk should not be
discounted by dismissing or minimizing the threat.

RWMA Comments

at page 7, Tab 4.
D.

The FEIS Improperly Concludes That Minn. Stat.
§

116C.722 Does Not Apply To This Proceeding

13
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Section 116C.722 of the Minnesota Statues provides that in
conjunction with a proposed nuclear waste storage facility,
If an Indian tribal council that has
jurisdiction over part of a potentially
impacted area within the state requests legal
or technical assistance, the [Environmental
Quality] board shall provide assistance.
It is undisputed that radiation spilling off the dry casks of the
ISFSI would impact tribal land and members of the Community if
the project goes forward.
The Community applied for legal and technical assistance
pursuant to Minn. Stat

§

116C.722, and was turned down.

correspondence contained at Tab 7.

See

On this issue, the FEIS

states:
Comment lSA refers to Iitechnical and legal
assistance ll , which, upon request, can be
provided by the EQB to Indian tribes pursuant
to Minnesota Statutes, section 116D.722 [sic].
However, that statute was designed to provide
assistance in the event that a high level
radioactive waste repository was being sited
in Minnesota. The statute specifically
excludes the on-site storage of spent fuel
from consideration. While it may be argued
that some issues relevant to the proposed
ISFSI are not dissimilar from a repository,
the intent of the state is clear.

•

FEIS at 4.10.

The FEIS is incorrect.

The legislator who drafted

the statute wrote to the EQB on April 17, 1991:
The legislative intent was clearly meant to
cover just such an instance such as the one
the sioux community now finds itself in, and
for which it is requesting technical
assistance.
Tab 8.

Indeed, the argument that the ISFSI is not a IIhigh level

radioactive waste repositoryll is rather nonsensical.

•

14

The FEIS

should be amended to reflect that Minn. Stat.

§

116C.722 applies

to this proceeding.

IV.

THE FElS SHOULD IDENTIFY A PREFERRED
ALTERNATIVE

The FEIS is not a proper decision-aiding document because it
does not take advantage of the combined environmental expertise
represented by the EQB and identify either the ISFSI or one of
the alternatives as the preferred alternative.

The governor has

described the EQB as the "environmental cabinet."

The Board

should take this opportunity to lead the State on energy policy
and nuclear waste storage policy.

The Board should identify a

preferred alternative. 7
The proposed ISFSI should not be the preferred alternative.
It is a known health-risk.

It is a temporary solution which may

develop into a permanent problem.

It will be economically and

environmentally costly to a degree far greater than NSP
acknowledges.
Conservation should be the preferred alternative.
feasible and prudent.

It is clean.

economically in the long run.

7

It is

It will be a bargain

Indeed, under the substantive

It matters not that the EQB itself will not make a
final permitting decision on the ISFSI.
In the context
of an EIS it is appropriate and necessary for the EQB to
offer
its
expertise
to
the
ultimate
permitting
authorities, the Minnesota PUC and the NRC, through the
selection of a preferred alternative.
Cf. Natural
Resources Defense Council. Inc. v. Morton, 458 F.2d 827,
834-35 (D.C. Cir. 1972) (agency has duty in EIS to study
alternatives outside its regulatory permitting authoritYi
decided under National Environmental Policy Act, 42
U.S.C. § 4332).
15
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standards contained in MEPA, Minn. Stat.

§

116D.04 8ubd. 6, and

the Minnesota Environmental Rights Act, Minn. Stat. 116B.09 subd.
2, conservation is the legally mandated preferred alternative.

A.

The ISFSI Will Cost Much More Than
Estimated by NSP

According to the FEIS,
NSP has estimated the cost of the proposed
ISFSI project to be between $35 and $40
million. This estimate includes costs of
design, licensing and review, facility
construction, 36 casks, cask handling
equipment, and personnel through 2015.
FEIS at 4.27 (emphasis added).

This cost estimate, however,

excludes numerous areas of cost, such as cost of making the casks
transport ready for eventual shipment to a permanent repository,
and to costs such as increased health care costs for local

•

residents which have yet to be quantified.

Simply taking cost

information presented in other portions of the FEIS, it is clear
that NSP is underestimating the true cost of the ISFSI project by
at least a factor of three.

When one includes costs which have

yet to be quantified, including health care and health monitoring
costs, and a multiplier to reflect the historic failure of
nuclear power facilities to come in anywhere near estimated cost,
it is obvious that NSP's $40 million cost estimate is only a
small down payment on the ISFSI.
Before delving into the details of cost projections, one
important overall point must be established:

The cost of the ISFSI includes not just costs
which NSP plans to bear directly, but also all
direct and indirect costs which NSP wants to
slough off onto third parties, whether costs
16

of transport (to be borne by the federal
Department of Energy, PElS at 4.20, 4.27 4.28), health care costs (to be borne by local
residents including the members of the
Community), or other costs.
To analyze properly the lSFSI and alternatives to it, overall
societal costs and benefits must be compared, not simply present
day accounting costs to NSP.
What follows is an analysis of the likely actual costs of
the proposed ISFSI.

For purposes of illustration, let's begin

with NSP's upper end estimate of $40 million for 36 casks.
Base Cost Estimate For lSFSl:
1.

$40 Million

NSP Will Need Many More Than 36 Casks

The cost of· the casks is the primary direct cost of the
ISFSI.

liThe overall cost of the installation will be determined

largely by the number of casks required.

II

FEIS at 3.25.

First" let's simply adjust the base cost estimate to reflect
the number of casks for which NSP is presently seeking permits
48, not 36.

FEIS at 1.1 - 1.2.

Basing cost estimates on a 36

cask facility is deceptive when authorization is being obtained
for a 48 cask facility.

48 casks is 1.333 times 36 casks, so the

cost of the project has now increased 1.333 times, or ($40
million)

(1.333)

=

$53.333 million.

Cost Of lSFSl With Permitted Number Of Casks:

$53.333 million

But how likely is it that the ISFSI will not need to be
larger than 48 casks at full operation, given NSP's desire to
operate its Prairie Island plant at full capacity through an
extended license period, and the Department of Energy's ("DOE")
17
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•

inability to begin accepting waste for permanent storage?
FEIS indicates not likely at all.

The

FEIS at 3.24 - 3.25, 4.20,

4.24 - 4.26.
The FEIS outlines five scenarios with respect to the
quantity of dry cask storage required.

FEIS at 3.24 -, 3.25.

All

indications are that NSP plans to seek an extension of its
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (IINRC") operating license for
Prairie Island, and that federal acceptance of waste for
permanent disposal is uncertain and distant.

The conclusion on

federal waste storage is unsurprising; one need only recall the
political furor in this State when the federal government
suggested siting a permanent repository here.

Scenario D is the

appropriate scenario for likely cost estimates:

•

Assumptions: No federal acceptance
of spent fuel before the plant is to
be decommissioned, 50 year plant
life [assumes a 10 year plant life
extension granted by the NRC] .
Results: Storage for 3546 spent fuel
assemblies needed, and would require a total
of about 90 casks. This number cannot be
specifically projected, due to the presence of
non-standard (either previously consolidated
or damaged) fuel currently in pool storage.
Storage would be needed until all fuel is
accepted by the DOE.
FEIS at 3.25 (emphasis added).
casks.

90 casks is 1.875 times 48

If the cost of a 48 cask ISFSI is $53.333 million, the

.'

cost of the more likely 90 cask ISFSI is ($53.333 million)
(1.875)

=

$100 million. 8

Cost Of ISFSI With Likely Eventual Number Of Casks:
2.

$100 Million

The Casks Have To Be Made Transport Ready
Eventually

The casks which NSP proposes to use in the ISFSI are not

•

designed for long distance transport.

FElS at 3.29, 5.14 - 5.16.

The reason why is that transport-worthy casks cost 50% to 100%
more than casks designed for storage alone.

FEIS at 5.16.

Yet,

the casks must at some point be retrofitted for transport, or
replaced with transport-worthy casks.

Otherwise, a fraud will

have been committed on the public, as NSP's

11

temporary II storage

facility become a permanent above ground waste dump.

Prior

reaction in Minnesota to such proposal has shown that, in the

8

It is proper to use the FElS's Scenario D in
calculating the likely eventual number of casks in the
ISFSI.
NSP has had a history of systematically
underestimating the scope of the nuclear waste problem at
its Prairie Island plant, then returning to regulatory
authorities for larger and larger bites at the apple.
For instance the initial lIenvironrnental review ll documents
for the construction and operation of the Prairie Island
plant blandly assumed that, 11 there was no expectation
that there would ever be a problem with storage space. 11
Tab 9.
Of course, there was a problem.
Fifteen years
later, in the early 1980s, NSP sought and obtained
permission to IIre-rack ll the· spent fuel rods in its
storage pool, a quick-fix which was allegedly going to
solve Prairie Island's fuel storage problems. Of. course,
it didn't. Now NSP would have everyone believe that a 48
cask ISFSI will solve the problem. It won't. Use of the
90 cask Scenario D for purposes of calculating the true
likely cost of the ISFSI is appropriate. Every time the
nuclear waste problem at Prairie Island is revisited, it
just gets worse.
Worst case analysis is clearly
appropriate here. See also Minn. R. 4410.2500 regarding
need for worst case analysis.
19

full light of disclosure, such a proposal could never succeed.
Therefore, the cost of making the casks transport ready must be
factored into the costs of the ISFSI. 9

For the sake of

estimation, let's use the midpoint in the range of cost to make
the casks transportable: 75% more expensive than the present
storage-only proposal.

Likely cost of the project then becomes

($100 million storage-only ISFSI cost) (1.75) = $175 million.

Cost Of ISFSI With Transport Worthy Casks:
3.

$~75

Million

Cost of Decommissioning Must Be Included

Costs of decommissioning the ISFSI are not included in NSP's
cost estimate.

FElS at 4.27.

be $3.1 million.

The FEIS identifies these costs to

It is unclear why these costs -- certainly a

cost of the project which must be included in any analysis -- are
not included in the cost estimate.

They should be, and they add

at least $3 million to the cost of the project.

Cost of ISFSI With Decommissioning: $178 Million
4.

Cost Overruns Will Plague The ISFSI

Perhaps more than ·any other private industry, the nuclear
power industry has historically been plagued by cost overruns.
Typical cost overruns are in the billions of dollars on a
generating station.

These cost overruns have become so mammoth

and so routine in the industry that it is unrealistic to assume
that the ISFSI will come in anywhere near budget.
9

(e
~

The likely

Again, it matters not whether transport costs are
ultimately borne by NSP or DOE.
Transport is a cost of
the proj ect i whether citizens of Minnesota bear that
burden as rate payers or as taxpayers doesn't change that
fact.
20

cost of the ISFSI without accounting for cost overruns is $178
million as per the calculations above.

The investment banking

firm of Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette (IIDLJlI) used to publish
nuclear industry investment reports tracking, among other things,
the increasing costs which have plagued nuclear projects.

That

firm's 1985 report, portions of which are attached at Tab 10,
surveyed many of the commercial reactors in the country.

That

survey showed that, on average, the estimated cost of nuclear
plants during or after construction was 5.5 times
estimate of costs.

lO

the initial

The foreseeable total cost of the ISFSI

including cost overrun is ($178 million) (5.5) = $890 million.

Cost Of ISFSI After Foreseeable Cost Overruns: $890 Million
5.

The FEIS Does Not Calculate Indirect
Health Costs Of The ISFSI

The FEIS fails to quantify the increased health care and
health monitoring costs associated with ISFSI.
exist.

There costs

The fact that they have not yet been quantified merely

hides them; it does not make them go away.

The FEIS must be

remanded for a full study of the nature of these costs, and their
quantity.

These costs must be considered a part of the project.

Cost Of ISFSI Including Health Effects: $890 Million + ?
6.

10

The FEIS Identifies But Does Not Quantify
Worst-Case Scenario Operating Costs

This figure was derived by comparing the initial
lITotal Cost" estimate given in the DLJ report with the
most recent (1984 or 1985) cost figure given for each of
the reactors surveyed.
The two highest and the two
lowest figures were then discarded.
An unweighted
average cost overrun was then calculated.
21
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If a federal repository is not set up until well after the
Prairie Island plant is shut down and decommissioned, the FEIS
identifies escalating costs for longer-term storage.
4.25.

FEIS at

Furthermore, a cost bond should be posted by NSP to

cover decommissioning costs.
to quantify these costs.

However, the FEIS does not attempt

Nonetheless, decision makers need to be

aware of such costs.
Cost Of ISFSI Under Worst-Case Operating Scenario: $890 Million +
? + ?
7.

The FEIS Does Not Quantify The Costs Of An
Accident

The longer spent fuel is stored in above ground casks, the
greater the chances of a catastrophic accident.
putting the genie back in the bottle.

•

There is no

Once those casks are

sitting outdoors on their pad, they will stay there until a
federal repository is opened.

If no federal repository opens,

they may stay there essentially forever -- certainly longer than
the 500 year flood which the ISFSI is designed to withstand.
FElS at 4.14.
The FElS makes no attempt to quantify the costs of a
catastrophic accident.

They are obviously immense.

Even if

discounted to reflect likelihood of occurrence, if we knew them
exactly, the costs of an accident could swamp all other costs of
the ISFSl combined.. Those costs should be factored into
decisions on the lSFSl.
Cost Of ISFSI Including Accident Costs: $890 Million + ? + ? + ?
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In summary, the State and the rate payers are not getting a
bargain with the ISFSI.

They are buying a pig in a poke, with

direct costs certain to mount to many times NSP's estimates, and

•

with numerous large but as yet unquantified costs skulking about
out there.

B.

CONSERVATION SHOULD BE THE PREFERRED
ALTERNATIVE

Of the proposed ISFSI and all the alternatives identified in
the FEIS, the conservation alternative is clearly the best
option.

The EQB should identify it in the EIS as the preferred

alternative.
The conservation alternative is feasible and prudent.
supra at Part I.

See

By reducing output at prairie Island over the

next several years, and replacing that output with more efficient .
use of energy, NSP will be able to continue to operate the plant
without a dry cask storage system, through the plant's presently
licensed operating period if need be.

FEIS at 5.47.

The conservation alternative is clean.

As the FEIS notes at

5.11 - 5.12, there are environmental costs associated with power
production.

We know there are significant health costs

associated with the proposed ISFSI.

The conservation alternative

avoids these costs.
The conservation alternative is forward looking.

There is

substantial doubt, reflected in the FEIS, that there will ever be
a permanent nuclear waste repository in the United States, or a
permanently safe method of waste disposal.
back in time to the days when,

While we cannot go

"there was no expectation that
23
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there would ever be a problem with storage space," and stop the
entire accumulation of high level radioactive waste, we can avoid
generating more waste then is absolutely necessary.

The

conservation alternative allows for such action.
The conservation alternative makes economic sense.

The FEIS

identifies the cost to conserve the amount of energy equivalent
to the amount generated by the Prairie Island plant to be $150
million.

When all costs of the ISFSI are fairly measured and

incurred, the cost of conservation will seem cheap.
as the FEIS notes,

In addition,

"the investment [in conservation] would be

paid off with lower energy bills."

FEIS at 5.11.

The conservation alternative is legally mandated.

The

Minnesota Environmental Rights Act (IlMERAIl), Minn. Stat .

•

§

116B.09 subd. 2 provides:
In any [ ] administrative, licensing, or
other similar proceedings, the agency shall
consider the alleged impairment, pollution, or
destruction of the air, water, land. or other
natural resources located within the state and
no conduct shall be authorized or approved
which does. or is likely to have such effect
so long as there is a feasible and prudent
alternative consistent with the reasonable
requirements of the public health, safety, and
welfare and the state's paramount concern for
the protection of its air, water, land and
other natural resources from pollution,
impairment, or destruction.
Economic
considerations alone shall not justifY such
conduct.

(Emphasis added.)

MEPA provides in Minn. Stat. § 116D.04 subd. 6

a virtually identical substantive standard for decision making.
State Health Department Ilrisk assessments ll have identified a

(e

cancer risk from the proposed ISFSI ranging from 6 to 23 times
24

acceptable state standards.

The carcinogenic radiation coming

off those casks is a pollutant.

It will pollute the environment

every bit as much as if the Prairie Island plant were pouring
dioxin straight into the Mississippi River.

There is a feasible

and prudent alternative--the conservation alternative--to this
environmental degradation.

The law requires the EQB to endorse

that alternative.
When Bertolt Brecht, an intelligent layman, made the
observation quoted at the beginning of these comments, the
nuclear age had barely dawned.

To him, the .idea that nuclear

energy was too dangerous to be left in the hands of scientists
was immediately apparent.

By contrast, it took physicist Andrei

Sakharov an entire career working in the nuclear field to come to
the same conclusion; but arrive at it he did.

The EIS process is

one in which citizens and the collected knowledge of the State's
environmental agencies can affect decision making on the proposed
ISFSI.

The EQB can and should take a leadership role on the

nuclear waste storage issue and endorse the conservation
alternative as the preferred alternative.

25
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CONCLUSION
For all of the reasons given, the EQB should pass a motion
which remands the FEIS for the following action:
1)

Performance of a comprehensive study of
the effects of the ISFSI on human health,
including a quantification of the health
care and health care monitoring costs
which will be incurred as a result of the
ISFSI if built;

2)

Correction of the other flaws in the FEIS
identified in Part III of these comments;

3)

Identification of a preferred alternative.

The evidence demonstrates, and MERA and MEPA require, that
conservation be the preferred

Dated: May 6, 1991

al~J(/ ~.

,~~

Brian B. O'Neill
Richard A. Duncan
Sandi B. Zellmer
FAEGRE &: BENSON
2200 Norwest Center
90 South 7th Street
Minneapolis, MN 55402

•

and
Kurt V. BlueDog
William J. Hardacker
BLUEDOG LAW OFFICE
Suite 555
5001 West 80th Street
Bloomington, MN 55437
(612) 893-1813
Attorneys for the Prairie
Island Mdewakanton Sioux
Indian Community
MGG01E8A.WP5
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ATTACHMENT It __..._.i

AFFIDAVIT OF PAUL W. HANSEN
State of Minnesota )
) ss •
County of Hennepin )
Paul W. Hansen, being duly sworn, states based on his
knowledge, information and belief:
1.

By virtue of my background, training, and

experience, I have gained expertise in issues related to the
conservation of energy and the conservation of the natural
resources of the Upper Mississippi River.

In preparation for

giving this affidavit, I have reviewed the Final Environmental
Impact Statement ("FEIS") dated April 12, 1991, prepared by the
Minnesota Environmental Quality Board on the proposed Prairie
Island Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation ("ISFSI"),
specifically the section on conservation alternatives to the
ISFSI, FEIS at 5.7 - 5.12, as well as the conservation programs
implemented or scheduled to be implemented by other electric
utilities nationwide, and studies by the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories, the United
States Congress's Office of Technology Assessment, the united
States Department of Energy, the Rocky Mountain Institute, the
Electric Power Research Institute, the Northwest Power Planning
Council, and others.

A list of the titles of these studies is

appended to this affidavit.
2.

I am Director of the Midwest Office of the Izaak

Walton League of America, an organization with 53,000 members

•

•

nationwide who are dedicated to the wise use and protection of
the environment and America's outdoor heritage,

Since 1984, I

have directed programs aimed particularly at clean air, energy
policy, and the wise use of the Upper Mississippi River system,
which Congress has recognized as a nationally significant
ecosystem.

Since 1989, I have concentrated an increasingly

large portion of my professional activity

o~

issues related to

energy conservation and efficiency . . For almost a decade, I
have also served "as a consultant to the Canadian government,
providing monthly or quarterly reports on energy and
environmental issues of bilateral concern.

From 1981 to 1990,

this activity focused predominately on acid rain and clean air

•

issues, with some discussion of energy, Great Lakes and Arctic
issues.

It now focuses primarily on reportage of environmental

initiatives and other developments in the environment and
energy area that might be of interest to Canadians.

I hold a

bachelor's degree in biology from Antioch. University, and a
master's degree in natural resources administration from
Goddard University.

This affidavit is presented independent of

my professional affiliations.
3.

I am very familiar with the energy policy issues

implicated by the ISFSI and the technical potential of
increased energy efficiency to save electric power.

In 1979,

my master's thesis, "Energy Resource Development and the Public

•
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Lands," focused on the environmental benefits of energy
efficiency.

I read regularly numerous journals and

publications on energy efficiency issues, and in the past year
I have been asked to write and speak on energy issues before
many business, legislative and utility groups.

In April 1991,

for instance, I spoke before a group convened by the
Minneapolis Chamber of Commerce and Minnesota Attorney
General's office.

I have had editorials on energy efficiency

published in the Minneapolis Star Tribune.

Extensive reference

to my work is featured in an article in the current issue of
Audubon Magazine.

In the past year I have attended

professional meetings at the invitation of the Rocky Mountain
Institute, the General Electric Lighting Institute, the United
States Department of Energy, Wisconsin's utilities' Energy
Expo, Niagara Power, the National Association of Independent
Lighting Distributors, the Independent Lighting Distributors
Association and others.

On March 1, 1991, I was one of ten

national experts invited to participate in a training and
strategy session on utility regulatory reform and efficiency at
the Conservation Law Foundation in Boston.
4.

I have conducted my review of the FEIS toward the

goal of answering the following question:
Is energy conservation a feasible and prudent
alternative to the proposed ISFSI7

-3-
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•

By this I mean is it technically possible in Minnesota
to replace up to the entire capacity of Northern States Power
Company's ("NSP") Prairie

I~land

nuclear power station without

creating "community disruptions . . . reaching extraordinary
magnitudes."

County of Freeborn v. Bryson, 243 N.W.2d 316, 320

(Minn. 1976).

My conclusions are that energy conservation is a

feasible and prudent alternative to the proposed ISFSI:
a.

There is no doubt that the technical potential

exists within Minnesota and within NSP's service area to reduce
energy demand by the 8,279 gigawatt-hours ("GWh") produced by
the Prairie Island nuclear power station (1989)

(FEIS at 5.12),

thereby providing a feasible, prudent and completely safe

•

alternative to 20 or more years of "temporary" storage of
highly radioactive waste.

The 1988 Department of Public

Service ("DPS") study Energy:

MinnesQta OptiQns fQr the 1990's

cQncluded that MinnesQtans eQuId save 52% Qf electric energy,
which represents 3511 megawatts ("MW") Qf NSP's 1990 capacity
(6752 MW) Qr 16,798 GWh Qf NSP's tQtal 1990 power Qutput
(32,304.9 GWh).

This pQtential savings represents mQre than

twice the pQwer Qutput (1988) Qf the Prairie Island statiQn.
~

FEIS at 5.11 - 5.12.
b.

The MinnesQta DPS study's cQnclusiQns on the

technical pQtential fQr energy savings are quite cQnsistent
with a number of studies frQm Qther highly regarded sources

-4-

such as the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories and the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory.

Studies from the Rocky Mountain Institute

•

find that it is technically possible to save up to 75% of the
energy currently used through conservation methods.

Studies of

the Electric Power Research Institute ("EPRI") -- the utility
industry's research arm -- more conservatively identify the
technical potential to save 24% to 44% of current energy use
through conservation technology.

As a percent of NSP's 1990

total power output of 32,304.9 million GWh, even EPRI's lowest
range estimate would provide 7,753 GWh of savings, an amount
approaching the entire output of the Prairie Island station.
c.

The DPS study, and the studies from Lawrence

Berkeley Laboratories, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Rocky
Mountain Institute, and EPRI all conclude that the technically
possible savings identified can be achieved without disruptions
of extraordinary magnitudes in the lives of energy consumers.
In fact, these studies all specifically note that these savings
can be accomplished at no loss, and often an improvement, in
service as compared to existing products and technologies.

The

technically possible savings identified are therefore prudent
in nature.
5.

Programs underway at a number of utilities have

shown that these potential savings can be realized through
demand-side management ("DSM") programs:

-5-
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•

a.

The basic principles of demand-side management

(alternately referred to as least cost planning or integrated
resource management) call for utilities to invest in rebates,
financing, technical assistance and other partnership programs
with

bu~iness

and residential customers to improve the end use

efficiency of electrical use in their service area.

Most

programs offer advice and incentives to make sure that no
opportunities will be missed in the construction of new
buildings, where marginal investments for more efficient·
systems are particularly cost effective.

Programs to share the

cost of improvements in commercial lighting equipment,
refrigeration and air conditioning, and replacement of

•

inefficient industrial motors with more efficient ones, are a
common part of DSM programs.

Residential programs to provide

rebates for energy efficient lighting, weatherization, low-flow
shower heads and water heater wraps are also common to DSM
programs in other regions, but do not exist in Minnesota.

Some

programs in California and New England are now providing
one-stop service to every customer in their service area
leasing the upgraded efficient equipment to the customer at a
rate that lowers the customer's energy costs, but is cheaper
than providing the power by other means.
b.

During the 1980s several programs undertaken by

the Bonneville Power Administration for just a few electrical

•
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use areas -- residential heating, commercial outdoor lighting,
and limited industrial modernization-- have yielded a measured

•

savings of 241 MW and estimated savings of another 50 MW.
Improved building codes and standards have saved an additional
100-400 MW.

The New England Electric System expects to have

saved 356 MW and 572 GWh by the end of this year after only a
few years of experimental programs.

The tiny Osage, Iowa (pop.

3600) municipal utility, only a few miles south of the
Minnesota border, saved an estimated $1.2 million in 1988 or
more than $1,000 per household, through their DSM efforts.

In

the coming year, Wisconsin utilities will spend about $138
million on DSM programs and Iowa utilities will spend over $40
million.

Minnesota utilities will spend only about $20

million -- much of it not on the most cost-effective programs.
6.

Many of the nation's utilities believe that

demand-side management programs designed to capture the energy
savings made possible by advances in end use efficiency provide
a feasible and prudent means of reducing energy demand, as
evidenced by the major investments that they are making to
capture these savings.

The nation's largest investor-owned

utility, Pacific Gas and Electric, recently announced plans to
save through conservation technology 2,475 MW of capacity over
the next ten years, including over 102 MW of peak capacity in
the next year alone.

The Sacramento Municipal utility District

•
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•

is currently "building" 600 MW of conservation power through a
comprehensive program of customer service and financing of
efficiency improvements in their service area.

The Bonneville

Power Administration power plan calls for 1,350 megawatts of
"conservation power" over the next ten years.

New England

Electric System is going ahead with plans to save 1,162 MW and
Consolidated Edison of New York has plans to save 2,509 MW.

7.

Based upon my knowledge and expertise in the

field, my review of the FEIS, the DPS 1988 study, and my review
of other studies on energy conservation through demand side
management, and DSM programs already underway at other
utilities, I conclude that conservation is a feasible and

•

prudent alternative to the
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2010," Oak Ridge National Laboratory, January 1991.
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EPA, August 1990.
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Minnesota Department of Public Service, Energy: Minnesota Options for the
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Paul Hansen was born on February 22, 1952, in Bridgeport,
Connecticut. He received his B.A. in biology from Antioch University in
1975, and completed his M.A. in natural resources administration in 1979.
His thesis focused on the environmental benefits of the efficient use of
energy.
Paul Hansen came to the Izaak Walton League of America (IWLA) in
January of 1982 as Acid Rain Project Coordinator and moved to Minneapolis
in September of 1984 to open the IWLA Midwest Regional Office. He was
promoted to director of that office in January of 1989. This office
focuses on Upper Mississippi River wildlife habitat, navigation issues,
water resources and development, hydropower, soil erosion, sustainable
agriculture, energy issues, air quality, and other issues.

~.

Since 1981, Hansen has also served as a consultant on Acid Rain and
other environmental issues of bilateral concern for the Canadian
government's Department of the Environment and Department of External
Affairs.
He has written hundreds of articles on conservation issues and is the
author of the IWLA reports Acid Rain and Waterfowl: The Case for Concern .
in North America, Air Pollution: The Invisible Thief of American
Agriculture and Planned Obsolescence in Lighting: The Cost to the
Environment and Economy. Paul Hansen is also Conservation and Natural
Resources Editor of Fishing Facts magazine and is presently Chair of the
National Affairs and Environment Committee of the Outdoor Writers
Association of America.
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Over the past few years, he has made presentations on environmental
and energy issues to groups in the U.S. and Canada, including appearances
on "Good Morning America" in the U.S. and "The Journal" in Canada. He has
testified before committees in both the U.S. House of Representatives and
Canada's House of Commons. In 1987, Canada's Speaker of the House of
Commons, John Fraser, personally recognized Hansen on the floor of the
Parliament as an "American Friend of Canada," for his work on the acid
rain issue - a privilege usually reserved for Visiting heads of state and
other dignitaries. After almost a decade of involvement in the effort to
reauthorize the Clean Air Act with strong acid rain controls, on November
15, 1990 he was invited to the White House signing ceremony for this
historic legislation •
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LENGTH: 6089 words
HEADLINE: Efficient use of electricity
BYLINE: Fickett, Arnold P.i Gellings, Clark W.; Lovins, Amory B.
BODY:
Efficient Use of Electricity
Electricity is fundamental to the quality af modern life. It is a uniquely
valuable, versatile and controllable form of energy, which can perform many
tasks efficiently. In little over 100 years electricity has transformed the
ways Americans and most peoples of the world live. Lighting, refrigeration,
electric motors, medical teChnologies, computers and mass communications are but
a few of the improvements it provides to an expanding share of the world's
growing population.
Many analysts believe that regional electricity shortages could occur in the
U.S. within the next 10 years, perhaps as early as 1993. Given the importance
of electricity to all sectors of the economy, such shortages would have severe
consequences. Yet financing large-scale power plant construction could push
Ameri ca IS $ 170-billion-a-year electri city costs higher: a large (one billion ."'"
watts) power plant costs more than $ 1 billion and may entail lengthy regUlatory i~
and environmental approvals. Thus there is grOWing pressure for utilities to
provide needed generating capacity or to reduce electricity demand, or both.
A kilowatt-hour of electricity can light a 100-watt lamp for 10 hours or lift
a ton 1,000 feet into the air or smelt enough aluminum for a six-pack of soda
cans or heat enough water for a few minutes' shower. To save money and ease
environmental pressures, can more mechanical work or light, more aluminum ar a
longer shower be wrung from that same kilowatt-hour?
The answer is clearly yes. Yet estimates as to how much more range from 30
to 75 percent. Also at issue is how fast efficiency can be improved, and at
What cost.
Since the oil embargo of 1973, energy intensity--the amount of energy
required to produce a dollar af U.S. gross national product--has fallen by 28
percent. Plugged steam leaks, caulk guns, duct tape, inSUlation and cars Whose
efficiency has increased by seven miles per gallon have helped to extract more
work from each unit of fuel. Applications of electricity, too, have made
important contributions to productiVity and to a more information-based economy.
Electricity accounts for a grOWing fraction of energy demand, and its relation
to the gross national product has held relatively steady in recent years. It is
not clear, however, that electricity and economic growth must continue to march
in lockstep. Technologies and implementation techniques now exist for using
electricity more efficiently while actually imprOVing services. HarneSSing thiS.potential could get society off the present treadmill of ever higher financial
and environmental risks and could make affordable the electric serVices that
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are vital to global development [see illustration on next pageJ .
Historical patterns are already starting to change. California reduced its
electric intensity by 18 percent from 1977 to 1986 and expects the trend to
continue. Nevertheless, in such major industries as cars, steel and paper,
Japan's electric use per ton is falling while the U.S.'s Is rising--chiefly
because American companies are still adopting new fuel-saving
"electrotechnologies" already common in Japan. But companies there are
imprOVing their efficiency at a faster rate. The resultant widening efficiency
gap contributes to Japanese competitiveness.
Other industrialized nations are also setting higher standards for
efficiency. Sweden has outlined ways to dOUble its electricity efficiency.
Denmark has vowed to cut its carbon dioxide output to half the 1988 level by
2030 and West Germany to 75 percent of the 1987 level by 2005; both nations
emphasize efficiency.
These encouraging developments reflect rapid progress on four separate but
related fronts: advanced technologies for using electricity more productively;
new ways to finance and deliver those technologies to customers; expanded and
reformUlated roles for electric utilities; and innovative regulation that
rewards efficiency.
The technological revolution 15 most dramatic. The 1980's created a flood of
more powerful yet cost-effective electricity-saving devices~ If anything,
progress seems to be accelerating as developments in materials, electronics,
computer design and manufacturing converge. Rocky Mountain Institute estimates
that in the past five years the potential to save electricity has about doubled,
whereas the average cost of saving a kilowatt-hour has fallen by about two
thirds. The institute has also found that most of the best efficient
technologies are less than a year old.

•

Of course, While some innovations are saving electricity, others will use
electricity in new ways 1n those areas where electricity has an advantage over
other forms of energy.
For example, electricity can be environmentally
beneficial and cost-effective in ultraviolet curing of finishes, microwave
heating and drying, induction heating and several other industrial uses. Such
electrotechnologies save money and fuel and reduce pollution overall. The
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) estimates that by 2000 these new
technologies will save as much as half a quadrillion British thermal units
(Btu·s) of fuel per year yet will increase electricity use in the U.S. only
slightly.

•..

-L

~.

•

c

How much electricity could be saved if we did everything, did it right and
fully applied the best technologies for efficiency? Agreement is grOWing that
an astonishing amount of electricity--far more than the 5 to 15 percent cited a
few years ago--could be saved in the U.S. According to a 1990 report by EPRI,
it is technically feasible to save from 24 to 44 percent of U.S. electricity by
2000--some of it rather expensively--in addition to the 9 percent already
inclUded in utility forecasts. ThUS, theoretically, aggressive efficiency
efforts might capture as much as three to five times the saVings that EPRI
forecasts to happen spontaneously, about four to seven times as much as current
utility programs plan to capture (80 billion watts before 2000). Rocky Mountain
Institute estimates a long-term potential to save about 75 percent of
electricity at an average cost of .6 cent per kilowatt-hour--several times

rVff~® ri1f1l!e'Vtl~® /1 re'Vtlte® rA[lf2!'Vtl~'
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lower than just the cost of fuel for a coal or nuclear plant. Even more could • .
be saved at higher costs. The differences between these estimates are less
.
important than their agreement that substantial amounts of electricity can be
saved in a cost-effective manner.
How do potential electricity savings in the U.S. compare With analyses for
other countries? Potential savings vary, mainly because of differences in
Climate, in use of appliances and in price and economic structure. Western
Europeans and the Japanese hav~ already captured more of the potential
electricity savings, and, as these nations continue to progress, they will pay
more for less electricity savings than Americans, but the differences are
probably not SUbstantial. Studies have found potential savings of 50 percent in
Sweden at an average cost of 1.3 cents per kilowatt-hour, 75 percent in Danish
buildings at 1.3 cents per kilowatt-hour and 80 percent in West German
households at a cost repaid in 2.6 years (see illustration on page 68J.
Strong anecdotal evidence suggests that in most developing and socialist
countries, many electric devices are several times leS5 efficient than in the
U.S. Improved deVices are often costly there today because they require
electronics or special materials that are not readily available. But as global
markets for these devices expand, lowering their international prices, it is
reasonable to expect that the potential electricity savings will be even greater
1n the countries that are the least efficient today. The U.S. potential may
therefore prove to be not a bad surrogate for the global average.
To understand the pitfalls involved and the effort required to move toward a
more efficient economy~ consumers and suppliers of electricity must understand
how major savings can be achieved. Electricity, like other forms of energy,
can be saved by demanding fewer or inferior services--warmer beer, colder
Showers, dimmer lights. No such options are considered here. If technology is
applied intelligently, electricity can be saved without sacrificing the quality
of services. In fact, many new deVices actually function better than the
equ ipment they replace: they provide more pleas ing light, more reI i able
production and higher standards of comfort and control.
The biggest savings in electricity can be attained in a few areas: lights,
motor systems and the refrigeration of food and rooms. In the U.S. lighting
consumes about a quarter of electricity--about 20 percent directly, plus another
5 percent in cooling equipment to compensate for the unwanted heat that lights
emit. In a typical existing commercial building, lighting uses about two fifths
of all electricity directly or more than half including the cooling load.
Converting to today1s best hardware could save some 80 to 90 percent of the
electricity used for lighting, according to Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. EPRI
suggests that as much as 55 percent could be saved through cost-effective means.
Compact fluorescent lamps, for instance, consume 75 to 85 percent less
electricity than do incandescent ones. They cyclists are either mixed with
motorized traffic or assigned to lanes that lack protective barriers. In
suburban areas, pedestrians must often do without sidewalks and even crosswalks.
The Netherlands, one of the most densely popUlated OECD countries, has worked
hard to create incentives for the use of bicycles. The government has set aside
paths and parking spaces for bicycles, established rent-a-bike facilities at
•
railroad stations and allowed train passengers to bring their bicycles on board.
As a reSUlt, bicycles carry fully 9 percent of the country's commuters. In
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some cities, they account for more than 40 percent of all passenger trips.
Although a large majority of the vehicles on the road today are in the OECD
countries, most of the increase in the world1s fleet over the next 50 years is
likely to occur in Eastern Europe and the developing countries. There are many
reasons to keep the concomitant increase in oil consumption as low as possible.
Countries that lack oil will have to spend scarce foreign exchange to import it;
countries that now export oil will have to divert some of it to their expanding
domestic markets. In either case, the supply of investment capital for
development will dwindle, and the external debt could well grow. At the same
time, regional air quality will undoubtedly deteriorate, as it already has in
many traffic-congested cities in the developing world.
Developing nations do have one crucial advantage over developed ones: they
can head off many problems of unplanned industrialization before they become
intractable. Because developing countries have not yet institutionalized the
private car to the degree seen in the OECD nations, they are still in a position
to create mass-transit systems that people will want to use.

•

Curitiba, capital of the state of Parana, in southeastern Brazil is a famous
model of how planning can avert the disadvantages of wasteful fuel consumption
and gridlock. The city's transportation system revolves around five radial
express lines reserved exclusively for buses. These arteries are connected by
Interdistrict lines, and the whole system is linked to neighborhoods by feeder
lines. Land-use ordinances have encouraged the establishment of residences and
businesses near bus stops. As a result, Curitiba enjoys one of the highest
rates of motor vehicle ownerShip per ~apita and one of the lowest rates of fuel
consumption per vehicle in Brazil. A comparatively large number of people have
cars, but most of them prefer mass transit for routine urban travel.
Of courSE, even with the aggressive purSUit of mass transit, the demand for
cars jn Eastern Europe and the developing countries is likely to increase--but
not as fast as it did in regions that industrialized earlier. It is therefore
crucial that the cars they import be as efficient as possible. Furthermore, as
developing nations establish domestic automotive industries of their own, it is
of critical importance that they make efficient products.
Because of the increasing consumption of energy by the transportation
systems of Eastern Europe and the developing countries, air quality and the
balance of payments are deteriorating hand in hand. Many of these countries
might consider developing indigenous alternative fuels, just as Brazil did in
the late 1970's, When skyrocketing oil prices and plummeting sugar prices
devoured that country's supply of foreign exchange.
Even though most developing countries are not as well endowed with biomass
feedstock as Brazil and may not be able to produce enough fuel to run all their
vehicles, biomass can still replace a significant fraction of the imports.
Moreover, qUite a few of these countries possess unexploited reserves of natural
gas. Thailand, Indonesia and Argentina, for example, are already testing cars
that run on domestic natural gas. Before any alternative-fuel programs are
launched, however, all the risks and benefits must be assessed comprehensively.

I,~

But the effort to rethink transportation systems must begin in the DECO
countries, which created the problems of waste and pollution. This effort must
first concentrate on light vehicles, which predominate in overall
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transportation energy use. Progress in addressing this sector can be made
•
only with the cooperative leadership of national governments. The OECD members
can perhaps best begin their task by signing a protocol on the lowering of
carbon dioxide emissions from road vehicles. That step could serve as the model
for other countries whose transportation sectors are only now beginning to
expand.
DEBORAH L. BLEVIS5 and PETER WALZER study the technology and policy of
automotive energy use. Bleviss is executive director of the International
Institute for Energy Conservation in Washington, D.C., and the author of The
New Oil Crisis and Fuel Economy Technologies: Preparing the Light Transportation
Industry for the 1990's (Quorum Books, 1988). She received a B.S. in physics
from the University of California, Los Angeles, and did additional graduate work
at Princeton University. Walzer is head of corporate research at Volkswagen AG
and a lecturer at the Technical University of Aachen. He stUdied economics and
aeronautical engineering as an undergraduate and received a doctorate in
engineering from the University of Aachen in 1970. After 10 years of research
experience, he joined Volkswagen, becoming first director of research on
alternative power plants and then executive director of research on engines,
electronics, materials and aerodynamic design.
from the ground, one must determine how much electricity can be profitably
saved employing existing technology and how to convert that reserve to actual
production.
Efficient technologies are often underused because of the lack of customer
demand (market pUll) or the lack of a SUfficient distribution channel (market
push), or both. If electricity consumers want efficient appliances and ask
retailers to provide them, retailers will then ask Wholesalers to supply them,
and wholesalers in turn will seek manUfacturers to produce those products. If
consumers fail to act, then the Whole string of potential benefits unravels.
To create market pUll, energy planners must understand how consumers make
energy choices. Most planners are puz.z.led to find that customers sometimes
shun effl~iency even when it is accompanied by attractive economic incentives.
In the past, manUfacturers and retailers have not considered efficiency to be an
important feature in new prOducts, because they have found that consumers rarely
decide to make a purchase based on efficiency. The factors that most
consistently affect their choices are appearance; safety; comfort, convenience
and contrOl; economy and reliability; high-technology features; the need to have
the latest equipment; the desire to avoid hassles; and resistance to having
utilities control energy use. Because human nature is diverse, the weighing
of these factors varies enormously, and retailers must adjust their marketing
strategies accordingly. Businesses have analogous concerns, including product
quality, production reliability, fuel fleXibility, environmental cleanliness, a
clean workplace and low risk.
If efficient technologies are to be widely deployed, a third party, such as
the electric utility or government, may need. to assume responsibility for both
market push and market pull. As we shall see, utilities have a special interest
in influencing customers· demand--treating it not as fate but as choice--in
order to prOVide better service at lower cost While increasing their own profits
and reducing their Gusiness risks. Utilities can choose from a wide range of
•
market push and pUll methods designed to influence consumer adoption and reduce
.
barriers. These include rebates or other finanCing options, direct contact
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with their customers, special tariffs, advertising, education, and cooperative
ventures with architects, engineers and suppliers of efficient technology.
Collectively, such efforts are part of demand-side management, which seeks to
change the demand for electricity while still meeting customers' needs.
More than 60 utilities serving almost half of all Americans now offer rebate
programs to promote the buying or selling of efficient devices. The
over-whelming majority (92 percent) pay rebates to purchasers to create market
pUll; about 24 percent pay appliance dealers to create market push.
Utility rebate programs can rapidly stimulate market development.
lighting equipment was unavailable in Las Vegas, for instance, until
Power Company started offering rebates, Whereupon within six months,
Wholesale and retail outlets were competing in the price and breadth
efficient lighting systems.

Effi ci en t
Nevada
20
of

Many utilities have begun to pay consumers for each kilowatt-hour saved, no
matter how it is done. They have also tried to reward "trade allies" Who remove
old, inefficient equipment or Who sell, specify or install electricity-saving
devices. Utilities sometimes offer "rebates to consumers who beat a government
performance standard, thus eliciting better technologies so the standard can be
raised until cost-effectiveness limits are reached.

•

Other financial incentives complement rebates: low- or no-interest loans,
gifts and leases. Southern California Edison Company, for example, has given
away more than 800,000 compact fluorescent lamps. The Taunton Municipal
Lighting Plant 1n Massachusetts leases such lamps for 20 cents each per month
and replaces them for free. ThUS, customers can pay for efficiency over time,
just as they would otherwise pay for power plants. The makers of compact
fluorescent lamps have relied on both their own and utilities' marketing
strategies to achieve annual U.S. sales of about 20 million units. Those sales
are doubling or tripling each year, and such lamps already dominate the West
German market.
These well-established methods are so effective that when Southern California
Edison Company had a peak load of 15 billion watts, in 1983-1984, it was able to
reduce its forecast of peak demand by more than 500 million watts in a single
year. At the same time, California's appliance and building standards increased
electricity savings even more. Annual savings represented 8.6 percent of the
utility's peak demand at the time and cost the utility only about 1 percent as
much as building and running a new power station. If all Americans saved
electricity as fast as those 10 million did, the U.S." economy could grow by
several percent every year while total electricity use decreased.
Such success stories are now spreading in the U.S. and abroad. In some
instances, skillful and imaginative marketing has captured 70 to 90 percent of
specific efficiency markets, such as housing insulation, in just a year or two.
Some utilities, such as the Bonneville Power Administration, are saving
businesses money through commercial efficiency programs whose cost is about .5
cent per kilowatt-hour.

•

Utilities such as North Carolina's Duke Power Company offer lower rates to
efficient customers. Others reqUire minimum efficiency levels as a condition of
service; Atlantic Electric in New Jersey, for example, has such an air
conditioner standard. Several states are now trying or considering a
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sliding-scale hookup fee: when a utility connects a new building to the power
•
grid, it charges a fee that is tied to the building's efficiency. Consideration
is also being given to using such fees to pay rebates ("feebates") for the mast
efficient buildings.
Still further savings may be achieved by methods that seek nat merely to
market "negawatts" (saved electricity) but to make markets in negawatts: saved
electricity can be treated as a commodity just like capper or sowbellies. This
strategy can maximize competition among means of savings and among providers of
savings and so drive dawn the cost. For example, some utilities run competitive
bidding processes in which all ways to make or save electricity compete.
SaYed electricity can be converted to money and traded between utilities or
between customers. Some utilities may even want to become "negawatt brokers"
and make spat, futures and options markets in saved electricity. Others are
considering buying contracts from their customers to stabilize or reduce demand.
The contracts could be resold in secondary markets, just as some brokers already
bUy and sell air pollution rights.
Some aggressive utilities competing in the emerging negawatt market even sell
efficiency in the territories of other utilities. Puget Sound Power and Light
Company sells electricity in one state, but its subsidiary sells efficiency in
nine s ta tes •
Even though some utilities and consumers have taken the lead in electricity
efficiency, most of the potential savings remain untapped. Customers use very
different financial criteria to assess ways to save electricity than utilities •
use to assess new p1Jwe'r plants. On the one hand, if customers invest money to
"
save electric! ty in their home or business, they will probably want to recoup,,·,
their investment within about two years--perhaps as long as five years for a few
farsighted industries and less than one year for lOW-income renters. On the
othe~ hand, if utilities build plants to increase capacity, their technical and
financial strength lets them recover costs aver a ZO-year period.
The gap between the payback horiron of consumers and utilities tends to make
society bUy tao little efficiency and tao much supply. The result in the U.S.
alone is the $ 60 billion per year now spent in expanding electricity supplies
that could be partly displaced by investments in efficiency. The payback gap
also dilutes price signals. If customers can avoid a tariff of six cents per
kilowatt-hour by saving electricity, then without other incentives they will bUy
efficiency costing up to .6 cent per kilowatt-hour--about a tenth of the tariff,
because the tariff is calCUlated at the utility·s payback horizon of ZO years,
but the customer invests on the basis of a two-year horizon. Just getting the
prices right will therefore not necessarily induce people to bUy as much
efficiency as would benefit society at large. However, correct pricing is
important: only prices that tell the truth can inform customers about how much
is enough. Prices should be adjusted to the time and season of use--perhaps
ultimately with sophisticated new kinds of electronic meters--and reflect
real-time spot prices in order to provide the most accurate signals.
Utilities around the world are reexamining their purpose. Is their mission
the production and sale of electricity, or is it the profitable production of
customer satisfaction? utilities that take the latter view believe that if

e~e~tcacit~veosU!OMatt-bba~seaftDchEneYlaDneBtdQitge~r~ot1~b~~Bt~~oleabE~£
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with high-performance shower heads and superefficient refrigerators. The only
relevant question, then, 1s wryo will sell effici~n~y? If efficien~y ,is cheaper
than electricity, customers WIll bUy less electrIcIty and more effICIency. It
is generally a sound business strategy to satisfy customer needs before someone
else does.
,Utilities are the logical organizations to expedite the use of
energy -efficient products: they have technical skill, permanence, credibility,
close ties to customers, a relatively low cost of capital and a fairly steady
cash flow. At present, however, they have little motive to expedite energy
efficiency. The conflict is obvious: Why spend money to reduce sales?
In principle, utilities can prOfit in several ways from making the~r
customers more efficient. They can avoid operating costs in the short run,
construction costs of new power plants in the medium run and replacement costs
of old power plants in the long run. They can also earn a spread on financing
efficiency, just as a bank would. Legislation such as the amended U.S. Clean
Air Act may allow utilities to use efficiency to generate pollution rights,
which they can resell. And finally, under new regulations now being adopted in
some states in the U.S., utilities may be able to receive exemplary financial
rewards for money-saving investments.

•

A major breakthrough occurred in 1989 when new regulations were accepted 1n
principle nationwide for consideration by state regulators. The proposed rules
would uncouple utilities' profits from their sales, removing a utility's
disincentive to invest in efficiency. In effect, the utilities will be
compensated for the revenue they would otherWise lose by selling less
electricity--and will get to keep part of the saVings.
Such rules have already proved effective in a few cases. Pacific Gas &
Electric Comapny in California and a group of enVironmentalists, government
administrators and consumers recently agreed that the utility should keep 15
percent of any money saved by certain new efficiency programs. Customers will
benefit by getting 85 percent rather than all of nothing.
In New York Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation has proposed another way to
profit from efficiency services. Under the plan, the utility's 12 efficiency
programs, Which cost $ 30 million to implement in 1990, will be allowed to
recover costs and clear a $ 1-million profit if the utility's 12 programs
achieve the state's goal of saving 133 million kilowatt-hours, which is worth
about $ 10 million a year in reduced energy cost for participating customers.
By 1992 the programs shOUld save 240 million kilowatt-hours per year. When does
the money come from? Prices per kilowatt-hour will rise by as much as 1.4
percent, yet participating customers will still pay lower bills because they
will consume less.

•La',

Niagara's residential low-cost measures program, for example, provides each
participating household With a lOW-flow shower head, a compact fluorescent light
bUlb and insulation to wrap their electric water heaters and pipes. The
eqUipment should save 960 kilowatt-hours per participating household per year.
For each househald, the utility loses about $ 72 in annual energy sales but
saves about $ 40 on fuel and capacity costs. The difference ($ 32 a year) is
charged to the residential customers each year for eight years and includes a $
5 profit for the utility. For the equipment, each participating household pays
$ 6 a year for eight years.
Therefore, each household will save $ Z72 over
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eight years.
As efficient technologies and implementation techniques spread t how will they
change the economics of our businesses, the services we receive and the health
of our environment? Consider first the effect of efficiency on local business.
In Osage, Iowa <population 4,000), a utility manager launched a nine-year
program to weatherize homes and control electricity loads at peak periods.
These initiatives saved the utility enough money to prepay all its debt,
accumulate a cash surplus and cut inflation-corrected rates by a third (thereby
attracting two factories to town). Furthermore, each household received mare
than $ 1,000 of savings a year, boasting the local economy and making shops
noticeably more prosperous than in comparable towns nearby. If other
communities in the U.S. followed the lead of Osage, they could create economic
vitality that would reverberate from Main Street to Wall Street.
Electric efficiency can also enhance industrial competitiveness. When the
rOd, wire and cable business fell on hard times around 1980, for example, the
biggest independent U.S. firm, Southwire, responded by saving, over eight years,
about 60 percent of its gas and 40 percent of its electricity per ton of
product. the savings yielded virtually all the company's profits during a tough
period. The efforts uf two engineers may have saved 4,000 jobs at 10 Southwire
plants in six states.

to.

Electric efficiency could also break a major logjam in global development.
In developing nations, electricity ~eneration already consumes a fourth of
global development capital, and in the next few decades the utilities of those
nations are projected to need about eight times more capital than is expected
be available--a prescription for power shortages. But efficiency can be the key-~
to saving the capital desperately needed for other development tasks.
~~~.
Electric efficiency can also ease enVironmental pressures. If a consumer
prelaces a single 75-watt bulb with repplces an 18-watt compact fluorescent lamp
that lasts 10,000 hours, the consumer can save the electricity that a typical
U.S. power plant would make from 770 pounds of coal. As a reSUlt, about 1,6000
pqunds of carbon dioxide and 18 pounds of SUlfur diOXide would not be released
into the atmosphere, reducing the contribution of these gases to global warming
and acid rain. Alternatively, an oil-fired electric plant would save 62 gallons
of oil--enough to fuel and American car for a 1,500-mile journey. Yet far from
casting extra, the lamp generates net wealth and saves as much as $ 100 of the
cast of generating electrici ty. Since saving the fuel is cheaper than burning
it, enVironmental problems can be abated at a profit. (Power plants that run on
fossil fuel use three units of fuel to make one unit of electricity, whereas in
socialist and developing countries they often use five to six units to do the
same. )
No matter how electric efficiency is used to reduce emissions, consumers and
suppliers of electricity will achieve the biggest reduction at the lowest cost
in the shortest time only if they choose the best buys first. Suppose a
government wants to reduce carbon dioxide emissions by reducing the amount of
electricity generated by coal-fired power plants. To replace that electricity,
the government should invest in law-cost efficiency options such as lighting or
motor retrofits before considering alternative high-cost technologies such as
solar or nuclear power. Otherwise each dollar spent will replace less coal
•
burning than it could have. As we compete for limited resources, the order of
enVironmental priority should be the order of economic priority.
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The determined either by "least-cast utility planning" or "integrated
resource planning"--a formal procedure now require~ by utility regUlators in
most of the U.S.--by an equivalent marKet process 1n which all ways to make Dr
save electricity compete fairly for markginal investment.
Electric efficiency, wisely bought today, can go far to stretch the
electricity supply. It can also provide time to perfect and deploy renewable
energy resources such as solar power, an area Where recent p~o~ress has been
so encouraging. If efficiency decreases the demand for electr1city, then
renewable resources can be deployed mare area Where recent progress has been so
encouraging. If efficiency decreases the demand for electrici ty, then renewable
resources can be easily and provide more electricity to more people. Buth in
the broad sense and in detailed design, electric efficiency and renewable
resources are natural partners.
The electric utility is only one of many organizations that should be
encouraging energy efficiency. State and local agencies can be particularly
helpful in educating customers. Federal support for such programs, which were
largely abandoned over the past decade, should be restored.
America's largest landlord--the U.S. government--can take the lead by
starting a maSSive, modern retrofit program in federally owned buildings. The
government could be t~e key to developing market push in certain technologies.
It could provide funds to help underwrite the high initial manufacturing costs
that penalize new technologies. In addition, state and federal authorities
could encourage manufacturers to maKe more efficient products and broaden
performance labeling [see illustration above] •

•

Governments could also do more to assist in the research and development of
efficient technology. Investments in efficiency are far out of line with
potential benefits. Not only do consumers and suppliers of electricity need
more and better hardware choices, but they also need better ways to help
designers choose from the bewilderingly large array of technologies that are
already available.
A formidable challenge to electric utilities and governments, then, as well
as to customers, design professionals and many other stakeholders, is to
integrate the technical, economic, CUltural, marketing and policy innovations
into coherent efforts to capture the efficiency potential. I t is encouraging
that many are rising to this challenge. The seriousness of some U.S. utilities'
effort, such as that of the New England Electric System, is indicated by their
commitment to allocate as much as 4 percent of their grass revenues to imprOVing
customers end-use efficiency. In recent weeks, five U.S. utilities have added
nearly $ 1 billion to their efficiency bUdgets. Same utilities in Western
Europe and Japan, too, have undertaKen similarly impessive programs. With such
efforts, electric and economic growth need to use electricity lockstep--if in a
way that saves money and the environment.
I

ARNOLD P. FICKETT, CLARK W. GELLINGS and AMORY B. LOVINS are consultants to
the power industry. Fickett is vice president of the Customer Systems Division
at the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). He received an M.S. in
electrochemistry from Northeastern University. Fickett has more than 30 years
of experience in the reasearch, engineering and application of energy -related
technologies. Gellins, who is director of the Customer Systems Division at
EPRI, has a master's in mechanical engineering from the New Jersey Institute
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of TeChnology and a master's in management science from the Stevens Institute O f .
Technology. He spent more than 20 years in energy -related technologies as
well as in marketing, forecasting, demand-side management, least-cost planning
and conservation. Lovins directs research at Rocky Mountain institute, a
nonprofit resource policy center. He and his wife, L. Hunter Lovings, founded
the center in 1982. Winner of the Onassis Foundation'S first Delphi Prize, he
was educated at Harvard and Oxford
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Minnesota Environmental
Quality Board
c/o Michael Sullivan,
Executive Director
300 Centennial Building
658 Cedar Street
St Paul, Minnesota 55155
Re:

HAND DELIVERED
AND BY U.S. MAIL

Prairie Island Independent Spent Fuel storage
Installation. Agreement Between State and NSP on
Cask Decontamination and Pad Monitoring; and
Letter Agreement on Radiological Health Effects
Study

Dear Board Members:
On behalf of the Prairie Island Mdewakanton Sioux
Indian Community ("Community"), we present for the Board's
consideration these comments regarding two recent agreements
entered into between agencies of the State of Minnesota and
Northern States Power Co. ("NSP") relating to the proposed
Prairie Island Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation
("ISFSI").
Those agreements are specifically:
1)

•

The Agreement dated March 8, 1991,
between NSP and two Minnesota agencies,
Minnesota Department of Public Service
and the MEQB, on cask decontamination
and pad monitoring; and

~
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2)

The further letter agreement of March 8,
1991, on radiological health effects
documents to be included in the
Environmental Impact statement being
prepared on the ISFSI.

(The Community itself is a party to the third agreement b~ing
considered today by the Board -- the agreement with Nuclear
Regulatory Commission staff and NSP regarding sharing of
information.)
Approximately 150 members of the Community live on the
Prairie Island Reservation, immediately adjacent to (literally
across the street from) the site of the proposed ISFSI. An
additional 150 members of the Community live outside the
reservation. A fuller description of the Community and its
concerns with the proposed ISFSI is contained in the
Community's comments on the Draft EIS, submitted earlier to the
Board.
The Community has the following specific objection to
the cask decontamination/pad monitoring agreement:
In both the areas of cask decontamination
and pad monitoring, the agreement allows for
unilateral changes of procedure by NSP, see
paragraphs l.a.iv.~ l.b.iv.
The cask decontamination/pad monitoring agreement should not be
approved unless and until NSP agrees that the procedures
identified in the agreement will only be altered to become more
stringent. No procedural changes which reduce the level and
certainty of cask decontamination or which-reduce the frequency
or extent of pad monitoring should occur.
In the event of a
dispute between the Minnesota agencies and NSP over whether a
proposed change in procedure will result in more stringent
control, the opinion of the State agencies should govern.
An
appropriate vehicle through which to resolve this concern would
be a letter agreement between NSP and the State agencies
confirming these points.
with regard to the letter agreement on documentation
to be included in the EIS on radiological health effects, the
Community does not object to the specific terms of the
agreement. We do note that NSP has asked that only certain
portions of the BEIR V study results be contained in the E1S.
We reserve the right to ask that additional portions of the
BEIR V studies be included in the EIS to ensure that the BEIR V

.~

•
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study results are fairly presented, and the right to submit
other studies for inclusion in the record. We submit herewith
the very recent study of Wing, et al., Mortality Among Workers
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 265 J.A.M.A. 1397 (1991),
discussed in more detail below.
The Community does have the following concerns with
regard to the need to conduct comprehensive studies of the
radiological health effects of the proposed ISFSI:
1.

To date no one has performed a
comprehensive study of the radiological
health effects of the proposed ISFSI on
the members of the Community living
adjacent to it, and other nearby
residents;

2.

To date no one has analyzed the relative
health effects of alternatives to the
proposed ISFSI, particularly to
investing the $40 million-plus cost of
the project in conservation or
non-polluting energy alternatives to
reduce demand for generating capacity
from the Prairie Island plant;

3.

To date no one has developed or funded a
health monitoring and health care
program for residents of the immediate
vicinity of the proposed ISFSI to detect
and treat the cancers which are a
.
foreseeable result of the proposed
ISFSI.

•

The studies referenced in the letter agreement -- BEIR V -- and
studies to date in the possession of the Minnesota Department
of Health on the health effects of the Prairie Island nuclear
generating plant on residents of Goodhue County, are not
adequate standing alone to meet the MEQB's responsibility to
study the health effects of the proposed ISFSI.

•

The National Cancer Institute has done a nationwide
study on the radiological effects of nuclear generating
facilities.
This study is presently in the possession of the
Minnesota Department of Health. The study compared cancer
rates in the county where each nuclear plant was located to
cancer rates in similar counties where there were no nuclear
plants.
Statisticians believe that in most instances this
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methodological technique is flawed/ as evidence of increased
health risks to persons -- such as members· of the Community -living in the immediate vicinity of a plant could be buried in
statistical information gathered from a large county
population. However/ this study did show that the number of
leukemia cases in Goodhue County (where the Prairie Island
plant is located) was significantly higher than in the control
group.
There is also the BEIR V report/ parts of which will
be included at NSP's request in the final EIS. This is a 1990
report of the effects of low level radiation/ based largely on
the experience of survivors of atomic bombs.
It is unclear how
one would extrapolate the results of this study to the
situation of low level radiation from a spent fuel storage
facility.
A recently published long-term medical study on
workers at Oak Ridge National Laboratories (copy attached)
indicates that exposure to low-level radiation well within
federal "safety" limits leads to a dramatically increased rate
of leukemia. As reported yesterday in the Star Tribune, the
study concluded:
Workers at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
in Tennessee who were exposed to very low
levels of nuclear radiation for many y~ars
had a leukemia death rate 63 percent higher
than the general population/ according to a
new study.
The study appears to be the first to
indicate that long-term exposure to
radiation levels well below permissible
levels--and below the average exposure for
workers at commercial nuclear-power
plants--could result in an elevated risk of
leukemia.
It also suggests that the longer a group of
workers is monitored, the higher the
leukemia rate that will be found because the
disease takes years to develop.
Epidemiologist Steve Wing of the University
of North Carolina and his colleagues
examined the records of 8,318 white men who
worked at Oak Ridge from 1943 to 1972.

•
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Because they came from a generally
well-educated and prosperous segment of the
population, the researchers said, the
workers had lower-than-expected death rates
from all causes, including cancers other
than leukemia.
But of the 1,524 who are known to have died,
28 died of leukemia and two others had
leukemia among other illnesses, the
researchers found, a rate "63 percent higher
than expected."

•

An earlier report on these workers found no
such elevated rate.
"A primary difference
between previous analyses and the current
one is the addition of seven years of
follow-up," according to the study,
indicating that the risk increases with
time, Wing said .
I think it's disturbing," Wing said of the
study, which appears in today's issue of the
Journal of the American Medical
Association.
The conclusion to the study itself states:
The all-cancer dose-response estimates
reported in this study are an order of
magnitude higher than those reported from
analyses of the mortality experience of the
survivors of the atomic bombings of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Japan.
265 J.A.M.A. at 1402. In other words, the BEIR V study may be
wholly inapplicable to the situation encountered at the
proposed ISFSI -- years-long low-dose exposure.

•

This new study is disturbing because members of the
Community living adjacent to the proposed ISFSI are situated
much more similarly to the plant workers who suffered these
high health risks than to the residents in older county-wide
studies which indicated lower health risks.
(Though it is
noteworthy that if the new Oak Ridge study is correct, the
elevated leukemia rates identified in Goodhue County by the
National Cancer Institute will become more pronounced as the
years pass.)
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In order to comply with its duty to analyze all
environmental impacts of the proposed ISFSI and alternatives
thereto, the Board should:
1.

Commission a comprehen~ive study of the
radiological health effects of the proposed
ISFSI on neighboring residents from the
Minnesota Department of Health.
While information-sharing with NSP can be
very helpful to this study, the study should
be conducted independently by the State.

2.

Commission the study and development of a
health monitoring program and health care
program for local residents to facilitate
early detection and treatment of the cancers
which the proposed ISFSI will cause.
The costs of necessary health monitoring and
health care created by the proposed ISFSI
should be quantified and included as part of
the costs of the project. They are every
bit as much a cost of the project as cement
and steel.

3.

The relative health effects of alternatives
to the proposed ISFSI should be studied.
In particular, the presently inadequate
consideration of investing the cost of the
project in conservation technology and
alternative energy technology to reduce
requirements for power generation from the
Prairie Island reactor should be expanded,
and should include study of the comparative
health effects of such alternatives.

It is important that the Board bear these
health-related questions in mind when reviewing the agreements
between the State and NSP.
Now is the time for the Board to
focus on the presently inadequate state of the record on the
health effects of the proposed ISFSI and to begin the studies
necessary to document the human health cost of the project, to
quantify the medical monetary cost of the project, to determine
who is to bear those costs, and to examine what less-costly
alternatives exist and should be considered.

•
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Thank you for your consideration of these comments and
concerns of the Prairie Island Mdewakanton Sioux Indian
Community.

Richard A. Duncan
FAEGRE & BENSON
and
William Hardacker
BLUEDOG LAW OFFICE
Attorneys for the Community
slw/6948P
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Mortality Among Workers at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory
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Evidence of Radiation Effects in Follow-up Through 1984
Steve Wing. PhD; Carl M. Shy, MD; Joy L. WOOd. MS: Susanne Wolf. MPH; Donna L Cragle. PhD; E. L. Frome. PhD
White men hired at the Oak Ridge (Tenn) National Laboratory between 1943 and
1972 were followed up for vital status through 1984 (N = 8318. 1524 deaths).
Relatively low mortality compared with that in US white men was observed for
most causes' of death. but leukemia mortality was elevated In the total cohort
(63% higher, 2B deaths) and in workars who had at some time baen monitored for
Internal radionuclide contamination (123%. higher. 16 deaths). Median cumulative dose at external penetrating radiation was 1.4 mSv; 638 workers had
cumulative doses above 50 mSv (6 rem~ After accounting for age. birth cohort, a
measure of socioeconomic slatus, and active worker status. axternal radiation
with a 2o-year exposure lag was related to all causes of death (2.68"k Increase
per 10 mSv) primarily due to an association with cancer mortality (4.94% por 10
mSv ). Studies of this population through 1977 did not find radialion~cer
mortality associations. and Identical analyses using the shorter folloW-up
showed that associations w~l'l radialion did not appear until after 1977. The
radlatlon.cancer dose response Is 10 times higher than estimates from the
follow-up ot survivors of the bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Japan. but
similar to one previous occupational study. Dose-response estimates are subject to uncertainties due to potential problems, InclUding measurement of radiation doses and cancer outcomes. Lor.ger-term follow-up of this and olher populations with good measurement of protracted low-level exposures will be critical to
evaluating the generalizability of the results reported herein.
(JA1.fA. 1991;Z66:18$T-UOZI

THE OAK RIDGE

~lltiona1

LaboillCQ-

ry (0R:-.lL) is a tiS Department ofEner·
frY (DOE) research and development fAcility that began operation in Oak
Ridge. Tenn. in 1943. It Is one 0: m:my
faciiitie:5 includt!<i in a large tallow-up
For editorial I;1;lmment seQ PI'
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and
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study oC the hellith and mortality oC
workers at DO E facilities.' ~Iortalit:r
Collow-up of white men hired prior to
19i3 and follo~'lXi up for vital statu.o
throu~h 19ij has been reported previously ior thi~ population alone' as well s.s
in combination with other DOE populations.'" This report cOl1.:!iders (o;!ow-up
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Two types of analyses lin pre3ented.
First, cause·epecific mortslity in the

study populiltion ~ eompared with mortality of US white men. Second, the re-

lationship betw~n prot.raeted exposure
to low leveLs of eXUlrnal penetrating ionizing radiation and mortality within the
study population is examined. ~l05t epidemiologic data on radiation and C3Jlc-er
have been obtained from populatiol1s
expo~d to higher doses over short periods. whereaa exposures in the p("13.'lent
!ltud)' occurred Ilt low levels over long
periods.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Between 1943 and 19~. 17017 work·
er:! were known to have been employed at
OR:-lL. Worker'!! willi unknown ~Xt
race. date of birth, or employment date:!
and those employed for less than 30 da)ll'
were exdudeti (Tabie 1). Women and
nonwhite men were exdudedtrom analysh! ot the lASso<:iation o( radiation with
mort.:Jlity ~ they!-.ad fewer de:u.h.s
and lower radiation expooure3. A com-

p:1lison of moruility for aU workera. including \/'Omen :md nonwhite men, to the
general population is avai4ible from the
National Au.xiJinry PubliClition Service
(NAPS: see ~knowledgments), White
men who were known to have worked at
another DOE bci.lity were excluded be<:ause their occupstional exposures to ionizing radiation could not be deterir.ined
"!rom records llt ORNL. Vital status WlUI
a:lcertained primarily through employ.
ment reeorcl.s and the Social ~ty Administ:r:l.tion {or 91.8% at the cohort
(96.5% of potential per.!OTI-yeus of (01low-up~ and 1524 de3t.h.s Were identified
by the end ot 1984. WorkeI"31~t to foUowup tended to hQve 3hort employment duration. and one third were lost after 1982.
Denth certifcaces were obtained from
st..at.e vital records departments for 1ol 00
of the deaths. Underlying CllU8e8 of death
9Jld nonunderlying ClUlcer ClUl3ElS were
coded t.o the [ncernatiJmal Cliultifica.tion
of Di.sea~, AdaptMi. EighJ.h Revision
UCDA-8). The number of work era in thi3
atudy differs slightly from ~ prcviOU3
. report! due to eo~ demographic
data that excluded 57 workers !'rom the
cohort.
Radiation Exposure
Individual eltposures to externAl pen·
etrating r3d.ilition. primarily gamma
ray:5, were measured using pocl<et Ionization cltambers from 1943 until June
1944, film badges from then until
1975. and thermolumine!Kent dosime·
ters since 1S75. Pocket ionization chambErs were read on a dll.ily blUlis. and film
bndges were evaluated weekly from
June 1944 until July 1955, when quart
Ulriy monitorinll; WlUl initiated. AI.
though weekly' readin~ facili~s
prompt action in C;J.8e5 at undue exposure. it could promote cumulative dose
underestimation if badges were not Buf·
~dent!>· e>..-posetl to reach a minimum
det~table dose. Dosimeter:! were in<:orp<>rn~d into security badges necessary to enter the fllCility for moot or the
~tiod. Doaas were elltimatlKl for the
4.9% of work years for which d.1.r.a were
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in the WQrk area. Other reasons included incidents and follow-up. Quantitative dose estimates Lo &~cific organs
were not available. but the majority of
internal monitoring results of this cohort sugsested negligible internal
doses. However. worker:! who had at
BOrne time been monitored for intern:u
contamination (N =376.'D genel":lUy had
higher ex~mal doses: 50% oftho:le ever
monitored but oniy 8CM ot those never
monitored (or intemal contamir.ation
had cumulative eltt.emal doses of greaterthlln lOmSv.

not available. primarily from the indio
vidual worker'a own data. within 2 years
of the mi&sing value. Averages for the
worker's department in the missing
data year were ~d when no individual
data were available, and plant averages'
(by year) were used in the 0.9% of work
years for which the dose in a given year
for a worker's department Wll& not
known.
The distribution o(worken by cumuh1tive external radia.tion dose is ahown
Statistical Mathoda
in Table 2. The low recorded exposures
Cause-specific mort:llity in OR:-J'L
ofthe population are evident. One quarworkers was compared with vital smtister of the worken had no detectable
eJlternal radiation dOlles during their . tics tor the united SUItes. Oldjusted Cor
age and calendar year by the indirect
emplQyment, and lllmost three quarters
method,' to Corm atandardized morh:ld cumulative external doses of less
tality ratiog (SMRs) of oWerved to exthan 10 mSv (1 rem). Only 638 workers
pected deaths. The SMRa were cal'received cumuLative doses of greatel'
culated for the cntin! l;ohort ar.d
tlian 50 rnSv and 19 received doses of
separately (or workers who had bQen
over 500 mSv; the highest value was
monitored for intern:u contamination.
--·1144.4 mSv and the second highest was
Analyses of the relationship of cumu1031.1 mSv. Both workern with cumulative external rd.diation doses over 'Iati'ooe extemal penetroting radiation
dooes to mOrUllity v.;th intcrnlll com1000 mSv were alive at the end oifoUowparisons were conuucted U5ing Poisson
up. The 50th, 75~h, and 90th percen:iles
regres.:sion.· The denth rntes are mod·
ot'the distributions of annual doses are
eled on a logarithmic sc:ue as a function
shown in the FiS-J1'e, Two mode~ are
of the COvari3tes oC interest and cl.:mula·
evident; a apike in 1944 and a rise from
the late 1940s to the late 19503 that th'e e:<~emal radiation do~. I The mooel
can be expressed as ln >.(Z,x) .. Z'l-t" )3:<,
gradu:lily declined until the end of the
where A indk':J.tes the de:1th nUt!: Z, the
Btudy. Median ann'Jal doses were legs
vector of covaria~e3; x, the cumulative
than 1 mS.., in all years except 1944.
exurn...i radiation dose: «, the vector Qf
1957,1958,:1I1d 1959.
covaria~ parameters: and 13. the
Beginning in 1901, some workers
chan~e in the 101{ oC the r~LaLi\'e risi< per
were monitored fot' internal rndlonlJ.
unit dOlle (10 m,SV). The radiation dose
elide cor:ta:llul:lti<)n, pri.rnAnlY on the
par.l.lI1ster esti.m:J,tes have Deen multi·
ba.si" of the po~ntial for can:amirotion
1398

1970

Yw

(0.2)

=

(.

9

(.7.0)

'Median - 1.4 "'Sw: m..... 17.:1 m6y; IJld lJ>o
tal 144 mSv. 0 lnc1icatn O~

•
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plied by 100 to yield the logical per~nt·
age change in mortality per to-mSv cumulative dose.' At the low values ot"
dose found in this study, the logi~ percentage change is approximately equal
to the jlertent.agc change Md ils refeI'T'ed
to nssuch.
Four causes aC death were ana1y:ed in
detail: all causes (1624 deaths), a.ll ClUlcers (380 deaths), lung cancer (104
deat!u), A.1d leukemia (30 duth.si. Noncancer mortality was also analy::.ed. The
number of deaths for cancer analyses
with intern:u l;Ompnr160nS WQlJ 6lightly
luger due to the inclusion o( deaths
where cancers were contributory
causes. This inclusion increasea the ~n·
sitivil:y and specificity of the cancer and
noneancer cll\&!!it'ieatiune. Leukemia analyses were aJso perfonned excluding
seven deaths from chronic Ij'Tllphocytie
leukemia ([CD.4,·8 204.11, which is not
in some fuCa of radiation-related
leukemias.•
Cause-sPEcific risk in the white male
cohort was nm described by mweling
IlOciodemographic (acUJrs. The effects
oC external radiation doses were then
assessed while controlling for 5ociodemognphic factors. Data on smo!Cng,
cnemicul expos'.trea, mediC31 exposure:!
to ionizing radiation. and cancer morbidity were not avai!:J.ble. Age, birth
year, pay code (monthly or noM'loncr.·
Iy), and acti.. . e worker st,"-us were considered in the regression analyses. Pay
code wll.~ used as an indicator at socio-economic 9tAt\l~. Active worker statUS
was considered because worker.! whQ
continued employment. and consequently eXj)o.>ure. tl!nd La be healthier.'''u Cumulative e;c;temal do.;se wa3

..
Itr:ltifieu into ei~ht 2o-mSv v.iuth
groups ra.ngir.~ from 0 to 120 m3\' a.nd
a.bove !lnd mooeieu using a linear tenn.
'The midpoint ot lower groups llIld the
median vaiue of the person-years in the
highest c;ltegory, 194 mSv, wu ueed,
'The :len~itivity of the ~ coefficients to
the median value was tested by substituting the 2.>U1 and 75th percentiles of
the distribution of dose in the highe9t
categ-oI!', The improvement in the fit of
the model resulting from addition of
tenn:l to the model WIlS assessed by a
likelihood ratio test b0.3ed on the change
in devi:J,l\ce, distributed approxmutely
3.!1 a X' statistic, with degrees ofCteedom
equal to the number of tenns Add~d to
the model. A detailed description of the
llutiaticai methods is l1vailable fulm the
National Auxilli:l.ry Publication Service
(NAPS; see acknowledgment.3).
RESUl.TS
Worker Mortality Compal'Gd

With US White Men
Table gUsts the nwnber oC deaths and
S~R3 (or nil workers &Ild for those monitored for internal rndionuclirle cont3mination. AlI-cQuge mortality W8.ll 26%
lower than expected in the tobI cohort.
The SMRs are low for all cancers, circulatory system dise:u;es, nonmaligr.ant
rupir:J.tory dise:'1lie&, and extern:!.1
causel!, Vll.1ues neat unity :lI'e seen for
prostate cancer, lymphosarcoma and
reticul03:J.rcoma, Hodgkin's diaense,
and pancreatic: and brain cancer; leukemia morealit)-' W:l3 63% higher than expected (23 cases observed), Twenty-six
of the 2S leukemia dell.thll occurred after
1005 in rr.en hired 'cefore 1960, tor whom
the s~m in 1965lhrough 1984 WIlS 2.23.
Leukemill. SMRs by d~ade of calendar
year a.nd decade oC hire are a\"ailable
from 1\APS. Given a prvv;OUIl ob~~'1l..

tion oC an IlJ!soclation of external radiation with multiple myeloma (lGD/'-8
2(3) at the Hanford !a.ciiity! it is o( interest that there WlloS only one deaeh
with multiple mY~loma. as th'e underlying cnuse, ~Iortaiity due to other Iymph:J.tic ~lssue malignano; neoplll.3rr.s :l3 a
grOU? (Ie DA.-8

202 01..'10 203) Wl!.li 59%
IO'wer L":an e:tpected (five deaths).
Workers who were ev~r monitored

for interr.a1 con~ation showed lower reb:~ ... e mortality than the whole cohort Cor all ca'J~eR, circuL1tory 9YStem
dis~s. OlJld e:tt.err.al cauces. suggesting higher levels of overall fatr.eM
amor.g those workers. Tte leukemia
SMR in. wori<lll'S mon.itQred for int.er!llli
con;aminat:on (2.23, 16 ueat!::l) WM
higher tbn (or the total cohore.
The SMRs were ele\-ated for ill-de·
fined C:lUSe3 in the ,ot.:ll cohort (::!.34)
and :n worken monitored for internal
iildion'Jclide cont.a.mi!l:ltlon (2.89), reJAMA. Malcn 20. 19'3' - VOl ;:65. No. I 1
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fleeting the preponderance
deaths
certitie-d by medical e;<;lI1Ilir.ers in e:J,8t.
em 'I'elUlcssee. Thio would biM Cl1UBe·
speculc S!'rlRs downward. ICdistributed
proportior.il.tely ;lmon~ specific cauSt::!.
llxcess ill-defined d~Qths llnd dBaths
without 0. certificate wonkl result in only
mmor changes in SMRs for more CQm·
mon Cllu~es; however, for rarer c:lU~es.
the nddition of even 0. few desths CQuld
resUlt in l~e increases.
'The S:r1Rs were o.lIlo cnlculv.ted for

the 16 622

work~1"3

of aU rue·se..'(
snd employed
at OR~L for more thun 30 dJys. The
Si\IRs were 0.73, 0.75, 0.56, anu 1.'33 ~or
all C.:l.uses, all ~'lCer3. lung CM~er. DJ1d
leuk~mia. respectiwly. Detailed reBult3 are u.vnilablt: irom ~APS.
groups hired before

19~

Mortality WIthin
the Worker Populatlon

Mortl\litv from all c:lUSes, all ca..ncer:l.
lung e:ulC~~, :md Itlukemia IIi\:! studied
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within the white male cohort in rew.ion
to 5Qc:iodemogTaphic factors as well as
cumulative external penetr:lti.ng radia.
tion dose. A numbolr of :wciodemographic N!1:Itionships conformed to e:<.pec·
'tations irom the literature, including an
increasing age tr:1jeetory oflung cancer
mortality in younger cohorts'" and an
increase in mortalitY for worker.l who
were paid nonrnonthly compared with
worke~ paid monthly in younger birth
cohorts. 11 Parameter estimates shov.ing
sociodemogrnphic (actor-mortalit~· lI.ll'
sociations lire a.vallable from NAPS.
The estimated percentage incresses
in mortality per lO·mSv Increase in cu·
mulative external per.etr:lting rlldiation
dose lor all causes,llil c:mce~, lung C3.'1cer, and leukemia mortality under vuri·
ous exposure lag assumptiOns and adjusted for soeiodemographic factors are
MOWn in Thble 4. In a11-cause and aUcancer mortality, the ~timates iIlCr'llased when mor:n.l.ity was re~ted to
doses re<:eiv~ more than one and two
decadell in the past. With a 20·year e.".
posure lag, all-eause mortality in·
creased 2.68~ per 10 m8v, and all-can~r mortality increased 4.\)4% per 10
mS~·. The jmprcvement in ~he fit o( the
.mode15to the d:l~, llS indicated by the )(1
stAtistics. cle.arly increased with the
length of the lag. When the all·Cll1\cer
analysis (20-yee.r lag) was repl!ated using the 25th a.1d 75th percentile vaiues
for the highest dose category (12 roSv
~d abo~'e) ms~d of the median, the
parameter e:ltima;.e8 vaned from about
3% to 6%. Dose cOl!ifidem.s for all can·
~r3 showed Iitt!e variation whether
there was con:rol (or acti..-e work, pay
code, or conen, or whether age waa
tI'1!e.ted:lll e. concir.uou6 or c;ltegoriC:lUy

strati..itld factor.
Two nnalyses Qrll shown for lung csncer,' one including monthly and non·
monthly workers and one restricted to

nonmonthly worker:!. Nonmonthly
workers had higher lung Cllncer mortal·
ity and extem:Ll. radiation dalles. However, no IW\g c:lncer deaths were olr
served for monthly worke~ at dose3
above 40 mSv, whereas deaths among
nonmonthly workers were distributed
throughout the range of d06e5. It was
therefore not possible to ex:unine the
eftel!tB of extel':lal radiation doses in
monthly worken alone, and aWlIY&e&
were performed for all workers without
controlling for pay code and for nonmonthly workel"8 [llane. Analyses for
the total cohort showed estimated :ncreases in lung cancer mort.ality of aboUt
5% per 10 roSv at all lag :l.BSumptions.
Estimatetl were smaller and SE:I larger
for nonmont.lUy workers. Unlike all·
cause and nll-cancer results, the Xl sta·
ti.stic5 indic;lte that the improvement in
the fit oithe model is gTe9.testatt.ero lag
and declines with incI'1!a~g lag.
Results for leukemiall.l"e sno'i\."Tl in the
'bottom panel ofTable ". Estinulted pi!r·
~nta~e incrl!Me6 per 10 mS\' rose I'rom
6,38% at an exposw'e lag of 0 years to
9.15% with a lQ.yesr ln~. The SEs were
larger than the pQr.lmeter estimates
and the X' values ind;cate that the lir.ear
term for rtId:aton dose did not cont.ri~
ute to the gaodnes3 of fit of the mlXiel.
Analyses repeated with chronic 1,-::'..
phocytic loaukemia de3.ths tnat weI'1! ~;<;
eluded from tbe leukemia C3tegol;:
showed similar l'\!sults.
The parameter estimates in Table 4
were estimated (rom dau strut.:..:".ed into
eight dose STOUPS. and 1':lble 5 shows

ob~l'\'ed and e.'<Pec~ed dentb in each
doee group for the beat·fitti:'lg lag Maumption for esch caulle oC death. The
expected deatlu we" e.alculated (rom
the full model {or ea.ch cause but v.; tbout
the dose term and tb~ represent the
number of de:low expected in el'Ch dose
group g;\'en LtS 8ododemoKT'llphic (btribution of penon-yeo.ra. Fewer than
Q.'Ipected deaLh~ were observed in the
:.ero d03e ~oup for ea.ch cause, and the
pattern o{ incre:l3ea in observed over
expected dent.".s a.t hi~her doses iiS evi.
d~nt. For leukemia, while an incre:uing
trend oC observed over e~ctad deaths
lXeu.rred in the lirst three dose groups,
there were no observed and only :l.0
expected dea.ths between 40 and 119
mSv.

COMMENT
Mortality in this w-gely profe3siorull
work force ~ low compared with the
"g'1lneral population. This is expe~ed
based on the levels of health nece~
to work and on the ~Iection of a worK
force from the core eronomk sectOr and
also in the primary labor market. a Ex·
posures to llXtl!rnal penetrating rad iation were generally low. Only 135 of the
clo~e to 83 000 ar.ntcl external dose es ti·
mates were above the current permissi.
ble annUll.1 occuplltional expoaW'e limit,
oC 50 mSv. Deapit~ the overall healthiness o( the population and i~ low levels
of exposure to ionizing r:ldiation, leukemia. SMRs were elevated, and mea.sures
of e;<;poll\lre W external penetrating ra·
di.':l.tion were related to death (rom all
cancen and all caU~ll to a greater degT1!e tMn would be eXpe¢ted from the
r:ldi.ation epidemiology literature. I ....
However, les9 is known a.bout the effects on humans of protracted low doeeg
of ionizing radiation than about the effects oi acute high doses. Furthermore,
despite the IVideaprea.d acceptance of
dose-n,spon!.'e estimates from the few
lltudies of hurn:lJ1s exposed to high
dose~, uncert.linties about do~e e5ti.
maces for individuals in those studies
arB great.
The earlier Nlportl on trua population
showed no ~lUgge~tlon of a trend ofhil$r.er mortality :'rom aU can~ra in higher
cumulAtive rndiation dOlle cnt..egones.
8J1d reannly~es empio}1ng ~gression
t..edmiqucs t.C e.stirnnte contmuoU8 doseres?Onse ~!gtion.ahipa also (ailed ~o detect an ef~ect,' A prir.1a.ry diti'eronce be~@en previous nnalyse5 and the
cumnt one is the addition of 7 >~ of
f\lUow-up. There ara alBo other differer.ces in cohort COnBtroccion, u~e o{ CA.l1cer comnbutory C[lUSe3 of deach, dOi><!
estimation. und inclusion of covariate:!
in regression analyaes.
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,A11"~ncer modt:h1. lu: shuwn in Tohle
4. Wp.re Ilt to the follow-up data ~hrough
1977, excludmg sub~uent r:u1illtion
• xpo~ures nnd ("Quntlng ;J.:! alive those
who died after 1977 in urder to determin.e what part o{ the difference between the pre:lent and past results could
be attnbuted to the addition:l1 foUow,up
p;ene. Using identical mode1.ll. the d~la
through 1977 showed a amaU negaLl\'e
dose e{fect on 1111 cancers at a. lo-)'ear
exposure lag, similar to that I1lported
by Gilbert et al,' nnd a smaU positive
effect at a 2O-ycar lag. The closeness of
these result.s to previous reports shows
thAt differences between present aDd
paJ;t fndL-lgl! are noc ostLributable to c0hort construction, exposure classiIication, sUltistic.al models. or the sfX!cillcation of covariate~. 'Th.i~ suggests that
the all-cnncer dose-I'e"pon:;e effects
were due to the added ~el1t fellow-up
experience. which occurred more than
20 years after the higher exposures at
ORNL LlUl"ing thc late 1!J00li (Figurel,
Thl!:le find.in~ are surprising becau.'\e
low doses :md measurement problems
should limit the ability ~o detect a r-oldia·
tion effect. The median cumullltive do~e
over the eptire work eXpi!rience (1.4
mSv) is hardly g1\!ater than the estim.3t·
ed a\'erage annual backgMund external
dose of 1 mS\' in the geMra.! popula.
tion. 1I Accurate c111:s:swcation of doses
over the working lifetime \~a.s facilitat·
ed by the inillvidual film badge data, but
nondilierential rnisclaOOifieation is expecte<i due to badge-reading uncertainties and technical probltlm~ inherent in
the wk o( rnlltching hundr'lds o{ thousands of tilm badge recorci~ accumulated oveJ.' dtleaues of emplo:'menc to i.::di·
vidual workers. Lack or c.a."lcer
incidence dllb l1I1d reliance on death certifiCOlte diagnoses in 11 geographical arei1
with reiatively high rates of certification to ill·defined caU8~a should nlso reduce the abili:j' to detect tadiat:on-<:lIncer llo:I.!lOCiatior:a•.
While nondifferential miscJassification Qf elCpQ8ure and di:le:l.:le WO:.lld reduce the ability to detl!ct a dose ef·
feet. "" other factors could res-.;lt L-1
overest:rr.a.tes. TI:e pract:lle of reading
external dosimet.er~ on a claih' or weekly
basis pr.or toJuly 1956 coula"::'ave ie<\
an unaere"timate of cumulative doses :f
badges did not re:eeive su:'ticient e:<poeure in the :lnortcr ~riods to reach de.
tec:able levels. Upw:u-d b:as in doserespon:;e estima~ would resuit if
undeNstimatiol1 were: mure of a problem at higher than at lo....oer cUlnaJ.ltive
dOJ;e~. althuugh downward b:a.s would
~u:t It' 'Jlldere:mmatioa w~re pn:r.ariI, a probiem a~ lower doses, In either
c:1.'!e, the ann!.lal dose di:Jtri':Jl.:t:l)n does
no: show a stnkbg char.bc i:1 :%o,Fig-

to

UTel. suggesting th;lt the switch from
weekly to qua.rterly reading in that year
did not gT'OlSSly affect dose esCimace:l.
Th~ po~nLl:LI (or greater inte.rnal radiation cxposure o( workilrs wilh higher
external doses would also le:l.d lo unclereatimation o( radiation closes at higher
levelll of extern:LI dose. However, if lhe
dooe most relevant t.O the outcome is the
amount accrued in:l particular time wmdow rather U-..:JJl the tol:ll cwnulative
doae. :lufficient doses would be O\'\ll'llSti.
nuted. Another sItuation tbat could
have led to an overestimate o( dose response would oceuru\VorkeN who were
exposed to radiation were more likely to
be e.xposed to chemicl\l carcinogeod
such as benzene, aabe:itos. and a V1\.rietY
o( &olvent.:s used at OR1'lL. The consistent increases in :ill·cancer dose response with increasing lag o.ssumptiolls.
however, suggest thnt if chemical 8l\-P0'
sures explain much of the radintlon effect observed, they muat have occurred
in the ilJIme t.emportll pattern. Such tern'
poral coincidence is more likely for OCI:U'
patioruJl expodures than for the other
potentia.! confounders, which mWlt also
exhibit temporol coincidencc if they are
to explain the trig effects and the Inck oCa
dose-response relationship in (oIJow-up
before 1978.
Some temporal relationships in the
present findings are consistent with ~x
pectations from the radiation epidemiology literature. The intervlll between radiation exposure and leukemia death
hIlS been estimnted to be considerably'
shorter tban that for solid tumors, ,I
Leukemia S~fRs showed the greatest
elevation during the 1960d. the dec:ule
following the higher exposure levels of
the late 19608, while all·cancer d~
re9ponse relll.lion.~hips did not emsrgll
until after 1971. All-eancer mortality
combined showed increllSing eIl'ects of
dMe up to a 20.year 13g, ALthough the
do~r~poll3e estimates (or leukemia
an based on small number3, they lU"e
w-ger than the estimates for all cancers,
lIS would be expected from the literature. 1I The lung cancer results do not fit
this pattern. Dose.re~ponse estlrr.ll.tcs
for lung c:mcer showeri little relat:onship to the lag ofdasl!. To thl! extent tha.t
the~ dnt.a. do suggest a radiation etIect.
the lag analyses SUl'gest a lace-suge
ca.rcino~enic effect for lung cuncer_
The all·couse mortality results are
important for a n:.lmber 01' re:lson;;, B~
c:\we c1::\~sificntion of cause at' death is
not an i3sue. the all-ca~e findings can
be viewlld as s~pportir.b an effece 0:
extel-nllipenetr:l:ing r.ll.1iation dosli in
the ab6ence 01' Q:i\iumptionL\ about the
use 0:' death cerutk:l.~~ data as a pro:-:y
for car.c~r ir.c:clr:l\ce, th~ undlJriy-:ng
pht':1omenon of iOlEre$~, However. ap-

..
pliC3.tlon of the al1-<:a~3e, ~O-year lag
modell,) r.oncanC1!r deaths yield3 a dose
coeffiCient o( 1, 5~'."(- "';th an SE of 1.15
and a X' of 1. 7. which sUgz.?sts th.a.t the
al3oc:ation o( eJo.-umsl radiation dOt>e
and mortality i:s sp.lcific to cnnCt!r morl:llity, 'TIl,} low Il.S';Oe1:l.tlon of radbtion
dose v.ith nonca.ncer mortality, the majority of whicb it! smoking-reillted cardiova3cll.Uu' IIl\d nonmali~ant respirator')' dieeMe (Table :3), 8ul;gest3 thal
smoking is an unlikely explanation of
radiation-mortalitya.asociations, In any
case, ~e llrnoking differenCi!s between dose groups would be neCi!S5a1')'
eo produce SUCIlIMtilll bi:l.S in the dose·
reSpiJnse e:;timQt.e3."
A number of factors could contribute
to diiferenC1!s ~t w~n the present finding~ and the larl{ely neg-aLi\"e reBulWl of
pre\"iou:l studies of US workers expoeeJ
to low doses of external penetratin~ radiation. The avera~e foUow-up of the
workers at RocKy Flat.;!. HQllford. and
OR:-J L in past reportS was 14, 21, and 21
yesr.'l, respecth'ely,1 Average foUaw-up
of OR.NL workers in this study was
26 years, Comprehensinme.ss o.nd quality of the dose measurements mllY also
differ. Data were a.vailable for 95% of
working years in the prea~nl study and
were estimated for year3 in which data
Wllre ull,;l,nulable. The compl\ltene~ of
data. Crom other f:l.Cili~ies hll3 not been
fully described.' The present radia~on'
cancer lI'.ortality associations are COnsietl!nt with the report QC Beral et al:2
from the mortality f<)l1ow.up of employees of the Atomic WMpons Elit.a.bli:!hment of the United Kingdom." [)Q&eNaponse estimalllR for all·cancer
mort:llity a...-:.suming a IO·year exposure
tag were 7.9\C per 10 mSv fodhe multiplieati,e and 3,1% for the exc~s relative risk mudels in thn.t study, values
thn.l n.re clo~ to the 4,9% reported hereinforthe multiplicative model with a 20yenr lug (Table 4),
Agreement of dose-response findings
{rom different populanons should depend not only on data quality and length
of (oIJow-up but also on dif."erence:l in
the ef:-e:et of r-ad!at:on in populations
with different ausceptlbHities and coexIstent e;w;poSllres. Tnis ilu/;I;es:.s tnac
epidemiologlc studit!s should not be
st:<!kir.g ~iversaJ laws of dose respon~e
butr:J.thl!r .. eTects th:'lt pertair. to iuot.Orically 5peciJic popul:u.ions. Fur;her'
more, not only the 013f.,'-Ntu\ll! but L~e
shape of the dose response may vary,
'Il,e cunent dose-nls;xmse cstimnt.es,
as IVeil a:; those of Bern et al." are loa
Illr~e ~o lJ~ CQnsis:enc ....; th extrapolation to high do~es. but thel'~ is no rea:;lln
to as.sume th:lt riOS\! response COniunTId
to :lIlY simple p:s.rtunetric form (linear,
log linear. or qur.d.."":lLicl over a l.3.rf,e
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of d~s.
The low.dolle carcino~enic impact of
ionizing radiation is a topic 0<" great public concern due lo fel\rlS about cancer and
About an invi91hle e.'(ptJ8ure that em:!nat.e~. in part. from secretive industries
lISsociawd 'With productJon of weapons
with high destructive powntW. However, tile issue oflow-dOS4 health effects
of iOnizing r.llJiation exposures should
be placed in the contc;(t in which it occurs. Other fuctor13 studied, such 113
birth cohort and pay code, showed much
stronger relnt.ionshipslo mortality tlun
does radiation, anu only a few pIlrcentage poinl.:l of thelle eiff:Cu C:Il1 00 stIltistic:illy attributed to e:tternai penetrating radiation.
Conversely, while t:n.elors other U1.an
radiation c1eariy predominate tile staUstical analysis o£ mortality in this population. the public health imp:lct of
thesl! rndiation exposures and the industry that produces them extend far
beyond the low-{}ose occupational expoSUrQS lhemaelves, which are estimated
to constitute only 0.3% ofthe population
dose or" ioni:c.ing radilltion in the Uniled
Stnles.I"The exposure ofworker13 in this
fretting, a.nd any attending health efff:Ct;;, depends on the historical development ot an industry linked to .\ concentration of resources in lnilit.:lI.'y
spendin1?,. which itself has grOSll health
eLtects. ~ By pro~iding lin a1Ulmatiye to
fossil fuels (or electric power generation, the industry encourages e~er-in
cre:l:!ing energy consumption, a factor
in potential health effect.> I){ global cUmatic 3... .d envirorunental change." Additional effects of ionizing radiation
!rom the industry m~l occur in surrounding communities/"Il in offspring
of workerl;, II and in areall where waste
products mutlt 00 isolated from the environment for genertltiontl. U~ of radioisoto~s in medical research, dingnosis, and therapy :Uso a..:'rects public
health. Further consideration of potential hannful effects of low.dolle ionizing
rad~tion ill e8~nt:al in ~tting occupational a.'ld environmental exposure
atar.dard~. However, focus on these effect. shoulunot distr.lct attention :rom
the public he:!lch impact oi the context
in which the e;(p')5~~ occur.
CONCLUSIONS

r.,e
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ll1y6e& oC data. The e,1O;act mU1,"Tlilude of

the dOlle-reSpOn:le eHim.a~e9 reponed
herein i3 subje<:t til mD.l1Y potential unCilrt.1inties. However. b.!ClUJse power
c:llcul&Lion3 have shown thllt studie.:s oC
this type have little chance of detecting
an efr~t of radiation if the effect is :18
amllll as hos been ll.6sumed in the plUit."
the findings of consi~tent PD6itive aS50ciatio~ are important regardless of
their e~ct magnitude. Because the observed effects lulo\~ clearly emerged
from the most recent period offoUow-up
and because of long delays o£ the apparent rndiation effects, it is esoential that
mortality follow-up continue in this population and in ocher populationlJ with
protr.1Cted exposures 1.0 chronic low
dalles of el-~rnal penetratinR' ionizing
rad~tion for which high.quality e;'(POsure and disell.6e follow-up data lIJ'e
available.
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PlE.,

~

Hlt~

Through RAymond W. Thron, Ph.D.,
Director, Env.
David G. Gra , Chief, section of H altb Rlex A8ee~sment
Alic~ Dolezal Hennigan, Chief, sec ion of Rad1aeion Contr

~-

Proposed Prairie Island Spent Fuel StorAge Installation.

After reviewinq Northern States po~er C~nyl8 plan for proposed
construction of an on-site dry cask storage facility tor spent
fuel rod ~8BemblleB at the Prairie rslana Plant, the Minnesota
Department of Health ia concerned about tho level of radiation
exposure for residents 1iv1n9 in C10S8 p~0~1mity to the propos&d
faoility. The e,cpected annual IMximum r~(Uation dose for t.hese
rssidents calculated by NSF in its Safety Analysis Report 18 3.74
millirem per year. NSP staff has indicated that the averAge dose
rate over a 70 year lifetime would be about 1.79 mil11~~ per
year. As presently d8si~ned, this facility will deliver a doae
of qamma radiation to offaite residents ~hich will result in an
incremental lifetime cancer risk well abbve the Minnesota
Oep~rtment of Health tolerable incr0ment~1 lifetime carcinogenic
risk from Any ,ingle tource of environMeptal pollution. Tho
~cc$ptabla level established by the oepart.ent of Health 10 a
lifetime risk level of one in one hundrett thousand, or 10~.

d~

f~oi11ty

Radioloqical impacts from the proposed
cPsx storage
will meet exposure standards eetabliahedl by the Nuclear
,Regulatory Commission for the annual dOSQ at the facility fenoe
line. This standard is 25 millirem annua~ly. Claarly, the
radiation dose to the residents in closel proximity to the
proposed facility would not ege~ this ttaodard. Howeve
ha
excess lifetime C4ncer risk frOM this fapility would
twantyt~time8 10 4 , Aea~inq that the annua~ ~rage offsite oae to
the nearest residents is 1.79 millirem. I,Th4 basis tor this
conclusion is contained in the enclosed tlocument enti~l&d
Eatimated Risk of Lifetime Excess Pyblici Canser Qccu~renca from
prQP9sed NQrthern Stetes fower CQ$pany Independent Spent Fuel
InstaU~tiQn.

I

For over a decade the Minnesota Department of Hedl~h lHOH)t 1n
concert with other state agencies, most hotably the M nnesota
Pollut!on Control Agency (MPCA), has ~eR6nted a policy such
that carcinogenic risk from any single ~burce of environmental
pollution muat be inslgnficant. S4sed ~ studies of -tolerable"
or ·occeptahle- riaK, which arG described in tvo encloaQd
documents written by the MDH Section of Health Risk Aaaaaement,
Tolerabl~ Risk (1985) and CarcInogen L1f~time R~Bk (1991)t ~DH

.

~lrp~

627-5039
627-5071

,storage

•

dffice Memorandum

•

SbeetA and for ~rm1tting in )lfinne8otA~'~ All projects 'involvlnca
municipal and medical waste incineration in Minnesota are very
controversial. !xAmplee of such projects Are the proposed Dakota
County Incinerator and the 1IIayo Foundation Medical Waste
Incinerator. However, controversial {saues aurrounding these ~wo
projects have ~t to do with whQther
not they Ir& naeded, and
with the process used to site them. All of th. parties agree
that the maximUM Inc~.ment.l lifetime c4ncer risk from
incinerator emissions, includin9 all ro~tes of expoaur& (tor
example inhalation ot gases .nd partieulates, de~l contact vith
8011 contaminated with particulate emissions, food chain exposura
via contamination of 8011 used fo~ cro~ and liveotock, and
, exposure to contaminated drinking water~ sbould be 10a8 th~n lO~.

or

•
.

Northern States Power (NSP) has proposed several 'facilitieB in
recent yaars, oubmitting health risk aSSGssments for revIev, w1th
the .pe~ifia aim of showing that these P,rojeota haVQ been
deSigned
such th~t the incremental lifet~ cancer ri3K is le3s
than 10 4 •
TheBe projects !nclu~e,

1. NSP Minnesota Valley pca/Oil InCineration Project, in
Granite Palls MinnesotA.
,
2 •. NSP Wilmarth ~atus8 Der1v.d Fuel Municipal WaGt~
Combuetor in Mankato, ~lnne8ot4.
j.

NSP Ash Storage lacility near aecker, Hinnesoea.

Many of the carcinoqenic agent8 associated with various

facilities and 8ita; and evaluated by MDH have not ~n
~n contrast, there is
ab~ndant epidemiological evidence that 9~a radiation is a human
carcinogen. Thul, the cancer risk to humans from 9amma radiation
i8 4 ~re certain risk than the cancer r~3k fro~ m~y other
.nv1ro~ental carcinogens.
.

established as carcinogenic in humans.

tt.!s our recommendation th8~ this spent fUQl dry storage
facility should not be built unless the design is modified 80
that the offsite dose of gamma radiation i8 aufficiently small
such that it is consistent with the Hinne~otA policy that the
incremental lif4)time eanc~.:; ris~ .. i5 no higher th4n 10"'.

Enelosu.t'es
c~

(With enclosures).

•

•

ESTIMATED RISK or LIPE~IME EXCESS PUBLlC CANCER OCCURRENCE FROH
PROPOSED NORTHERN STATES POWER COHPANT INDEPENOENT SPE~ tU!L
STORAGE INSTALLATIOH

RAdiation levels experienced by nearby rea1dent. to tha ISFSI are
taken from the HSP Safety Analysis Report. Cancer .ortality
risk. are taken fr~ BIER-V.
Paqe 7.5-1 of the GAR J.ndicatEUJ that the expected IAAxi..mum annual

dOle rate t.o th. neueet res1dli'nt is 4'.27 1... 4 ~rea per hour (thill
dose co~tAln. both a gamma and neutron component). Assuming 8760
hour' per year yields An annual rate of 3.74 mr~~ Dlscu6uion
with NSP staff on Febru4ry 22, 1991 indlcat. that the Avera~
dose rate over a 70 year lifetime is about 1.79 mrem per year.
(While the licensed period il only 20 years, there 10 no
aS8uronce that tha facility may not operate indelinitely).

Referring to T~ble 4-2 of the BIER-V report, excess cancer
mortalities can be obtained baaed on ann~al l~f9tim8 doses of 0.1
rom per year. As can be seen fro. tho table, the upper
confidence interval i8 990 exceU8 cancers in the ~Bt sen8itive
popul4tion of 100,000 (males) and the meAn rate ofaxceas cancers
1. 520.
.

'0'

-.

A '95' con!idB~. limit can be estimated by th9 ~ethod shown on
pa98 221 of BIER-V. The natural log of the quotient of the upper
90\ confidence interval and the mean divided by 1.645 (z for the
90th percentile of the normal distribution) 1e the geometr~e
.tandard deviation, In this case it is 0.)85, The upper 95'
confidence interval is e raised to the power (1.9S (~ tor the
95th percentile of the normal distribution) times 0.385] timos
the mean, or 1106.

Tho

threshold of acceptable/unacceptable risk (one in 100,000
lifetime oancer risk) 1s based on canc&r occurrence (not
JIAOrta11 ty). .B.Ult<M""'""'M tJ.alatea-ara,..based ..on .4-AAOAX) flIlOu.alLt:..l.4t• .,......o ...
..,-~ ~;ue tment-1y-ma'dO":""""""Cur;r;snt Minnesota 11 fetime cancelX'
'Incidence for molea is, ~ut SltLaM. cancu... mortality i . about.
25' Therefore, the risk for canOer ooeurre~c. is about 2 t~el
larqer than the risk for dying of cancer. The risk of 1106
lifetime cancer mortalities per 100,000 mGl •• thul becomes 2212.

Because NSP propoeed doBe r~tG 18 lower than the pattern of
exposure used in Table 4-2, a dos8 rate .tfectlveneR8 factor 1.
appropriate, A DRRP' 18 further indicated »&cau$$ the radiAtion
11 mostly lov-L2T gamma (th@ less than 1\ high-LST neu~ron
radiation, which may not have a OREl associAted with it, can be
ignored). Page 23 of BIER-V suggests a DRB' of 2 for bard tUDO;r;&
(a OREF of 2.1 i8 ueed for leukemia).
Accord1nq to BIER-V, for aaleB there are 450 non-leukemia for
every 520 cancers, on the average. ~hi8 proportion is about e"
~herefor., _xc.e8 canee~ occurrences will be divided by 87' of
the DREF of 2, or 1.73. The estimated cancer occurrencee are now

2212 divided by 1.13 (account. for ORBF for solid cancera, DR%F
is i.plicit for leukemiA), or 1270.

Thi8 cancer risk is converted to actual risk for the lsrSI by
multiplying the risk by the rAtio of NSP propo~ed deBe to the 0.1
rem reported in Table 4-2. Thll rAtio 11 1.791100 (0.0179) and
the reaulting Actual risk 18 about 23 ~r 100,000 •

....
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ATIACHMENT 1/
Comments on Final Environmental Impact Statement
Prairie Island Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation
by

Radioactive Waste Management Associates
May 6, 1991
Northern States Power has proposed storing its
irradiated fuel from the Prairie Island reactors in an
independent spent fuel storage installation, essentially, metal
casks on a concrete storage pad near the reactor.
Radioactive
Waste Management Associates, a public interest consulting firm,
has reviewed the adequacy of thi.s FEIS and submits the following
comments.

•

Northern States Power finds itself in the same
predicament as almost all nuclear utilities in the United States
and other countries.
Since no permanent repository for final
disposal of irradiated fuel is available, this highly radioactive
material must be stored indefinitely.
Since there is no
centralized storage facility, and the fuel pool is nearly full,
short of closing down the reactor, the company is opting to store
fuel in storage-only metal casks. Rather than choosing a cask
licensed for transportation and storage, NSP is choosing the
riskier choice of a cask which is not even certified for
transportation.
In employing an uncertified storage-only cask, it is not
clear how the irradiated fuel will eventually be removed from
Prairie Island and the installation decommissioned.
Though the
TN-40 cask could conceivably employ an overpack for
transportation, the total weight of cask, overpack, fuel and
carriage may exceed the safe carrying weight of local bridges.
This is an issue which has not been explored in the FEIS.
On the
other hand, if NSP chose to reload the irradiated fuel into
certified transport casks, the deleterious effect of temperature
and time on fuel cladding integrity must be resolved.
The
potential maximum temperatures proposed by NSP are too high and
may lead to cladding degradation.
We strongly advise against
using the TN-40 casks until these problems are resolved.
Rather
than reloading irradiated fuel up to three times, at the reactor
for transport, and at a centralized storage for storage and then
final disposal, with attendant radiation dose to nuclear workers
at each handling, it is far preferable to load irradiated fuel
once in a universal cask which can be directly accepted for
disposal at the permanent repository.
These issues are discussed
further below and must be considered in the FEIS.
A final repository is not expected till the year 2010,
probably later. Because the potential removal of irradiated fuel
from Prairie Island has been advanced so far into the future, the
State should require a performance bond, if available, or have
NSP contribute to a stand-alone decommissioning fund which can be
used by NSP for dismantling the ISFSI, or by the State, if the

Ii

Lf-
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fuel is not removed from the site by date certain. This is to
ensure that the ISFSI does not become a state liability.
If a
final repository never operates the State should protect itself.

•

The FEIS understates the health risk. A major component
of the radiation dose from large casks, greater than 50% is due
to neutron, not gamma radiation.
This is not considered in the
FEIS. The berms will not effectively shield neutrons. In
addition, sky and ground scatter of gamma radiation must also be
considered.
The effective dose to off-site residents and nuclear
workers is expected to be higher than estimated by NSP.
In
addition, the dose-effect relationship, and therefore the risk of
the ISFSI, should be increased by a factor of 8.
Safety problems are understated in the FEIS. Though
rushing water from a major flood, by itself, may not dislodge a
TN-40 cask, piled debris, forming a dam, may build up sufficient
force to turn over casks. The ~EIS does not specifically discuss
how NSP will recover from this accident. Another accident
involves the direct impact of an airplane engine into the cask.
Though the probability of such an accident is small, a jet engine
crashing into a cask is likely to do considerable damage to a
cask.
In Germany this potential accident is modeled by requiring
the CASTOR cask to withstand the force of a one-ton missile
striking the cask at the speed of sound.
It is unlikely that the
TN-40 could survive such a test.
The FEIS analysis on this point
is nonexistent.
Security problems are also understated. The FEIS refers
to NRC reports which were outdated when written in 1980.
Irradiated fuel casks, while extremely sturdy, can be compromised
by anti-tank weapons of commonly available explosive devices.
Of
course, other terrorist targets are available, but the risk
should not be discounted by dismissing or minimizing the threat.
The full environmental impact and safety problems
associated with the proposed storage method have not been
captured by the impact statement which understates the risk and
leaves many issues unresolved. We recommend that this inadequate
EIS be rewritten.
Along with specific comments on sections of the FEIS,
the above issues are discussed in more detail below.
FEIS Must Address Fuel Removal Issues
Performance Bond Needed
Since no final repository will be available in the
foreseeable future and the Prairie Island fuel pools are nearing
capacity, NSP has chosen the path of other U.S. utilities in a

•

•
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similar predicament, modular storage using dry storage
containers. The method is simple enough.
Fuel is loaded into
casks and the casks are placed on a concrete pad or in a concrete
structure.
Three dry casks methods have been proposed (See
Table 1):
(a)
single purpose casks, designed for at-reactor
storage. Two concepts are in use: storage in thinwalled metal casks which are placed inside a concrete
storage module (NUHOMS) , or thick walled metal storage
casks, such as the TN-40.
(b)
dual purpose casks designed for storage and
transportation, such as the CASTOR cask, that would be
unloaded at the repository or MRS for packaging into a
disposal cask.
Dual purpose casks are typically heavier
than storage-only casks.

•

(c)
universal casks, to serve as a transport, storage
and disposal container. The Department of Energy
originally funded research by Westinghouse into this
concept, which minimizes radiation doses to nuclear
workers, but eliminated funding since the concept
competed with their proposed centralized storage or MRS
facility.
Though the TN-40 cask could conceivably employ an
overpack for transportation, the total weight of cask, overpack,
fuel and carriage may exceed the safe carrying weight of local
bridges. The location of all bridges near Prairie Island that
could be used in transporting nuclear fuel should be specified,
along with the safe carrying capacity and the weight of the TN-40
laden train. This is an issue which has not been explored in the
FEIS.
It is important to note that contracts between DOE and
the utilities require fuel to have cooled at least five years
before acceptance. The Department's acceptance priority is based
on older fuel being shipped first.
Damaged fuel has a lower
acceptance priority. Thus, casks holding older fuel would ship
first, and newer fuel within the fuel pool would be packaged and
shipped later.

•

In addition, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 10 CFR
Part 71, may require inspecting irradiated fuel and canning
damaged fuel before it is shipped.

Radioactive Waste Management Associates
Comments on FEIS/Prairie Island ISFSI

May 6, 1991.
Page 4

Two problems may arise as a result of long-term
storage - fuel cladding degradation and corrosion of cask bolts
and seals. The latter problem affects whether the TN-40 cask can
be easily opened to allow the irradiated fuel to be removed for
repacking into a transport or disposal cask. NSP intends to use
epoxy paints and to maintain the casks during storage, but this
needs to be incorporated into the company's license for the
IFSFI.
Fuel cladding integrity is a problem that has seriously
concerned investigators. 1 ,2 Fuel cladding is the Zircaloy tUbing
that contains the stacked irradiated fuel pellets. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission regulations, 10 CFR Part 72.72(h), require
that fuel cladding IIshall be protected against degradation and
gross rupture" throughout the life of the spent fuel storage
installation. This also means that cladding should maintain
integrity during handling after storage period. However, lithe
dry storage demonstration studies conducted to date are
inadequate for extrapolating Zircaloy behavior under long-term
storage conditions."
"The demonstration studies . . . consisted
of too few assemblies and was observed for too short at time to
permit confident predictions of long-term behavior. II The
degradation mechanisms considered are stress, corrosion and
temperature. Stress is caused by internal gas pressure-helium.
For fuel which has remained in the fuel pool for ten
years, the maximum allowable initial temperature within the cask2
is 320°C. If the internal temperatures exceed this value, the
fuel cladding may degrade, making it difficult to repackage and
move at a later date.
However, the maximum temperature of fuel
cladding in the TN-40 may approach 340°C, exceeding the
recommended limits.
Considering the lack of long-term testing
and the uncertainty of the predicted maximum temperature, we
strongly advise against use of the TN-40 cask until these
uncertainties have been resolved.
A final waste repository is not expected till the year
2010, probably later and possibly never. Because the potential

Spend Fuel Cladding Integrity During Dry Storage, by
MW Schwartz and MC Witte, Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory, September 1987.
2

Workshop on Spent Fuel/Cladding Reaction During Dry
Storage, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, NUREG/CP- 0049,
August 1983.

•

•
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removal of irradiated fuel from Prairie Island has been pushed so
far into the future, the State should require a performance bond,
if available, or have NSP contribute to a stand-alone
decommissioning fund which can be used by NSP for dismantling the
ISFSI, or by the sate if the fuel is not removed from the site by
a dated certain. This fund should be similar, but in addition to
and separate from, the fund established to decommission the
Prairie ~sland reactors. The purpose of the fund is to ensure
that the ISFSI does not become a state liability. Since it is
possible that a waste repository may never operate, the state
should protect itself.

Health Risk Understated
The FEIS understates the health risk. A major component
of the radiation dose from large casks, greater than 50%, is due
to neutron, not gamma, radiation. The berms will not effectively
shield neutrons. Neutron radiation dose is not considered in. the
FEIS.

•

To illustrate this point, the dose rates from an IF 300
railroad shipping cask, holding 7 PWR assemblies, are shown in
Table 2.
For an IF 300, neutron shielding is accomplished with a
water jacket around the cask.
In Table 2, "wet" shielding
indicates that the water tanks are intact. For a TN-40 cask,
neutron absorbing material is embedded in a way resin surrounded
by another carbon steel shell. The resin is always present
except in the case of an accident involving a high temperature
fire.
The resin would not withstand a high temperature fire, but
the EIS is. silent on this point. Without the resin, the external
neutron dose would rise dramatically, as is seen in Table 2, when
the neutron shield is dry.
At five years after discharge, the
neutron dose without neutron shielding, is 255 millirem/hour.
Since the TN-40 holds so much more irradiated fuel than the
IF-300, the dose would be much higher without neutron absorbing
material.
It is not clear if sky and ground scatter of gamma
radiation have been included in off-site dose estimates in the
FEIS.
Scatter of gamma radiation is expected to increase the
estimated dose.

•

An important issue in calculating radiation risk is the
relation between radiation dose and latent cancer fatalities and
genetic effects. Recent results of a study of Japanese survivors
of the atomic bombings, and independent studies, show the health
effects of radiation to be greater than previously thought.
Federal agencies previously expected 120 health effects as a
result of a total population radiation dose of one million
person-rems.
The results from a study jointly conducted by the

Radioactive Waste Management Associates
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Department of Energy and Japanese Ministry of Health of atomic
bomb survivors show radiation health effects to occur at a rate
approximately 16 times greater for individual doses less than 1
rem.
A crucially important issue is the slope of the doseresponse curve, that is, the relationship between the dose
received by a population and the number of cancers expected.
The
standard assumption is to assume that if the total dose to two
population groups is equal, the total number of cancers will be
equal.
That is, if 10,000 persons receive a dose of 1 rem each,
or 100,000 persons receive a dose of 0.1 rem each, since the
total persons-rems is the same, the number of health effects
should be equal.. Recent Japanese data do not support this
hypothesis. 3 The data indicate that if a large number of persons
receive a small dose, the consequences are greater than if a
small number of persons receive a large dose. According to
Shimizu, " ... since the curvature is invariably downwards when a
curvilinear model gives an acceptable fit, this would imply a
higher risk at low doses than that which obtains under a linear
model."
For low doses, one expects not 743 latent cancer
fatalities per million person-rems, as stated in the FEIS at
6.14, but 3700. 4 Thus, contrary to the EPA-expected dose-effect
relationship, one expects a latent cancer fatality rate
approximately five times greater. One also expects an eqUal
number of non-fatal cancers and genetic effects.
Safety Problems Understated

Safety problems are understated in the FEIS. Though
rushing water from a major flood, by itself, may not dislodge a
TN-40 cask, piled debris, forming a dam, may build up sufficient
force to turn over casks. The FEIS states that the water
velocity at maximum flood, is only 6.2'/sec and the drag force is
only 20% of that needed to cause the cask to tip or slide. The
FEIS does not specifically discuss how NSP will recover from this
accident.

3

Shimizu, Y, et aI, "Life Span Study Report 11, ~ar I.
Comparison of Risk Coefficients for Site-Specific Cancer
Mortality Based on the DS86 and T65DR Shielded Kerma and
Organ Doses," RERF Technical Report TR-12-87.

4

JS
Gofman,
Radiation- Induced
Cancer
Exposure, CNR, San Francisco, 1990.

from

Low-Dose
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Another accident involves the direct impact of an
airplane engine into the cask. Though the probability of such an
accident is small, a jet engine crashing into a cask is likely to
do considerable damage to a cask.
In Germany this potential
accident is scale-model tested by requiring the CASTOR cask to
withstand the force of a one-ton missile striking the cask at the
speed of sound.
It is unlikely that the TN-40 could survive such
a test. The FEIS analysis on this point is nonexistent.
If the TN-40 casks were sheltered in a concrete
building, this accident would not be possible.
In addition, a
concrete building would have other beneficial effects:
gamma
radiation would be shielded, and the casks would also be
protected from the elements, including the freeze/thaw cycle.
Security Problems Are Understated

•

Security problems are also understated. The FEIS refers
to NRC reports S which were outdated when written in 1979.
Irradiated fuel casks, while extremely sturdy, can be compromised
by anti-tank weapons or explosive devices commonly available, for
example, at oil fields in the MidEast. Such explosive devices
could easily penetrate 14 inches of steel. Of course, other
terrorist targets are available, but the risk should not be
discounted by dismissing or minimizing the threat.
Conclusions

As stated above, the full environmental impact and
safety problems associated with the proposed storage method have
not been captured by the impact statement which understates the
risk and leaves many issues unresolved.
If fuel is stored at too
high a temperature for a long duration, the cladding is expected
to degrade, complicating final removal of the fuel from Prairie
Island. The recommendations above are intended to increase the
safety of the storage facility, and the likelihood the fuel will
be recovered from the site and ensure that the storage facility
will not become a liability to the state. We recommend that this
inadequate EIS be rewritten.
MGOOIE87.WP5
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Table I.

NRC Approved Tonical Regatta
facturer

Capacity

Couants

General Nucl Systems

16 Blffl

General Nucl Systeas

21 PWR

Nodular cast iron
81 tons, TIS
Nodular cast iron

Cask

MMU

CASTOR-Ie
CASTOR-V/21

•

117 t.onsj T/S

NUHOMS-7

NUTECfl

Me-IO

Westinghouse

Modular Vault

FW Energy Applictns

Dry Store

NAC-S/T

TN-24

Nucl Assurance Corp

Transnuclear

NRC Topical Reports

under

In Use at Surry
Concrete/55 storage
In use at HB Robinson
24 PWR
Cast ferretic steel
120 tons; T/S
5 l( 83 PWR concrete modules
5 x 150 BWR
7 PWR

26 PWR

24 PWR

Lead and S3

100 tons; up to 31 PWR w/NRC burnup
credit; 56 PWR consolidated
Ferretic stee1 cask, 100 tons; cask
used at INEL demo; designed as SiT

Reyiew

Cask

Manufacturer

Ca~acity

Comments

CASTOR-X

General Nucl Services

28 PW

CP-9
Dry Cap

Nuclear Packaging
Coabustion Engineering

9 P'I'iR

NUHOMS-24P

NUTECH

24 PWR

Nodular ca~t iron, for 10 yr old
Up to 33 PWR wi butnup credit
Concrete cask t 88 tons
Ferretic steel caak t 112 tons
Concrete storage module; transfer cask
to move fuel to storage module; design
selected by Duke Power, Carolina P&L,
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Cavity ~ Type Sarface 1 Meter %Mdtr 3 Meter
Diy
Wee
8173
1.414 0.&329
Nelltro'l
2.623

Dry

Dry

Dry

Dry

Dry

Wet

Wet

Wet

Wet

Dry

10yr

Dry

Dry

15yr

Dry

Dry

Gamma
Total

9.~

27(J)

17.338

5.392

Neulroll
G3mma
Total

6.~

2.187

5:126
12622

1.633

3..82

1.179
0.8078
1.9668

5.766

1m
1.2:54
3.063

a.6109
1.5963

1.531
1.001
2.532

0.4834
L3083

NellttOD
Gamma
Total

10.246

Neutrol1

Gamma

.fZZ1
3.615

Tout

&.442

NeutroA
G&mIDI
TolII

4.llS7
1968
7.a25

Dry

Dry

(.

Dry

Cry

0.82-49

1.6831
0.6944

0.4646
1.159
0.5806
0.3483
0.9289

0.4861
0.2742
0.7603

1.201

0.6934

o.~

0.8158

a.m.7

Q2214

2.~

1.001

0.6299

40.23 23.28
1.199 0.1674
41.429 24.0474
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2S.5.l

79.61

5.586

2.00

ToQJ

UiO.686

81.695
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1.8-43 0.6689 0.3185 o.zm
2104.443 61.rmJ 33.&)85 19.6391

~troG
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148.8

O.6TZ2
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25yr

o.~

tW02

Gamma

Gamma
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20yr

4,.18
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2.853
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23.47
13.58
0.236 0.1307 0.00149
46.676 23.6007 1.3.66149
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Abstract

•

An analysis of mortality statistics from the most recent Life Span Study reports of Hiroshima and Nagasaki survivors
(covering both the 1950-1982 and the 1950-1985 follow-up periods) indicates a significant difference (p < 0.001)
in cancer mortality rates between two distally exposed groups of survivors with organ-absorbed radiation doses
under 40 cSv. This implies a mean incremental lifetime cancer risk (exclusive of leukemias) of about 25 excess fatal
cancers per 10,000 persons exposed to one additional cSv (rem) of ionizing radiation for persons who had been
exposed to doses in the range 1-40 cSv above background levels. This risk value is independent of whether the
original (T65DR) dosimetry assignments (choosing a value of 10 for the relative biologic effectiveness of neutrons)
or the new dosimetry estimates (DS86) are used.
.
The present estimate of A-bomb survivor radiogenic cancer risk associated with low dose exposure was obtained
directly from the observed cancer deaths in the low-dose exposure groups without reliance on model-dependent
extrapolation from high dose data. This low-dose risk estimate is about ten times larger than the risk estimates
adopted previously by national and international radiation commissions as a basis for current radiation safety
guidelines for workers and the general public.

Key words: Biological effects of radiation. radiation epidemiology, low-dose cancer risks. radiation protection
standards

Introduction

(.

The aftennath of the explosion of atomic bombs over Hiroshima and Nagasaki in August 1945
coincided with the beginning of radiation epidemiology, the medical-statistical study of human health
effects as a consequence of exposure to ionizing radiation. Systematic follow-up of about 120,000 Abomb survivors for the duration of their lifetimes was begun in 1950. This group of survivors. of whom
about 91,000 had been exposed to various levels of radiation from the bombs' explosion, have been
designated the Life Span Study cohort (LSS). A team of scientists of the Joint U.S.-Japan Radiation
Effects Research Foundation (RERF) in Hiroshima is responsible for the LSS follow-up studies of
health and mortality statistics. Technical reports and journal summaries have been published by RERF
with increasing frequency in recent years.
Estimation of the dose-response relation in the low dose exposure range is of particular importance for
establishing radiation protection standards for nuclear industry workers and for the general public. The
purpose of the present analysis of recent A-bomb survivor mortality statistics is to develop an updated
estimate of the radiogenic cancer risk for low dose radiation exposure. The analysis is limited to the
cancer mortality statistics of a group of distally exposed survivors with kerrna exposures below 50 cOy
(rad) (more than 1,600 m from ground zero in Hiroshima, greater than 2,000 m in Nagasaki). The
11 'I<
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straightforward method used to determine the radiogenic cancer risk for this group of survivors
provides an estimate of the average slope of the dose-effect relationship for a dose range below 20 cSv
(rem) and it does not require familiarity with sophisticated epidemiological techniques.
•

The A-Bomb survivor study
For the 91,000 A-bomb survivors from the original LSS cohort, dose estimates were reconstructed in
the 1960' s on the basis of the then available information about their whereabouts at the time of the
explosions and the physical properties of the explosion (T65DR dosimetry). This 'population of
survivors was originally subdivided into eight dose groups with external dose estimates ranging from a
presumed zero dose to 400+ cOy (rad). During the fIrst 25 - 30 years after the dropping of the bombs and before the long latency periods, preceding symptomatic presentation were fully appreciated excess cancer mortalities, signiflcantly exceeding the expected levels of spontaneous cancer deaths,
were found only among the medium to high-dose groups of survivors. The cancer death rates in the
low-dose groups were, for many years, lower than or equal to those observed for the general population
(Table I). These early observations led radiation experts to assume that low levels of radiation exposure
Table 1

The change in cancer rate [all cancer deaths, excluding
leukemia)/[total deaths by all causes) for Two Low-Dose
Groups (T65DR) of the LSS Cohort for Successive FollowUp Periods (SE in parentheses)
Time period

"1-9 rad"

"10-49 rad"

1950-54
1955-58
1959-62
1963-66
1967-70
1971-74
1975-78
1979-82

0.126(11)
0.143 (11)
0.182(12)
0.179(12)
0.187(12)
0.213 (14)
0.226 (14)
0.229 (14)

0.156 (17)
0.144 (15)
0.212 (19)
0.203 (17)
0.220 (18)
0.225 (19)
0.223 (18)
0.239 (19)

National average for Japan (refs. [15. 16]): 0.213

are probably harmless to human health. By the early 1980's it was generally surmised that if any
harmful effects would result from low-dose exposure, they would be so insignificant that their existence
could never be statistically validated [1]. This view became formalized in the recommendations of the
International Commission on Radiological Protection (lCRP), repeated and supported by other official
commissions in their reports from the late 1970's or early 1980's [2-4]. Accordingly, a worker's
maximum allowable exposure of 5 cSv (rem)/year was promulgated to assure an exceedingly high
standard of occupational safety in the nuclear industry. One tenth of that value (0.5 cSv/year) has been
set as a standard of radiation protection for the general public. These standards have not been
substantially changed in the U.S. for more than 30 years [5].

Revision of the Hiroshima-Nagasaki dosimetry estimates
By 1978, serious shortcomings in the original dose assignments were recognized and revised dose
estimates for the LSS cohort were deemed necessary. Recent publications of mortality statistics refer to
a truncated LSS subcohort of survivors to whom revised dose estimates could be assigned according to
an updated dosimetry system.
The nearly dosimetry model included the assumption that radiation exposure associated with the bomt
o~. Hiroshima (uranium) contained a considerably higher neutron component than that from the s e c .
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bomb on Nagasaki (plutonium). It was thought that exposure to neutron radiation was biologically
much more effective and thus caused higher cancer mortalities among the Hiroshima survivors
compared to cancer mortality in Nagasaki. Comparison of mortality statistics for the LSS subcohorts
from the two cities was, thus, thought to provide a reliable basis for determining the RBE of neutrons to
be at least 10. By 1980, on the basis of extensive experimental and modeling research on nuclear
weapons, scientists concluded that previous analysis of the A-bomb survivor LSS cohort had used a
dosimetry model (T65DR) that overestimated the intensity of the neutron contribution to radiation
exposures in Hiroshima by a factor of about 10 and the intensity of gamma radiation exposure in both
cities by a varying factor of up to 3.5, depending on the city and the distance from ground zero [6. 7].
The 1986 dosimetry system (DS86) now recognizes that the overall contribution of neutrons to
absorbed doses was minor for the entire LSS cohort and that it was negligible for the distally exposed
survivors making up the low dose groups. Differences in neutron flux for the two cities, therefore, no
longer provides a reliable basis for estimating an RBE value for neutrons [8-10].
For a truncated LSS subcohort of aobut 76,000 survivors (the DS86 subcohort), the available
infonnation about their whereabouts at the instant of the explosion was considered sufficiently detailed
to assign them revised dose estimates according to the DS86 dosimetry system. The changes resulting
from the new absorbed organ dose assignments for this subcohort removed most of the previous
differences in the dose-dependent cancer statistics between the two cities. Thus, for the purpose of
radiogenic cancer studies, survivors from Hiroshima and Nagasaki can now be treated with improved
statistical power as a single. roughly similar population [8-12].

Alphabetical glossary of terms

•

Doub ling dose is that dose of radiation which (assuming a proportional relationship between risk and
dose) would double the cancer mortality, compared to the spontaneous (unexposed) rate.
DS 86, a new, considerably more complex dosimetry model of 1986 which replaces the previous
dosimetry system (T65DR). It takes into account many more variables, including greatly improved
knowledge about the point of explosion, the energy output of the two different type bombs used on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, revised estimates of energy and radiation intensities at various distances from
the hypocenter in the two cities, detailed modeling of the shielding properties of the atmosphere, the
type of building the survivor was occupying at the time of the blast, and of various parts of the human
body, including corrections for the specific position of the individual and his distance to the location of
the hypocenter.
Gray (Gy), a unit of absorbed dose of radiation which quantifies the deposition of a specified amount
of energy per gram of exposed tissue. The Gy replaces the older unit rad (One rad =
0.01 Gy = 1 cOy).
Kerma dose is the "tissue dose free-in-air" (at the body's surface), before the radiation may have been
modified by intervening physical structures and before it is further modified by absorption inside the
body due to skin, surface tissue, bones. etc.
Organ-absorbed dose is the biologically effective dose to the internal organs of the body. The
effective dose to the colon is generally used for cancers other than leukemia, while the bone marrow
dose is used for leukemia. The organ dose can be detennined by applying suitable transmission factors
to the kenna dose. It is the appropriate dose to be used to develop radiogenic cancer risk estimates from
statistical data such as those from the LSS cohort.
RBE is a correction factor which takes into account the presumed greater relative biological
effectiveness (RBE) of neutrons (or alpha particles) relative to gamma (X-radiation) or beta particles
(electrons). A mean of low-energy neutrons which deposits the same amount of energy per gram of
tissue as a beam of gamma rays or electrons has been assumed to have at least a tenfold higher
carcinogenic effect than gamma rays. On that assumption, I cOy of neutron dose in air (kerma) outside
tissue represents an absorbed tissue dose of 10 cSv (RBE~ 10).
Relative Risk in contrast to absolute risk (e.g. excess mortality per unit dose), expresses increased
cancer risk due to a specified dose of any carcinogen (in this paper limited to radiogenic risk) as a
multiple of the spontaneous cancer risk at zero dose. A relative risk of 1.00 is assigned to the

"
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spontaneous cancer mortality, and a doubling dose of radiation would increase the relative risk to
2.00
S i eve rt (Sv) is a unit of biologically effective tissue dose, taking into account that certain types.
radiation such as neutrons or alpha particles are biologically more effective for the same amount
deposited energy per gram of tissue than X- or gamma radiation. The Sv replaces the older unit rem
(l rem = 0.01 Sv =.1 cSv).
T65DR is a physical-mathematical model, first formulated in 1965 and slightly modified in 1982, used
to estimate radiation dose exposure of individual A-bomb survivors up to 1982. The assigned dose
depended on several factors, including an assumed spectrum of A-bomb radiation and the survivor's
location relative to the hypocenter of the Hiroshima or Nagasaki A-bomb explosions.

Methods
The designation of dose groups as defined in most RERF reports, using the "rad" as the unit of kerma
dose, is continued in this report. It is now generally recognized that the appropriate dose to be
considered when studying the health effects of radiation is the "organ absorbed" dose, measured in cSv
(rem). Mean kerma doses can be transformed into effective organ absorbed doses by appropriate
conversion factors (Table 2). The calculated lifetime radiogenic cancer risk estimates in this report are
based on the estimated organ jlbsorbed radiation dose.
Table 2
Calculations to Estimate the Radiogenic Cancer Mortality Risk of Low-Dose Radiation Exposure [HiroshimaNagasaki Survivors, <20 cSv (rem)]·

1950-1985

Follow-up period
Dosimetry system

1950-1982
T65DR

Dose group

"1-9 rad"

"10-49 rad"

"1-9 rad"

"10-49 rad"

I Persons in group

28,855

14,943

23,321

11,730

2 Mean kerma dose (cGy)

3.0

21.9

2.9

23.5

3 Mean organ dose [cSv]
neutron RBE-I
neutron RBE-lOa

1.4
2.4

10.3
16.6

2.1

17,4

4 Cancer deaths
(except leukemia)

1,779

1,055

1,653

953

5 Cancer mortalitylllr
for follow-up

6.17 x lQ2

7.06 x IQ2

7.10 x IOZ

8.12

6 Follow-up correction
(see Table 2 and text)

3,40

3,40

2.90

2.90

7 Expected lifetime
cancer mortalitylllr

2.096 x loJ

2,400 x loJ

2.059

DS86

X

103

X

2.355

X

102

103

8 Lifetime radiogenic cancer deaths if let people are exposed to one additional cSv
RBE-I
34 (1.4-10.3 cSv)
19.3 (2.1-17.4 cSv)
RBE-IO
21 (2,4-16.6cSv)
9 With adjustment for 23 % under-reporting of cancer deaths among A-bomb survivors and (95 % confidence limits)
(see text)
RBE-IO
26 (12; 40)
RBE-l 24 (10; 38)
• neutrons do not contribute to the DS86 dose for these dose groups

Calculations (key to table 2)
Data reference sources and calculations required to develop the radiogenic cancer risk estimates shown
in Table 2:
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1950- 1982 LSS Report

1950- 1985 LSS Report

Line 1.

Number of persons in group:
(Ref. 12, Table 1)*

(Ref. 10, Table 2 and Appendix Table 2)

Line 2.

Mean kerma dose:
(Same as line I)

(Same as line 1)

Line 3.

Correction factors used to calculate effective mean organ doses from line 2:
(Ref. 18; calculation of the effective neutron
(Ref. 10, Table 3, TR 12-87)
dose required combining values from Ref. 19,
Table 2 with Ref. 12, Table I, mean doses)"

Line 4.

Number of cancer deaths:
(Ref. 12, Table A3-7 in TR 1-86)

Line 5.

Cancer mortality rate: Divide Line 4 by Line 1

Line 6.

Correction to determine lifetime cancer mortality (see Table 3 and lext for derivation and sources):
3.4
2.9

Line 7.

Excepted lifetime cancer mortality:
Multiply line 5 with line 6
Lifetime radiogenic cancer deaths per 10,000 people, per cSv dose above the mean dose of "1-9 rad"
group:
Divide the difference between entries on Line 7 for the "10-49 rad" and "1-9 rad" groups by the
difference in mean dose values for the same groups from entries on Line 3, yielding the increment in
radiogenic cancer deaths per unit dose.

Line 8.

Line 9.

•

(Ref. 10, Table 2)

Lifetime radiogenic cancer deaths per 10,000 people, per cSv dose after adjustment for 23 % underreported cancer deaths (ref. 3, 8,9, II) with 95 % confidence ranges in parentheses (see text).

'" Corrected for the number of Hiroshima survivors in the ("1-9 rad") group to read 15,931 instead of 15,391.
.. Consistent with most current radiation protection guidelines, RBE = 10 should be used for the risk estimate
based on the T65DR dosimetry. However, for the purpose of demonstrating the significant influence this value
has on T65DR organ doses, we include the calculation for RBE = I for the 1950-1982 follow-up data. In
contrast, the value for neutron RBE is irrelevant for the low doses in the new (0586) dosimetry, for which we
followed RERF reports in using RBE = I (10, II].

Our analysis is limited to the distally exposed survivors who constitute the dose groups below 50 cGy
(rad). These dose groups comprise 89 % of the 91,231 persons in the original LSS cohort (T65DR) if
the "0 rad" group is included and 48 % of this cohort if only survivors exposed to more than 1 cGy (rad)
are considered. For the 75,991 survivors in the smaller DS86 LSS subcohort, the corresponding
fractions are 79 % and 46 %, respectively.
Following the estimation of lifetime risk of mortality from radiogenic cancers in recent RERF reports
[8,9, II], we do not stratify low-dose radiogenic risks according to various categories of cancers but,
rather, distinguish only two major categories of malignancies: leukemia and all cancers except
leukemia. Our radiogenic cancer risk estimates deal only with the second category, representing an
average for all cancers found among the low-dose LSS subcohorts, excluding leukemia. Furthermore,
the determined risk is for a mixed population (in terms of age and sex) that corresponds to the make-up
of the distally exposed survivor group. An incremental radiogenic cancer risk estimate is presented
which is equivalent to the average slope of the dose response relation in the "1-49 rad" kerma dose
range. For some cancers the slope may be greater and for others smaller. Those differences are,
however, likely to fall within the 95 % confidence limits of our radiogenic cancer risk estimation.

Reference group
A reference group of survivors who were located 2,500-10,000 m from the hypocenters of the Abombs has been used in all previous analyses of LSS data as a presumably unexposed "0 rad" control
Med. nucl. 2 (1990), Heft 2
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group. Only recently, it was recognized that a fraction of the control subcohort was in fact exposed to
varying levels of residual radioactivity from fallout and soil activation. Organ-absorbed doses due to
fallout among members of this group who were present at certain locations about 3,000 m from groun.
zero in both cities were estimated to range from 12-24cGy in Nagasaki and from 0.2-2 cGy
Hiroshima [13]. Additional exposure from soil activation affected persons in the control group. A
comparison of the "zero dose" group with the "1-9 rad" subcohort, exposed to a mean dose of about
2 cSv, reveals identical cancer mortality rates, consistent with uncertain but similar radiation exposure
of the control group. The Panel on Reassessment of A-Bomb dosimetry (1987) recommended that
persons exposed to residual radioactivity be removed from epidemiological studies [14]. As far as we
can ascertain, this correction has not yet been implemented in the most recent RERF tabulations
available to us. We chose, therefore, to evaluate the incremental cancer risk in Our analysis by a direct
comparison of mortality figures in the "1-9 rad" with those in the "10-49 rad" groups, circumventing
the need for a truly unexposed control group.

Method of analysis
An estimate of the average excess lifetime radiogenic cancer mortality per unit organ-absorbed dose in
the range 1-40 cSv was obtained from the statistically significant differences (p < 0.001) between the
cancer mortalities for the "1-9 rad" group and the "10-49 rad" group, . using both dosimetry
assignments (Table 2). The calculations are based on the commonly accepted hypothesis that any
statistically significant increase in cancer mortality among the survivor subcohort with the higher mean
dose, compared to that of the group with lower mean dose, may be ascribed to the effects of increased
mean exposure. A direct comparison is admissible provided the age and sex composition of the two
subcohorts is similar enough to have a minor effect on the final risk factor, considering its relatively
wide range of confidence (corrections for significant differences in mean age at exposure between the
two lowest dose groups considered which are not available to us could lower the calculated risk
estimates by at most 50%). This method yields an estimate of the mean incremental radiogenic canc.
risk per additional unit of dose (i.e., the mean slope of the dose response curve) for a mixed populatio'\~
consisting of persons exposed to an average dose between about 2-17 cSv (rem) above backgroun <J,<:""
(Table 2).

Lifetime risk
The incremental lifetime cancer risk is an accepted way of estimating the risk of exposure to low doses
of ionizing radiation. Given the long latency time before cancer development is clinically apparent and
since more than 60 % of the individuals in the two low-dose A-bomb survivor subcohorts considered
were still alive at the end of 1982, it is necessary to establish the eventual lifetime cancer risk by
extrapolating from the limited follow-up data to the expected lifetime cancer mortality after all
members of the subcohorts will have died. This requires evaluation of a correction factor that relates
Table 3
The "1-9 rad" reference group 1950-1982 follow-up (T65DR)
Total persons in group:
Total deaths (all causes) (1950-1982):
Total cancer deaths (1950-1982):
Still alive at end of 1982:
Additional cancer deaths expected:
Total lifetime cancers expected:

28,855
9,563
1,779
19,293
0.228 x 19,293 = 4,399 (see text)
1,779 + 4,399 = 6, i 78 (from line 4, Table 2)

[Lifetime cancers)
Follow-up correction: - - - - - - - - = 3.47 (line 6, Table 2)
[Cancers through 1982)
I
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•

Radiation.Related Lifetime Cancer Risks (excluding leukemia) [number of life·time excess fatal
cancers per 10,000 persons, per cSv exposure, corrected for 23% under reporting)"
Data
Source

Neutron
RBE
assumed

Dose
range
used
(cSv)

doubling
Lifetime excess
dose b
cancersll 04
(cSv)
per cSv
(95 % conf. range)
T65DR (1950-1982)

this work
Gofman
near 10 cSv

10

2.4-10.6
1-400
1-400

26 (12; 40)
41
26

I

10

Ref.

77 (50; 167)
49

17,20
17,20

77
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•

II

• If radiation-effects are not proportional to dose, the same level of population exposure in personcSv does not lead to the same health effects, except at for equal doses. Person-cSv is the number
of persons times their average dose in cSv, e.g. an exposure of 3 x 103 person-cSv corresponds
1,000 people exposed to an average dose of 3 cSv, or 3,000 people exposed to I cSv.
b derived quantity assuming an average normal adult lifetime cancer rate of 20 % (does not apply to
fetal risk). For the Hanford worker data, the doubling dose is the primary finding and the lifetime
excess cancer rate per 104 person-cSv is derived,
c Tables V-4, V-19, V-20.
I

future expected cancer deaths to the cancer deaths already recorded through the end of the follow-up
periods in 1982 and 1985, repectively, Cancer mortality statistics from earlier RERF compilations
showed that the observed proportion of cancer deaths to total deaths from all causes for the low-dose
"1-9 rad" group (T65DR dosimetry) rose rather rapidly from below the Japanese national average in
the early 1950's to the national average in the early 1970's (Table 1). It continued to rise slowly during
the period 1975-1982, from 0.226 to 0.229 with a mean value only slightly higher than the mean value
0.213 for the Japanese population as a whole for the same time period [15, 16]. We have adopted the
1975-1982 mean value of 0.228 (standard error SE 0.010) and assume that, in the low dose range, it
will remain constant for the purpose of estimating total future cancer deaths (assumption of constant
relative risk [II]). This assumption is likely to provide a conservative estimate of future cancer
mortality, given the observed continuing slow increase of this ratio over recent follow-up periods
(Table I). The total lifetime cancer deaths expected in the "1-9 rad" (T65DR) subcohort can now be
estimated by adding the number of expected future cancer deaths among the survivors still alive in 1982
(i.e., the number of survivors alive in 1982 multiplied by the adopted cancer mortality rate 0.228) to the
number of already observed cancer deaths to 1982 in that subcohort. A sample derivation of the latency
correction factor (determined to be 3.47 for the 1950-1982 follow-up data) is shown in Tabid. A
similar analysis for the statistically somewhat weaker data for the "10-49 rad" group yields. within
statistical limits, the same correction factor. For the same dose group and the same LSS reports Gofman
Merl. nuc!. 2 (1990), Heft 2
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[17] developed a latency correction factor of 3.35 following similar arguments. A value of 3.4 (SE 0 I)
has been chosen as an estimate of the latency correction factor in our calculation of the expected
lifetime cancer mortality for the 1950-1982 follow-up data.
•
It is reasonable to assume (as borne out by the dat~ of previous ~oll~w-up periods, within their statisti
limits) that the latency factor, Le., the proportIOn of total lifettme cancer deaths to cancer death'
recorded through the end of each future follow-up period, will be the same for the "10-49 rad" groups
as for the "1-9 rad" groups. This assumption does imply a comparable distribution of ages and sex and
a constant relative cancer risk for the two subcohorts. Minor deviations from these assumptions will not
significantly affect our final conclusions, given their statistical uncertainties. We, therefore, use the
same latency correction fach>r to estimate the total lifetime cancers from the cancer deaths already
registered for the "1O-49rad" groups as for the "1-9rad" groups for each of the tWo follow-up
periods considered here.
Since additional persons died between 1982 -1985 in each of the two dose groups considered, an
analysis equivalent to that shown in Table 3 yields a lower latency correction factor of 2.90 for the
lifetime cancer deaths expected for the "1-9 rad" and" 10-49 rad" groups in the 1950-1985 (D586)
follow-up statistics [8, 10, II, 17]. (Note that this correction factor must eventually approach 1.00 for
extended future follow-up periods.)
To correct for a previously estimated under-reporting of cancer mortality on A-bomb survivors' death
certificates, a 23 % adjustment was made to the derived radiogenic cancer risks (lines 8 and 9, Table 2).
This correction was applied consistent with evaluations of lifetime radiogenic cancer risks presented in
earlier BEIR and RERF reports [3, 8, 9, II] (shown for reference and comparison in Table 4).

Statistical confidence limits for the risk estimates
The statistical significance (p < 0.(01) of the differences in the cancer mortality rates for the two
groups exposed in the low dose range for the follow-up periods 1950-1982 and 1950-1985 were
tested using the Student's t test.
•
,To establish confidence li~~ts for the estimates of lifetime excess radiogenic cancers per te~ tho~sa
persons exposed to an addmonal dose of one cSv (the mean slope of the dose response relatIOn) 10 t11
low dose range, the variances of the proportions m, the life-time cancer mortality rates (line 7, Table 2)
are calculated from m (1 - m)/N, while N is the number of persons at risk (line I, Table 2). Neglecting
errors in the mean doses, the variance for the radiogenic cancer risk (line 9, Table 2) is the sum of the
variances of the cancer mortality rates m for the two dose groups which are compared for both followup periods. The 95 % confidence limits for the low-dose radiogenic cancer risk estimates (line 9,
Table 2) are then determined by a range of 1.96 times the standard error (SE - the square root of the
summed variances) to either side of the central value.
Although the resulting 95 % confidence ranges are rather wide, this straightforward estimation of lowdose cancer risks has the advantage that it can be duplicated, step by step, by readers without
epidemiological training and that these estimates can easily be re-evaluated when updated mortality
statistics become available in future LSS reports.

.'~"
m".,··

Results
Lifetime radiogenic cancer risk estimates:
I. The most recent LSS reports covering the follow-up periods 1950- 1982 (T65DR dosimetry) and
1950-1985 (DS86 dosimetry) show a statistically significant difference in cancer mortalities between
the two lowest dose groups exposed to mean doses of about 2 cSv and 17 cSv respectively (p < 0.001,
Table 2). Estimates of radiogenic cancer effects for this low dose exposure range (for a one-time
exposure) can now be obtained directly from the Hiroshima-Nagasaki A-bomb survivor LSS mortality
data, eliminating the need to estimate risks by model-dependent extrapolations from medium and highdose mortality statistics.

e-
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2. The mean lifetime radiogenic cancer risk for low dose exposures using the revised DS86 dosimetry
(1950-1985 follow-up reports) is independent of the presently uncertain neutron RBE value.
However, it agrees well with the low dose exposure risk derived from the T650R dosimetry
(1950-1982 follow-up reports) provided an RBE value of 10 is used (Table 2).
3. The mean lifetime radiogenic cancer risks in the organ-absorbed dose range 1-40 cSv (Table 4) are
26 (12; 40 98 % confidence limits) for the 1950-1982 follow-up (T650R dosimetry) and 24 (10; 38)
for the 1950-1985 follow-up (OS86 dosimetry) excess cancers per 10,000 persons exposed to one
additional cSv (rem), respectively.
4. Estimates of the lifetime radiogenic cancer mortality doubling dose (with their 95 % confidence
limits) of 77 (50; 167) cSv (rem) (T650R) and 83 (53; 200) cSv (rem) (OS86) can be obtained by
assuming an average spontaneous cancer rate of 20% (Table 4).
5. The excess lifetime radiogenic cancer risk based on the cancer mortality statistics of the low-dose
LSS subcohorts of the A-bomb survivor population is at least ten times larger than the current officially
adepted risk values (Table 4) which were calculated by downward extrapolation from the mortality
rates of the high-dose exposed LSS subcohorts.

=

Risk estimates from other studies are shown in table 4 for comparison, including:
analyses based on model fits to the recent A-bomb survivor data by RERF scientists,
an independent analysis of the same data covering all dose categories up to 400+ cGy (rad) kerma
dose, and using both. a linear and a curvilinear fit to the two sets of data,
results from two earlier epidemiological studies of populations exclusively exposed to low doses of
ionizing radiation and
radiation risk values currently adopted by official national and international radiation commissi~ms.
based on earlier follow-up data.

Discussion
The radiogenic cancer risk values reported in this communication were derived directly from analyses
of the cancer mortality statistics of the distally exposed low-dose A-bomb LSS survivor groups without
the use of modeldependent extrapolations. These radiogenic cancer risk estimates are at least ten times
higher per unit dose in the low-dose range than some of the currently used risk values which were based
on earlier data and various hypothetical dose response models (Table 4).
Scientific debate about the health risks of exposure to low doses of ionizing radiation has long suffered
from intense controversy among scientists because of gross discrepancies between findings derived
from follow-up studies of the A-bomb survivors and epidemiologic studies of other human populations.
Studies the relationship between pre-natal x-ray exposure and childhood cancer [25-27] and some
cancer risk studies of nuclear workers [23-24] suggested much higher radiogenic cancer risks from
low-dose radiation exposure.
The widely used radiation risk values published by the ICRP [2], the UNSCEAR [4], or the BEIR III
reports [3] (Table 4) presumed to be conservative estimates for low-dose exposures. They are based on
model-dependent extrapolations from the observed high-dose mortality rates toward the low dose
range. Such extrapolations were necessary since excess cancer deaths remained statistically
insignificant in the earlier 1950-1974 A-bomb survivor LSS follow-up data on which the conclusions
of these commissions have been based. These analyses still serve as the basis for all current radiation
protection guidelines and officially adopted risk estimates.
A recent evaluation of the 1950-1985 follow-up statistics (OS86) by RERF scientists [8] estimated 17
excess radiogenic cancer deaths per 10,000 person-cSv (Table 4). This analysis was obtained by fitting
the cancer mortality data from all OS86 dose groups, including the contaminated "zero" dose group
(about 30 % of the OS86 subcohort), up to doses above 100 cGy to a linear dose response relation. In a
subsequently published version the authors reduced their risk value from 17 to II by applying a
speculative correction function (Table 4) [9]. The value of 17 cancer deaths per 10,000 person-cSv is
lower than out midpoint value of 24, but well within the 95 % confidence range of 10- 38 excess cancer
deaths per 10,000 person-cSv obtained from the same data, but limited to survivors exposed to less than
Med. nucl. 2 (1990), Heft 2
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50 cGy (Table 4). An even more recent RERF analysis [II J, using both a linear and a linear-quadratic
dose response model, as well as the zero dose group, uncorrected for fallout exposure, found life-time
4
excess cancer deaths (at to cSv exposure) between 10 and 12 per 10 person-cSv.
•
One independent analysis of the 1950-1985 data over the entire dose range found an improved fi
,
particularly with exposure to low doses of radiation, by using a curvilinear regression analysis. This, in
tum, resulted in higher radiogenic cancer risk estimates per unit dose (the slope of the dose relation) at
lower exposures compared to those at higher ones [17, 20J. We attempted to test the linearity of the
DS86 dose response curve for radiogenic cancer risk in the lower dose range. Present numbers of
cancer deaths in the more finely divided low-dose exposure groups, as listed in recent RERF reports
[10, II], are too small to evaluate the detailed shape of the dose response curve in the low dose range
with sufficient accuracy. However, comparing the cancer mortalities for the combined "50-199 rad"
medium dose group (mean dose 93 cSv) with that of the "1-9 rad" group (mean dose 2 cSv) results in a
mean slope of the lifetime radiogenic cancer risk dose response curve for the 2-93 cSv dose interval of
10.9 (7.6; 14.3,95 % confidence range) lifetime excess cancers/104 person-cSv. This value agrees well
with recent RERF estimates (Table 4) covering the entire dose range. We find a substantially lower
slope of the dose response relationship over the much larger dose range than the value of 24 for the
2-17 cSv low dose range (Table 4). This surprising indication of a strong non-linearity, in an opposite
direction from that assumed by the BEIR III report [3] will require further study as additional follow-up
data becomes available allowing appropriate corrections to be made for differences in mean ages at the
time of exposure.
Our estimates of radiogenic cancer risk from low-dose radiation exposure of A-bomb survivors,
although not strictly comparable due to substantial differences in methods of analysis, appear to be
consistent with earlier findings frem two epidemiologic studies that dealt, exclusively, with low-dose
radiation exposure: one being a study of Hanford workers [21- 24J, the other the British Oxford Survey
of Childhood Cancers [25-27] (Table 4). The most recent findings of the British childhood cancer
survey (OSCC), associating cancer rates with terrestrial background radiation, as well as with pre-natal
x-ray exposures [32, 33], reopens questions about what fraction of spontaneous cancer mortality may,
in fact, be related to be unavoidable exposure to background radiation and, thus, how much present an.d.
future contr~l~able sour~es of ra~ia~ion mi~ht co?tribute in~rementally to this fraction in the future [34,""':'
Upward reVISion of estimated lIfetime radlogemc cancer nsk for low dose exposure levels would also
\11,,('
imply that the added cancer burden from the radioactive fallout over many areas of Europe, as a result
of the explosion at the Chemobyl (USSR) nuclear plant, may eventually greatly exceed various
estimates [2~- 31], based on currently adopted risk values.

Conclusion
After many years of controversy about whether the health risk of exposure to low levels of ionizing
radiation is measureable or negligible, statistically significant numbers of excess cancers have now
been found in subcohorts of A-bomb survivors exposed to low doses of radiation. It is, therefore, no
longer necessary nor justified to rely primarily on extrapolations from high-dose LSS data, using
hypothetical models to estimate low-dose radiogenic cancer risk or to generalize from data other than
those from human populations. Analysis of the cancer deaths in the low-dose groups reported in the
most recent A-bomb survivor LSS studies suggests that officially adopted estimates of low-dose
radiogenic cancer risk may be as much as an order of magnitude too low. On the other hand, given the
inherently wide statistical confidence ranges of such calculations it now appears that the increased lowdose exposure risk estimates from the A-bomb survivor study are compatible with risk estimates
obtained from earlier epidemiological studies of other human populations exposed eXclu~ively to low
doses of ionizing radiation.
At a minimum, these findings of increased radiogenic risk after exposure to low doses of radiation
suggest the need to reconsider current radiation safety guidelines and to update projections estimating
the future public health impact of low-dose radiation exposure, particularly with regard to various
options for clean-up and permanent disposal of radioactive waste products.
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British Columbia Medical Association, Environmental Health Committee, Canada
Environmental Protection Agency, Environmental Pollutant Movement and Transformatiol
Committee, U.S.A.
National Council of Churches, Energy Task Force, U.S.A.
New York State Medical Society, Committee on Environmental Quality, U.S.A.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Standards Development Office, U.S.A.
President's Commission on the accident at Three Mile Island, Citizen's Advisory
Committee, U.S.A.
Wisconsin State Medical Society, Committee on Health and the Environment. USA
Ontario Public Service Employee's Union, Canada
•
Commissioner on the International Commission of Health Professionals. Geneva
Global Education Associates, U.N. Non-Governmental Organization
Ministry of Concern for Public Health, Buffalo, U.S.A.
Canadian Union of Public Employees, Canada
Tnstit1Jtp. fllr Energie \lnd Umweltforschun~, Heidelbers;. F.R.G.
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- 3 Japanese Assoc. of Scientists, Japan
Native Americans for a Clean Environment, Oklahoma. U.S.A.
Consumers Association of Penant, Malaysia
Centre for Industrial Safety and Environmental Concerns, Kerala, India
Interchurch Coordination Committee for Development Projects, Zeist, The Netherlands
Mercy Health Services, International, U.S.A.
Rongelap People's Council, Rongelap, Republic of the Marshall Islands
Ontario Hydro Employee's Union, Canada
ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL HONORS, SCHOLARSHIPS, TRAINEESHIPS

•

Scholarship (4 years D'Youville), graduated Magna Cum Laude
Kappa Gamma Pi, Sigma Xi, Graduate fissistantship (Catholic University) for M.A.
National Institute of Health Grant (3 years at Catholic University) for Ph.D.
New York State Dept. of Health, Post Doctorate Summer Research
Grey Nuns' Legislative Chapter, Elected Delegate 1971, 1974, 1975
National Assembly of Women Religious: House of Delegates 1973 to 1976
National Executive Board 1977 to 1980
Outstanding Civic Leader of America Award 1970
Reader for Advanced Placement Calculus Examination, Educational Testing, Princeton
1971, 1972
Outstanding Educators of America, Elected 1973
Award Spring 1981 from National Organization of Women WNY Chapter
Award 1981 from New York Public Interest Research Group
Honorary Member of Aerztebund fuer Umwelt und Lebensschutz (Federation of Physicians
for the Protection of Energy and Life) 1983
Hans Adalbert Schweigart Medal, Awarded by the World League for the Protection of LiE
Vienna, Austria 1983
Fellow of the Indian Society of Naturalists, Baroda, India 1985
The Right Livelihood Award, December, 1986
Distinguished Alumnae Award, Mount st. Joseph Academy, 1987
Women of Distinction Award, YWCA - Toronto, 1987
World Peace Award, World Federalists of Canada 1988
MEMBERSHIP AND COMMITTEES

•

American Academy of Political and Social Sciences
American Association of University Women
American Public Health Association
Grey Nuns of the Sacred Heart
Institute of Society, Ethics and Life Sciences
International Biometric Society
International League of Women for Peace and Freedom
Kappa Gamma Pi
National Assembly of Women Religious
New York Academy of Science
Sigma Xi: Scientific Research Honor Society
Advisory Board Member, Energy Policy Information Institute
Advisory Board Member, Musicians United for Safe Energy
Plenary Member of Health Physics Society
Board of Advisors, Nuclear Reform Project
Board of Advisors, Colorado Atomic ~nd AQ~nt nr~nQe Veterans
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- 4 Advisory
Advisory
Board of
Food and
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Board, Ecumenical Task Force on the Love Canal, USA
Board, Lawyers for Social Responsibility, Canada
Directors, Peacework Alternatives, U.S.A.
Water, Inc., Board of Directors, Denville, New Jersey
Advisors, Food Irradiation Alert, Burnaby, Be
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BIOGRAPHICAL PUBLICATIONS
American Catholic Who's Who 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981
American Men and Women of Science 1976, 1981, 1985
American Men and Women of Science: Consultants 1977
American Registry Series 1980 (Selected)
Anglo-American Who's Who 1981
Community Leaders and Noteworthy Americans 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980
Community Leaders of America 1982
Dictionary of International Biography 1977-78, 1978-79, 1979-80, 1980-81
Directories of Distinguished Americans 1981
International Book of Honor, Second World Edition 1986
International Who's Who in Community Service 1978, 1979
International Who's Who of Intellectuals, Vol. II, 1978
International Register of Profiles 1979
International Register of Biographies, 1986
International Who's Who in Contemporary Achievement, 1985
Men and Women of Distinction 1979
Notable American 1976-77, 1978-79
Notable Americans of Bicentennial Era 1976
Personalities of the Americas, First Commemorative Edition 1987
Who's Who in American Scientists 1973-77
Who's Who in American Women 1975, 1976, 1977, 1978, 1979-80
Who's Who in Health Care 1977
Who's Who in the East 1977-78, 1979-80
World Who's Who of Women 1976, 1977, 1981
Foremost Women of the Twentieth Century, 1986
PUBLICATIONS
1.

Testing Whether a Multinational Distribution is a Binomial Distribution of Orde
kIt - Doctoral Thesis - Un. Microfilm Inc., Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1966

2.

Introduction to Creative Mathematics, (Book) Edwards and Sons, 1971.

3.

"Pets and Adult Leukemia, American Journal of Public Health, co-authored wit
Dr. Bross and Dr. Gibson, November 1972 (Vol. 62).

4.

Manual for Users, Relative Risk Program, theoretical design for and descriptio
of the computer program, 1973, with Chandu Rathod, Department of Biostatistics
Roswell Park Memorial Institute.

5.

Relative Risks for Combinations of 2x2 Tables, a program for the Monr~)
Calculator with L.I. Blumenson, 1973, Department of Biostatistics, R.P.M.~
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Relative Risks When There Are Several Levels of Exposure, a program for th
Monroe 1860 Calculator with L.E. Blumenson, April 1973, Department 0
Biostatistics, R.P.M.I.

7.

"On an Alternate Method of Calculating and Odds Ratio," Journal of Medicine, Vol
6 , No.1, 1975 .

8.

Theoretical Description of "Sister Test," Fastfortran (Conversational Vel'.
Program, Hay 1974, with L.E. Blumenson, Department of Biostatistics, R.P.H.I.

9.

"Nuclear Suicide," America, Vol. 131, No. 12, 1974.

10.

"You are Needed," Encounter, Vol. 3, 1974.

11.

"Dubious Victory;" Baltimore Sun, August 12, 1974.

12.

"Dental X-ray Hazards Held Well Documented," Buffalo Courier Express, October 10
1974

13.

"Extensions of the Relative Risk Concept," Experientia, Vol. 131, January 1975.

14.

•

"Nuclear Hazards," Feb. 1975 Nuclear Decisions.
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Also published separately b

LAND Educational Associates Foundation, Inc., Rt. 5, Box 176, stevens Point, Wis
54481
15.

"Citizen Action Recommended," Nuclear Opponents, Allendale, New Jersey, March
April 1975, pg. 1.

16.

"The Equal Rights Amendment," Western New York Catholic, feature article. Apri
2Lt, 1975.

17.

"Recapping Renewal," Probe, April, 1975.

18.

"More About Nuclear Suicide," Nuclear Opponents, Allendale, New Jersey, May-Jun
1975.

19.

"Scientists question some PP&L Claims."
News, May 16, 1975.

20.

Written testimony on the hazards of low level radiation.
House 0
Representati ves, Committee on Energy and the Environment, Subcommittee of th
House Interior Committee. Rep. Morris Udall, Chairman, August 6. 1975.

21.

"Children of the Lord," Contemplative Review, November 1975.

22.

"Health Effects from Nuclear Exposure," feature article, The Providence Journal
Providence, Rhode Island, June 16, 1976.

23.

Testimony in a Congressional Seminar on Low Level
Ionizing Radiation
Subcommittee on Energy and the Environment of the Committee on Interior an,
Insular Affairs, House of Representatives, Hay 4, 1976. U.S. Government Printin
Office, 79-7670.

Letter to the Editor, Harrisburg Evenin
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House
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24.

Testimony, July 7, 1976.
Mines and Energy Management Committee.
Representatives. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

25.

"Biohazards of Nuclear Generators," Special International Nuclear Opponents for
the Observance of the Anniversary of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Nuclear Opponents,
November 1976.

26.

"Spirit Begets Spirit,"

27.

X-ray Exposure and Premature Aging.

,

Contemplative Review, November 1976.
Journal of Surgical Oncology, Vol. 9, Issue

4, 1977.
28.

Some Ethical problems involved in nuclear proliferation.

29.

Nuclear power and human fragility.

30.

Health Hazards from Low Level Radiation.
Council. April 1977, SPC 730.

31.

Nuclear Power and Civil Rights in the United States.

Probe, February 1977.

Nuclear Opponents, March 30, 1977.
Peace Newsletter,

Syracuse Peace

The Centerpiece.

Januarj

1978.
32.

Hard Questions - Honest Answers.
February 26, 1978.

The Catholic New Times, Toronto, Ontario.

33.

Measurable Health Effects of Diagnostic X-ray Exposure.
Testimony
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment of the Committee on Interstateanc
Foreign Comm~rce, U.S. House of Representatives, July 11, 1978. Vol. 2. Effeci
of Radiation on Human Health. Serial Number 95-180.

34.

The Ethical Problems Involved in Nuclear Generation of Electricity. An invitee
address delivered at the Energy Symposium, Hay 13,1978, sponsored by the Irisl
Transport and General Workers Union in Dublin, Ireland. Published in A Nuc1eal
Ireland?, Dublin, 1979.

35.

Health Hazards Involved in the Production, Storage and Use of Nuclear Weapons
Invited address, Japan International Congress Against A and H Bombs.
Osaka
Japan, August 1978. Published in Congress Proceedings, 1979.

36.

Part 16 and Part 17, CBS-TV Summer Session:
Alternative Futures (29 minute
each), June 1978. Video Tapes available from Global Education Associates, 55
Park Avenue, East Orange, N.J. 07017.

37.

Energy and Health.
Article in the Social Costs of Energy Choices, a specia
issue of Christianity and Crisis, Vol. 38, no. 15, October 15, 1978.

38.

Testimony Relative to Human Health and Nuclear Generation of Electricity
Discussion Texts, International Study Days for a Society Overcoming Domination
September 1978, d24.

39.

The Nuclear Crossroads, Environmental Action Reprint Service, Box 545, La'
,
Co. 81055, April 29, 1978. Published in: A Nuclear Ireland? Editors"-:'
Carroll and P.K. Kelly, Published by Irish Transport and General Workers ~
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40.

The Nuclear Worker and Ionizing Radiation.
Association Journal, (40), May 1979.

41.

New structures for Growth.
Invited address, World Future Studies Conference
Science and Technology and the Future. Berlin, East Germany. May 8 - 10, 1979.

42.

Children in the Nuclear Age. Part 24, Children in the World television series
Video tapes available form the Canadian Save the Children Fund. 111 - 115t
Street East, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan S7N 2El.

43.

Radiation Kills.
Article in Special Uranium Report.
Published by the Energ:
File and the British Columbia Conference of the United Church of Canada, 105-251
East Hastings, Vancouver, B.C. September 1979.

44.

Comment on the Interagency Task Force on Low-Level Ionizing Radiation Repor'
(directed to F. Peter Li bass i , Chairman, Interagency 'Task Fore e on the Hea 1t,
Effects of Ionizing Radiation). Published in: Public Comments on the Work Grou'
Reports. DREW, June 1979.

45.

Expert testimony before the Select Committee on Uranium Resources, Legislativ
Council, Parliament House, Adelaide, South Australia. March 11, 1980.

46.

Spring (a poem).

47.

Het Grie Staten Onderzock,
Netherlands.

48.

Radiation Exposure and Human Species Survival.
Vol. 25 No.2 (1981).

49.

Peaceful Atom Myth Blown Up.

50.

Response of Rosalie Bertell to the Critique of Michael Genevan.
Vol. 41 No.2 p. 419-422 (1981).

51.

Letter to the Editor - "Physicians rally against the threat of nuclear epidemic'
CMA Journal, September 15, 1981. Vol 125

52.

Women are Refusing to Bear Children.
3.

53.

Nuclear Power and Nuclear Weapon Production are Health Issues.
Proceedings 0
Medical Association for Prevention of War, Vol 3 Part 6, Autumn 1981 (England).

54.

Health Hazards of Video Display Terminals, Environmental Health Review. Vol. 26
no. 1 (1982) pp. 3 - 5.

55.

Risikooientierte analyse zum SNR-300, C. IV, Institute
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56.

Response of Rosalie Bertell to critique of Kelly Clifton Environmental Healtl
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57.
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58.
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59.
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60.
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62.
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63.
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Reclaim the Earth, Leonie Caldecott and Stephanie Leland, editors. The Women'~
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~

64.

"A Micronesian Woman" (a Poem) in Reclaim the Earth, Leonie Caldecott
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65.
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66.

"Passioned Stillness" (a poem) Sister's Today, Vol. 55, no. 2, October 1983, P
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67.
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From:
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Conference. Villa, Vanuatu 1983.
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1985.

75.
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76.
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SOUTHGATE JFFICE PLAZA. SUITE 555
5001 WEST 80TH STREET
BLOOMINGTON. MN 55437
(612)893·1813

January 17, 1991

FAX (612) 89:J-D650

~

Mr. Bob cupit
Minnesota Environmental Quality Board
300 Centennial Building
658 Cedar street
st. Paul, MN 55155
RE:

NSF ISFSI proposal; Prairie Island Indian Community
request for technical and legal assistance

Mr. cupit:
I
have been instructed by the Prairie Islar.d Indian
community Tribal council to make a formal request to the ~2QB for
technical .:and/or legal assistance pursuant to Minn.
stat.
116C.722, which states:
If an Indian tribal council that has jusrisdiction over
part of a potentially impacted area within the state
request legal or technical assistance, the board shall
provide assistance.
p:esently, I understand that this particular state law
has never be~n utilized, so there may ~e some
uncertainty as to what type of technical and legal assistance is
reauired of the board.
I understand that there is also the
possibility of disagreement as to whether the law applies in this
situation. Therefore, in order to avoid any misunderstanding and
/complication, I suggest that you make a formal determination of
~.~hether the state law applies to the Prairie Island situation and
ther- whether the board will provide technical and/or legal
ass.l's~ance.
After that initial detentination is made, we can
t~en discuss,
if necessary, the type of technical and legal
ass~st~nce~e Tr~be may des~re from the board.
provis~on

.............

t

•

/I". envision at least a couple of sessions with your legal
counsel to discuss our legal options during the licensing
procedures; and then, regarding technical assistance, I can see
the Tribe wanting to have seminars on potential health impacts
and then, on the proposal itself. The Tribe may be interested to
get an "objective" explanation of the proposal and its potential
impacts.
If you feel this letter does not suffice as a formal request
of the Prairie Island Tribal council, please inform me as soon as
possible.
The Tribal council is willing to pass a formal

resolution making the request.
Let me assure you though, the
Council directed me to make the request herein.
I am beginning
to understand that we are under a rapidly moving time schedule
and your immediate attention to this matter will be greatly
appreciated.
If you could please respond in writing to this
letter by January 25, the Tribal Council will be very gratefUl.
~hank-you

for your time and consideration.

\J\~A,,~~
William J. Hardacker
General Counsel
Prairie Island Indian
Community

cc:

Don Murdoch, BIA Field Rep"
Q Brown" Dept. of Interior

Jean Sutton, Field Solicitor's Office

•
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.'
January 31, 1991

William Hardacker
Bluedog Law Office
Southgate Office Plaza
Suite 555
5001 West 80th Street
Bloomington, Minnesota 55437

Dear Mr. Hardacker:
,I

Your letter of January 17, 1991, requested technical and/or legal assistance from the
Minnesota Environmental Quality Board pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Section 116D.722,
in regard to the NSP ISFSI proposal at Prairie' Island. We have consulted the Board's legal
counsel, and based upon that consultation, have determined that your request for assistance
'is not covered by the cited statute.
The basis for this opinion is the statute itself, which has no apparent relevance to the NSP
project currently under €::nvironmental~reviewby the Board. "Potentially impacted area" is
defined in Minnesota Statutes 1989y.s~ction 116C.71, Subdivision 18, as an "area designated
or described in a draft or final ar:e'a recommendation report or area characterizatioI1- plan
for study or consideration". By-'definition in Minnesota Statutes 1989, Section 116C.7l,
Subdivisions 10 and 11, the Prairie Island Reservation's proximity to NSP's ISFSI project
does not permit it to be recognized as a potentially impacted area.
Further, the Radioactive Waste Management section of M.S. 116C excludes regulation of
the on-site storage of spent nuclear fuel at existing generating plants. Specifically,
Minnesota Statutes, Section 116C.71, Subdivision 16, defines disposal as "the permanent or
temporary placement of high level waste at a site within the state other than a point of
generation".
The only section of the statute which appears to apply to NSP's proposed ISFSI is
Minnesota Statutes, Section 116C.731. This section relates to transportation of high level
radioactive waste. When the spent fuel is ultimately transported out of the state, that
section provides for notification to the Department of Public Safety and transport route
determination.

•

Page 2 - January 31, 1991
Mr. William Hardacker

You may wish to inquire about intervenor funding in the Public Utilities Commission's
Certificate of Need process. That review process should begin in the next few weeks. If you
have questions about the Certificate of Need process you should contact Mr. David
Jacobson, of the Public Utilities Commission staff, at 297-4562.
We regret that we cannot formally provide you with the assistance requested. However, we
will certainly continue to work with you and the Tribal Council through the EIS preparation
process and in our intervention in the U.S. NRC's iicense review process. If you have
further questions or have additional facts or legal considerations which you'd like to bring
to our attention, please call Mr. Eldon Kaul at 296-7341 or Mr. Bob Cupit at 296-2096.

•

Michael Sullivan
Executive Director

,
cc:

Bob Cupit
Eldon Kaul
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Karen Clark

lViinnesota
House of
•
Representatives

State Representative
District SOA
Hennepin County

Robert VanaS<lk. Speaker

COMMITTEES: HOUSING, CHAJR; APPROPRIATIONS-HUMAN RESOURCES DIVISION; ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTINTERNATIONAL TRADE AND TECHNOLOGY DIVISION; FlNANCIAL INSrlnJTIONS AND INSURANCE

April 17, 1991

Mike Sullivan, Executive Director
Environmental Quality Board
State Planning Agency
3rd Floor, Centennial Office Building
658 Cedar Street
st. Paul, MN 55155
Dear Mr. Sullivan:
It has come to my attention that the Prairie Island sioux
community has been denied technical assistance that they
requested under MN 116C.722.
As the author of the legislation that created the statute in
1984, I want to make it clear that the legislative intent was
clearly meant to cover just such an instance such as the one the
Sioux community now finds itself in, and for which it is
requesting technical assistance.
Please contact me immediately regarding your interpretation of
this statute if the facts regarding the Prairie Island Sioux
community are as I have been informed.
Sincerely,

UutLc
Ka;~~ark
~4:' -'

State Representative
cc: R. cupit
T. Flood, MPIRG'

•

2633 18th Avenue SOU1h. Minneaoolis. Minnesota 55407
State Office Building, SL Paul. Minnesota 55155

(612) 722·7729
(61 2) 296-02~
House Fax (612) 296-1563
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. r NAME Beaver VaHey 2

Status of NRC lIcensing Process {

licensee: Duqu8s'ne Light
lSI

~ajor

Peak~.

3sf

'.• 9.:

: 208.'

~
13

-:-Flnal Envlronme.nttll St!ltement completion:
-Final· Safety.Analvsls Report '~omp(~tlon;

% .1984.

Owners

% Share

----

f!,1ws

UJ
I.!)
([

D..

'42

-Ohio Edison
.
-Cleveland Electric l,Ifum•.
-Toledo Edison
-Duquesne Ught

·24... ··

"2€r'

'170

~

'*

-Construction Permit appllcatldn docketed:
-Construction Permit Issuance:
-Operating license application docketEt'd; .

(')

v

;If

, 1-17

,.. '.'

5

locatIon

(T)

"<l'
lSI

UJ
(!)
([

a.

:':'.SafetV EvsIO~tk;n Report c'dmpieti~n: '.

.....J

i=

-Saf~ty .Evaluatlon. Re'port SupplE!ment~ssues:.
-A~vlsorv Comm.ltte~ 00 Reactor. Safeguards rev ~
. -FEM~ review of eftslte. em~rgei1cv pfannlng;
. ":".Publlc h.earlngs· .on Operating.' Uc.~n89:
~
-Atomic Safety 8£ LIcensing Board Initial. DecisIon

-Site: ShIppingport, PA (5 mi. E•. of E. liverpool, Ohio)
-NRC RegIon: 1

6/84.

Eat: licensing Action
Characteristics
u

o

~

z

o

lI.!)

-

Z

LicenseE

-Construct.lon Completion:
-Het FunctIonal Test Complete:
-Fuel load/low Power LIcense:
-:Flrst Crltfcallty:
-Full Power license:

-Reactor Type: PWR (Westfnghouse)
-Architect/EngIneer: Stone Be Webster
-Prlnclpel Contractor: Stone Be Webster
-Megawatt Rating: 852
.

-Comm~rclal OperatJon:

12/85

9785
6/86
8/86
9/86

10-12/86

I

(f)
([

:3
I

CosVCompletfon Estimates

(f)

-

0::

Z

Commercial
As of:

E

o
~

u.

v

IS)

In.

11/72

1980
4/11/84
12/31/84
10/18/85

Operation
1978
~ 1986

10/86-12186

12/86
1-2/87

~ current.IV comprete~:.

Capital Concentration ($mIl. -- w/AFVDC. -- lIS (

..

Total Cost
($000.000)
riA.

AFUDC

Total Cost
per Kw

Component

. .

NA

.2, OOO"j ..:. -: ." .'

3;466::.. :: .

IfA '. '.

' ..NA

.

3•.5:9,0·/ ~'. . .:.
If'" ",
.. 4;·'2~O: ....-,;;.....'1,600

'90' " .'...'. :.::, :.":.~::,, ::. /

: 2.34.1.' " .
:.4;:·0.6.8::·.. : ....

NA. ..
'.

:"

'

'.. '

". "':'#':~'::<;'.::':~ .-:.:... ".:".:

OJ

-.-;

([

:E:

_.__..•

_-

__._-- --_..-

. ' {/n~f."~s.,%·ol}·..

...: ,' ".~ .:,::...... ..::~~?I{~~i~~~~;>·· .:.' ::<:....

>-

--_.~

. -Ohio Edison
. .(.tmill/ons)·

'.: .... ·l\.ioS·
.',. -':'100~
4··;.2.1.lt.: ;" . :.' ...... -.CleveI8n~ ~Iq~. 1II1:'~': . '. :. ". :.-' '.' .' .
.4:,'98$: ."!' ';.-'" :'" ." . ($mill/ons)··. . ;.
. .... '.'. "; ,647-:..
,....
(In;'.. 8$ %. 01) . . ,.'
':
--:" .. ".tOO '.

N

1

Curren.t
"nve'stment

Malor Owners

.

': " ':;."?,-;-- ~~:t'-:.'·. '.: .

.. (/nv•. p$· % ot), '. .
-Duquesne' light.'

. 100.

. ($mlllliJns)'
(fnv. 8S %. (1) :

376
. 100

.

PLANT NAME

Status of NRC lIc~llsln9 ProceSs (as,

Braidwood .,'

'-Construction Permit application docket«

Ucensee: Commonwealth Edison

C\.
~

Mws

% 1984
Peak

1,110'

8'

(s;

% Share

Major Owners

I.J,

(!)

<I

n.

100

-Commonwealth. Ed\s'on..

"

.",

.. "

-ConstructIon Per:mit issuance:
-Operating licenslli application docketed.
-Final Environmental Statement" completr
-Final Safety" Analysis R~port comple~lor

.-Safety I:veluatlon ~ep'ort completIon:..
-Safety Evaluation
supp\errie~t Is':
-Advisory Committee on ReBclor S8f~'gu'
;"FEMA revieW of ansite emergency plalJ
-Public heatlngs on Operallhg license: '
-Atomic S8.{ety & licensIng' Board Initial

Repcirt

Location

-S\1e: Braidwood, illinois (24 ml. SSW of Joliet, III,)
-NRC RegIon: 111
Est. LIcensing Action

Characterlstlcs

u
Cl

-

-Con s'tructlon Completion:
-Hot Functl.onal Test Complete:

-Reactor Type: PWR (Westinghouse)

Z

o

-Architect/Engineer: Ssr.gent Be lundv

I-

-Fuel loed/low Power license:

-Principal Contractor: . Cpmmonwealth Edison
-Megawatt RatIng:. 1,120

(,!)

Z

-First Criticality:

-Full Power license:
-Commercial Operatlc:>n:

I
Ul
<I

Cost/Completion. EstImates

:3
I
Ul
ll::
Z

As of:

Comm'erclal

Total Cost

AFUDC

Total Cost

O'peratlon

($000,000):
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E

o

1975
1980' .
4/01/84

ll::
Ll..

..

Cil

.9/86,11./86

5/31/81 ",

.11/30/85

If)

% currently completed:
•

" .

.1,506

. 5186

12/31/84' .

"f

_

•

i

_.".

, !fA
N.A ' '.

6lt.4

: 11/81
11185

2,.14.5....
2.,4t'?6 ..

<

"

3.~()28·'

,
'.
"90,'· " ,',

.:

.516

1.196,'

',NA'

l',S96'~"

.' NA

2,200' .

910 ..' .,

..

. :

-Commonwealth Edison
($mi./lfons) ,"

2.:;lU4
;

m

."::.; ~;:~;":
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Inves
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': ((,?V. 8$
'.'
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.
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.LANT NAME .

•

Brald~'ood2

licensee: Commonwealth Edison

-Ccimmonwe~.1th ~i:H~OP . . :

%1984

-

Mws

-. Peak

1,120

.:. 8'"

% Share'

,MaJor Owners

St.tus

'lOa

of

NRC licensing Proc•• s

.Of

9/:
3:
D

";Constructlon Permit application docketed:
-Construction Permit Issuance:

-<

-9peratlng LIcense application docketed:
l\)
-Final Envlronmental'Statement completIon:
;"Plnal Safety Analysis Report completion:
to
'...Safety Evaluation Report completion:
";Safety EvetuationReport Supplement issues:
. '
rn
.. ~Advls6ryC()mmittee.onReactor Safeguardsr
lSl
... "':FEMA 're:vlew .of offslte emergel1cy planning: Ul
. -Public hearings on Operating lIcen!Je:

-Atomic Safety & licensing Board ,Initial Oecls

"
°

loc;ltlon·

::u
3:

-Site: BraIdwood, illInoIs (24 mi. SSW of Joliet, -III;)
-NRC Region: 111

Z

.

~

::u

6/8

Characteristics

ESi. licensing Action

-Resctor Type: PWR (Westinghouse)

-Construction CompletIon:
-Hot Functional Test Complete:
-Fuel Load/low Power license:
-First. Criticality:
-Full Power license:
-Commercial Operation:

Ucen'

~.~~_~.

cr

E:
D
Ul

-Architect/Engineer: Sargent & Lundy
-Principal Contractor: Commonwealth Edison

-Megawatt Rating: 1,120

11/=
4/ ~

117
--l
_0
l1/ z

57;
5/ ()

Cost/Completion Estimates
... COl!1l1lercial

As of:

Operation

Total Cost

AF.UDC

(SOOO.OOO)

Component

. Total Cost

. per 1<w

Capl~al

Concentration ($mll. -- w/AFUDC --

Current
1975
198'0

47OfJ84
12/31/84
11/30/85

11/82

·430

1,044

1-1186
. 5/87
lVQ87 :

.1,430:.
1,644
2,016

9/30188

0/0 cur~ntlv compl.ete~:.

60

NA
NA

S 1-6

.1,196
1,596

NA
NA

1,468
1,800'

62.0
:

"

Major Owners

Inves1ment

.-Commonwealth Edison
($mjllions)
(/nv. as % 01)

1,-099
100

.
lJ
D
(j)

rn
lSl
l>.

5

Status of NilG lIcen:llr'£SJ ProcosS (as of 9/30/85)

PLANT NAME ~vron 1

licensee: Commonwealth Edison
%1984

% Share

Major Owners

'---

... 100

-CommonwealttJ Edrson

Peak

MW5

8

1, 120'
.. :-

-Construction Permit application docketed:
-Construction Permit issuance:
.-Operatlng license application docketed:
,-Final,Envlronmental Statement completion:
-FlnalSatety Analysis Report completion:

3:
D

-<

N

lD

-::Safety ~vaiuation Aeport completion:
. ~Saf9ty Evaluation Report Supplement Issues:
:":Advlson; ComlTllttee on Reactor Safeguards revlew'co
,-FEMA review of offslte emergency planning:
-:Publlc hearings on Operating license:
-Atomic Safety & 'licensing Soard Initial Decision:

location

UI
lSl

W

"T1

AI

-Site: .Bvron,
-NRC Region:

m. "C17 011.

0
3:

SW 01 Rockford. hL)

·m

Z

AI

6/84

Est. licensing Ac110n

CharacterIstics

(J)

lIcense"s

I

J:

-n
(J)

-Reactor Type: PWR {Westinghouse)
-Architect/Engineer: Sargent & Lundy·
-Principal Contractor: Commonwealth Edison
-Megawatt Rating: 1, 12.0
.

-Construction Completion:
-Hot Functional Test Complete:

7/84

-Fuel Load/low Power License:
-FI rst Criticality:
-Full Power License:
-Commercial Operation:

9/84

C

8/84
2/85
2/85

Cost/Completion Estimates
It

Commercial
As 01:

Total Cost
($000,000)

operation

AfUOC'

To~al"Cost

Component

per Kw

NA
NA
NA
NA
768

" 479

-I

-

z

Gl

1-1
-0

_z

-

-0
()

See -Miscellaneous Comments:

Capl1al Concentra1ion '($mil. -- w/AfUDC -- as of: 6
1975
1980
4/01/84
12131/84

6/30/85

% cllrre"ntly complate:d::
•

. , '·625
1.452
2,261

" 11/80
. ".11/83
, ," 2/85
lIIQ85
" 4/22/85*

wh~t

call~

2.508
2,500

1,104
11.082
2.240
" t,240

MaJor Owners

2,219

in 9 / 8 5 . '

PI

14.

100

~lri ser~l~e"':'~Bte> it does" ~~t'" r~pre"$'e~t ";riiti~(

This Is
CWE
"tM
full poweroperetlon which occurred

Tote

':'Commonwealth Edison
(SmifJions)
(/nv. as:% of)

.1 00

Current
Investment

'"U

n

,'""

Gl

m

lSl

.J:>.
lSl

7

•

•

•

•

PLANT NAME

•
~-,

Byron 2

l1censee: Commonwealth EdIson·

. ""':"'.

Status

Mws

% Share:
100

-Commonwealth ·Edison·.

1.120:: , .

(as of

O/A)
3:
D

-Construction Permit 8ppl1catlon docketed:

.~

Malor Owners

of NRC lIcanslng Proco,$

1984
'Peak'

:s""

~

-<
-Construction Permit Issuance:.
N
:"Operatlngl1cense application docketod:
-Final Environmental Statement completion:
to
..;Flnal 'Safe~v Analysis Report completion:
·~Sat~tv:Evaluatlon Report completIon:
-S~fe~y ·~.valu8tron Report Supplement Issues:
Ul
:-;Adv.lsop/- GomJ11fttee on Reactor Safeguards review cor ..
.
.'
.
.
~
.. -FEMA review.of offslte emergency planning:
N
-~ubllc ha~rlngs on Operating license:
'':''Atomlc Safety & licensing 'Bo8~dlnltl81 DecIsion:
T1
;:u

o

locatIon

3:

m.

z

-Site: Bvron.
(17 ml. SW of Rockford,.III.}
-NRC Region: Ill·
.

;:u
(J)

6/84
Est.

Characteristics

lI~enslng

licensee

Action

I

l~
-(J)
I

-ConstructIon Completion:
-Hot Functional Test Complete:
-Fuel 'loadlLow Power license:

-Reactor Type: PWR (Westinghouse}
-Architect/Engineer: Sargent & Lundy

-Principal Contr8c.tor: .Commonwealth Edison
-MegawBtt Rating: 1.120

-first Crltlcailty:
-Full Power license:
-CommercIal OperatIon:

10/85

2/85
11/85
11/85
5/86
5/86

2 ~

8

(j)

"36
"4 ~
9" g
9"

Cost/Completion Estimates

Total'Cost
($000.000)

C'ommercl'aJ
As of:

Operation

1975
1980

11/82
11/84

470f784

5/86
9/86-11 86

12/31/84
11/30/85

41.6
968

5/31 87

°h currentlv compl,eted:

AFUOC

Component.

NA
NA

Total Cost

Caplt~l. Concentration

($mll. -- w/AFUDC -- as of: 6/

per Kw

'479 .

MaJor Owners

Current
Investment

Tot
p

1.104

1,507

NA

1,672
2,070

.NA

1,493

620

1,848~ .

1-.682' .

-Commonwealth EdIson
(Smillfons)
(Inv. as % of)

1,479
100

~

85
"U
D
(j)

fl1
(S)
(,)

to

9

PLANT NAME

Callaway

Status of NRC licensing Process (as of 9/30/85)
3:

licensee: Union, Electric
% 1'984

100, '

-Union Electr:ic'

Peak

,Mws

'% Share

Major Owners

-'-'',17 "

1.~ 'l88'
---.,.--

'-'j' "

location

J)
, -Construction PermIt application docl::eted:
-<
-Construction PermIt Issuance:
--'Operating license application docketed:
N
-Final,EmHronmantal Statement completion:
:-Floal Saf~IV Analysis Report completion:
lD
, '~$f!~Eity ,Evaluation ,Report completion:
,
-S~fety,Evaluatlon Report Supplement Issues:
Ul
, -Ad\1lsory Committee on ,Reactor Safeguards review··
-l=EM,p.. 'review of offslte emergency planning:
~
, '-Public hearIngs on Operating license:
-Atomic Safety & Licensing Board Initial Decision:

"TI

;:u

o

-Site: 10 mi. SE of Fulton, MO.
-NRC Region: III,

3:

z
;:u

Characteristics

Est. licensing Action

-Reactor Tvpe:, PWR (Westinghouse)
-Architect/Engineer: Bachtel
-Principal Contractor: Daniel
-Megawatt Rating: t 188

-Construction Completion:
-Hot Functional Test Complete:
-Fuel load/low Power license:
-First Criticality:

Cost/Completion EstJmates

As of:

4/76
1980

3/11/84
12/31/84
6/30/85

Comm~rclal

Total Cost

AF\,.IDC'

Operation

($OOO,OOO)

Component

10/82
10/32
-12/84
12/19/84
121 19/!!!!.-

% currently c~mpleteci:

1,.088
1,317
' 2',850

100
,

NA
NA
NA'

~l.OO

,1,200

'

I
E
J)
(f)

I

-Full Power license:

5/84
C
5/84
6/84
10/84

-Commercial Operation:

12/84

-

.

ti
6
~
0

n

Capital Concentration ($mll. -- ~/AFUDC -- as of:
Current

NA

3,:000

,

Total COS1
,per Kw

(f)

6/84
licensee

915
1,109
'2,400
2~S25'

, 2,583

"

Major Ownars
-Union Electric
($mfllions)
(!nv,
% 01)

as

Investment

3,100
100

"

-0

,',

J)
G)

ITI
(S)
U)

CD

11

•

•

P.

•
l;~
",",

NAME

Catawba 1

Status of NRC LIcensing Process (as

0
3:

-Construction Permit application docketed:

licensee: Duke Power Co.

% 1984

% Shaf8

MaJor Owners .

....

Mws
'",..186

.... p'eak

.:.

- Duke Po'wer Co;
.: No. Caiotfhl Ele.qhlc .

2:5

MembershIp Corp; .
- Ssluda River Efectr.lc .
Cooperative :

·$6.

.'.:.-

.

,···:····3·

-.-.--

:.t.

\.

640
215

·:"19

D

-<
-Construction Permit issuance:
-Op,arBtlng license application docketed:
N
'-FlneIEnvlronmental Statement completion:
'''''Flnal SefetV Analysis Report completion:
to
. '-Safety EvaluatIon Report completion:
-Safety Evaluation Report Supplement Issues:
-Aqvlsory ·Commlt.toe on Reactor Safeguards review U1
~
. -FEfytA review· of offslte 43mergencv planning:
.-Public hearings on Operating License:
-Atomic SafetY .& licensing Board Initial Decision
. (Safety 'Issues):
-Atomic Safety & licensing Board Initial Decision
(Emergency Planning):
.

location

"

; :0

o

3:

-z

-SIte: Clover, S.C. (6 rill. NNW of Rock Hili. S.C.)

; :0

-NRC Region: \I.

(J)

ChlincterlstlclS

Est. LIcensIng Action

-Reactor Type:' PWR (Westinghouse)
-Architect/Engineer: Duk.e Power Co.
-Principal Contractor: Duke Power Co.
-Megawatt Rating: 1,145

-Construction Completion:
-Hot Functional Test Complete:
-Fuel load/low Power license:
-Fuel load/low Power license:
-FlrstCritica IIty:
-Full Power license:
-Commercial Operation:

Cost!CompletlonEstlmates .
As of:

Commercial

Total Cost

AFUDC

Operation

($000,(100)

Component

1979
7/83

10/72
1980
fTf9l84

12/31/84
6/30/85

6{85
IIQ8.5

1,9.50

6/29/85

1.950

"10 currently cO~PI~i:Eui:

.. a_s.ed

317 .
1-,030
2~OOO

100'· : :-.

on 50% of total cost of bot.h plants.

"N~

tlA

. NA.·
,NA

·683' .

I
E:
D

6/84
licensee

(J)

:r:

~

5/84
C

-l

~

6/84

*'

-

_ _ _- - 0

8/84
1/85

n

6/85

Total Cost
per Kw

'" 7/18/84, license authorized fuel load only; 1216/84

269
903
1,703'

Capital Concentration ($r:nit --'w/AFUDC -- as Qf:

1,-747
1.703 .

MaJor Owners

testing. .

·-Duk~

.

Current
Investment

rower Co.'

(SmiINqns)
(Inv. as % ·01)

'187
100

"U
D
-G)

rn

CSl
W
-.J

13

PLANT NAME

Catawba

licensee: Duke Power

2
S1ah,s of NRC lkensing PrdCeS!:I (as of 9/30/85}

Co.

Major Owner.s .

%.Share .

- Duke Power Co. '"
- No, Carolina MunIcipal
.Power'Ageru;y
- Piedmont MiJnlcljuil' Pwr. Agencv

No. ",

" The

% 1984

0'"

-

,Peak

MW5

.
'.

:

.

o

o

.

:, ...' . is···. .: .... , '.'<:'.<859'
" ' . '25 :

';.'

... '. -' 286

,

.. '"
':

'c~: 'owrl~r~hip share\v~str'~~s'iei"r:ed ·in tUII'~(dhe ·~;edm~nt··MU~J~I~·ai.·

Power Agency 12121/84.

.

..

.

.

-Construction 'Permit application docketed:

J)

vs

~

. '

it

locatlo'n

3

-Construction Permit Issuance: .
-<
-Operating license applicatIon docketed:
I\)
-Final ~nvlr()nmental Statement completIon:
·-Fin{3J'.SafeW Aha1 i s Report completion:
w
:-SafetV'tValuation Report completion:
'-'Saff;lty'Evaluatlon Report Supplement issues:
-'Advisorv' Committee on Reactor Safeguards review c. U1
'-fEMA rev.lew of oftsite emergency planning:
;;
-Public hearings 00 Operating license:
-Atomic.
Safety
' & Licensing Board Initial Decision:
App~oval for

'TI

Catawba 1.

AI

0
3

-Site: . Clover. S.C. (5,m!. NNW of Ro-ek Hili, S.C.)
-NRC Region: II
.
.

-z

6/84

Est. Ut;ensing Action

AI

licensee

Ul
I

E

-Con structlon Com pletton:
-Hot functional Test Complete:
-Fuel load/low Power license:
-first Crlticalitv:
-Full Power license:
-Commercial Operation:

Characteristics
-Reactor Tvpe: PWR (Westinghouse)
-Architect/Engineer: Duke Power Co.
-Principal Contractor. Duke Power Co.

-Megawatt Rating: 1.145

10/86
6/86
10/86
'1/87
3/87
6/87

J)

Ul

-

-'I

-z

-G1
-;
-0

_z

_,=,
(l

Cost/Completion Estimates
As of:

10/72

1980
1/01/84
12/31/84
6/30/85

Commercial
Operation

Total Cost.
{$OOO.OOO}

. 1980
-1'185

, 317
.1,·0)0"

6/87

1,950

IIQ86 .
IUQ86

2,000,
'1,950

% currentlv
coniplete~:
.'
.
.
,

'AFUDC

Total Cos1

Component,

eer Kw

. ~aJor Owners

NA
NA
,NA

99.

269'
903
-l, 1'03
1;747

•

NA
, 683,

1,34~
,

~

, Capital C~ncentration ($",11. -- w/AFUDC -- as 01: Ii

':"Ouke Power Co.
($mlllions)
'(Inv. as % ,of}

Current

To

Investment

187

6

100

..

'1J
J)

GI
IT!

o

w

m

15
~~'~_t_

··':'~"""_·""'''··-'':·f"1t;-,-,,~I)o.~·_.'''·'.·.~_I.~.'"'VI'! ••...•_..,.......#tr•••_"'.~.~~"""'''''''

_ _ '''_. . . . .' ' . ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' . ' ' '

'''''''_''''
_

. . . . .- . . # . ._ - - - _ . _ _ .. _ - _ . . . . . - . _ - - • • • •

-.~-._-~._-_._.- . " _• • _ • •

'",=/

;.'

'----./

..

- - - - - - - - ~ - - - - ~ - - ~ - _
.. ~ ~

•

nsee; Imnors Powar

Malor Owners

% Share

SttltH9 of

, %1984

-----

8 2 * , . '760

- illinois Power
- Soyland Power Corp.,
':'" Western Imools Power Coop,

'Mws

~,lOO

10
-:' 8 .

. '90

Peak

..
.,

~
'.

~'~QPerst(vg"s'rn~est'in~~t'lri:'~lInton $l~_~~ :., ':

... An agreementto iiml'! the'
to
causes these %s to change 8stot~d cost estiinates 'change --It· e}(p'~cts Its
share to'be 82":S4%, at the tlme'CllritQI1,becoMes·ciJ'mmerclai. . ... :',.-'

location

l'l1W Hd'tl115lng

f'I'OCrd-:l:J

(as.

-Construction Permit application docketed:
:3
D

-ConstructJon Permit Issuance:
-Operating LIcense appllcation docketed:
-Final Environmental Statement completion:

-<
N

-Final Safety AnalysIs Report completion:
':'Safety Evaluation Report completion:
-:~afety ~V8luatlon Report ~upplement Issues:
-AdVlsory Committee'on Reactor Safeguards revlell
-FfMA .·revlew ,of onslte emergency planning;
:"PUbllchearlngs on Operating license:
,...Atomlc Safety & licensing Bqard Inltla' Decision:
It

See 'sectlon on "Major Contested

til
U1
ISl
ISl

"o

ISSUBS."

; ;0

:3

-Site: Clinton, ,illinois
-NRC Region: III.

Est. Licensing Action

Characteristics

-Construction Completion:
-Hot Functional Test Complete:
-Fuet loadlLow Power license:
-FIrst Criticality:
-Full Power LIcense:
-Commercial Operation:

-ReBctor Type: General Electric BWR
-Architect/Engineer: Sargent 8. Lundy
-PrinCipal Contractor: BaldwIn
-Megawatt Rating: 950

z

6/84
Ucensee

;;0

UJ

I

i5

1/86

~

NA

-1'---:::3'-'7-=-86""'--- -

'::-":~:"'::"'-z

NE
NE

Gl

6
~

11/86

'='
()
Coat/CompletIon estimates

-

As of:

10/73

1980
37lO7a4
12/31/84
11/30/85

Commercial

,,Operation.,

, '($000;000)

1980
1983

AFUDC
Compone'nt

430 '
1, .700
,2,850

11/65
-7/66

,3,148

12/86

% currently completed:

.Clpft~H Concentration (Sm". -

Tetar Cost

.3,700

NA
NA
NA
NA
1,000

Tota. Co~t
per Kw
. ,4.53

, 1,789

3,000
,3,3'H,

MaJor Owners
-IllinoIs Power
($millions)
(Inv. as % of)

w/AFUDC -- as of:

Current
Investment

1

2,591
100

3,89.5

'95

.....

.'

,

'<J

D
Gl
III

ISl

17

(0)

U1

PLANT NAME Com8nch~

Status of NRC licensing Process (as of 9/30/85)

Peak 1

~
J)

Licensee: Texas Utilities Generating Co.

% 1984

Major Owners

Peak

. Mws

% Share
"

- Texas UtHItI~;i"EleCtrlc

8?...

Co.

1 ~ OiO
71
".4"4

.;:

~.,..

-:: Taxes MunlclpalP9wer'Agelicy .
- Brazos EleCtri~ Pow'er 'Coop',
- Tex-"la Eiect..C·o·op·..

~.... :

·.o(:rexas

2'

.7

-Construction Permit application docketed:

-<

-Construction Permit issuance:
-Operating License application docketed:

N

-Final Environmental Statement completIon:
~Final S&f~tv .Analvsis Report completion:
·.,..Saf~tv 'Evaluatlon Report compietion:

-Safety

Evaluation

Report Supplement issues:

"-Adylsory Committee on Reactor Safeguards revIew
"-:-fEMA 'revIsw of offslte emergency plannIng:
.~Publlc hearIngs on Operating license:
:"'Atomic Safety Be licensing Board Initial Decision:

25

to

Ul

~

Cl

CSl

TI

;:0

o

locatio'n'

~

z

-Site: 4 mllesN.··of Glen Rose, Texas.
-NRC Region: IV'·.

6/84

Est. licensing Action
-Construction Completion:
-Hot Functional Test Complete:
-Fuel load/low Power license:

. C1Hlr2cteristics
-Reactor Type: PWR (Westinghouse)
-Architect/Engineer: Gibbs & Hili
-Principal Contractor: Brown & Root
-Megawatt Rating: 1,150

-First Criticality:
-Full Power license:
-Commercial Operation:

;:0
lJJ

l1ce!lsee

I
E:

9/84
~
-I
C
~
9/84
-z
----,1=-:0=--"'="1"='2-'-/8"""'4'- .. ~
LO-12/M - 0
-:---=-:-':-:=-_ _ Z
1-3/85
_;
n

CostlCom.pletlon Estimates
As of:

Commercial'
Operation

Ca~ltal Concentration·{$mil. -~ w/AFUDC'-- as of:

Total.Cost

AFtlDC

($OOO,OOO)

Componan'!

Total Cost
per Kw
Major Owners

1975
1980

4/10/84
, . 12/31/84
.. Il/.18/85 '

1980
'1982 .

IQ85
IVQ85
. 7/87

592
1,341
2.334,
2~760

'3,27S '

MA.

516
'1,166

NA

, NA
'NA

2~03.0
~;400

, . '980*

-TeJ.(8s Utilities
($mNlions)
{Inv. as % of)

Current
Investment

repr~sents

about' 30%

T<

1,957
100

2,848

,::' ·0/.0 c!Jrrently complst.OO:, '; '.'.99+ '
" We assume AFUDC

i

-u

at the"totaf·cost.

.J)

GI
ITl

CSl
c.J
A

:,,-e
"

•
'1;:'
...•...- :

\'};::';;

..

(~e

PLA.NAME

..

Comanche Peak .2

3

% 1984

-Mws

% Share

Major Owners

.68

- Texas Utllltll1s EI~.ctrlc .Co. .
- Texas MunicIpal Power Agency
- Brazos Electric Power ·Coop..
- Tex-La Elect, Coop. of 'Texas

D

-:Constructlon Permit application docketed:

LIcensee: Texas Utilities Generating Co.

.. 6

"

.2'

.

reak

'7

·.1·010 .
"
":'.' 7~
.. 44
"~.

-<

-Construction Permit Issuance:
I\)
-OperatIng lIcenS9 applicatIon docketed:
-Flnat Environmental Statement completion:
ill
-FInal Safety Analvsls Report completion:
:-Ssfetv Evaluation Report complstlon:
. ~~afety E.valuatlon Report Supplement Issues:
h
'-Advlsory
Committee
on.Resctor
Safeguards
revlewc
..
. .
.
rn
"FEMA review of onslle emergency planning:
ill
-PubHc hearings on Operating license:
-A,tomlc Safety & licensing Boardlnltla\ DecisIon:
."
;u

location

o
3

-Site: 4 miles N. 01 Olen Rose. Texas.
-NRC Region: IV

Est. licensing Aetlon

-z

6/84
licensee

;u
(f)

I

1/86

-Construction Completion:
-Hot Functional Test Complete:
-Fuel Load/low Power License:
':"Flrst Criticality:

Charllcterlstlcs
-Reactor Tvpe: PWR (Westinghouse)
-Architect/Engineer: Gibbs & Hili
-PrincIpal Contractor: Brown & 'Root
-Megawatt Rating: l,150

D

NE

. ~

1/86
1/86

. ~

-Full Power license:
-Commercial OperatIon:

E:

NE

7-9/86

(j)

.-1
0

'

Z

o

-It

.)XU estimates the schedule for Comanche Peak 2 t

n

Cost/Completion ·Estlm.tes
As of:

1975

. 395

1982
1984·'
1.986

1980
4{lO/84
12/31/84

IIQ87

11/18/85

'lQ88

% currently

Total Cost
(SOon.nOO)

Commen:lal
OperatIon

cOrylpl~ted:

894
. 1,556
1,',840.
2,185..

·AFUDC

Component
·NA
NA

Total Cost

per KW

Current

343
777
1 ;353

.'MaJor Owners

NA
NA

1,600

-Texas Utilities

65$*

1.900

($miffions)
(Inv. as'% of)

1.4

We assume AFUOC represents about 30% of the total cost.

T

Investment

1,305
100

".0 • •

"

Ii

Capital Concentration ($mil. -- w/AFUOC -- as of:

lJ
D
(j)
In

lSI
Ul
Ul

?1

PLANT NAME Diablo Canyon .,

Status of NRC Licensing Process (as of 9/30/85)
3:

licensee: Pacific Gas

D

&. EI·ectric
% 1984

% Share

Major Owners

Mws

----Peak
: -.

··.·,l00

Pacific GaS 8< Electric

'

..

1,084·

8.

~

location
-~ite: 12 miles WSW of San luIs· Obispo, CA.
-NRC Region: V·.
.

-Construction Permit application docketed:
-<
· -Construction Permit issuance:
N
·-"Opetatlng License application docketed:
·:-'F1nal Environmental Statement completion:
(D
· -Flnal Safety Analysis Report completion:
-Salety ·Evaluatlon Report completion:
-Safety Evaluation Report Supplement issues:
A.
....AClvisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards review c ~
· -FEMA review at oHslte emergency planning:
ill
-Public hearings on Operating license:
"T1
-:Atomlc Safety & licensing Board .Inittal Decision:

;u

o

3:

z
CharacteristIcs

· Est. llcenslng Action
-Reactor Type: PWR (Westinghouse)
-Architect/Engineer: Pacific Gas & Electric
-Principal Contractor: Pacific Gas & Electric

-Megawatt Rating: 1.084

Cost/Completion

Estima~es

Commercial·
As of:

1970
1980
4719784

12/01/84
6/30/85

Operation

Total Cost"
($000,000)

% currently completed:

Component

168
1,320

NA

----b 647

NA

1974
1981

7/84
2/85
5.17 l85 .

AFUoe

3,240
3.300..

NA

NA
1.200

Total Cost
per

l{w

6/84
licensee

-Construction Completion:

9/81

-Construction Completion:

4/84

(f)

I
E
D
(f)

I

c

-Hot Functional Test Complete:
-Fuel load/Low Power license:
-Fuel load/low Power license:
-Fuel Load/low Power license:
-First Criticality:
-Full Power license:
-Full Power LIcense:

Z

(i)

9/81 ;
12/83;

-l

o
Z

(1784

t::l

4/29/84

()

7/84

· -Commercial Operation:

155·
1;218
·2,442
2,989

;u

NE

.Capltal ConcentratIon ($mll. -- w/AFUDC -- as of:

3.044

..100

Major Owners

Current
Investment

T

3,000
100

--u

-Pacific Gas & Electric
. . ($mil/ions)
(/nv. as % of)

_D
(i)

en
CSl
Ul
N

?'l

:.

'.

j

tNT NAME DIablo banvon 2·

Statua ., NRC lIcanaln? Proce.. lao 0.30/85
:3

licensee: Pacific Gas & Electric

.% 1984

Malor Owners

% Share

Mws

Peak

100

1,Hr6

....8
-.-.

- Pacific Gas /34 Electric·

locllt.lon
-Slta: 12 miles· WSW
-NRC Region:· V .

of

San luis Obispo. CA..

-Construction Permit application docketed:
-Construction Permit Issuance:
-Operating license application docketed:
-Final Environmentai Statement completion:
-Final SBf~tv Analysis Report completion:
":Safety ·Evaluatlon Report, completion:
-.Safety Evaluation Report Supplement Issues:
·-Advlsory Committee on Reactor Safeguards rev lev
. -·FEMA review of offslte emergency ·plannlng:
-Public hearings on Operating license:
-Atomic Safety & LIcensing Board Initial Decision:

1)

-<
N
1D

-""
;;,
OJ

"
;u

o

:3

6/84

Characteristics

Est. licensing Action

-Reactor Tvpe: PWR {Westinghouse}
-Architect/Engineer: Pacific Oas 8r Electric
-Prlnclpel Contract9r: PacIfic Gas & Electric
-Megawatt Rating: V
~ostlCompletlon

As of:

Total Cost

Operation

($000,000)

AI
(f)

I

£:

-Const~uctlon Completion:
-Hot Functional Test Complete:
-fuel load/Low Power license:
-First Criticality:
-Full Power license:
-Commercial Operation:

Estimates

CommercIal

licensee

Z

AFUDC.
Component

8/84

C
8/84
9/84
NA

4/85

~
I

i

~
0

~

t='

()

Total Cost
per Kw
Capital Concentration {$mll. -- w/AFUOC -- as ot

1970·
1980

47ID84
11/31/84

11/30/85
% currently

1975

188

1982

880
2.235

4185
I IlQ85
1/86
complet~d:

..2.160

2.200.
99+

NA
NA

NA
NA·

800

170
797

.2,021 ..
·1.953.
1-.953

MaJor Owners

Current
Investment

-Pacific Gas &. Electric
. ($millions)
{In"•. 8S % of)

2.200
100

"U
1)
G)

rn
lSI
(J

25

PLANT NAME

Status of NRC licensing Process (as of 9/30/85)

Fermi 2

3

licensee: DetroIt Edison
% 1984
Malor Owners

% Share

'." ..
- Detroit EdIson
" .. ,.
- Wol\ietlne Power Sup~ly InG. "

" '20

:130
~

Mws

.Peak·

,':,875
':, ';~19

12

location

-Construction Permit application docketed:
D
-<
~Constructlon Permit Issuance:
. -Operstlrig license application docketod:
N
-final 'EnvIronmental Statement completion:
-Fln.sl'Safety. Analysis Report completion:
to
~$afetv 'Evaluation Report completion:'
.-S~f9'tV Evafuatlon Report Supplement Issues: .
,:-,b.dvlsor:vCQmmltleeOn Reactor Safeguards review cor A
(j]
"."fEMAt:ev'iew:of offsite emergency planning:
ro
":Publlc hearJngs on Operating license:
,
-Atomic, S~fety & licensing Board Initial Decision:
."

-she:

Laguna (felch, Michigan
-NRC Region: III

;;0

o
3

6/84

Characteristics.

Est. lfcensing Action

-Reactor Tvpe: General Electric ~WR
-Architect/Engineer: Sargent & Lundy
-Principal Contractor: Daniel
-Megawatt RatIng: 1,093

~Constructlon Completion:

licensee

z

L;;
-en
I

9/84

-Hot Functional Test Complete:
-Fuel Load/low Power License:
-FIrst Criticality:
-Full Power License:
-Commercial Operation:

MIA

9/84
NE
NE

3/85

Cost/Completion 'Estimates

E:

-~

- ::
-z

-~

-, ~
t1
()

As of:

12/75
1980
570f784
12/31/84
11/'30/85

Commercial
Operation

'Total Cost

AFUDC

($OOO,OOO}

, Component

1980
1983

. 914 '
,1,800
3.075,
3,375
3,76'5:

3/85
'6/85,

4-6/86

% currentlv completed:

Total Cost
per Kw

836

N'A

NA
.NA
NA

1,647.
2,813
3,088 '

920

3,445

Capital Con'centratlon {$mll. -- w/AFUDC -- as of: 61
Major Owners
'-Detroit Edison
($millions)
(lnv. as "/0' of)

Current
Investment

2,983

Tot.
P

8

100

180

lJ
D
Gl

m

CSl
CrJ
CSl

27

•

•

•

•

•

PLANT NAME Grand Gulf 1
licensee: Mississippi Power &. light

~

- Middle SouthEner..~Y; ,
So. Miss. Electric Power

90

"'

1 '~r25

10

So.

"

'125,

lIcensln~

'

Process (as 01 9• •5)
::I

% 1984
% Share

MaJor Owners

Status 01 NRC

,

:Peak
.-....--.

,u'
-'-"

Location

D
-Construction Permit application docketed:
-<
-Construction Parmlt Issuance:
, -'Op'erating license application docketed:
I\)
-Final :EnvlronmentalStatement completion:
til
-Filial S8fety~nalysls Report completion:
';;SafetyEvalua(lon Report completion:
:"$afety, Evst'uatlon Report Supplement Issues:
-Advisory Committee on Reactor-Safeguards review cc ::
-FEMA review of offslta emergency planning:
~
..,P'tibJlc heai-lngs on Operating license:
-Atomic Safety & Lice.nslng BoaI'd {nltial Decision:

"o

; :0

-Site: Port Gibson, Miss. (25 mi. S. of Vicksburg, 'Miss.) ,

-NRC Region: 11

.

::I

'
Est. lIcenslng"Action

Characterbtlcs

6/84
licensee

; :0

•

,'-Construction Completion:
-Hot Functional Test Complete:
-Fuel load/low Power license:
-First Criticality:
-Full Power license:

-Architect/Engineer: Bechtel
-PrIncipal Contractor: Bechtel
-Megawatt Rating: 1.250

-Commercial Operation:

~

C
NA
6182
1982
6-1/84
12/84

- (f)
_. ~

=

-1
-

1/75
12/80

ffS0784
12/31/84
9/30/85

. Commercial
'Operation

z

tl

n

Total Cost

AFUD~

($000;000)

Component

,1980
1982
IV84

710

Not availab-le

1,920
3,220

'NQt ava.i lable
Not available

IQ8~

3.406

Not ava,ilable

3,550 '

711/85

~._._~.
. % currentlv comp,..•..,,·

6

~--_.

Cost/Completion Estimates

,-

(f)

I

-Reactor Type: General Electric BWR

As of:

-z

'lOa

1,278

Total Cost
,per Kw

568
1,545 ,

. Capital Concen1ratlon ($mll. -- w/AFUOC -Current
Investment

Major Owners

2.600

-Middle South Energy'"
,(fm/flians)

,2; 724
2,84'0

(/nv. :as % ot),

...

2.939

8S

of: 6.
Tot
f

11

100

.
Middle South Energy retaIns ownership of the Gran
. was ~1I0C8t9d to subsidiary companies by FERC on
prop,ortloris: /~(kanS8S P/L 36%; la. P/l 14%; N. On""U
P!L 33%. Court reviews' of.. the allocation are pendi ~
'

,

rn
(S)

N
til

29

Grand Gulf 2

PLANT NAME

Major Contested Issues

licensee: Mississippi Power & Ught

-Contested issue:

% 1984

% Share

Major Owners

MIddle South Energy
So. Miss; Elec.tr:lcPower

-Mws

. 90

Peak

-Parties:

~

-Curr~nt status:

Not a contested OL proceeding.

N

11 .

1.;125.

-::rIT.

10

3:

None
None

to

~

U1
..,J

location
.-Slte: . Port Gibson, MIss. {25. ml. S. of Vicksburg, Miss.f
"';NRC' Region: II
.
.

."

;;0

o

3:
Z

Characteristics

;;0
UJ

I
E
D

-Reactor Tvpe: General Electric BWR
-Architect/Engineer: Bl\lchtel
-Principal Contractor: Bechtel
-Megawatt Rating: 1.250

UJ

-z

I

~

Overall Evaluation

o

Cost/Completion Estimates
Commercial
Operation

~
1/75

f984

1980

1986
.4/90

1/30/84
12/31/84

11130/85

Total Cost

4/90
NE

% curre~tIV' completed:'

($OaO,aOO)

AFUDC
Component

Total Cost
per Kw

565
1.313
3,820
3,820

Not available
Not available
Not .available
Not avail~Dle

1.057

NE

NE

452

Our assessment of this situation remaIns the same as z
_
report In 5/84; we expect Grand Gulf 2 to be cancelled g
on this unit that is not expected by MP&L to be ready
where only 35% of the construction has been completE
construction completion/fuel load licensing date for th(
so far into the future. MPSC has ordered MPL to cenCE

3,056_

3,056
.NE

35

-0
D
G)

m
(S)

N
lD

31

•

""~··~fl.1:w:.~trt

~·~---...-_

_.j~. :

~_~

_. '"

_.

'a

_ " ••

•
'~-_.//

•

~ Harris 1
licensee: Carolina Power Be LIght
Major Owners

% Share

'Mws

84

'767

- C8rolln~ Power & Ught
- No. ,Carolina Eastern ..
Munlc'pal:,P.ower ,Agotl'cy

NRC L10enslng Procoss (as of
3:

-Consiruct.lon Permit, application docketod:
-Construction Permit Issuance:
-Op~ratlng license application docketed:
-Final Envlronment,al Statement completion:
-Final, Safet,y Analysis Report completion:
-'Safetv Evaluation Report completion:
'.lSafety EvaluatIon Report Supplement Issues:

'% 1984
Peak
~

....148 :

. 16'"

.

Statu~ of

J)

-<
N
(D

-A~'(lsorv Committee on Reaelor Safeguards revIew A
U1
-FE'MA revIew of offslte'emergency planning:
m
-PubJic 'hesrlngs on Operating 'license:
";Ato'mlc Safety & lIcenshig Board ,Initial Decision:

loca1lon

"T1
;;0

-Site: New Hili. NC (20 0,1. SW of 'Raleigh,
-NRC Region: "

o

NC) ,

3:

Est. licensing Action

6/84
licensee

Z
;;0
(f)

Char. cterlstfcs
-ConstructIon Completion:
-Hot. Functional Test Complete:

-,Reactor Type:, PWR (Westinghouse)
-Architect/EngIneer: Ebasco
-PrIncipal Contractor: DanIel

-Fuel Load/Low Power UC9nse:
-FJrst CrIticality:
-FuH Power license:

-Megawatt Rating: 915

I
E

6/85
1/85
6/85
7/85
11/85
3/86

-Commercial Operation:

J)
(f)

-z

:r:

(j)

-l

o

Z

o

n

Cost/CompletIon Estlma~es

-

As of:

'Commer~18r

Totar Cost

AFUDC

OperatIon

($OOO,OOO)

Componel'\t

9/71

1978

250

1980

9/85
3/86
9/86
IVQ86

1,800
2,546
3,065

5/01/84
12/31/84
12/18/85

3~636*

,

'

Hot
Nol:,
Not
Not

i

Available.
Available
AV2i1able
AV2ilable

834

Total Cost
per Kw

Current

com.ple~ed:

91

,MaJor Owners

, 273

1.967
2,/83
3,350
3,974

.

* As of 12118/85 Caro, P&l's rate base Included $923MM CYVIP Jor Harris.
% currently

CapItal Concentration ($mll. -- w/AFUDC -- 8S of:

1

Investment

-Carolina Power Be light
($mil/ions)
(fnv. as % 01)

2.047
100

,,'

"U
J)
(j)

rn
CSl
N

--J

33 '

PLANT NAME Hope

Status of NRC licensing Process (as of 9/30/85)

Creek 1

[D

C\J
lSI

w
19
<I
11.

licensee: Public Service Electric & Gas
Malor Owners
- Public Service Electric

% 1984

~

% Share

MW$

95
5

1-'014
'
t
.

14"

.:53

.4

& Gas

- Atlantic City Electric Co.

-Construction Permit application docketed:
-Construction Permit Issuance:
-Operating license applicatIon docketed:
,-Final Environmental Statement completion:
-FInal Safety Analysis Report compl~tIQn:
-SefQty l;valuatlon Report completii:lI'l:
-S8fety Evaluation Report Supplement Issues:
-Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards review

completion:
-FEMA rev'lew of oft site emergency planning:
-Public hearIngs on Operating License:
-AtomIc Safety & licensing Board Initial DeCision:

locat(on

-Site: lower AI/oways Township,NJ (1
-NRC Region: I

a ml. sE of Wilmington, Del.}

~

A joint motion to dismiss the proceedings was flleo
2/19/85. The motion was granted 2/28/85., '

Characteristics
u

o

z

o
~

Est. licensing Action

-Reactor Type: General Electric BWR
-Architect/Engln eer: Bechtel
-Principal Contractor. Bechtel
-Megawatt Rating: 1.067

z

I

(fJ

<I
3

Cost/Completion Estimates

I
(fJ

a,:

As of:

Total Cost·

Commercial
Operation

($000.0.00)

AFUOC
Component.

Total Cost

6/84
licensee

1/86

-Construction Completion:
,-Hot Functional Test Complete:
-Fuel load/low Power license:
-First Criticality:
-Full Power license:
-:-Commerclal OperatIon:

NA

1/86
1/86
11/86

12/86

per Kw

Z
:E

o

0:

u.

10
10

v

12/74
1980

4/01/84
12/31/84
11/30/85

1981

837

NA

784

1986.

2,700

NA

2,53Q

12/86
12/86

3,760
3,795,:
4;300·

NA·

'3,524

·MA:,

.3,5?7
4,03Q

12/86

% currently completed:

1,080

.Curnmt '
~alot Owners

" ' ,($miflionsr

(In v;' 85'%01) ,
",

":-,Atle,,t.1G City· Elec. C·O.

"

..($tTiiliion s) .' '

'(/m,; 8$ % of)

(\J

Investment,

~Publlc S'ervice' EBeG

99
.......

IJ)

CapitaJ:Concentration ($mll. -- w/AfUDC -'- as' of:

. j,300:
100',

nu
100

>-

<I
:E

•

~

T·

•

PLANT NAME

1
;J
;)

,

licensee: Philadelphia Electric CO.·

;J

[

•

•

limerick 1

~

MaJor Owners

Mws

Share

L

% 1984
Peak

-.!!

1.065

100

- PhiladelphIa Eiectri~ Co..

Status of NRC llcenldng Process {as of 9/30/8E

location
-Site: limerick Township, Pa. (35 ml. NW of Phlladelphla.
-NRC Region: I

PAl

-Construction Permit application docketed:
-Construction Permit issuance:·
-Operating LIcense applicatIon docketed:
-Final Environmental Statement completion:
-1=1i:lal SafetY Analysis Report completion:
-Safety Evaluation Report compledon:
-Safety Evaluation Report Supplement Issues:
-Advisory Committee 00 Reactor Safeguards revle\
-FEMA review of offslte emergency planning:
-Public hearings on OperatlogUcollse:
-Atomic Safety &. licensing Board Initial Decision:

6/84

Est. licensing Action

licensee

Characteristics
)

::l
y

)

-Megawatt Rating: 1,065

J
?:

c

8/84
NA

-ConstructIon Completion:
-Hot functional Test Complete:
-Fuel loadllow Power license:
-First Criticality:
-full Power license:
-Commercial OperatIon:

-Reactor T\lpe: General ElectrIc BWR
-Architect/Engineer: Bechtel
-Prtnclpal Contractor: Bechtel

8/84
1/85
2/85

4/85

cost/Completion Estimates

I)

r

3
I

n

~

z:
::>
~
.L.

n
n

•

As. of:

6/74
1980

8/21/84
12/31/84 .
11/14/85

Commercial

Total Cost

Operation

(tOllO,OOO)

AFUDC
Component

1979
1985

1,050
2.460

NA

~/85

1,800

NA

3.050.
4,150

6/85-9/85
3/86·

NA
NA
1, 2ff51'i~

Total Cost

per Kw
986
2,310
"----:2.629..

% currently. completed:

\I

"'I "
E

'\7

100

:

0

. Current
Malor Owners

Investment

-Philadelphia' Electric'

. ·2.864
3,:8.9"7'.

* We 81SSume AfUDC, represents about. 30%· of lIm&.rlc~·.,i$·total cost,'

n

Capital 'Concentratlon {$mll. -- w/AFUDC -- as

{$millions}
(lnv. as % of)

..

,2,921''''

100

... .. . This amount includes $2.344. billion
MCO'!'ffion plant. M

In' direct c

limerick 2

PLANT NAME
<t
~

S~a1us

«;:0.

licensee: Philadelphia Electric

% 1984

Sl
.1J

:!l
:I:
1.

Major Owners

% Share

'Mws'

Peak'
--'

100

.1,065.

18

- Philadelphia Electric Co.

location
-Site: limerick. Township, Pa. (35 mt NW of Philadelphia,
-NRC RegIon: I

PAl

of NRC licensing Process (as of 9/30/$!

-Construction Permit application docketed:
-Construction Permit Issuance:
-Operating license appllcation docketed:
-Final Environmental Statement completion:
':'Flnal SafetY Analys!s R~port completion:, ,
. :':"Safet'y Evaluation Report completlon:'
-Safety Evaluation Report Supplement Issues:
-Advisory Committee on Reactor 'Safeguards revla\
-FEMA review of offslta emergency plenning:
-Public hearings on Operating license:
-:-Atomlc Safety & Licensing -Board Inltlsl Decision:

6/84

u

o

z

Characteristics

Est. licensing Action

-Reactor Type: General ElectrIc BWR

-Construction Completion:
-Hot Functional Test Complete:
-Fuel load/low Power license:

-Architect/Engineer: Bechtel
-Principal Contractor: Bechtel
-Megawatt Rstlng: 1,065

-

Cost/Completion Estimates

:3

As of:

z

:r
lJ)
a:
I
trl

et:

6/74
1980

Z
E:

3TiIiS4

ll::
lL.

12/31/84
6/30/85

o

'<t

*

U1

2/90
?
?

-Commercial Operation:

Commercial

Totjal Cost

AFUDC'

Operation

($000,000)

C,omponent

1980
1987

700
1,6'40

4/90
II-IIIQ-90

Not
Not
Not
Not

3,650
.3,850
.3,200*

12/90

Available
Available
Available,
Available'

. '960**

Total Cost
per Kw

represents 30 u/e.'of'th'e total: cost: '
:.::. ...:'. ':.

.~

Capital Concentration ($mit. -- .w/AFUDC -- as of

Current
Investment

Major Owners

3,.427
~,615

'

3,005'

'<t

4/90

65:7·

1,540

This estimate Is for direct costs.'oniy'.'flnd doj'!s .not Include. any "'comm.on·
plant.'"
'
.....:.'
.. '
.'.
.

** We' 8ssume AFUnC

1990
NA

-First Critlcallty:
-Full Power License:

:>
~

licensee

.

-Philadelphia Electric'·
{$mif/lom;}
(Inv. as % ot)

1,427'\

100

This' amount Includes $850 mimqt:Un direct cos
"common plant.'"
'

'.:.: >.:." :. .

(])

% currenUy completed:'31·

. :.-t••

N

>a:
E:

39

\~

J",
I".

{e
'-/'

•

Midland 1

.(ANT NAME

llcensee: Consumers Power Co.

(')

MwlS

% 1984
Peak

492

11

C\J
(S)

w

-

% Sh"re

Major Owners

(!)

a:

100

-Consumers Power Co.

Q..

Stotus 01 NnC tlc""lng

~r<rc...

l b . 9130/8

-Construction Permit application docketed:
-Construction Permit Issuance:·

-Operating Ucense application docketed:
-Final Environmental Statement completion:
-Flnal Safety Analysis· Report· completion:
-Safety Evaluation Report completion:
-Safe tv EvaluatIon Report Supplement Issues:
-Advisory Commlttee.on Reactor Safeguards revla
-FEMArevlew of offslte emergencv planning:
-Public hearings on Opentlng lIcen~e:
-Atomic Safety & licensing Board 1111tlal Decision:

location

-Site: Midland. Mich.
-NRC Region: III

".

Characteristics

Est. lIcenslnp Action

-Reactor Type: PWR (Babcock & Wilcox)
-Architect/Engineer: Bechtel
-Prlnclpel Contractor. Bechtel

-ConstructIon Completion:
-Hot Functional Test Complete:
-fuel load/low Power License:
-FIrst C·rltlcallty:

6/84
licensee

u
Cl

-

Z
0

I(!)

-Megawatt Retlng: 492·

-

Z

,. Energy produced by Midland 1 was to be used In part to produce
electricity and In part to produce process $team for Dow ChemIcal.

I

(J)

a:

-Full Power license:
-Commercial Operl'ltlon:

NE

NE
NE

HE

NE
NE .

3

I
(J)

-

Cost/CompletIon estimates

0::

Capital Concentration {$mlt -- w/AFUDC -- as

Z

E

AJs of:

0
0::

Commercial
Operlltion .

Total Cost

AFUOC

($000.000),

Compon·,nt

Tot~I ..Cost

-per Kw

MaJor Owners

Current
Investment·

u..
'<t

10

..

7/75

1981·.

Nt.

.1980
47f07B4

1985

HE:

.NA .
NA·

NE
NE
. NE

liE·

N~·

-

12/31/84

-

% currently completed:

'<t

6/30/85

en

C\J

>-

a:
E

41
"

..

- ...

-

~

85

NE.

.
Nk·.

HE·

.. NA:·;

HE··
...N~

-Consumers· Power
.. ($mIIIJons).

(Inv.. 8S· %. 'ofl·

NE··:
HE·'
N~

:

..

2,.0,50
..... 1.00.·.

01

PLANT NAME Midland 2
N
N

. Status of NRC licenslnp Process (as of 9/30/E'

Ucensee: Consumers Power Co.
Major Owners

w

-Mws'

% Share

(!J

a:
a..

-Consumers Power Co.

18 .

816

100'

-Construction Permit application docketed:
-Construction Permit Issuance:
-OpenHingUcense' application docketed:
,-Final Environmental Statement completion:
-Final' $8fety Analysis Report.con'lph3tion:"
"'Safety ,EvaluatIon Report',compietlon: .
.

%,1984
Peak·

(S)

.:.....:--:.:.

-Safety Evaluation Report

Supplem~nt

Issues:

-Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards revie'
':"FEMA review of offsite emergency planning: ,
-PUblic he'arlngs em Operatln.9 lIcanse:
-Atomic' Safety & 'licensing Board'lnltlal Decision:

Location
-Site:

Midland, Mich.

-NRC Region: III

6/84

Characteristics

Est. licensing Action

z- I;,:

-Reactor Type: PWR (Babcock & Wilcox}

~

-Architect/Engineer: Bechtel
-Principal Contractor. Bechtel

-Construction Completion:
-Hot Functional Test Complete:

I"

U.

licensee

0'

0";,

\!J '"

z.(fl'

~i
I' ,

NE

-Commercial Operation,

Cost/Completion Estimates

~!.

Nt
6/86
ME

-Fuel load/low Power License:
-First Crltlcallty:
-Full' Power license:

-Megawatt Rating: 818

Ii'

.6/86

12/86

UJ "

n::

l

Commercial

-I
z·

As of:

I

Total Cost
($OOO,OOO)

Operation

,

AFUOC

Total Cost

Component

eer Kw

Ei

o

7/75
1980

198.2
1984

4/1O{84

12/86

0::

u.. •

12/-31/84
6/30/85

C')
IJ)

Current

700
1 •.500
3.950

: ' NA"

"

.. ,.... :Ni\' : ", ..
. ,~A,
.: ' ".-:NA~ "

<, .

".

, N&

NE
NE

ij&'

'; '.. NA:'" .' ' . :' ' ".
'..

<:T

-:

% currentfy completed:'

-

85"6'
1,8~rS

:',NE:, .. · , .
. ...

83:

:>-

a:'
,

'I.

43

'.

'.

,"

.' . N~' ..:. <

(IJ

!,

MaJor Owners

4',8.2,9.

OJ

E

,

Capital Concen~ratlon {$mll. -": w/AFVDC -,- as c.

..

'."

' ..

Investment·

'-Consumers Power,

,,

($miiiions)'

. '({nv. as.% of) ,

2,050 '
.lOQ

•

PLANT NAME

)J

:sl

a:

Status of NRC licensing Process (as of 9/30/85)

Mlflstone 3

licensee: Northeast Nuclear Energy

% 1984

..Ll
(!J

-.

j
%. Share

MIIJor Owners

ll.

-Connecticut Ught & Power

53

-:-u

-Western Mass. Electric Co..
-New England Power Co.
-Montaup ElectrIc Co.
-United illuminating Co.
-P.S. Co./New Hampshire
-Central Maine Power

4

605. .

18

..

"

'.

~

~

-6
--4

u-

~
--2

U-

--2

m--

--ro

...

'--4·.

--4

~

-Others

Peak

141
141

----r2 .

i

-Mws

-Construction Pennlt appllcBtlon docketed:
..-Constructlon Permit Issuance:
-Operating LIcense appllcatlc:m docketed:
,-Floal Environmental Statement completion: .
-Final Safety An~iysls Report completion:
-Safety Evaluation Repor1 completion:
-Safety Evaluation Report Supplement issues: .
-Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards review
-FEMA review
offslte emergenc'y planning:
-Public hearln'gs o'n Operating license:
-Atomic Safety Be lIcensl,llg Board InitIal Decision:

of

116

6/84
Est. Ucensh1g Action

l.ocatlon

-Hot Functional Test Complete:
-Fuel loed/loV{ Power License:
-FIrst Criticality:
-full Power License:
-Commercial Operation:

-NRC Region: I

Q

z

:>
~

(!J

z:
I
U1

a:
3
I

U1

a:::

11/85
6185

-Construction Completion: ,

-Site: Waterford, CT (3.2 mi. WSW'of New london, CT)'

U

licensee

Characteristics
-Reactor Type: PWR (Westinghouse).
-Architect/Engineer: Stone &. Webster
-PrincIpal Contractor: Stone & Webster
-Megawatt Rlltlng: 1,156'

11/85

12/85
4/86
5/86

Capital Concentration ($mlJ. -- w/AFUDC -- as of:
Current
Investni"nt

Major Owners

Z
E

o

-Connecticut light &. 'Power

C()stlCompletlon Estimates

u..

Commercial.
As of:

Operaticn '.

Total .Cost·

($000,000)

(')
If)

1/75
1980

'<T

4/01/84'
(J)

·aoo·:·

11-/79:; .:.
.1986 .

12/31/84

$/86
'5/86,

11/30/85

5/86
99+

,AFt,nJe
Component

T.otal

. 'p,e-r

.Co~t

(/nv. 8S % ofl.

KW:" ,

-Western

:. No.ta,vai\abi""e'.' ,.',' ,.' ,-69i

ava l,flil)~,e:,

,,'fat:

3i5~6 . ;·
l·; 990',,_

, Not ;v'a-ilable'.
Not, 3Y,a,i hl;lh'.;',

J i·O~5 '

Mass.

:' (Smillic,ns)

2',600:

.3,a2.5

(\J

__.
% currently com=--·..•..
r«·..

1,690
100

(Smillions)

IX

:..

2.2:49' ,', " .

3,:g85(, 0::,. :
3"-,.:3"69. .'
,3 •.309

Electr:lc 'C~ .

'.

" (Sm/mons), .
. (Ilhi . 8S %, oft

'.'

, ,($milliofls) ,'.
. (In\'. as % o~

.

-P.S. Co.lNew Hampshire

E

(Sii!J1Jlons)
(Inv. as %

on'

,~

c:.

·39'6·' .
~ojY

" '412"
lQO"

':'Un{~ed lIIuiTi'tr"iating CD".- "

)-

a:

.,

, , , " {inv: ~$ %' 01) . " " .
" , ~NeW: England Power ,:Co.·.

130 '
100"

.102
, 100

"'"

Nine Mile Point 2

PLANT. NAME

Status of NRC Licensing Process' (as 'of 9/30/85)

~

N
~

lJJ

l.!l
<I

a..

licensee: Niagara Mohawk Power Corp.·
% 1984

Major Owners

% Share

-Niagara Mohawk. Pawe'r Corp.

41
l-8. .

-NY State Electric & Gas Corp.
-Rochester Gas & Electric Corp.'
-Central Hudson Gas Be Elee.Corp.
-long Island lighting Co.'"
.

.Mws

'>637..'
19.4' .
15i.

~
9 ..

·.n·

194

18

P~ak
-'-.-'

"12 .

9:"
14
1"4
6

." See "Mlscellaneou.-s Comments."

-:-Constructlon Permit application docketed:
-Construction Permit Issuance:
-Operating Ucens9applicatlon docketed:
. -Final Environmentai Siatement.completlon:
':Flnal Safeiy Analysi$ .Report completlon~
":Safety Evaluation Report completion:
-Safety Evaluation Report Suppillment Issues:'
-Advlsorv Committee on' Reactor Safeguards review .
~FEMA review of offslte emergency planning:
'.
-Public hearings on Operating license:
-Atomic Safety & lJcenslng Board Initial Decision:

location

6/84
licensee

Est. licensing Action
-Site: 8 ml. NE of Oswego. NY
-NRC Region: 1

-Constructlon Completion:

u
o

z
o

Characteristics

Z
I
(f)

<I
:3
I

NA"

2/86
4/86
9/86

-First Criticality:
-Full Power License:

I(!)

2/86

-Hot functional Test Complete:
-fuel load/low Power license:

-Reactor Type: General ElectrIc ~WR
-Architect/Engineer: Stone & Webster
-Principal Contractor: Stone & Webster

.-Commercial Operation:

-Megawatt Rating: 1,080

Capital Concentration ($mll. -- w/AfUDC ..- as of:

Cost/Completion Estimates

Major Owners .

11/86

(f)

0::

Z
E

o
0::

u.

Commercial'. .
As of:

191 t
1980

N
In
'<T

lJl
(\J

3/29184
12/Jl/84
. 8/31/85

Total C~st
($OOO~OOO)

OperatIon
1977
·IVB6···

360 .. :

3 ..800:

IV86
IV86
IV86

% currently com!'rotil;.c·
.-.----.

AFO.DC

. Comeonent..

~. ~

-Niagara M'ohawk Power
'. {$.m/11i6n·s}.
(/nv. a's ~ of}": .
-NY St~te Electric & Ga~'
($mjll;o~s)

5,100.·· .' .'
5,100; .::
5;35:0' :....;

(Ihv;

.......

,

98.

---':"'::"'_-

>-

<I
:E

•

Total C'ost
Be.r Kw; ..

•

Current
Investment

:....

as % 01), ..:. .

1-,'667
.' ·100

.

>. 74~

. -R·och~~ret· G,.8s:~· Electric :". '
($rni/llbns) ..... :.. .
.':':
(lnv. 8S%'0~:' .....
-Central 'Hudson Gas' 8c' Ehictrlc .
.
($miilions)
(Inv. as c/o 01) .
-long Island lighting
($miflions)
.
(Inv. as % 01}

. : 100

. 5.84
100
~72

100

865
100

•

.

Palo Verde 1

.PLANT NAME
m
c;;

w

•.....~
.,;

licensee: Arizona Public Servlce.Co.

MaJor Owners

% 1984

% Share

Mws

--...,

(.!J

a:
a..

St.tu. of NRC U••n.lng Pro••••

-Arlzone Public ServIce Co.
-EI Paso Electric Co.
-Southern California Edison
-Public Service Co.lNew Mexico
-Salt River Project
-Others

-

Peak

29.

j10

"1~

·201-

. .'. ·25·

16

l01

-·-1

130
222
147

13

TO·

18·
12

.. ·12·

(.~9f39f~5

·-Constructlon PermIt application docketed:
-ConstructIon PermIt issuance:
-Operating License applicatIon docketed:
-Final Envlronmental·Statement cqrnpletlon:
·-FlnaISafety Analysis RepOl1·compl~tIOn:·, :.
-Safety Evaluation Report completion:
-Safety Evaluation Report Supplement lss·ues: .
-AdVisory Committee on R&sctar Safeguards revfew.
-FEMA review of·onslte emergency plannIng:
-Public hearings on Operating license:·
-Atomic Saf9~V & licensing ~oard Initial DecIsIon:

location
Est. [(censlng Action

Chara cterfstlcs

-Hot Functional Test Complete:
-Fuel load/low Power LIcense:

Z
:J
(.!J

Z
I
Ul

a:
~

:E

~

I.L

"1

>a:

12/85

Capltai. ConcentratIon ($mll. -- w/AFUDC -- as of:

Commerclil
Operation

-

As 01:

Total Cost
($OOD,OQO~..

1981
5/83
12/85· .
. IV85· .
12/29l85

1980

3/22/84
12/31/84
12/30/85

i,080
2,.200·
'3;.710'-..
3,110·· ..
.: 3 .. 36·6t· ..

·AFUDC

pt'r Kw

Not·. ·avariabl..e.

850.
·Ndt. ava.ii..\tl:e·.
1,732
:
N~t...av.dhb""e.: .. 2·,.7.50.· .
Not" avaHabl~
2.,.. 750.. .
. ....: .. 1 ,02S!!' ..:-: . .: --.:". 2:,.650".'.:..... ~:.

100

49
'~_"

-

. -.--.

..•..•..... _•. _ _

_ _..

.

.. ·-Arlzona Public ServIce
{/nv.

(Sml1/1ons)
8$ % 01}

_

.885
-100

.-EI Paso Electric·
. (tm//lions) .
..:. (In v,· as % (1) .

. , ..

.

. :. ':"SOljthern Calif:· Edison·
..
($mllllons) ..
(/nv. as %··01). .
-P~S. Co./New Mexico
{$millions}
(lnv.
% 01)

as

:E

-.... r~- -

.

i

Investment

Total :Cost

·Component·

.. These amounts are
AFUDC component, for Its 29% ownership share. .

"10 eurrentfy completed:

·Current

. Major Owners

ext;aIlCilatlO~s 0f~P~; ~stlm~ted ·$'ri76~~ to~af, lI~·d·: $2·9h~~

lJ)

N

NE
NE

Cost/Completion Estimates

1974
N
lI"l

c
3/85

-Full Power license:
-CommercIal OperatIon:

Z

o

3/8,5

-First Crltlcalltv:

-Reactor Type: PWR (Combustion Engineering)
-Architect/EngIneer: Bechtel
-Principal Contractor: Bechtel
-Meg8wett Rating: 1,270

3

I
Ul

Licensee

-Construction Completion:

u

o

6/84

-Site: Wlntersburg, AZ (36 ml. W of PhoenIx, AZ)
-NRC Region: V

.,

.

··439, .

~

-~._~

4·69
100·

·301
100

-

Palo Verde 2 .

PLANT NAME
J

Statu·s of NIle lfennslnu process

licensee: Arizona Public Service Co.

~

il

u

Major Owners

% Share

Mws

% 1984
Peak

?
[
L

-ArIzona Public Service· Co.
-EI Paso Electric· Co.

370. ~.

29" '.
~

-Southern California Edison

201
201·

16

""Public Service· Co./New Mel<lco

ro

-Salt River Project
-Others

130

18

212

12

147·

12.
·2S.
·-113

(8~

of 9/30/85) ,

-Construction PermIt application docketed:
-Construction Permit issuance:
. -Operating License application docketed:
-Flna! Environmental Statement completion:
-:Frnal Safety Analysis' ~~port completiom' .
-Safety Evaluation Raport: completion:
-Safety Evaluation Report Supplament Issues:
-Advisory Committee on· Reactor Safeguards review c(
-fEMA review of off site emergency planning:
.
-Public hearings on Operating license:
.
-Atomic Safety & licensing Board InltlaH)ec!slon:

location
-Site: Wfntersburg, AI (36 mi. W of Phoenix, AZ) .
-NRC Region: V

J
:::l

z:

-Construction Completion:

Characteristics

z:

-Reactor Type: PWR (Combustion Engineering)
-Architect/Engineer: Bechtel
-Principal Contractor: Bechtel

I:

-Megawatt Rating: 1,270

::>
!)

6/84

Est: licensing Action .
-Hot Functional Test Complete:
-Fuel load/Low Power license:
-First Criticalitv:
-Full Power License:
-Commercial Operation:

licensee
12/85

,

NE

-

12/85
NE
NE
4-6/86

{)

I

3
i

Jl

Capital Concentration ($mll. _.:. w!A'FUDC -- as of: E

Cost/Completion Estimates

~

z.
E:

::>

l:::
J...

J)

<t

J)

:\I

-As of:
1974
1980
3/22/84
U/3l/.84
11/30/85

Commercial
Operation
1982

67':;·
1.375' .,
2·,329
2;·320 ... ···

5/84
IIQ86
IIQ86.
IIQ86'

... These amounts are
shere.'

Total Cost
($000.000)·

1,920'~,

.AfUDC

Total Cost

<;omponent

per Kw

Not
Not
Nbt
,Not.

·avaihbh. .
available.·
~vaiiabh ','
avai1;b.l:~ ...'

I,OlO*'.··~

ext~8p(jlllte'd tro~':A'~~)~s'ii~'~'t~;:f~'~'~h9jr
,29% "~W~~~~'hIP' .
.,
.. ,
.':

% currently completed:

-Arizona Public Service
'(Smi/lions) ..
{fnv. 8S % 01)
-EJ··Paso ElectrIc
($miillons) .
, (/nv.
%'01)',
,
-Southern Calif. .Edlson.'.
($mf/lions)
'.

as

(/nv..is

% of) .

-P.S~ Co.lNew MexIco

. 99+

($mi/llons)
(Inv. as % at)

>-

([

I:

5'

•

53r".
1.083'..
'l,82r
.l-){i2l,
2;.300.,

Major Owners

•

Current
InvestMent

:.553
100

274

To

·4

1·

100
'~~3·

9 ..

100

188
100

2.

,

.lANT NAME Palo Verde 3 ..
"-

.1J

% 1984.

% Stlare

Malar Owners'

cr

1.

';29':'

-Arlzone Public ·Servlce Co....
-El Paso Electric Co.·
-Southern California Edison

. 16

370

'Ii

201

25
1.

13Q'
222
147

.1.0 .
18'~ .
12.

-Others

Pea~

20r

16

-Public Service Co.lNew. Mexico
-Salt River Project

MW9.
-'.--

~r.ca.a

(0• •
13011151

-Construction Permit application docketed:
-Con~tructlon Permit Issuance:
-OperatIng License application docketed: .
-Flnel EnVironmental Statement completion:
. -Final Safety..AnalvslsReport completion: . -Safef'{ Evaluation Report completion:
.
-Safety Evaluation Report Supplement ISSUQs:

licensee: Arizona Public Servfc$ Co•.

:sl

19

Statu. of NRC L1can.'n?

o

-Advisorv Committee' on Reactor Safeguards revIew (
-FEMA review of offsite emergency pisnning:'

-Public hearings' on Operating license:
-Atomic Safety & licensing Board Initial DecIsion:

location
-Site: Wlntersburg. AZ (36 ml. W of Phoeni)c. Al)
-NRC Region: V
u
o

-

Characteristics

o

...

-Resctor Tvpe: PWR (Combustion Engineering)

19

Z

-Architect/Engineer: Bechtel

-Prlnt:lpal Contractor: Bechtel
-Megawatt Rating: 1.270

If)

3/87
HE
3/87

-Construction Completion:
-Hot Functional Test Complete:
-Fuel load/low· Power llcense:
-First Criticality:
-Full Power lic"ense:'
-Commercial OperatIon:

z

I

6/84·
l1censee

Est. licensing' Action

NE
NE

IlQ87

cr

:3

Capital Concentration {$miL -- w/AFUDC -- as of:·

I
(J)

0:::

Cost/Completion

Z
E:

o

As of:

(SJ

Operation

1974

19.84

1980
3/10/84

'5/86

-.'

'3:,.248: .

(J)

" These amounts are

3.IOO:k·

UQ8-1 . . '

NA: .....

. ·l•.l:551¥ .'.. ,
.

. '

...

..

extrap~lated from. APS' esthTt~tes

share.
(\J

% currentlv completed:
)-

. NA'

,

97

-Arizona Public Service

1,5.16 .'

NA:

for t.helr 29%' ownership

. '.

($millkms)

('nv.

8S % ot)· .

.

('nv. as % of). . :
-SoutherIJCa.i.lf, Edlsbn
. ($mil(loM}.· ..

('nv.. 8s % .of)
.
-P.S, Co.lNew Mexlc.o
($millions)

('nv. as % of)

a:
E

53

::

775:;.

.

-EI 'Paso Electric
:.' (S/nillions)..

.2:,55:7: ....
2 i557'
2 ~441

Current
Inve.stment
c

MaJor Owners

Total Cost
~er..Kw

'14'4' .:'

NA,

.."1~;·97~.:·, .
3'. 2'48'~" . ~ .
.

~-6/87

'IT

Comp()~ent

'94.5

7-8{87. .

12/31/84
11/30/85

AFUDC

Totsl Cost
. (SOOO,OOD)

Commercial

0:::
u..

10

Estlmilt~s

.' ".100:'

···:3B~··
. - . 100

·..JtlO·
'. 10Q·
"264

100

T

Per:ry 1

,PLANT NAME

-

:.0

licensee:

Clevelan~

Status of NRC licensing Process (as of 9/30/85)

Electric mumlnating Co.

tSl

UJ

MaJor Owners

% Share:

Mws

% 1984,

-Construction Permit applicatIon docketed:
-Construction Permit issuance:

Peak

-Operating license application docketed: '

~
((

0..

-Cleveland Electric ilium.
-Ohio Edison Co.*
-Toledo Edison Co.
-Duquesne light Co.

3l' ::

'37,5

35
20

' ,424

14

'166

240

11
---'-'1.1

~,

--7

" Includes Pennsylvania Power Co's. 5.2% share.

-Final Environmental Statement completion:
, '::'Flllaf Safety Arialysls Report completion:'
-Safety EvaluatIon Repor~ completion:
-Safety Evaluation Report 'Supplement Issues:
-Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards review
-FEMA review of offsIte emergency planning:
-Public hearings on Operating ,license:
-Atomic Safety & licensIng Board Initial Decision:'

loca110n
-SIte: No. Perry, Ohio (7 ml. NE of Painesville, Ohio)',
-NRC Region: ill
u

o

z

o
}-

":ConstructIon Completion:
-Hot FunctIonal Test Complete:
-Fuel load/Low Power License:
-First Criticality:
-Full Power license:
-Comme,rclel Operation:

Cheracterls11cs
-Reactor Type: General Electric BWR

'-!l

-Architect/Engineer: Gilbert Commonwealth

Z

-PrIncipal Contractor: Kaiser
-Megawatt Rating: 1.205

I
l.n

Est. licensing Action

6/84
licensee

6/85
N/A
6785
Nt
NE
1'2/85

cr:

.3
I
l.n

0::
Z
E

As of:

u.

1973
1980
4/.03/84
12131/84,
11/30/85

o
a:::

"!"

en

Capital Concentration '($mll• .:.- w/AfUOC -- as of:

CostlCompletlon Estimates

% currentJy

Commercial

Total Cost

Operation

($000,000)
600, -:' "

N9t Ava'ihble
l,,6,OQ
'Not. Ava Hable:
3,470 " "Not Availaille,
3,900 ," ~ ,NoCAvaila'tih,'

11/85
IYQ85
IIQ86

'------.

'Componeflt '

Total Cost
per Kw,

Major Owners

Current
Investment

-Cl'eveland ElectrIc: ilium.,

1979
1984

COm!1IAtAri'

, AFUDC

4';000' . "

,',

r! 200'

498';,
1,,328'.,2:,880
3 ,'2~;7'3.32,0:
t

96

".

~

($milfions)
(!nv. 8$'% of)
" '
-Ohfo' Edison Co.
" ',' {$;ni/lii3ns}
.. ',«(nv. ;9S: % of) :
-Tolsdo ,EdisOll"Co:. ',:, ,:: '.'
" .- {$m(fllonsf -':":,', .
(In!>'. 8S % o~ , " ',.. ,....

N

. ,-i '. 058
:'100 '

L359 ','
100
'743 :-

100'

"-Ququesne light Co.'
,
($millions)
(Inv. 8S %01)

>-

a:
E

*
0::5

•

•

1ncludes

505*

100

all Parry common plant ';. $145.

1

•

•

LANT NAME Perry 2

Ucensee: Cleveland Electric illuminating Co.

In
CSl

Malor Owners

Mws,

% Share

% 1984
Peak

UJ
(,!l

<r

a.

•

,

S~atus

-Claveland Electric ilium.

31

375

-Ohio Edison Co~'"
-Toledo Edison Co.

1.1

35
20

424

240

-Duquesne Ught Co.

14

166

11
18
7

of Nf.tC lItenslhQ Process (as of 9/30/3S

-Construction Permit application docketed:
-Construction Permit Issuance:
-Operating license appllclltlon docketed:

-Flnel Environmental Statement completion:
-Final Safety ~n8lysls Report .completion:
-Safety Evaluation Report completion: ,
-Safety Evaluation Report Supplement Issues:
-AdvIsory Committee on 'Reactor Safeguards revlev·
-FEMA review of offsite emergency planning;
-Public hearings'
Operating license: .
-Atomic Safety & licensing Board InitIal Decision:

on

., Includes Pennsylvania Power Co's. 5.2% share.

location
6/84
-Site: No. Perry, Ohio (7 ml. NE of
-NRC Region: III

z'
z;
J:

-Full Power license:
-Commercia I Operation:

Caplial Concentration ($mll. --

Cost/Completion Estimates
Commercial
Operation

As of:

E

Major Owners

Total Cost,
($000,000)

AFUDC

Component

Total'C,ost
-P,erKw

LL

en
v
v

12/31/84

1982
1988

2,400

Not Ava i:labil ci,
,Not. j.,v.a i 1 ab'l e.

HE;·

2.0.00':

No't" Avili'h:bfe

600'

HE' .
NE

,6/30/85

...

% currently

complete~:

44

NE

,'. ,NE'

NE

NE·

,
0'"

,"

.

..

Inves1ment

-Cleveland Electric ilium.
. ($mil/ions)
.(/nv. QS'% ot)"
-OhIo Edison Co.
. '. (Smil/Jons)
(In';•. 8S % ot)
:-Toledo Edlson·'Co.',
. . '. ($mil/;ons)',

o

1973
1980
4/03/84

wIAFUDC -- as of
Current

(j)

ll::

ll::

, NE
tiE

-Megawatt Rating: 1,205

<r

Z

NE
HA
HE
NE

-First Critlcallty:

-Reactor Type: General Electric (BWR)
-Architect/Engineer: Gilbert Commonwealth
-PrlncJpal Contractor: Kaiser

(j)

3
I

licensee

-Construction Completion:
-Hot Functional Test Complet6: ,
-Fuel losd/low Power license:

l

o

f(,!l

Est. licensing Action

Characteristics

u

Cl

Paln~svllle, ,Ohio)

. 498

.1,992,
2'•. 158
NE

NE..

....

.··(1riv.~ '8$"5% .·ot):

en

.

I'

333

100' ..
. 430
100· .

234·

-Duquesne light C<F

N

: .:. ($m';lIlans) .

.159* .

(1nv: '8S % of)

100

>-

<r

*

E

Includes no common' plant.

57
·_·"-_··_--~-··a""

~-

..

\.\lSltJ

'-

Status of NRC licensing Process (~s of ,9"t3Q/8S:

RIver Bend 1

PLANT NAME
;r

licensee: Gulf States Utilities

.!

!.)

% 191}4
Peak

~

11

~

!) '~

f

I

% ShIue

Major Owners

-Gulf States Utilities
-Cajun Electric Power Coop.

Mws

70

~5.4

30

.280

, ,i2;'

\

'I

location

,I

-Site: St. Francisville, LA (24 mi. NNW of Baton Rouge, LA)
-NRC Region: IV

I.

-Construction Permit application docketed:
-Construction Permit Issuance:
-OperatIng license application, docketed:
-final Environmental Statement completion:
-FInal SafetY,AnSlysis Report completion:
-Safety Evaluation Report completion:
-Safety Evaluation Report Supplement Issues:
-AdvIsory Committee on Reactor Safeguards revia""
completion:
,
-FEMA review of offslte emergency. p'lannin'g:
-Public hearings on Operating LIcense:
-Atomic Safety & licensing Board InitIal Decision:

Characteristics
I,

Ii

J _:I:

::.

-1

z: '1'i

J'~ 't'

D j,

-Reactor Type: General Electric BWR
-Architect/Engineer: Stone & Webster
-PrIncipal Contractor: Stone & Webster
-Megawatt Rating: 934

Est. licensing ActIon

::: i'

~ \".
3
j

,

Cost/Completion Estimates

"

.:

fl •.

-.

l:::l

As of:

Commercial
Operation

Total Cost
($000;000) ,

AFUOC

Total Cost

Component

~erKw

z:i
I

1915

E: i

1980
5/20/84
12/31/84
11/30/85

:::>"

l::-!

..1..:

n·

::: ~
-.
n, i

- ,j
:u

70.0
t,700 , ,

1984

lU8'S

3,927'

12/85

4,000

IQ86

4',120

N~t

AV,ai table
Not, Available'
Not' Available '
No't Available'
' 865 ft ,
'

1.820,

If.io5

,

Capital Con«:;tmtr~tl~n ($mU. ..;.-, w/AFUOC -- a50f

4,,283
' 4',:411

Malor .OWners

assum~' that GSU's AFUOC Is about 30% of the co'mpany's: 70~ ~flare at, the unit's total cost.
" .-.:;.' '
"

.. -

99+

---"--'----

>a:

E:

I.

,9

NA
4/85
4/85
'12/85
12/85-

'1'49

"

• .We

%. currentlv com --~IAtA,.f·
__ ,

4/85

*I.e. "construction completIon" for. NRC licensing pu

NE

.' - ,

<:1':

-Construction Completion:
-Hot Functional Test Complete:
-Fuel load/low Power license:
-FIrst CritIcality:
-Full Power license:
-Commercial Operation:

6/84
licensee

••

-,-Gulf States Utilities
, ("Smiilion,s) .
(Inv. 8S % af)

Current
, In~e$trrteri1

.,.: :'i ;-524.',

. 100,

•

a N T NAME SelSbrook 1
:')

-

.

Sl

licensee: Public Service

Comp~ny

of New Hampshire (PSNH)

Major Owners

% Shar~

Mw,5

% 1984
Peak

.u
!)

I
1-

-PSNH
-Unltad illuminatIng
-New England Power. Co.
-Central Maine Power
-Connecticut Light & Power
-Others

J
:::l

36

426

18
10
6
4
27

2.10'

:::>

-

z

J:

lfJ

-Finlll

Envlronme~tal Statement

35

-n
--4

119

-.-6

72

-;:

48
323

Saf4rty Analysis Report completion:
-Safety Evaluation' Report completion:. .
-SafetvEvaluation Report· Supplement "issues:
-Adv!soiy Committee. on Reactor S8feguard~re\ilew c
-FEMA review of oftslte emergency plllnnlng:
-Public hearings on Operating li~ense: .
-Atonilc Safety & licensing Board initial Decision:

6/84
licensee

location

.Est. licensing Action

-Site: Seabrook, NH (13 ml. S of Portsmouth, NH)
-NRC Region: I

'-Construction CompletIon:
-Hot Functional Test Complete:
-Fuel loadlLow Power license:

-First Criticality:
-Full Power license:
-Commercial Operation:

Characteristics
-A&3ctor Type: PWR (Westinghouse)
-Architect/Engineer: United. Engineers ill Contractors
-Principal Contractor: United Engineers & Contractors

Capital Concentration ('mil. -- w/AFUDC -- as of:

-Megawatt Rating: 1,198

Current
Cost/Completion Estimates

Z

o

CommercIal

AS of:

Oper~tlon

Tot~I

Cost
($000,000) ..

AFUOe-

Component

Total Cost
p~r Kw·.

Not Av.aii~ble
N<l t AvaHable-:

t, 586:'

0::
lL

10/75

i7i98o
CD
..".
..".

OJ

NE
12/85
NE

NE

3

E

. 12/85

6786

a:

I
lfJ
0::

completion:

~F1n81

Z
:!)

St.tu. of NRC lIcen.lnll Process Ces O.O/BSI
-Construction Permit application docketed:
-:Constructlon PermIt lssuance: .
-Operating license app!lcatlon docketed: .

4/19/84
12/31/84
7/24/85

11/80'
4/83

9.-30..

2/86

9/86
10/31/86

% currently compl9tArt~
---

1;.900..
4,100 <
4,500 ..'
4,560..

90
-----

776

.. N,9f Av.ailable': '.
·.No't Airai)able .. ·.··

·L,61(),· .
.":-

N

>a:

3',422, ...
3',.7.56' .
3,806: .>

Major Owners
'nvestment
-Public Service of New Hampshire
($mi/lions)
1,308.
(/nv, as % o~
100
-United illuminating.
. ($millions)
;:620
(Inv. 8S % 0 " 1 0 0
-New Englsnd Power Co.. '-. ($millions)' '. '. .
.. ·· .... 34()'
'.' .
~ {Iov. 8S %.01) '. . . ~
- . . .100:
. ':"Central Maine powet. ','
.- . . .(Smll1ions) .
-:".: :.:'. 2.5 (j ..
(!nv. as %'o~
. 100:'
. -CQnn ecticut.lIght & Power
...
(Smillions)
147 .
(Inv. as % 01)
100

E

61
---~---=-=-.--::-:-:~::-:::::::-::;~;.!!-:-.::!:':':;..-:,..::::.; :.~ --:~- ......

--=-. ''":"~-:-'.-~'''-'~~~'''~''~''!''""'!-.

- .-~"'---.-~":~_._.~4

'_'"

- • • • •, . . . .

__

.....

_.

_

• • _ _ •• _ . _ • • _ . . . .

_

•

_.,

II

.

·4

PLANT NAME

Status of NRC licensing Process {as of 9/301e

Seabrook 2

C\J

licensee: Public Service C'ompariY'of New Hampshire (PSNH)

IS)

w'

% 1984

MaJor Owners'

(9

<I
ll.

%.Share

..
..'.

-:-PSNH
-United Illuminating
-New England Power Co.
-Central Maine Power
-Connecticut Ught Be Power
-Others

.,jl

.

Mws

. Peak'

.

'36

426

3'5 .

18
10
6
4
27

210

22

119
72

4

. 48

6
"1

323

.6/84
Es·t. licensing Action

-Site: Seabrook. NH (13 ml. S of Portsmouth, NH)
-NRC Region: I
.

Characteristics

-Reactor Type: PWR (Westinghouse)

-Full Power license:
-Commercial Operation:

-Architect/Engineer: United Engineers Be Contractors
-Principal' Contractor: United Engln~8r$ 8c Contractors
-Megawatt Rating: 1,198

Capital Concentration ($mll. -- w/AFUOC -- as

Cost/Completion Estimates'

~~Jor

0_I,

~'".

~;1'

~r

_.,.

Z~,:

:r: I;,

tnl;r
~

<I'

3
I
U1

licensee.

-Construction CompletIon:
-Hot Functional Test Complete:
-Fuel load/low Power license:
-FIrst Criticality:

1

(9

On

location

ul!
Z

-Construction Permit application docketed:
-Construction PermIt Issuance:
-Operlltlng license application docketed:
-Final Environmental· Statement completion:
-FInal Safety Anaiysls Report completion:
-Safety Evaluation Report completion:
-Safety Evaluation Report Supplemimt issues:
-Advlsorv Committee on Resctor Safeguards revie.
-FEMA review of of18ito emergency plannIng:
-PtJbllc hearIngs
Operating Utense:'
-;-Atomlc Safety & Llc~nslng Board Inltllli Decision: .

1/88
2/87
4/87
NE
NE

6/88

t·

~.

Current

z

Owners

.Investment

E

o

CommerclaJ

0::'

u.'

As of:'

10/.75
1/80
4/19/84
12/01/84

I''"<t
'"<t

..

6/30/85

_m :-:

.

AFUDC. .
'. Comecmen·t· ' .
'..:':

1985
6/88 "

.. ~·2~~Oo.;":·

NE·

.: .., NE.<·..,..
.NE'

HE
22

Not·aveiii·a.,J;e··:·.
......:' .:.NE .: ":;:...-:....
. .. ·:.NE··... .· .
.. " .

. .

-Public ServIce of New HampshIre'

Total C'ost
p-er.K...,
:: :,'.

'. 6i.Q":· ... ~ot 'available . ' . '.
'sfS- ':'
'1,:265" -:" " NQt ayaililbie··
'1.; 05'6:.: "..>.:-.

NA

% currentlv completed:

C\Ji

To18r Cost· ."
($OOO,.QQO)·
. ' _. _

Operation

.
(SmiJ(ions)
.. .
.(/nv.·as % of) ' .

.

100
;.
" . : . , ":., 104
. . '.
.100 .

-~nited lIIumirlatinfJ

·{$millio,?s)
(1n~. 8$"'% of) '.'
:.NE:.:· '.:":.: .-. . -New En,g!and Pow~r~o..
.
..,
N" 8 .
.. :", .
, . . . . ($millforj's)'''. .. ,:. .
'. "8~r
.. ..
.(/nv. as % of) . "
.,.
" 100.

2.,337.'· :' ... '

-Central Maine Power . "
. ($millions)
(Inv. as % of)

>-

<I
E

,.
~'

6~

. ....360

:,.

":"Co~necticut light 8t

:.

($milhon~

(Inv. as % of)

51.

100

Power

24
100

~

I

P.

i

NAME Shoreham

Stalu. of NRC Ucen,lna P,oce•• (a. of 9.5)

trcensee: long island LightIng Company
51

Malor Owners

% Share

% 1984
Peak

Mws

JJ
!)

I
1.

-long Island lighting Co.

100,'

, 820,

25 '

Location

-Site: Brookhaven, New York (long Island)
-NRC Region: I

-ConstructIon Parmlt application 'docketed:
-Construction Permit Issuance:
-Operating license appilcation ~oc.keted: .
-Final Environmental Statement completion:
-Hnel Safety AnalysIs Report completion:
-Safety ,Evaluatlon Report completion:
-Safety Evaluation Report Supplement Issues:
-AdvIsory Committee on' Reactor Safeguards review con
-FEMA review of offslte emergency planning:
.
-Public hearings on Operating license:,
-Atomic Safety & LIcensing Board, Initial Decision:

·See "MIscellaneous Comments" s'nd "Major Contested I:
Chartlcterlstlcs

u
Cl

-Reactor Type: General Electric BWR
-ArchltectlEnglneer: Stone & Webster
-PrIncipal Contractor: Stone Be Webster
-Megllwatt Rating: 820

-Construction CompletIon:,
-Hot functional Test Complete:
-Fuel Load/low Power LIcense:

z

o
l!l
Z

I
11
I
3

Cost/Completion Estimates
As of:

-Fuel load/low Power lIce,nse:

Commercial

T'otal Cost

AFUDC

OperatIon

Total Coat

($OUO,OOO)

, Compcment

per Kw

1980
1983

969
2,200
4,200

Not Avai labl,a
~ot Available
Not- Available
Not AVliilab,le

1,182
2,683
5,122,
5; 488 '
5,'488'

I
lJ)

0::

Z

E

o
0::
U.

1/76
1980
3/30/84
12/31/84
11/30/84

718,5
10/85
' IIQ87*,

% currently completed:
!'-

4';-500
4,500 ,

<;f

possible.'

' 'lt 425 , "

,-First Criticality:
-Full Pows'r license:
-Commercial Operation:

**

.

~hlch 'co':mme'rcial' ~~~'ratlon ,Is
"

" "

,',

>-

<I
E

65

TIl

8/84

-

NE
7785

1

NRC decision authorizing fuel load and cold crltlcalltv

Capit~1 C,oncenti'atlon {$mll., --

w/AFU'oC ..:- as
" 'Curient

,lnve'stM~nt

Major Ow.iers
'~tong..lsland Ughth'lg: ,cQ~ ,

(/nv; ,'8S % of)

(\/

5/84
NA
8/84--

license was Issued,,12/7/84:

, '(s-minlons) '

m

•

li

NE

100

* DU estimate of tlie' e~rilest date at

'1

6/84
licensee

-.Est. licensing Action

.

'.

100 '

o't:,,, 613

Tota

- prl
~
----.
I

PLANT NAME'

Status of NRC Ueenslng Proc~5s (as of 9130/8

South Texas 1

llcensee: Houston lighting & PQwer Com'pany

(g
(g

Major Owners

Ul
(.ry
([

% Share

Mws

,31

385,

4

350
315
200

3 '
_.-.-

-Houston lighting & Power Co;

0..,

I

-City P. S. of San Antonio .
-Central Power 8t light Co.

28 "
'25 '

-City of Austin

16

l~

Location

~\

-Site: 12 mi. SSW of Bay City. Texas
-NRC RegIon: IV

% 1984
Pe.ak

'Ie

i-

l'i

.

~l'j
"

51
t(.ry

II

z' E

i

ji

:£.t
3':
I
(J)

-

-Reactor Type: PWR (Westinghouse)
-Architect/EngIneer: Bechtel

~.':
"

'Z;·

As of:

o

Commerchil

Toial Cost

AFUDC

Total Cost

Operetlon

($000,000)

Component

per Kw

1980
3/29/84
12/31/84
11/30/85

W

<:t

600

1980
2/84
6/87
6/87
12/87

1975

~

2.~43,

4,500 '
4,500:
4,:650 .

Npt available
Not avaHable
Not:' availab'h'
Not avail,!lble
1- f 38'0,

<:t • 1

gO

% currently completed:'

-Construction Completion:
-Hot Functional Test Complete:
-fuel load/Low Power License:

12/86

-First CriticllJitv:

Q1787

-Full Power License:

Q2/87

10/86
12/86

6187

-Com,merclal Operation:

E

lJ..'

licensee

Est. licensing Action

Cos1/Completion Estimates

1"1,I

3/28/84 en ASlB issued a partial initIal declslon
and character issues.

6/84 '

Characteristics

-Principal Contractor: Ebasco
-Megawatt RatIng: 1.250

'\

-Construction Permit applicl;ltlon docketed:
-Cc::mstructlon Permit Issuance:
-Operating license application docketed:
-final Environmental Statement completIon:
-Final Safety Analysis Report completion:
':"Safety Evaluation- Report completion:
-Safety'Evaluation Report Supplement Issues:'
-Advisory Commltte~ on Reactor Safeguards revie
-FEMA review of offslte emergency planning:
-Public hearIngs on Operating license:
-Atomic Safety & licensing B()8rd Initial Decision:

-i

480
It 794
3~6bO'

'3 t 600,
• '3,'; 7,2,0

Capital Concentration ($mil. -:- w/AFUOC -- as

Major; Owners

Current
Investment

-Hou'ston Ughtlhg &' Power C()..
'{1m/llions) ,
(Iiw: as % 01)
~Central Power- & light ' ,"
($ml1lions)
(lny, as % 01): ,

812

1QO
-743
,100,

(J)

N

>-

([

:E

~

....

--67 -

~~

~-

..

~

--_ _
..•.

-- -

,~

-

•

•

0

•

PLANT NAME
Ue8nSeG~

J')
S)
S)

Houston Ughting & Power Company

Mws

% Share

Major Owners

..aJ

•

South Texas 2

;!)

::r

-Houston lighting & Power Co.
-Cltv P. S. of San Antonio
-Central Power tit light Co.
-City of Austin

~

;1

31,

385

28:
25

350

315
200

, 16,

Status of NRC LIcensing Process

% 1984

-

,Peak

4
3

<.

9/30•

-Construction Permit applicatIon docketed:
-ConstructIon Permit issuance:
-Operating LIcense application docketed:
-Final Envlronment!'ll Statement completion:
-Final Safety Analysis Report completHm:
-Safety EvaluatIon Report completion:
-$'afety Evaluation Report Supplement Issues:
-Adv.lsory Committee on Reactor Safeguards rev
, -FEMA review 0(-01f81te emergency plannIng:
-Public hearIngs on Operating 'license:
-Atomlc'Safety & Ucenslng Board InitIal Declsior

location

;)

I:

I
"I:;

-SIte: 12 ml. SSW of Bav City, Texas
-NRC Region: IV

"

6/84
Characteristics

U!'
:::) il~~'l
Z Iii

~ ~11
,1\
l!)

zr:
-t

~H~
I

1':r

-Prlnclpel Contractor: Ebasco
-Megawatt Rating: 1,250

~

J

Cost/Completion Estimates

Wi

z!

As of:

E

il

o \',I

U.

1975
1980
3729784

12/31/84

to

11/30/85

"1

Commercial

Total- Cost

AFUDC

Operation

($000,000)

component

,: ,400',:--- . Not available
1,,4~,f
riot ava-ilaM~ ,
3';OOO~ '-,"
Not ava,iIable
3.,000,.:, ", Not available-3,:150 '-,
, .9Z0'
,

2/86
6/89
6/89
1989

1.196

1,400 ,
'2,ltOO ':
2-;5~()'

55.
,

II!~,,:!

>a:

,I'j

E

,"

I'

I'!

i-!

}l--''------ .__.-

- .69
-. _.._.

" -Houl}ton . lighting 8t Power .Co.
($millions)
, '
(/nv. 8S' % of) "
, -C~ntr81 Pbwer & ,Ugh~' "', '
.', '.. ($millions) ",
',
.(/nv.. as' %. ofL '. ,
.......

.':.

C\J

, Current
Investm'ent

320' ,

"1

01

1989
1989

Total Cost
per Kw
Major Owners

1989

% currently completed: .'

9/88
12/88
Q1/89

Capital Concentration ($mll. -- w/AFUDC --

I,

~

12/86

-Construction CompletIon:
-Hot Functional Test Complete:
-Fuel load/Low Power license:
-First Crltlcalltv:
-Full Power license:
-Commercial Operation:

-Reactor Type: PWR (Westinghouse)
-Architect/Engineer: Bechtel

f:~'

I

lIcanse(

Est. licensing Action

I.'

.

542
lQO

.49.5
' 100

as

D
!>I
Sl

Status of NRC licensing Process (as ot" 9/30/85)

PLANT NAME Susquehanna 2
lIcensee:

Pennsylv~niB Power

& tighi. Co.

% 1984

iJ

!J

I
I.

MaJor Owners

%

-Pennsylvania Power & light
-Allegheny Electric Coop.

~hare

---'n

·Mws

090·

9'47

. 10

'105

Peak

location

-Constructlon Permit application docketed:
. -ConstructIon Permit issuance:
-Opera~lng license application docketed:
-fInal Environmental Statement compl~t1on:
-Final Safety Analysh~ Report compietion:
-Safety Evaluation Report completion:· .
-Safety Evaluation Report '$upplement Issues:
-Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards· review
-FEMA review of off51t9 emergency planning:
-Public hearings on Operating license:
-Atomic Safety & Licensing Board Initial DecIsion:

I

-Site: 7 rot. E of Harwich, PA
-NRC Region: I

Characteristics
J
:l

z:

:)

!)

z:

1:
J1
1:
3
I

-Reactor Type: General Electric BWR
-Architect/Engineer: Bechtel
-Principal Contractor. Bechtel
-Megawatt Rating: 1,052

:::

:)

l:

....

n

<r
<r

-Construction Completion:
-Hot Functional Test Complete:
-Fuel load/low Power license:
-first Criticality:
-Full power license:
-Commerctal Operation:

Cost/CompletIon estimates

Jl
1::

Z

Est. licensing Action

As of:

1973
1980
4/15/84

Commercial
Operation

Total Cost
(${)OO,OOO)

12/31/84

1981
6/83
10/84 - 12/84
1/85

6/30/85

2/12/85

% currently completed:

600.·

1;400
2,.100"·
2,.100
2.,0.85

AFUDC

Component
Ho.t Available:
Not AvaUabl~.
Not Ayailabh
Not Avail.abl·e
6Z6 '.'

100
......

:n

:v
>-

I
E

•

•

.Total Cost
'per Kw

.

570
1,331
1,987'..

1.98.7'
l, 981.:' .·:·0··

6/84
Ucensee

3/84
NA
3/23/84
4/84
5/84
11/84

Capital Concentration ($mil. -- w/AFUDC --:- as of:'

MaJor

Current

Owners

~ Invesiln~nt

-Pennsylvania Pbwer & light.
..($mi/lions)
.. '·'1,8.90
(Inv~ ~s '%'01)
.::~ ..... lOa

1

•

F·"-:-'.-'·,

St.tus al NRC

PLANT NAME

f'tsl
tsl
W

Vogtle 1

Licensee: GeorgIa Power Co.

% 1984

MaJor Owners

\!J

a:

ll..

- Georgia Power Co.'

- Oglethorpe Power Corp.
- Municipal Electric Authority
of Georgia
- City of Dalton

--Peak

Mw's

% Share'

46'
-'23

5.53'
278 .

18

214
19

-2-

. 5"

lic.ns;n~

Pracass (as.0/30/8!

-Construction Permit application docketed:
-ConstructIon Permit Issuance:
-Operating license application docketed:
-Final Environmental Statement completion:
-Final Safety Analvsls Report completion:
-Safety EvaluatIon Report completion:
-Safety Evaluation Report Supplement issues:
-Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards revle'
-FEMA review of onsite emergency planning:
-Public hearings on Operating license:
-Atomic Safety & licensing Board Inltlal Decision:

location
-Site: Waynesboro. Georgia (2'5', ml. SSE of Augusta. GA).·

6/84

-NRC Region: \I
Licensing Actton

licensee

-Construction Completion:

9/86
7/86
9786
9/86

Est.
u:t·
Q 1
.. f

Characteristics

z \)

0 '~"
t- !~i
\!J ,,,
Z ~

-Reactor Tvpe: PWR (Westinghouse}
-Architect/Engineer: Southern Co. Services Inc.lBechtel

-I·
I':
~

'

..

3
I
UJ

-Hot Functional Test Complete:
-Fuel load/low Power license:
-First Criticality:
-Full Power license:

-Principal Contractor: Georgia Power Co.
-Megawatt Retlng: ',210

-CommemlalOperatlon:

I

Z

E

As of:

o

3787

Capita' Concentration ($mil. -- w/AFUDC -- as

Cost/Completion Estlmates

0:::

10/86

Commercial
Operation

Total Cost

1983

1-,356'

($OOO,OO(»)

Total Cost

AFUDC
Ct;lmpOnen1

p.er

Xw

Current
. MaJor Owners

Im,estment

0:::'

li..

1975
1980

If)
~

..

5/01/84
12/31/84

:

~:

_i

_ I.
m

;r

.IT7JGm

. 1985
3/87.

>a:
E

.1

73

3'•.960 '.'

3/87" .

14 .::32.0 .' .' ,

t',65(r

6/87'

5·~008

·1.735, .

. % currently completed:

1
N ' '.

.2,.300 .

Not Avai lach·
No t Av.a ilab.l'e·
Not AvaJ.hbl.e.

80 '.

.

1,12.1

1.901: .
'.3,21:3' ..
.···.3,570.·:
'. "~140 ,',

-Georgia Power
. (SmUfions)
(/nv. as % of) ..

t,819
100

0

'Status of NRC licensIng Process, (as of 9/30/<15

PLANT NAME Vogtle 2
:.0

Sl
S!

licensee: Georgia Power Co.

~

Major Own'srs

.
..u
a:

.%

Sh~re

Mws

. % 1984
Peak

553.

. "5

CL

4~

- Georgia Power Co.
- Oglethorpe Power Corp.
- Municipal Electric Authority
of Georgie
- City of Delton

30

363"

23.
2

278

19

-ConstructIon Permit applicatIon docketed:
, -Construction Permit issuance:
'
. .-Operating llcense application docketed:
-FInal Envfronmental Statement, completion:
':"FI~aISai8ty Analysis Report completiom'
. -Safety Evaluation Report completion: .
-Safety Evaluation Report Supplement Isiues:
-AdvIsory Committee on Reactor Safeguards revlev
-FEMA review of offslta emergency planning:
-Public hearings
Operating license:

'on

-AtomIc Safety &: licensIng Board Initial Decision:
location
-SIte: Waynesboro. Georgia (25 ml. SSE of Augusta, GA).
-NRC Region: 11

6/84

Est. licensIng ActIon

u
Cl

Characteristics

-Construction Completion:
-Hot Functional Test Complete:
-Fuel Load/low Power license:
-First Criticality:

Z.

0:,f~.

Z
I
(J)

<r

-Reactor Type: PWR (Westinghouse)
-Architect/EngIneer: Southern Co. Services Inc.lBechtel
-Principal Contractor: GeorgIa Power Co.
-Megawatt Rating: 1.210

-Full, Power

Ucense~

-Commercial Operation:

3

licensee

3/88
2/88
3788

NE
NE
9/88

I
(J)

0::

Caplta1 Concentration. {$mlJ. -- :w/AFUDC -- as

Cost/Completton Estimates

Z
E

o
0::

Commercial

Total Cost

AFU[lC

of:

Oper~tlon

($OOD,OOO)

. Component

1975
1980
5/01/84
12/31/84
11/30/85

1984'

~

~otal

per

Cost
Kw

Current

. MaJor_()wners

Inv~stm,ent

u..

'<T
'<T

'1'

01

9!88~'

Not AV'af l~'bi.e·
1,300 .
Not AVa:illlbl-e'·
2,6liO'
Not .AVid bbl:e'
2,880: .::".
1,lOO- " " '

9/86

3.,3.3.8'.:

1987

9/88'

% currently c;:ompleted:

C\J

>-

<r
E:

75

904 ..

51

,....

,

'1,190 ,

1'47 "

1 ~014
2.i'182: .
:2~·38.0"

2.,760"

-GeorgIa Power:

{$mlllions)
(lnv. 8S % at).

3'37 .
100

0

•

PLANT NAM~

1fJ
CSl
CSl

w

licensee: Washington Public P'ower Sup~ly System

Major Owners

(.!)
([

•

Washington Nuclear 3

a..

WPPSS
Pacific Power &'Ught Co.
- Portland General Electric Co.
_ Puget Sound Power Be light Co.
- Washington Water Power Co.

Status of NRC Ucensing Process

869,,'

10

124"

10

124

5

62
62

5

9/io/l

-ConstructIon Permit issuance:

-Operatlng LIcense application doclCeted:
-FInal Environmental Statement completion:
-Final SafetvAna1ysis' Report completlo'n:
-Saietv Evaluatl.on Report completion:
-Safety Evaluation Report Sup'plemenf issues:
':"Advlsory Commltte'o on Reactor Safeguards reviE.
-fEMA review of offsitG emergency planning:
-Public hearings on Operating License:
-Atomic Safety Be llcenslng Board Initial Decision:

Peak

-Mws.

10'

.t

-Construction Permit application docl:.eted:,

% 1984

% Shar:e

<•

,3
4
2
4

location
"

~

~ll
Z ,(.r"
0\11'\

~ 1M

iU) 1: i1
'

:

-Reactor Tvpe: PWR (Combustion Engineering)
-Architect/Engineer: Ebasco
-Principal Contractor. Ebssco
-Megawatt Rating: 1,242

a:::

,I

1989
1989
12/89

Current'
,Total Cost
per Kw

AFUDC

,NA
'NE
NE':

=I;t,

Major Owners

'4:,000" ,
.-.

~E
, ~,NE

. ....

1

- 1Ii',I.'1

Il."

~ l!l~t.:

Investment

-Pacific Power Be light Co.
, ($mi'f/ions) '
(lilY. 8S % 01)
, -Portland Oe,neral Electric Co.
($mi/lions)
(Inv. as % of) "
,
, ~Puget Sound. Power, ~,Lig'ht-,
" "'($inillionsr . ' .
(Inv. as % at) ,
-Washington Water Power cO:
($mj(lions)
'
"

605
2',818

NA
NA

11 :

'~~8S%Ot)

!'
"

'*

I

[.

1989

-Commercial Operation:

Component

~Ijl

C\J

NE

Cost/Completion Es11mates

~Iil,:

01

1989

Capital Concentrlltlon ('mit -- w/AFUDC -- as

, ,I

.1

-ConstructIon Completion:

-Hot Functional Test Complete:
-Fuel Load/low Power LIcense:
-First. Criticality:
-Full Power license:

3' ,
I ,,;
U) I!

-Z :t;1"

licensee,

Est. LIcensing Action

Characteristics

i~,

([

6/84

-Site: Satsop, Wash. (26 ml. W of OIVmple, Wash;)
-NRC Region: V

r.

i.

77

See "MiscGiltmeous Comments,"

40""
lOO,

235;
JOO'

)39
, " 1{)Q

166
100

f

i
I,

Waterford 3

PLANT NAME

Status of NRC licensing Process (as of 9/30/;

"I.

'I

licensee: ' louisiana Power & light,

ryf
Sl
53
•

% 1984

.
•

Major Owner:s

"~ !

% Shere
----.

11
!)

louisiana Power & Ught

II'.
I:,:

1.

100

Mws
---.,...

Peak

lJi!

27

I-!
11

location

I!

-Site: 20 mi. W of New 0 rleans. LA
-NRG Region: IV

n
:{
j;:

-Construction Permit application docketed':
-Constl'uctlon Permit issuance:
.
-Operating license application docketed: , '
-Final Environmental Statement completion:
-Ftlnal Safety Analysis Report completion:,
-Safety Evaluation Report completion:
-Safety Evaluation .Report Supplement Issues:
-Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards rev It
-FEMA review of offslte emergency planning:
-Public hearings on Operating license:
':'Atomlc Safety & licensing Board Initial DeClslon:

".
j".,

J
:::l

It
.~.

,"I'

z: g~::
I~ . :
:::>
-

!)

z:

-r:
1)

I
3
I
J)

l::,

-'
Z
E

I'-

~:'

;,i..

;::.i

-Reactor Type: PWR (Combustion Engineering}
-Architect/Engineer: Ebas·:o
-Principal Contractor: Ebasco
-Megawatt RatIng: 1.'51

-ConstructIon Completion:
-Hot Functional Test Complete:
-Fuel load/low Power license:
-First Criticality:

Commercial
Operatlo~

As of:

I

",

Total Cost

,AFUDC

($000,000)

Component

Total Cost
per ltw

!.;

I

10/77
1980,
-1/ 30/ 84

I

'Il
\ I

12/31/84
10/30/85

~t
jI
~ '~-f

1981
1983
12/84,"
I!-IIIQ8·5

9/24/85.. "

-r:::,

815·

Not Avallable

1.500

Not- Avai.la,ble

2,65Q, .
'2.733: :

NO.t- 'Ava,Hable
liQt' 4vaHabl"e'
',' 8'4'0*":"

__ '_~; 80'0·

• We fJssume ,AFUDC represents
:

;;;;

~bOut'''30%.
. . . ~f th;'!-llijt~s'"iQ\~!'c(:)st.
.
.

5 84
NA

NA
12/84

Curr:ent
Owners

Investment

7Q8'

. 1',303,
2.302"
~ ..H5'

.

-louisIana PoWer & Ught.'
($mlflions) '
.
(klV. as Ok of)

,~;

713
100

I:.

;

".

% currently completed:. ,:" .100 ."

.'::

5/84
Com71e~.

Capital Concentration ($mll. --.w/AFUDC -~

Malor

. ~ I

ill

licensee

-Full Power license:
-C'ommercla I Operation:

Cost/Completion Estimates

i~;i I
r: ;
. ",

i:
'!' :

~

Est, licensing Action

;·:j:i

,~
:::> !:

l::

6/84

Chn8cterlstlcs

'.:

.

:I.l

>-

X
E

79

-_._--~'--_

" - IW.O:: . ,•• <; ••.•••

.. _--.,_ ....

•

_--

_.~_

.....-

_

....

- ..

,-

•

•

as

(J

•

~ WoIfC(~ek
~
~
~

licensee: Kansas Gas & Electric Co.
Major Owners

Mws

% ·Share

Status of NRC LIcensing Process (as

% 1984
Peak

uJ

t!J

a:
Q.

. 47.. :......

Kans!!s G~$ Be ElectrIc Co.
- Kansas C'ty Power & lig"t

.540

54Q
69.

47.:
6

- Kansas E!ectrlc Power Coop.

35
22 .

0'

-Construction Permit applicatIon docketed:
-Construction Permit issuance:
-Operating license appl1cation docketed:
-Final Environmental Statement completIon:
-Final Safety AnalV~ls Report completion:
.-Safetv Evaluation Reportcornpletlon:
-Safety Evaluation Report Suppioment issues:
-Advisorv Commltte'e on Reactor Safeguards review co
-FEMA review of oftsite. emergency planning:
-Public hearings on Operating license:
-Atomic Safety & licensing Board InItial Decision:

location
-SIte: Burlington. Kansas
-NRC Region: IV

Est. licensing Action

6/84
licensee

l

U
Q

CharacterJstlcs

-Construction Completion:
-Hot Functional Test Complete:
-Fuel load/low Power license:

Z

o

I-

t!J
Z

I

(j)

a:

-Reactor Type: PWR (Westinghouse}
-Architect/EngIneer: Bechtel
-PrincIpal Contractor: Bechtel
-Megawatt Rating: 1,150

-First Critlcalitv:

-Full Power license:
-Commercial. OperatIon:

9/84
5/84
9/84
8/84
4/85
4/85

:3
I
(j)

a:::

z
E

o

a:::

Capital ConcentratIon ($mll. -:-- w/AFUDC --

Cost/Completion EstImates

As of:

Current

CommercIa'
Operation

Tour Cost
($000,000)

4/83
1984
4/85

1,000
1,700:
2,67.0 :
. 2,9l0
3.;000:.

u..

(')
~

~

m

5/77
1980
12/31/83
12n1/84
11/30/85

IIIQ85

9/04/85

N

>a:
E

81
................... _.~.:; ......l-lop

.~;.#

100

-~~~-

Total Cost

qOinpon~nt

per Kw

Ho't A~a(labi.e

Hqt .Available
Not· Ava:i-iaDl'(j·.
Uot. Avail.able:· .
. .
. .90'"
.. .
'."
", v
"

-___
% currently comr'At"rt·

AFUDC

'.'

870·
.1,47-8·..
2,312.·' .
2 ·539···· ..
2 '61\9'
,.Y ._..

"''tajor Owners
":"Kansas Gas & Electric Co.
(Smillians)
.(/nv. as % 01)
~Kansas City Power Be Ught
. . ($inillions)
.
. (Inv. 8S % of)

Investment

lIIS

of: 0/
Tot
P

. 1,400
100

2,

1,420
100:

2;

STATE OF MINNESOTA
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD
In the Matter of the Final Environmental
Impact Statement on Northern states Power
Company's Proposed Prairie Island
Independent Spent Fuel storage Facility

PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT
CONCLUSIONS, AND ORDER

FINDINGS OF FACT
Introduction
EIS Order
1. At its regularly scheduled meeting.on December 21, 1989, th~
Minnesota Environmental Quality Board (EQB) ordered the preparation
of an Environmental Impa9t Statement (EIS) on a proposal by Northern
States Power Company (NSP) to construct an Independent Spent Fuel
storage Installation (ISFSI) at the Prairie Island Nuclear Generating
Plant (PI). The proposal had been presented to the EQB as an
information item at its November 16, 1989 meeting. Staff had
monitored status 'of the proposal since NSP made the proposal pUblic
in June, 1989.

•

2.
The project, as proposed, does not fall within the mandatory EIS
categories (Minn. Rule. part 4410.4400). However, Minn. Rule, part
4410.2000, sUbpart 3, item B provides that a discretionary EIS shall
be prepared when the RGU and the proposer agree tg~ an EIS should be
prepared. NSP, in a letter dated November 28, 1~~ agreed to the
preparation of an EIS on the p r o j e c t . ?
{

3. The EQB was determined to be the Responsible Governmental unit
(RGU) for the preparation of the EIS pursuant to related
responsibilities in Minnesota Rules, part 4410.4400, subp. 2, and
part 4410.0500, sUbp. 2.
Authority, Scope, and Purpose
4.
Environmental review procedures in the State of Minnesota are
implemented under authority granted in Minnesota Statutes, chapter
1160.
5.
The proposed NSP project is within the scope of environmental
review procedures as defined by Minn. Rules 4410.0300, sUbp. 2.

•

6. As stipulated'in Minnesota statutes, section 116D.04, subd. 2a,
EIS's shall be analytical rather than encyclopedic, and must describe
the proposed action in detail, analyz~ its significant impacts,
discuss appropriate alternatives and their impacts, explore methods
by Which adverse environmental effects of an action could be
mitigated and analyze unavoidable impacts of a proposed action.

7. Minn. Rules 4410.0300, sUbp. 3, states that the purpose of,
environmental review is to aid in providing an understanding of the
impacts a proposed project will have on the environment, through t h .
preparation and pUblic review of environmental documents.
Environmental documents must address significant environmental issu
.
and be available to governmental units and citizens early in the
decision making process.
Environmental documents shall not be used
to justify a decision, nor shall indications of adverse environmental
effects necessarily require that a project be disapproved.
Environmental documents shall be used as guides in issuing,' amending
and denying 'permits and carrying out other responsibilities.of.
governmental units to avoid or minimize adverse environmental effects
and to restore and enhance environmental quality.
Procedural
8.
Notice of the EIS order was pUblished in the EQB Monitor on
January 8, 1990.
Scoping
9. The EIS scoping process was conducted pursuant to Minn. Rules
4410.2+00, and included the following:
a. A draft scoping decision document, including an Environmental
Assessment Worksheet and project description prepared by NSP, was
prepared and distributed in compliance with Minn. Rules
4410.1500, item A.
It was prepared by EQB staff with the
assistance of an independent technical consultant and an
~/
interagency Technical Work Group, represented by staff from th~?'
Pollution Control Agency, the Public utilities commission, and
the Departments of Public Safety, Public Service, Health, Natural
Resources, and Agriculture.
b. Notice of the draft scoping decision document availability
was published in the EQB Monitor and the 30 day comment period
began on March 19, 1990.
c. A press release on the draft scoping decision document
availability was provided on March 16, 1990 in compliance with
Minn. Rules 4410.1500, item B.
d.
Paid advertisements of the draft scoping decision document
availability, public meetings and comment procedure were
pUblished the week of April 9, 1990 in the Red Wing Republican
Eagle, the st. Paul Press Dispatch and the Minneapolis
star-Tribune. Pursuant to Minn. Rules 4410.1500, item B, NSP
agreed to pay for the advertisements.
e. Public scoping meetings were held in Red Wing, MN on April 16
and in st. Paul on April 17, 1990. The first meeting was held 28
days after the Monitor notice.
Registered attendance was 15 in
Red Wing and 11 in st. Paul.

4IIi

f.
The public comment period closed on April 26, 1990. The
comment period ran for 38 days.
six comment letters were filed
with the Board.

e

i
:

g. The Board approved a final seoping decision at its May 17,
1990 meeting. The decision document contained the information
included in Minn. Rules 4410.2100, sUbp.6, items A-G, and
responses to all written and pUblic meeting comments.
h. Notice of the Board's approval of the scoping decision and
order of an EIS was pUblished in the June 25, 1990 EQB Monitor,
39 days after the decision was issued. A press release was
issued on June 22, 1990. The notice and press release were
provided in compliance with Minn. Rules 4410.2100, sUbp. 9.

•

i. The EIS scoping decision document identified the following
issues relevant to the proposed project. The location of the
discussion in the Final EIS is shown to the right.
Final EIS
Direct and indirect effects of construction: .••..•.. p. 4.1
a.
land use and terrestrial resources
b.
water use and aquatic resources
c.
other environmental
- ambient noise
- fugitive dust
- air quality and odor
- erosion and runoff
d.
socioeconomics (work force)
e. cultural resources
.
Non-radiological direct and indirect effects
of operation:
"
p. 4.7
a.
land use and terrestrial resources
b.
water use and aquatic resources
c.
socioeconomics
d.
other environmental
- fogging and other related problems from heat
dissipation
- ambient noise
e. runoff'
Impacts and protection from natural calamity: .•••... p. 4.13
a.
Seismic event (earthquake)
b.
Flood (100 year, 500 year)
c.
Tornado, tornado-propelled projectiles
d.
Lightning strike
e.
Extreme climatic conditions
Radiological impact from routine operation: •..••..•. p. 4.17
a.
collective occupational dose commitment
b.
off-site dose commitment
c.
on-site spent fuel movement
l)in pool, with standard and non-standard fuel
2)in transfer to storage location
Impacts from accidents: ••••.•••.•••.•.....••.••••.•• p. 4.19
a.
during loading and sealing operations
b.
during transfer to the storage location
c.
during storage
d.
emergency planning
Safeguards from theft, diversion, sabotage ....•....• p. 4.21
Decommissioning of the storage facility ..•.........• p. 4.23

j. The EIS scoping decision document identified the following
alternatives to the proposed project. The location of the
discussion of the alternative in the Final EIS is shown on t h e .
right.
FinalE''''
Similar Facility at Another site (at-reactor) .•..... p. 6A.l
Dry Spent Fuel storage Technologies •....•........... p. 5.13
a.
Modular Concrete storage
b.
Vault
c.
Concrete Casks
d.
Other Metal storage Cask Designs
e~
Dual Purpose (storage/Transport) Casks
Modif ied or New Pool Storage •...••........... ~ • . • .... p. 5.20
a.
Expansion of Existing Pool
b.
construction of a New Pool
Increase Storage capacity of Existing Pool ...•....... p. 5.20
a.
Reracking
b.
Spent Fuel Rod Consolidation
c.
Two-Tiered Racks
Shipment to other Spent Fuel Storage Facilities ..•.. p. 5.30
a.
Transhipment to Monticello Pool
b.
Transhipment to Pathfinder
c.
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Draft EIS
10. The Draft EIS was prepared in compliance with Minn. Rules
4410.0200 to 4410.6500 and in accord with the scoping determination.

It was prepard by EQB staff.' The interagency Technical Work Group
continued to advise EQB staff during preparation of the Draft EIS.
11. The process consisted of the following:

a. The Draft EIS included the issues and alternatives identified
in the scoping decision and approved by the Board. To support
this analysis, information was gathered from a wide variety of
independent sources. The references used in development of the
EIS are listed in the document, either within the text or at the
end of each section.
b. The Draft EIS included the following sections and content, in
compliance with Minn. Rules 4410.2300:
A. Cover sheet. (first page of Draft EIS)
The cover sheet included the information required by
RUle 4410.2300, item A.

Minn~.

..,

•

B. Summary. (Chapter 1 of Draft EIS)
The summary stressed the major findings, areas of
controversy and the alternatives •
C. Table of contents.

(second page of Draft EIS)

D. List of preparers.

(first page of Draft EIS)

E. Project Description. (Chapter 3 of Draft EIS)
The project description described the proposed project with
sufficient detail to allow·the pUblic to identify the
purpose of the project, its size, scope, environmental
setting, geographic location, and the anticipated phases of
development.

••

•

F. Governmental approvals required. (Chapter 2 of Draft EIS)
The following governmental approvals were identified:
1. Federal License: A Part 72 license must be issued by the
u.s. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
NSP filed its
application in August, 1990, and anticipates completion of
the review process in late 199~.
2. Certificate of Need: A certificate of Need from the
Minnesota Public utilities commission is required pursuant
to Minnesota Rules, Chapter 7855.
NSP filed this
application on April 29, 1991.
The Environmental Impact
Statement is part of the record in this filing.
3. A local building permit will also be required.
No governmental permits were identified for which all
necessary information was included in the EIS.
G. Alternatives. (Chapter 4 of Draft EIS, proposed project
impacts and Chapter 5, alternatives impacts)
The alternatives section compared the environmental impacts
of the proposal with other reasonable alternatives,
specifically those identified in the scoping process
(Finding 5j). The alternative of a similar facility (dry
cask) at another site (away-from-reactor site in Minnesota)
was not included. This alternative was considered
unreasonable and infeasible.
There was no support from any
interested party for this alternative. Alternative
at-reactor sites have been included in the Final EIS. The
alternative of no action was addressed.
H. Environmental, economic, employment and sociological
impact. (Chapter 4 and 5 of the Draft EIS).
This section included, for the proposed project and each
major alternative, a thorough but succinct discussion of any
direct or indirect, adverse, or beneficial effect
generated. The discussion concentrated on those issues
considered to be significant as identified by the scoping
process. Data and analysis was commensurate with the
importance of the impact, with less important material
summarized, consolidated, or simply referenced. The EIS
identified and briefly discussed major differences of
opinion concerning impacts of the proposed project and the
effects the project may have on the environment.

I. Mitigation measures. (Chapter 4, page 4.14 of the Draft
EIS)
This secion identified measures that could reasonably
eliminate or minimize any adverse environmental, economic.
employment, or sociological effects of the proposed projec .

J. Appendix. (Appendix in Draft EIS)
The appendix included information in compliance with Minn.
Rules 4410.2300, item J.
c. Notice of the Draft EIS availability was pUblished in the EQB
Monitor on November 26, 1990, in compliance with Minn. Rule
4~10.2600, subp. 5 and 7.
The Draft EIS was distributed in
compliance with Minn. Rule 4410.2600, subps. 3 and 4. A press
release was provided as required in Minn. Rule 4410.2600, subp. 6
and 7.
d. Optional paid advertisements were pUblished as described in
Finding 5(d).
e. PUblic comment meetings were held in st. Paul on December 17,
1990, and in Red Wing, MN on December 18, 1990. The first
meeting was held 21 days after the Monitor notice. A typewritten
summary and an audio-recorded transcript of the meetings were
made. Registered attendance was 26 in st. Paul and 22 in Red
Wing.
f. The public comment period closed on January 7, 1991. The .'c~
comment period ran for 42 days.
It remained open for 20 days
",Ji,'/
after the last pUblic comment meeting.
Eighteen comment letters
were filed with the Board and 26 oral comments were recorded at
the pUblic meetings.
Final EIS
12. The Final EIS was prepared in compliance with Minn. Rules
4410.2700. The preparation process consisted of the following:
a. The Final EIS includes responses to timely substantive
comments on the Draft EIS in compliance with the scoping
decision. All comments are provided in Chapter 7 of the Final
EIS. Responses are provide in Chapter 8 of the Final EIS
b. The responses resulted in significant changes in the Draft
EIS, and the Final EIS has been rewritten so that necessary
changes in the text are incorporated in the appropriate places.
In addition to incorporated text, the following sections have
been added to the Final EIS:
Chapter 6, which is a health risk assessment prepared by the
Minnesota Department of Health.
Chapter 6A, which is an analysis of two alternative
at-reactor locations, resulting from the assessment in
Chapter 6.

•

Ape:!"l~i~8es K. through V, which are attachments to comment

letters and additional supporting material.

•

c. Noticei)Ofthe availability of the Final EIS was pUblished in
the EQB Mbt'1+tpJ:'\onApril 15, 1991. The notice and a press
release wEaJ:'.Tprovided in compliance with Minn. Rules 4410.2700,
sUbp. 5 and 6.
d. The FinalYEIS was distributed in compliance with Minn. Rules
4410.2700,s'll:bp. 3. It was mailed to all persons on the official
distributio~ list on April 19, 1991.
The official distribution
list consisted of 153 individuals. A copy was provided to all
persons who requested the Final EIS. It was mailed to all Board
members on April 23, 1991.
e. The comment period on the Final EIS closed May 6, 1991. The
comment period ran for eleven work days and seventeen calendar
days after mailing. Nine comment letters were properly filed
with the Board before close of the comment period.
Addendum
13. The attached addendum was prepared by staff to correct omissions
and provide clarification of the discussion in the Final EIS on the
alternative of conservation. The addendum is needed to clarify the
analysis of conservation potential and costs.
Pursuant to Minn.
Rules 4410.3000, subp. 2, the EQB can make minor revisions to a Final
EIS by use of an addendum. upon approval by the EQB, the addendum
becomes part of the Final EIS. It has been distributed in compliance
with the cited rule.
Comments on Final EIS Adequacy
14. Timely comment letters pertaining to adequacy of the EIS:
a. A total of nine letters were received during the 10-day
comment period on the final EIS. Of these, two did not discuss
adequacy.
In these two letters, content issues were raised, but
no position was taken as to whether the shortcomings noted were
sufficient to cause the EIS to be determined "inadequate".
b. Comments received favoring adequacy decision. Two letters
were received which indicated that the EIS adequately addressed
the scoped issues, alternatives, impacts and comments.
c. Five letters were received questioning the adequacy of the
Final EIS. The issues raised in these letters were:
i. Long-term potential risks to health and the environment,
and testing of casks, were not adequately addressed. These
areas are fully covered in Chapters 4 and 6 of the EIS.
Comments did not specify areas which were inadequate.
ii. More detailed health studies and monitoring are needed.
The health risk assessment provided in Chapter 6 of the
Final EIS is a reasonable level of analysis to address this

issue. The impossibility of directly observing health
effects of such low doses of radiation, and consequent
necessity for extrapolation downward from ePidemiOlOgiCal.
studies of higher doses, is discussed. in the Final EIS at
page 6.7 to 6.8 and 6.12 to 6.13.
Responses from the
Minnesota Department of Health, dated May 10, 1991, address
this issue in more detail.
~~~.
The calculated health risk number has changed. The
reason that the calculated health risk number in the FEIS is
different than that which appeared an earlier memo from the
Department of Health is discussed on pages 6.8 and 6.9 of
the FEIS. The way in which the number was calculated is
described on pages 6.10 through 6.12. Responses from the
Minnesota Department of Health, dated May 10, 1991, address
this issue in more detail.

iv. More discussion is needed of the conservation
alternative, and the EIS should designate conservation as
the preferred alternative to the proposed project.
Conservation as an alternative is discussed in the EIS on
pages 5.7 through 5.12, and as a possible component of a
combination of alternatives on page 5.47. The EQB is not
required to designate any alternative as "preferred" - refer
to Minn. Rules 4410.003, subp. 3, cited in paragraph 7 of
. these findings. An EIS should provide sufficient
information for decision makers to decide if an alternative
is feasible and prudent, and the sUbject Final EIS provide• .
this level of information.
.~
\

v. Technical and legal assistance was not provided to the
Indian community. This issue is discussed on page 8.8 of
the EIS, item 15A.

vi. Several more specific comments on adequacy were also
received:
Maps in the EIS did not show proximity of Indian
community to proposed project. This proximity is
clearly shown on maps on pages 6A-8 through 6A-l0.
These maps are new material added since the draft ElS.

'c..• :~\ ,', '. i

•
(

section 116D.04, states that EIS's should be analytic,
l'lo1:<encyclopedic. Available information was used in
preparing the EIS, and all comments received on the
draft in these areas were addressed. The level of
detail is sufficient to inform the decision maker .
Determination of Adequacy
15. The EQB is the Responsible Governmental Unit and must determine
the adequacy of the Final EIS.
16. Minn. Rules 4410.2800, subp. 1a requires that certain evidence of
compliance with EIS procedure must be on file. All information
required by this rule is on file with the EQB.
17. Minnesota statute, section 1160.04, sUbd. 2a(g) and Minn. Rules
4410.2800, subp. 3 require that a determination of adequacy of the
Final EIS be made within 280 days after the preparation notice was
pUblished in the EQB Monitor unless the ti~~ is extended by consent
of the proposer and the EQB or by the governor for good cause. The
280 days lapsed on April 1, 1991. By letter dated March 18, 1991,
NSP agreed to extend the adequacy decision to the May 16, 1991, EQB
meeting.
18. Minn. Rules 4410.2800, subp. 4 governs the determination of
adequacy of a Final EIS. The following conditions must be met:
a. The Final ElS must address the issues raised in scoping so
that all issues for which information can be reasonably obtained
have been analyzed.
b. The Final ElS must provide respo~ses to the substantive
comments received during the Draft ElS review concerning issues
raised in scoping.
c. The Final ElS must be prepared in compliance with the
procedures of the act (Minn. statutes, section 1160.04) and Minn.
Rules 4410.0200 to 4410.6500.
CONCLUSIONS
19. The EQB has the authority to determine the adequacy of the Final
ElS on NSP's propose Prairie Island Independent Spent Fuel storage
Installation.
20. The Final EIS is in compliance with statutory and agency rule
guidelines which establish the purpose and content of an ElS. The
Final ElS is analytic rather than encyclopedic, and describes
reasonable alternatives and significant impacts of the proposal and
alternatives.

•

21. Notice and availability of information relative to the
environmental review of the proposal was provided to the pUblic and
government agencies early in the process and in compliance with all
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May 9, 1991
TO: All
Independent

Final EIS on t~e Prairie Island
storage Installation

FROM: EQB Staff
The attached addendum will be incorporated in the Final EIS upon
approval by the EQB at its May 16, 1991 meeting. As provided in
Minn. Rule 4410.3000, subp. 2, the EQB may make minor revisions to a
final EIS by use of an addendum, and shall distribute it to .any
person Who received the final EIS document, and to any other person
upon written request.
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ADDENDUM
To The
Final Environmental Impact statement
Prairie Island Independent Spent Fuel Storage Project
Revised text underlined.
Page 3.14, under Cask Leakage, item 1. Specification:
. strike atmospheres per.
Page 4.27, under K. Cost of Project, second sentence:
36 casks corrected to 48 casks.
Page 5.12, last sentence revised to read:
"The mlln.b~rs in the second figure indicate that NSP would need to
spend approximately $150 million to provide non-diversified
energy conservation resources equal to the generation resources
provided by the PI plant in 1989 (8,279 gigawatt-hours).
Page 5.12, title of both figures revised to read:
"Non-diversified Electric Energy Conservation Supply".
Page 5.12, footnote added below second figure:
Prepared by EQB staff based on assumption that energy use in the
NSP system is similar to energy use in Minnesota.
Page 5.12, add third paragraph:
The conservation and cost estimates stated above and represented
in the graphs below do not account for system "diversity" or
"coincidence". Diversity is broadly defined as a measure of the
probability that energy conservation savings by individual
electricity consumers will occur at different times. coincidence
is defined as the probability that savings will occur at the same
time.
In order for energy conservation to be an effective
alternative to a base-load generating plant such as PI facility,
conservation activities must be evenly distributed across nearly
every hour of the 'year, and at 'each hour the amount bf-capacity
saved must be equal to generating capacity lost.
Individual
conservation projects deliver unequal conserved energy resources
at all time periods. ' To replace the constant block of energy
provided by a base-load plant, conservation'must be carefully
mixed and matched to provide that same block across time.
Therefore, a much more highly-detailed and more complex analysis
of conservation options than is presented in this document would
be required before any final determination can be made of how
much conservation spending would be required to offset the PI
facility.
Table, of Contents, Appendices, add: ,
V. NSP Letter: Radiological Analysis
Appendices Cover Page, after page 8.12, add:
v. NSP Letter: Radiological Analysis

